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PREFACE

The 20th EPS Conference on Controlled Fusion and Plasma Physics is Organized,
on behalf of the European Physical Society (BPS), by "Sociedade Portuguesa de Fisica"
(SPF) and "Centro de Fusio Nuclear" (CFN) of "Instituto Superior Técnico" (IST) of the
Lisbon Technical University.

The Programme, Format and Schedule of the Conference were determined by its
International Programme Committee, which also selected the Plenary and Topical Invited
Lectures.

The International Programme Committee has also made the selection of the
submitted one-page abstracts. Some of these abstracts, of outstanding quality, have been
selected, for both poster and oral presentation of the corresponding four-page papers.

In the odd years the Conference is essentially related with Controlled Fusion
Research and it has a reduced format. Therefore, the IPC has only been able to accept for
conference presentation about 435 abstracts from the almost 620 received.

The Conference Format is: 9 Review Lectures of 45 minutes, 18 Topical Lectures
of 30 minutes, 24 Oral Presentations of Contributred Papers of 20 minutes, 4 poster
sessions with about “0 posters each and a Special Evening Public Lecture.

Lisboa, June 1993 The Editors
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ELECTRIC FIELD MEASUREMENTS DURING THE H-MODE IN JET

N. Hawkesl

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 313A, UK
iUKAEA Euratom Association, Culham Laboratory, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 3DB, UK

Introduction

Charge exchange emission in the edge region of JET has been used to measure impurity
ion parameters. lon temperatures are obtained directly from the Doppler broadening of
spectral lines and plasma flows from their Doppler shifts. Two sets of viewing chords
enable us to resolve the flow direction and speed. The space resolution of the diagnostic
is limited to about 5 cm in the radial direction due to the angle of intersection of the
viewing chords with the plasma flux surfaces. The zero order force balance equation is
used to derive the radial electric field, 13,,

E:zf.»(i«7.+vz><13) (1)
TL .

assuming that the radial ion velocity is negligible. In this equation V;, 112, p and Z are
the ion velocity, density, pressure and charge, B is the magnetic field and e the electronic
Charge. The absolute value of the ion density gradient is not needed for the computation
of Wm, only the normalised gradient, Vnz/nz. This is taken to be equal to the more
malised gradient of emission intensity which assumes that the neutral beam attenuation
is negligible over the observation region. Emission from intrinsic carbon (77,2877, 529 nm)
and injected neon (71:11710, 525 nm) has been used in these measurements. The readout
system could operate at 0.5 ms. but in general was limited by photon statistics to 10 ms.

Particle Transport

The time evolution. of carbon emission intensity at [our radii is shown in figure 1. The
emission signals have all been normalised at 13.65 s, when the Himode starts. Until
the transition the density rises proportionally at all radii. After the H transition the
outermost radii (4.09 and 4.13 m) show little increase, while the density at the innermost
radii (4.03 and 4.06 m) continues to ramp up. The change in impurity behaviour indicates
the presence of a particle transport barrier between about 4.06 and 4.09 m. This is
consistent with other 0bservations[1] where the impurity transport barrier was inferred
from measurements of various ion stages of oxygen. Emission from inside the transport
barrier is at least ten times brighter than that from outside. This change in intensity
occurs within two channel spacings, 6 em, but is limited by the diagnostic resolutioni To
establish the actual fall—off length we simulated the observations using a simple model
profile. The model assumes a linear transition from high to low brightness with the
width of the transition region and the brightness ratio as adjustable parameters. A good
simulation of the observations is achieved with a brightness ratio of ten and a width of
about 1 cm.



Ion Temp erature

The ion temperature increases along each viewing chord as the Hemode evolves7 although
the profile maintains its shape. The ion temperature gradients are less than SkeVJn’l
therefore the contribution of the ion temperature gradient to the overall electric field in
JET is small.

Measurements with the outer chords show that the ion temperature outside the sepa-
ratrix can be a kilovolt or more. In view of the large ratio between the intensity of light
from inside the separatrix to that from outside a question arises as to the sensitivity of
the diagnostic to optical crosstalk between its observation chords. However the signals
from the inner chords are slightly Doppler shifted due to the toroidal motion (see below)
whereas those from the outer chords are not, demonstrating that the signals from the.
outer chords are not due crosstalk

Velocity Measurements

The two sets of viewing chords View the midplane of JET from above and below. The
difference in the Doppler shifts from the two sets of chords gives the poloidal component of
the plasma velocity; the commonemodc shifts give the toroidal component. The poloidal
measurements yield an absolute value for the velocity while the toroidal measurements
are ambiguous with respect to the common zero offset of all the chords. it is therefore
assumed that the plasma is at rest, toroidally, at the start of the neutral heating pulse.

In none of the Hemod'es studied is there evidence of poloidal rotation. Figure 3 shows
the results from several ll—mode discharges with a range of separatrix positions. The error
bars are estimated from the scatter in the fitted parameters over a period of about one
second during the H—phase. The discharges were 2.8 MA, 2.9 T with IOMVV of neutral
heating and mainly ELM free (selected for the good measured signal levels rather than
exceptional plasma performance). The range of separatrix positions extends the scope of
measurements obtained from any single shot and demonstrates the consistently low value
of poloidal rotation present in these discharges. The figure includes the carbon intensity
profile from three of the discharges, showing that the velocity measurements encompass
the location of the particle transport barrier.

Since other experiments report finding poloidal rotation in only a thin layer we consider
the effect of our viewing geometry on the results. Figure 3 includes a model velocity profile
with a F‘NHM of 1cm and peak 15 km.s’l as reported in[2]. We simulate the effect; of
the integration of our lines of sight by averaging the velocity over the viewing volumes of
each chord7 with a suitable weight function. This function is computed from the intensity
of the neutral beams at each point along the Viewing chord, where each point corresponds
to a different major radius. The resulting weight function is roughly gaussian with a full
width of about 5 cm. The simulated poloidal rotation profile is a lower bound in that the
thickness of the rotation profile taken is the lowest quoted in the literature. Furthermore,
a slight improvement in the diagnostic‘s spatial resolution occurs at steeper gradients of
the emission intensityI which have the effect of weighting the measurement towards the
small major radius end of the resolution length (a more refined simulation would include



this effect). The simulated profile is included in figure 3. The evidence from the simulation
is that we have sufficient velocity resolution to be able to measure the poloidal rotation,
if it were of the same character as seen on DIII~D and other machines.

The toroidal rotation increases with time during the development of the H~rnode. The
inner two chords (for the shot of figure 1) reach velocities of 55 Inns—1 and the outer ones
less than 38 kms’l.

Radial Electric Field

From the measurement of all the terms of equation 1 the radial electric field can be calcu-
lated. Figure 2 shows the separate contributions to E,. The poloidal rotation contributes
nothing and the ion temperature gradient little to the total. The total field is positive
over most of the observation region due to the toroidal rotation profile. Where the steep
ion density gradient occurs the overall field becomes negative. The exact magnitude and
width of the region of negative electric field depends upon the details of the assumptions
in the ion density profile shape simulations. However the presence of steep density gradi—
ents gives rise to a negative component to E, which dominates that due to the toroidal
rotation over a. short distance. The net electric field, of order —30 I‘rV.m'1 , is comparable
to that deduced using similar techniques on other tokamaks during Himode. This field
strength profile is also consistent with the impurity transport parameters deduced from
laser ablation experiments on JET[3].

Conclusions

The radial electric field in the edge region of JET llimode plasmas has been derived
using ion parameters measured with impurity charge exchange spectroscopy. In the H,
modes studied there is no EVidence of poloidal rotation, however the ion pressure gradient
contributes to the force balance resulting in an overall negative electric field of —30 IrV.m']
with width of order lcrn. This field is comparable to that measured on other tokamaks
and is consistent with the results of impurity transport experiments.
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SCALING OF ION PARAMETERS AT THE H—TRANSITION IN JET

N. Hawkesl, P. Thomas
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Introduction

Shaing et al. have proposed a theory of the H—mode based on bifurcated solutions for
poloidal fiow[l]. In this theory the driving mechanism for poloidal flow is ion orbit loss. It
is predicted that as the ion collisionality, ilxfr is reduced below some (machine dependent)
threshold close to unity the poloidal flow speed will suddenly increase, establishing the
H»mode.

Experiments on DllleDl2] involving a neutral beam power scan agreed with the pre
dictions of the theory. 1/? depends on 7T2, thus the critical collisionally appeared as a
critical T; in the experiment.

We report here on a series of experiments on JET aimed at testing this critical 1/:t
prediction. In these experiments 1/? was varied by changing the density in a sequence of
discharges with constant neutral heating power.

Experiment

A series of discharges were made with target volume average density varying between
8 and 20X10181‘I1—3. The discharges had the same injection power profile with 7Ml’V
NBI for 600 ms used to establish the Hemode, reduced to 2MW for 200 ms to allow
charge exchange measurements at the back transition. Plasma parameters from one of
these discharges are shown in figure 1. The discharges were 2.6 NIA, 2.8 T, double null,
Without sawteeth: a sawtooth crash is frequently the trigger for the Himode. Edge ion
temperaturesand densities were measured by charge exchange spectroscopy of carbon
impurities.

In these sawtooth free discharges the Himode transition is not accompanied by a sharp
drop in D0,, instead the Da signal exhibits a period of rapid ‘dithering’ before becoming
quiet7 as shown in figure 1. In this analysis we consider two times; the start and the end
of the dithering phase at the transition, tug and in”. Some shots show a sudden jump
11p in the edge ion temperature at the first time, suggesting that this is the true start of
the H—rnode. The trend in both times over the density scan is the same.

In the low density shots the transition to Hemode occurs later than in the high density
shots. The duration of the H—phase is also shortest at low density. Since the ion tem—
peratures show little shot to shot variation the low density shots have lower collisionality,
thus the theory[l] predicts the opposite trend to that seen in these experiments.

This simple interpretation ignores the effect of impurities on the ion viscosity. The
standard neoclassical expression for viscosity can be modified to include ion-impurity
collisions and impurity—impurity collisions[3]. By analogy we modify the collisionality



expression used in [1], including impurities,
I" 7 . 2 ‘-1/:=’“Rq{1+2\/2'izz+<"—“> Z“ 3} (1)”1'1553/2 n. m,-

The inclusion of the impurity terms can significantly affects the. results if n: is more than
2% (in the case of carbon). The effect on our results is that the behaviour of n: tends
to compensate for the reducing 11,- during the density scan. The 1/: curves are nearly
coincident throughout the sequence of discharges, although there remains a weak trend
of decreasing 14" at the transition with decreasing density7 figure 2,

Although this more detailed evaluation of 1/:r affects the simple trends the results are
still at variance with a critical collisionality hypothesis The collisionality at the back
transition is significantly lower than that at the Hetransition, which is also counter to
this hypothesis.

Validity of Parameters

In the evaluation of (I) we take nz from the edge charge exchange measurements, and n,-
as naiuZZr The edge carbon density was typically 2% in these discharges; measurements
in the discharge centre showed that it was the dominant impurity.

Electron density was measured with a. multichord interferometer and also a. reflec—
tometer. The interferometer relies on an inversion of the chordal data and an imposed
boundary condition of zero density at p:r/a:l.01. The reflectometer measures the po—
sition of a number of critical density layers and can measure the edge density profile in
detail. However the reflectometer also depends upon an inversion procedure and for many
times in these discharges the data cannot be analysed. The electron density profiles from
the interferometer are rather flat both before and after the Hemode transition in these
discharges The reflectometer data, when available, confirms the accuracy of the interfere
ometer reconstructions within about p<0.95. The electron density at 4.0 m (5e? ems inside
the separatrix) was taken to be 0.75 <715> (the volume averaged 72,5). When compared
to the profile data this approximation was found adequate. (The use of this expression is
simply a convenience since the interferometer profiles are reconstructed on different spa
tial grids for the different discharges7 dependent on the position of the separatrix. <nc>
however is independent of the separatrix position.) The expression for 716 then represents
nu at a fixed p equivalent to about 4.0 m.

The ion temperature was measured from C VI charge exchange emission at a fixed
position of 4.01 m. The separatrix position was 4.06 m but varied Within i1.5 cm shot to
shot, and drifted by up to 2 cm inwards over the course of the H—mode. The measured
ion temperature gradients were at most 30 eV.cm_l so the movements of the separatrix
are not significant The value of T‘ can thus be regarded as the temperature at a fixed ,0.
The equilibration time of impurity ion temperature is calculated as of order 100 #3, far
shorter than the timescales of ion heating, suggesting that the impurity ion temperature
is equal to the fuel ion temperature.

Measurements of edge electron temperature were made using the microwave hetero-
dyne radiometer. Measurements obtained within 1 cm of the radius of the impurity ion



temperature measurements showed good agreement with those temperatures. The mew
sured T.- were always equal to or lower than those of T5 with the biggest differences (at
the highest temperatures) reaching 25%. The differences in temperature were less than
10% at the times of the H—mode transitions.

Scalings

From the D” traces up to four times may be associated with these H—modos. These are
the start and end of the dithering phase at the Hetransition, hp and [DH referred to
above7 and the start and end of the dithering phase of the back transition, tHD and tDL.
In several discharges the times of the back transition are impossible to define accurately,
and for the longer duration H'lI‘lOCleS the back transition occurs after the cessation of
NHL so no charge exchange data. is available.

Despite these caveats the ion parameters at the four times form a usable dataset. From
this data it found that the Values of 1/? at the Hetransition vary from 1.3 to 5.0 at 5L0:
and from .7 to 1.5 at 101+ Similarly the values of edge Ti at transition vary from 220 to
580 eV at if“), and from 540 to 1000 eV at to”.

Figure 3 shows the parameter Zeffflfifil at the four transitions plotted against the time
of the transition (where Zeff has been derived from 7h- and In at the edge). The value of
this parameter is remarkably constant at the start and end of the quiescent phase. It; is
somewhat less constant at the start of the dithering phase, although much of the scatter
in the values here is due to the poorer determination on and n; when the carbon density
is still low.

Conclusions

The results of these experiments show that the value of 113* at the H ~mode transition, while
always close to unity, is not constant as a function of density. The addition of impurity
collisions in the expression for 1/? makes a significant difference to the interpretation of
the data. There is a clear requirement for the full inclusion of impurities in the viscosity
of [l] The threshold for H~modc in these experiments is well described by ZCHJTSM, an
expression closely related to that for 11?.
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CORRELATION BETWEEN ELMS AND THE EDGE PLASMA PROFILES
DURING THE L-H TRANSITION IN JET
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Introduction
Edge Localised Modes (ELMS) are characterised by bursts of Du radiation occurring in

tokamak plasmas during H-mode. ELMS are associated with a temporary decrease in
confinement resulting in increased particle losses from the edge region (here defined as the
region of p=0.8—1.0, where p is the normalised minor radius). ELMS can thus be employed as
a means of controlling the plasma density and impurity levels, prolonging the H—mode phase
[1].

A series of highly repetitive ELMS of low Du amplitude is often observed at the L-H
mode transition. The repetition frequency of the ELMS can be as high as 2 kHz immediately
after the L-H transition. This gradually slows down, until the ELMS disappear completely.
The duration of the ELMy period decreases
with increasing plasma heating power. At mm!” PU'SB “0324708

' 2.0low power, close tothe H mode threshold, kev '7 Wm

the ELMS may contlnue throughout the H- 1' 6|_ , Sawtooth '
mode. In figure 1 the Da emission is 045. 9:3.357 T,, Chea
shown together with the electron
temperature Te in the edge region and the 035/”

. . 0.3plasma centre. Te increases in steps each
time a heat pulse, generated by a sawtooth 02
crash in the plasma centre, reaches the edge ( i

A _ _ _ . a.u.
region. Each increase in Te 13 accompanled 1
by a visible decrease in the ELM repetition 1&0 13_1 13,2 13,3 13,4 13.5
frequency. As these ELMS are localised to film (s)
the edge region, it is clear that the Change Figure 1. Electron temperature in the plasma edge
in ELM repetition rate is a result of the and centre, and Da emission, showing

the change in ELM repetition frequencychange in edge parameters caused by the
at each sawtooth heat pulse for #24 708

sawtooth pulse.

Evolution of Edge Profiles
The temporal evolution of the edge Te profile in the beginning of the H-mode has been

investigated using the ECE heterodyne radiometer. The spatial resolution of this is z3 cm in
the edge region, and the measurement points are separated by :4 cm [2]. During the H-mode
the temperature gradient VTe is significantly greater between the p:0.92-1.0 than in the rest



of the edge plasma inside p=0.92. After the
L-H transition Te in the edge region at L-H "ansmon‘ 1:93-30 5

p=0.8-1.0 increases in steps at each sawtooth
pulse. The steep VTc in the outer edge region p? 1 t= 9.85
increases in steps at the sawteeth as well, '5 2 t=10.00

while the gradient inside 9:0.92 remains 5%, 3:13.33
constant. The ECE spatial resolution is 3 2:18:38
insufficient to fully resolve the edge gradient. % 7 t=11.00

The build-up of the edge electron E
density profile has been studied with the ‘13" ”:1

fixed frequency phase detectors of the . '2“ ‘5

multichannel reflectometer. This monitors 4’00 4:10 420
. . Major Radius (m)

the relative movements of ll reflecting
density layers in the range ne:0.4x1019- FigureZ. Buildup ofzhe edge electron density

7x1019 m-3 [3,4]. The uncertainty on the ;;,(fij:cz;:::l:2g7lggylg Qflhe H—made
movement of the density layers in relation to I

each other is typically less than 0.5 mm. The evolution of the density profile in the beginning

of the H-mode is illustrated in figure 2. In the outer edge region at p=0.95—1.0 a steep edge

density gradient Vn,3 is observed. AS 116 increases throughout the plasma, the steep Vne in the

edge region remains constant, but the top of the steep edge gradient extends radially to a

higher density further inside the plasma.
Reflectometer data also shows that even large sawtooth pulses have no significant effect

on the steep constant ne profile in the edge region, so the stepwise decrease in the ELM

repetition frequency at the sawtooth pulses can not be attributed to changes in ne.

Profile Perturbations during ELMs.

The perturbation of the temperature and density profiles caused by the L-l-I transition

ELMs is localised to p=0.90-l .0, with the centre pelm=0,93-0.95. On the density profile the

ELMs only affect the outer edge region where the underlying density profile is constant.

When the “e profile builds up and the steep constant Vne extends to a higher He, Pelm moves

inwards to a higher “e as well, from n=1.2x1019 m'3 to n=2.2x1019 m'3 or from Pelm=0-95

to 0.93. On the Te profile the ELMs are also localised to the steep edge VTC region at p=0.92-

1.0.
tn the intervals between the ELMs are less than 24 ms, the next ELM occurs as soon

as the density and temperature have recovered their pre-ELM values. Later in the ELMy

period however, when the ELMs occurs 6 ms or more apart, the density and temperature

recovers to their pro-ELM values 2 ms or more before the next ELM. This indicates that the

ELMs are not triggered just by the edge he and Te profiles recovering to an unstable value

after each ELM, and that the ELM repetition frequency is not determined simply by the

recovery time of the edge 11c and Tc.



Correlation between ELM Repetition Rate and Plasma Parameters
The ELM repetition frequency has been calculated by counting the ELMS in selected

time intervals containing 10—30 ELMs. The intervals have been chosen so as not to cover any
sudden changes in ELM repetition rate due to sawtooth pulses. The uncertainty of the
repetition frequency is estimated to be 1-2% at 1 kHz increasing to 10% at 100 Hz.

The correlation coefficient between the ELM repetition frequency and VTe has been
calculated for nine discharges with long ELMy periods at the start of the l—l-mode. The
discharges have a total magnetic field of either 2.0 T or 2.9 T, and the plasma current is 3.1
MA. The results show a very strong correlation for each individual discharge: >0.95 on a
scale where a perfect correlation gives l and random data gives 0. The overall correlation
between different discharges is still strong at 0.85. The correlation is independent of the
magnetic field in the discharges. The correlation between ELM frequency and edge
temperature is similarly strong for the individual discharges, but the overall correlation for
different discharges is lower at 0.75. The lower corelation with Tc could however be
instrumental, as the p of the Te measurement points may vary 1-2 cm between discharges.

In figure 3 the ELM repetition frequency is plotted against the edge pressure gradient.
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A very strong correlation is observed for the individual discharges, with a strong overall

correlation for different discharges as well. The correlation coefficients confirm the

observations; the correlation value for each discharge is >097. The overall correlation for

different discharges is 0.94, significantly better than for Te and VTe. The proportionality

constant has been calculated by linear regression, giving a expression for the ELM repetition

frequency ofF or: (Vpe)'2-1.
The increase in tie at the ELM radius during the ELMy period is around 20-50%, and the

corresponding increase in Te is typically of the order of 100%. It has been shown that the

density gradient in the region of the ELMs remains constant, whereas the ELM inversion

radius move inwards. The increase in \7pe is therefore driven primarily by the increase in

either T6 or VTe, and secondarily by the increase in ne at the ELM inversion radius as this

moves inwards to a higher density. The spatial resolution of the Te data is insufficient to

establish whether the ELM repetition frequency decrease is driven by pC and Te, or Vpe and

VTe, but the localisation of the ELMs in the region of the steep edge gradients suggests that

the latter is significant.

Conclusions
After the L-l-l transition the edge TC and VTe increases rapidly, whereas Vne remains

constant in the edge region.
The small repetitive ELMs occurring after the L—H transition are localised to the region

of steep edge temperature gradient, and of steep constant density gradient. As the “e profile

builds up the ELM radius moves inwards to a higher no This indicates that the ELMs are

linked to the point of maximum pressure gradient, at p=0.92-0.95.

The ELM repetition frequency shows a strong inverse correlation with the square of Vpe

during the ELMy period after the L-H transition. The increase in Vpc is primarily driven by

the increase in VTe and secondarily by the increase in “e at the ELM radius.

The decrease of the ELM repetition frequency with increasing Vpe suggests that the

ELMs are stabilised by Vpe. This rules out ideal ballooning modes and other ideal MHD

instabilities driven by Vpe as candidates for the cause of ELMs. However the decrease in

ELM frequency is driven primarily by Te or VTe. It is thus possible that ELMs could be

caused by resistive Vpc driven modes, if the stabilising effect on the ELM repetition rate of

the increasing Te is larger than the destabilising effect ofthe increase in Vpe.
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Introduction
The H-mode is a promising regime for fusion reactors and it is essential to be able to predict its
operational window in future devices. In addition to the efforts made to determine the threshold
features in single machines[1-6], the "H-Mode Database Working Group" started in 1992 to
gather, analyse and compare H—mode threshold data from five divertor tokamaks (ASDEX,
Dill-D, JET, JET-2M, PBX-M), so that predictions could be made. First results were
presented in [7] and the threshold database has been improved and extended since. The work
has two objectives: 1) to predict the minimum heating power necessary to reach the H-mode in
future devices, 2) to contribute to physics studies of the L—H transition.

1. Description of the power threshold database
The threshold database contains 124 variables which are essentially the variables of the
confinement database to which variables thought to be relevant for H—mode threshold and
transition physics have been added. These are: 1) several separatrix-vessel distances, 2) an
improved description of the magnetic configuration, 3) physical edge parameters at R95 (radius
enclosing 95% of the toroidal flux) such as density and temperature. Additional information on
transition and phase has been included. Two approaches have been used to assemble the
database: 1) to take data from systematic parameter scans (identified by flags), or 2) to select
data from L and H discharges. Some time slices have been chosen deep in the L and H regions,
but most of them just before and immediately after the L—H transition. The L points are essential
to sort out the L and H regions without ambiguities. The present database contains around 3000
time slices with NBI heating for each device and, in addition, ICRF-heating for JET. Besides
some corrections made to the first version of the database, the essential extension has been the
addition of more than 450 recent discharges from IET covering a large operational window.

2. Comparison between devices
The analysis is similar to that used for confinement studies: 1) identify the key parameters in
each machine and their dependencies, 2) find those common to all devices, 3) combine the data
to determine the inter-machine dependencies. Previous threshold studies [1-6] helped define the
relevant variables and provided guide—lines for the present analyses. Based on these
observations, the product neBT was used as a common dependence for the five tokamaks [7].
The plasma surface area (S=41t2aR((1+k2)/2)0-5) was shown to be a sensible inter-machine
variable to describe the size dependence of the power threshold and be will be discussed in
section 4. All the machines show easy H-mode access under the following conditions: SN
configuration with ion gradB drift towards the X-point and deuterium target gas. Aiming at
having a consistent dataset, we restiict the analysis to these conditions. In the following, we
study the dependencies in each device and set criteria for the combined study.
2.a Density dependence
The density dependence is illustrated in Fig. 1. The results in some devices, e.g. ASDEX [6],
indicate a minimum threshold power at low density (= 2.5 1019 m'3) below which it increases
sharply with decreasing density. For densities larger than the minimum, the power threshold
increases and this can be attributed to the decreasing edge temperature in the L—mode. This
density dependence is roughly linear (Fig. 1), but a precise dependence cannot be given with
the present data for all the devices. For the combined analysis, only the density range above the
minimum will be used.
2.b Plasma position

a: from ASDEX: F. Ryter, O.J.W.F. Kardaun, U. Stroth, A. Kus; Dill-D: J.C. DeBoo, D.P., Schissel,
G. Bramson, T. Carlstrom; JET: K. Thomsen, LP. Christiansen, J.G. Cordey; JFF-ZM: Y. Miura, N. Suzuki,
M. Mori, T. Matsuda H. Tamai, T. Takizuka, S.-I. Itoh, K. Itoh; PBX-M: S. M. Kaye,



At least in ASDEX and JET-2M, the distance between separatrix and protection limiter can be
studied. Both machines show an increase of the threshold when this distance is decreased. An
example is given in Fig. 2. The e~folding length of the threshold increase is 1.5-2 cm, in
agreement with SOL gradients in L-mode discharges. The reason for this power increase is
attributed to enhanced plasma wall interaction. In the combined study, the data will be restricted
to discharges positioned far enough from the wall to avoid this influence. In PBX-M, the
distance of the X-point to the vessel is larger than in the other phases of the discharges just
before the L-H transition. No explanation has been found so far.
2.0 magsmctsff
ASDEX reported a strong inverse dependence of the power threshold on (195 for Q95 S 3 [2].
The present database suggests similar dependencies in JFT-ZM at least. This effect is attributed
to stationary magnetic islands due to error fields causing perturbation at the plasma edge. This
interpretation is supported by active error fields in J FT-ZM [8]. For comparisons between
devices, q95 2 2.9 will be chosen.
2.d Magnetje field dependeflee
The close to linear magnetic field dependence is well established in all the devices. This is
illustrated in Fig. 3 at constant density for devices with sufficient range in BT-

n ‘n' c 'on 1 in PB -M
PBX-M has two pairs of neutral beam injection lines at different angles: tangential and
perpendicular. The threshold power varies depending on whether the NBI is essentially
perpendicular or tangential, perpendicular injection having the lower threshold. The threshold
values order well when plotted against the anisotropy (Wfani) of the fast ion population. pthres
decreases by a factor of 2 for Wfani varied between 0.3 and 0.85. For the other devices Wfani
is around 0.5 and in the combined analysis Wfani 2 0.5 will be chosen for PBX—M.

3. Threshold edge temperature and density
In the present database, the edge variables are rather incomplete and these will be supplied in
the near future. At present, edge electron temperatures and densities are only available from
DIII-D and IET, giving preliminary results. One example is shown for IET in Fig. 4
suggesting a trend of decreasing temperature with increasing density at the threshold. However,
due to the uncertainties of the data, a constant edge electron temperature at the threshold cannot
yet be excluded. The DIII-D measurements would at most suggest the H—mode occurring above
a critical edge electron temperature Tom. It must be stressed, however, that Tcm would vary
from device to device, being =150 eV in DIII-D and =6OO eV in JET. The present data, both in
JET and DIH-D, indicates clearly that constant electron edge collisionality (me/r623) cannot be
a criterion for the transition. Note that edge collisionality varies by more than an order of
magnitude for the devices considered here. If the trend of Fig. 4 were universally valid, the
product neTc would be constant at the threshold, suggesting a condition on pressure or energy
at the edge, under the assumption that the ions behave like the electrons.
Because of the present lack of edge data, a study with global parameters was perfomied to
compare all the devices, describing the edge temperature by introducing the averaged injected
power per particle. In this representation, the L—rnode region is sharply delimited suggesting
that confinement might play a role in the transition, but this has not yet been interpreted.

4. Results of the combined database
We apply the criteria described above and choose only data close to the L—H transition; the
resulting subset contains data from all 5 tokamaks and permits a regression analysis of the
threshold boundary. No current dependence was found but a strong correlation between I and
R complicates the analysis. The current dependence will be set to zero as no current depen ence
has been found in individual machines. The regression yields, with N=294 and in units [MW,
m, T, 1019 m'3]:

pmres ~ R1.64i0.l7 al.03i.0.8 renew BT0.7910.11 ne1.55io.11 (1)

with RMSE = 0.13. The errors represent one standard deviation. Expression (1) does not
properly reproduce the ne and BT dependencies found in individual devices. The surface S



includes 1+1:2 which, used as a variable instead of K, gives an expression similar to (1), with
the same RMSE. Trying to better understand the dependencies one can introduce S or neBT:

palms/S ~ R0.64i0.l7 a0.021%).03 roman BT0.78i0.11 ne1.54:0.09 (2)
Pthrcs/neBT __ Rl.15i0.13 al.05i0.08 (1+K2)0.48i0.11 (3)

with RMSE of 0.13 and 0.14 respectively. Expression (2) is not different from (1) but the RHSof (3) approaches S very well. Therefore, if the neBT dependence observed in individual
devices is imposed, S is a good representation of the inter-machine dependence. This analysishas the drawback that it is sensitive to the position of the points with respect to the actualthreshold boundary. Discriminant analysis [9] depends less on the position of the points, butpoints deep in the H—regime should not be considered because of the time evolution of e.g.density after the L—H transition. Such an analysis where L-mode points have been added tothose considered above yields (N=441):

films/s ,, R0.85i0.2 a—0.55i0.l K4.21:0.3 BT1.010.3 ne0.95io2 (4)

This method reproduces well the ncBT dependence observed in single devices, but does not
give a clear surface dependence and suggests a negative K dependence not in contradiction with
experimental observations [10].
The BT dependence does not appear through an easy derivation based on the most favoured
theories at present, but it appears naturally based on dimensionless study. The general anddimensionally correct power flux expression is P/S ~ nkTv, n T and v being density,temperature and velocity respectively. Replacing T and v with the usual dimensionless
variables, yields: P/S ~ nBaO-S. The additional 30-5 factor does not emerges from the above
expressions, but the dimensionless study only applies to constant a/R, K, q. Trying to approach
this condition by taking K = 1.6 (DHI-D, JET, JFT-ZM, PBX-M, N=272) and imposing the“eBT dependence yields:

Panes/r1313T ~ RI-03i0-14 a1-23i0-07 RMSE = 0.14 (5)
This expression approaches the expression based on dimensionless considerations.
Summary
The new version of the H—mode power threshold database has permitted a comparison of thethreshold power between five tokamaks to be made. Good agreement is found on the densityand magnetic field dependence. Although the surface area of the plasma seems a good way ofnormalising the threshold power, the regression and discriminant analyses do not fully confirmthat this is the relevant physics parameter. A preliminary study of edge electron temperature anddensity suggests that constant electron collisionality is not pre-requisite for the L-H transition.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF ELMS ON ASDEX-UPGRADE

H. ZOHM, K. BiiCHL, A.R. FIELD, J.C. FUCHS, O. GEHRE,
A. HERRMANN, M. KAUFMANN, G. LIEDER, F. enn,

M. SCHI’I‘TENHELM, ASDEX—UPGRADE TEAM, lCRH—GROUP
Max-Planck-Institut {fir Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association, D-85748 Garching

1. Introduction

ELMs (Edge Localized Modes) are a necessary pre-requlsite for steady state H-mode dis-
charges which are a favourable operating regime for future large fusion devices [1], [2]. Char~
acterization of ELMS has been done on various tokarnaks [3], [4], [5], [6] and theoretical in—
terpretations have been put forward, too [7], [8], [9]. This paper describes with the ELM
characteristics of ASDEX—Upgrade [10], a divertor tokamak (a = 0.5 m, R0 = 1.65 m) with
elongated cross-section (K. = 1.6) and reactor-relevant configuration of the poloidal field coil-
3. In the present paper, we describe the MHD signatures of ELMS on ASDEwpgrade and
classify them according to the established scheme [3]. For a future device, the temporal and
spatial variation of the energy and particle fluxes out of the plasma is a crucial point; we give
a detailled analysis of the modulation of these fluxes due to ELMS.

2. MHD signatures of ELMS on ASDEX-Upgrade

Fig. 1 a) shows a typical ICRH-heated H-mode discharge in ASDEX—Upgrade. The ELM
frequency decreases with increasing heating power, a simple ballooning analysis of the edge
pressure yields a/amg z 0.3; therefore these ELMS are of the type III in the DHI-D notation
[3]. As is commonly observed on other experiments, during the ELM, the incoherent magnetic
fluctuation level is high (see also Fig. 2).

A different ELM behaviour is seen in some Ohmic H-mode discharges. The Ohmic H-mode
in ASDEX—Upgrade obtained so far for l T 5 B] 5 1.35 T can be either ELMy or ELM—free
[11]. ELM-free phases occurred at Bg S 1.1 T and type III ELMS were clearly identified.
This Bt—dependence might be related to the heating power in excess of the power thresh-
old. The shot shown in Fig. 1 b) has a heating power only marginally above the threshold
(Pimg — Pthre,)/t z 0.1. As can be seen, the ELM behaviour is ’grassy‘, i.e. the D,I light
in the divertor is modulated at high frequency and low amplitude. There is, however, a differ-
ence between this phenomenon and the so-called grassy ELMs observed in other experiments,
especially those in DIII-D: Fig. 2 reveals that the DD, signal in the divertor is not irregularly
modulated, but rather looks like an oscillation at z 2 kHz. Also, the shape of each event is not
that ofa typical ELM (i.e. an asymmetric spike with a fast rise and a. slow decay), but more like
a sinusoidal modulation. We have checked that the modulation is not due to a coherent MHD
mode or to a fast variation of the plasma position. We interpret this as a, series of dithering
H-mode transitions. These events are commonly seen on other experiments, but normally only
consist of 1-5 transitions before the shot stays in H—mode (in our case, the oscillation remains
for up to 3 seconds, i.e. % 6000 cyclesl). Theory predicts a. regular limit—cycle oscillation’
just at the threshold power [8], although, the paper mentioned proposes this mechanism as the
ELM process itself. However, as ELMs have been identified a typical MHD phenomenon [5],
the Limit—cycle oscillation might well describe the dithering H-mode rather than the high power
ELMS. This is also consistent with the observation that the improvement in confinement is
marginal (10 - 20 '70) at the power threshold.
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3. Power balance of ELMy H-modes

With respect to the exhaust problem in a tokamak, ELMs modulate the flux of particles and
energy into the divertor. This might be a severe problem for the realisation of a cold and dense
divertor. It is therefore necessary to characterize the temporal and spatial asymmetries in the
power and particle balance due to ELMs.

From the change in density profiles introduced by an ELM, we can estimate the total number
of particles expelled by an ELM. For typical regular type III ELMs with a repetition rate of
70 Hz, we find a number of 0.5—2 -1019 particles expelled per ELM (i.e. 2-5 % of the total
particle content). This number is in agreement with spectroscopic measurements [12]. From
thermography camera measurements of the heat flux to the target plates [13], we deduce that
the typical energy pulse arriving at the plates during an ELM under these conditions is z 5-10
kJ (i.e. z 2.5—5 % of the total energy content). Estimating the energy convected to the plates
by the particles as AE = 7ANkBT (7 : 10, sheath transmission factor) using T : 50 eV
as upper limit of T5 in front of the plates (low recycling case), we arrive at only z 1 id. We
conclude that the energy loss due to ELMs is mainly of conductive nature. This is supported
by the observation that, within our temporal resolution of 11 us, there is no time delay between
the occurrence of the ELM in the midplane outside and at the plates. Ions flowing at sound
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speeed need 2 0.1 ms for this distance; therefore, the first energy pulse must be transported
via the electron channel; the particles are then lost on the slow ion timescale of 0.1-1 ms.

Concerning spatial asymmetries. we cannot yet resolve toroidal variations. Poloidally, how—
ever, information comes from a divertor spectrometer observing the SOL in different elevations
above the target plate [14]. Fig. 3 shows the temporal and spatial variation of the CHI line in
the SOL during an ELM. It can be seen that in the X—point region there is a pronounced peak
in emission at the beginning of the ELM. Note that this peak does not propagate to the target
plates but decays in a spatially fixed position.
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Figure 3: Variation of the CHI-Emission in the ASDEX~Upgrade SOL during an ELM. The
location of the peak at the X-point is indicated in the equilibrium reconstruction.

To interpret this phenomenon, we have to explain a local peak in the heat flux from the
plasma near the X-point. Our hypothesis is that during the ELM, where magnetic turbulence
strongly increases, the X-point region becomes ergodic (near an X-point, ergodization is most
effective) and cold plasma from the private flux region can be ionized here. This picture
together with the temporal evolution stated above leads to a consistent modelling of the CHI



profile evolution during the ELM [12].
A last point is the asymmetry in power deposition on the inner and outer target plates

obtained by the thermographic camera [13]. So far, in ASDEXAUpgrade, the H-mode has only
been achieved with the ion VB drift pointing towards the Xepoint. With this field configuration,

there is an average asymmetry in power load of Puma/Rm,” a: 2—3 during the H-mode. ELMs

do not significantly influence this ratio, although in some cases the asymmetry might even be

higher during the ELM. This is in contrast to results from DIII-D, where ELMs were found

to lead to a more symmetric deposition [15]; however, we studied type III ELMs whereas in

DUI-D, type I ELMs were examined. From spectroscopic arguments, it follows that the particle

flux during the ELM is of the same order on both the inner and the outer plate [12]. As the

particle flux carries only a small part of the lost energy, this is not in contradiction with the

energy flux being higher on the outside.

4. Conclusions

Summing up our observations, the following picture of a type III ELM on ASDEX-Upgrade

emerges: During a first phase of ca. 10—100 #5, MHD turbulence develops leading to ergodiza—

tion of the last closed flux surfaces, especially the Xepoint. This leads to a rapid loss of energy

via. electron heat conduction. On a slower timescale (0.1—1 ms), particles are lost; the conducted
energy being much smaller (3 2O %) than that expelled during the first phase. The total losses

amount to 2—5 % of the particles and 2.575 % 0f the energy stored in the plasma. The heat loss

appears preferentially on the outer target plates when the ion VB drift is towards the X-point;

no statement can be made about the opposite configuration.
Concerning the dithering behaviour near the L-H power threshold, we have indications that

this is a ’limit cycle oscillation” as described in [8].
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Introduction
In the divertor tokamak ASDEX Upgrade [1], the I-l-mode has been achieved with hydrogen
minority ICRF heating in helium and deuterium [1,2] and recently under Ohmic conditions. In
the present work we describe and analyse the properties of the Ohmic H—mode, and study the
power threshold for Ohmic and ICRF heated H—modes obtained in ASDEX Upgrade.

l. Ohmic H-mode
1.a Operational features
The Ohmic H—mode in ASDEX Upgrade occurred in the boronised machine, for 1p = 800 kA
(q95 < 3) in single-null elongated (10:1.7) deuterium plasmas with ion gradB drift towards the
X—point. The distance between separatrix and protection limiters of the ICRF antennas had to be
larger than 3 cm as described in more detail in the next section. This is in agreement with
observations in other devices [3] and the value is consistent with the fall-off length of profiles
in the SOL, suggesting that the H-mode was inhibited by interaction with the protection
limiters. Both ELM-free and long (> 25) stationary ELMy H~mode phases could be obtained by
essentially varying the magnetic field as indicated in Table I.

Ip [kA] Br ['11 (195 fie [1019m-3] H-modc type
800 1.1 - 1.35 2.3 -2.7 2.5 — 5 stationary ELMy
800 1.0 - 1.1 2.1-2.3 4 .ELM~free

It was observed that the ELM magnitude and period increased with decreasing magnetic field
leading finally to ELM-free discharges for BT $1.1T. This dependence on magnetic field could
be due to the influence of the low q95 condition inducing broader current profile and therefore
more edge heating and/or to the power in excess above the threshold power (Pheat - Pmres). It is
shown in section 2 that Pmres is proportional to ET.

1. b Physics features
An example of both types of H-mode is given in Fig. l a and b illustrated by typical time traces.
They both show the well—known features of the H-mode: confinement time, density and
radiation increase after the transition, decrease of the Ha light in divertor and of the loop
voltage. These changes are moderate for the ELMy discharges and stay, on the average,
stationary after the initial evolution following the transition, modulated by the ELMs. The
discharge shown in Fig. 1a was stationary for 1.53 and the H-phase ended in the current ramp-
down phase of the discharge. Other discharges went into the H-mode right at the beginning of
the current flat-top and lasted 2.85 (> 20 TE) limited by the duration of the current plateau.
(These longer discharges are not shown here because the changes at the transition into the H-
mode and the back-transition were disturbed by the current time derivative.) The ELM—free
phases were, as usual, non-stationary. They developed strong density shoulders leading to
hollow density profiles (Fig. 2). The electron edge temperature increased leading to a somewhat
broader profile. The radiation profiles shown in Fig. 3 also show strong edge shoulders
building up with time during the ELM-free phase. This evolution of the profiles is in agreement
with the assumption of a confinement barrier developing at the plasma edge just inside the
separatrix during the H-mode and with an eventual reduction of the inwards drift. During the
ELM-free phase the fall—off length in the SOL was reduced as indicated by IR~thermography of
the target plates [4]. The width of the energy deposition onto the plates decreased by a factor 4-
5 with respect to the preceding ELMy phase, whereas the averaged width during ELMy phases
is similar to usual Ohmic phases. In the ELM-free cases, the gradients of the energy deposition



profile on the target plates are steeper both on the SOL and private region sides. The visible
camera observing the whole plasma cross-section and the divertor region showed very clearly
that the SOL became very thin and precise after the transition into the ELM-free phase. This
has been observed in earlier experiments and interDreted as improved edge confinement [5].
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Discharge #2708 illustrates the influence of the separattix position relative to the protectionlimiters. In this discharge the H-transition occurred at t=1.095s after several short H-phasestriggered by sawteeth. Following this last transition, the discharge evolved into a more clear H-regime as shown by the increasing ELM amplitude, until the ELM-free phase occurred. Thisbehaviour was produced by a programmed slow displacement of the separatrix away from thelimiters. The transition (1.095s) occurred for a distance of 3cm and the transition into the ELM-free phase for a distance of 4cm. This behaviour suggests a possible control of the ELMsthrough the plasma position, similar to what has been extensively used in ASDEX in NBIheated discharges to achieve, in a controlled manner, ELM-free or quasi-stationary H—phases.
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The transition back from the H-phase into the Ohmic regime occurred through some ELMswhich were larger than those prior to the ELM-free phase. The density and radiation profilesrecovered their initial pure Ohmic shapes within about 501115. At the end of the ELM-free phasethe radiation losses represented around 70% of the Ohmic power which is large compared to45% prior to the ELM-free phase and to 35% in the usual Ohmic phases. Note however that theloop voltage increase at the end of the ELM-free phase compensated, to a large extend, theincreasing radiation power and that the energy flux at the edge (Pheat — Prad) was approximatelyconstant during the ELM-free phase. In contrast to NBI heated cases, the heating profileremained peaked during the whole ELM-free phase and the centre of the discharge was notradiation dominated. The transition back into the Ohmic regime was followed 50-100 ms laterby a disruption caused by the growing and finally locking of an m=2 MHD mode. Note that q95S 2.2 in these discharges which are thus sensitive to small perturbations of the current profile.In fact, it could be influenced by changes (density, temperature. recycling, impurities) in theedge region, following the back—transition.
The confinement time of the H-rnode discharges, calculated from the equilibrium energy, isshown in Fig. 4 versus density and compared to the preceding Ohmic phase. In the ELMy



phases the improvement due to the H-regirne is about 1.5 for He < 4.2 1019m'3 and around 1.9
for the ELM-free phases. The absolute experimental error on IE is 20%, but the relative
changes have a precision below 10%. Using the ASTRA transport code and assuming Tc = Ti
shows agreement of the kinetic data of the plasma energy with the magnetic ones. The
measured loop voltage decrease is in accordance with the calculated one using the measured
temperature and Zeff profiles, and assuming nee-classical resistivity. The sharp decrease of the
confinement time for Tie > 4.2 1019m'3 is very likely linked with the ELM behaviour. In fact it
clearly appears that the ELM magnitude and period increases PM, - PLhres [6]. In this reference
it is also shown that discharges performed very close to the threshold power are dithering at
2kHz (between Ohmic and H—mode) during the whole H-phase and therefore exhibit a
particularly poor confinement improvement. The discharges at high density are only slightly
above the threshold power because, as shown in Sect. 2, the threshold increases with density.

2. H-mode power threshold
The H—mode achieved in ASDEX Upgrade both with Ohmic heating only and with hydrogen
minority ICRH allows to study the power threshold in ASDEX Upgrade. In most of the other
tokamaks [3,7], the power threshold depends on the product of density by magnetic field. The
results obtained in ASDEX Upgrade are in agreement with those, as indicated by Fig. 5 which
shows data for both the Ohmic and ICRF heated plasmas. For this figure, the conditions were
chosen as similar as possible: boronised vessel, deuterium plasma, single-null configuration
with ion gradB drift towards the X-point, separatrix distance to protection limiter of the ICRF
antennas larger than 3 cm. To allow comparisons of these data with other tokamaks, we use the
normalisation presented in [3,7] and divide the power by the surface area of the last closed
surface, S =41tlaR((1+x2)/2)0-5. For ICRF experiments the magnetic field was fixed at 2T for
on-axis heating and therefore, in this case, the range along the X-axis is only due to density
variations. For the Ohmic H~mode, the magnetic field has been varied between 1.35T and 1T,

as well as the density between 2.5 and 5 1019m‘3. In addition, the Ohmic power was varied
through plasma current (600 kA and SOOkA, at 1.35T) but the Ohmic H—mode was only
obtained with 800 kA so far, as indicated above. In Fig. 5 the power threshold does not depend
markedly on the type of heating. The ICRF points (ICRF=squares in Fig. 5) are right at the
threshold. For ICRF an 80% RF—absorption was assumed [2], with experimental uncertainties

of i15% at present. The power threshold, well represented by Panes/S = (4.4iO.4).10-3. fie BT
[MW, 1019m'3, T], is about a factor of 2 lower than reported in [3,7] for other tokamaks,
indicating for ASDEX Upgrade an easy access to the H—regime over a broad operational
window. The reasons for this apparently lower threshold power might be due to boronisation
allowing low Zeff and therefore edge heating.

Summary
The ELM-free and ELMy Ohmic H-phases have been obtained in ASDEX Upgrade depending
on the magnetic field at q95 < 3. These discharges show all the typical signatures of the H—mode
obtained with additional heating. The Ohmic H—mode, occurring under relatively simple and
well—determined experimental conditions, can contribute to H-mode physics studies and may be
an interesting feature for ITER to reach ignition without additional heating. The H»mode power
threshold studied for both Ohmic and ICRF heated plasmas over a reasonable density and
magnetic field ranges shows a linear dependence on fieBT and a low value compared to other
tokamaks, opening a large H-mode operation window for ASDEX Upgrade.
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THE ROLE OF ELECTRIC FIELD SHEAR STABILIZATION
OF TURBULENCE IN THE H—MODE TO

VII—MODE TRANSITION IN DIII—D‘I

K.H. BURRELL, T.H. OssoaNs, R.J. GROEBNER, AND C.L. RETTIG"

General Atomics, San Diego, California

VII—mode plasmasl“ exhibit energy confinement times up to 2.4 times the DIII—D/JET
H—mode scaling relation and up to 3.9 times the value given by ITERSQ—P L—mode scaling. If
this confinement improvement can be exploited in reactor plasmas, smaller prototype reactors
with significantly lower unit cost can be produced. Accordingly, understanding and optimizing
the confinement improvement is of significant interest. One of the possible explanations for
this bulk confinement improvement is stabilization of turbulence by shear in the radial electric
field,2 similar to the present explanation for the confinement improvement at the extreme
plasma edge at the L to H transition.6 Preliminary measurements have shown that the region
of the plasma Where the electric field gradient is steepest broadens when the plasma goes
from H—mode to VH—mode.2 More recent measurements have confirmed this broadening and
have shown that the change in the electric field gradient occurs prior to the change in the
thermal transport. In addition, transport analysis shows that the electric field shear increases
in the same region betwem magnetic flux coordinate p = 0.6 and 0.9 where the local thermal
transport decreases.5 Fhrthermore, far infra-red (FIR) scattering measurements have detected
density fluctuations in the region around p = 0.8 which could be responsible for enhanced
transport and which disappear at the time that the electric field shear increases.5 These
fluctuations appear as bursts of density fluctuations in the 0.5 to 1.5 MHz range.5 The time
between bursts increases as the electric field shear increases. Once these bursts disappear, the
major change in confinement takes place in most discharges. When isolated bursts occur, the
heat and angular momentum pulse connected with the burst are detectable on the plasma
profile diagnostics.

The spatial correlation between increasing electric field shear and improved local trans-
port is illustrated by the transport analysis results shown in Fig. 1. The transport analy-
sis was carried out using the ONETWO transport code;7 the electric field is inferred using
the radial force balance equation and measurements from charge exchange recombination
spectroscopy.a Local transport is assessed by considering the effective single fluid thermal dif-
filSiVitYy XEFF = -(qe + q.')/(neVTe + n;VT.-), where q: and q.- are respectively the electron
and ion heat flux. The greatest improvement in transport is between p = 0.6 and p = 0.9,
which is the region where the shear in the radial electric field shows the greatest increase.

In order to determine whether the change in E x B velocity shear is big uough to affect
the plasma turbulence, we use the Biglari, Diamond, Terry8 expression for the magnitude
of shear necessary for turbulence suppression VilaxB 2 (Aw/kgAR) E VéDT: where Aw is
the frequency spread of the turbulence and AR is the radial correlation length. Only the
magnitude of the E x B velocity shear enters the theory, not the sign.

Measuremmts in the DIII—D edge region during L-mode9 give Aw 2:21rx (100 kHz)
and AR 2-: 1 cm for k9 = 2 cm", giving VéDT 23 X 105 5“. This value is shown as the solid
line in Fig. 1. The increased E X B velocity shear exceeds this value over much of the region
of reduced thermal diffusivity, suggesting the increased shear is large enough to afi‘ect the
turbulence.

The temporal correlation between the increased E X B velocity shear and the improve
ment in energy confinement can be most directly illustrated by comparing the time history of
the ion temperature T.- and the plasma toroidal rotation speed 11¢. Over most of the discharge,
0., is the dominant contribution to the radial electric field; only in the edge region outside of
p = 0.9 are the poloidal rotation and pressure gradient terms important.5 Accordingly, the
time history of 11,, gives a direct picture of the change in the E X B velocity.

It This work was sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No. DE—ACOB-SBEREHM.
l University of California at Los Angeles.



The most obvious feature in the 114, time history given in Fig. 2 is the marked increase
in velocity shear after 2400 ms. The rotation slows in the edge region of the plasma, but
increases in the core. Measurements further into the plasma core, not shown in the figure,
also show increasing 11¢. Closer examination of Fig. 2 reveals that U.» in the region between
p = 0.82 to p = 0.93 begins to decrease about 20 ms prior to the first detectable change
in the thermal transport. The thermal transport change occurs at about 2395 ms on this
particular shot and is indicated by the distinct change in slope of the ion temperature trace
at p = 0.67 shown in Fig. 2. All shots examined to date which showed a definite transition
from H—mode to VH—mode also showed this distinct slowing of the edge rotation prior to the
thermal transport improvement.

Most VH-mode shots studied to date show a definite improvement in energy confine—
ment part way through the ELM-free phase of the shot.5 Less frequently, shots occur which
do not manifest the distinct transition, but rather show a gradual, continuous confinement
improvement. These shots, too, show a correlation between increasing E x B velocity shear
and confinement improvement. As is illustrated in Fig. 3, 11¢ in the plasma edge around
p = 0.9 starts slowing within 50 ms of the L to H transition. It appears that this slowing
gradually propagates into the plasma. Around 2450 ms, there is some sign of the more rapid
velocity shear increase seen in Fig. 2, but it is much weaker here.

The rapid increase in velocity shear seen in Fig. 2 and, to some extent, in Fig. 3 is
associated with the disappearance of a distinctive, bursting type of density fluctuations which
have been dubbed momentum transfer events (MTE).5 As is seen in Fig. 4, the overall level
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Fig. 2. Time history of ion temperature and
toroidal rotation speed at various radial locations
for shot 75122. The vertical bar in both boxes in-
dicated the time of the first detectable change in
the thermal confinement. Note that the toroidal
rotation changes outside of p = 0.8 prior to the
first detectable change in the thermal confine-
ment.
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of core density fluctuations detected by the FIR scattering system10 decreases with time
into the H—mode. This decrease in the overall level is associated with the core confinement
improvement that occurs when the plasma goes from L—mode to H—rnode.11 Riding on top
of this overall level are repetitive bursts of density fluctuations. The frequency of the bursts
slows as the velocity shear increases and the bursts slow dramatically and basically cease prior
to the confinement improvement. This decrease is associated with the decrease in 11,, outside
of p = 0.82.

The MTEs are more visible on the FIR scattering and the sofi; X—ray fluctuation diagnos-
tics than they are on the profile diagnostics.5 The bursting fi'equency is usually so rapid that
the profile diagnostics simply average over the effect of the MTEs. When the MTEs occur as
an isolated event, as in Fig. 4 near 2490 ms, the efi'ect on 114, can be distinctly seen. We believe
that the MTEs are responsible for increased thermal and angular momentum transport. Their
suppression leads to the improved confinement. However, shots like those in Fig. 3 illustrate
that the MTEs are not always the dominant efi'ect on confinement near p = 0.8 and that
the association between velocity shear and confinement improvement occurs even prior to the
suppression of the MTEs in discharges where the MTEs are weak.

Although transport bifurcation models12 of the L to H transition have not been successful
to date,6 the change in v¢ and T.- over 10's of milliseconds sites- the H—mode to VH—mode
transition suggests that such a model might be more successful in explaining the VH—mode.
Our data suggest a model in which an unknown drag mechanism (possibly increased ion orbit
loss”) causes 04, around p = 0.9 to slow. This slowing produces a transient increase in 12¢ and
E X B shear just inside this region. Since the plasma is already in H—mode and the E x B shear
is already large enough to afi'ect transport? this increase in shear leads to reduced angular
momentum transport from the core plasma, which then forces 11¢ in the edge to drop further.
In addition, the reduced angular momentum transport allows U4, deeper into the plasma to
increase. Both of these changes increase the E X B velocity shear. This process can feed on
itself until the E X B velocity shear has reduced fluctuation-driven transport significantly and
some other process sets the limiting transport. The increase in E x B Velocity shear also leads
to a reduction in thermal transport. Since E X B velocity shear is capable of stabilizing many
types of turbulence,8 stabilization of MTEs by this process also appears possible.



Four main observations support the model that electric field shear stabilization of tur-
bulence explains the confinement improvement from H—mode to VII—mode. First, the electric
field shear changes most in the region where the dominant change in local transport takes
place. Second, the magnitude of the electric field shear is large enough to affect turbulence
according to theory.8 Third, the electric field shear changes prior to the first detectable change
in the thermal transport. Finally, there is a. correlation between the change in density fluctu-
ations and increased E x B velocity shear.
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H-MODE TRANSITION PHYSICS STUDIES IN JT-60U:
THE ROLE OF SHEAR FLOW, TURBULENT FLUCTUATION

AND EDGE ION COLLISIONALITY
T. Fukuda M. Kikuchi and Y. Koide

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
Naka Fusion Research Establishment

Naka-machi, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken 311-01, Japan

Abstract
Various features of H-mode, such as the turbulence, poloidal flow velocity shear

as well as effective ion collisionality, have been investigated in JT-60U. Turbulent
density fluctuation inversely scales with shear in the poloidal flow velocity, while the
effective edge ion collisionality right before the transition is less than unity. However,
in the heuristic high-[3p H-mode discharges, which are characterized by the high-[3p
enhanced confinement mode [1] accompanied by the H-mode features, the direction of
poloidal rotation is reversal to the conventional H-mode. In addition, enhanced
magnetic turbulence was also observed, which can induce the non-ambipolar energetic
electron loss.

Introduction
Ubiquitously observed H-mode discharges are commonly characterized by the

formation of the edge transport barrier i.e., significant shear in the poloidal flow
velocity in the electron diamagnetic drift direction, which introduces the large reduction
of turbulent fluctuation and suppression of diffusing particle flux as well as the decrease
of convective thermal loss [2]. This paper addresses (1) The dependence of turbulent
density fluctuation on the poloidal flow velocity shear or equivalently the shear in
radial electric field, (2) The role of effective edge ion collisionality and (3) The singular
H-mode features we observe in high-[3p H-mode discharges.

The Role of Turbulent Density Fluctuation and Poloidal Flow Velocity Shear
The reduction of turbulent density fluctuation across the H»mode transition is

clearly documented in Fig. 1 (e), where the plasma is turning back and forth between
H- and L-mode. Density fluctuation was measured by reflectometer [3] at P ~ 0.99 and
integrated in the frequency range 50 - 100 kHz. Fig. 2 shows the variation of poloidal
rotation profile across the transition. Large shear in the poloidal flow velocity is formed
at around P ~ 1.0, of which width is merely a few cm. Accordingly, only the lowest
available frequency of the reflectometer channel, of which critical density is 0.7x 1019
m'3, is responding to the transition. Notice that the poloidal rotation velocityjurnps in
the electron diamagnetic direction, which can be interpreted as the formation of
negative i.e., inward radial electric field from the first»order force balance equation.
Poloidal Mach numbers we obtain are considerably below unity (S 0.2). The density
fluctuation spectrum. of which width is less than 200 kHz in the ohmic plasma,
broadens over 300 kHz in the L~mode, and the reduction of turbulent fluctuation is
observed in all the frequency region simultaneously with the formation of shear layer in
.lT-60U.

The relation between the radial electric field gradient and density fluctuation is
depicted in Fig. 3. Here, radial electric field is normalized regarding the magnetic field
and ion sound velocity following the theory by Biglari, Terry and Diamond. The



density fluctuation was measured at P = 0.95 — 1.00, and the average target density was
in the range of 1.0 - 2.0x 1019 m ' 3. The injection beam power ranges from 7 to over
20 MW, which indicates that the edge density fluctuation does not significantly scale
with the neutral beam power. It is clearly documented that larger the electric field
gradient is, more significant is the reduction in the turbulent density fluctuation. We
also observed that smaller the toroidal magnetic field is, larger the reduction of density
fluctuation due to the enhanced Er shear. However, the absolute value of normalized
radial electric field gradient at the H—mode transition is three times smaller than that
observed in DUI-D.

The role of Edge Ion Collisionality
The role of edge ion temperature has been disputed as one of the key issues to

induce the H—mode transition. Theoretical treatment considers this quantity in terms of
ion collisionality vi“ and predicts its value to be around unity [4]. Several experimental
investigations were also carried out to quantify this number. Exploratory introduction
of the impurity effect for the evaluation of v;* was undertaken in our work, since the
transition condition must naturally be influenced by the impurities due to the pitch
angle scattering of the bulk ions and the non—ambipolar loss of impurities. By replacing
Vf with Vl* ( Zeff ne/Zizni ) which we denominate as effective ion collisionality Vi*eff
hereafter, the description of the normalized viscosity coefficient discussed in Ref. 4
roughly conserves its structure [5]. Temporal evolution of Vifieff is shown in Fig. 1 (c).
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As the plasma state is bouncing between the L- and H-mode, the value of W's“ also
jitters in the range of 0.044 to 0.15. In spite of inadequate time resolution (>16 ms) of
the charge exchange recombination diagnostic, from which we evaluate the edge ion
temperature at P =0.98, threshold of Vi*cff can be deduced to lie in this region for this
discharge. However, it is noticeable that the plasma turns into the first H-mode phase

at 5.30 3, although vfeff is considerably higher than the value at succeeding transitions.
As seen in Fig. 1 ((1), only for the first L- to H-transition, abrupt reduction in the
charge exchange fast ion flux is imperceptible. Thus, the fast ion population can take
possible role to make the threshold criteria vague. Fig. 4 shows the regime of Vi*eff in
JT—6OU. The value of mresides in the range of 0.1 to 0.9 in low field (B T325 T)

discharges. However, in high field cases with Br: 4.0T, Vi*eff is considerably reduced
to the order of 10' 2 - 10' 3. since the threshold beam power is raised significantly to
increase the edge ion temperature by a large amount. We also observed the transition
delay after the initiation of beam heating is directly relevant to the characteristic time of
vim to reach the threshold.

Turbulent Fluctuation and Poloidal Flow Velocity in High-[3p H-mode
After the intensive Boronization, high-[3p enhanced confinement mode acquired

the H-mode features. The typical discharge wave forms are shown in Fig. 5.
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H-mode transition is triggered by MHD instability at 5.63 s. The poloidal rotation
profiles across the H-mode transition are showa in Fig.6, where the abrupt jump in the
ion diamagnetic direction is documented. In spite of the observed large toroidal
rotation in the counter direction, the radial electric field estimated from the force

balance equation has positive sign. In the broad region of P = 0.8 to <1.0, the radial
electric field evolves from positive to more positive values. Suppression of turbulent
density fluctuation was not observed, since the lowest available frequency of the
reflectometer was out of the strong shear region. However, broad band magnetic
fluctuation was detected in the hatched region of Fig. 5 (b), where the non-thermal ECE
emission decreases. This is contrary to what we observe in the conventional H-mode
discharges. Magnetic braiding can thereby intervene in the high-[3p H-mode transition.

Discussion
Although Vi*eff right before the transition was shown to reside in a limited range

in low field discharges, other contributing quantities still seem to manifest in particular
discharges, such as the hot-ion H—mode, where no abrupt decrease in the D; signal is

often ObSSWCd- A150, in the high-[3p H—mode discharges, we have not resolved Er at
the very edge region, due to the diagnostic restrictions, which would have to be further
investigated to understand this improved confinement mode.
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NEW FEATURES OF H MODE INDUCED BY ELECTRODE
BIAS AND HARD X~RAY EIMISSION AT LIMI’I‘ER FOR

VARIOUS DISCHARGES ON THE HL—l TOKAMAK
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I. NEW FEATURES OF H MODE INDUCED BY ELECTRODE BIAS
The experiment results on the HL—l Tokamak‘” "’ in 1991 demanstrated that H mode

could be induced by positively biased electrode. In 1992 the structure of this electrode was
improved, which enabled the undisruptive discharges could be operated even the electrode tip
was located at r=15cm (plasma radias a=20cm) although most physics experiments were
completed at r=16.5cm where the electrode tip was lacated, and the L—H transition could be
induced in higher density plasma (fie, = 1.7X10“ /cm3 for D—plasma before biasing) than
before. The profiles of density, temperature and floating potential at the plasma edge at r=15—
22cm have been measured by single, double and triple Langmuir probes, from which the
plasma potential can be derived with 45.: =¢r +3.6 Te and the plasma radial electric field can
be estimated that Er>20KV/m in H mode. The profile of plasma potential 4),, at 1:17—22:11
is shown in Fig.1. From which and conbined with fig.2(a) in ref.2, we can detemine the
shear layer is changed from r=18.3~19.8cm in L—mode to r=16.5—18.3cm in H—mode, just
near the magnetic surface where the electrode tip is located, implying that the artifically
radial electric field can effectively control the shear layer at the plasma edge.

The toroidal Mach number at the plasma edge r=19.8cm, measured by Mach probe, is
decreased or changed a little after L—H transition as shown in Fig.2, but still the fluctuation
is suppressed and the confinement is improved, suggesting that the toroidal plasma velocity
may not play an important role in L—H transition, consistent with DIH—D '3’.

Fluctuation have been studied not only by Langmuir probes but also by microwave
reflection measurement and by visible measurement. The fluctuation of the O—mode microwave
reflection signal at frequency f=10GHZ decreases as the electrode is biased as shown in Fig.3,
indicating the reduction of the density fluctuation at L-H transition.

The fluctuation of lOGHz microwave plasma radiation decreases in bias phase and
decreases more in bias +LHCD (2.45GHz) phase as shown in Fig.4. This result can be
explained by that the ranaway instability is weakened and the runaway electron confinement is
improved.

The Do light fluctuation, measured by visible spectroscopy, decreases in bias phase and
increases in bias+LHCD (2.45GHz) phase”), indicating that the fluctuation of density and
temperature are supprewed in H mode and that the launch of lower hybrid wave leads to the
increase of fluctuation and hence confinement degradation, which is related to the impurity
aocumutation as the lower hybrid wave is launched into the plasma.

The poloidal magnetic flactuation I36 , detected by magnetic probes outside and inside



the vaccum vessel, are suppressed heavily as the bias is tumned on, but the toroidal one fit
almost is not changed. The suppressed poloidal mode is m>4.

Isotope effect in L—H transition has been studied. In Ohmic discharge, the edge density of
D—plasma is lower than that of H-plasma and the edge temperature of Deplasma is higher
than that of H—plasma, similar to the observation in ASDEX'“. But at L—I—I transition, the
drops of edge density and edge temperature of D—plasma are much larger than that of H—
plasma. The profiles of density and temperature at the plasma edge of Deplasma are steeper
than that of Heplasma in L mode and much steeper in H mode. The decay of energy
confinement time in H mode, caused by the impurity accumulation, of D—plasma is slower
than that of Heplasma. Therefore we could conclude that the confinement of D~plasma is
better than that of Heplasma.

II. HARD X-RAY EMISSION AT LINHTER FOR VARIOUS DISCHARGES
EPP regime In edge plasma wlariwtioMEPHexpefiment, about 20a after the positive

bias is applied in which the L—H transition has been induced, the hard xeray emission at
limiter begins to enhance and reach its maximum, although the density is increamd as shown
in fig.5(a), contrary to normal Ohmic discharge in which the hard x—ray produced by the
runaway electrons at latter stage in the discharge and a possible threshold ~+4OOV exism in a
run of experiments. But the hard x~ray emission does not change apparently in negative

biasing discharge in which the L—H transition has not been induced as shown in fig.5(b). This
results could be explained by the accumulation of impurity in biased H mode. The
accumulation is partly caused by the impurity sputtering from the electrode tip and partly
caused by the the improvement of impurity particle confinement, and hence leading to rise of
loop voltage Vl( AVl/Vl ~ 20%) and increase of plasma resistivity n ,and at last resulting in
the increase of runaway electron and enhancement of the hard x—ray emission at limiter.

LHCD regime The hard xeray emission has been detected by thrm NaI("ll) scintillation
detectors located at the midplane. In LHCD discharge, two are on the same side of the
limiter and directed at it and the other one is on the other side and directed it. During the
launching of rf pOWer(2.45GHZ, 50—200kW ) in quasivsteady phase the hard x—ray always is
reduced whether the driving rf wave travelling along or against the electron drift direction, but
the former is more efficient than the latter as shown in fig.6 and the sawtooth oscillation and
the burst of single mode of hard x—ray are suppressed or weakened as shown in fig.7. When
rf power ends, Hx signal does not immediatly return to the level before, but delays sometime
and sawteeth signal would develop gradually as shown in fig.7. The energy of the hard x—ray
is in the range of ~ 0.6 — ~10MeV. A probable mechanism of the reduction of the hard x—
ray emission during LHCD is the anomalous Doppler resonance condition changing.
Stabilization of the tail mode by LHCD will eliminate this fast electron loss process resulting
in reduced flux of fast electrons onto the wall and limiter‘“.

PELLET INJECTION reggae When the pellet is injected into the plasma the hard x-ray
bursts, in which the intensity of the hard xeray increases fastly and then decays slowly,
corresponding to the spikes of the loop voltage, are shown in fig.8. The most runaway
electrons are yielded in the tail part of the discharge, hence we could find that the
envelopment of the hard x-ray emission to be the effect of the superposition of the runawy

electron and the pellet injection and ablation. When the energy of the runaway electrons is
1.0MeV for 1.0mm solid pellet, the runaways seem thinm. A possible interpretation is that
in the discharge some runaways escape the plasma during the pellet injection, while



others remained and are confined up to the ablation of the pellet to form the plasma. We
might explain the decay time of the former bursts of the hard x—ray is the proceeding of
pellet ablation.

ECRH reg’me During ECRH the hard x—ray intensity is about twice as intensive as
Ohmic discharge, but their evolution profiles are similar. This is caused mainly by the
increase of lower energy runaway electrons. The intensity of the hard x—ray inc-rm linearly
With neutron flux which is detected by ZnS(Ag) scintillators in Ohmic and ECR heating.

+ responsible author of part 1, ++ responsible author of part II
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FAST PARTICLE LOSS IN THE JET EXPERIMENT WITH A REDUCED NUlVfBER OF
TOROIDAL FIELD COILS

B.J,D. Tubbing, and JET Team
JET JOINT UNDERTAKING, Abingdon, 0X14 3EA, Oxon, UK.

INTRODUCTION. An experiment was carried out in ET, in which operation with 16
toroidal field coils was compared with operation with the standard 32 coils [1]. Results were
obtained on loss of thermal energy confinement, behaviour of the H mode, plasma rotation and
fast particle losses [1]. Ripple-induced losses of fast particles are of two types: first, there is
the usual ripple well loss cone. Second, the TF ripple introduces small vertical displacements in
the vertical position of the banana turning point, so that the banana orbit is not exactly closed.
For sufficient particle energy and ripple, the displacements randomise and a diffusive transport
results - stochastic diffusion [2]. At lower energy, collisional de-correlation of the
displacements occurs and leads to transport— collisional ripple diffusion [3].

Ripple-induced losses are usually calculated with the aid of Orbit Following Monte-Carlo
codes (OFMC's), eg, the DRIFT code [4]. In the course of this work, a new approach was
developed in which the banana tip position of the particle is followed [5], with a difiiisivity as
given in [6]. A Bounce Average Monte-Carlo RLX—l was developed, which includes ICRH
acceleration, a sawtooth model, and full time—dependence of the kinetic plasma parameters.

LOSSES OF THE THERMAL PLASMA. A significant difficulty in the
interpretation of the experiments arises because changes in the background plasma exceed the
expectations. These changes arise from two effects: first, from the loss of heating power due to
the fast ion lossesxsecond from the effect of ripple on the thermal diffusion, In the case ofNBI,
where we calculate an NBI heating loss of about 15% (see below) predominantly from the
plasma edge, the expected loss of plasma energy is about 5%, well below the observed value of
20 to 30%, The theoretical value of ripple-induced plasma diffusivity in these conditions is of
order 0.2 mzs‘l [6], significantly too small to explain the difference. We are thus compelled to
assume that an additional ripple—induced loss mechanism exists, which either increases the fast
ion losses or increases the losses from the thermal plasma. In this context the confinement of
the ohmic plasma was considered. Use of magnetic diagnostics, which may be compromised by
the change of TF configuration, was avoided. It was found that in all cases the ohmic D-D
neutron rate as a function of density for the 16 coil shots was lower than that for the 32 coil
shots, indicating a decrease of ion temperature of order lOOeV (10%), Bremstrahlung and
SXR emission are virtually the same for 16 and 32 coils, indicating similar ZGE values. The
ripple-induced ion heat-diffusivity inferred from this difference is of order 0.5 mzs'I which is



well above the theoretical expectation of about 0.02 mzs'lfor the ohmic conditions. If we scale

from the observed value in the ohmic conditions to a value in NBI heated conditions, using the
usual Tim scaling for ripple loss effects, we obtain a heat diffusivity of order 3 mzs'l, which
would be sufficient to explain the discrepancies in the N131 heated case. We thus postulate that
the losses of the thermal ions exceed the theoretical expectation by a factor 5 to 10, Direct

evidence is provided by the losses observed in the ohmic plasmas. Ripple effects are further

evident from the strong reduction of toroidal rotation in the 16 coil NBI cases [1], which also
is not in agreement with theoretical predictions [7].

RESULTS FOR 140 keV NBI FAST IONS. 140 keV NBI ions (D) were injected in

inner-wall L—mode IET plasmas (D) with toroidal field 1.4T, and plasma current 2.5MA. With

16 TF coils, a reduction of about 20 to 30% of the plasma diamagnetic energy was observed,

and of 25% in D-D reaction rate. Losses of 140 keV NBI fast ions were calculated with RLX—

1 using a full energy, radial and pitch angle distribution of the N81 particle source. In table 1,

the results are shown. From the table we conclude that: 1. the biggest loss mechanism for NBI

fast ions is pitch angle scattering into the ripple well region, even in the absence of ripple-

induced transport effects; 2. collisional ripple diffusion is more important than stochastic

diffusion for this class of particles; 3. combined, the ripple transport processes add about 3% to

the loss. Similar calculations were performed to estimate the effect of sawteeth on the beam

ion losses. The additional losses were found to be quite small, of order 2%. The heating energy

loss was also calculated with the OFMC code DRIFT, in the presence of all loss processes.

The result was about 18% heating energy loss, reasonably close to the 13% RLXAI value.

In summary, the NET heating energy losses are calculated to be of order 15%. Because

these losses are concentrated near the plasma edge, the effect on plasma stored energy is small,

of order 5%. The remaining 25% ditference in stored energy between the 16 and 32 coil cases

is attributed to degradation of the thermal energy confinement.
LOSSES OF ICRH MINORITY PARTICLES The effects of ripple on ICRH minority

particles was explored using second harmonic heating of hydrogen minority particles. The

ICRH resonance location was scanned in a series of shots, by scanning the frequency. In the 16

coil cases the ICRH heating efficiency Ad / PICRH was reduced, as a function of the ICRH

resonance location. The relative heating efficiency ofthe 16 coil cases is shown in figure 1, The

loss of ICRH heating efficiency was modeled with RLX»1, which contains a simple ICRH

acceleration operator. For the resonances on the h.f.s. of the magnetic axis, very low losses of

ICRH heating efficiency are predicted. The predicted heating losses for the 3.08, 3.34 and

3.8m resonances are 5%, 30% and about 100% respectively. These losses are shown also in

figure 1, where an additional 25% loss due to thermal plasma effects is assumed, consistent

with the findings in the NET case. There appears to be a reasonable agreement. Observations of

the minority tail in the energy range of 500keV to 1MeV were made with a fast particle neutral



analyser. There is a reasonable agreement between the measured spectra and the spectra
predicted by RLX—l. In general, in the measured spectra the energy at which the stochastic
diffusion losses set in is lower than in the simulations. This could be due to a shortcoming in
the theoretical expressions for the diffusion coefficient, although also there is an uncertainty
about the energy calibration of the instrument.
LOSSES OF D-D TRITONS The loss of lMeV tritons originating from D-D fusion
reactions was studied using the triton burn-up technique, in which l4MeV neutrons form the
D—T reaction are detected. Experimentally, it was found that the burn—up fraction of tritons -
defined as the number of D-T neutrons (14 MeV) divided by the number of D-D neutrons (2.5
MeV) — was reduced by about 40i10% in the 16 coil cases. The 16 and 32 coil experiments
were executed at different NBI powers, so as to keep the D-D neutron rate as closely the same
as possible. We report here only on the tn'ton modelling obtained with the DRIFT code. In
DRIFT, D-D and D-T neutron rates are calculated using the full NBI distribution. The number
of tritons was about 1000. The results for the neutron rates are summarised in table 2, where
both the experimental and the simulation are normalised to the DD neutron rate of the 32 coil
case. The table shows that experimentally we were able — by adjusting the NBI power - to
obtain the same D-D neutron rate within 10%. The DRIFT simulation gives a normalised
neutron rate of 0.96, where should be noted here that in the DRIFT simulation the same
plasma background parameters were used for the two cases except for the NBI power.
Experimentally, a reduction of triton burn-up fraction of 33% (3.0 10’3 to 2.0 103) was
observed for these particular discharges. In DRIFT, the predicted reduction is about a factor 2
smaller i.e. 19% (2.7 10'3 to 2.2 10'!) Part of this discrepancy can be explained by differences
in background plasma parameters. A second effect is that the average of the ripple over the
toroidal larrnor orbit is larger than the ripple value in the guiding centre.
CONCLUSIONS Losses of plasma stored energy for NBI and ICRH of fast particles are
found to be somewhat larger than expected. It is postulated that this is due to losses from the
thermal plasma, in addition to the theoretically expected thermal losses. This postulate is
supported by the observations of lower ion temperature in the ohmic phases of the 16 coil
discharges. Under this postulate (loss of about 25% of thermal energy), the predicted losses for
NBI and ICRH particles are in reasonable agreement with the observed losses, where we note
that NBI particles are (almost) not subject to stochastic diffusion. The treatment of stochastic
diffiJsion as given in [6] appears sufficient to explain the JET experimental results for ICRH
minority particlesJExpen'mental triton losses are about a factor two larger than those predicted
with the OFMC. This warrants fither investigation.
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TABLE 1: Heating energy losses for N81 fast particles predicted by RLX<1 for various loss mechanisms
Operators for slowing-clown and pitch angle scattering are always active. Ripple well loss cone. stochastic and

collisional ripple diffusion are switched onloif. lnput energy is 100% (414MeV), input particles is 100%
(4790). The No loss cone, No ripple dilIusion case is equivalent to 32 coil operation.

Loss fractions No loss cone. Loss cone. Loss cone Loss cone

No ripple No ripple Collisional Collisional +

dilTusion. diIIusion. diffusion. stochastic diff.

Energy to electrons 55% 50% 49% 48%

Energy to ions 45% 40% 39% 39%

Energy lost 0% 10% 12% 13%
Particles lost 0% 26% 31% 31%

are normalised on the 32 coil D-D rates.
TABLE 2: Experimental DD and D-T neutron rales and Values predicted by the OFMC DRIFT. Neutron ralc
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COMPARISON OF MEASURED HVIPURITY TRANSPORT PARAMETERS WITH
THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS
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JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxfordshire UK
lAssociation Euratom CEA sur la Fusion, Cadarache, France

1. Introduction

Systematic studies conducted on JET with the laser blow-off injection technique have
demonstrated that in most cases the transport of trace impurities is much slower in the plasma
centre than in the rest of the discharge Very accurate simulations of the space resolved broad
band soft X-ray emissivities and of line intensities from the highly ionised states of the injected
impurity can be obtained assuming the impurity diffusion coefficient D to have constant values,
Din and Doul respectively, in a certain core region and over most of the remaining plasma cross
section, the transition between the two levels occurring over a narrow intermediate radial
region'. Similar conclusions have also been obtained for the particle transport of electrons and
intrinsic impurities. The values of D and the size of the inner region of slow transport are seen
to vary with the main parameters of the discharge. In this paper we summarise our
experimental evidence for L—mode and compare it with theoretical predictions.

2. Experimental Evidence
Although the D profile described above

is schematic, it is clear from the transport

analysis that its value has to undergo a very
strong reduction (typically more than an order
of magnitude) within a radial distance that in
most cases cannot be larger than 25 cm The
levels Din and Dam have to be considered
average values over the slow and. fast
transport region respectively. A practical
measure of the size of the former region can
be deduced from the distance d(t), along the
major radius on the tokamak's equatorial plane
1r, of the two maxima (on either side of the

magnetic axis) in the perturbation of the soft
X-ray emissivity induced by the injected
impurities during their ingress into the plasma
After an initial rapid decrease during the first
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Fig. l Horizontal diameter oflhe slow transport region
versus the edge value of the safety factor for L-modc
limiter discharges.
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20 - 30 ms following the injection at t= to,

the time variation of d(t) practically comes to

a halt indicating a strong slowing—down of the
impurities inward propagation We take the

value dSTR = d(t0+ 30 ms) as the horizontal

diameter of that slow transport region. In

fig. 1 this quantity is plotted versus the edge
value qa of the safety factor for pulses with

current and magnetic field in the ranges
Ip=2-7MAandBT= 1.45 -3.4T.

The empirical dependence of dSTR on
the global parameter qa appears to be due to a
strong correlation between high levels of D

and high magnetic shear. The same quantity is
plotted in fig. 2 versus the horizontal

diameter of the flux surface S where
q‘ E Bq/aRm= 1.0 ml. Here Rm is the
outer major radius of S in the plane 1r. The

good correlation of the two quantities indicates that the radial extent of the region of slow

transport increases when the (1 profile is flat over a wider area, Most of the points in the plot

refer to quasi-steady (sawteeth-affected)

current profiles, but a few of them were

obtained from experiments performed during

the current rise or decay.
The average level Din of the impurity

difl‘usion coefiicient in the region of slow

transport, known with an uncertainty of

i 70%, ranges between 0.03 and 0.15 m2/s.

No parametric dependence has been

identified; probably because of the large

experimental uncertainty.
The level of Dow appears to be well

ordered by the
parameter P/(nQ, the ratio of the total heating

empirical operational

power to the average electron density Indeed

for fixed 1p and BT (i.e. for similar q profiles)

the same parameter appears to order the
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Fig. 3 Average level of the impurity diffusion
coefficient in the external fast transport region versus the
average over the same region of the electron temperature
gradient for L-modc limiter discharges.



measured decay times TX for the whole data set of JET experiments of non recycling impurity
injection. For the pulses where spatial transport analysis has been performed, this quantity is
also in good correlation with the average value of the electron temperature gradient (VTc) over
the region where the transport is fast. The relationship between the levels of Dent and (VT) is
shown in fig. 3. The data are consistent with a power law dependence Dmu o: (VTe)0~35 * 0‘2.
The dependence on (VTC) cannot be distinguished from a dependence on T5 (or from a
dependence on Ti or its gradient) because of the strong collinearity between these two
parameters (and because of lack of information on the Ti profile as most of the analysed pulses
were run without neutral beam additional heating). From the comparison of pulses with
practically identical temperature profiles it appears that the level of the electron density (or of
its gradient) has no appreciable influence on Dom 2.

3. Comparison with Theories
The comparison of measured difl‘usivities Din in the centre with the neoclassical

predictions shows that, for intermediate ion charge (ZzZS to 40) impurities (for which
neoclassical dilfusivities Dm as low as 0.01 m2/sec can be expected in some cases) and for
moderate to high values of the central temperature, Din is systematically higher, by a factor of 2
to 10, than Dneo' Furthermore, while a strong influence of the ion temperature and of the
magnetic field on Dnee is predicted by the theory, no such dependencies can be inferred fi'om
the experiments Therefore we have to conclude that the neoclassical theory does not fiilly
account for the difl'usion in the central region.

The theoretical evaluations of anomalous diffusion from analyses of unstable internal
modes are generally based on the mixing length argument, as well as on a number of
simplifying assumptions (e. g. on plasma geometry), and therefore are only expected to supply
rough approximations. Their parametric dependence should however be consistent with the
observed experimental trends. In particular an adequate theoretical model of our test particle
transport experiments should predict the very low anomaly in the diffusion at the plasma centre
(that was found not to be dependent on the details of the density and temperature profiles) as
well as its established dependence on the rotational transform profile.

A recent extension of the Rebut-Lallia—Watkins3 semi-empirical model to include particle
transport assumes simple proportionality between D and x. This model gives naturally, for
most cases, a central feature for D similar to the one found in the experiments, although not in
close quantitative agreement. This is due to relatively low VTe (lower than VTcn't ) in the
central region when sawtooth activity flattens the Te profile within the mixing radius (see
fig. 4). However difficulties arise when VTe is large in the centre (eg. monster-sawteeth).

Microturbulence models based on ion temperature gradient (ITG) driven modes
generally predict too high values for the plasma centre, although some authors observe that
more detailed analysis of the mode radial structure leads to substantial modifications of the



radial dependence of the diffusion coefficients. In particular the quasi-linear estimate from

Romanelli4 in the limit of small shear (SE rq'lq < 1) for the correlation length of the turbulence

Lr «8 3 L1 exp[-c qr“3 s1], where L1: Idlnf/dr I f:(r1/a3)(l/q2)Teno(TedTi/dr)" and c is

0(1), implies a very strong radial variability of the diffusion coefficient, that we may roughly

estimate as DR = e Vti/ R. At the radial position rc where Lr becomes 0(pi/s) the value of

DR is comparable to those previously reported on the basis of 1-dimensional analyses and is of

the order of a few mZ/s. Here R is the tokamak's major radius, pi the gyroradius of the main

ions and Vti their thermal speed. For r < rc, an exponential quenching is predicted for DR and

the efiect of turbulence is expected to be Pulse No: 2741s

reduced drastically. Adopting therefore 4
Lr=pi/5 as a threshold condition for the

40

transition from slow to fast anomalous

transport we obtain sq4’3zc/1n(3sL]/pi). A

condition of this kind is not very different

from the empirical condition found on ET ‘5

(q‘ =1 m")
A different approach is suggested by

Beklemishev and Horton5. They argue that

the radial variation of the density of resonant

states (q=m/n), that is strictly linked to the 0 .,_t_. ‘
o 0.2 0.4 0.5 on to

shear, strongly influence the shape of the ”3
. , , , , Fig, 4 - Experimental profile of the diffusion coefficient

diffuswity profiles. lncluston of this effect Dew for injected N in a 5 MA, 331 pRI;:4 MW 4116
discharge.
- Profile of the anomalous particle diff, coeff. DanRLW

in shape to the experimental ones, With accordinstu ref-1
_ . ' . _ . - Profile ofthe l) pical scale D0 ol'I'I'G turbulence induced

conststently 10W diffilSlVlty 1n the ”11161" Core diffusivity. as usually deduced from local analysis:
. correction cocmcient Fdw according to rel: 5 to account

0fth6 dlscharge (fig 4)' for the uneven distribution of resonant magnetic surfaces;
corrected model diffusion coefficient Fdw D0.

leads to model D profiles more closely linked

4. Conclusions
Diffiision of impurities is moderately anomalous in the core of the plasma and much larger

further out. The size of the region where the transport is slow increases when the q profile is

flat over a wider area, Transport modelling based on the critical VTC assumption leads to

similar shapes of D profiles when the temperature profiles are flat in the centre. Early attempts

to describe the radial structure of microturbulence suggest that the anomalous diffusion due to

ITG driven modes should be much smaller when the magnetic shear is low.

lD. Pasini et al., Nucl Fus. 30 (1990) 2142.
2D. Pasini at al., Proc 19th Conf. on Contr. Fus. and Plasma Phys, Innsbruck 1992, Vol. 1 p. 283
3D. Boucher. PH. Rebut, IAEA Tech. C.ttee Meeting on Advances in Simulation and Modeling of
Thermonuclear Plasmas Montreal 1992
4F. Rornanelli, US-Japan Workshop on Ion Temp. Gradient Driven Turb.Transp., Austin, Texas, January 1993

5A.D. Beklemishev and W, Horton Phys. Fluids 34 (1992) 200.
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1. Introduction
The strong enhancement of confinement during H-mode seems to be principally due to

modifications occurring at the plasma edge. Multiply charged impurities, for example, appear
to be swept into the main JET plasma1 by a radial convection field extending over a thin layer
in the proximity of the separatnx. On the basis of the prediction2 that radial electric fields Er
should lead to convective effects inside the plasma, these effects have been put in relation3 to
the values of Er measured in that layer. In this same region, however, other significant
modifications of the edge plasma take place after the L-H transition, among which possibly an
important reduction of the turbulence induced diffusion processes. The latter effect is also
expected to enhance the confinement of particles in the bulk plasma. In order to distinguish
between the Er-induced convective effect on positively charged particles from that of a general
reduction of diffusion taking place during H—modes, experiments have been performed on
edge-polarised TEXTOR discharges“ with injected impurities.

2. Experimental Set-Up
Lithium fluoride and nickel have been injected by laser blow—off into ohmically heated

deuterium discharges with applied electric fields of both signs. As the recycling of these
impurities fi'om the limiter and the walls back into the discharge is minimal, their long time-
scale behaviour in the plasma is not affected by the exhaust efficiency of the pumping system or
by the screening power of the scrape—off layer, but is only determined by the transport within
the last closed flux surface, Furthermore, as long as the total number of electrons cam'ed by
these injected impurities is small compared to that of the main ions, their transport will be free
from ambipolarity constraints that are conditioned by the electron particle transport.

Electrostatic potentials VE ranging between - 400 V and 700 V were applied between
the limiter and the tip of the polarising electrode4 located 4 cm inside the plasma. For
discharges with VE > 400 V L-H transitions’ were regularly observed. For some pulses with
VB = 400 V, the transient (~0.02 5 long) edge plasma perturbation produced by the injected
impurities occasionally triggered a dithering condition (lasting a few tenths of a second) where
rapid transitions to a low level in the electrode currentS, followed by slower drifts back to the
previous high level, were observed to occur repeatedly.



Line radiation from the neutral atoms
TEXTOR soil X-ray cameras lines of Sight

and selected ionised species of the injected
impurity was monitored by means of visible
and VUV spectroscopic systems Broad band
integrated intensities were recorded by a dual
multi-chord soft X-ray diagnostic (fig. 1)
observing the plasma through a 12.7 ,um
thick beryllium window. The additional soft
X-ray radiation caused by the injected
impurities results in perturbations, with
different amplitudes and temporal evolution
depending on the lines of sight,
superimposed on the signals of this
diagnostic (fig. 2).

Major radius (m)
3. Transport Analysis

at LiF injections For discharges
where LiF was injected (n: = 1.0 . 1019 m'3, Fig.1 Geometry offlux surfaces and layout
1(0) = 14 keV, 1p = 250 kA) some sparial of the two soft X—ray cameras lines of Sight

analysis of the impurity transport could be
performed. This was done by means of a 1'/2 dimensional code, where the profiles of the

diffusion coefficient D and of the convection velocity, assumed to be the same for all ion states
and constant in time, were adjusted in order to reproduce the different radiation signals. We

assumed the flux surfaces to have circular cross sections and their shift A with respect to the

outermost surface to be given by A = A0 [1 —(r/a)2]. Here r and a (= 46 cm) are the minor

radius of the generic and outermost flux surface respectively and A0 = 4-5 cm, This geometry

(fig. l) is consistent with the inboard—outboard symmetry of the ECE measurements of Te and

with the interferometric measurements of He and allows a correct reproduction in the

simulations of the symmetry of soft X-ray signals, for both the background levels and the

perturbations induced by the injected impurities. The reproduced signals (fig. 2) are computed,

on the basis of the measured ne and Te profiles and the simulated densities of the different

impurity ions, by integrating along the lines of sight the total sofi X-ray emissivity corrected by

the filter transmission and the detector absorption at the different photon energies.
Impurity diffusion coefficients D of the order of 0.25 m2/s over the whole discharge are

deduced from the analysis. No central region of very low diffusivity can be detected in the core

of these discharges as previously observed in JET and other machines. However due to the

very large safety factor (qa = 6.25) such a region, if present, would be expected to be of very

small size“. The values of D obtained are uncertain within a factor of 2, because of the

uncertainty on the perturbations of the soft X-ray signals induced by the injected impurities.

This in turn is due to the fact that the background signals, much larger in amplitude, were

always affected by slow drifts during the period of application of the bias voltage. For the same



reason the decay times of fluorine fi'om the
discharge, 7}: (z 0.1 s), also suffer from a
similarly large error, as no ionization state of
the injected impurities higher than F+6
(ionization potential = 185 eV) could be
monitored by line spectroscopy and we have to
rely on the soft X-ray signals for the
determination of this parameter. Due to the
mentioned uncertainty it is not possible to
estimate any dependence of TF on VE for
discharges where no transition to H-mode was
obtained. For discharges with H-mode
conditions the tail of the 13+6 line, otherwise
vanishing within ~ 001-002 3, was observed to
last longer than 0.06 5 indicating an increased
containment the plasma
periphery.

b) Ni injections These experiments were
done in discharges with I = 2.5 - 1019 m3,
T40) = 0.85 keV and 1p =‘250 kA. No spatial
analysis was possible because of saturation of

of impurities at

M79139 1
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CHANNEL 30922
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‘ ‘ . Time (s)

LiFi_n]ectIonJ'

Fig. 2 Soft X-ray signals in a LiF injection
experiment. The dotted, dashed and solid
lines are signals from symmetric inboard
and outboard aiming channels, and their
average respectively. The circle points are
the simulated signals.

the soft X—ray signals. Reliable spectroscopic monitoring of Ni XVIII and Ni XXV was
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Fig. 3 Brightness ofa Ni XVIII line in a Ni
injection experiment.

available. While the latter ion is only
marginally present in the hottest plasma
core, radiation from the former (fig. 3) is a
good representative of the nickel content in
the bulk of the discharge. As the background
on this line intensity is practically negligible,
a clear exponential decay is observed in the
signal after some 0.15 s after the injection
for non H-mode pulses. This allows a much
more accurate estimate of the depletion time
of Ni from the plasma, measured by the time
constant TNiXVHI of that signal (fig, 4). For
the discharges with no H-mode a marked
influence of the applied bias voltage can be
detected in this case, leading to a variation of
the decay time by ~ 100% between 400 and



-400 V. As the density and

temperature profiles of the bulk plasma as .. 1 . ~— 7 . ‘_

are very similar in these discharges we if 3"" $543 5332:;q

deduce that the observed effect is due 1' i. “we
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Fig. 4 Decay time of a Ni XVlll line
brightness versus the bias voltage.

increase in TNiXVlII is probably due, to
some extent, to the plasma detachment

observed upon L-l-l transition7.

4. Discussion and Conclusions
With Ni injection an increase of the impurity decay time was observed with negative

edge bias as well as a decrease with the opposite polarity. The agreement of these results with

those previously obtained with recycling impurities (Ne and He)5 supports the conclusion that

the observed effect is due to modifications of the transport inside the main plasma even in the

absence of the H-mode. This is consistent with the neoclassical prediction2 of a dominant

convective elfect proportional to Dneo Z (13r - BOUpZ) where Dne0 is the appropriate

neoclassical diffusion coefficient, B0 is the poloidal magnetic field, Upz the parallel velocity of

the ion species considered and Z its charge number. Although it has to be noted that the

application of Er induces a toroidal spin—up of the plasma that tends to compensate its effect

through the BOUpz term in the expression above, this term is not likely to be very important for

these plasmas where the edge ion temperature is lower than 100 eV, unless UpZ is more than

one order of magnitude larger than the deuterium thermal speed. The elfects on convection are

expected to be lower for F, due to the lower charge and to the lower collisionality of this

impurity, and therefore it is possible that because of this reason, and the high uncertainty, no

dependence of 7F on Er was identified. During the H-mode, whether steadily established when

VB is above threshold5 or marginally induced by the injected impurities for V5 just below

threshold, an additional independent eFfect appears to be present enhancing the impurity

confinement.

1R. Giannella et a1., Proc. 16th Conf. on Contr. Fus. and Plasma Phys, Venice 1989, Vol 1 p. 209
2T. Stringer, Nucl. Fus, 32 (1992) 1421.
3R. Giannella, Contnoutions to 3rd Workshop on H—mode Physics, JET, Abingdon, 10-12 June 1991
4R. Weynants et al, Proc. 17th Conf. on Contr. Fus. and Plasma Phys, Amsterdam 1990, Vol 1 p. 287
5R. Weynants et al, Nucl. Fus. 32 ([992) 837.
6R. Giannella et :11. these proceedings
7R. Van Nicuwenhove et al., Proc. lAEA Tech. Meet. on Tokamak Plasma Biasing, Motreal 1992 (Ed.
IAEA Vienna)
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1. Introduction
In large plasma machines such as JET, there is a requirement to provide routinely the

impurity concentrations and the power radiated by individual impurities. For the bulk plasma
these parameters are properly determined as part of an impurity transport analysis. However,
there are a number of uncertainties which make such an analysis both complex and lengthy. In
addition to a knowledge of the impurity transport and influx, reliable he and Tc profiles are
required. An alternative, novel technique has been developed which allows the impurity
concentrations and elemental components of radiated powers to be calculated for a large
number of pulses[l]. With an improved knowledge of the impurity transport[2,3], it is timely
to attempt a full analysis so as to gain understanding of this empirical method and better assess
its accuracy. This also provides the opportunity to check the transport modelling itself and
demonstrates the limitations of simulations applied to low Z elements. Such an analysis has
been applied to one JET pulse from the preliminary tritium experiment [4] using data from the
Bragg rotor spectrometer, when discrepancies were found between the modelled impurity
concentrations and those derived from charge-exchange spectroscopy. In the present study the
simpler case of limiter, L~mode pulses from the earlier C phase of JET are investigated, so that
the reasons for any discrepancies found can be assessed.

2. Experimental Data
In experiments designed to investigate impurity transport, the time variation of spectral

line intensities are most usefully combined with other measurements, such as soft X—ray data,
the latter allowing the central region of the plasma to be diagnosed. In the present analysis both
the radial profiles of the soft X-ray emission reconstructed from two soft X-ray cameras[5] and
VUV and XUV line intensities recorded from single nearvhorizontal lines-of—sight are used.
Pulses were chosen from a period when an absolute calibration of the VUV[6] spectrometer
was available. Conveniently, the spectral region from 150 to 350A, which has a relatively flat
sensitivity curve contains a number of Ni lines emitted from different plasma regions.
Unfortunately, the sensitivity calibration of the XUV instrument[7] was not known, because it
was unstable at this time. The bolometric measurement of the total radiated power and the Zcff
derived from visible Bremsstrahlung measurements were divided into elemental components,
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which were then used in the comparisons with the simulations. The analysis is illustrated by
pulse 13738, which is chosen from a sequence of similar pulses for which there is a high

degree of confidence in the components They are shown in figures 1 and 2. Pulse 13738 is a

35 MA, D discharge with ~10 MW, 3He minority ICRH ending in a disruption at 93 due to
the high level of Ni radiation. The presence of the Ni suppresses the O impurity, with the
result that in these pulses there are only two significant impurities, Ni and C.

3. Transport Analysis

The time—dependent SANCO impurity transport code has been used for the analysis.
The radial flux of impurities is described as the sum of a diffusive and a convective term and
the code takes account of the non-circular plasma geometry. The atomic physics data was
taken from the ADAS database[8]. Ni, which emits line radiation from different regions of the

plasma, was used to check the transport behaviour. The simulation is dependent on the TC and
ne radial profiles and both were modified within their generally accepted errors in an attempt to
improve agreement with experiment. To illustrate the differences found when modifying the

electron density, three density profiles at 85 as shown in figure 3, have been chosen and

comparisons with the experimental results are presented in table 1. Case 1 comes from the

interferometric measurements; cases 2 and 3 are examples of the most extreme modifications
thought acceptable. Radial profiles of the diffusion coefficient (D) were taken from Pasini er
al. [3] and modified so as to best fit the experimental data. The particular set of experimental

data used is most sensitive to a determination of the diffusion when r/a > 0.4, where r is the

minor radius and a is its value at the Last Closed Flux Surface (LCFS). Figure 4 shows the
two profiles adopted for the period with additional heating, 7 to 95, each applying to different
density profiles. It should be noted that the level of the outer D is somewhat lower than might
be expected[3], Plot/<ne> being ~4.3x10’13 Wm3. The temporal evolution of the NiXVII line
was used to shape the Ni influx; since its emission peaks at r/a = 0.93, the transport at the very
edge[9] was not investigated here, Pasini et a1, [3] use the conventional form of the convective

velocity, -2Dr/a2. In the present analysis, this was found to give too strong an inward drift

and the best overall agreement was found by reducing the convective velocity in the bulk

plasma to negligible levels. Given the complexity of the transport modelling there is reasonable
agreement with the experimental results, although two discrepancies are of note. The
simulations overestimate the soft Xeray radiation for radii 0.4 < r/a < 0.8 . A modification to

the electron density profile can reduce this discrepancy, but tends to increase that with the
NiXXVI line intensities. Secondly, the radiated power is underestimated. The simulation

indicates that only ~ 15% of the Ni radiation originates outside the LCFS and hence poloidal
asymmetries in the radiation could not satisfactorily explain discrepancies ~ 35 to 50%. These
discrepancies may indicate the present limit to the accuracy with which the radiated power can
be calculated in the simulation. The atomic data is being updated to ensure the most accurate
evaluation possible.
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In the high temperature plasmas typical of JET, most of the radiation from C is emitted
as line radiation from the periphery of the plasma, a significant proportion of which, ~ 33 %, is
from outside the LCFS. This presents a serious difficulty in modelling this element, since not
only are the electron density and temperature profiles poorly known at the plasma edge and the
code is not suited to modelling the scrape-off layer, but the source function, required for the
simulation and usually obtained by matching a peripheral line intensity, cannot be easily found.
In the present case, the lack of a satisfactory sensitivity calibration for the XUV spectrometer,
which observes those C lines emitted from inside the LCFS. and the line emission only being
emitted from the edge means that the transport of the C impurities cannot be checked. The
transport parameters determined for Ni have therefore been used in the simulations. With the
electron density profiles given in figure 3 together with the appropriate transport, it was found
that to within ~ 10% there was a correlation between the calculated radiated power from C and
the C line intensities. Normalising the power radiated from C to the empirically determined
radiated power component led to a discrepancy between the calculated and empirical
concentration of between 10 to 40%, this depending on the transport and profiles used.
However, in the simulations no Change was made to the parameters governing the behaviour
in the scrape—off layer, which could have a significant effect on the power radiated by this low
Z element.
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Table l: Ratios of experimental to simulated results for 7-95 in pulse 13738
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3

01“c m25-1 1.5 1.5 1.0
Line Intensities

Ni XVII 249A '1.00 1.00 1.00
Ni “11129211 0.95 0.85 0.30

32111 1.10 0.95 0.90
Ni xxv 11813. 1.00 1.00 089
N1 xxv1 165A 1.05 1.25 1.08

23411 1.10 1.30 1.10
Radiated Power 1.45 1.50 1.35
Concentration 0.85 l .15 1.00
Soft X-ray (C+Ni)

r/a=0.1 0.81 1.03 0.88
r/a = 0.6 0.51 0.67 0.55
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EVIDENCE OF AN EDGE IMPURITY TRANSPORT BARRIER IN JET L-MODE
PLASMAS.

B. Denne—Hinnov, R. Giannella, L. Lauro-Taroni, G. Magyar, M. Mattioli'

and D. Pasini+
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Introduction

We have studied the transport of Fe and Ni, following laser blow-0H injection, in JET

L-modc plasmas. With the aim of trying to elucidate the radial profiles of the diffusion co-

efficient, D, and convective velocity, v, we have modelled the time evolution of the

XUV/VUV line brightness for several ionization stages of the injected element, and the tem-

poral evolution and spatial distribution of the accompanying soft X-ray emission, using the

1 l’z-D impurity transport code SANCO.

Experiment

Small quantities of Fe or Ni were introduced into several L~mode, limiter plasmas, during
the additional-heating phase (neutral-beam heating or ion-cyclotron resonance heating). The
light emitted by the injected impurity was observed using a variety of spectroscopic diag-

nostics. A VUV broadband, survey spectrometer and a 2-m grazing-incidence spectrometer,
both equipped with multichannel detectors, were used to observe An=0 transitions belong—
ing to Fe XV, XVIII-XXIV or Ni XIII, XVII, XVIII, XX—XXVI, respectively. In addition,
the w—linc of Ni XXVII was observed with a 24-m crystal spectrometer. A diode-array
camera system Was used to record soft X—ray emission through a 250 pm thick Be filter. The

observed signal consists of the emission from the injected element superimposed on the

slowly evolving background emission from the intrinsic impurities.

For the subsequent modelling, the lowest ionisation stages observed (i.e., Fe XV and Ni

XIII) were taken to represent the source function for the injected element. The magnitude

and radial dependence of the transport parameters were then adjusted until an optimum fit

to all the observed data could be achieved.

Results
To illustrate the results we will consider JET pulse 27342. This was a 3.5-MA, 2.8-1" dis-

charge with low (i and slow current penetration. Iron was injected 6 s after the start of the

plasma, during the 7-MW neutral-beam heating phase. No sawteeth were present.



The previously observed /l/, central region of substantially reduced diffusion, and a

transition to an outer region ofhighly anomalous diffusion are also deduced from the present

experimental observations. For the pulse considered, the transition is smoother and has a

wider radial extent than usually inferred for pulses which have similar plasma parameters,

but are not of the mode-B type. A good fit to the soft X‘ray data and the time evolution of

the brightness of the Li-like (and for shots with Ni—injeetion also the I-Ie-Iike) ion line may

be obtained. However, in order to reproduce successfully the time evolution of the line

brightnesses for the Be-like and lower ionisation stages a transport barrier at the plasma edge

has to be invoked. This transport barrier may be produced either by reducing the anomalous

diffusion coefficient or by increasing the convective velocity, or both, within the last few cm

of the last closed flux surface (LCFS). The effect on the time histories ofincluding such a

barrier is illustrated in Fig. I. Here, data for Fe XXIV, XXIII, XXII and XIX are shown

along with two code calculations, with (dashed line) and without (dash-dotted line) inclusion

of an edge transport barrier. It is seen that, whereas the Fe XXIV time history may be well

fitted by either model (within the noise on the data), the time evolution of Fe XXIII and

lower stages cannot be adequately modelled without the assumption of an edge transport

barrier. The discrepancy becomes greater the lower the ionisation stage.
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Fig. 1: Time evolution of the normalised brightnesses of Fe XXIV, XXIII, XXII
and XIX, following injection of Fe at 6.0 s. The solid line represents the data. Two
sets of code calculations are shown, with (dashed line) and without (dash-dotted
line) the edge transport barrier. The ionisation potentials (1P) are also given.

Figure 2 shows the soft X—ray emissivity profiles at three time slices after the injection:

50, 80 and IOO ms. Solid lines represent the data after backbround subtraction and dashed

lines the simulation. The coordinate on the abscissa is the normalised minor radius x= r/a,



where a is the radius ofthe LCFS or limiter. As can be seen, the agreement between the si-
mulation and the data is excellent. At times later than 100 ms the background correction to
the data becomes uncertain. Hence, no profiles are shown for later times. The simulated
profiles shown were obtained with the edge barrier included. However, for the soft X—ray
emissivity a simulation excluding the edge barrier will fit equally well, the effect ofthe barrier
on the core being negligible.
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Fig. 2: Soft X—ray emissivity profiles at Fig. 3: Two sets oftransport parameters
50, 80 and 100 ms after injection. Solid (diffusion coefficient D and convective
lines represent data, dashed lines the si- velocity v) that may be used to fit the
mulation. x=r/a is the normalised mi- data shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
nor radius.

Figure 3 shows two sets of transport parameters that will fit the temporal and spatial
evolution ofthe data equally well within the error limits ofthe data. Set A was used to obtain
the "best fit” in Fig. l, as well as the emissivity profiles in Fig. 2.

Discussion

We find from the above results, that we may distinguish three different regions oftrans-
port in the plasma: a central zone of substantially reduced diffusion, an intermediate region
with high, anomalous diffusion, and a narrow region near the edge with reduced D and/or
enhanced convection. The edge barrier is typically located within 5-8 cm of the LCFS. The
effect of the barrier is to retain the impurity during the outflow phase at a radial location
(112., temperature) where the pertinent ionisation stages have the opportunity to recombine.

As is evident from Fig. 3, various combinations of D and v can be found which will yield
radial profiles of the impurity flux which are all compatible with the observed temporal evo-



lotions and profile shapes. The absolute values of the brightnesscs and emissivities can,
however, be very different. Therefore, absolute measurements of all these quantities would

be desirable in order to further constrain the range of acceptable transport parameters. To

this end, absolute sensitivity calibration ofthe VUV and XUV spectrometers is in progress,

as well as a review ofthe atomic data used in the transport code /2/.

In the absence of absolute VUV,’XUV line measurements we can only determine a

broader range of possible solutions. While in the H‘mode case the edge transport barrier has
clearly been demonstrated to be ofa convective nature /3[, in the L-mode case the situation

is less clear. Generally, the values ofv found near the edge are much lower than those found

in H-modes. Indeed, it was possible to fit the data by reducing the diffusion coefficient near

the edge while, at the same time, keeping v very small everywhere.

Further insight into the relative influence of D and v could be‘gained by comparing the

rise-time and decay-time ofthc line brightnesses. For the present data set the time resolution

is insufficient to make such a test. In addition, the source funCtion would need to be more

accurately known. To this end, it would be necessary to monitor the emission from the neu-

tral or the very lowest ionisation stages of the injected element with good time resolution.
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Gas Puff Modulation Experiments in Tore Supra
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Il Introduction Experiments with a modulation of the gas puff have been done with ohmic
plasmas in Tore Supra. The aim was to investigate particle and heat transport, the particle
source from gas injection, and the relation between local plasma parameters and turbulence.

[1, Experimental Sggnditigns and Diagnostics The target plasma was ohmically heated,
II) = 1.8 MA, BT = 3.9 T, a = 0.78 m, R = 2.34 m, sawtoothing with frequencies between 12
and 20 Hz. deuterium both for the plasma and the injection, and with various densities, rising
in a series of shots. The plasma was limited on the inner wall to get some pumping and to limit
the density increase due to the gas puffing. After 3 or 4 shots, a discharge was run in helium to
deplete the inner wall. Different time-dependencies were used for the gas puff: single (constant
value) puffs and periodic signals (cosine, square, and triangular waves) with frequencies from
1 to 4 Hz for up to 4 seconds. Various diagnostic methods were used: Thomson scattering,
interferometry, and reflectometry for the electron density ne, Thomson scattering and electron
cyclotron emission (ECE) for the electron temperature Te, neutron emission for the ion
temperature Ti, visible bremsstrahlung for the effective charge Zcff, collective scattering to
measure turbulence, and H0 line emission to monitor recycling.

III, general gzhsgrvatigns After the gas puff, the electron density rises first at the edge, later
in the centre; similarly the electron temperature drops. The neutron emission rises but more
than could be expected from the rise in the electron (and ion) density. So the ion temperature
rises as well, probably due to an increase of the energy transfer from electrons to ions. This
effect is larger at lower initial densities. Also Zeff (= 2) goes down with injection of deuterium.
No big movements of the plasma position are induced but there are systematic effects in the
ohmic power and the stored energy. Changes are seen on both the total turbulence level and the
frequencies at which the turbulence occurs. At high edge densities, the particle penetration is
less and the modulated signals are smaller. In some cases, the radiation increases very strongly,
changing the plasma such that a linear analysis is no longer possible.

1!, Sgurg‘g Prgfilg A direct determination of the source term has been done. The data for the
electron density obtained with square wave modulation of the gas puff was analysed using
parametric system identification [1]. No specific assumptions are needed about the transport
mechanism itself though the perturbation should be linear and the source separable in space
and time. The results are given in the form of a series of N radial eigen modes with their N
characteristic time constants. A satisfactory fit of the responses of the density on the
interferometer and the Thomson scattering has been found for N = 2. The slowest eigen mode
is of first order and has a time constant of 3 sec. i 5%, the faster eigen tnode is second order
and the time constant is 100 ms 1 15%. This result does not indicate a coupling of particle
transport and e.g. heat transport because there is only one eigen mode of each order. The large
ratio of 30 between the time constants could mean that certain eigen modes do not show up.
The source term is given in Fig. 1 and is the immediate reaction of the density after a short
perturbation. The relative profile is rather broad with a half-width of about a/5. The source is
similar for larger numbers of N, though not all the characteristic times are real.
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2, Particle and Heat Transport An harmonic modulation of the gas puff signal has been
used. Experimental signals are fitted with a cosine (parameter: the complex amplitude ii) on a
linear or quadratic background. A spatial smoothing procedure [2] to yield local values on a
grid of 21 points is applied to the average background, and the real and imaginary parts of the
perturbation separately. This can also be done in reverse order in which the fits are made to
smoothed profiles, yielding similar results. The smoothing can include signals of different
diagnostics (local and/or line-integrated) and facilitates differentiation or integration in radial
direction Results for the electron density and electron temperature are given in Fig. 2 for a
modulation at 1 Hz during 3 sec. The error bars are from the fit of the cosines. Sawtooth
crashes are not considered because the sawteething frequency is much larger than the
modulation frequency. At the edge of the plasma the phase difference between the density and
the tetnperature is about 7: indicating an increase in density and a decrease in temperature at the
injection of the gas. The phases for both quantities increase slightly toward the centre up to
r/a : 0.4 where the profiles are flat due to sawteeth. The phase difference is larger for the
electron temperature than for the density which gives the impression that the particle transport
is faster than the energy transport. The behaviour of the amplitudes is however very different:
the density modulation is rather flat and its value with respect to the stationary profile
decreases toward the centre while the temperature modulation is strongly peaked and even the
relative value is larger at the Centre. This indicates that there is a modulated source at or near
the centre and that a determination of the heat diffusivity from just the phases is not valid.
Particle Transport: the onedimensional conservation equation dri/Bt : , (1/r)€~l(rl")/E)r + S is
used where f is the particle flux and S the source term (omitting all subscripts e for electrons).
These terms can be split in equilibrium (no etc) and time~clependent (ii etc.) parts and
integrating once in radial direction gives To and f [3]. The flux is conventionally written as
- — (DVn + Vn) where D is the particle diffusion [coefficient and V is the particle pinch

velocity (positive for inward convection). Similarly Fz— (DMOD Vfi+ VMODt/i) where the
superscripts MOD are used to indicate that these values are not necessarily the same as the
stationary values [4]. These transport coefficients are the partial derivatives of f with respect
to Vn and n, so this is correct if no other modulated quantities are important [5]. The
expression for f is a complex equation for every grid position from which the two unknowns
DMOD and VMOD can be determined using the values of Vii ii, and f as determined from the
experiments. The results of a calculation with S = 0 are given in Fig. 3. The central value of
DMOD is very large due to the sawteeth which flatten the profile and increase the transport. At
the edge the SOurce term is important and so the transport is only for r/a : 014 - 0.7 represented
by DMOD and VMOD. The values obtained there are similar to those in ohmic plasmas in
TFTR [5]. As a check, the profile using 0(no/Elr)/no = VMOD/DMOD was calculated. The result
(with So : 0) is also given in Fig. 3 as well as the measured average profile. The profiles are
similar indicating that the electron temperature or its gradient do not play an important role in
the modulated particle transport. This should be checked using different frequencies so the
relative amplitudes and phases of the temperature and density perturbations change.
Heat Transport: the different terms in the energy balance have been calculated with the local
transport analysis code LOCO [2]. The resulting electron heat diffusivity XPB : — q/nVT is a
function of time and has values between t and 1 5 inn3/s To examine this modulation the heat
flux is written as q =— n(xVT+ UT) With the partial derivatives Bq/BVT: XMOD and
aq/E) f: UMOD this results in (q/qo — n/no) XPB VTQ—- XMODVT + UMODT. The heat fluxes



include all sources and sinks but some of them are difficult to evaluate, especially in the
perturbation. One such term is the ohmic heating. The value of zeff calculated to match the
current density and resistivity with the total current and the loop voltage is modulated like the

experimental Zeff but 01 to 0.2 higher. The ion coupling term is uncertain because the ion
temperature is not measured directly. A simulation with an empirical expression for Xi [6]
gives a good agreement between total kinetic energy and the diamagnetic energy on average
but not for the modulation. Using a constant ratio between Ti and TC is not possible because of
the changes in the electron-ion coupling (<ne> going from 2 to 3.5 1019 m'3). The uncertainties

on these terms lead to an overestimation offi and therefore to large values for XMOD and
UMOD. This might be solved by using a full equilibrium and/or simulating an ion temperature
profile to match the measured neutron flux and diamagnetic energy.

VIl Turbulence Density fluctuations were measured with the C02 laser scattering diagnostic
ALTAIR [7] which has very good wave number resolution and a spatial resolution good
enough to discriminate the edge of the plasma. The RMS level as well as the spectra were
recorded for k = 6 cur]. The RMS level proportional to 8n2 varies with the local electron
density. The signal was therefore normalised to the average density for r/a between 0.5 and 1
and plotted in Fig. 4. The normalised gradients for the electron density and temperature
(l/Ln = Vn/n and 1/LT = VT/T) at r/a : 0.7 were calculated using data given by the
reflectometry and Michelson diagnostics. There is a clear correspondence between (5n/n)2 and
UL", both in the modulation pan having a maximum at the same time, and in the overall trend
being decreasing. On the contrary, there is a modulation of l/LT but the overall trend is
constant. Though there is a clear relation between (Sn/n? and UL“, the dependence is not very
strong: (Sn/n)2 ac (l/Ln)l/2. These results indicate that the local density gradient is important in
setting the turbulence level at the edge of the plasma, and that l/LT is unlikely to play a role in
the process. It has already been established that (Sn/n)2 decreases for increasing average
density until a plateau is reached [6]. Here however, a relation between this level and the local
density and its gradient is established. More measurements are needed to determine whether
there is also a saturation effect. The maximum of the spectrum (1 every 200 ms) was recorded
throughout the discharge. The frequency of this maximum is modulated by the electron
temperature. The width of the spectrum is found to decrease with increasing density.

VII, 1 Qnglltsigns Gas puff experiments with square wave modulation give a rather broad
profile for the particle source term. Both the diffusion coefficient and the pinch velocity for the
particle transport were determined using an harmonic modulation. The obtained values are able
to reproduce the stationary values. The heat flow carried by electrons also shows a modulation.
The part of the modulation which is not caused by the density can in principle be used to
discriminate diffusive and a convective terms in the heat flux. Density fluctuations show a
clear correlation with local quantities: the relative fluctuation level is governed by the gradient
of the electron density and the central frequency depends on the electron temperature.
Rgl‘grgngfis
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DEPENDENCE OF HELIUM TRANSPORT ON PLASMA CURRENT AND ELM
FREQUENCY IN H-MODE DISCHARGES IN Dlll-D'

M.R.Wade.l D.L. Hillisfin.Hogan,*D.F.Finkenmal,.§ W.P.West. K.H.Burrell, and RP. Seraydarian
General Atomics, San Diego, California, U.S.A.

The removal of helium (He) ash from the plasma core with high efficiency to prevent dilution of the D-T
fuel mixture is of utmost importance for future fusion devices, such as the International Thennonuclear
Experimental Reactor (ITER). A variety of measurements in L—mode conditions have shown that the intrinsic
level of helium transport from the core to the edge may be sufficient to prevent sufficient dilution (i.c.,
axe/11$ 5).1-3 Preliminary measurements in biased—induced. limited H—mode discharges in TEXTOR

suggest that the intrinsic helium transport properties may not be as favorable.4 If this trend is shown also in
diverted H—mode plasmas, then scenarios based on ELMing H—modes would be less desirable. To further
establish the database on helium transport in H—mode conditions, recent studies on the Dill—D tokamak have
focused on determining helium transport properties in H—mode conditions and the dependence of these
properties on plasma current and ELM frequency.

EXPERINIENTAL SETUP AND METHOD
To simulate the presence of He ash in DUI—D, concentrations of 3%—IO% He (relative to nc) are puffed

into the plasma during an otherwise steady~state phase of a H-mode discharge. This gas is generally introduced
approximately 300—400 ms after the L-H transition, providing enough time for the density and temperature
profiles to come to equilibrium. The gas puff does result in a slight increase in density and a slight decrease in
plasma stored energy, but these changes are small enough (<10%) that, to first order, it can be assumed that the
helium introduced by the gas puff evolves on a steady—state background plasma. For all of the experimental
results listed below, a lower. single—null divertor configuration was used with toroidal magnetic field of 2.1 T,
and a major radius of 1.67 m. The vacuum vessel walls were conditioned via boronization (conducted several
operating days before these experiments) and via helium glow discharge cleaning (He GDC) between shots.
Helium introduced to the vessel walls during He GDC resulted in an ambient helium level of approximately
3%—5 % (relative tone) during the plasma discharge.

The transport of the additional helium is monitored by measuring the temporal evolution of the helium
density profile in the plasma core with a high resolution spectroscopy system, which uses the techniques of
active charge-exchange recombination (CER) spectroscopy. The DUI—D CER system has 32 chords that span
the entire cross section with excellent spatial resolution over the entire profile (3 cm in the core, 3 mm at the
edge).5 Helium density profiles are inferred from measurements of the intensities of the He H n=4~3 transition
at 4685.68 A. Absolute calibration of the sensitivity of each chord has been accomplished using standard
calibration lamps and has been supplemented by two techniques involving (1) injection of the neutral beam
into a gas—filled torus and (2) NBI into a pure He plasma. The helium density profiles inferred from each of
these techniques are consistent, giving us confidence in our ability to deduce profiles from the measured data.

The helium transport coefficients are determined by matching the evolution of the helium density profile
after the gas puff with simulations of the helium transport using the MIST code,6 which has been upgraded to
include non~circular geometry and ELM effects. This code solves the impurity diffusion equation for each
ionization stage of a given impurity, explicitly including atomic physics effects. For example, the equation of
interest for fully stripped helium (denoted by the subscript or) is:

II(9110‘ 1 3— —— = -- + _ a +
at + r (hora) Ra [He+a+ 7 Sa
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Here, "a is the local helium density, R,z denotes the loss of He” due to recombination, [He+,zH + is the
ionization rate of He+, T” is the characteristic SOL loss time, and Sa represents any other source ofhelium.
The helium particle flux Fa is given by the equation:

ra = —Dg(r)‘i;—‘f +naVa(r)
where DI": is the anomalous diffusion coefficient and Va is the pinch velocity. In MIST, the pinch velocity is
parametcrized in terms ofa pinch coefficient C‘. in the following manner:

(9119
(9r

Note that in an equilibrium state, the pinch coefficient has the form Cv = L"! /L,,flr where [4,? and Lna are
the electron and helium density gradient scale lengths, respectively. Hence, if the helium and electron density
profiles have the same shape, Cv = 1.0. indicating no preferential accumulation or dilution of helium in the
discharge.

neVa(r) = CVDXU)

In solving Eq (1), the transport coefficients are assumed to be time independent (i.e., it is assumed that the
helium gas puff does not cause a perturbation in the helium transport characteristics of the discharge). Taking
advantage of this assumption, the pinch coefficient CV is first computed during a steady-state phase of the
discharge in which the forth CV = L"? /L,.lz holds true. The value of D: is then determined by finding the
best comparison between the simulation and the measured profiles through iterative runs of the MIST code
(with Cv held fixed at the value determined previously).

The most universal and possibly the most striking result found to date during these experiments is that the
pinch coefficient Cvis very close to unity in all types of discharges studied to date (L—mode, ELM—free H7
mode, ELMing H—mode). A comparison of the electron density profiles and the helium density profiles from
CER during L—mode and ELMing H—mode is shown in Fig. l. The lack of preferential accumulation of helium
in any of these cases suggests that enrichment of helium in the core of ITER may not be a significant problem.
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Fig. l. Helium density profiles measured during L—mode and ELMing H—mode at 1,, = 1.6 MA along with curves

showing the sensitivity to variation of the pinch coefficient CV. The curve corresponding to CV = 1.0 is the
normalized electron density profile inferred from Thomson scattering measurements.

Effect of Plasma Current on Helium Transport

The critical parameter in the assessment of helium buildup in a particular device is the ratio of the helium
particle confinement time to the global energy confinement time, TH,/TE. From empirical scaling studies of
data from several tokamaks, it is well established that the global energy confinement time in H-mode
discharges scales with the plasma current 1;, as 15 °< 1+", where n is near unity.7'8 To achieve a good ‘
balance between good energy confinement and the efficient removal of helium in a device like ITER l
(projected to have plasma currents 5—10 times those in present devices), it is desirable that the helium particle
confinement time scale with plasma current in a similar manner. To assess the dependence of the helium
transport coefficients on plasma current in DHI—D, dedicated helium transport studies were performed in
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discharges in which the plasma current was systematically scanned on successive discharges from 0.6 MA to

1.6 MA while holding the input
power constant. In these particular
shots, the change in plasma current
resulted in an approximately two-
fold increase in global energy
confinement. MIST simulations
indicate that the anomalous
diffusion coefficient at the edge
decreases by approximately a factor
of two during the scan. Therefore,
the magnitude of the parameter

DXTE ac THe/TE is constant 2’0-
with plasma current, suggesting
that there is no not change in the
trade off between good energy 0.0 0.00
confinement and efficient removal 0‘4 0-5 0‘8 1-0 1-2 1-4 1-5 1-3
of helium as the plasma current is Plasma Current (MA)
increased.
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Fig. 2. Variation of diffusion coefficient and global energy
confinement time with plasma current ( PNB] fixed at 10 MW).

Effect of ELMs on Helium Transport

Experiments from various tokamaks have consistently shown that quiescent H—mode discharges exhibit a
strong accumulation of impurities throughout the lifetime of the discharge, eventually causing degradation in
confinement.9 This particular characteristic of quiescent H—mode discharges is undesirable in ITER where a
similar accumulation of the intrinsic helium ash would eventually quench the burn. Further experiments have
shown that impurity accumulation is not as prevalent in H—mode discharges with ELMs resulting in
discharges in which H—mode confinement can be maintained without degradation for long periods. 10‘] 1 It is
conjectured that the ELMs flush the impurities from the edge of the plasma, which in essence both Increases
the particle flux out of the plasma and reduces the effective recycling of the impurity. The latter is of particular
importance for helium removal in ITER where recycled helium will constitute a large fraction of the helium
inventory after a few seconds of the burn. This hypothesis is supported by measurements of the effect of giant
ELMs on the helium density profile (see Fig. 3). From this figure, it is evident that a significant amount of
helium is lost from the edge of the plasma during the ELM event. This purging of the edge is accompanied by
a simultaneous increase of He+ line emission in the divertor, suggesting a sharp increase in the divertor helium
content. These observations taken together indicate that ELMs are efficient at flushing helium from the plasma
edge to the divertor where, if pumping were available. the helium could be exhausted from the system readily.

ELMs also have an effect on global energy and particle confinement. Previous studies on DIIl—D have
shown that ELMs only slightly modify the global energy confinement time from similar quiescent H—mode
discharges (on the order of 20%).12 Since the ELMs are quite effective in removing helium from the edge of
the plasma, it is conceivable that by controlling the ELM frequency, one may be able to lower THe/TE
without compromising a great deal on energy confinement. To assess this issue in Dl'El—D, the ELM frequency
was varied during successive discharges by changing the injection power while the plasma current was held
fixed at 1. 6 MA. In this manner the ELM frequency was varied from 0 Hz (PNBI = 5.0 MW) to 120 Hz
(PNBF 12 5 MW) During this scan. the global energy confinement time decreases by a factor of 3 (due to
the increase in injected power) whileaMISI] analysis indicates an almost eight——fold increase in DA. The
decreasing trend of the parameter DA TE as the ELM frequency is increased (see Fig. 4) suggests that
there IS a favorable trend 1n the compromise between good energy confinement and the efficient removal of
helium as the ELM frequency 15 increased. However. it should be noted that these trends can only be viewed as
qualitative in nature, and it is not possible at present to determine from these data if the level of helium
transport in H—mode conditions will be sufficient for ITER. Work is now in progress to provide a more



quantitative estimate of helium transport by obtaining the ratio of the local helium diffusion and thermal
conductivity D/Z for these discharges.
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Fig. 3_ Helium density profiles measured by just before and after a giant ELM event during a 16 MA H7
mode discharge.
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1. INTRODUCTION
For future steady—state tokamaks, such as ITER, control and continuous purging of

helium ash (thermalized 0: particles) are essential. Helium (He) transport studies are important
in predicting the helium ash transport properties for ITER and will have important
implications for the design. ITER is designed to operate in the enhanced confinement or H-
mode regime, where He particle confinement time in the core plasma is expected to be longer
than that for L-mode. Especially, the effect of the edge—localized mode (ELM) on reduction of
He ash content in the main plasma should be evaluated to regulate He density in the core
plasma for a long burn in ITER.

Helium transport has been investigated during L—mode and ELMy H-mode in JT-60U.
First, the helium transport behavior has been observed by injecting short pulse He gas puffs
in the L-mode and H-mode plasmas as peripheral fuelling. The time evolution of helium
density profiles in the plasmas is measured by charge—exchange recombination spectroscopy
(CXRS)[1]. In addition, the particle recycling flux of deuterium and helium in the divertor
region is measured by spectroscopic diagnostics in JT-60U for the study of helium behavior
in the divertor[2—3J. Secondly, using neutral beams of 70 keV helium atoms (3He) for central
fuelling of helium in H—mode plasmas, the 3He2+ density profiles and the divertor recycling
flux of deuterium and 3He are measured to compare with the result of He gas injection
experiment.

2. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT AND METHOD
lT-60U is a single-null open divertor tokamak with major radius of 3.2 m, minor radius

of l m, plasma currents of up to 6 MA and the maximum toroidal field 0f4 T[4]. Tangential
viewing CXRS system provides radial density profiles of fully ionized helium. CXR
emission of He II 46852 nm (n=4v3) is led to 0.5-m and 1.0-m Czerny -Turner
spectrometers through 100—m pure quartz optical fibers. We use two types of detectors. One
is image-intensified CCD arrays to obtain multi-chord spectra (each instrument has 24 spectra,
maximum 48 spectra) for ion temperature and rotational velocity measurements. Other is
image~intensified double linear photodiode arrays that have high sensitivity (each instrument
has 2 spectra) for helium density profile measurement. We have two multi—chordal
spectrometers (spatial chord is 20ch) with [CCD detectors and four Z-Chordal spectrometers
(spatial chord is 8 ch). Instrument calibration of the CXRS system was performed by using
an integrating sphere.

In lT-60U, spectrometers, a Langmuir probe array and an infrared television (IRTV)
camera were installed for divertor diagnostics to study the divertor characteristics. The influx
of deuterium and helium ions were derived, respectively, from the measured line intensities of
Da and He I 667.8 nm. In order to calculate the helium influx, electron temperature on the
divertor plates is measured.

3. HELIUM GAS PUFF INTO H-MODE AND L-MODE PLASMAS
The helium transport behavior has been observed by injecting short pulse He gas puffs in

the L-mode and H-mode plasmas as peripheral fuelling. Figure 1 shows the time evolution of
electron density, deuterium neutral beam power, He gas puff, Da intensity (divertor) and He
II intensity (r/a=0.l and 0.65) in the He gas puff experiment of 10 Pa-m3/s x 0.2 5 during H—
mode of Ip=2 MA, BT=3.2T and PNB:13 MW in shot E016277. The H-factor of ELM-free



and ELMy phase during H-mode is 1.8 and 1.3, respectively. Helium was injected at t=8.5
s, ELM-free H-mode started at t=8.45 s, and ELM started at t=8.87 s. The helium density in
the Hemode plasma increases near the central region and becomes peaked with time as shown
in Fig. 2. As ELM-free phase is 0.42 s, (which is too short), this shot should be regarded as
ELMy H—mode in a steady state. _

Figure 3 shows the time evolution of E0162” H mode
helium concentration. helium influx in the 2 o
divertor and helium density divided by ' ' fie(1019m-3)
helium influx in the divertor. The time 1 of
evolution of helium concentration near ' >
the center is slow to reach a saturation 0.0 . . . . l , .
level of4 % at 1.0 s after He gas puff in
the H-mode plasma. Helium influx in the . PNaiMW)
divertor increases rapidly at 0.2 s after '
He gas puff and gradually after this. The ' HHE Gas PU“ ‘
ratio of helium density to helium influx in 3.3 l , I] , . Hill with|

M“ h [K
H-rnnde

| | I l |

the divertor tine/life" reaches a saturation
level at 0.9 s after the He gas puff.

The helium density profile in the
same gas puff experiment during L—mode -
of 1p=2 MA, B1=4.0 T and PNB=16 MW 0.0
is initially hollow and becomes nearly flat
at steady state after the puff as shown in
Fig. 4. Helium was injected at t=5.5 s t
The time evolution of helium E ' r/ _0 65}
concentration near the center is fast to o . , ‘ ‘ - . . . I . - . a: .
reach a saturation level ofS % at 0.5 s 7_5 8.0 s_5 9.0 9.5 10.0 10_5
after He gas puff in the L-mode plasma time(s)
as compared with in the H»mode plasma Fig. 1 The time evolution of line averaged electron
(Flg- _5)- Hellum- influx 1n the dlvertor density, deuterium neutral beam power, He gas puff,
also increases rapidly at 0.2 s after He Du intensity (divertor) and Hell intensity (r/a=0.1
gas puff and decreases gradually later. and 0.65) in the He gas puff experiment during H-

The ratio of “lie/r21: reaches a saturation "'0d Helium W215 IDJCClCd at [=85 SA
level at 0.7 s after the He gas puff.

The ratio of mu ii! during H-mode is 6 times as large as L-mode because the helium
recycling flux in the divertor during L-mode is 7 times larger than that during H—mode.

4. 3He BEAM INJECTION INTO H-MODE PLASMA
Figure 5 shows that the helium density profile in the 3He beam injection experiment (70

keV, 23 A and PNB(He =1.6 MW, which is equivalent to 0.5 Pa-m3/s) during ELMy H—mode

of 1p=1.7 MA, BT=2X T and PNB=17 MW. The 3He beam injection started at t=5.5 s and

the duration 1.5 s. The helium density profile remains flat during the 3He beam injection and
the behavior is similar to the He gas puff experiment in the L-mode plasma as shown in Fig.
6. H—mode quality of this ELMy H—mode is not so good (vactor = 1.1). Fig. 7 shows that
the helium concentration increases linearly up to 5 % during the 3He beam injection and the
influx of helium in the divertor also increases linearly with time. However, the ratio of

Hue/Fiji: reaches a saturation level at 0.5 s after the beam injection.
For L-mode plasma, helium density profile became peaked somewhat and the values of

transport coefficients were found to be DA~1 m2/s and Cv= 1.0-1.5 in JT-60[5]. Those

transport coefficients were found to be DA=1 m2/s and CV: 0.95 for the low and high
density L—mode case in DHI—D[6], and DA=1 mZ/s,Cv= 0.8 and DA=1 m2/s, CV: 1.15 for
H-mode and L—mode case in TEXTOR, respectively[7].



5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Helium transport has been investigated during H-mode and L-mode in lT-60U. The

helium density in the He gas puff experiment into H-mode plasma increases near the center
and becomes peaked with time. On the contrary, helium density profile in the same experiment
into L-mode plasma is initially hollow because of the peripheral fuelling and becomes flat in a
steady state. The helium concentration near the center and particularly at the peripheral region
is small and the time evolution near the center is slow to reach a saturation level of 4 % in the
H-mode plasma as compared with the L-mode plasma, where the concentration is 5 % by the
same He gas puff injection. This result suggests that helium transport is slower during H-
mode than during the L-mode. Considering evacuation of helium at the divertor, helium
removal during L-mode is easier than H-mode from the behavior of the helium influx in the
divertor.

The helium density profile in the 3He beam injection experiment into ELMy H-mode
plasma remains flat during the 3He beam injection and the behavior is similar to the He gas
puff experiment in the L—mode plasma. The helium concentration increases linearly up to 5 %
during the 3He beam injection of 70 keV, 23 A and 1.55 duration. Because the helium influx
in the divertor also increases linearly with time, “WK: reaches a saturation level at 0.5 s after
the beam injection. Therefore, if the influx of helium in the divertor is kept to a constant level
by evacuation of helium at the divertor, it is possible to control the helium concentration to a
constant level in a reactor. However, this experiment was performed during ELMy H-mode
with H—factor of almost one, an evaluation of helium transport is required in the experiment
during a good H-mode (H-factor > 1.7).
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1. Introduction
The magnetic symmetry of a tokamak is destroyed by the discrete number of toroidal

field coils. Particles with a small velocity component parallel to the magnetic field can become
trapped in local ripple magnetic wells. Once trapped, these particles drift off their original flux
surfaces in the ion grad-B direction. Furthermore, the orbits of banana-trapped particles can
be significantly modified. Both phenomena can enhance particle and heat losses [1-3].

.lT—60U is a tokarnak with 18 toroidal field coils and the toroidal field ripple 5 = (B max
— Bmin)/(Bmax+in), which goes up to 2.2% at the outer edge of a full«size plasma, is large

in comparison with similar devices. Together with the large fraction of nearly perpendicular
injected neutral beam particles (Pperp<22MW), this allows the investigation of the impact of
asymmetry on plasma performance. H-mode experiments show that for small plasma
volumes (Vp<60m3, 5<0.5%), a better global H-mode performance can be obtained than for
larger plasmas (Vp<80m3, 5<2%). A possible candidate for this deterioration is the magnetic
field ripple. High power-loss of energetic ions to the first wall can lead to an enhanced
impurity release. Furthermore, a negative radial electric field can be created due to the loss of
ions and the increased ripple heat and particle losses in the outer region of the plasma may
prevent the creation of the edge transport barrier as was found in earlier ripple experiments in
JET [4].

In this paper the ripple losses will be evaluated using the Orbit Following Monte Carlo
simulation code (OFMC) which calculates the ripple~trapped and banana-orbit losses [5].
The loss of ripple~trapped particles has also been determined experimentally by an IRTV
camera measuring the heat deposition profile at the position where the ripple-trapped particles
are expected to hit the first wall [6]. The H—factor is recalculated by correcting the absorbed
power for the ripple-losses for different plasma configurations.

2. High-B, H-mode Experiments
H~mode experiments were carried out for Vp=60, 70 and 80m3 elongated (K=l.7)

deuterium plasmas corresponding with a 5<0.5, l and 2%, respectively. The plasma current



was 2 and 3MA with Bl=4T and high power neutral beam injection was applied (D0,

Eb<90keV, Ppem<22MW, n<8MW). The ion grad-B drift was directed towards the lower

X-point. The plasma equilibria for the 60 and 80m3 plasmas, with Ip=2MA and Bl=4.1T and

3.5T, respectively, are shown in Fig.1. The shaded areas represent the regions were the ions

can become non-symmetrically trapped. The height of the X-point, Xp‘ was kept between 6

and 12cm resulting in a nearly similar magnitude of the ripple near the X-point. In Fig.2, the

time evolution of the main parameters for a ZMA, 4.1T and Vp=58m3 plasma are shown.

After applying neutral beam heating, the Da signals from the main plasma and the divertor

stayed constant and the ion edge temperature, Ti(0.95a), increased. No clear Don-drop was

observed, and ELM activity started at 6.4 5.

Table 1 shows the main discharge parameters and the H-factor defined as the ratio of

the diamagnetic global energy confinement time to the ITER89-P power law L-mode scaling

for several discharge conditions. Since the ripple loss is very sensitive on qeff [6], the toroidal

magnetic field was decreased to 3.5T for the ZMA, 80m3 shots to keep the qf constant

during the ripple scan. A high~l3p shot (17110) with V13247m3 is also shown for comparison.

All data were taken before the onset of ELMs. The H—factor increases with decreasing plasma

volume and better global H-mode characteristics could be obtained for 2MA. There was no

systematic dependence of the Zeff on Vp observed.

3. Ripple-loss Calculations
The ripple-trapped and banana orbit loss have been calculated with the OFMC code.

The results are shown in Table 1. Both losses are expressed as fraction of the total injected

neutral beam power and increase with higher field ripple and Cleft. which is about 4.0 and 6.0

for the 3MA and ZMA plasmas, respectively. Less dependence on the field ripple is seen

when the H—factors are recalculated by correcting the absorbed power for the ripple losses.

Figure 3 shows the correlation between the ion edge temperature, Ti(0.95a), and the

corrected H—factor for the 60 and 80m3 ZMA plasmas. The H-factor increases with edge

temperature indicating that the improved confinement is closely related to the formation of the

edge transport barrier. The 60m3 plasmas have slightly higher edge temperatures for the same

corrected H-factors since the power density per unit of volume is larger for smaller plasmas

with the same absorbed power. The high-[3p mode plasmas do not show this behavior clearly

because the enhanced confinement in this regime is also due to the peaked profiles [7].

Another interesting feature is that even for small plasmas with 5<0.5%, the ripple-

trapped loss is still in the order of 5—12%. Analysis of the simulated and experimental ripple-

loss deposition profiles showed that a major part of this loss was localized to the divertor

plates between the toroidal field coils and that about 2% was deposited on the first wall

outside the divertor region on the lower field side. In these plasmas, two separated ripple well



regions exist, one near the X-point and the other in the midplane (see Fig.1a). In the lower
part of the plasma, particles can only become ripple-trapped near the X—point causing
enhanced ripple-loss to the divertor region. The magnitude of the field ripple at the position of
the X—point is about 0.5% for all configurations. This phenomenon was not observed for
larger plasmas because the ripple well region covers the complete outer side of the plasma
(see Fig.1b).

4. Ripple Transport
The experimental observations indicate that the global H-factor is, after correction of

the absorbed power for additional losses due to the toroidal field ripple, not very sensitive on
the magnitude of the ripple. To check whether these results are consistent with theoretical
predictions, Xi is calculated using the expressions from Shaing and Callen [2,3]. In JT-6OU,
the transport coefficients are evaluated at p=0.9. The ions are in the banana regime but the

trapped particles undergo collisional ripple«diffusion for the plasma configurations
considered. The calculations show that the ripple induced Xi is 0.5-4 times the experimentally
derived Xi. The calculated Xi is, however, very sensitive on the ripple magnitude. A factor
two in 5 causes one order of magnitude difference in Xi: Furthermore, the applied theory
only treats the ZefFl case. The Zeff in the outer region of the JT-60U plasma, however, is in
the range 3—5. Therefore, accurate evaluation of 5 along the flux surfaces and including
impurities in the theoretical neatment are needed to evaluate the H—mode ripple experiments in
JT-6OU also theoretically.

5. Conclusions
H~mode ripple experiments have been carried out by changing the plasma volume in

lT-6OU. After correcting the absorbed power for ripple-trapped and banana-orbit losses,
global H-factors were found not to be very sensitive anymore on the magnitude of the ripple.
The observed phenomena cannot be explained qualitatively because the ripple transport theory
does not include the effect of impurities and the exact value of ripple size integrated along a
magnetic flux surface is not accurately known. Rough estimations showed that the calculated
Xi was in the same order of magnitude as the experimentally derived )0. For small plasmas a
substantial ripple loss was deposited in the divertor region.
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Table 1 Discharge Parameters, results of the OFMC calculations
and corrected Hfactorsfor the H—mode experiments

V qefl' rE Xp H— rip.tr. ban: total H-
(mg) (1019 (cm) factor -loss loss loss fact

1113) W (%) (%) corr.
shot avA) B1 (1)

17161 2 4.1 58 5.6 1.8 8 2.36 11.8 1.9 13.7 2.65
16255 2 4.1 67 5.6 2.1 12 2.17 19.7 7.2 26.9 2.68
17169 2 3.5 80 5.9 2.1 9 1.91 18.1 14.0 32.1 2.38
17110 2 4.2 46 5.2 3.4 16 3.30 7.1 2.0 9.1 3.70

16149 3 4.1 68 3.8 2.8 11 1.74 6.7 9.4 16.1 1.96
17179 3 4.1 79 4.2 2.5 6 1.56 14.7 20.0 34.7 2.10

E17161 637 S |p=2MA 31:4.1‘1‘ VP:SBm3 B<0.5°/n E17169 61515 lp=2MA Bl:3.5T V;,=80mJ 5<2%
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Figure 1 Elongated plasma configurations for the H~mode ripple experiments.
The shaded areas represent the regions were the ions can become trapped
in local ripple wells.
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Charged Fusion Products Behaviour in T—iO Tokamak Plasma.

V.S.Zaveryaev, V.D.Maisgukov , S.V.Popov1chev, A.P.Shevchenko*

Russian Scientific Center "Kurchatov Institute", Moscow

*All-Union Research Institute of Instrumentation, Moscow

Last years the analysies of Charged Fusion Products (OFF)
behaviour became an hnportant field of experimental study of
tokamak plasma because of fusion heating problem in the reactor.
In large machines the confinement of CFP is good enough; this
allows to perform the investigation of CFP diffusion and
anomalous loss processes [1]. In the small scale tokamaks this is
impossible, but one can utilize the escaping MeV ions for
diagnostics of hot plasma regions. The first measurements of
escaping CFP were made at FLT [2] and then successfully fullfiled
at other tokamaks ( ASDEX, TFTR, JET ). This paper represents the
last analogous experiments with deuterium plasma at T—1O tokamak
which are the continuation of the work started earlier [3].

The measurements of fluxes and. energy" spectra of
thermonuclear protons and tritons have been made in Ohmic regimes
with the plasma current from 200 kA to 500 kA ( Bt=24 31 s,
<n,e>= 1. 6— 4. 0. 1O 13 cm 3 ). In order to obtain highlyt qualitative
results in comparision with the previous measurements, primary
attention was paid to signal/noise—ratio improvement in the
conditions of low yield of fusion reactions at T—iO (”109
events/shot). A set of two similar Si surface—barrier detectors
located‘ tightly’ to one anotheI' in. the vicinity' of the vacuum
vessel bottom wall were used ( Fig.1 ). The first detector
registrated the OFF together with the background signals while
the second one could be used for compensation background caused
by HXR—radiation and by other reasons. For the protection from
HXR—radiation, the detectors were placed in the metallic body
which contained 80% of tungsten. For the protection of the
detector from the visible light a thin homogenious aluminum film
(1440 A width) was raised on first detector sensitive surface.
The detector with sensitive surface of m 1 cm2 could registrate
particlies in the pitch—angle range —%/3< fl <w/3.
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Energy spectra measurements were carried. out during the

discharge on 8 successive time intervals, 100 ms duration each

(Fig. 2). Peaks of 3~MeV protons and 1—MeV tritons were observed.

The ion temperature determined from the FWHM of these peaks is in

the satisfactory agreement with charge—exchange measurements

(Fig.3). Fluxes of CFP measured with time resolution 2 ms

correlated smoothly with the (dd)—neutron radiation ( Fig. 4 ).

In order to analyse the results obtained and to estimate the

possibility of CFP diagnostics at T~1O the simple model based on

drift approximation. was developed, for calculations of .guiding

center trajectories of MeV ions. According to S.Zweben et.al. [1]

let us notice that this analysis is suitable to perform using

plane [ (Xm—RO)/aL, cos 6m ], where (Km—RO)/aL is the radius most

close to the magnetic axis (Roe major radius. aL — limiter

radius) and am is pitchrangle at this radius . Any point on this

plane and the nearest neighbourhood represent the narrow beam of

the trajectories. To demonstrate different kinds of the particles

( confined, torcidal— and ripple— trapped ) on this plane many

calculations have been made ( Fig. 5 ). The result of

calculations depends on plasma current density. We supposed that

j(r)=jo.(1—r2/a§.)2 where a. corresponds to q(aj)=2 surface. The

"sight line" of the detector is also shown in Fig.5. The length

of this line is conditioned, by the wide aperture of detector

entrance hole. By means of the Monte-Carlo code the simulation of

fusion source density was carried out and then the ”density" of

guiding centers on this diagram have been calculated which is

also shown in Fig.5 as density—level lines. Integrating ”density"

along "sight line” one can obtain the full flux on the detector

and the part of different kinds of MeV ions in forming count rate

of the detector. The Monte—Carlo code calculations have shown

that under the T—10 conditions the fraction. of confined OFF

increased from ~10% ( Ipl: 300 kA ) to ”50% ( Ipl= 500 RA ). In

the case of low current ( < 250 kA ) there is no confinement at

all.
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Fig.1.

Fig.2.

Fig.3.

Fig.4.

Fig.5.

FIGURE CAPTIONS

Schematic view of T-1O CFP diagnostics: 1— vacuum
vessel; 2— diagnostic port; 3— vacuum valve;
4— insulator; 5— set of detectors; 6—mechanical drive;
7— trajectory of MeV ions; aL=32 cm - limiter radius;
rk=39 cm - vessel radius.

Energy‘ spectrum of OFF measured. in six identical
shots (Bt231 s; Iplz 500 RA, <ne>= 3.8.1013om‘3);
A — pulsar spectrum measured between shots.

Ion. temperature measured, from FWHM of proton and
triton spectra vs charge—exchange ion temperature.

Time evolution of Fusion. Products in regime with
H2—pellet injection:
(Bt=24 s; Ipl= 400 kA, <ne>= 3.10130m_3);
1- neutrons; 2— 3—MeV protons; 3— 1—MeV tritons.

Calculated varied kinds of trajectories on plane
[(Xm-RO)/aL,cos Gm]. ( Bt=31 s; Ipl= 420 kA ),
and level—lines of "density" of guiding centers
( Monte—Carlo simulations, Ti(r)=O.6.(1—r2/a§ ) keV,
nd N (1— r2/a§))=

I — confined particles,
11— toroidal-trapped particles,
III— ripple—trapped particles.
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THE INFLUENCE OF WORKING GAS AND IMPURITY INFLUX VARIATION ON
TRANSPORT OF HIGHLY CHARGED IONS AND DENSITY FLUCTUATIONS IN T—IO TOKAMAK.

Vershkov V.A.. Bagdasarov A.A., Vasin N.L., Sannikov V.V., Chistyakov V.V.,
Gorshkov A.V., Evdokimov D.B.,»Dreval V.V., Alekseev I.S.

Russian Scientific Center "Kurchatov Institute“,123182, Moscow, Russia.

INTRODUCTION
The physical cause of the improved tokamak regimes with peaked density pro—

file is still not clear. One of the hypothesis explains this phenomenon with the
stabilization of the ion pressure gradient driven mode [1]. Direct observation of
the excitation of low frequency density fluctuations in OH discharge with strong
gas puff was made on TEXT tokamak [2]. Unfortunately there was no correlation of
the amplitude of that mode with change of plasma transport.

As this mode mainly influence the ion diffusion, it is natural to use the
behavior of highly charged impurity as the test for the change of ions transport.
Previously we found several technic to convert the discharge in reproducible way
from "S" regime (low impurity confinement) to "B" (high impurity confinement),
with neon puff {3], switching off the working gas valve [4] (similar to SOC and
IOC on ASDEX [5]) and by injecting the testing impurity pellet of big size. The
aim of this work is to investigate more precisely the transition phase between
two regimes. using the new version of soft X—ray monochromator for the impurity
diffusion and heterodyne O—mode reflectometer for density fluctuations
measurements.

IMPURITY TRANSPORT
Impurity transport was investigated by means of new version of crystal soft

X—ray monpcgromator 7l6], which registrated time and space evolution of the interi—
sity of Ar and K He-like lines after the injection of gaseous Ar or small KCl
pellet. Graphite crystal was used as analyzer and multiwire gas chamber, working
in current mode, as the detector. It was possible to follow the time evolution of
intensity of chosen line along 46 chords,separated 1.25 cm, with the time resolu—
tion up to 40 psec.

All three ways of obtaining "E" mode was investigated. Although the influen—
ce on the discharge was just opposite — decreasing of radiation and spreading of
the plasma after switching off the valve and increase of radiation and shrinking
of the plasma after Ne puff and impurity pellet, it was found, that transition
between both types of the discharges takes place in a similar way in accordance
with previous experiments with switching off the gas valve [4]. The transition
time in different cases takes f om 100 up to 150 msec. Fig 1 presents time evolu—
tions of the density of K ,calculated from chord line intensity, at several
radii. Fig la and It: for "S" and "B" regimes correspondingly. It is obvious, that
in latter 'case the diffusion occurs about four times slower in both. penetration
and decay phases. Fig 1b presents the case of "big" KCI pellet.when it causes
higher radiation losses at the periphery. One can see, that during the first 30
msec time evolution is typical to "S" mode (la). ex‘cept the most peripheral
radius, where density is rising. After 30 msec the density of K at all inner
radius begin to rise, while at the periphery it decays. As the maximum of Ilc
density occurs successfully in time at more inner radius the processes looks Iii:
the wave of impurity accumulation, moving from the periphery to the center. 'Ih



total number of particles is practically constant within central 15 cm. The expc~
riments with changing the type of regime by means of switching of the valve and
neon injection reveal the same wave type accumulation of impurities, which begins
at the peripherylt was suggested in [7], that such transition in wave—like form
may be“explained with the stabilization of ion—pressure driven mode by the
steepening density gradient, which occurs at the periphery and travels to the
center at the same time scale. Fig. 2 support such density behavior for the case
of big carbon flakei It is seen, that after injection density at the periphery
decreases, while in the center it increases. After 90 mscc the radiation losses
from the periphery returns to the preinjection value and recycling reestablishes.
Periphery density increases again, while in the central part density gradient is
still steep. At the same time the temperature profile, which shrinks initially,
after 30.msec become even wider, then before injection. Thus the drop of
n = V T / V n lower threshold value occurs initially at the edge and then moves
to the center. After it occupies the center, it again increases in the outer part
of the plasma, forming in the region less then a half radius the "Pone of
enhanced confinement", as it was found in ref.[3]. So the impurity behavior in
the transition phase may be qualitatively explained with such process. The goal
of reflectometry measurements was to check this picture.

DENSITY FLUCTUATION MEASUREMENTS WITH O-MODE REFLECTOMETRY
The scheme of the heterodyne O-mode reflectometry experiment is presented in

Fig.3. There were two microwave sources which hold by feedback system at frequen—
cy difference of 13 MHz. There were three horns, separated by 4cm in poloidal
direction. The central was used as the launcher and both side horns as the
receivers. Thus the reflection points were separated by 24 cm, which is slightly
depends on reflection radius. This poloidal separation enables us to make poloi‘
dal correlation measurements of the density fluctuation. The microwave frequency
was varied from shot to shqt3 in EEC range 36-56 Gl‘lz, covering the reflection den~
sity from 1.75 up to 4.2 10 Cm . The received signals were mixed with heterOe
dyne by the couplers and IF of 13 MHz was put through the limiting amplifier with
frequency band lMHz and amplitude limitation range of 60db to the frequency dis-
criminators. The amplitude in the outputs of the discriminators was registered by
two l lusec ADC. Owing to the high range of the amplitude limitation the system
was sensitive only to the phase fluctuations, but not the amplitude and the
recorded signals was proportional to the doppler shift of the reflected wave.

Typical spectrum of fluctuations is presented on Fig.4b and it is in good
accordance with earlier found in [8]. Generally it consist from global, well cor—
related oscillations, like m=1,2, sawteeth, which will be not treated here and
broadband fluctuations. Experimental data nevertheless showed, that low frequency
(5-20 kHz) fluctuations must be distinguished from higher frequencies, because
there are evidence, that they have different physical origin. Firstly they have
different radial dependence, because low frequency decreases more rapidly towards
the center, then the higher. Secondly, the result of the cross correlation
analyses, which is presented on Fig 5a,b for the frequencies 5—15 kHz lFig Sal
and 150—250 kHz (Sb). It is seen that time delay for high frgquencies about
Sysec, which is typical and corresponds to the velocity of 6 10 cm/sec in the
di ection of electron diamagnetic drift. The diamagnetic velocity is equal to 4.8
10 cm/sec for that case. Correspondingly poloidal wavelength is about 3 cm and
the amplitude about 0.5 cm. The time delay for low frequency rangers from 0 ip to
lOusec, but practically always differs from the high for the same discharge Liane.

t
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For Fig 5a the delay of 9usec corresponds lower velocity, 3.3 105cm/sec in the
same direction. So estimated wavelength is about 30 cm and amplitude about 2cm.
Coherence for both cases varied from 0.5 up to noise level for different OH dis-
charges and disappear in "L" mode with ECRH. Thirdly, the reaction of low and
high frequency oscillations on discharge conditions and mainly on working gas
influx is quit different. While the former is greatly increased during gas puff
and in "L" mode and decreased, or stabilized in experiments with applying poten—
tial and switching off the gas valve, the latter is not so sensitive. Fig.4 pre—
sents the caSe of stabilization of low frequency oscillations after switching off
the valve. The suppression occurs with the delay of 60 msec after the valve shut
down, and the fluctuations burst again after opening the valve, which is in good
correlation with the impurity accumulation wave.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The experimental data shows obvious correlation of low frequency density

fluctuations with program of gas feed and impurity behavior. Low impurity
confinement corresponds higher gas influx and turbulence level, Otherwise,high
impurity confinement corresponds to lower gas influx by switching it off, or neon
puff and low level,or stabilized fluctuations. Moreover, fluctuations stabilized
with the time delay after switching the valve off in good agreement with the
impurity accumulation wave, The properties of this fluctuation is near to "ion
feature" of [2]: low frequency, the velocity is less, then electron diamagnetic
drift. The discussed above correlation with time and space dependence of 7) para—
meter gives some ground to suggestion, that this is ion pressure gradient driven
mode. As low frequency fluctuations are localized mainly near the edge, where
ionization of neutrals take place and correlates in amplitude with the influx, it
is possible to regard them as the cause of high negative radial electric field
during density rise, which was found in [8]. The value of it was up to 250 \'/cm
during strong gas puff and decreases after switching it off. The negative Sign
of the field evidenced that ions confinement is mainly deteriorates, that just
the case with n mode. From other hand We didn’t see absolute suppression of those
fluctuations in the central part of the discharge after neon puffing. So it is
needed additional work, but now can't be excluded the possibility of temporal
suppression of turbulence with the moving in time velocity sheath due to the
density profile rearrangement.

The authors greatly appreciate the contribution of Zhuravlev VA. for
electronic equipment and Korncev D.O., Burtsev A.V. and Martynov BA for program
support.
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SAWTEETH INDUCED HEAT PULSE PROPAGATION AND
THE TIME BEHAVIOUR OF ELECTRON CONDUCTIVITY

DURING L-H-L TRANSITIONS 0N JET.

S.V. Neudatchin*, J.G. Cordey and D.G. Muir
IET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, OX 14 3EA

* Permanent Address: I.V. Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, Moscow, Russia

1, Introduction Previous methods for the analysis of electron transport during sawtooth
induced heat pulse propagation (HPP) are valid at radii greater than the mixing radius rmix-
This report describes a new numerical technique for the analysis of the decay rate of sawteeth
perturbed Te profiles between the inversion radius rinv and rmix and demonstrates the
technique through its application to JET data. The method is a development of the “two-
boundaries" method [1]. It was suggested in [2] that the electron heat diffusivity, Xe,
immediately after a crash is strongly enhanced and subsequently relaxes to its original level and
that previous heat pulse data could have been distorted by this effect. For this radial zone the
influence of Xe relaxation can be minimised by beginning the analysis a few milliseconds after
the crash.

Confinement mode transitions are also investigated. It is shown that during L—H-L
transitions the change in Xe across most of the plasma occurs on a millisecond timescale and is
well correlated with the change in the dynamic electron diffusivity Xe HP.
2. mm The evolution of Te(r,t) observed with 5 ECE grating
polychromator channels at r > rim, is shown in detail in Fig. 1. It is seen that within 1 ms from
the beginning of the crash, the electron temperature perturbation, Te(r, t), has spread well
away from finv (in some low q JET pulses it had spread up to r = 0.85 a). The decay of
Te(r,t) is studied using the usual transport equation for Te.

1.5n8Tc/8t = v(o)+ r3 = —V(n((xco + 92,.)vrc + 723160)) + 13 = —V (nePVTc)+P (1)
Density and particle flux perturbations are ignored. is, 15, and O are the perturbations of
diffusivity, heat sources and electron thermal flux respectively. The relationship
c—ePnCVTC is used along with the well known relationship

XCHP 2x60 +(axe /BVTC)OVTC. Equation (1) was solved numerically for )5c in the
region r1 S r S r3 (see Fig. 1) with the initial conditions taken from experimental data 2 ms
after the end of the crash. Furthermore, as boundary conditions, the experimental data at r = r1
and r = r3 were used. The optimum value, Xeb HP, was determined by minimising the sum
of squares of the difference between the calculated and the experimental data from the inner
channels r1 < r < r3 (see Fig. 1). Fig.1 shows examples of the solution of equation (1) with
eP = (2; l; 0.5) xebHP (curves 0, b, a). The influence of source perturbations and other
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"convective-like" terms was insignificant for most pulses studied because only "sharp heat

waves" with S = [(VTC /Tc) / (VTe /T°°)i >2, were analysed. The quantity 5 is the ”quality

index” of the heat wave.
3. Results The method was applied to the analysis of HPP in plasmas with additional
heating power ranging from 2 to 22 MW in L, H and VH—mode. The relationship between
Xe HP and the effective heat diffusivity from power balance calculations, cf’ is shown in
Fig. 2. There is a close similarity between them. The analysis of HPP in 10 MW on-axis and
mixed (on and off—axis) ICRH 3 MA L—mode plasmas together with the Xeff variations in these
pulses [3] support a model with a Xe dependence upon VTC rather than Te_ The same trend
was seen for 7(e in NET heated L-mode plasmas.

The evolution of stored energy, W, neutral beam injected power, PNBI, and Te during
different stages of an H-mode are shown in Fig. 3. The first of two sawtooth crashes occurred
during a very good confinement hot ion H—mbde (VH) and a low value of XBHP = 1.lmzs’1

was obtained. Three soicalled "soft x-events" then occurred. These temporarily cooled the
plasma. However, good electron confinement existed between them. The electron heat losses
were about 8 MW inside r S 0.6a during the cooling. Finally, the second sawtooth crash
occurred and 9(e was only 1.3 higher than that of the first, indicating that good electron
confinement was maintained until the end of the H-mode.

The relaxation of 7(e in time can be studied by varying the time delay between the
crash and the start of HPP analysis (for figures 2 - 3, to was about 2 ms). The decay ofeP
with time has been determined. For most pulses studied, the XCHP values calculated had to be
reduced by 20 - 30%. The reduction was larger in VH—modes.
4. We Time Behaviour During L-H-L Transitions The time behaviour of the
Lil-LL transition varied. An example of a rapid l-l-L transition is shown in Fig. 4. The
transition is seen as a sudden change in OTC lat, approximately equal in value across the
region 0.3 E Z S 0.6, i.e. VTe(r, t) = 0. The observed behaviour of Te is governed by a rapid
change in Xe‘ The heat source term. F, is not believed responsible. The value of the
conductivity jump 5x9 E 726 can be obtained by integrating Eq. (1) taking BTc(r,t)/at from
the experimental data. The value Bxe = 0.8 mZS'1 at r : 0.5a was determined. A sawtooth
crash occurred later during the L-mode and a value of 7(e of 3.6mzs'1 was obtained. This
is 1.5 higher than that found for a previous Crash during the H-mode.

The decay of Te after the crash was modelled with Xe o<VTe and Xe ocVTe‘l. The
results are shown as the sets of curves 1 and 2 respectively in Fig. 4. The H-L transition was
analysed as a "cooling wave” propagation with the same Xe(VTe) dependencies as the
sawtooth crash. Equation (1) was solved numerically with the boundary condition taken from
experimental data at r = 0.5721. The sets of curves 1 and 2 were our solutions and clearly
represent a poor fit to the data. We are unable to deduce any linear or non-linear Xe(Tey VTe)



dependence which can describe both the Te(r, t) evolution during an H—L transition and its

evolution after the crash. A similar picture of the Te(r, t) evolution, with the "appearance" on a

millisecond timescale of equal values of 8Te / at at various radial positions and therefore with

VTe(r,t) = 0, was seen also in a limited space-time region after L-H transitions, during "soft—

x-events" and strong ELM induced cooling. Typical values of 5x3 at % .—. 0.5 were about 2

m25'1 for X—events and — 0.6 m25'1 for L—H transitions.

5. WWW We have demonstrated that the Te(r,t) decay in the

spatial zone rim, 5 r S rmix, a few milliseconds after a sawtooth crash, behaves in an almost

diffusive manner and can be studied with the new technique presented. The ratio xHP/Xeff

generally varied between 0.8 and 2 for 1.5—5 MA plasmas with additional heating power

ranging from 2 to 22 MW. Variations of xi]? due to plasma parameter changes were generally

consistent with variations of Xeff The analysis of HPP in L-mode plasmas support a model

with Xe dependant upon VTe rather than Te. The value of x? drops during the transition

from a low power L—mode to a VH-mode, while the local temperature can increase by a factor

of four. The low values of xi“) (~0.7m25'1) in VH-modes represent good electron

confinement without significant convective heat fluxes (the convective velocity is less than

0.4mS'1).
During L—H-L transitions, "soft X—events" and ELM induced cooling, the change in Xe

across most of the plasma column occurred on a millisecond timescale and usually together

with changes in Ha radiation. The values of the observed jumps in Xe were in reasonable

agreement with the normal L-mode trend, i.e. the jump in Xe is larger when (Te, VTe)

increases. No dependence Xe o: f(VTc,Tc) or "heat pinch model" can describe the x2?

data in all regimes L, H and VH together with the observed jumps in xc during confinement

mode transitions.
We suggest that all events described represent a "switching on or off“ of the anomalous

L—mode transport. These jumps in Xe could be qualitatively understood if a part of anomalous

transport is controlled by "noise pumping“ created by the strong peripheral turbulence [4].
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GLOBAL AND LOCAL ENERGY CONFINEMENT PROPERTIES OF SIMPLE
TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS OF THE BOHM TYPE
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JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon Oxon OX14 BEA UK

*On leave from Scuola Normale Superiore, P.za dei Cavalieri 7 56126 Pisa Italy

1. Introduction
Dimensional analysis requires that the coefficients of thermal and particle diffusion in plasmas
have to be written as the product of a combination of local plasma variables which produce the
correct dimensions [1214] and a function of local dimensionless plasma quantities. For example
in the case of a thermal diffusion coefficient x one has x = x0 F(x1,x2,x3...) where am is
some basic diffusion coefficient (classical, neoclassical, Bohm...) that can be chosen in an
essentially arbitrary way, and x1,x2,xg..., are local dimensionless parameters. The so called
Kadomtsev constraint, that is verified in JET and other devices, implies that dimensionless
parameters related to atomic physics can be excluded.
A transport coefficient is called of the Bohm type if x0 = x3 o< T/B and F does not depend
on p*, a Larmor radius normalized to a typical length, for example the plasma minor radius. In
the following we choose T = T6, the electron temperature and B = B: the toroidal magnetic
field. A coefficient with x0 = X}; but with F depending linearly on p* is called of the gyro-
Bohm type.
We will show that simple functions F leading to local coefficients of thermal conductivity of the
Bohm kind can be constructed that are consistent with results found so far from local and
global energy confinement analysis of the so called L-mode regime in the JET tokamak.
Most of what follows applies to both the electron and ion energy loss channel if they are
equally important in determining the energy confinement properties. Alternatively it could be
applied to the loss channel that determines confinement. The results of numerical simulations
reported here have been obtained assuming Xe = Xi, an assumption known to be valid within
the experimental error bars in the experiments considered.

2. Simple empirical energy transport coefficients
Recent results of local transport analysis in large tokamaks indicate that local energy transport
coefficients seem to be of the Bohm type. Taking this result into account we write x = XBF
and try to determine a function F, independent of p*, which enables us to simulate the
temperature profiles observed in experiments. This means that x must imply a global energy
confinement scaling showing power degradation and improvement with plasma current in
agreement with the results of global energy transport analysis; it should also be 'bowl shaped',
i.e. naturally increasing towards the plasma boundary. Finally it should provide the required



degree of 'resilience‘ of the temperature profiles in L»mode discharges. As a guide for the

empirical determination of F, we also take into account the following results of local transport

analysis:
a) The dependence of F on the normalized collision frequency V* and on the atomic mass A is

very weak [1,2]; thus a function F that does not depend on v* and A is compatible with

experimental observations.
b) x should depend on the current density distribution, consistently with the results of current

ramp experiments ( see e.g. [3]).

Simple expressions of F having the required properties are:

F : a q2/lLT*| or F : a q2/ILp*t , (1)

where 0t is a numerical constant to be determined by simulations of experimental results. Here

q is the local safety factor, (LT’l‘)‘l = a* % and (Lp*)'1 = a* Y)? ; p is the plasma pressure
9.

and a* is a normalization length. This length should represent the scale length of the turbulence

causing the anomalous transport. For long wavelength turbulence consistent with Bohm-like

transport, a* will be of the order of the plasma minor radius a.

From our numerical simulations using the 11/2-D predictive transport code JETTO we find that

21* must be a rather weak function of the local normalised minor radius. Tests carried out so far

show that both a* = a and" a* = q/Vq lead to acceptable results which are almost

undistinguishable as long as normal, non inverted q profiles are considered.
. . . . . Tc 92 .

Slmulations of time-dependent discharges slightly favour x = 0t 3—1 l*| and 11* = a, With

0t = 33.104 (SI units with T6 in eV). The results in the next section refer to this choice. We

also assumed x9 = Xi : x and neoclassical resistivity.

3. Results and concluding remarks

One can find analytically, and numerical simulations confirm the result, that in steady state and

in the absence of sawteeth the thermal energy confinement time 113”] given by both expressions

in (l) scales with good approximation as

TEIh .x R3/21p~1/2 “1/2 Bl-l/Z . (2)

The dependence on the major radius R, the plasma current I and the input power P reproduce

well-known results of global confinement analysis. The power degradation comes through the

VTC dependence of x, that also provides the degree of resilience of Te profiles observed in

experiments. The dependence of IE on the plasma density is consistent with observations when

the non thermal energy contribution is subtracted from the energy content [4].



The Bt‘l/Z dependence implied by our models is different from empirical scaling laws that
show 1131“ o< B1“ with at z 0-0.2. This may indicate that the proposed local energy transport
model requires additional dependences of the function F on parameters like [3,v*. However in
practice the correlation between experimental variables (in particular it and Bo, and the effect of
sawtooth activity, introduce a degree of uncertainty in the determination of the exponent of B0
to be expected for sawtoothless discharges. Similarly at high current (for a given B0 sawtooth
activity tends to saturate the predicted improvement of 15111 with current, as observed in JET
high current experiments (11) = 6-7 MA) [5].

The thermal diffusion coefficients proposed imply, via their dependence on q, the dependence
of the thermal energy content on 1'. that is observed experimentally in JET [3]. Fig.1 illustrates
this by comparing the measured and computed evolution of Wme, the electron energy content,
for typical current ramp up and ramp down discharges in JET.
The observed shape of the electron temperature profile is also reproduced well by our
simulations. As an illustration of this Fig. 2 shows computed and experimental profiles at the
beginning (t = 8 sec) and the end (t = 10 sec) of the current ramp up case of Figure 1.
Similarly T,a profiles are compared in Figs 3 and 4. Fig. 3 refers to two discharges at 3 MA
with on axis and off axis ion cyclotron heating (P,f : 10 MW) [6]. Fig.4 refers to discharges at
2 MA and 4 MA for the p* scaling experiment in JET [7].
Our results indicate that the simple expressions of x proposed here can be used for reasonable
simulations and predictions of L»mode discharges. They may represent a first step towards the
development of a more complete and general transport model of the Bohm type.
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Fig. 1 Time evolution of the thermal electron energy content (MJ) during ramp up .

(1, 1:1.5 MA —9 3 MA as t: 8 sec —-) 10 sec) and ramp down (2,1:3 MA —) 1.5 MA I

as t : 8 sec —> 10 sec). Experimental (—) and computed (m) values are compared. ‘

Fig. 2 Experimental (—) and computed (---) profiles of Te (keV) at t = 8 (l) and t : 10 (2)

during the current ramp up experiment.

axis (1) and on axis (2) heating experiments.

Fig. 4 Experimental (—) and computed (--—) Te profiles reached in steady state during the p*

Fig. 3 Experimental (—) and computed (---) profiles of Te (keV) reached in steady state in off

scaling experiments at 2 MA (1) and 4 MA (2).
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Introduction
Measurements of the toroidal magnetic field inside the JET tokamak plasma by means of

the motional Stark effect are reported. In the vicinity of the resonance layer ion—cyclotron-
resonance-heating (ICRH) generates a population of energetic ions. For the first time the
diamagnetic change in the toroidal magnetic field due to these ICRH fast ions has been
measured. A magnetic field decrease up to 4% has been observed.

Details of the measurement of the motional Stark effect, the magnitude ofwhich is given
by the Lorentz electric field experienced by the neutral beam, are described. The deduction of
the toroidal magnetic field fi'om the Stark wavelength splitting is discussed, in particular the
involved accuracy which is necessary to resolve toroidal field effects of the order of 0.5%.

The evolution of the thermal plasma pressure - measured independently - combined with
the PION-T code simulation of the fast ion pressure [1] agree within an order of magnitude
with the measured toroidal field changes and indicate that the contribution of the anisotropic
pressure fiom fast particles to the total pressure increases towards the plasma centre. First
applications are presented, including B-increase due to ICRH and the slowing down time of the
ICRH fast ions.

Motional Stark Effect
A local measurement of the toroidal magnetic field is obtained from the Doppler shifted

Balmer—ot emission of the neutral hydrogen or deuterium heating beams due to the Lorentz
electric field E :v x B [2,3]. In the case of hydrogen (or hydrogenic atoms), where the
motional Stark effect is linear, this electric field gives rise to a wavelength splitting which is
proportional to IE].

The fiilly resolved beam emission spectra are observed at four radial plasma positions
simultaneously with a time resolution of 50 msec. The positions cover a radial range from
R = 3.0 m to 3.4 m. The magnetic axis of JET is in the vicinity of 3.10 m, the last closed flux
surface lies at 4.10 m. The Stark wavelength splitting is derived from the fiilly resolved beam
emission spectrum by means of a multi-Gaussian fit code. On the basis of the detailed
knowledge of the atomic physics involved the code restricts the number of free parameters to
the minimum required. As a result, the fit procedure accomplishes an accuracy which allows
minute changes of the Stark wavelength splitting and subsequently variations of the toroidal
magnetic field of the order of 0.5% to be resolved.

Deduction of the Toroidal Magnetic Field
Fig. 1 shows the correlation between the strength of the Lorentz electric field EL and the

ICRH power. The observed decrease of EL is attributed to the pressure increase of the plasma



causing a diamagnetic drop of the toroidal magnetic field. The toroidal magnetic field is
derived from EL using the following relation

213,, 40,0113,“ 9,, B”) , (1)

where Bpol, Btor and vpcl,
and the unit vector v/ |v[ of the beam velocity respectively In the JET beam geometry the
normal and toroidal velocity components generally form the dominantBparts Since Bp0lfor the
discharges considered is at least a factor of 6 5 smaller than Bun, polforms onlyPo1a minor
contnbution to the total magnetic field and hence to BL, For that reasonlmBpol is taken fiom the
equillbrium code IDENTC without being concerned about the accuracy of the given poloidal
field values

Several sources of spurious effects which could lead to changes of the Lorentz electric
field not correlated with the diamagnetic behaviour of the toroidal magnetic field have to be
considered: (A) Variations of the Doppler shift of the beam emission spectnrm give an upper
limit of AR < 3 mm and Av/v < 0.2% and subsequently AEL/EL < 0.2%, which is small enough
to be neglected (B) The effect of the Shafranov shift on the deduced Bur, only if not
recognised by the equilibrium code, can be as high as 0.5%. (C) Theoretical investigations [4]
show that ICRH current drive only contributes of the order of 0. 1% to the total magnetic field,
which is negligible compared to the observed Lorentz field variations (D) The shifi of the
paramagnetic correction as a, consequence of the Shafranov shift generally can be ignored,
Besides, this causes a field increase which is opposite to the observed decrease. Thus it can be
concluded that the observed changes of the Lorentz electric field can be solely attributed to the
diamagnetic decrease of the toroidal magnetic field. This is corroborated by the comparison of
BM, derived from E1, with the diamagnetic signal (fig. 2).
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Fig. 1. Correlation between the Lorentz Fig. 2. Evolution of the toroidal magnetic field
electricfield EL and the total coupled ICRH power compared with the poloidal flux ((1)) from the
PM“. The decrease of EL ranges firm 0-5% at diamagnetic loops. Clearly a1ro d) drops when the
3. 43 m to 4% a! 2. 99 m. BM decrease is observed.



ICRH Induced Diamagnetism .
The diarnagnetic decrease of the toroidal magnetic field is caused by an increasing kinetic

pressure in the plasma centre due ICRH. The strength and radial extent of the measured
decrease rises with the coupled ICRH power (fig. 3). In the case of ICRH two contributions to
the pressure have to be considered, the anisotropic perpendicular fast-ion pressure (pum) and
the thermal pressure (pm). Thus the pressure balance becomes

a

pIh + ppm1 +fi = const, (2)
0

from which the expected B,Dr evolution is calculated. The fast ion pressure is modelled self-
consistently by the PION—T code, while the thermal pressure is derived from electron density
and temperature measurements. The so simulated Btor changes agree within an order of
magnitude with the motional Stark measurement. Approaching the resonance layer the fast-ion
pressure becomes increasingly dominant, until at 2.99 m the thermal component can only
account for 25% of the observed Btor drop. Even more detailed features of the measurement
can be explained by the simulation, such as the influence of the change of the slowing down
time due to a density rise and sawtooth oscillations of the thermal pressure (fig. 4).
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Fig. 3. Toroidal magnetic field vs major radius for time points before and during ICRH. The shaded
regions indicate the position of the ICRH resonance layer which moves inboard as the toroidalfield drops.
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The B—increase due to ICRH, derived from the relative change of the toroidal field, is
shown in fig. 5. The difference between the total, inferred from the motional Stark efi‘ect
(MSE), and the thermal part must be attributed to the fast ions.
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The slowing down time of the fast ions is estimated flow the measured rise of the
toroidal magnetic field at the position closest to the resonance layer, where the fast ions are
dominating, under the assumption that the slowing down time itself changes on a much slower
time scale than BM. This gives a value of (280:101) msec which is in reasonable agreement
with the theoretical value of 366 msec.

Summary
Employing the motional Stark effect on the hydrogenic heating beams, 21 high resolution

measurement (of the order of 0.5%) of the internal toroidal magnetic field distribution has been
achieved. Additional information given by the beam emission spectrum permits to eliminate
spurious effects. The sensitivity of the diagnostic has been demonstrated by resolving
"diamagnetic" sawtooth oscillations of the toroidal field. First applications show the potential
of the diagnostic in delivering quantitative information important for the understanding of the
ICRH process.
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DEPENDENCE OF [1 ~ 7' ON PLASMA SHAPE IN DIII—D*

E.A. LAZARUSl AND THE DIII—D TEAM

General Atomics, San Diego, California

In this paper we discuss the observed variation in plasma performance with plasma shape,
in particular, we shall compare single and double null diverted plasmas. The product ,5 - 1‘
has been used as a figure-of—merit for comparing different toroidal magnetic configurations.1
Here we shall use it as the figure-of-merit for comparing differing configurations within the
DIII—D tokamak.

A formal parameter which describes plasma shape conveniently is the shape parameter
defined as

S E (IF/aBt) - q¢ (1)

Lowest order in the inverse aspect ratio, 5,

s e fire/R, ~ an + 52(1 + 6/3)]/2 (2)
6', being proportional to the toroidally-weighted poloidal contour length, is a measure of
average curvature. S has been discussed in previous work2 as it relates to the limits of
axisymmetric stability and the beta limit. In evaluation of S, (195 is substituted for W-
Although 8 is evaluated at the outer boundary, for DIII—D plasmas with n 2 2 we typically find
no m 1.7. We wish to combine this with a simple confinement scaling to gain an expectation
for the behavior of [3 ' 1' and choose an approm'mation of DIII—D/JET scaling,3 namely,

73 = F 4-5” = F~o.111,R%/¢13 (3)
Combining Eqs.‘ (1) and (3) with the definition of beta, we obtain

fl - 'r = canst.[52R2/n] [F/q]2 (4)
We note the following in Eq. (4): fi -1‘ should be independent of plasma current, toroidal field,
and heating power, ,6 -7' should increase with decreasing q¢, provided that confinement is not
degraded, and ,6 - 1' has a strong I: dependence.

The preponderance of plasmas reaching high values offi-r have occurred since we began
boronization and would be characterized as Vii—mode“1 plasmas. Of those which were prior
to the period of boronization of DIII—D (1991), none of the high values of [9 - 7' occurred
before we began carbonization in 1989. For discharges reaching the highest fl -1' values the
results are transient. Virtually all such plasmas rise to a beta limit, usually without ELMs
or sawteeth, and then sufler an "lVIHD event" in which the electron temperature collapses,
discharges begin ELMing and sawtoothing, and enters a sustained phase at reduced values
of ,6N and F. (This behavior is discussed in detail in Ref. 5b.) At the time of highest [‘3 - 1',
the rate of change of stored energy, dW/dt, is typically 20%~25% of the input power. In the
evaluation of 7'1; presented here, dW/dt is neglected. For the highest values of ,6' - r in both
single- and double-null plasmas the fast ion component is less than 10% of the stored energy.
The change between single and double null (SN, DN) is a continuous one and some judgement
is required to make the distinction. We choose to segregate by considering the fraction of
power exhausted at the top and bottom. In doing so we exclude a small set of discharges
most appropriately described as vertically shifted DN. Technically only the lower separatrix
is formed, but a substantial fraction of the power is deposited on the roof of the vessel.

Contrary to the prediction of Eq. (4) we find a weak dependence on .32. This is somewhat
surprising, certainly the highest [3 values achieved on DIH—D are at the lower values of 3;, and

I. This work was sponsored by the US. Department of Energy under Contract Nos. DE—ACDa-BQBRSIIM
and DE—AC05-840R521400.

l Oak Ridge National Laboratory.



variations of B, at fixed plasma cturent and heating power do not exhibit a B; dependence.
As we observe approximately 22% increase in ,6 - 7- as B: is increased from 1 T to 2 T, it
appears that at high beta there is some dependence of TE on 3,. We see no dependence of
E - ‘r on either input power or plasma. current (other than represented by q). The primary
dependencies of performance on plasma parameters are shown in Figs. 1 through 3 where we
compare achieved values of [i - r in DN and SN plasmas. The heavy dashed lines are intended
to only highlight the envelope of the data. In Fig. 1 we plot ,8-1' vs. qgs. It is seen that for SN
plasmas there is an increase in fl "7' with decreasing qgs as q is decreased to about 3.3. Below
this value there is a marked decrease as due to decreasing TE. For the DN plasmas we find a
broad maximum over the range 5.1 to 3.3 in qgs. This corresponds to the range 1.6 to 2.5 MA
in plasma current. A major difference between SN and DN plasmas is seen in Fig. 2 where we
plot ,6 ~ 7' vs. 3N. For SN, confinement begins to decrease as fly is increased above 2, whereas
for DN plasmas there is no evidence for such a decrease until the beta limit is encountered
(flN ,2 3.5), This is not to say that the confinement time does not decrease with increasing [3,
only that TE decreases more slowly than [-1 increases. fl -1' vs. S is plotted in Fig. 3. The data
is separated into two distinct groups, SN plasmas with S reaching about 5.5 at n 2 1.9 and
DN plasmas with n g 2.1 with about a factor of 2 difference in fl -1'. This shape dependence
is not as clear as indicated in Fig. 3. In Fig. 4, we plot the H, enhancement of confinement
over ITER89-P scaling vs. fly for the plasmas in the upper range of ,3 . T values. For plasmas
of in this figure, the relation to ITER—P scaling5 with its H-factor is H = 1.35F + 0.16 to
within a few percent accuracy. Additionally we plot those high triangularity SN plasmas that
were discussed previously. Although S ,2 6.2 for these plasmas, they have values of flNH only
slightly exceeding the other SN plasmas. It is also worth pointing out that for the entire set of
SN plasmas the only ones which reached these high values offl --r had It > 1.85. It is clear that
S is important, but it also appears that actually having the two nulls also plays an important
role.

The dominant profile change between DN and SN is in the temperature within p m 0.5,
where the DN case has higher T,- and T5. In Fig. 5 we show the profiles for two equilibria single-
and double-null plasmas at similar values of q¢ (identified by large circles in previous figures).
The double-null is identified by the thicker lines. As well as the differences in the center, note
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the difference in T‘ in the edge region. These VH—mode DN plasmas characteristically have
steep gradients and low edge values of Te. T.- has high edge values. Typically, the density is
flat or hollow as shown here.

Summarizing, we find that in the best DIII—D plasmas: (1) For DN plasmas good
confinement is maintained up to fly z3.5. (2) For SN plasmas, confinement degrades for
fiN Z 2. (3) ,6 - 1' shows a weak positive B, dependence and no explicit dependence on input
power or plasma current. (4) fl - 1' shows a. strong shape dependence consistent with Eq. (4),
but this is confused by an apparent dependence on whether the plasma is SN or DN, i.e., low
6' DN and high 8 SN both result in reduced [3 - ‘r. (5) Comparison of SN and DN shows that
the increase in L3 - 1' is primarily an increase in both Ta and T,- in the central region of the
plasma.

The long-range DIII—D program includes a radiative divertor with active particle control
and an advanced tokarnak program with a goal ofreachjng fl” :6 at H :4. The latter requires
current profile control, and thus central T2 is important for current drive efficiency. In support
of these goals, the issue of plasma shape and its relation to fl ~ 7' will be explored during this
experimental run period. Attempts to optimize ,6-1' will be extended to S in the range 3.8—8.3
and extend results more completely to 11.), as low as 2.7. This will be carried out for a. variety of
single-null and double-null shapes with n in the range 1.6—2.6 to separate the dependencies on
S and number of nulls. The dependencies of F (f), q, S ...) will be systematically investigated.
Results will be reported at the meeting.

1 Todd, T.N., and DC. Robinson, Phys. Rev. Lett. 48 (1982) 1359.
7 Lazarus, E.A., et a1., Phys. Fluids B4 (1992) 3664.
3 Sdlissel, D.P., et 81., Nucl. Fusion 31 (1991) 73.

Jackson, G.L., et 31., Phys. Fluids B4 (1992) 2181; Osborne, T.H., et al., submitted to
Nucl. Fusion.

Yushmanov, P.N., et 51., Nucl. Fusion 30 (1990) 1999.
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COUPLED MHD AND TRANSPORT ANALYSIS
OF IMPROVED CONFINEMENT DIII—D DISCHARGES‘

H. ST JOHN, J.R. FERRON, L.L. LAO, T.H. OSBORNE,
S.J. THOMPSON, AND D. Waoamwsxi1

General Atomics, San Diego, California

Transiently high internal inductance discharges are used to check the validity of evolve-
ment of current profiles obtained with the MED/transport coupled scheme presented below.Both a current ramp (shot 76134) and an elongation ramp (shot 73715) discharge are ex-
amined. To simulate energy confinement the Rebut-Lallia—Watkins model1 is used for thecurrent ramp discharge. For a detailed discussion of the experimentally observed confinementproperties of these discharges see Refs. 2 and 3.

In our simulation of experimental discharges external circuit behavior is accounted forby using measured, time dependent, flux loops, magnetic probes, field shaping and ohmic coilcurrents. The small effect of eddy currents in the plasma vessel are neglected. We use mea-sured, time dependant electron and ion temperature profiles, electron density, Zen, toroidalrotation and radiated power profiles to constrain our analyses. For the RLW simulation mea-sured values of Ta and T2 at the plasma edge are used as boundary conditions in the electronand ion energy equations.
In the analysis of experimental discharges we calculate the total poloidal flux, —27r‘l',as ‘I' = ‘1', + ‘Ilp + T3 where ‘11 is due to the plasma current; ‘1';- is due to field shapingcoil currents, and ‘IIE is due to the ohmic heating stack. ‘IIF and '1'E are determined usingGreen’s functions and '11,, is obtained from the Grad-Shafanov (GS) equation. The functionff’ is determined from

ff’=—(0.1+(J°;°)+&P')(#) , (1)
with the flux surface average toroidal (Jo Ra/R) current obtained from transport calculations.Since measured ohmic and field shaping coil currents are subject to error we adjust them in aleast-squares sense giving the best match with measured \P-loop and magnetic probe signals.The average poloidal B field evolution, Bpo, including flux surface motion, is given by

1 a 1 cs, _BP, .9 d 013;,Fauna)“ at (FGHPBP°)“H7 (Hp) ‘ Hp ap‘"(FGH")+§E 6p ' (2)
where p is the usual flux surface coordinate, d is the speed of a flux surface relative to themagnetic axis, and

1 (91’ FB = — — F = B H = —Po R0 0P 7 R0 To/f 7 (RE/R2)

We use a neoclassical Ohm’s law in the form

E-B’ J7, ~§Ea=H<BT°)=’InH( g; ) ,
for the parallel ohmic electric field Ea. BT, and R0 are reference field and major radiusvalues and r)" is the parallel neoclassical resistivity. The total parallel current is the sum ofohmic, bootstrap and beam-driven contributions. The bootstrap current is determined fromthe small inverse aspect ratio, multiple ion species, collisional model of Ref. 4. The fast ionbootstrap is negligible in the discharges discussed here. Our analysis differs from the usual

. This work was sponsored by the 115. Department of Energy under Contract Noe. DE-Acoa-BBER51114
and W—74DS—ENGQS.

1 Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
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static one in that we have a non zero “source" term in Eq. (2) and the coefficients F, G, H
are unknown functions of time which must be resolved iteratively. In practice we find that
Eq. (2) can typically be evolved for about 50 ms (during which time F, G, H, are assumed to
have a linear time dependance) before a new MED calculation must be performed.

We summarize our calculations in a series of two plots for both the elongation ramp,
Figs. 1 and 2 and the current ramp, Figs. 3 and 4 discharges. Of primary concern in our
simulation was the question of Whether or not strongly shaped current profiles based on
model calculations could achieve results consistent with measured magnetic data. Hence
in Figs. 1 and 3 we show the value of reduced chi-square, )8, which is a global measure
of how well our calculated magnetic probe, :1) loop and f coil current values agree with
experimentally measured quantities. The points labeled ”kinetic MED” were obtained from
the NIHD analysis, including kinetic data, with the EFIT5 code. The EFIT calculations have
adjustable parameters to fit ff' rather than using the MED/transport coupled form, Eq. (1).
Moh'onal Stark effect measurements are used to constrain the toroidal current profile. Since
the kinetic MED calculations were designed to minimize the deviation from experimental
measurements it is expected that the value will be the smallest obtainable. A measure of how
well our theoretical model calculations match the experimental MED data is the increase in
x2 above these minimum values. A statistical analysis indicates that individual ratios of x2
greater than about 1.6 are significant for both discharges.

For the elongation ramped discharge the plasma current remains constant at about
1.05 MA. For the results presented in Figs. 1 and 2 the plasma shape is evolved from an
elongation of 1.4 at the start of the ramp (at 2025 ms, where the bootstrap fraction is 10%)
to 2.08 at the end of the ramp (at 2150 ms where the bootstrap fraction is 16%). As can be
seen by the values of x2 in Fig. 1 we experience no difficulty in following the shape change.
There is a slight inaease in x during the relaxation phase but the increase is not significant
if the bootstrap current is included. Exclusion of the bootstrap current leads to significant
increases in x2 from about 2500 ms to about 3200 ms. This is due to an approximate doubling
of the x2 contribution from the '1‘ loops during this paiod because of a somewhat different
evolution of the flux surfaces. Examination of Fig. 2 indicates that right after the ramp the
model including the bootstrap current is closer to the kinetic MED calculations which were
matched to one MSE data point for this shot. Beyond about 2500 ms both models match the
MED calculations to about the same degree in terms of the 1.- values.

For shot 76134 the current was ramped from 2 MA at 2500 ms to 1 MA at 3200 ms.
The bootstrap current rises from 0.1 MA at the start of the ramp, to 0.16 MA at the end of
the ramp. The discharge was sawtoothing throughout the analysis. The inn-ease in x2 for
the MED/transport coupled calculations is not significant if the bootstrap current is included
(Fig. 3). Exclusion of the bootstrap increases x2 further to where most of the points become
marginally statistically significant. Figure 4 also shows that inclusion of the bootstrap current
yields results which are more consistent with kinetic MED calculations during the relaxation
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phase of the discharge. The effect of the 0-5
bootstrap current is small but leads to "
dightly less peaked current profiles, consis-
tent with the kinetic MED model. Eight
radially spaced MSE data. points were used '
in the kinetic MED calculation to constrain
the current profile.

To include energ transport in our
simulations we used the RLW model of con-
fin-t. This model applies to the cur-
rent ramped discharge, which remained in
L—modefortheentixedischnrgeperiod. The '
densities were maintained at the experimen-
tally determined values. In addition to the
GS and transport Eq. (2) solve two addi—
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were set according to the prescriptions.1 The _
overall effect ofthe RLW model is presented F'S- 3- Ram X2 f” the current "d lhot.intermsofreducedx’inFig.3. Itis
evident that during the current ramp the
RLW model does not lead to current pro-
files consistent with the magnetics. As in-
dicated by the lower i.- values during the
ramp in Fig. 4 the current profiles are not
sufficiently peaked to match the kinetic ‘
MED and transport simulations.

For this discharge the critical gradient
required for the RLW model to be active is
much less than the initial experimental gra—
dient, with the exception of a core region,
which extmds out to about p = 0.2. This
situation is maintained with the theoreti-
cally evolved electron and ion temperatures WITH 500T Rl-W SIMULATION
throughout the analysis. Consequently the ' ° “New: MHD
thermal conductivities are roughly a factor: 1‘“ ' ' ' ' < ' - ' .
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RLW electrcm and ion thermal conductjv- FIE. 4- Internal Inductance values for the Current
ities at the end of the analysi. are com- ramped shot.

ared with the usual power balance values
{obtained frm the measured temperature profiles) in Fig. 5(a). The rapid decrease in the ion
power balance conductivity near the plasma edge is due to a rapid decrease in the conductive
heating power. This decrease is driven by the reversal of T. and T,- near the plasma edge,
see Fig. 5(b). The deviations are significant over portions of the plasma. However with
the exception of the core region where the sawtooth model is active (and the critical gradient
condition is not satisfied) the agreement with the measured temperature profiles is quite good,
well within the approximate 10% error that the measured profiles have [Fig. 5 )]. Near the
plasma edge agreement in the tempm-ature profiles is due to the experiment y determined
bo1mdary conditions. The worst discrepancy observed is a 0.5 keV underprediction of both
the electron and ion t-peratures in the core region of the plasma, at the end of the current
ramp. Because the region om which the measured and calculated profiles difi'er sigiificantly
is limited in volume we found that the thermal .ergy content of the plasma predicted with
the RLW model was within 15% of values obtained with kinetic MED calculations throughoutthe analysis.

The least squares adjustment of the coil cummts is the only feedback mechanism weused in our MED/transport coupled calculations. This adjustment and the assumption of
neoclassical resistivity with a standard model of the bootstrap current is sufiicient to allow
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Fig. 5. (a) Thermal oonductivitiu and (b) electron and ion temperatures for the current ramped shot.

evolvement of the current and elongation ramped discharges examined here. The results
are in approximate agreement with kinetic MED calculations but the slightly systematically
better results obtained with the latter method indicate that some further refinement of the
NEED/transport coupled sch-e may be possible. The method appears to be sufficiently
robust to distinguish the effects of small (10% to 20%) bootstrap currents because the reduced
x2 value is the average of many measurements. In contrast,the loop voltage is only a single
measurement and its expected increase when the bootstrap current is neglected is difficult to
distinguish for such small bootstrap fractions.

The RLW model is not acceptable during the transient phase of the current ramp dis-
charge. The devistions are greatest in the core region of the plmma where our sawtooth model
forces significant flattening of the temperature. A more refined model which phases the saw-
teeth in agreanent with experimental observations may be necessary in order to resolve this
ambiguity. As the plasma relaxes to the steady state the RLW model yields temperatures
which match the experimental values quite well.

1 Rebut, P., et al., Plasma Phys. and Contr. Nucl. Elsion, Nice, 1988 (IAEA, Vienna,
1989) Vol. 2, p. 191; and D. Boucher, private communication.

' Eerron, J.R.et at, General Atomics Report GA—A21151 (1992).
3 Lao, L.L., et 31., General Atomics Report GA—A21061 (1992).
4 Hirshman, 5., Phys. Fluids 21 (1979) s.
5 Lao, L., et al., Nucl. Fhsion 25 (1985) 1611.
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ANALYSIS OF THE ITER
H—MODE CONFINEMENT DATABASE”

H—Mona DATABASE WORKING GROUPl
PRESENTED BY D.P. SCHISSEL

In order to predict the global energy confinement time in the next generation of large
tokamaks it is essential to have data from machines of different sizes and operating parameterregimes. This data can also be used to construct dimensionless scalings and thereby attempt todifferentiate between Bohm and gyro—Bohm based transport models. Previously,1 at the requestof the ITER project, H—mode global confinement data was assembled from six machines ASDEX,DUI—D, JET, JFT—ZM, PBX—M, and PDX into a single database (DB 1). This collaboration has
continued2 with the initial database being expanded by extending the plasma parameter space
as well as by improving the precision of some of the relevant calculated plasma parameters. Thispaper summarizes work that has been performed on the newest version (ITERH.DB2) of theconfinement database.

The main emphasis of the recent confinement database work has been to extend andimprove the quality of the database as well as improve the analysis. The DB2 confinementdatabase consists of 5998 records of which 3433 are in the H—mode phase. Previously,1 a standardselection set ofH—mode discharges was selected from DBl for regression analysis. The philosophyof that standard DB1 selection has been continued with DB2 and combined with some additionaldata constraints which reflect the extended data. range that DB2 represents. The DB2 standardselection (1627 records) which has been specified concurrently with the public release of DB2
may be easily reproduced by utilizing the SELDB2 attribute.2 This standard selection includesonly neutral beam heated H—mode discharges and, of those, excludes any time slices with highradiation (Fwd/PT > 0.6), with large fast particle content (WI/WT > 0.4), with transient
behavior (0.35 > WT/PT or < ——0.05), with degraded confinement at “low q", with operationnear the fi limit, with hot ion operation, and with pellet injection. In comparison with theselection set used in Ref. 3, the ICRH and combined ICRH/NBI heated discharges from JET havebeen excluded. Additionally, the JET pulses from 1987 (zZO time slices) have been eliminatedfrom the stand selection set because they have a much larger uncertainty on absorbed powerthan the other JET pulses. It must be emphasised that there has been no restriction on wallmate-ital or evaporation so that discharges with plasma facing composition of stainless steel,Inconel, carbon, and beryllium have been combined into one dataset. To restrict the standselection to any one of these materials would unacceptably remove a substantial piece of thedatabase.

With respect to DB1, the data in DB2 has been improved by increasing the accuracy of thethermal confinement (Tm) through better estimates of the fast ion contents Moreover, effortshave been made to take into account the efi'ect on confinement of open versus closed divertortokamaks and differ-mt wall conditioning techniques. The ASDEX data in DB2 is with a closeddivertor and various wall conditioning techniques. The normalization of ASDEX confinementhas already been discussed in detail3 and remains the same for the present analysis. The JETdata normalization previom performed3 is no longer required since that data has been removedfrom the standard selection set. The normalization factors for the ASDEX confinement valuesare now available from the database.
The previous Work3 on normalizing ELNfing PDX confinement has been expanded for thisstudy; the normalizations for the PDX confinement are also in the database. PDX ELMingconfinement increases with increasing R": where Ry: is defined as the ratio of the divertor tomid—plane Dor emission. This ratio can e used as a measure of the neutral particle retentionof the divertor where a large R‘Bd: indicates a closed divertor. The PDX ELMing confinementhas been normalized in the database as 'm,/(1%"d/R§5’:)°'4. The term R3: is a constant for all

* DIII—D work was supported at General Atomics by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No.DE-ACOs—SflERsuM.
* ASDEX: O.J.W.F. Kardaun, F. Ryter, U. 5mm, A. Kus' DIII-D: J.G. DeBoo , D.P. Schissel,G. Bram-on; JET: K. Thomsen, J.G. Cordey, J.P. Christiansen; jFT—ZM: Y. Miura. N. Susuki, M. Mari,T. Mat-mil. H. mu, '1‘. Thin-uh, s.—1. Itoh. K. Itoh; PBX-Maud PDX: S.M. Kaye.
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tokamaks and is intended to describe the R’s: if the PDX divertor had the same properties as

another tokamak whose Ry: = 113:. Therefore, when R3: is the same as RB: there will be
no confinement correction. The exponent 0.4 has been calculated3 from the PBX ELMing data
in DB2. It is not possible to quantitatively determine how a PDX discharge with an “open”
divertor corresponds to a similar “open" divertor from another tokamak. Therefore, it is not
possible from a physical basis to determine the value of R32. Instead, R537: has been determined
by including this term in the standard regression and minimizing the root mean square error
(RMSE). The result from this regression (Fig. 1) is a value of ~2 for R3: which is at the lower
end of the PDX date. range. In our previous study3 the value of R53: had been set to 3.0.

Having determined the standard DB2 selection set and corrected the ASDEX and PDX
confinement values we now determine the ELM—free and ELMing power law scalings. For the
ELM-free subset of 858 observations the power law model regression yields (RMSE of 12.3%)

Tth = 0.036 I;'06 33,32 P5057 ”(€1.17 M0.41 R130 a—0.11 ”0.68 (1)

with units of 8, MA, T, MW, 1019 In”, and meters (Fig. 2). The exponent uncertainties (one
standard deviation from ordinary least squares) are 0.03, 0.04, 0.02, 0.02, 0.03, 0.06 0.04, and 0.05
respectively. The loss power PL represents the auxiliary plus Ohmic power minus shinethrough,

unconfined orbit, and charge exch e losses and the WT correction. For the ELMing dataset
(769 observations) the RMSE is 1% and the scaling is (Fig. 3)

Tth : 0022 13.75 5.n P170311 ”2.42 MO.30 R230 “0.30 ”1.05 _ (2)

The exponent uncertainties are 0.03, 0.04, 0.02, 0.02, 0.03, 0.08 0.05, and 0.05 respectively. It
should be noted that all types of ELMs have been included in the ELMing dataset.

Realizing that the choice of R”: was both unavoidable and physically arbitrary, it is
prudent to examine the sensitivity 0 the regression result on our numerical choice. Increasing
the PDX confinement data by 10% has a considerable effect on the R and K, scaling (change of
R‘o'lan‘o‘“). However, this sensitivity is not enough to easily produce an R scaling similar to
that obtained with the ELM—free data. The strong R scaling in the ELMing compared to ELM—
free scaling has been previously ohserved.1'3 It should be stated that, in the present database, no

clear depmdence of the PDX ELM—free confinement on Ry: can be determined and therefore
no normalization has been attempted. HOWever, the normalization is less important in the
ELM—free case since only 22 time slices are involved compared to 91 in the ELMing dataset.
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To investigate the robustness of the ELMing scaling we base a scaling on all tokamaks
except JET and utilize this new scaling to predict JET confinement. If the JET ELMing data
is removed from the standard selection set the ELMing scaling (681 observations) becomes

7th = 0023 13.76 3:11:13 1350.68 ”2.40 M030 R220 a0.28 £1.00 . (3)

With an HMSE of 13.6%, which is quite similar to Eq. (2). The exponent uncertainties are 0.04,
0.04, 0.02, 0.03, 0.03, 0.10 0.06, and 0.05 respectively. Figure 4 displays the observed ELMingJET confinement data against the predictions from Eq. (3). The JET data are in general well
predicted. However, there is a band of JET data that is under predicted by about 20%. We
do not know the reason for this split. Deleting the JET data increases the sensitivity of the
regression to the PDX confinement data (change of R—o,2sn—o.13 for a 10% 1'”. increase). Setting
the value of R3: to 3, as in Ref. 3, reduces the ELMng R scaling to Rl'7 (Fig. 1).

Although the two ELMing scalings [Eqs. (2) and (3)] are similar it is interesting to notethe difl‘erent JET current scaling between the ELM—free and ELMing data. The JET sub-
set of the standard selection set has 7'11. ~ 13-90113-3033-351350-7 for the ELM—free data and
1'". N 13-3‘n2‘wBOT-“Pg‘3-3 for the ELMing data. One notices a weak current dependence in the
ELMing data as was previously observed.5 The very weak JET current scaling must be betterunderstood. One possible explanation behind the weak current scaling is that the high currentELMs are extremely severe, possibly even a return to L—mode, when compared to those fromthe other tokamaks.

Horn various considerations, it appears possible that a simple power law representation
may not be an adequate model to describe the data. An example of such an occurrence, which
was previously investigated,3 would be when exponents of a simple power law expression are not
constant but vary with other plasma parameters. This is called an interaction. Results from
JF‘T2—M‘I show such an efi'ect where the stored energy increases with density at low current but
is independent of density at high current. Such interactions can be investigated by adding, on
a logarithmic scale, quadratic terms in the simple model. Several potential interaction terms
have been investigated within the ELM—free subset of the standard DB2 selection set. Threeinteraction terms have been found to be significant and shed light on previous work that examined
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Fig. 3. Observed Tm versus that predicted from Eq. (2) for the ELMing standard dataset.
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the magnetic field dependence1 and the M dependence3 of confinement. The interaction can be
described by

1.4%) = L + 0.31n(ne)1n(BT/j) + 0.11n(j)l.n(PL/S) + 0.5mm him/(Wm) (4)
where L denotes the linear terms of a simple power law scaling, j is the current density (Ip /Area),
5 is the plasma surface area, and V is the plasma volume. This can be interpreted, for example,
by writing the effective density exponent as of,” = an, + 0.3ln(BT/j) — 0.51n(M). Note that
the an term represents the efiective coefficient at one unit e.g. 1 Tesla, 1 MA/m2 for a hydrogen
plasma) of the regression variables. The RMSE for the LM—fi-ee fit including the interaction
terms drops to 11.5%. Our result indicates that as the current increases the density scaling
becomes weaker which is consistent with the JFT—2M results.

To examine the implications of our work on the confinement predictions for ITER we
consider the CDA design (IP = 22 MA, BT : 4.85 T, PL = 200 MW, M = 2.5, R = 6 m,
a. = 2.15 m, n = 2.2, ne = 12.5 X 1019 m‘a) and one of the recent EDA concepts (I, = 25 MA,
ET 2 6 T, PL 2 215 MW, M = 2.5, R = 7.75 m, a = 2.8 m, It = 1.6, na = 11 x 1019 m‘a).
For the CDA design the 1'", prediction is 4.5 i 0.7 s for ELM—free and 4.8 :L- 0.7 s for ELMing
discharges. The uncertainty represents two standard deviations from ordinary least squares
regression. Clearly, given the stated uncertainties, no difference can be inferred between the
the ELM—free and ELMing confinement predictions. Recent results from DIII—D6 indicate an
approximate 15% reduction of the ELM—free r“, can be expected in the presence of ELMs.

The sensitivity of the ITER predictions to the choice of R3: is substantial; changing R“:
from 2 to 3 reduces the CDA ELMing confinement from 4.8 s to 3.8 s. For the EDA design, t e
ELM—free and ELMing confinement predictions are 6.6 s and 6.8 s respectively. Finally, including
the three interaction terms increases the ELM—free ITER predictions by approximately 15%; r”.
is 5.3 :t 0.8 s and 7.6 i 1.2 s for the CDA and EDA respectively.

Our analysis indicates that the sensitivity of the scalin s and ITER predictions to less
quantifiable parameters e.g. divertor type) is significant. T erefore, any attempt to utilize
these global scalings to ' erentiate between a Bohm and a gyro—Bohm type scaling appears
difficult. Interaction terms have been found to be significant. This result questions the validity
of separating the major plasma parameters into a simple power law expression for r,;,. Future
work should include detailed experimental and physical clarification of the interaction terms.
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W.
The knowledge of current density profiles is today of growing importance in

several recent tokamak plasma scenarii. On Tore Supra (a=0.8m, R:2.36m), the
Lower Hybrid Enhanced Performance (LHEP) regime [1,2] is showing strong
flattening of the current density profile in the center correlated with improved
confinement of about 40% with respect to the L-mode scaling law . Moreover, the
stabilizing effect of the mode m=2 n=i observed on discharges with applied ergodic
divertor [3] can be explained by the shape of the measured current density
profile.

In this paper, we briefly describe the experimental tools (magnetics, and
polarimetric diagnostics) that are used to measure the polo'idal field distribution.
The current density profiles are computed with the equilibrium code iDENTvD,
using the magnetic, interferometric and polarimetric data. Then, current density
profiles for. the LHEP regime are presented for several plasma conditions. The
stability of these discharges is discussed with respect to the ballooning and the
tearing modes. Current density profiles for discharges with applied ergodic
divertor are also presented, and brought together with results obtained in previous
theoretical analysis [4].

Analysis of magnetic and polarimetrig data.
The five vertical chords (R=f.97 m; 2.135 m; 2.3 m; 2.46 m; 2.63 m) of

the Tore Supra far—infrared (l=195pm) interferometer [5] have been modified in
order to measure the polarization changes of the probing beams. The rotation of the
polarization vector is dominantly produced by Faraday effect. With respect to this
effect, the linearly polarized infrared beams are experiencing a rotation of their
polarization induced by the parallel component of the polo'idal magnetic field BH

along the beam path, The Faraday rotation angle is given by:

a[rd] = 2.615 10-13 In B . B it dl; where lie is the electron density.

The Tore Supra poiarimeter measures the Faraday rotation angles with a
maximum time resolution of 2ms and a sensitivity of the order of 005°. The
relative error made on 01 is of the order of 5 to 10 %.

Since the Faraday angie depends on ne and on the plasma shape, calculation of

the current density profiles must be done in conjunction with interferometric and
magnetic measurements. This is also needed because the poiarimeter does not give
any measurement in the outer half of the plasma (for r>a/2). Thus, as well as the
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five line integrated densities and Faraday angles, IDENTAD is using 17
measurements of the tangential magnetic field and 14 measurements of the poloi‘dal
flux taken outside the plasma by the Tore Supra arrays of coils and saddle loops.

The identification of the current density profile is realized by solving the
Grad-Shafranov equation, and by minimizing a cost function to obtain the best fit of
the measured quantities. The code is using first or second order Finite Elements
according to the desired accuracy on the poloi’dal flux. In steady state and slowly
varying equilibrium (dlp/dt<0.5 MA/s), current density profiles and q profiles
can be inferred with an accuracy of 10 to 15%, despite the lack of data ouside the
r=a/2 surface.

LHEP regimes.
Time evolution of the parameters for a typical LHEP discharge (lp:O.8MA;

BT=3.8 T; neo=2.8 10 1'9m-3) is presented on figure 1. When the lower hybrid

heating (PLH=3.2MW; NH=1.8) is turned on, the loop voltage reaches almost 0,

and the central temperature increases in two steps: between 5.5 and 75 it rises
from 2 to 5 keV; after this intermediate phase, the temperature reaches 8 keV and

the pressure gradient 6-8.104 Palm near the center. The LHEP regime (t>7s) is
stationary for 7 seconds. During both the intermediate and LHEP phases, the
confinement time exceeds the Rebut—Lallia prediction by about 40%, sawteeth are
suppressed and no MHD activity is observed.

Current density profile identifications have been carried out with lDENT-D
during the ohmic phase (t=55) and at t=6s and as during the intermediate and the
LHEP phases (Fig 2). When the lower hybrid power is applied (at t=5.5 s), the
current density profile flattens in the center: at t=6.0 s, the magnetic shear is
already close to zero and may become negative for r<0.2. The internal inductance
increases from 1.37 to 1.43, whereas q on axis rises from =1.0 to :1.7. The
current density profile is still not stabilized, because of the diffusion of the central
ohmic current. During the LHEP phase, the current density profile (at t=8s) is
very similar in the center than that in the intermediate phase, but the magnetic
shear has increased in the confinement region (0.3<r<0.6m). TFlANSP calculations
[2] have shown that the part of non-inductive current is of the order of 90% of the
total current. The bootstrap current represents less than 10% of the total current.

Calculation of the LH absorption profile has been undertaken with a ray-

tracing code (Bonoli-Englade code) for a pure wave spectrum centered on Nl=1 .8.

On figure 2, we note that the location of the absorbed LH power is in very good
agreement with the peak location of the current density profile. This confirms that
the LH current is mainly generated around r=0.25.

Stability of LHEP discharges has been studied with respect to the
ballooning stability limits. According to stability calculations in the highest
pressure gradient region (0.1m<r<0.3m), is found to be stable with respect to the
ballooning modes. However. LHEP discharges are sometimes undergoing a sudden
collapse of the central temperature (from BkeV to 4keV). accompagnied by a strong
dominant n=1 m=2 MHD activity. These disruption events are often triggered by
unexpected breakdown of the LH power. Using the above profiles (Fig 2), the
tearing mode stability has been investigated at t=85 with the A‘ code TEARING
around the q=2 surface. A' has been found to be of the order of 50 (i.e. strongly
destabilizing in the linear growth), although no MHD activity is observed. Because
of the steep pressure gradient, the curvature has a strong stabilizing effect on the
nonlinear growth of the tearing modes [6]. This effect may explain the mode
stabilization, and the absence of MHD activity during the LHEP phase. When the LH
power is switched off, the pressure gradient decreases, and this mechanism may not
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act anymore. The tearing modes may then be destabilized by the gradient of the
current density profile.

The performances of LHEP regimes are underlying the importance of
controlling the plasma current profile in tokamak discharges. in next experiments,
these regimes will possibly be extended to higher (3, and higher densities with
combined LHCD and lCFiH heating.

Discharges with applied erqodic divertor.
Another possibility of controlling the plasma current profile is illustrated by

discharges with applied ergodic divertor. Previous studies [3] have shown the
ability of the ergodic divertor (ED) to prevent disruptions by stabilizing the m=2
n=1 mode that preceedes the disruption. In these experiments the ergodic divertor
(resonant on the q=3 surface) increases the resistivity inside the ergodic layer.
The initial current flowing in the plasma edge is therefore forced to flow deeper
inside the confined plasma, and the edge current density gradients are lowered. The
{3' analysis [4] has shown that the global effect of the ED on the current plasma
column could explain the observed stabilization of the n=1 m=2 tearing mode.

Current density profile identification have been carried out for an ohmic
discharge (shot T89658) and a discharge with the ED (shot TS9658) (Fig 3). In
the current ramp-up phase at t=2.1s (q(a)=3.2), the internal inductance for
discharge 9653 is about 15% higher than that of shot 9658. The comparison of the
current density profiles (Fig 4a) shows that the central value is about 25% higher
for shot 9653 (10:1.8 MA/mZ, qo=1.0) than for shot 9658 (jo=1.35 MA/m2,
qo=1.3) without the ED. For this last discharge no sawteeth are observed. On the
opposite, sawteeth are detected for the discharge with the ED. The calculated value
of qo is therefore in agreement with the onset of sawteeth. With the ED, the current
diffusion towards the center is fastened and the edge current (for r>0.5) is reduced
by about 10%. The differences between the profiles of these two shots are in good
agreement with those predicted by theoretical arguments considering that the edge
current density vanishes in the ergodic layer [4].

During the current flat top (i=Gs; q(a)=2.5), the current density profile
exhibits a higher central current density with the ED than without (Fig 4b). This
difference is smaller than at t=2.1s (q(a)=3.2), but still significant (=10%). The
edge density current is reduced compared to the discharge without the ED. According
to A“ calculations made with the code TEAFlING, this difference is sufficient to
account for the stabilization of the m=2 n=1 mode observed for discharge 9658.

The obtained current density profiles are confirming the theory predictions
[4], and are showing that the effect of the divertor on the current profiles can be
significant, particularly when q(a) is of the order of 3. These results are in
addition very promising for the stability of low q high temperature discharges [7].

Refereneee:
[1]: D. Moreau, 14th AIEA Cont. Plas, Phys. Cont. Fus. Res, IAEA-CN-56/E-2-
1(C), WUrzburg 1992.
[2]: G. T. Hoang et al., Proc. of the 10th Top. Conf. on Radio Frequency Power in
Plasmas, Boston 1993.
[3]: J. C. Vallet et al., 19th EPS Conf. Cont. Fus. Plas. Phys., Innsbruck, 1992,
Part it, p 855—858.
[4]: D. Edery et al., 19th EPS Conf. Cont. Fus. and Plas. Phys, lnnsbruck, 1992,
Part II. p 1421-1424.
[5]: J. L. Bruneau, and C. Gil; 14th Int. Conf. on infrared and Millimeter Waves,
Wurzburg, October 1989, p 265.
[6]: T. C. Hender, 16th EPS Cont. Cont. Fus. and Plas. Phys, Venice 1989, Part 1, p
383-386.
[7]: J. C. Vallet et al., "Extension of the operational domain of the ergodic divertor
in Tore Supra", this conference.
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Introduction

Tokamak physics at tight aspect ratio is still in its infancy with START[1] being the only
machine to date to achieve high temperature plasmas at aspect ratios A S 1.4. This configu‘
ration provides access to a regime where many tokamak physics aspects are much enhanced,
such as natural plasma elongation, plasma resistivity and bootstrap currents. To under-
stand the observed behaviour and compare results with other more conventional tokamaks a
prograrrlrne of work to study equilibrium and confinement is being undertaken.

In this paper, analysis and interpretation of recent experimental results as well as modelling
of the time evolution of the main plasma parameters is presented.

Experimental Results

Recently the machine has been boronized with the usual dramatic reduction in impurity
content, accompanied in START with access to higher plasma current regimes.

Electron temperature and density profiles were measured with a scannable single point
Thomson scattering system. Ion temperature was measured using a Neutral-Particle—Analyser
and Doppler spectroscopy and Zn” was calculated from bremsstrahlung radiation. Typical
results, with R 2 0.2m, a. 2 0.15m, rc=1.4, Zen ~2 I,, 2 70—200kA and Ed, :1 0.5T show cen-
tral electron temperatures in the range of 200—600eV, ion temperatures ~150eV and central
electron densities in the range of 0.5—2X1020m_3.

Figure 1(a,b,c) shows the temporal behaviour of plasma current, major radius, elongation,
electron temperature and electron density for a typical plasma shot. The main features of a
typical START discharge are shown . The “spike” at 29ms is an internal reconnection and is
a feature of most START discharges.

Figure 1(d7e) show electron temperature and density profiles at time 25.51115. Although
these profiles are relatively broad, nee-classical effects produce a peaked current profile as
shown in Figure 1(f) and the discharges exhibit sawteeth and/or “snake”-like behaviour as
shown in Figure 1(g).

The plasma energy is calculated by volume integrating the measured electron temperature
and density profiles and using a depletion factor of0.7 for the ions on the basis of the measured
Zcff and ion temperature of 2 and 150eV respectively and assuming that the profiles for ions
and electrons are similar. The power input on the other hand is complicated by the fact that
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the internal inductance (1;) and the plasma current may be changing [2] in time.
In order to compensate for these efi'ects, I}, and II; have to be calculated. The rate of

change of internal inductance, II; is found from equilibrium reconstructions of the plasma
flux contours at various times throughout the discharge. For the shots of interest, these
corrections tend to compensate each other.

For the series of shots used to produce the profiles given in Figure 1(d,e), the total energy
content of the plasma is found to be ~200J at time 25.5ms. The total power input of ~370kW
is calculated by using a loop voltage of 2.8volts calculated using a neo-classical equilibrium
reconstruction code. This is consistent with values observed from a centre-column loop. This
gives an energy confinement time of approximately 0.5ms. The above procedure was repeated
for data taken at 70kA and 100kA and the results are shown in Table 1.

These values appreciably exceed the neo-Alcator scaling for energy confinement and far
exceed the saturated ohmic regime [3]: the expression for saturated ohmic confinement [4]
suggests that saturation would have set in at 115:0.15X1020m‘3 for START parameters. How-
ever, good agreement with the Lackner-Gottardi and Rebut—Lallia scaling laws is observed.

Modelling the Time Evolution

To understand the observed behaviour in START, simulations of the plasma compression
phase and subsequent decay were made using the {tee-boundary equilibrium and evolution
code TORUS H [5]. The treatment of the free-boundary value problem is based on the Grad-
Shafranov equation and includes the circuits which connect the driving voltages with the coil
currents [6].

The coil currents; the plasma current, the q-profile and the pressure profile computed by
means of the transport part of the code are the inputs for the equilibrium calculation. This
iterates between the Grad~Shafranov equation and the energy balance equation connecting
the evolution of the plasma parameters with that of the magnetic field structure.

The computation of the time evolution of the plasma parameters is based on modified neo-
classical theory presupposing a system of nested flux surfaces. Non-classical processes are
taken into account Via phenomenological transport coefficients. Island formation and recon-
nection are not treated. The continuity equation accounts for recycling, diffusion, convection
and adiabatic compression. The electron heat diffusivity, Xe is assumed to be proportional to
the local Intor-Alcator heat diffusivity. The equation for the effective toroidal and poloidal
fields use Shrafranov's theory [7] which resorts to general flux co-ordinates with straight
fields.

The time evolution of the plasma current and the coil currents are simulated for a typical
shot. The starting point of the simulation was taken to be aplasma with R:0.43m, a. : 0.15m
with plasma current of 40kA and a carbon concentration of 1%. During the compression
sequence, the plasma current is found to increase almost linearly to a maximum of IOUkA.
It increases further if the primary solenoid is switched on with a driving voltage of -1.5kV.
It stays constant, if the driving voltage is reduced to -11(V. The current decays with a rate
of 8.5kA/ms if the carbon concentration is increased to 2%(Zeff ~ 1.4). If the carbon
concentration is further increased to 4% then a decay rate of 18.5kA/ms is obtained. This
approaches the decay rate 20kA/ms observed in shot #2728 and #5676. The loop voltage
for case(b) is 2.5V. This value agrees rather well with the maximum loop voltage of 2.3V
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R(m),a(m), START Rebut-Lallia Lackner-Gottardi Neo-Alcator
1,,(kA), 71410201114)
0.13, 0.13, 70, 0.9 1.7 1.85 1.95 1.2
0.13, 0.13, 80, 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.8 0.44
0.2, 0.15,100, l 2.8 2.84 \ 3.17 1.38
0.19, 0.14, 130, 0.45 0.5 0.65 1.0 0.32

Table 1: Plot of measured and predicted energy confinement time: in START.

(measured from a single loop around the central rod) in the case of shot #8728.
The plasma parameters after the compression phase show a maximum density of8.5 X 1019m_3,

a maximum electron temperature of 264eV and the maximum ion temperature of 117eV,
power input of 180kW, using an electron heat diffusivity of Xe = 4 X 1023m‘3/nc. These
results are in good agreement with the experimental observations at this early time in the
discharge and give an energy confinement time of TE ~ 2.5ms.

Conclusion

A selection of plasma conditions ranging from Ip=70—150kA have been used to estimate
confinement in START. Confinement times of a few milliseconds for TE have been determined,
exceeding Neo-Alcator and far exceeding the predicted saturated ohmic confinement. These
results are supported by modelling using TORUS II.

The study of tokamak physics at tight aspect ratio appears to show very promising results.
The START machine operates in a naturally stable regime with confinement at least as good
as that predicted by empirical scaling laws.
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INTRODUCTION
In the last experimental campaign of FTU (a=0.3 m, R=O.93 m, inconel poloidal

limiter) a complete exploration of the ohmic operation space has been completed,
magnetic field BT=6 T, deuterium as working gas, volume averaged density <ne>
ZXI019-1.6X1020 m-3, plasma current Ip 0.3-1 MA, cylindrical q 2.5—8. A database with
the results of 500 plasma discharges in stationary conditions, with sawteeth activity,
is available. Plasma geometry is provided by the equilibrium reconstruction from the
magnetic measurements. Plasma energy content has been evaluated from kinetic
measurements. Electron temperature Te profiles have been measured by ECE analysis
(the absolute calibration has been confirmed by Thomson Scattering results). Electron
density profiles are obtained by the data inversion of a 5 chord DCN interferometer.
Ion temperature T, profiles are computed by solving the ion energy balance equation,
using the neoclassical ion thermal diffusivity; the comparison with the ion
temperature diagnostics will be discussed in detail. Good agreement is found between
the kinetic plasma energy and the plasma energy value estimated from the
equilibrium reconstruction code in the cases where the separation between [3 and li/Z
is possible (elongation >l.05). Zefi‘ is evaluated from Spitzer resistivity without
neoclassical corrections in agreement with the results from visible bremmstrahlung
[1]; the ohmic heating deposition profile is evaluated with the same assumption. For a
limited number of plasma discharges a 15 channel bolometer array has provided the
radial profile of the radiation losses.

The FTU energy confinement time IE follows Neo-Alcator scaling up to
<ne>q= 3XI020 m~3 and then saturates. Sawteeth period increases with density
reaching 6 ms at <ne>= 4X1019 m4 and remains constant at higher densities. Zn”
increases with increasing POH/<ne>, and reaches a value lower than 1.5 at higher
density for each current, except for 1 MA discharges where a minimum value of Z is
attained. FTU operation at high density and low current is characterized by the
plasma detachment from the limiter: radiated power approaching ohmic power (in the
other conditions Prud/P(,hm~50%), low edge Te, peaked ne profiles, decreasing of LE
with the shrinking of the hot plasma column [1].

Several models have been proposed to explain the standard behaviour of the
ohmic confinement time with density (linear increase followed by saturation) based
either on the saturation of the electron turbulence, or on the onset of an ion
turbulence, or as a consequence of the ohmic constraint combined with the variation
of 2.3“; with density, in a scheme where the anomalous electron thermal conductivity
has a positive dependence on increasing temperature. A simpler mechanism, in the
usual case when ions confine energy better than electrons, is the filling up of the ion
energy reservoir with increasing density up to the condition where Te and T, are
equal.

COMPARISON OF ION ENERGY BALANCE WITH EXPERIMENT
Ion energy balance has been solved using Chang-Hinton neoclassical ion thermal

diffusivity. Ion collisionality varies from 0.5 to 2. due to the combined variation of Z“;
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and <ne>. In a limited number of discharges Ti profiles in the central region
(r/a<0.3) have been measured by a High Resolution Crystal Spectrometer [2], from
the Doppler width of CrXXIII lines. The spectrometer uses a two-dimensional MWPC
detector observing about 18 cm of the plasma poloidal section along six chord. The
measured line width is a line—integrated value but, due to the strong dependence of
the excitation rate from T3, the measure is representative of the hottest point along
the View line. In Fig.1a,b the experimental Ti profiles are compared with the
neoclassical calculation, for two cases at q=5 and q=2.5. The high q case shows a good
agreement while in the low q discharge the measured central temperature is lower
than the neoclassical result. The computed profile does not include the sawteeth
effect on the ion energy balance and this effect can explain the disagreement with
the experiment. In fact, sawteeth activity prevents the development of any
significant Ti gradient inside the q=l region [3]. The results of a fast neutron yield
monitor support this conclusion as the maximum ATg/Ti deduced from sawtooth
modulation of the neutron flux does not exceed 5%. The comparison between the
global neutron yield deduced from the neoclassical evaluation and the experimental
values confirms the previous observation. The agreement is good at high q values and
the same agreement can be obtained in the low q cases if the computed T; profile is
flattened inside the q=1 region. In this way the agreement between computed and
experimental neutron flux corresponds to a temperature agreement better than 10%.
The computed Ti profile has permitted to evaluate the ratio between the central
neutron emission and the volume integrated value in order to make a comparison with
the result of the collimated neutron detector divided by the global neutron yield. The
comparison shows a good agreement, which follows the increasing peakness of the T;
profile with increasing q values, at fixed density. It can be concluded that in FTU the
comparison between neoclassical theory together with the inclusion of sawteeth
effects, and all the available experimental results shows an agreement within the
experimental errors so that no anomalous term has to be introduced.

CONFINEMENT SATURATION AND THE ROLE OF Zeff
It has been previously observed that IE behaviour with density is correlated with

ZelI variation, with Ti attaining T8 and with sawtooth period behaviour [1].
Experimental data for FTU are shown in Fig. 2a,b,c where Zel‘f’ LE and the ratio
between ion and electron energy content Wi/We, are plotted versus <nu> for
discharges at q equal to 2.5, 3.5 and 5. With this choice of :1 values no detached
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Fig. 2 a) Z effective, b) energy confinement time C) W, IW,3 and d) electron thermal

conductivity at half radius vs density for shots at q = 2.5, 3.5, 5 at BT=6 T

plasma are included in the database. Saturation densities of 1E can be tentatively
identified at <ng>=14, 8, and 6X1019 me3 for the three q values. The electronconfinement time at half radius shows a much weaker dependence on n9 for densitygreater than <ne>a=4X1019 m4, which can be justified by taking into account thebehaviour of Wi/We shown in Fig. 2c. Also the electron thermal diffusivity at halfradius xe(a/2), shown in Fig. 2d, appears to be constant at density greater than<ne>m It can be concluded that in FTU, the filling up of ion energy reservoir playsan important role in the LE behaviour with density. However, at density smaller than<ne>m an increase of xe(a/2) with decreasing density is observed, so that <ne>c, can
be identified as the saturation density for electron confinement.

An experiment of argon injection has been performed to investigate the
influence of 2511‘ on energy confinement at 0.7 MA. At high density, it has beenimpossible to rise significantly 233‘ value as even small argon injections induce aplasma detachement, often followed by main disruptions. At <He>c=3X1019 11173, theinjection has been successful, even if some indication of detachement are present,rising Zen from 3 to 4. Similar Zeg values at the same current were previously



Fig. 3 a) Z effective and b) energy confinement time vs density, BT=6 T, lp=0.7 MA,

attained when the tokamak walls were not sufficientely conditioned. 233‘ as a function
of <ne> is shown in Fig. 3a for standard discharges, argon injection and
unconditioned walls. The corresponding values of IE in Fig. 3b are slightly lower(—10%
at most), showing that the direct Zeg effect on confinement is small. A gyro—Bohm
electron thermal diffusivity in ohmic heating predicts TE“(Zefi')_3/a, which could be
compatible with the experimental result. No significant change in xJa/Z) has been
observed for the high Zeff plasma. This experimental result is in agreement with the
results recently found on other tokamaks [4].
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ECH MODULATION EXPERIMENTS ON RTP
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Cardozo, P.Mantica , M.Peters
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In this work we present a summary of the first results of modulated electron cyclotron
heating (MECH) experiments on the RTP tokamak. MECH has been used for a number of
years for heat pulse propagation studies in tokamaks as an alternative to sawtooth heat pulses.
The aim of heat pulse propagation studies is to determine the incremental heat transport
coefficient 1‘“? = ~Bq/(n8VT) [l], where q, n, T are the electron radial heat flux, density and
temperature. 1““: can be compared with the effective heat transport coefficient XePB=-q/(nVT)
obtained from power balance analysis. Some MECH effects related to the physics of the ECH
absorption in RTP and to the interaction of modulation and sawtooth activity were also
investigated in the experiments reported here. This led to the identification of the RTP regimes
suitable for studies of the scaling of xmc with plasma parameters.

The RTP experiment (major radius R=0.72 in, minor radius (1:0.16 m) is equipped with acomprehensive set of diagnostics. For the experiments reported here, accurate space- and time-
resolved measurements of the electron temperature were taken with an Electron CyclotronEmission (ECE) heterodyne radiometer covering the entire temperature profile with 15channels. The temperature perturbation was also monitored with a 5-camera soft X-ray system.
The modulated plasma heating was provided by ECH (60 GHZ microwaves launched from thelow field-side in O—mode). Ray tracing calculations together with detailed studies of the
transmitted power of the ECRH system in RTP [2] show that, for reference plasma conditions,
approximately 60% of the input power is absorbed in the first pass, with a near Gaussian de—position profile with full width at 10% maximum power density of w=7 cm. The remainingpower is reflected on a mirror and is probably absorbed with a much wider deposition profile.An example of plasma conditions giving good MECH results is the RTP discharge
#R19920226.017. This was a high current (1p=125 kA) discharge where the sawtooth
inversion radius (rim) was about 4.0 cm at the toroidal magnetic field value B'1~(O)=2.14 Tused. The central electron density and temperature were n(0)=2.7-1019 m'3 and T(O)=1.07c, respectively. The global confinement time was about 5 ms. The ECH was square—wavemodulated, with a frequency v:a)/21t=312.5 Hz and a duty cycle (i.e., the ratio between the"on" period and the modulation period) of (150.188. During the "on" period, the maximumpower available (PT2150 kW coupled to the plasma in O-mode) was used. A total of 25modulation cycles was applied during the current flat top.

The relative amplitude of the first harmonic modulation was i7 % in the centre and de—creased to 453% towards the edge. Due to the low q value (qa=3.2) the discharge was sawtooth-ing with an inversion radius rim/=4cm. The sawtooth frequency happened to coincide with the5th harmonic of the modulation frequency for this discharge. The phase and amplitude profilesfor the lst and 2nd harmonic of the modulation and for the sawteeth are shown in Fig.1.The MECH data can be interpreted on the basis of the Fourier transform of the linearizedelectron radial heat diffusion equation:
3 . 1 1 inc _£2 ta) + 1e n V(n x Vrm) _ pm (1)

where T: Tm exp(iwr) is the temperature perturbation and pw represents the modulated ECHsource term (power density per unit density). The damping term to the left represents all per—turbed source terms proportional to Ta, _Eq.1 can be solved numerically and provides the re-quired relationship between the pw(r), 1““?(1') profiles and the measured profiles of the phase(tp) and amplitude (A) of Tm. This can be used in order to fit a model Ta, to the experimentaldata, where Tm is determined, for instance, from analytical expressions of pm and zinc contain-
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ing some free parameters. An alternative to this indirect approach would be to derive xinc di~
rectly from observable quantities as discussed _in [3] for those cases where pa, can be ne-
glected. In its simplest form, the expression for zinc is

3a) , A' 1_=¢ ( + _] (2)
4x A 21

where I/2/‘L is a correction term that can normally be approximated by l/Zbl/Zr-l/Zrn with
rn=-n/n‘. This can be used for the sawtooth component where pm is known to be zero outside
the mixing radius (rm-m) and the analysis simplifies considerably [4]. Unfortunately, the power
deposition profile in RTP is relatively broad, and pm cannot be neglected. In this case, the
approach involving the numerical solution of Eq.1 for given zinc and pa, profiles still allows
one to determine both profiles provided multifrequency information is available.

In the case of interest here, good data are available at the lst and 2nd modulation
harmorrics.The data for the 3rd and 4th modulation harmonics (not shown) are strongly
contaminated by the sawtooth activity. This effect is due to the amplitude modulation of the
sawtooth crashes which play the role of an additional power source term in Eq.l. In other
words, for the case of ECH modulation in a sawtoothing plasma pa) should include an
additional term with dipole profile shape, vanishing outside "mix- The effect on the 3rd and 4th
harmonic data is revealed directly by broad spectral features appearing under the (narrow)
modulation peaks in the power spectrum. These data have therefore been excluded from the
analysis. A better illustration of the effect is provided by data from another RTP discharge.
This was the same as the reference discharge except for a higher modulation frequency (v=50()
Hz) and duty cycle (dc=0.5). Comparison of the Fourier spectrum of the MECH signal and of
the perturbed temperature in the plasma centre (Fig.2) shows the appearance of satellite lines
with frequency V=V3ivM where VS and VM are the sawtooth and modulation frequency,
respectively. In this case the satellite lines do not coincide with any harmonic of the modulation
frequency which enables their separation from the modulation peaks. In general, one expects
these peaks to occur at any frequency combination v=invsiv where m is a positive integer
and n can also be zero, Therefore a sawtooth contamination of the lst and 2nd harmonic data
within I’mix is also to be expected. This was not included in the present analysis since it does
not affect the determination of 1““: outside the sawtoothing region.

The best fit to the lst and 2nd harmonic MECH data is shown in Fig.3. This corresponds
to a parametrivau'on of the ECH power deposition made of a Gaussian central component plus a
background term proportional to 1/r. A stepped zinc profile was assumed to allow for different
95““: values in the plasma centre and in the confinement region. The rvalue determined from the
plasma parameters (1‘:1.2 ms) was used. The value of x11“? in the plasma centre is very
uncertain but definitely lower than at r/a=0.5, where xmcmodzfi 1i1.0 mZ/s. Analysis of phase
and amplitude profiles of the sawtooth pulse outside rmix using Eq.2 gives xlncst=6.0il.0
mZ/s. Analysis in the time domain using the ACCEPT code and the extended time—to—peak
method [4] corroborates this result. In discharges without ECH modulation the same value of
xmcst is measured. Comparison of the two values of 95‘“ with the ZBPB from power balance
shows that the agreement between Zlncgl and 1*“m is well within their combined uncertainty.
while the ratio m/xePB is well above unity [6]. This result confirms the observation that
generally finest/gem >1 in tokamaks [1].

The aim of the MECH experiments on RTP was the determination of the incremental heat
diffusivity (xmc) for various plasma conditions. For this purpose, the range of modulation and
plasma parameters accessible in RTP was explored and regimes suitable for MECH studies
were identified [7].

The modulation frequency was varied in the range 200<v<1000 HZ. However, in
sawtoothing plasmas the interaction between sawteeth and modulation increases dramatically
for v>600 Hz. In non-sawtoothing plasmas, above 800 Hz the signal/noise ratio becomes too
low except for the central channels. At low frequencies, the effect of plasma diplacement
becomes rapidly important which represents a practical limit for transport studies. The resulting
frequency range for good transport results is limited to 300—700 Hz.
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The modulation phase and amplitude profiles are very sensitive to the plasma density. Best
results in terms of transport studies were obtained in a narrow window around n: 310 9 m3.
Lowering the density down to 1.0- 1019 m‘3 the following phenomena are progressively ob-
served: first, a strong suprathen'nal component appears as revealed by downshifted emission
affecting the low field side channels. This shows up as an asymmetry in the phase and ampli-
tude profiles from ECE, with a decrease of the phase and a sligth increase in the amplitude.
Second, the first pass absorption is decreased due to the reduced optical thickness, with a con-
sequent increase of the off-axis power deposition component. This shows up as a reversal of
the phase profiles near the edge (Fig.3). Similar behaviour is observed by increasing the
density close to the cut-off limit (n=4.46-1019 m‘3), since refraction effects also cause an
increase of the off-axis power deposition.

Experiments at plasma current values [13:60, 90 and 125 kA were performed. The 125 kA
case shown here is characterized by a strong sawtooth activity limiting the accuracy of the re—
sults in the plasma centre. Experiments at lp=90 kA were performed only for a duty cycle value
of dc=0.5, which limits the accuracy of multifrequency analysis. At I =60 kA, the modulation
of the plasma horizontal position becomes significant. The effect can 6 so large that the maxi-
mum of the amplitude and the minimum of the phase profiles correspond to different radial
positions. This represents a strong limitation for the determination of zinc at low plasma cur-
rents. A preliminary analysis of these results suggests that 1"” decreases at low currents ap-
proaching xePB (which shows no current dependence). Although further experimental evidencemay be required, it is temping to relate this result with the zinc/zapB=1 results obtained in the
(currentless) W—7-AS stellarator [5]. ~

The temperature dependence of 1"“ was studied by heating the plasma with a second gy-
rotron. Although the time averaged central temperature varied in the range 0.8<T<2 c, no
significant variation in the modulation data is observed. This evidence suggests that xmc is
essentially independent of temperature in RTP plasmas. A similar result is obtained by
sawtooth heat pulse propagation studies [8].

MECH experiments in different working gases have been carried out, but the limited Zeff
range obtained prevents any conclusion on possible dependences of transport on Zeff. In high
current discharges the appearance of features in the phase and amplitude profiles near the
inversion radius are clearly observed (Fig.4) when nf is increased. This could be an evidence
of reduced transport across large, persistent m=l island structures around the q=1 surface.
Alternatively, it may be an effect of the contamination of the modulation data by the sawtooth
activity as discussed here for the reference discharge. This is still an open question at present,
and will be the subject of further investigation.

In conclusion, we find that modulated ECH is a useful tool for studies of transport in RTP.
By analysing two or more harmonics of the temperature modulation, the incremental x can be
determined even in the case of relatively broad ECH deposition profiles. When both csl and
)("lcmod can be determined, they are in good agreement, both values exceeding ZEPB typically
by a factor of two. Preliminary results on the dependence of x109 on plasma parameters
suggest a decrease of xmc at low plasma currents and no dependence ofpg111C on the electron
temperature. The interaction of sawtooth activity and modulation is found to be significantwithin the mixing radius and will be the subject of dedicated studies.

This work was performed under the Euratom—FOM and the EuratomENEA-CNR associa—tion agreements, with financial support from NWO, CNR and Euratom.
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Heating and Current Drive of Fusion Devices, Brussels, (EPS, 1992) Vol.16E, p.313.
[3] A.Jacchia, et al, Phys. Fluids B 3, 3033 (1991).
[4] P.Mantica, et al, Nucl. Fusion 32, 2203 (1992).
[5] L.Giannone, et al, Nucl. Fusion 32, 1985 (1992).
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[8] N.J.Lopes Cardozo, ct al, presented at l4th IAEA Conf. Wurzburg, 1992.
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1. Introduction
The runaway generation during disruptions is regarded as a serious problem in future
tokamak devices. The number and the high energy of these runaways can lead to
considerable damage of wall components. In the TEXTOR tokamak (Ro=1.75 m, a=0.46
m, 1p =350 kA, Bt=2.25 T, flat top time = 2 s ), low density discharges (ne < 1><1019 m'3)
are analyzed to study the creation mechanism and the energy increase of the runaways. This
is mainly done by the synchrotron radiation emitted by highly relativistic runaways (> 20
MeV) [1]. The general features of this synchrotron radiation will be described in Sect. 2. In
Sect. 3 the creation rate of runaways is derived from this radiation. An intriguing
observation made at the end of low density ohmic discharges is a fast increase in the pitch
angle (i.e the ratio of perpendicular to parallel velocity) from the runaways on a time scale
of less than 65 us. This phenomenon is discussed in Sect. 4. Finally some conclusions will
be drawn on the implications these results have for future tokamak operation.

2. Synchrotron Radiation
The synchrotron radiation, originating from the motion of runaway electrons along the field
lines, is for runaways above 20 MeV detectable by thermographic cameras. For these high
energies, the radiation is emitted in forward direction with an opening angle of 1N, where y
is the relativistic mass factor. Aligning an IR camera tangentially to the direction of electron
approach allows to measure the runaway electrons directly while they are still confined.
The absolute intensity is derived by comparison with the thermal radiation from limiter.
The spectral dependence of the radiation is described by the Schwinger equation [1] and
depends on the energy and radius of curvature of the electron orbit. This radius of
curvature Rem-V is mainly determined by the major radius R0 of the tokamak and the Larmor
radius and can be approximated by:

Rcuw=[(l-92)/R0+cBelmCYl'1 (1).
where 6 = vperp/vpm = pitch angle of the runaway. The maximum value of this pitch angle
can be deduced from the extent of the synchrotron radiation as described in [1], and is
found to be 0.12 :t 0.02 rad for the discharges considered in this paper.
From spectral measurements (different optical filters in front of the thermographic camera)
the maximum energy of the runaways could be deduced, assuming a flat energy
distribution. This energy follows quite exactly the free fall model taking radiation losses
into account [2]. The total power radiated per electron is given by:

_ 2 re mo c3 ’Y4
Fwd—5 Roma (2)
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The observed pitch angle of 0.12 rad is consistent with an equilibrium between the
acceleration by the toroidal field and the radiation losses for runaways of about 25-30 MeV.

3. Creation rate of Runaway Electrons
With the knowledge of the pitch angle and the maximum energy as a function of time, and
the assumption of a flat energy distribution, the number of runaway electrons in the plasma
can be deduced from the synchrotron radiation. This number is plotted in fig. 1 for an
ohmic deuterium discharge with a line averaged electron density of 0.7 x 1019 m'3. The
peculiarity is the exponential increase of this number. If runaways were created only
through a diffusion in velocity space around the critical velocity as calculated from the
Fokker Planck equation, a linear or, if also losses where included, a less then linear
increase would be expected. A generation mechanism which is able to explain the
exponential increase is based on secondary generation i.e the creation of new runaway
electrons through Coulomb collisions of already existing runaways with thermal electrons.
In ref. [3] it is shown that this mechanism will become important if the energy of the
runaway electrons exceeds 10 MeV. The creation rate of runaways is multiplied with
F=6Xp(t/t¢fi‘) if this mechanism is taken into account compared with the primary birth rate.
In our case a value of tefF1.0 s is found.
Apart from the exponential increase another argument consistent with this secondary
generation mechanism is found: if the electron density is doubled at t=2.0 s, when an
appreciable amount of synchrotron radiation has been established, the number of runaways
is still increasing, see fig 2. In this figure both the electron density and the synchrotron
radiation are shown. The increase in synchrotron radiation is not (completely) due to an
increase in energy of already existing runaways, because spectral measurements in the low
density case showed that the maximum energy does not increase further after about 2.5 s.
The subsequent increase must be due to an increase in runaways. This further increase can
not be explained by the classical theories, where the runaway production rate has an
exponentially strong inverse dependence on the density. In ref. [3] it is shown that the
secondary generation mechanism does not depend on the density.

4. Fast Pitch Angle Scattering
Another remarkable feature observed in ohmic low density discharges is a sudden jump in
the synchrotron signal. These jumps are exclusively observed in the cunent decay phase.
This is shown in fig. 3, where one TV frame of the IR camera is shown. This frame is
recorded in 1/60 s, in which one horizontal and one vertical moving mirror scan the total
field of view. It is observed that the synchrotron radiation increases by a factor varying
from 1.3 to 2.0 within one line scan (65 us). On this fast time scale the energy of the
runaways or the number of high energetic runaways cannot increase that much to account
for the observed intensity increase.(AE 2* 3 MeV is needed to account for the intensity
increase, which requires electrical fields of the order of 100 V/m). So the only explanation
for this phenomenon must be pitch angle scattering of the runaways. In this particular
example an increase of the pitch angle 0 of 0.05 rad is deduced from the increase in the
extent of the full 2-D picture. With the use of equations 1 and 2 and taking into account the
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increase in observed path length (co 6) and the decrease in power observed for less
collimated radiation (0°92) it is calculated that the intensity would increase a factor 1.4 for
A6=0.05 rad, consistent with the observations.
No other measured quantities show changes on this fast time scale around t=2.5 s except
for the ECE signal, which went into saturation, and a sharp decrease in the Hard X-ray
Signal (viewing tangentially to one of the ALT-II limiter blades).
Whether this pitch angle scattering is related to an instability or a resonance of the runaway
beam is not clear yet. One possibility is the interaction between the gyromotion of the
electron and the field ripple in the magnetic field. This interaction causes for energies Ems,“
(MeV)= 0.511 eBR/nNcme (where N is the number of coils and n the harmonic number) a
fast pitch angle scattering as is derived in ref. [4]. For TEXTOR the second harmonic
resonance is in the energy range of the fastest runaways. According to the theory of
Laurent and Rax [4] the ripple in TEXTOR is sufficient to explain the fast time scale
observed. They estimate a pitch angle diffusion coefficient D¢¢ of :

813 2D“): %R— n22N (T 110%) (3)

where b is the radius of the coils (1.20 m for TEXTOR) and 5B/B is the ripple value (for
TEXTOR 3 % at the edge and 0.6 % at r=0.5 a), giving a diffusion coefficient of the order
of 1000 radZ/s (at r=0.5 a), which would increase the pitch angle by 0.05 rad in less then
10 us. The reason why this pitch angle scattering is always observed in the current decay
phase of the discharge, is that because of the decreasing current the runaway beam is
shifted to the low field side where the ripple amplitude is larger and the magnetic field is
smaller lowering the resonance energy. However, it is not clear why this diffusion process
saturates also on a fast time scale. One would expect that the diffusion process would go on
until the resonant electrons had decreased their energy by radiation to be out of resonance.
This process however, would take about 10 ms.

Conclusions
The implications of the results presented in this paper for tokamak operation are at least
threefold: 1. An exponentially increasing runaway population will eventually allow to
account for a appreciable part of the plasma current. This can even be reached in higher
density discharges (see fig. 2). 2. The creation mechanism of runaways is larger then
expected from classical theories, implicating a larger runaway production in the disruptive
phase. 3. The fast pitch angle scattering will prevent runaway electrons from reaching those
high energies, which could be expected from the acceleration by the electric field; especially
during disruptions this would be desirable.
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Figure 1: Total number (squares) of runaway
electrons in the plasma in the flat top phase.
assuming a constant pitch angle of 0.12 rad and
a flat energy distribution. Line A represents the
expectation of the relative number of runaways
from a constant birth rate. Line B includes
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Figure 2: Time trace of the intensity
of the synchrotron radiation (IR) in
a discharge where the density (he)
was doubled at t=2.0 s. 3
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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

In boronized discharges on TEXTOR heated with tangential NBI—co alone or in combination with
NBI—counter and/or ICRH an improved confinement regime, the I-mode. has been discovered
recently [1]. The enhancement factor f” of the confinement time with respect to ITER L89P in
these discharges varied between fH : 2.2 at a central line averaged electron density nco = 1.8
1013cm'3 to f” = 1.2 at fico = 4.5 1013cm"3. We have now extended the parameter domain for
improved confinement to densities up tofieo : 7 1013cmr3. by coating the inner surface with a
thin silicon layer [2]. Under these new conditions it is possible to obtain fH = 1.7 even at
Ego = 5.5 1013cm'3. These high densities are reached by carefully controlling the gas puffing
rate during the discharge. Higher central plasma temperatures and an enhanced neutron
production rate of the plasma has been observed compared to discharges obtained under
boronized conditions with the same value for n.0, Bl, [p and PM. in agreement with the
measurements for the stored plasma energy. The fraction of the total input power which is
radiated away is also localized in the outer edge of the plasma but is larger as for boronized
conditions for the density range explored (3.5 1013cmr3 < ficO < 7 1013cm‘3). No signs of
impurity accumulation in the center of the discharge have been seen and we have indirect evidence
of a low Zeff value in these plasmas. Applying balanced NBI co+NBI—counter heating resulted in
supershot like peaked density profiles with central values over 1 1014cm'3, although the
contribution of the beam fuelling to the total particle fuelling rate at these high densities is less
than 10% . All results presented in this paper pertain to circular discharges (a:0.46 cm, R=l.75

in) limited by the belt limiter ALT-II. Heating powers up to 2 X 1.6 MW of tangential NBI (co.
co+counter. 50 keV D0 —> D+) have been applied. Although enhanced confinement is also
observed in the case of NBI-co+ICRH, we will mainly restrict ourselves here to the pure beam
heated cases while the detailed results with ICRH will be examined in a further paper.

OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

The way to obtain supershot like lemode conditions at high density with a siliconized wall is
shown in Fig.1a. where the time evolution of the central line averaged density rid, is given.
together with its preprogrammed value; the difference between these two signals serves as a
control signal for the valve of the gas inlet. A necessary condition to obtain high energy values at
high density is a slow ramping up of the density as seen in Fig. 1a. The actual value of the central
line averaged density 5.0 remains very close to the value imposed and dfieo/dt never exceeds 2 —
2.5 1013cm‘3/s. Figure 1b shows the density profiles obtained at different times during the ramp
up of the density. They are already peaked at the beginning of the NBIcoJrcounter heating phase
and continue to peak throughout most of the combined heating phase. The form of these density
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profiles is very similar to the ones obtained in the supershot mode on TFTR [3]. At the highest
densities obtained (nco E 7 1013cmr3) central values exceed ne(0) : l 1014cm-3 as shown in Fig.
lb. Note that the strong peaking of the density profile is still seen at neg > 5.5 1013cm’3, where
the contribution of the beam fuelling to the total particle fuelling rate is less than 10%.

CONFINEMENT AND PLASMA REACTIVITY

The time evolution of the diamagnetic plasma energy Edi“, together with the electron energy E.
(from the integration over the small radius of the product of the profiles of the electron
temperature Te(r) and the electron density nc(r)) for the same discharge as in the previous section
are also shown in Fig 1a The diamagnetic energy maintains a constant high level during most of
the discharge up to transitions to lower levels which result from MHD events. The electron
energy is nearly half the value of the diamagnetic energy, which signifies that the contribution of
the fast particles to the energy content of these high density plasmas is small. A density scan for
Bum obtained in discharges with a siliconized wall heated with the combination of 1.5MW NBI-eo
and 1.5 MW of NBI—counter at a plasma current of 400 kA is given in Fig. 2. As a reference we
have also given the values of Ed,-a obtained under boronized conditions and the predictions of
ITER L89—P. The values obtained under siliconized conditions are systematically higher than
those obtained in boronized conditions and at the same time we could extend the I—mode
conditions to higher density, with fH up to 1.4 at rice 3 7 1013cm‘3; under the best conditions
reached, we even obtained in = 1.7 at neg = 5 1013cm'3.
The measurements of the stored plasma energy are confirmed by the measurements of the central
plasma temperatures, as illustrated in Fig. 3. where we show the evolution of Te(0) and Ti(0) as
a function of the line averaged central electron density n60, for discharges with a boronized resp.
siliconized wall, obtained for the same plasma current and additional heating as in Fig. 2. For
densities above nco = 5.5 1013cm'3, it was no longer possible to measure Te(0) due to a cut-off
of the central ECE radiometer channels. It is clearly seen that the central electron and ion
temperatures obtained under siliconized conditions are higher than those obtained in
corresponding discharges under boronized conditions (on the average resp. 20% and 30%).
The evolution of the neutron yield of I—mode discharges under siliconized conditions as a function
of the line averaged central density is shown in Fig. 4, together with the data obtained under
corresponding discharges with a boronized wall. Values are shown obmined with 1.5 MW NBI~
co heating alone (open symbols) and with the combination of 1.5 MW NBI~co and 1.5 MW NBI—
counter heating (closed symbols) at a plasma current of 400 kA. Whereas the neutron yield in the
former case is predominantly due to beam-target reactions, (thus approximately proportional to
Tel-5(0)) the latter values are due to both beam—target and beam-beam reactions (to a first
approximation proportional to Te3(0)/ne3(0)). and thus depend, for a given value of the density.
predominantly on the central electron temperature. At a given density the neutron yield is
significantly increased in siliconized discharges with up to nearly 50 % as compared to boronized
discharges obtained at the same n90, B1, II) and PM, indicating a significant increase of the plasma
reactivity in siliconized conditions and in agreement with the measurements of the central electron
temperature shown in Fig. 3.

RADIATEI) POWER AND IMPURI'I‘IES.

The evolution of the ratio of the radiated power to the total input power, y : Prad/Ptot. versus
density is shown in Fig. 5 for discharges obtained under siliconized and boronized conditions. At
the density range explored (3.5 10‘3cm“3 < nd, < 7 1013cm'3). y is significantly higher for
discharges obtained under siliconized conditions (y E 60 %) as compared to discharges obtained
under boronized conditions. where y remains around 30%. This higher radiation level which
decreases significantly the convective power deposited on the limiter, could also be linked with
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the enhanced confinement reached in siliconized conditions. This links to the recently discovered
properties [4] of I~mode discharges with radiative cooling by means of neon gas [5], in which
higher values could be obtained for fit as in corresponding discharges without radiative cooling,
and which show that the edge conditions of the plasma play a crucial role in determining the
confinement. The profile of the radiated power is peaked at the edge of the plasma and hollow in
the center, and remains so for the whole heating phase, demonstrating that there is no significant
high Z impurity accumulation in the center of the discharge. For low Z impurities we have
measurements of the carbon concentration profile in the discharge by charge exchange emission
spectroscopy. An example is given in Fig. 6 for a combined NBI-co + ICRH discharge at 400
kA, where a profile is shown in the middle and at the end of the heating phase. The concentration
is low (for r/a < 0.9 it is around 1%) and remains at the same level during the whole heating
phase. There is no direct Zeff measurement available for these discharges. However, the neutron
yield which remains stationary during heating phases at constant density is an indication of no
significant impurity accumulation in the discharge, as confirmed by the CXES measurements of
the carbon concentration profile. In addition. TRANSP simulations of these discharges yield
Zeff E 1.5. These different facts together constitute strong evidence that the core of the I—mode
discharges under siliconized conditions only contains a low impurity concentration.

W
[1] M. Gaigneaux. J.Ongena et al., 18th EPS Berlin (1991), Eur. Conf. Abstracts. Vol. 15C,
part 1, 409; J.Ongena, H.Conrads, et a1, Nucl‘ Fusion, 3, 2. 283 (1993)
[2} J.Winter, H.G.Esser, et al., submitted for publication in Phys. Rev. Lett.
[3] J.D.Strachan, M.Bitter, A.T.Ramsey, et al., Phys. Rev. bett. fl. 1004 (1987)
[4] U.Samm et al., invited lecture, this conference
[5| U.Samm et al.. Proc.l4th Int. Conf. on Plasma Physics and Controlled Nuclear Fusion
Research, Wiirzburg 1992, paper IAEA-CN-Sé/A—S—S.
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Introduction
The injection of pellets into tokamak discharges leads to a density increase,

to the excitation of modes, to a profile peaking and to an improvement of the
confinement. Here two topics are treated: 1) The profile peaking after the pellet
injection as a function of the plasma current and the safety factor q(a). 2) The
mode excitation in runaway discharges and its influence on the runaways. An
important diagnostic tool used for these measurements is the synchrotron radiation
generated by the runaways. The emission of the synchrotron radiation allows the
use of runaways as probes for the central plasma.

Experimental Set-Up
in the last years, pellet injection discharges have been studied in the

TEXTOR tokamak. Until October 1992 a single shot injector has been provided by
our lEA—Japanese partner (NIFS, Nagoya). The injector is of the gas gun type and
injects a pellet of 1.5 mm length and diameter at any preselected time with a
velocity of up to 800 m/s. Since December 1992 the single shot injector is
replaced by a nine shot gas gun type injector. Also this injector provides pellets of
1.5 mm diameter; the length is adjustable between 1 mm and 2 mm and the pellet
velocity amounts to about 1200 m/s.

Profile Peaking
The pellet injection into tokamak discharges can lead to a pronounced

plasma peaking. The peaking is stronger for high density discharges than for low
ones. Transp—code calculations show that the transport losses during the peaking
phase are strongly reduced in the plasma center while the transport near the
boundary is rather normal /1/. Characteristic for the peaked, improved plasma
state is the suppression of the sawtooth oscillations. The sawtooth suppression
and the improvement of the central confinement may indicate that the changes
due to the pellet injection depend on the central magnetic field structure i.e. on the
q-profile. A modification of the central q~profile has been deduced in several
publications /2,3/. It has been found that the q(Ol-value on axis generally increases
after the injection; in some experiments the q(O) remains below one /2/ and in
other cases the central q is rising to a local maximum with a value above one /3/.

The aim of experiments described here is to gain further information on the
dependence of the plasma peaking on the plasma parameters plasma current and
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ET. The background of these studies was the idea that the improved confinement
region may be related to the size of the area inside the q=1 and that the
confinement is better, if the area q(r)s1 is large. Figure 1 shows the density
evolution for the time around the pellet injection (t=1.5 3) under the conditions a)
IP = 300 kA, BT = 2.25 T, q(a) : 4.53 and b) IP = 500 kA, Bl = 2.25 T and
q(a) = 2.72. The initial density on axis is in both cases 4-10 9 rn‘3 5 ne 5
5- 1019 m’3. In case a) the target plasma profile is more peaked than in case b).
After the pellet injection the peaking increases further and the improved state
persists for several hundred milliseconds. The sawtooth activity is rather weak
before the pellet injection and stops completely after the injection. For the high
plasma current (b) the target plasma is flatter in the center and the sawtooth
activity is clearly seen during this phase. After the pellet injection the plasma
density starts to peak and the sawtootheactivity stops for a few periods. Then
after about 50 ms, the activity starts again and is even stronger than before. With
the recurrence of the sawtooth the plasma density decays quickly and reaches the
starting value after less than 100 ms. The result rejects the initial assumption that
the transport improvement increases with the area inside the q =1 surface.

It was then tested, whether the plasma peaking remains similar for constant
values of q(a) but changing IP and BT or whether it is linked to the value of the
current alone. Fig 2 gives the density distribution for a) IP = 288 kA, BT = 1.8T,
q(a) = 3.7 and for b) IP = 405 kA, BT =2.6 T and q(a) = 3.8. Despite the fact
that the plasma has nearly the same q(a) value in both cases, the target density is
more peaked for the lower plasma current. The density increase due to the pellet
injection is similar in both cases. The peaking of the density again remains higher
for the lower current case. For nearly equal plasma current but different q-values
as shown in figs 1a and 2a, the peaking behavior is very similar. In fig. 2b saw-
tooth activity is observed whereas it is not prominent in 2a. The plasma current in
fig. 2b (= 400 kA)is in between the examples shown in figs. 1,2a (z 300 kA)
and 1b (a 500 kA); the profile peaking is in the middle of these figures. The
results show that the profile peaking and the tendency to sawtooth activities de-
pend more strongly on the value of IP than of q(a).

Pellet Injection into Runaway Discharges
In TEXTOR runaway discharges have been studied already for a few years

because they allow a unique insight into the discharge: In low density discharges
the runaway electrons gain an energy up to the range of 25 MeV — 30 MeV. In this
energy range the highly relativistic electrons (y = 50) emit synchrotron radiation
in the middle IR spectral range which is extremely directed forward (opening angle
of the light beam in momentary velocity direction about 1/y) /4/. The combination
of toroidal motion of the electrons with the gyration around the guiding center
leads to the observed opening angle of the synchrotron radiation of 100 mrad. The
observed radiation is only integrated over a path length of less than 20 cm in
toroidal direction. The tangential observation of the synchrotron radiation with an
lR—scanner thus provides a good spatial resolution.

The pellet is injected into the runaway discharge at about 2.5 s after the
start of the discharge. At that time the runaways have gained enough energy to
emit the synchrotron radiation at a sufficient level. The line averaged density trace
in fig. 3a shows that the pellet is well accepted by the plasma. Fig. 3b shows the
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emission of hard X—rays which are created when the runaways are lost. The
intensity increases gradually as the runaways gain power and at the time of pellet
injection 3 strong burst is observed. This loss of the runaways is shown in a higher
time resolution in fig. 30. The emission is strongly structurized and the largest loss
of the runaways is observed about 50 ms after the pellet injection. After about
100 ms the X‘ray emission remains low again. The structurized emission of the X
ray signal is well correlated in time and frequency with the m=2 mode activity
which is plotted as fig 3d. The largest burst of the X-ray emission coincides with
the locking of the mode. After about 50 ms the mode starts rotating again and the
frequency increases.

In the synchrotron light, the pellet causes a sudden drop in the intensity
immediately after its approach. The loss occurs on a time scale of less than half
a millisecond and is faster than expected from the X—ray signal. From discharge to
discharge the relative decrease of the synchrotron light varies widely. For the
given example the loss fraction is relatively small and amounts to about 50%. The
initial set of modes, which are correlated with the X-ray signal, cause the syn—
chrotron light intensity to vary several times in successive frames between top and
bottom. An explanation could be that the modes are associated with a change in
the angle of inclination of the magnetic fields (e.g. kink modes). The transport of
the runaways from the core to the boundary is probably determined by the modes.

A different lR-picture is created by the second set of modes as shown in fig.
4: The modes cause a variation of the synchrotron light, which is most likely a
variation in time. This is confirmed by operating the scanner in line mode. The
modulation frequency increases with time and the modulation depth decreases.
This observation agrees well with the mode signal. The modulation is only present
in the synchrotron light and not in the thermal background light.

The interpretation of the synchrotron-modulation is complex: Within a few
milliseconds the runaways cannot be expelled and created again. To fulfil this
assumption unreasonably high toroidal electrical fields have to be present in the
plasma core. Kink-like modes with a bending of the field lines can explain the
observations during the first set of modes but probably not during the last set,
because they have a completely different appearance. A consistent model might
be based on the assumption, that the second set of modes is associated with
toroidal electrical fields of changing sign. A core—field amplitude of about 10
V/turn, i.e. about 1 Wm would be sufficient to retard the runaways by a few MeV
and subsequently accelerate them again within a few milliseconds. This
mechanism would conserve the number of runaways and explain the synchrotron-
modulation because of the steep dependence of the emission on the runaway
energy.

/1/ O. Gruber, et al., Controlled Fusion and Plasma Physics (Proc.15th Europ.
Conf.) Vol 128 (1988) 27

/2/ R. Yoshino et al., Nucl. Fus., 29 (1989) 2231
/3/ M. Hugon et al., Nucl. Fus., 32 (1992) 33
/4/ K.H. Finken et al., Nucl. Fus., 30 (1990) 859
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EFFECT OF NEON INJECTION ON TURBULENCE IN TEXT-U.

Yuri Y. Karzhavin, H.Y.W. Tsui. Roger D. Bengtson, R. V. Bravenec, D.L. Brower, Y.
Jiflng. G. Hallock, P. Hurwitz, J.S. Mao, P.E. Phillips, W.L. Rowan S.-R. Shin, Y. Wan.

Fusion Research Center, The University of Texas at Austin. U.S.A.

Neon injection experiments have been performed on the TEXT-U tokamak. The major
goal of these experiments was to investigate the influence of impurities and periphery cooling
on plasma turbulence, density and temperature profiles, and on plasma confinement.

Experiments on T—lO [I] and ASDEX [2] have shown improvements in confinement fol-
lowing neon injection into ohmically heated plasma. However, experiments on ISX-B [3]
had the opposite result. These results have led to questions about the nature of neon injection
under different plasma conditions. In one case, neon puffing causes a decrease of plasma -
wall interaction, a drop in working-gas recycling. and a peaking of the density profile. These
changes were attributed to ni-mode suppression and an improvement of confinement. It
has also been proposed that the change in confinement is the result of a radiative instability
[4], that is, a local perturbation of the temperature in a region where the cooling rate (12)
increases with decreasing temperature. can cause a decrease in temperature and further
increase in radiative losses. Finally, a new theory has been developed [5] where it was
shown that an enhanced density of impurities at the plasma periphery can cause growth of a
kinetic ni-mode. Neon injection into the TEXT<U plasma was performed to investigate the
above described theoretical predictions.

The TEXT-U tokamak has R=105 cm and aL=27 cm. Typical plasma parameters for
these experiments were: Ip=l75-200 kA, B¢=20«25 kG, me = 3-41013 cm‘3. Profiles of
electron temperature and density were measured by Thompson scattering and interferometry.
Central ion temperature was measured with a neutral charge-exchange analyzer. Plasma
fluctuations were measured at the plasma periphery (0.95 S r/aL S 1.15) with Langmuir
probes and in the region 0.25 S r/aL S 1 below the midplane by four channels of FIR
scattering system (kl = 4.5, 7, 9, 11 cm ‘1). Neon density was monitored via the Ne+7 (77
nm) line.

R ‘nf rv h' nf' nM

At the beginning of the experiment our efforts were concentrated on modifying the
electron temperature and density profiles by neon injection to reproduce the transition to the
Improved Ohmic Confinement mode (IOC) as observed in ASDEX [2] and T—lO (B-regime)
[1]. By varying the amount of neon injected into a steady state plasma, increases of me from
0 to 30% were obtained. With adequate neon injection, the hydrogen influx from the wall and
the limiter was decreased, as observed from the Ha signal. Such a decrease of the HI signal
with weak changes of the peripheral temperature and density and increased average density
can be an evidence of improvement of the particle confinement time. The confinement time
of neon also increased, as it follwed from measurements of Ne+7 line intensity and a long-
term increasing SXR level. In general this result is similar to those described in [1]. Up to a
30% reduction in fluctuation level and in fluctuation-induced particle flux were observed with
Langmuir probes.

In the later stage of experiments the plasma was strongly contaminated by light impurities
(Zeff ~ 4) and it was necessary to reduce the working gas before neon injection to prevent
disruptions. Figure 1 shows electron density and temperature profiles for these series of
shots. ‘As canbe seen, there was no change in the density profile after reducing the working
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gas alone. Adding neon injection while holding the average density constant. however,
caused a broadening of the density profile without changing the temperature profile. There
were no indications of a confinement improvement induced by neon injection in this case. It
was found that reducing the working gas influx in TEXT create unfavorable conditions for a
transition and even terminate a transition; a result different from [1,2].

In the course of the neon injection experiments neon had a tendency to build up in the
tokamak chamber with every shot. The high enough level of residual neon caused a
spontaneous transition to a higher confinement mode. The same transition was induced by
additional neon injection in that series of shots. Two shots, with and without a confinement
transition, are shown in figures 2-5. Before the transition, which begins at 170 ms according
to the Ha signal from limiter, parameters of the second shot are very close to the first except
that the level of the residual neon is 25% higher (flg.2). Later at 200 ms, the ne signal at x 2
~ 23 cm on the inboard side shows a sharp decrease of the peripheral density. The gas feed
was kept constant up to 280 ms. Fig. 3 shows strong density profile peaking after the
transition. The decreasing Ha and increasing electron density could be evidence of improved
particle confinement. The central ion temperature increased about 20-25%; however, at least
half of that ion temperature increase can be explained by changes in electron-ion collisionality
after density peaking. Later in the discharge, after additional neon was injected, accumulation
of neon in the center was detected by the Ne+7 profile measurements with density correction
included.

Fig. 4 shows the edge plasma behavior from Langmuir probe measurements at r = 26.5
cm during one of these transition. In that shot transition occurred at 325 ms. The fall in the
limiter Ha signal and the drop in edge Te follow each other very closely. Decreasing of Ha
intensity from the wall occurres later, at 350—355 ms. Electron density increases slightly.
Such a behavior of the limiter Ha might be due to the temperature dependence of the
hydrogen ionization rate in this temperature range and decrease of recycling from the limiter.
The importance of the neutral level at the periphery for SOC-10C - type transition was
pointed out in [1,6]. A model of the transition was developed in [2] where the energy flux
through the last closed magnetic surface was considered as a crucial factor for the transition.
Future experiments on the TEXT will be directed to distinguishing these phenomena.

Normalized rms fluctuation amplitudes from Langmuir probe measurements during
transition (fig. 4) increase momentarily during the transition and settle down to a lower level
after the transition. A factor of 2 to 3 reduction in the fluctuation-driven particle flux was
also observed.

Measurements of the bulk plasma turbulence (by FIR scattering) were performed in a 260
ms to 320 ms time window in shots shown on fig. 2. Comparison of the scattered power
spectra for these shots, k] = 7 cm'l, indicates (fig. 5) the fluctuations propagating in the ion
diamagnetic drift direction are reduced. However, it is difficult to distinguish a spectra shift
due to plasma rotation and changes of spectra due to the ion mode suppression. so we cannot
unambiguously quantify the reduction in turbulence level. The fluctuations propagating in
the electron diamagnetic direction generally showed an increase.

ljrrhjrlenee studies with neon injection,

During neon injection experiments the plasma fluctuations were monitored by Langmuir
probes at the edge and by an FIR scattering system in interior plasma. Typically neon
injection causes an increase of density fluctuations in the plasma interior and a small
reduction of fluctuations at the edge. An example of such an increase of the fluctuations
detected by the FIR system is shown in Fig. 6. Neon was injected into the steady state
plasma at 280 ms and 30—40 ms after injection an increase of the scattered power of the
fluctuations with kl = 7-9 cm '1 occurred simultaneously with an increase of the fluctuation
frequency. Most of this increase was due to fluctuations propagating in the electron
diamagnetic drift direction. In some shots the increase in the fluctuation power reached factor
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of 5—6. There were no considerable changes in fluctuations with ki = 4.5 cm ‘1 and kj =
11 cm ‘ .

Localization of the observed fluctuations is defined by spatial location of the samplevolume for kl = 7-9 cm ‘1 and by measurements from other diagnostics. The sample volume
was located between 15 cm and 25 cm for kl = 7 cm '1 and between 10 cm and 20 cm for kl= 9 cm ‘1 in these experiments. Supporting measurements performed by ECE HeterodyneRadiometer [7] confirmed enhanced fluctuation levels after neon injection in the region r 215-17 cm. Considering that Langmuir probe data show only small reduction in fluctuation
amplitude, it is concluded that the observed fluctuations are localized in the region 15 cm S r
S 20 cm.

There was no increase in the edge potential fluctuations as measured by the Langmuirprobes. This observation, coupled with the low level and shape of the peripheral radiationprofile, indicates that the observed increase of the density fluctuations is not due to aradiative instability.

Samurai 2,

Neon injection experiments on TEXT have shown that the consequences of neon injectiondepend on plasma conditions. In one case neon injection caused a broadening of the densityprofile with little change in the temperature profile and confinement. In discharges with highlevels of residual neon and low edge electron temperature, a transition to a higherconfinement mode can be spontaneous or induced with neon injection. Associated with thetransition is a substantial reduction in the edge electron temperature in the range in which the. hydrogen ionization rate has a strong dependence on electron temperature.Characteristic features of the transition are: strong density peaking, low peripheralradiation losses, low edge electron temperature, a reduction in fluctuation-driven particle fluxand fluctuation amplitude in the plasma edge. Decreased level of interior fluctuationspropagating in the ion diamagnetic drift direction was noted. Future work is needed toidentify the influence of plasma rotation in this measurement.
Generally the H1 line intensity from the limiter is the first indicator of the transition.Density was increasing at the edge at the time of the transition, thus the drop in Ha mayindicate a decrease of the peripheral neutral influx, and also a temperature dependance. Inthis experiment the temperature dependence of the Ha signal is not negligible because of thelow edge electron temperature.

An increase of density fluctuations propagating in the electron diamagnetic direction in thebulk plasma was detected following neon injection, with only modest reduction of fluctuationlevel at the plasma edge. The absence of changes of the temperature and potential fluctuationat the edge combined with no changes in the peripheral profile of the radiation losses indicatethat this enhanced density fluctuations are not due to a radiative instability.
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Runaway transport study from its bremsstrahlung radiation spectra and its
sawthoothing behaviour in the TJ-I tokamak.
Lina Rodriguez, J. Vega, A. Rodriguez—Yuma, F. Castejon
Asociacién Euratom—Ciemat para Fusion, Madrid-SPAIN

l-Introduction
Runaway electrons in tokamaks have been widely studied theoretically and

experimentally. Measured runaway confinement time in ohmic and additionally heated tokamak
plasmas, seems to have an anomalous behaviour. For instance in the ohmically heated tokamak
TI-I the expected value for runaway confinement time from neoclassical model, is about 7 ms
and the corresponding value of the energy is about 3.5 MeV, for a value of the loop voltage
VL=4 V. In contrast, experimental results Show that runaway confinement time and energy do
not exceed 2.5 ms and 1.5 MeV, respectively [1]. Experimental data show also a runaway
confinement dependence on BT and different tendencies at low densities. All these facts seem to
indicate that runaway losses are driven by some mechanism which has not been considered in
the neoclassical model.

In this work runaway diffusion coefficient Dr has been deduced using two
different methods : In the first one, Dr is obtained using the steady state approach for values of
the runaway confinement time Tr deduced from hard-X-ray bremsstrahlung spectra; in the
second method Dr is deduced from sawteeth oscillations of HXR flux, and of SXR intensity,
recorded simultaneously. The runaway confinement time If and the delay in the time to peak,
Atr, of HXR following a SXR sawtooth have been obtained in a large range of plasma

parameters. From Dr we can then deduce b/BT the internal magnetic fluctuations level, and then
infer the thermal conductivity coefficient Xe Radial correlation length could also be estimated.
2-Experimental .

The experiments reported in this paper have been carried out in the TJ-I tokamak,
R0=O.30 m and a=0.10 m. It was operated for this experiment with a plasma current of around
40 kA, toroidal field BT=[0.8, 1.4] T, and line-averaged electron density about 1.5 x 1019 m'3-

Measurements were performed using the following set—up : SXR intensity was
measured along 10 chords, using a fan-like PIN photodiode array, placed on a side port [2].
SXR intensity spectra were collected using a Si(Li) detector positioned in an equatorial view
line. HXR flux were detected by an NaI (TI) 3 in. x 3 in. scintillator working in current mode
(HXH). An Na] (T1) detector housed in the tangential shield was used in pulse height analysis
mode (I-IXPHA) to obtain runaway electron energy and confinement time [1]. All flux signals
were recorded by the standard TJ-I data acquisition system at 80 kHz. Photon spectra
acquisition was accomplished using a camac module LC6810.

Sawteeth in SXR and HXR oscillations with the same period are observed in many
discharges in TJ-I tokamak. We call Atr , “the delay in the time to peak", the delay between the

J
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beginning of the internal disruption detected in a central SXR detector and the instant when a
peak is detected in the HXR flux oscillation. A similar definition was first given in [3]. In

figures 1a one of these discharges is illustrated. Time repetition of SXR sawtooth varies, from

100 to 200 its, and disruption time from 15-40 us. An extensive study of sawteeth behaviour
in TJ-I tokamak by means of SXR detectors is given in [2]. According to SXR radiation, the
inversion radius was about ri=[2.-3.] cm for BT=[1.-1.2] T, and ri=[l.3, 2.] cm for BT=1.3 T

and BT=1,4 T.

The HXR sawteeth appear in the second phase of the discharge, later than in SXR
signals. They are clearly detectable during 3—4 ms in the HX” set—up. The relative amplitude of

the oscillations is about 540%, generally smaller than those seen in the signature of SXR

detectors. HXR sawteeth have an inverted character in good agreement with observations in
PLT and Pulsator [3]. The delay in the time to peak, Atr, of HXR changes from 30 to 130 us.

Runaway transport results
nfinmnim'm iffin'ffiin 1 frmrm hlnri'n

1?! has been deduced using a simple model for generation described in [l].By fitting the

experimental and modelled HXR slopes, tr can be inferred. To relate runaway confinement

time 1:, and diffusion coefficient Dr we consider a steady state runaway electron density. From

Qn—T=V(Drn’r)+sr where Sris the rate production for runaway electrons we obtain the
at

runaway electron flux Fr:

:1

D n'—1}S sds—T (r) Inl—dV énrrdr
r r“ r r ‘ ' 1 : =—to r . Therefore T]- 15 then yleld by r Fr(a)A Hana .

Considering Dr constant and Sr(r) for TJAI conditions, calculated from the work by Connor and

Hastie [4],
a2 (1's )2

Tr=—- 1— ——
4Dr a

where rs is the radius for the maximum rate production profile (figure 5).
I; can be approximated by (1)

We consider results obtained in a scan where only with the magnetic toroidal field had
been changed BT = [0.8—1.4] T , plasma current and electron density were kept fixed : ID = 40

kA, fie : 1.5 X 1019, the loop voltage value was VL = 3.5 Vat maximum Ip . For this kind of

discharges 1r increases with BT, that can be apreciated in figure 2 as a decreasing for Dr.

lf we consider that runaway electrons diffuse radially after each internal crash into the

wall, the simplest model that we can assume is similar to the heat pulse diffusion described by

Soler and Callen [5], where we would consider runaway electrons density instead of
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temperature. As we measure runaway at the limiter, considering plasma column as a cylinder
and nT(a)=0, the runaway diffusion coefficient will be

Dr 2 aZ/(CteAt,). (2)
We must then take Cte=12 for a dipole approximation from [5]. However, considering
modification introduced by Fredricson et al. [6] the so-called constant in Dr (2) will depend on

the inversion radius. TJ—I tokamak, the inversion radius zone corresponds to the minimum
value of this dependence. So we will take this constant equal to 15.

Dr caculated in TJ—l from sawtooth perturbation using expression (3) varies from 10 to 5
mZS-I, decreasing with BT=[1.,1.4] T. This dependence is represented in figure 2.
9) Electron thermal conductivity and magnetic turbulence.

The theoretical Dr, is related to the magnetic coefficient diffusion by the expression :
Dr = DmVnY = qR(E/BT)2VIIY= Xe Vr/Vth (3)

were v” is the electron velocity and we consider that corrections for orbit averaging effects are
small, so we can take Y = l for TJ—I tokamak, as in TEXT; runaway poloidal gyroradius is
about Pp = 1 mm.
Magnetic fluctuation levels can be deduced, considering Dr as the averaged diffusion coefficient
from the inverse radius until the limiter, and different values of sensitive to magnetic fluctuation
electron velocities v“ inside and outside the plasma. In this way we obtain b/BT inside the
plasma and at the edge. Figure 3 shows b/BT dependence on ET for both positions. The
perturbation level varies from 0.5 x 10‘3 to 10‘3 in a range of variation of BT from 1. to 1.4 T,
for the inner position. These results coincide with magnetic turbulence levels deduced from
measurements of Doppler temperatures of protons and impurities in TM [7]. At the edge,
values of b/BT of the order of 10'4 are obtained in good agreement with results obtained with
magnetic probes presented in [8]. In both cases the magnetic fluctuation level decreases with
the poloidal magnetic field. Therefore we can see that magnetic fluctuations increase from the
edge to inner minor radius, as it was observed in Macrotor with probes measurements .
4- Summary and conclusions.

Sawteeth in soft X-rays and hard X-rays have been observed simultaneously in TJ-l
tokamak.

The results for Dr from steady state and perturbative approach give a good agreement.
The deduced magnetic fluctuation levels of about 104, increasing inside the plasma,

and decreasing when increasing toroidal magnetic field are consistent with results from other
diagnostics in TJ-I tokamak and in others machines. Hard X-ray can give information about
inside and at the edge magnetic fluctuations.

The values for x6 indicate that thermal electrons are not governed by magnetic
fluctuations [8].
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EVIDENCE FOR MAGNETIC FLUCTUATIONS AS THE ELECTRON
HEAT-LOSS MECHANISM IN THE CORE OF THE TJ-I TOKAMAK

B. Zurro, C. Pardo, J. Vega, F. Medina and A. Rodriguez-Yuma
Asociacién EURATOM/CIEMAT para Fusion. E28040 Madrid

1. Introduction. One of the key fundamental problems in tokamak plasma confinement is to
understand the observed anomalous energy losses. Magnetic turbulence, which results from a
mixture of small islands and chaotic regions (1, 2), is an attractive candidate because it affects
the confining topology and several experimental reasons for suspecting that this mechanism
could be the cause of the anomaly are given in the latter paper. Due to the lack of a standard
non-intrusive method to monitor the level of these fluctuations at the plasma core a quantitative
correlation between any existing theory of magnetic transport, entering the experimental level
of magnetic fluctuations, with the measured transport coefficients has not been carry out in a
hot plasma. However, some attempts of this kind have been made in low temperature plasmas,
by inserting magnetic coils (3), (4), but the level measured by probes was not enough to
account for it.

In this paper we draw the consequences for energy transport of attributing the nonthermal ion
radial velocities, needed to explain the anomalous impurity temperatures observed in TJ~I
plasmas (5), to the presence of internal broadband magnetic turbulence. First, we discuss how
to deduce the level of magnetic turbulence (mts) from the values of radial velocities previously
found. Second, we compare the theoretical electron thermal diffussivity obtained, entering the
latter values into a stochastic transport model, with experimental ones deduced in a density
scan, from a global electron power balance in the core (r < 0.5 a) of the TJ-l tokamak.

2. Determination of stochastic magnetic fluctuations. In a previous work (5) we
have shown how the ion radial velocity fluctuations (rms) can be obtained and how it scales
with radius and density in the TJ-I tokamak. Two different methods to relate radial velocity
fluctuations with magnetic fluctuations have been used in this work. First, the energy
equipartition (ee) principle between the kinetic energy density of the fluid (fluctuating term)
and the energy density of the magnetic fluctuation, namely 1/2 n m V? = EIZ/Stt, allows to
establish a direct connexion between the experimentally deduced quantity, 7],, and the
unknown magnetic fluctuation E. The application of this principle in the above way is exact
only when the magnetic turbulence behaves like shear Alfvén waves, but there are theoretical
and experimental reasons supporting this hypothesis in a low-B tokamak plasma. As pointed
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2
out in (6) most of the MHD turbulence models show that spectral energy can flow from the

small— kperp macroscopic modes to the large-kperp shear Alfvén modes. In addition magnetic
turbulence measured in the plasma interior has only appreciable values in the radial and

poloidal components (3) and they are deconelated with potential fluctuations, that is what is
expected for shear Alfvén turbulence. Second method is based on a random-walk (rw)
argument and the expression used here has been already discussed in some detail in (5).

In a previous work we have determined the spatial structure of the gaussian nonthermal radial
velocities at three different electron densities (5). By using averaged values within the inner

plasma half a central magnetic fluctuation level can be estimated by using both methods, the
values obtained range from (16, 28 G) at low densities to (8, 18 G) at high densities. The

smaller values correspond to the rw method. In Fig. l we plot the radial dependence of the
rms value of E; as deduced from radial velocity fluctuations using the ee method for a low
density discharge (59:1)(1013 cm'3). The black points are magnetic fluctuations at rational
surfaces estimated from islands widths which presence are reflected as flattening in x-ray/uv
radiation profiles obtained with a spatial resolution of 6 mm; in Fig. 2 one of these profiles is
shown. Since they were not corrected yet by line averaging and finite resolution effects they

represented an inferior bound. But here we want only to highlight that values of internal
magnetic fluctuations obtained by two different methods are of the same magnitude.

4° ' . ' I I 1.00 ,.......... 1 . .
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A 30 ,
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Fig. 1. Plot of the strength of broadband radial Fig. 2. Line-integrated VUV emission
magnetic fluctuations (rms) versus reduced radius profile, which has been used to estimate
in a low density TJ—l discharge; full points are the islands widths. The scanning time for
values offir estimated at some rational surfaces the plasma diameter is = 660 us. When

from islands widths. inverted the islands are = 1.2-1.5 wider.

3. Comparison between magnetic fluctuations driven electron energy losses
and experimental ones.The experimental electron thermal diffusivity in TJ—I plasmas has
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3
been determined by carrying out a detailed power balance using a static transport code which
incorporates the typical assumptions made in this type of analysis. The code starts from
electron temperature and density profiles measured by Thomson scattering at four spatial
positions in the equatorial plane, which were fitted by analytical functions. By using
experimental values of plasma current 1p, loop voltage V1 and assuming a model for Zcff the
current density distribution is deduced and thus the ohmic power deposition profile. The X6 is
estimated within a radius r by:

r
P —P-—P 2 dX (r)_ PU) _g)[ OH e1 rad] mr

c _n VT _ dTC e 21cme e
dr

where nc and Te are the density and electron temperature and P(r) is the total power going to
the electrons in a plasma volume of radius r. POI-I, Pei and Prad are the ohmic heating power
density, the electron-ion heat transfer power density and radiation losses power density,
respectively. Convection loss term is estimated to have a negligible contribution with respect to
the other terms within the inner plasma half and has been ignored. This analysis has been carry
out for the inner plasma half to avoid the plasma periphery dominated by atomic physics
processes and where transport induced by electrostatic turbulence might play a competitive and
even dominant role compared to that of magnetic fluctuations. This comparison has been
addressed in a density scan where ohmically heated tokamaks exhibit clearly the anomaly not
only in the absolute values of energy transport coefficients, about two orders of magnitude
higher than expected, but also in its trend which is opposite to that predicted from neoclassical
theory.

We can estimate the thermal diffusivity Xe(§r) using theoretical models. In the applicable
regimes, these quasilinear models can account, within a factor of 2-4, for the changes in the
energy flux caused by magnetic field perturbations of an ergodic limiter experiment (7). When
applied to the magnetic turbulence the RechestereRosenbluth model (8) gives a perpendicular
thermal diffusivity given by Xe (Er) = q R Vthe (fir/ET)2 such as has been parameterised for
the periphery of the TEXT tokamak (9). In Fig. 3, we compare the predictions of this formula,
when using values of magnetic fluctuations obtained as explained before, with the
experimental values of Xe deduced from a global power balance. The tokamak was operated at
1p 2 35-40 kA and Br 2 1 T.
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Fig. 3. Comparison between experimental

40 I . I ' I . electron thermal diffusivities in TJ-I (full
“”6”" ”Ulpa'mw points) and Rechester-Rosenbluth model

predictions for two different methods of

deducing the level of magnetic fluctuations
from radial velocity ones.

One of the critical points is to justify the use
of this stochastic model to account for TJ—l
experimental results. Although
experimentally it can be defended by its

prediction capabilities, the theoretical justification can be found within the own model, since as

pointed out in (8) fields of an amplitude sufficient to explain by stochastic diffusion the

observed energy losses would also be sufficient to produce stochasticity, thus making the
picture theoretically self—consistent in this respect.

4. Conclusions. Magnetic turbulence at the core of the TH tokamak, revealed by its

induced nonthennal radial ion velocities. has been proven to have the right magnitude and

density dependence to account, within a stochastic transport model, for the anomalous electron

thermal diffusivity deduced from a detailed electron power balance in the bulk of the TJ—l
tokamak.
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LIMITER BIASING EXPERIMENTS ON THE TOKAMAK ISTTOK"

J.A.C. Cabral, J.T. Mendonca, C.A.F. Varandas,
M.P. Alonso, B.B. Carvalho, 1M. Dias, H, Femandes, J. Ferreira, C.J, Freitas,

A. Malaquias, M.E. Manso, A. Moreira, A. Praxedes, F. Serra, A. Silva, A. Scares,
J. Sousa,W, van Toledo, P. Vaessen, P. Varela, S. Vergamota and A. Vieira,

Associacao EURATOM/IST, Centro de Fusao Nuclear, 1096 Lisboa Codex, Portugal

l-INTRODUCTION: ISTTOK is a small tokamak (R=O.46 m, a:0.085 m, B=0.5 T)
assembled from the basic stmcture of the tokamak TORTUR, which was discommissioned by
POM—Rijnhuizen in 1988. We have completed the machine by designing, constructing and
installing the other ISTTOK components, several diagnostics as well as the control and data
acquisition system [l]. Presently we have experimental results from two Rogowski coils
(plasma and vessel currents), the toroidal loop (loop voltage), the sin-cos coils (plasma
column position), the one channel interferometer at 100 GHz (average plasma density at the
central chord), the reflectometer at 16-258 GHz with a sweeping time of 32 us (density
fluctuations and density profile), the visible spectrometer (ion temperature and velocity) and
the heavy ion beam deflection analyser, with an 1 uA-ZO keV Cs+ primary beam (density
profiles and later also profiles of poloidal field and plasma potential). The Thomson
scattering diagnostic (25 J, [0 ns 2 GW, Nd-glass laser) and a set of Mirnov coils are still in
final assembly tests and the two X—rays diagnostics (impurity spectroscopy and plasma
temperature) will soon be implemented.

2-EXPERI'MENTAL CONDITIONS: - The first experiments on ISTTOK were dedicated
to the optimization of the inductive discharges. Changes in the transformer ratio (1:30 to
1:50), and therefore in the loop voltage, have allowed us to attain a wide range of plasma
parametersFor high loop voltages we obtained discharges characterized by a current of 1 lkA

and a duration of about 20 ms (current limit
of 15 RA for q=2 at the edge). For the
intermediate loop voltages we observed two
types of very reproducible discharges: one,
rather stable, with a current of about 7 kA
and a duration up to 53 ms (Fig. lb) and
another one showing sawteeth activity
(Fig.1a), Calculations of the q-profile,
assuming a current density varying with
(l-rZ/a2)3/2 (Spitzer resistivity with a
parabolic Te dependence), have lead to the
results presented in Fig.2, where we can see
that currents in excess of 9 kA create the
rational surface q=l, thus justifying the
appearence of the sawteeth instability, in
agreement with the observations. (Figla).”i i The rather stable 7 kA discharges were

5,359 chosen to investigate the influence of
external perturbations on the plasma column

Figl behaviour. Typical external parameters are:
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par): 2.] x 10‘4 mbar, B=0.48 T, V pre-
disch.= 3600 V, VdischF 270 V, vertical and
horizontal field adjusted to maximum current
flatness along time. The one—channel
interferometer gives for every case the
temporal evolution of the average plasma
density (Fig. 3).

3 - LDVIITER BIASlNG: Preliminary
experiments on limiter biasing have lead to the
following results: (i)-there is little difference
between the discharge characteristics obtained
with the limiter floating or at ground potential;
(ii) - When we progessively bias the limiter
from 0 to -600 V the plasma current shows
strong fluctuations with an increasing duration.
For V: -600 V the fluctuations appear during
the whole discharge (Fig.4). (iii)-When we bias
positively the limiter there is no appreciable
difference in the current behaviour, which
remains similar to that of the non-biasing case.
Expansion of the time scale (Fig.5) permits us
to observe that these current fluctuations have
frequencies in the range of 5-1 5 kHz.

The decrease of the fluctuation level with time for the smaller values of the biasing
potential (Fig.4) may be related with the progressive increase on Te (when the biasing
voltage becomes ofthe order of2 kTe the screening effect ofthe limiter may disappear). The
assumed increase in T9 during the shots is revealed by the continuous decrease of the plasma
resistivity from about l m!) at tZIO ms to 0.3 m0 at the end ofdischarge. In order to study
the nature of these fluctuations in
more detail we analysed the
reflectometer signals, The oscilator
is kept at a fixed frequency (16
GHz) For about 32 us and then
swept during another 32 us up to
25.8 GHZ. So‘ during the fixed
Frequency time interval, a
qualitative measurement of the
edge fluctuations can be obtained.
We verified that the fluctuation
level is increased (decreased) when
we progessively bias negatively
(positively) the limiter. Biasing
with +600 eV have lead to an
almost quiescent discharge while
biasing with -600 eV leads to an
important increase of the
fluctuations level (Fig.6),
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Although the reflectometn'c system was still not fully adjusted to the calculations of real
meaningful profiles (wrong off-set in the ADC channel and inaccuracy in the drive
calibration) we could construct, ignoring these limitations a figure showing frequency
(density) as a fimction of space during the discharges. at about t=10 ms. The obtained plots
constitute, within the referred constant errors, a kind of "density profiles". In Fig. 7 we plot
these "profiles" for Vlim: -400‘ 0 and +400 V and we may observe that the positive biasing
has lead to a much steeper edge, while the negative biaising has broadenned the "density
profile", All these considerations lead us to assume that with the positive (negative) biasing of
the limiter we are attaining confinement improvement (degradation). After the present shut
down ofthe machine we shall measure the Hat radiation level at the edge. We expected it to
decrease with the positive biaising of the limiters, thus revealing another well] know signature
of the possible H-mode behaviour, These results, as well as those associated with the
temporal evolution of the plasma density profile, for the different limiter biasing conditions,
obtained with the heavy ion beam deflection analyser‘ will be presented at the Conference.
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4-CONCLUSIONS: The most
important conclusions of these
preliminary measurements on our
small tokamak are: (i)— the machine
produces regularly discharges, that
are quite reproducible from shot to
shot; (ii)— we identified several
discharge regimes among which one
with a controlled sawtooth activity,
and another one extremely
reproducible, with a constant current
and long duration and therefore

perturbation
experiments (iii) — The latter regime
is characterized by a central plasma
density of 0.842 x 1019 m'3, an
electron temperature in excess of
200 eV (ion beam diagnostic
indication), an "ion temperature"
between 200 and 400 eV (C111 line
broadenning),q(Fa)~S, qr(1:0)~l .2,
B~O.6% and 1E~l,5 ms. (iv) — a
positive biasing of one ofthe limiters
has enhanced confinement and
reduced density fluctuations level at
the edge, leading to an hypothetical
H—mode. Negative biasing of the
limiter has lead to confinement
degradation, This last observation is
in disagreement with the results
presented in [2] where negative
biasing is also claimed to lead to an
ohmic H—mode.

[l]— CAF. Varandas et al, 1"
Congresso Nacional de Fisica dos
Plasmas‘ Santos, Brasil, pg 275,
199].

[2] — W. Zhang et al - "Plasma Auto—
Biasing During Ohmic lI-mode in
the STOR-M Tokamak” — lntemal
Report PPL—l36- Plasma Physics
Laboratory— Saskatchewan- Canada-

“0 March [993,

* This work was supported by "Instituto Superior Técnico'fl "Junta Nacional de

lnvestigacao (‘ientifica e 'l‘ecnolégica" and European Atomic Energy Community
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Role of runaway electrons in LHCD regimes with improved
confinement on the CASTOR tokamak

l. Voitsekhovich 1. .l. Stockel. F. Zééek
Institute of Plasma Physics, Czech Acad. Sci, Prague, Czech Republic

Introduction
Lower hybrid Current drive (LHCD) experiments in low density plasmas on ASDEX
[1]. CASTOR [‘2], \lVT-fl [3], VERSATOR [It] and I'lT-GB [5] tokamaks demonstrated
an inipiovenient of the particle confinement at moderate lower hybrid powers (PLH).
l\"Ioreo\*er. the experiments [1] and [‘2] have shown that a reduction of edge. electrostatic
fluctuations is probably responsible for this ellect. However, the mechanism behind the
reduction of fluctuations has remained unclear.

Here we try to explain the reduction of fluctuations by enhanced population and non-
ambipolar losses of runaway electrons with LHCD adopting the model proposed in [6]
Experiment
Experiments were carried out on the CASTOR tokamak (H : 0.4 m, (z : 0.085 m) at
HI = l T. [p = 12 [CA and density 7—15 = [i- 10“3 711—3. For LHCD. the lower hybrid wave
(f = 1.25 (if-1:, PLH S 110 UV) was launched into the plasma via the threeewavegnide
multijunction grill [2].

Evolution of a typical LHDC shot is shown in Fig. la, The drop of loop voltage U,
proportional to the LH driven current, is accompanied by an increase of the line average
density, while the [[0 emission from (lillerent sections of the torus decreases. This is
interpreted as an improvement of particle confinement. Simultaneously. we observe a.
reduction of the edge tluctuations for all LH powers available, as shown in Fig. ll). The
best confinement and the minimum level of fluctuations is reached when the total power
[ITUT = H)” + I’m-I is minimum ( ’0“ = (l is the residual ohmic power).
IVIodel
\Ve discusse a [mssibility that the fluctuations are reduced due to an enhanced population
of suprathermal electrons having energies higher than a threshold (runaway electrons):

lrl’R : Enrmra/E ~ n/H (l)

(the Dreiser electric field is taken as EUr : ini/rTL/c. E = ll/QJFH is the toroidal electric
lield). Let us assume that, in OH case. the threshold energy lit/R is within an energy
interval H71. ll'g representing boundaries of the LH - wave spectrum. In LHCD case. even
at low Lll powers. the number ol‘ runaway electrons growths in spite of the fact that the
loop voltage decreases, as shown schematically in Fig. '2. rl‘he population of runaways will
increase with LH power until the loop voltage is low enough so that l'l'}; > M"). Then it
drops sharply. It is evident that the population of runaways should have a maximum for
P011 > 0.

Further, We calculate the nou»ainbipolar losses of runaway electrons due to their
interaction with plasma fluctuations. The non-ambipolar fluxes of particles (bulk/runaway
electrons and ions) lead to a creation ol‘ a sheared radial electric field at the plasma edge.
stabilizing the fluctuations via a sheared poloidal plasma. rotation. Therefore. the model
is scltconsistcnt.

1l\'urchatcw Institute. it‘loscow, ltussia
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We start with the quasilinear kinetic equation for suprathermal elections

0f ‘ 3 0f 5} 0/ E flf
.— : 535 —l) —D—’— 7 —-

(:7? (f) + at!“ Wat?” + 87' 61‘ V EDT at?“ (‘2)

taking into account collisions with bulk electrons , the quasilinear diffusion of fast electrons
with a diffusion coefficient D71 ~ l'lf'kLH (where l'l/z’H is the spectral energy density of the.

LH wave)7 the radial dillusion of the fast electrons with a eoeflicient D N W (where ll"
is the density of energy of fluctuations) and finally the acceleration of particles by the
external electric field E. We are interested in the total number of particles NR with energy
l/V > l'l/lg. The balance equation for 713(7‘) has a form

372 : —I/IIR + CPktl'l/R) — din Fm” , (3)
()r

where the first term on the right side describes maxwellization of the fast electrons. The
second term is the source of particles determined by their Lvaveeindliced f'lux into a
region of acceleration in the velocity space (here PA. is spectral energy density of LH wave,

C : (:mrst). To obtaiu this term the stationary quasilinear equation the. energy density of
LHVV is used: Pk ~ Dqflf/Ur. The third term describes the anomalous radial diffusion
of the fast electrcms (according; [6]):

r. : err-nu(chant/n. + C'mvra/T. + estate/T.) . (-4)
where (2,}- : const, 0- = c, i, run. The energy density of fluctuations W is modelled as:

an” ~ W — in. ~ 9
: . LV — w ,1 1—— _. ~. W” _ .0f 70 H l <1 l W _ ”,0 :2 t .71 v

The plasma potential at the plasma edge (,5, responsible for reduction of fluctuations, is
derived from anibipolarity condition for the total electron and ion fluxes

Z r..:0 . (6)
o:i,r.rim

The detailed description of this set of equations is given in [6]). To close this set, we use
the dependence of l/VntPLHl derived from (I) and from the following relations:

In :10}; +1LHi U = [OHw P1." = [LHt1/77“U) - (Tl

ILH, [01.] are LH— and inductively driver] currents, Hi, - bulk plasma. resistivity and 7] is

the fill current drive efficiency (in units [A/Wl) in absence of the electric field. The last
relation in (7) describes the stationary energy balance of suprathermal electrons.

Results and comparison with experiment
The model equations are solved by the lD~ ASTRA code. Results are shown in Fig.
3, where the radial profiles of threshold energy l‘l/R, density of runaways up, the source
term in eq. 3 (5'1; : CH.) and resulting edge plasma potential and level of fluctuations
are plotted for two values 01' Lil power and compared with the 0H case. We use here
a Gaussian spectrum peaked at W0 : 8 Icell', with a. halfwidth AW : 1.5 kcl"). The
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density profile is assumed as parabolic with 11(0) : 10“I 71173. The eletron temperature is
taken uniform, Ta = 100 eV.

For LH power at which the best confinement is achieved (PLH : 1 1 [cl/V), the population
of runaways increases accordingly with the growth of Ill/R and PkU/VR). This leads to a
growth of the edge potential, which appears to be significantly higher than in the OH
regime. The edge fluctuations are reduced similarly as in the experiment.

For a higher power (PM; = 30 UV), the population of runaways decreases in the core
plasma. The source term 5'}; is maximum at the plasma edge. Nevertheless, the edge
potential is still high enough to reduce the edge fluctuations nearly so effectively as in the
previous case.

Comparison of the computed level of fluctuations in the whole range of LH powers
(full line) with experin‘lental data (points) (see Fig. 11)) suggests that free parameters of
simulation can be choosen in such a way that the computed results follow the experiment
quite reasonably. It should be emphasized, however, that the best fit is obtained only
assuming the LHW pmver spectrum significantly narrower and peaked at lower energies
than expected from grill calculations [7] . We expect, however, that a more realistic form
of the wave spectrum can be used, if ray tracing will be taken into account in our model.

Finally, it should be noted that our model is qualitatively consistent with behaviour
of hard x-ray emission observed in Ll‘lCD experiments on ASDEX [8].

Conclusions
Modelling of LHCD regimes on CASTOR demonstrated that the possible reason for the
observed improved confinement is the enhanced population of runaway electrons. The
non—ambipolar losses of such electrons lead to a growth of edge potential with a subsequent
reduction of fluctuations. This sequence of events is similar to that describing the standard
Hemode regimes, except of:
i) the regime is triggered by runaway electrons instead of hot ions;
ii) there is no threshold power to initiate this regime.

To conlirme the. proposed model in more detail, additional experimental data about
runaway electrons and radial electric field deeper inside the plasma are necessary.

Acknowledgement: Authors are indeptcd to V.V. Parail and R. Klima for valuable
discussions. The work was performed under the Grant of Czech Acad. Sci. No. 14310
and supported by the IAEA Contract No. 6702/11] /RB
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The VH—mode at JE T
N. Deliyanakis, B. Balet, C.M. Greenfield‘, G. Huysmans, DP. O’Brien, L. Porte,
A.C.C. Sips, P.M. Stubberfield, H. Wilson2
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdo'n, Oxon, OX14 3EA, UK
1 General Atomics, PO. Box 85608, San Diego, USA
2 AEA Technology Fusion, Culham, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 3DB, UK

Introduction

Some of the high performance JET discharges, in particular those obtained during
the campaign of experiments leading up to the preliminary tritium experiment (PTE),
make a transition to a mode of enhanced confinement, after the transition from L-
to H-mode. This transition usually coincides with the disappearance of the ELMs
observed in the H-m’ode phase. The energy confinement time in this enhanced mode
reaches values a factor of 2 above that of the ITER H92-P scaling and a factor of 3
above that of the Goldston L-mode scaling. The high confinement is associated with
reduced energy transport near the edge, and is often terminated by a so-called
’X-event’, possibly associated with high beta, which is marked by a collapse of the
neutron production rate; the enhanced confinement is not recovered after this
collapse.
During the high confinement phase, a large bootstrap current appears near the edge,
associated with the large pressure gradient, and the total current profile broadens.
The high edge current results in the coalescence of the first and second regions of
stability against ballooning modes and gives access to the second region. At the onset
of confinement degradation, the pressure gradients decrease, as Ml—lD activity
increases. However, second stable access is maintained.
These results point to the existence of a qualitatively different mode of very high
confinement, the VH-mode.

General behaviour of VII-mode discharges

The evolution of four typical PTE discharges is shown in Fig 1i, with additional
parameters shown for the VH~phasc of one discharge in Fig lii; the plasma
parameters and neutral beam power are similar, but pulse 25432, which does not
exhibit VH-mode confinement, has a different magnetic configuration. The ELMS
that are present in the early phase of the discharges, as manifested by the D,x signal,
disappear as the energy confinement time increases above the ITER H92-P value.
The local ion diffusivity is reduced at the onset of the ELMs, decreasing further in the
VH-phase; at the same time, the bootstrap current increases markedly and the total
current profile is consequently broadened. It has also been observed that, at the
transition to the VH-mode, the toroidal rotation increases within a certain flux
surface and decreases outside. The eventual termination of the VH-mode may be due
to an internal kink mode, whose computed amplitude is found to increase with
pressure; this mode is exacerbated by the large density gradient. The ion temperature
and the closely connected neutron production rate, which increase during the
Vl-l-phase, collapse some 0.155 after the confinement time starts to decrease; at the
same time, the ion heat flux to the edge increases rapidly; this culminates in
dramatically increased impurity content and radiation (carbon bloom).

Ballooning stability

We have investigated the stability of high—performance discharges against the
ballooning mode and possible access to the second stability region, using a
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formulation for finite aspect ratio which has been extended to describe resistive
instabilities. The ideal (nonacsistive) ballooning equation is

l_\75 l dF 2aap’(B X VS) - K g
p (T/ 3—2 BF dl Bl FU) _ 0’ (I)

where the shear and curvature terms are given by

2 l 122 2 2 2[VS] = 7 (1+ 2 2)+1RBpP(l,/0), (2)
R“ Bp

7 B 133, I“ sin n p p 68B VS oh=———~——i—
( X ) R4Bp RRC B a! Par/O): (3)

with

I 7 ia l’ I“ #0!) 2 R 5m"P(/,/)=J‘——5—— —(1+ )+ + (I— ); (4)0 1,, R33, 1 R28: 3; RBpRc R
In the equations above, pop) is the pressure function, [(111) is the current flux function,
primes denote differentiation with respect to the flux function til, R is the major
radius, R, is the radius of curvature, BI, is the poloidal field, B is the total field and
u is the angle of the tangent to the flux surface; (I! is an arc length element defined in
the clockwise direction. [0 is an undefined parameter that must be set to the value
that corresponds to the most unstable mode. Treating p’ as an eigenvalue, with
eigenfunction F([), the ballooning equation is solved, subject to a vanishing
eigenfunction in the limit of large l, to find the pressure gradient values corresponding
to marginal stability.
In the dimensionless form of the ballooning equation, one defines a current density
parameter

= ‘uB—UJ; B __ 5" I I 2 2 ‘A B > _ 13, (11 flop! <1/B >), (3)

and a pressure gradient parameter

Moria= _ 6a B , ( )
I!

where the subscript n refers to a normalization value, which is here taken to be the
value at the inner equatorial plane (Le. at 9 = a). For a given flux surface and value
of A, one can solve the ballooning equation to obtain the two eigenvalues (XL and au
that correspond to the lower and upper stability limits. For the first and second
stability region, one has, respectively, at < 0:1, and a > Qty; the value of in has only a
weak dependence on the parameter [0. These limits can be compared with the
experimentally determined a value. As A is increased on a given flux surface, when
the surface-averaged current increases, the lower and upper eigenvalues approach one
another, until, eventually, the unstable region vanishes and the two stable regions
coalesce, at a critical value An”. A similar behaviour is observed as flux surfaces closer
to the separatrix are analysed.
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In order to investigate the behaviour of the ballooning equation in the resistive case,
we use an asymptotic expansion of the solution F(I), valid in the limit of large I, as
follows:

[133100 Fm = no + Man. (7)
where FL and F3 are large and small series expansions in powers of l/lll, which can
be determined from the ballooning equation. A’ is a parameter representing the
degree of resistivity: It is large in the ideal limit, but decreases with increasing
resistivity. The relevant value of A’ depends on the pertaining unstable mode. In the
resistive case, we solve the ballooning equation as an initial-value problem for fixed
a, obtaining two linearly independent solutions, which are then matched to the
asymptotic expansion giving a value of A’. A’ increases extremely rapidly as a
approaches the ideal limit. One therefore finds that, for values of A’ > 1, these being
relevant to JET discharges, or is close to its ideal limit.

The geometrical quantities necessary for the solution of the ballooning equation are
obtained from_the magnetic equilibrium codes IDENTC or EFIT. Near the edge of
the plasma (1,0 20.85), the pressure and pressure gradient are calculated from the
density and temperature profiles obtained, reSpectively, from the microwave
refiectometer and the heterodyne radiometer; both diagnostics provide good spatial
resolution near the edge, allowing large density and temperature gradients to be
measured with confidence. The reflectometer measurements give the major radii for
a range of electron densities, leading to density profiles that can be many-valued;
these have to be converted to single-valued, monotonic profiles, and this process can
introduce some uncertainty in the experimentally determined pressure gradient. The
reflectomcter data are further limited by the fact that measurements are impossible
during phases with ELM activity, so that the estimates of the pressure gradients
during such phases are questionable.
These uncertainties notwithstanding, we have established that, during the VH-mode,
the pressure gradients and bootstrap current can be large enough for the coalescence
of the two stable regions (A > Am), and for access to the second stable region (large
(it). Although the edge current is low during the ELM phase and the second stability
region is inaccessible, high edge currents develop rapidly at the end of the ELM phase
and persist during the VH—mode, as shown in Fig 2i. At the same time the edge
pressure gradient increases dramatically, moving into the second stable region, as the
energy confinement time increases, as shown in Fig 2ii.» The plasma volume where
this second stable access occurs increases steadily, from the edge inwards, during the
VH-mode, as shown in Fig 3.
The pressure gradients decrease abruptlyjust before the so-called X-event, a dramatic
decrease in the fusion yield which marks the termination of the high-confinement
phase; the unstable region then re-appears and access to the second stable region is
lost.
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Fig 1: Evolution of PTE discharges: (i) thermal energy confinement time compared
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Fig 9: Evolution of (i) experimental and critical A, and confinement time; (ii)
experimental pressure gradient (4 with stability boundaries, for pulse 26087. The ELM
phase is shaded.
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of ICRF—
heated DT plasmas on JET. A long-pulse high fusion energy scenario would use a high

Introduction. The aim of this paper is to predict the fusion power P ‘5

density, strongly radiating divertor plasma. A possible high Q tritium experiment (where Q E
Plus /Pm, and PM is the additional heating power) would be a hot~ion H—mode, similar to the
preliminary tritium experiment (PTE) /1/, but with a 50:50 DT mixture. The predictions are
based on simulated JET deuterium discharges which can be extrapolated to DT mixtures. It is
also possible to assess conceptual reactor scenarios on the route to ignition, such as the use
of enhanced reactivity from ICRF heating of minority deuterons in tritium - the (D)T scheme
- or the pellet enhanced performance (PEP) mode /2/. The TRANSP simulation and transport
code /3/ is used to solve the time-dependant equilibrium and magnetic field diifusion
equations, infer directly the local transport coefficients, determine the origin of the measured
neutron fluxes and predict equivalent DT performance. The total ICRF power deposition
profile (pRF,tol) is, obtained with a reduced order full—wave model — SPRUCE /4/ - which
computes the RF power densities damped on minority ions (pmm), second harmonic
damping on the ions (pmim), direct damping on the electrons (pmelemm) and mode
conversion. The energetic minority ion tail and its collisional heating rates with the electrons
and ions are described using a bounce-averaged Fokker-Planck model - FPPRF /5/. When a
significant deuterium tail is produced by second harmonic acceleration, its non—thermal
reactivity can be estimated independently using the self-consistent PION code /6/. The
diagnostic data is checked, initially, using TRANSP to simulate the measured diamagnetic
stored energy, total neutron flux, and surface voltage. The equivalent DT fusion performance
is then assessed by replacing D with a given DT mixture.

High Density ICRH and NBI Discharges. A high density 2.8 MA X-point discharge
is JET pulse No. 26849 (Table I) with NBI and (H)D ICRF heating. This discharge has low
values of effective plasma charge 2,1, ~ 1.4 and stable conditions (for several seconds) up to
the end of the heating pulse.

Table 1. Plasma Parameters ofSelectedHigh Performance Discharges

Pulse No. PNMMW) PICMMW) n.0(lo‘9mo TarkeV) Tram RNAIO‘Ss-U
26849 12 10 7.5 z6 26.5 0.8
26038 15 0 3.5 9.6 24 3.0

26043 15 2 3.2 11.4 26 3.9
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Fig. 1: Upper." ICRH and lower: NBI power Fig. 2: Comparison of the measured and
deposition profiles calculated-by TRANSP. computed neutronflux (TRANSP).

The energy confinement time in pulse No. 26849 is a factor ~ 1.4 times the L-mode Goldston
scaling /7/ value. The RF power density profile is peaked (Fig.1) with a full-width at half—
maximum of ~ 0.2 m. At this density, however, few of the injected 80 keV neutral beam ions
are able to penetrate to the core and the corresponding NBI deposition profile is broad. The
collisional N131 power densities are shown in Fig, 1. TRANSP simulation shows that the
dominant contributions to the neutron flux Rm (Fig. 2) are from thermal and beam-thermal
fusion reactions. The high neutron flux phase of this discharge terminates when the ICRH and
NBI power waveforms are ramped down, in a descending staircase pattern, from time 15 sec
onwards. The fi'action of the additional power radiated is ~ 75%, with ~ 13% lost as charge-
exchange neutrals and ~ 10% conducted to the X-point target tiles.

RF Performance in Hot Ion H—mode Discharges. During preparations for the JET
PTE /1/, some ICRF power was coupled to several hot-ion H-mode discharges in the (H)D
scheme, TRANSP modelling of pulse No. 26043 (Table I) - a 3.] MA double-null X—point
discharge - simulates well the neutron emission (Fig.3). This discharge is compared with
reference pulse No. 26038 with no ICRH added. The added RF power increases the central
electron temperature T20 by 1.8 keV and there is a corresponding 30% increase in Rm.
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TRANSP results indicate that the
increase in the beam slowing-down timePulse No: 26043

. should cause Km to increase by only ~
megjied 5%. A TRANSP run with T50 increased

by 20% and the ion thermal diffusivity 95,

Total calculated

kept constant, causes the central ion
temperature To to increase from 24 keV
to 26 keV and the neutron flux by 13%.
The observed increase in RNT can
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therefore partly be explained by the
increase in T, which reduces the power
drain from the ions by equipartition and

Jab
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m

‘45 ‘50 15.5 16‘0 raises the critical energy of the beam ions
“me (5) allowing more ion heating by the neutral

Fig. 3: Comparison of measured and (TRANSP) beams. The high performance phase 0f
computed neutronfluxes. pulse No. 26043 terminates in less than

one second at an X-event (at ~ 15.5 sec);
the termination is associated with impurity influx. The 297 value is ~ 1.8 up to 15.5 sec,
thereafter it rises rapidly to values > 4. The radiated power fraction is ~ 10% prior to the
collapse.

Projection of ICRF Heated Discharges to a DT Mixture. In the (D)T heating
scheme, the optimum Q occurs when the average energy of the D tail is ~ 100 keV, close to
the maximum in the DT cross-section. Criteria for optimising the D concentration have been
discussed /8/. PION is used to project the high density pulse No, 26849 with 20 MW of
ICRH power coupled to the plasma with dipole antenna phasing. We take fixed plasma
parameters and make no allowance for any efl‘ect of the increased effective ion mass on
confinement. With a mixture of 20 % D in T, it is found that ~ 70 % of the ICRH power is
damped on the D. The total DT fusion power is ~ 5.4 MW, giving a Q of ~ 0.27. This figure
breaks down into anon-thermal Q of ~ 0.17 and a thermal Q of ~ 01. Assuming the same
plasma parameters but with 2,3? 1, we predict Q ~ 0.4. If we further assume that the ion and
electron temperatures are increased such that the global confinement time is equal to twice
the Goldston value .- typical of the H—mode quality which might be achieved with the new
JET divertor configuration - then the total Q increases to ~ 0.45, equivalent to ~ 9 MW of
filSiOfl power, The role of combined ICRH and NBI is investigated in projecting a hot—ion H-
mode (pulse No. 26043) to DT. We have assumed one of the N131 boxes changed to mixed
80 keV and 140 keV tritium beams and the other kept with 140 keV D beams. TRANSP
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predicts a fiision power of 9 MW and a Q of ~ 0.5. Beam-thermal and thermal contributions
are comparable, Assuming Td, to increase by 20%, by adding a fiirther 2 MW of ICRH
power, TRANSP predicts a T. increase of ~ 12%, a thermal DT reactivity increase of ~ 19%
and a total reactivity increase of ~ 10% corresponding to a fusion power of ~ 10 MW. The
total Q decreases by ~ 2 % Thermal and non-thermal contributions are approximately equal
Ifthe discharge 1s assumed not to terminate by an X-event, then a quasi steady--state of Q ~ 1
is reached after a few seconds. Optimisation of ICRH in a second tritium experiment
assumed to be free of X-events, is currently under 1nvestigation.

Summary. In hot-ion H-mode discharges, TRANSP shows that centrally
deposited ICRH can play a significant role in increasing Ta), (thus reducing the ion energy
drain and increasing Tm) as well as the fast ion slowing—down time and the fusion reactivity,
In typical low density DT plasmas, a fiJsion power of~ 9 MW and a Q ~ 0.5 is predicted
Adding 2 MW of ICRH power increases the fiision power to ~ 10 MW and decreases Q
marginally. However, low density plasmas are prone to terminate, after ~ 1 sec, as a result of
the large power fluxes conducted to the dump plates, releasing impurities and diluting the
fuel In the presence of an X—event, the total DT fusion energy release in low density
conditions is ~ 10 MJ. In high density plasmas, ICRH power is deposited efficiently in the
centre when the plasma attenuation to injected beams of 80 keV — 140 keV deuterons is large.
In discharges with 20 MW of pure ICRH in the (D)T scheme, ~ 5.4 MW of fusion power (Q
~ 0.27) is predicted, rising to ~ 8 MW (Q ~ 0.4) when Z99; 1 is assumed, and to ~ 9 MW (Q
~ 0.45) for typical H-mode confinement. The high reactivity phase ceases when the additional
power is removed, and is not caused by impurity influx. ‘If impurity generation can be limited
for 20 seconds, ICRH alone could produce a total fusion energy release > 100 MJ, To utilise
the JET pumped divertor at large power (> 20 MW) and for long pulses, it will be necessary
to radiate > 70 % of the discharge power thereby minimising the concentrated power loading
on plasma-facing surfaces - a condition already achieved in high density discharges where the
low temperature divertor exhaust strongly reduces the impurity sputtering rate. In conclusion,
future experiments in JET will be well-suited to test the (D)T ICRF fusion scenario jointly
with high-density divertor operation and will thus be doubly relevant to the ITER device.
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HIGH SPEED PELLET INJECTION IN TORE SUPRA
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INTRODUCTION
A two-stage high speed pneumatic pellet injector has been installed on Tore Supra for

pellet ablation and plasma studies, Unsupported deuterium pellets have been accelerated at
velocities up to 3.4 km/s and fired into ohmically, ICR heated and LH current driven plasmas.
The measured penetration depths have been compared with the predictions of both the NOS and
NGPS models for a large range of pellet characteristics and plasma conditions. Very peaked
density profiles have been obtained during ohmic and ICR heated phases, even for high
temperature target plasmas. A transient improved confinement is then observed and, when the
electron pressure is high enough, a significant bootstrap current can be generated. Previous
LHCD experiments with low velocity pellets on Tore Supra have shown a drastic reduction of
the penetration depth leading to a poor fuelling efficiency. The injection at higher speed showed
a deeper penetration and improved fuelling.

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
Experiments have been carried out on Tore Supra (R=2.35m, a=0.78m, Btz4T,

IpSZMA) using a two—stage light-gas gun [1], built by SBT-CEA at Grenoble, to accelerate
pellets up to a velocity of 3.4 km/s. The pellets are formed by "in situ condensation", without
sabot, in the gun barrel (<D=3mm) and, when fired, pushed by a high pressure front generated
by adiabatic compression in the pump tube of the two—stage gun. The results presented in this
paper were obtained before optimization of the injector and are restricted to pellets fired with a
maximum velocity of 2.4 km/s. A pumping line, along which are installed a microwave cavity
and two light barriers for mass and speed measurements allows an efficient removing of the
propellant gas. The pellet velocity has been adjusted from 1 to 2.4 km/s (on plasma) and up to
3.4 km/s (on target, during a 5 months shutdown of the machine) by changing the filling
pressure in the first and/0r second stages of the device. The pellet size can be varied from 2.1020
to 1.6 1021 atoms, by modifying the condensation time and temperature gradient around the
cold cell.

The ICRH experiments were operated in a hydrogen minority heating scheme (resonance
on the magnetic axis) with a coupled power up to 3 MW. During LH current drive experiments,
a maximum power of 3 MW (3.7 GHZ; n//=l .8; 0° phasing) have been coupled to the plasma.

Pellet ablation and penetration are monitored by a high dynamic CCD camera vertically
mounted in the upper port at the injection toroidal location, which provides a high dynamic 12
bits digitized time-integrated picture of the ablation cloud The experimental electron density and
temperature profiles are deduced from Abel inversion of IR laser interferometer data and ECE
measurements, respectively; both of them agree with profiles obtained from Thomson scattering.
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PELLET ABLATION WITHOUT LH
One of the motivations for the high speed pellet injector installation was to check the

available ablation models (required to predict pellets penetration in next step fusion devices) on a
wide range of pellet and plasma parameters. In fig], the calculated penetration depths Lp are
plotted versus the experimental values, using
the classical NGS scaling law [2] and a refined
NGPS model [3,4], The agreement is
satisfactory for both models for values of
Te(Lp) up to 3.6 keV, to within 10% for the
NOS model in the ohmic case; the agreement
for the NGPS model presents a larger
dispersion but the latter has been shown to
reproduce the JET and ASDEX experimental
penetrations [3]. When lCR heating at power
level of 2 to 3 MW is applied, the NOS model
predictions are 15 to 30% higher than the
experimental penetrations, which can suggest a
weak fast ion effect.
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Fig.1: calculated versus experimental penetration depths

EVOLUTION OF PLASMA PARAMETERS
For central penetrations of high velocity pellets, the density profile of ohmic and lCR

heated plasmas exhibits a strong transient modification, even for high electron temperatures:
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41mm; heating: Peaking factors ne(0)/<ne> up
to 5 with central densities up to 2.8 1020 m'3 (shot
TS9744 on fig.2) have been obtained provided that
the pellet deeply enters inside the q=l surface and
that sawtooth activity is weak. During this high
peaking phase, which can last about half a second,
one observes a significant increase of the total
energy content (45%) and of the DD neutron rate
(400%). It is also observed that deep penetrations
yield an increase of the density limit (<ne>R/B[ >
5.1019 m'2’l“l for ohmic heated deuterium plasma).
Among other features, when a pellet just reaches the
q=l surface, a ”snake" oscillation can appear,
analogous to that observed on JET [5]: its typical
radial and poloidal dimensions are 76 and :17 cm
respectively (as determined from the region of
enhanced soft X-ray emission) and it lasts several
hundred milliseconds. It is seen to rotate with
variable frequency along the sawtooth cycle. The
“snake" accelerates during the ramp up (fmax=300
1-12), and then slows down or even stops at the
crash. This rotation is always observed in the
electron drift direction.



_ QR heating: Thanks to the high velocities available, it is possible to obtain nearly central
penetrations, even for high central pressure plasmas. At the present day, only experiments with
moderate ICRH power and intermediate pellet velocities have been performed. The main plasma
parameters for such a discharge are plotted versus time on fig.3: prior to the pellet injection (at
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t:7.655), 2MW 0f ICRH power are applied to
preheat the plasma. In this particular case, central

—'3 penetration is obtained for a 1.3 1021atoms pellet
-2 and a moderate velocity (1.6km/s). Just after the

injection, the ICRH power is increased up to
' BMW to maintain a high central temperature:

‘14 Te(0) returns above 2 keV, yielding a central
£02 electron pressure up to 5.104 Pa (fig.4). The

density profile remains very sharp during about
0-3 0.45 (ne(0)/<ne>=3; see on fig.4 ne(p) at

Fig.4: ne profiles at t=7.68s (---) and l=7.8s (7). pe
profile at t=7.85 (+) and bootstrap profile at 1:735

20% of the total plasma current.

- £21m fingment: For both ohmic and ICRl-l plasmas, a transient period of enhanced
confinement correSponding to the highly peaked density profile phase follows the injection of a
pellet. This can be seen on fig.2 and fig} in the energy content (warn) and neutron rate. At the
strong increase of Wm corresponds a spike on the confinement time TC which then decreases
towards a lower value as soon as dia/dt=0. This suggests that the entranced confinement is
reduced to the central region, where a shear inversion can sometimes be seen on soft X-rays and
polarimeter signals (a characteristic feature of PEP modes [6]). This interpretation is confirmed
by the radial profile of heat conductivities X as determined by the transport code LOCO: for shot
T810385, a low value of about 0.8 [1123'1 is deduced for Xe and 761 at t=7.83 in a large central
region extending as far as the mid—radius. From t=7.9s onward, Xe and X1 increase towards a
higher value (:2 mzs'll.
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INJECTION INTO LH CURRENT DRIVEN PLASMA
One of the main advantages of pellet fuelling is its high efficiency 1] (defined as the ratio

of the instantaneous increase of the total number of electrons in the discharge to the pellet
content). This parameter has been shown to be very sensitive to the penetration depth, During
LHCD experiments, the presence of a fast
electron tail yields a drastic reduction of the 100 I ' l

. . I A) . ‘ . : notched LH 45H“pellet lifetime, and therefore 01 n. lor low 0.6k5
velocity pellets (0.6km/s with a centrifugal 80 _ +$ +8+GBC800_

injector), it is possible to recover a sufficient + O .
fuelling efficiency by notching the LH power +
[7], Nevertheless, this procedure results in a
significant flux consumption. When the pellet 40 _
velocity is increased up to Zktn/s, the _ h
penetration depth, even with continuous LH 20 _ _

power, is sufficient to yield T] = 60% and so to _ f .
relaxe the need for notching. This can be seen 0 i I - J -
on fig.5, where the fuelling efficiency iris 0 10 Lp 2(2m) 30 40
plotted versus the penetration depth Lp for
different plasma conditions and pellet Fig.5:Fuclling efficiency versus peneLraLion depth

velocities.
Time evolution of suprathermal electrons is
monitored using central line-average non-
thermal ECE and hard X-ray emission
(HXRE). As shown in fig.6, the strong W 73
increase of the density resulting from pellet """ <nn> (219 10 1"
ablation leads to a short drop of the LH power I I l — IPU‘ GIMW) 1
during 50 ms, and a rapid decrease of both 1.0 l 1,. 1' “4+ _____
ECE and HXRE signals is simultaneously " ._. I X M” " ‘ “““
observed. Once the LH power recovers its .—; ‘i ,
initial level, ECE and HXRE increase on a 0‘5 — __ nonrmcrmaiECE
time—scale corresponding to the one for the —o- IIXR lhv = 75 keV
decrease of nc.The fact that the "photon I J I'+"ITP"(75I’175:{W)
temperature" Tph [8] still remains constant 0'0 5.8 6.0 6.2 0.6 6.8 7"
indicates that the density of fast electrons is
reduced, without Change of mg shape of [he Fig.6: Transient behaviour of supratliermaleleetrons

momentum distribution function.
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Alpha Heating Predictions for DT Supershots
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Introduction Since alpha heating is essential for tokamak fusion power, a
demonstration of alpha heating would be an important milestone. This paper discusses
predictions of alpha heating and ways to measure alpha heating in TFTR during DT
operation. Alpha heating is expected to increase the electron temperature near the center of
long duration, high performance DT supershots during the late neutral beam injection (NBI)
phase by ~ 1 keV above that of similar DD supershots. Measurable increases in Tc are
expected also during reheating after the post»NBI sawteeth, and possibly during alpha heating
in post—NBI pellet-fueled discharges.

Competing effects, such as differences in the D and T neutral beam parameters will
also change the central Tc, so a careful choice of discharges and accurate modeling will be
needed to identify alpha heating. We discuss predictions based on TFTR experiments
designed to optimize supershots for use during the DT alpha heating experiment scheduled to
start in the fall of 1993.

Experiments The degradation in performance that is sometimes observed in
supershots is caused by or associated with events such as disruptions, the start of coherent
MHD, or impurity blooms. Such events are expected to reduce the alpha birth rate and alpha
density before there is sufficient time for the alpha particles to fully heat the plasma. The
alpha particle slowing down time is predicted to be = 0.6 see, so NBI heating lasting = 1 see
is desirable. Supershots with high PB tend to have the highest peak neutron emission and
presumably the highest alpha source rates, but they often experience disruptions or [3
collapses. Thus long-duration, high-performance supershots with moderate PB instead of
supershots with higher peak performance with shorter duration are predicted to be the best
alpha heated supershots.

An experiment was performed in TFTR to study and optimize prototypes for alpha
heated supershots.1 The results show that reproducible prototypes can be achieved with PE S
24 MW, IP = 1.6 MA, and with the standard R0 = 2.45 m. These discharges have sufficiently
low Bnorm (=l.8) that they do not experience disruptions. DT versions are predicted to have
stored energies about 10% higher, but still below disruptive levels. The peak neutron
emission rates are = 2.5 x 1016 neutrons / sec. These rates are lower than the record value of
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5.6 x 1016 neutrons / sec that was obtained with P3 = 31 MW, but this discharge terminated

with a major disruption.

The best prototypes identified in the experiment had benign fishbone activity.
Discharges with initial conditions very similar to these bifurcated after ~ 0.4 sec of NBI,
developing deleterious MHD modes such as the m/n = 3/2 or 4/3 modes that are often
observed in TFTR supershots. The plasma performance degraded coincident with the
occurrence of these modes.2 The IP waveforms were fine-tuned during the experiment.
Variations in the slight current ramps near the start of the NBI were found to effect the later
MHD behavior.

Various effects, such as changes in the NBI deposition. slowing down. and heating, or
changes in recycling, and possible isotopic scaling are expected to compete with the alpha
heating in changing the Te profiles. Thus differences in T8 profiles alone will not constitute a
proof of alpha heating. One way to separate these effects is to study reproducible supershots

with an isotopic mix in the NBI sources alternating from discharge to discharge, e.g.,

, DD, DT, DD, DT, DD, Tl“. DD, TT,

The TT supershots will be useful for assessing differences in beam effects and possible
differences in isotopic scaling. The goal will be to achieve DD, DT, and TT discharges that
are self-similar, but differing in their alpha heating rates.

DT Simulations The TRANSP plasma analysis code is used extensively to model
high performance tokamak discharges in TFTR and JET. in the usual applications, measured
plasma profiles and parameters are used as inputs, and the evolutions of the energy,
momentum, particle densities, and magnetic and electric fields are computed with no
adjustable parameters. The accuracy of the modeling can be tested by comparing simulations
of parameters which are not used as inputs, such as the neutron emission profile with
measurements. High levels of accuracy have been achieved.3 The TRANSP Monte Carlo fast

ion model has been extended to simulate effects of fusion products.3

DT supershots in IF I R are predicted to have normalized fusion yields of

QDTE¥= 0.3 - 0.4
B

with NBI powers up to P3 = 35 MW. The maximum alpha heating power is expected to be

Page = 0.2 x YDT = 2 MW,

with the alpha particles transferring = 90 % of their energy to electrons. A small portion of
the alpha energy is expected to be transferred to the ions, and < 10 ‘70 of the alpha particles
are expected to escape from the plasma via prompt first—orbit loss if the plasma current is
higher than IP = 1.5 MA.4 Losses due to toroidal field ripple are estimated to be less than 5
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%.5 Measured DD fusion product losses agree with first-orbit and ripple loss model
predictions in many cases.4

The alpha heating is predicted to be = 30 % of the central electron heating. as shown
in Figure 1. The volume integrals of the terms are: Fri—w = 1 MW, QHe = 2 MW. and
qe = 4.2 MW. Thus the Page contribution should be measurable, since the Te
diagnostics can measure the central T6 with a shot-to-shot accuracy = 2 %

TRANS? predictions for long—duration high-performance supershots are contrasted
with those having deleterious coherent MHD in Figures 23. The total neutron yield, the
alpha heating rate, and the central fast alpha density are predicted to be lower in the cases
with the deleterious coherent MHD. For the predictions shown, the fast alphas were assumed
to mix with the post-NBI sawteeth. This results in a large decrease in the central density
during the post-NBI sawteeth. It would be interesting to determine if this indeed happens.

The prototypes had P3 = 24 MW using 10 of the 12 available NBI sources.
Simulations have been done to assess the optimum mix of D/T sources for alpha heating.
Small differences are predicted using 4/6, 5/5, or 6/4. The T beams are predicted to penetrate
less deeply at the same E3. The simulated profiles of the beam depositions rates, the slowing
down times for the D and T beam ions, and their densities are also different. The central
heating rate for the T»only beams is considerable lower than that of the D~only NBI. These
differences need to be taken into account in accessing the alpha heating.

It is not known whether the thermal plasma transport will be the same in DD and DT
discharges. If the particle and energy transport in the resulting DT plasmas is the same as that
measured in equivalent DD plasmas, then the alpha particle heating is predicted to increase
the central electron temperature by = 10 % during the neutral beam injection phase and by
larger amounts after the injection terminates. This is shown in Figure 4. If sawteeth are not
stabilized, the alpha particle reheating after sawteeth crashes is predicted to be of comparable
magnitude.

Conclusions Alpha heating is predicted to increase the central TC in TFTR supershots
by = 1 keV if the electron transport remains the same as that in equivalent DD supershots, and
if the alphas are confined classically. The planned DT experiments in TFI'R aim to test this
prediction by measuring the central Te along with the confined and lost alpha populations.
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Figure 1 Electron heating profiles
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ENHANCED PERFORMANCE OF NHL—HEATED, PELLET—FUELLED
H—MODES ON JET BY CENTRAL ICRF HEATING.

M Bureé', B Balet, GA Cottrell, T Elevant, LG Eriksson, C Gormezano P Kupschus,
R K'o'nig, HW Morsi, G Sadler, P Smeulders, G Schmidt* and B.Wolle*.

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 3EA, UK
*Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, New Jersey 08543
*Heidelberg University, D—6900 Heidelberg.

Introduction. Pellet Enhanced Performance PEP) discharges benefit from significantly
enhanced central confinement associated wit the shear reversal near the plasma centre
due to the large bootstrap current[1]. In divertor configuration the global H—mode
confinement is observed. In the present series of experiments the PEP+H—mode
discharges were obtained by NBI, D0—> Dt, heating alone or in combination with
ICRF, D(H)heating. Relatively small amount of ICRF power added to NBI improves
the discharge performance significantly. Performance can be assessed in terms of the
triple product nd(0)Td(0)rg. High global energy confinement time 7'g requires a good
quality H—mode. High central ion pressure 11d depends on several parameters some
of which can be optimised. During the combined heating, it can be expressed(in the
PEP region defined by radial dimension ap):

ndrd=%m{ms/rtd)[pb+psm (wt/Tbs + (ms/mash — (wt/71.)] i qed} (1)
Here d,b,h referto the thermal deuterons, beam deuterons and RF hydrogen minority.
Td,7‘b,7’h are the central confinement times, dfl'hd are the slowing—down times on
thermal deuterons and Tbsn’hs are the total slowing—down times including the electron
drag. pb is the total beam deposition power density, pncb and prfh are the ICRF power
deposition densities and qed is the equipartition power. The discussion below will be
concentrated on assessing the relative NBI and ICRF contributions as defined in eq.1.

Experimental results. Supplementing the NBI heating(Pnbia9—11.5MW) in 2.8T, 3MA
PEP+H discharges by modest ICRF power, PrfeBMW, results in doubling of the D—D
fusion yield(fig.1, square symbols). In a. series of PEP+H discharges the best pellet
penetration and subsequent density peaking was obtained in two practically identical
discharges #26705 and #26712. In both cases Pubi=1l.5MW was applied to re—heat
the plasma, the latter in combination with Prf=3.25MW. Fig.2 shows the LIDAR ne,
Ta and pe profiles after the injection(t=4.0s) and at t=5.2s which is 30—5Ums after the
performance peak. The zone of enhanced confinement is enlarged in the case with
combined heating, see ap in fig.2, and the energy content in this zone is almost
doubled. The D—D neutron yield is more then doubled even before the onset of ELMs.
At the peak of performance the electron temperature reaches 5 and 7 keV respectively.
In both cases Td(0) > Te(0) is measured. Zen profile is not known and the average
values are a 3 and 2.5. In #26712, given the data accuracy, nd(0)Td(0)r can be
estimated in the range 4 — 8 1020 m‘3keV s, the higher number refering to per ormance
peak. In #26705 the product is 2 — 3 102° m‘3keV s. Neutron spectra suggest that the
NBI neutrons may be dominated by the beam—thermal(bt) reactions while in the
NBI + ICRF case the enhancement is mostly due to thermal—thermal(tt) reactions.
Analysis of results. a)General trends. An indication of the PEP performance is the
central pressure. Considering the minority and beam ion losses to be relatively small
the central deuterium pressure depends crucially on the quality of PEP, rd, peaking of
the power deposition profiles and preferable slowing down of fast particles on thermal
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ions(rbd and 711d small). Assuming the dominant energy loss in the PEP region is
conduction, rd is proportional to apz/Xd, Xd being the average ion conductivity within
the PEP region. The most accurate existing data relevant to the central energy content
are 116 and Te profile measurements from LIDAR plotted in fig.2. Using a notation
introduced in ref.[2] a measure of the relative performance can be obtained by plotting,
in fig.3, the product

dTe(r) in"-
—A(r)ne(r)dI— = px—(S) (2)

1'

Here pille(r)= 47F2R0’iolr'dl’[Pohm(r’)+pnbie(r,)+prfe(rI)‘Qconv(r’)_prad(rl)‘tqde(r,)]

is the total electron power within radius r, A r)=47r?RDrn, K is the elongation factor
and Xe(r) is the local conductivity. The res ts suggest that in the ICRF assissted
discharge #26712 the power input into electrons is centrally peaked and possibly the
central confinement is improved. Better estimates can be obtained fIOm the same data
if correction for the precise geometry is introduced. prfe(r') is the total electron
heating, including the electron heating by minority and direct electron heating by
Landau damping and TTMP.

b)ICR.F Fast Wave damping. NBI and ICRF heating power profiles. The wave
damping is devided roughly equally between hydrogen, deuterium and electrons. Given
the low ower, Pfi=3.25MW and nh/nda3.5% the Stix[3] parameter
§=<prfh>t5 3nh(kTe)] is small, the hydro en distribution does not develop a
significant tail and the minority power(z1MW is transferred mainly to ions. Because
the electron beta fie is high the direct electron amping is important, 40% of total.
The beam penetration is inversely proportional to ion density. The beam ion
slowing—down and subsequent power re—distribution into the ions and electrons
depends on electron density and electron temperature. In figs.4 and 5, the NBI and
ICRF heating profiles, calculated by PION[4], areplotted at the time t=5.2s. The
following observations can be made; 1)the beam power density at the centre is rather
low and half of total power is deposited outside the PEP region. Electron heating by
beams is important. In the combined heating case the beam ion heating is enhanced,
the electron heating decreases and the fraction of beam power deposited within the
PEP is a20% higher. 2)The ICRF heating profile is slightly off—axis but strongly
peaked which means that most of the power, 90%, is deposited Within the PEP. The
addition of RF power enhances both electron and ion heating si nificantly and implies
the increase of power deposited within the PEP volume by a actor £31.75. The ratio
(pubi/pfi)pepa2.2 while the ratio of the total heating powers is 213.5. The total heating
powers and the powers deposited in the PEP region can be summarised in the following
table:

#26705 #26712 #26712
Pnbi MW 11.5 11.5 11.5
Prf MW 0.0 0.0 3.25
pipe]: MW 3.1 4.5 5-9
13813913 MW 2.1 1.8 3.3

c)Confinement in the PEP region and neutron emission. Main contributions to pine are
Pnbie+Prfe+Qde, where qde< 3MW is estimated to be similar in both discharges.
dwe/dt is positive in both cases and higher in #26712. Thus there is a strong
indication(eq.2, fig.3) that Xe may be reduced in the high electron pressure case. This
is consistent with the electron energy content increasing more than the corresponding
electron power. Similar argument cannot be made for ions. The detaile
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TRANSP analysis is in progress. Neutron emission was calculated using three separate
codes, SINBADJ5gbeam ions deposition), NRFPS[6](local velocity distributions,fusion
reactivities) an SOURCE[7](local neutron energy spectra). The simulations of the
thermal—thermal(tt) and beam—thermal(bt) Rdd yield and the corressponding Zeff and
Td(0) are summarised in the table below. Total Rdd agrees with the measured yield.

#26707 #26712
Rddfloms'l 1.4 3.5
Rdd tt % 30 55
Km} bt o 70 45
23“ 3 2.8
Td(0) [keV] 7.3 8.5

The results for #26712 represent an enhancement of non—thermal yield by factor al.7
and the thermal yield by factor a4.5. The Td(0) measurement #26712) by the X—ray
spectrometer[8 indicate a value in excess of lOkeV which is wit 'n the maximum error
bar 6Td=él5 o. The total, tt and bt yields were independently reproduced by PION
code. The effects of 2wcd non—thermal enhancement were found to be negligible. This is
due to the low rf power prfbaOQ MW coupled to the beam ions.

Conclusions and predictions. The enhanced performance of the NBI+ICRF heated
PEP+H discharge #26712 can be ascribed to: 1)power deposition into the PEP region
is significantly enhanced, the NBI power deposition is modified by the increased
electron temperature and the ICRF contribution is very significant. 2)electron
confinement of the PEP region may be enhanced and the PEP zone enlarged. 3)ion
heating is improved and as a result the thermal neutron production is enhanced by a
factor 54.5. Part of the improvement may be due to a lower Zen. 4)non—thermal yield
is also enhanced due to the modified slowing—down of beams. 5)absence of 2mm
acceleration represents a potential for increasing the rf power in (D)T scenario with
nh/ndss5%(2wcd damping is proportional to ndvthdikfl/nhwcdz). Power should be
roughly equally divided between NBI and ICRF. The maximum heating power is likely
to be limited by the maximum attainable central pressure compatible with the MHD
stability. In addition, the simulations have shown that the PEP like discharges with
high fie are suitable targets for the Landau+TTMP current drive by the Fast Waves.
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Fig.1 D—D fusion yield in PEP+H
discharges plotted against the plasma
stored energy.During combined heating
PubiNQ—llfiMW and PrfN3MW.
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EFFECTS OF PLASMA COMPRESSION IN JT-60U
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1. ABSTRACT
The compression experiments described here have been aimed at increasing plasma

performances. The adiabatic compression has the advantage of relatively simple physical
process, in JT»60U compressional speed to make a compression experiment was available, but
not the flux control to make an adiabatic compression. The compression time was lOO-lSOms.
Before compression the plasma volume was 75-78m3. The compressed volume was 35—40m3.
The effects on the plasma parameters were:
I) In an ohmic plasma discharge the plasma energy increases and the neutron production

doubles during the compression.
2) With NB heating the neutron rate doubles, whilst the plasma stored energy increases by

25%. The increase in neutron rate depends on the increase of both ion and electron
temperatures. The post compression values of the neutron rate increase approximately
with the square of the injection power.

2. INTRODUCTION
The technique of plasma compression was devised for increasing the plasma

performances in which the compressional work is somewhat equivalent to that of additional
heating. In the adiabatic compression the poloidal and toroidal fluxes are conserved and the
plasma is subjected to only mechanical work [1,2], The adiabatic compression, studied in the
pioneering work by Furth and Yoshikawa in 1970 [3], besides its conceptual simplicity,
requires constraints on the poloidal circuit. For example, in the case of a radial compression,
the inductive coupling between the equilibrium coil and the plasma causes an injection of flux in
the plasma, which must be counterbalanced by changing (reducing) the current in the primary
coil. This operation, easy in small size tokamaks, requires values of voltages which in larger
tokamaks, may become non—practical. In JET and JT—6OU it is possible to have available
compressisonal speed to make a compression experiment. Some effects were reported in JET
[4]. In the case of divertor configuration as in the case of JT—60U a combination of radial
compression and reduction of the plasma volume by moving the X—point position further into
the vacuum vessel, by increasing the current in the divertor coil, was achieved.
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3. PLASMA CONTROL DURING COMPRESSION

The flux plots of the initial and final configurations are shown in Fig. l, the plasma

volume was reduced from 75-78m3 t0 35—40m3, the plasma magnetic axis moved from R =

3.4m to R = 3.0m, (major radius compression). The value of the plasma current was kept

constant by the feedback system, it increased by only 20-40kA in a fast transient. Due to the

increase of plasma elongation and of the toroidal field, caused by the radial movement, qcff

decreased only moderately, from 6—7, to values of the order of 5. The small compressed

plasma was more vertically unstable than the initial one, due to the reduced vessel shell effect
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and the larger elongation, requiring adjustment in the control of the vertical position A vertical

instability occurred in one of the plasma discharges. The time evolution of the coil and control

currents is shown in Fig. 2.

4. COMPRESSION 0F OHMIC PLASMAS
The effects of compression on an ohmic plasma are shown in Fig. 3. The X—point

vessel distance is increased to 0.3m while the magnetic plasma axis is lowered by ~ 014111.

The neutron rate increased sharply from 3.5 to 8.5 10H n/s‘l and the plasma stored energy,

from 450 to 900 k]. The total number of electrons in the plasma was approximately constant.

The outer interferometric channel (line e in fig. 3) crossed most of the plasma cross section

before compression, whilst the inner one line (line fin fig 3) crossed most of the plasma cross

section after the compression, Du measurements confirmed that only a modest outflux of

particles took place. The time evolution of the main plasma quantities in a NB heated plasma
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are shown in Fig. 4. The plasma control quantities are similar to those shown in Fig. 3. With
constant NB power the neutron source increased and the plasma stored energy also increased
by ~ 2M] in - 501m. The compressed plasma often underwent H~mode transitions such as
shown by the D, at 5185.

In Fig. 5 three ion temperature radial profiles, taken during the compression, are
shown. The increase in ion temperature took place over the whole cross section. The increase
in neutron production, achieved with compression, plotted against NB power is shown in Fig.
6. In this figure the values of the neutron rate before and after the compression are reported
with a time interval of lOO-lSOms. On average plasma compression increased neutron
production by approximately a factor of two. The post compression values increase
approximately with the square of the injection power.

During the compression the plasma current profile changed. The time evolution of the
internal inductance was measured for a series of plasma discharges. Although there are
probably large error bars in the determination of the internal inductance, the timeevolution
showed that the internal inductance increased shzuply during compression (from li = 0.9 up to 1i
2 1.7) and then relaxed with resistive timeseale (to li = 1.0). Under extreme conditions quasi
stationary modes and disruptions developed.
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The compression results show that non adiabatic compression can increase plasma

performances. it could be a useful for producing and for studying thermonuclear plasmas. In

non adiabatic compression. the plasma current profile is changed during and after the

compression which may become unstable. but it could be also a useful technique to explore

plasmas with different current profiles.
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Hot Ion H-mode Characteristics in JT-60U
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1. Introduction
Hot ion (T,- (0)>>Te (0)) H-mode

regime (T; (0)532keV,Te (0)510keV )
was obtained during high power NB
injection into low target density
(as (0H)<l-1019m‘3) discharges in IT-

60U [1]. This mode was characterized
by high edge T; , T,-(0.9Sa) up to 7keV.
Figure 1 shows typical temperature
profiles. In this paper, H-mode
characteristics were reported in more
detail such as edge T; , Da drop, global
particle confinement, edge transport
barrier width and ion collisionality.
Comparisons with high [3,, enhanced
confinement regime (high [3,, mode) [2]
and recent high it, H-mode [3] are also
made regarding edge plasma parameters
to clarify the difference between H—mode
and high [3, mode.

2. Transition-free H-mode
No clear Da drop and no abrupt edge

temperature increase were observed in
many cases, especially in high field
(B, = 4.2T) discharges. Figure 2 shows
a typical waveform. Divertor (and main)
Da stayed relatively constant during NB
injection before the ELM activity. Edge
ion temperature T,- (O.97a) increases
with time continuously similar to
diamagnetic stored energy (Wm-a)
accompanied by gradual increase of
"7/00: (~15 = global particle confinement ,
time) until the occurrence of ELM. 'E
However, there is a power threshold
below which no significant increase of
the edge T,- occurs. Figure 3 shows
Wm and T;(O.95a) as functions of
net heating power PM, (=Pab5-dW/dt).
Total stored energy expected from
HER-89F L—mode scaling is also shown
for comparison. The T;(0.9Sa) in L-
mode phase is relatively high at ~3keV
due to lower recycling with degassed
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wall. Although there is no abrupt ; a
transition phenomena, both Wm and 0 .' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ‘ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ‘ ‘ ‘ .

Ti (0.950) increased significantly within 5., : i'qZT'fli7.’§iw /. icing 3
apowerrange, PMI=14-16MW. 1-2 6 j “r dla Q’o —
Maximum T.- (0.95a) reaches up to 7keV ,: a 3
in 3MA hot ion H-mode. As measures ; 4 o " 2 '
of edge pressure,n_.TfE(0.95a) and I" I 635W
ETi-m(0.95a) are plotted as functions of E 2 _ Q / T _
PM, in Fig.4. These parameters show E * man I” ‘
large increase by a factor of 3-4 with L- C . l W ‘ I

thepowervariationoae,=10«l6MW. ;‘ o 0'“ ‘5" H10” "1 5' I .1210... 25
t:ijnce "H‘mode" is a state in which high p b _dw,d. (M w)

e ressure 'ent la sanim rtant . . . ' '
p851 gf the imgggi/e(11:: oiifinerne131: we 21%.? Diamagnenc stored energy Wm,edge T; (0.950)

might better call our discharges as lnfio’e‘ie’w’gy expectedfrom [TER89P

"transition-free H~mode". In a series of scaling :_W asfunctions 0f ”9‘ hearing POW”

hot ion transition-free H-mode fora 59"“ ofrransmon-free H-mode.
discharges,agoodcorrelationbetween3 20_. i j....,....,....,..,.
H-factor (over ITER-89P L-mode 2 : 4-2712-7MA H T (o 953) :
without ripple loss correction) and ‘3 “T1 5 :— 3 ' . 5
T;(0.95a) was seen (Fig.5). However, 1—: E I g GEL-£0 I
the correlation between H-factor and 'f: .21 0 3 ‘2
Tl-(0)/'Te(0) (a measure of hot ion effect) :3, 2 E
was poor. Thus. we might be able to “’2 3 5 r g h‘ T (0.9511) ‘:
conclude the enhanced confinement in 3_ V : 9 ° ° 3
hot ion H-mode in JT-6OU is primarily Eu 00‘ ' ' ‘5; ' ' ‘ ‘1’0' ' ‘ ‘1‘5‘ ‘ ‘ '2‘0' ' ' ‘2 5
due to the edge transport improvement. P ~dW/dt (M W)
In Fig.6, ion collisionality profiles just . . a" . .
after NB injection andjust before ELM F‘g'4 Lme average gleam" 49"“? times EnT‘
are shown. It is clear that the ion is and Tifor database shown. in Fig.3. _Both ngTi

already collisionless from just after the mid ET. Show dramatic increase with power
NB injection. Although 71(0) (>>TE(O)) Without clear iransttion characteristics in the time

characteristics was also observed in the traces.
higt mode,edgeiontempernturestays 2.5.11..I..1.|1i.1.n1,,t ,W,
low (T,- (0.95a)=l—2keV) in contrast to 3: 2MA,4.2T I
this hot ion H—mode regime. an t \g8 5. 2'7MA'4-2T :
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3. Edge T,- in Conventional and
Transition-free H-modes and
High A, H-mode.

In low B, (~2T) H-mode, clear
L-H transition phenomena are more
frequently observed Shaing proposed
a condition of L—H transition [4],

v.-‘=vaqR/vr.-e‘-5 (~ afl?) = 1.
This theory indicates that the edge ion
temperature is a key parameter for L-H
transition and it should increase with
plasma density and safety factor
(T;*(L—)H)~Jm). Conventional L-H
transition occurred at T.-(O.95a)
independent of heating power which
decreases weakly with he and 45,7
(Fig.7). Measured T;(0.95a) is 0.6-
1.3keV, much higher than T;(O.95a)
corresponding to v;'=1 shown by the
dotted line (Ti(0.95a)=0.1—0.3keV).
Since impurity modifies ion viscosity
through the enhancement of deflection
and anisotropy relaxation frequencies
(VD; , VT; ), bifurcation T,- (0.95a) could
be increased by the impurity within his
framework. On the other hand, edge
ion temperature in transition-free H-
mode (5', =4.4T ) is much higher than
that of conventional L-H transition, as
is shown in Fig.8. This indicates a
possibility of smooth transformation
into the H-regime by starting with high
edge temperature (more collision—less).

Recently, H-mode characteristics is
combined with high ,8,, mode, we call
it as " high 3,, H-mode ". Figure 9
shows comparison of the time
evolutions of edge T,- for transition-free
H—mode. high it. mode and high A,
H—mode. It is very clear that the edge
T; stayed low (1-2keV) in high ,6p mode
and abruptly increased in high [3,, H-
mode to a level of transition—free H-
mode, possibly caused by the MHD
event inside the plasma (r/a~0.8).
However, Da drop often observed in
conventional H»mode transition was not i.
seen in high A. H transition despite of
sharp increase of edge density.
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Fig.7 Edge ion temperature at conventional L-H
transition with-a range of edge ion temperature
corresponding v,-'=1.
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Fig.9 Time evolutions of Waa,E(0.6a) and T; (0.97a) for transition—free H-
mode(E16114), high 13, mode(EI6023) and high [5, mode H-mode (E17110). In
transition-free H~rnode, edge Ti gradually increases with time up to 5keV. In high
A, mode, the increase of edge Ti is not dramatic (I-ZkeV). 0n the other hand, a
dramatic change in edge Ti fiom 1 to 5keV occurred at t~0.8r after NB injection.
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4. Edge Transport Barrier Width
It is very important to establish 10 I I I

scaling of the edge trans ort barrier in
H-mode from MHD Stability and . 5”"""(Th°m°n)
confinement extrapolation. The width 3 — O 5h_,,.,,(CXFi5) —
of the edge transport barrier 6 was
measured either by Thomson scattering
or by charge exchange recombination
spectroscopy. In previous paper[1], we
pointed out that 6 is much larger than
45p,- where pp- is thermal ion poloidal
gyroradius and that orbit squeezing may
not be important in JT—60U with its 2 ‘ _ —

high 8P. In fig.10, measured width 5
was plotted against poloidal field B, o 1 l ' l
The dataset shows good correlation with o 1 2 3 4 5
l/BP. Absolute value is fairly close to map (T“)

the slowing down fa“ ion orbit Width Fig.10 Edge steep temperature width v.5. inverse
{Eppr . Further assessment of edge I - -
transport barrier database is necessary giggfigggfit? Te from Thomson scatterrng
for confirmation. '

(cm
)

ba
rfl
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5. Performance Limit with ELM
Maximum plasma performance was 0,; . , , .

not limited by the confinement JT-60U average pressure

degradation but by the appearance of (Bt=4-2T) ”:2
frequent ELM's (see Fig.2). Figure 0.15
11 shows total average pressure vs
[Pm/up for high B‘ = 4.2T hot ion H-
modes. Strong ELM activities occurred
for normalized beta BN3 1.1-1.7.
Generally ELM occurs at lower ml for
higher plasma current. This might be
consistent with 6~1/B,, shown in
Fig.10. It is also possible at such a . .
medium [3N to be unstable to the ideal a 5 1 U 1 5 2 o
MHDmodeiftheedgepressuregradient I B/a (MANN)
is steep enough to produce large surface P ' D
bOOISU'HP CUHCM .Prellminary SWdY Fig.1] Average total plasma pressure
[5] ShOWS formation 0f §t€5P edge <nT>.(=2Waza /3V,,) v.5. [P3,lapf0ra series ofht'gh
bootstrap current Th15_ _Surface B,=4.2T H»made scan. Highest <nT> is limited by
bootstrap cunentmight be a critical ISSUC the ELM.
to obtain high performance discharges
in high temperature collisionless
plasma.
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STABILITY OF GLOBAL ALFVEN WAVES (TAE, EAE) IN JET TRITIUM DISCHARGES

W. Kerner, D. Borba, G.T.A. Huysmans, F. Porcelli, S. Poedts*,
J.P. Goedbloed* and R. Betti“

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 BEA, UK
*FOM Institute for Plasma Physics, 'Rijnhuizen', Nieuwegein, The Netherlands

**Lab. Laser Energetics, Un. Rochester, Rochester NY 14627, USA

The study of MHD modes driven unstable by energetic particles due to additional
heating and, in particular, by alpha particles is crucial for the prediction of (UL-confinement for
future JET D‘T discharges aiming at QDT ; 1. In this paper we analyse the toroidicity and
elongation induced Alfvén eigenmodes (TAE, EAE). their damping and their destabilisation by
energetic particles. The spectral code CASTOR (Complex Alfvén Spectrum for Toroidal
Plasmas) together with the equilibrium solver HELENA (see ref. [1]) provides the tool for the
analysis of the ideal and dissipative MHD spectrum.

The successful production of controlled thermonuclear energy using a deuterium tritium
fuel mixture was achieved with the JET tokamak experiment on the 9th November 1991. The
total fusion releases were 1.7MW peak power and 2M] of energy [2]. The a-particle pressure
was moderate, [5‘1 = 1.5 x 10“, with a peaked value on axis of [5a (0) = 1.4 x 10‘3.

Usually, the stable Alfvén branches exhibit continua corresponding to eigenmodes
where every field line oscillates with its own local frequency mA(r) = k" vA(r). If a coherent
oscillation is enforced within such a continuum, e.g. by antenna excitation, this 'friction' yields
resonant absorption. This effect accounts for the continuum damping. In a toroidal system
with a finite aspect ratio the poloidal harmonics are coupled causing gaps in the continua. For
further details refer to [1].

The Alfvén spectrum for the JET PTEl (#26148) for a toroidal wave number n = 1 is displayed
in Fig. 1a). Here, the value of the safety factor is above unity, q(0) = 1.05, throughout the
plasma, which is appropriate for the early stages of the discharge. Since the plasma pressure is
not large the Alfvén branch is examined solely; this is done by using a small value for the ratio
of the specific heats. Two gaps are important, the toroidicity induced at
co/c = 0.5 (=150kHz) and the elongation induced gap at 03/6);‘ = 1.0; (EA denotes the
characteristic Alfvén frequency at the magnetic axis. The TAE/EAE are localised around the
flux surface where kilm," = —k“fi1 n which corresponds to a value of the safety factor at the gap

position

qG=m+m=[§rorm=1,m=2 and 11:1). (1)
2n 2
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For this X-point discharge with nearly parabolic density profile there are radially four gaps.

Furthermore, four discrete eigenmodes exist in each of the major gaps. Two are strongly
damped but the remaining two TAE and EAE exhibit no continuum damping because the gaps
corresponding to different poloidal mode numbers m thread through the plasma. For a high

density pedestal near the plasma boundary, here simulated by the extreme case ‘of constant
density (broken lines in Fig. 1a), the gaps are shifted relatively to each other. This yields finite
damping. The magnitude of this continuum damping strongly depends on the magnitude of the
singular component. In particular, the continuum damping for the discrete mode with

frequency m/LBA : 0.30 is still weak - y/coG = 10'3. Only for the discrete EAE with
frequency a) / ("DA = 1.0, where the continuum couples to the leading harmonics, the damping
is large »y/u)c, = 6 x 103.

The Alfvén continua for n = 3 are displayed in Fig. lb). Since. the mode width, A“, of

the discrete eigenmodes becomes narrower with increasing mode numbers (An ~1/n), the

interaction with the continua occurs dominantly in the side harmonics. This yields decreasing

continuum damping. A residual damping due to the Landau interaction with thermal electrons
and ions, electron collisions, etc. can be offset by the inverse Landau damping with alpha
particles, resulting in unstable global Alfvén modes.

The result of Betti and Freidberg for the growth rate takes into account the tit-particle
drive and the background electron and ion Landau damping

Y/wG =QG2{fla(aaoHa ‘Got)_0‘5 Bc(Gi +Ge)}r (2)

where the functions Ha, Ga, G and Ge together with the normalised (Jr-pressure gradient
length 80, are defined in the paper [3]. ‘

Evidently, the alpha drive initially increases linearly with it up to an optimal number
corresponding to the radial mode width becoming of the order of the radial alpha particle orbit
width, Ab ~ qpa. In JET, where Ab ~ 5‘10 cm the condition Ab S An is satisfied typically
for n g 5. These conditions lead us to conclude that Alfvén gap modes with toroidal mode
numbers n 3 5 are very hard to excite in foreseen JET DT experiments.

The gap structures and continuum damping for perturbations with n = 1 to 5 have been

investigated. An example of the gap structure for n = 3 is shown in Fig. lb), using the plasma

parameters, in particular the density and q profiles, of the JET discharges #26148 (PTEl) and
#26087 (JET best performance). From this preliminary study, the mode numbers have been
selected which appear as most dangerous according to the following criteria: i) minimal or

absent continuum damping; ii) "robust" gaps in the sense of surviving small changes (within
estimated error bars) of the density and q profiles; iii) gaps located within 0.6 of the minor
radius. In'fact, the resonant (it—particle contribution is most significant near the gap location and
[30, drops to a negligible value for r/a a 0.6.
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Marginal stability curves for the selected mode numbers have been obtained with a
separate code based on the approximation used by Betti and Freidberg, Eq. (2). This analysis
yields that the toroidicity - induced Alfvén gap eigenmode (TAE) with n = 3, and dominant
poloidal harmonics m = 3, 4 is the most dangerous one for the parameters of these two
discharges. In particular, for the PTEl experiment, we have utilised the actual experiment
values of deuterium, tritium and impurity densities. In the second case corresponding to the
best performance in JET (#26087), we have simulated results assuming an equal concentration
of deuterium and tritium. In both cases the alpha pressure profile has been evaluated by
TRANSP which includes beam-beam and beam-plasma thermonuclear reactions, as well as
thermal—thermal reactions.

The results of our analysis are summarised in Figs. 3 and 4, showing marginal stability
curves in the 30:6 - Vq/VAG plane for the n = 3, m = 3, 4 TAE mode. Here VAG and flag
denote the Alfvén velocity and alpha particle beta at the gap location where
qG = (m+1/2)/n = 7/6, which is estimated to be at rg/a = 0.47 i 0.04. The impurity mass
density is included in the definition of VA, while va = (280/H1u)1/2 with ea = 3.5MeV. The
hatched regions in Figs. 2 and 3 reflect the sensitivity of the marginal stability curves to
uncertainties in the gap location, the electron and ion temperatures at the gap, and the
oc-particles pressure scale length, La = - (dlnpo/drflg. The experimental values of these
parameters (with error bars) are indicated in the figure captions. The figures also show the
estimated values of BuG and Vg/VAG at the time corresponding to the maximum of BCXG- Note
that for both cases Bu(0)/i3a(TG)~10-

The conclusion from this analysis is that (at-particle driven global Alfvén modes were
stable in the PTEl experiment and should be stable also in PTEZ provided the same ion density
as in #26087 (which is higher than that in PTEI) is obtained. However, the proximity of the
relevant parameters to their marginal stability values indicates that the excitation of Alfvén gap
modes in future JET experiments is a realistic possibility. In particular, on the basis of Fig. 3,
the unstable domain may be accessed in future D~T experiments by operating at lower plasma
density and higher ion temperatures. In this fashion the ratio vaiG can be decreased to its
optimal value for instability while maintaining a significant level of alpha particle production.

If the losses together with the mode amplitude and the effective plasma damping can be
established experimentally, firm predictions about (Jr—particle confinement and, possibly,
scenarios for ash removal will become feasible.

REFERENCES
[l] S. Poedts, W. Kerner, JP. Goedbloed, B. Keegan, G.T.A. Huysmans and

E. Schwarz in Plasma Phys. and Cont. Fusion 34, 1397 (1992).
[2] JET Team, Nucl. Fusion 32 (2), 197 (1992).
[3] R. Betti and JP. Freidberg, Phys. Fluids 34, 1465 (1992).
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Pulse No: 26148 Jan 22m Pulse No: 26087 mum
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Fig 11 The radial dependence, 5 : 1 ‘l’ / ‘l’s, of the idea] MHD Alfvén continuous spectrum of a typical JET P'I‘El

discharge. The global Alfvén eigenmodes are indicated by arrows a) n = 1 and b) n : 3.
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Fig. 7. Stability boundary for discharge #26148 for Fig. 3 Stability boundary for discharge #26087 for
the TAE mode with n = 3 and dominant m: 3 and/1 the TAB mode with n: 3 and dominant m = 3 and 4
harmonics. harmonics assuming nD~nT.

Parameters at the qc, = 7/6 surface which is at rG/n = 0.47 i 0.04 am: as follows (BT22.8T):

#26148: ne = (3 i 0.3) x 1019; nD = (1.34 i 0.2) x 1019 m-3; nT = (0.2 i 0.02) 1019 m-3;
T; = (11 i 1) keV; Te (7.5 i 0.5) keV; Lula = 0.15 i 0.05; Bu = (1.7 t 0.7) x 10'4.

#26087: ne 2 (4.8 i 0.04) x 10191113; nD : (1.3 i 0.02)x1019 m‘3; n'r = (1.9 i 0.02) 1019 m‘3;
n1: (1.8 i 0.2)x1018m‘3,Ti=(9.5 i 0.5)1<r:\l;'1'c : (8.2 i 0.5) keV; Lot/a : 0.15 t 0.05;

13a = (6.5 i; 2.5) x 104.1110 hatched region reflects the sensitivity of the marginal stability curve to

variations of the relevant parameters within the corresponding error bars. The indicated values of BUG and

Va/VAG corresponds to the maximum value of Ba during the discharge evolution.
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MHD Spectroscopy
Modelling the Excitation of TAE Modes by an External Antenna

G.T.A. Huysmans, H. Holties*, W. Kerner, J.P. Goedbloed“, ‘D. Borba, and F. Porcelli
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon., OX14 BEA, UK.

*FOM-Instituut voor Plasmafysica, ‘Rijnhuizen’, Nieuwegein, The Netherlands.

Introduction

Global Alfvén modes can be excited by energetic particles, in particular, by fusion
born 0 particles. The destabilized modes can lead to an enhanced loss of confinement of
the (2 particles, with the consequence that they are lost before being thermalized with
the bulk plasma. Experimentally, the global Alfvén modes have been destabilized by
the fast particles population created by neutral beam injection [1,2]. The damping of
the modes was found to be an order of magnitude larger than the estimates based on
electron Landau damping. Subsequently, new damping mechanisms have been proposed,
i.e., continuum damping, ion Landau damping and electron kinetic (radiative) damping.

In JET, an experiment is planned to excite
global Alfvén waves (TAE, EAE modes) by means
of an external antenna. In contrast to previ—
ous experiments, the waves are not driven un- ' ' ‘Fal‘ plasma

configurationstable but are oscillating with the frequency of
the antenna. The saddle coils (see Fig. 1), which
are newly installed in the JET vessel for disrup-
tion control will be used as the driving antenna.
By scanning the driving frequency, the TAE and
EAE modes will show up as resonances of the
power absorbed by the plasma, as can be mea—
sured by the antenna impedance. The width of
the resonance is directly proportional to the damp-
ing of the mode. In this way a direct measure—
ment of the damping is obtained without the need
to drive the global modes unstable, i.e. indepen- Fig. 1 A cross section of the JET di-
dent of the fast particle drive. Measuring the vertorgeomem’ SbOWJ'DE‘he POIOIdBJPO'

sition of the saddle coils. In the torOJdal
direction, there are four saddle coils both

tion gives the possibility to study the fast particle at the top and bottom of the vessel.
damping as a function of the fast particle popula-

drive.

Modelling the Excitation by an External Antenna

To model the excitation of the Alfvén waves, the plasma is described by the com-
pressible resistive MHD equations in toroidal geometry. Since the amplitude of the
excited waves will be small (6B/B ~ 10—5) the linearized equations yield an appro—
priate description of the plasma oscillations. In the existing CASTOR [3] code the
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following equations have been implemented in toroidal geometry.

A101 : “V'(p0vl)
Apovl = -V(/)0T1+p1To)+(V >< Ba) x (V x A1) — Ba x (V x V x A1)
Ap0T1= —pgvl-VT0 — (7 -—— 1);)0TgV-v1 + 27]('y~ 1)(V X B0)~(V X V X Al)

/\A1 :—Bo><v1—77VXVXA1

(1)

'01, A1, p1 and T1 are the perturbed velocity, vector potential, density and temperature,
BO, p0 and T0 are the equilibrium magnetic field, density and temperature, respectively.
The ratio of the specific heats is given by 7. The time dependence is given by u(r,i) =
u.(1')c’\‘. Without the driver, /\ is an eigenvalue of the eqs.(1). With the antenna, the
stationary state solution is obtained in which all quantities oscillate with the driving
frequency of the antenna: I771(/\) : Lad.

Modelling the excitation by the antenna requires a free boundary description of
the plasma. The influence of the vacuum region between the plasma and an ideally
conducting wall can be described by a relation between the normal and tangential
components of the perturbed vacuum magnetic field at the plasma boundary [4].

(b X nlm : Zamnhapnlfit + flit-1n"!- (2)
7"

here 11. is the unit vector normal of the plasma boundary, m and fit are indices of the
Fourier series in the poloidal angle. The vacuum response matrix, a, and the driving
vector fin, result from two independent solutions of the vacuum equations V-bu : 0
and V X b1, : 0 with bu the vacuum magnetic field.

The matrix a is determined from the vacuum solution with (bon)m = 1 at the
plasma boundary and b-n = 0 at the wall. The antenna, situated on an arbitrary
surface in the vacuum region, yields the additional term proportional to fig“. This
driving vector fl is obtained from the solution with b-n : 0 both on the wall and the
plasma. boundary and a jump in (b X n)"1 : fit,“ at the antenna surface.

To reach a stationary state, some form of dissipation is needed. With a finite resis—
tivity in the plasma, the Ohmic dissipation equals the power absorbed by the plasma.

Excited spectrum with JET saddle coils

The JET saddle coils consist of eight coils, four in the toroidal direction both at
the top and bottom of the vessel. By switching the relative phases, toroidal mode
numbers of n, : 1 and ‘2 can be produced as the main harmonics. Other mode numbers
will also be present as side bands. In CASTOR, the saddle coils are modelled as a
sum of independent helical antennas with different toroidal mode numbers. The helical
antenna preserves the localized nature of the antenna currents in the poloiclal direction
(see Fig. 1).

As an example, high performance discharge 26087 is analysed. This discharge has
a toroidal beta of 2.5%, at about 80% of the Troyon limit. The continuum frequencies
of this discharge, obtained with the CSCAS code [5], are plotted in Fig. 2. At this
high value of the pressure, the slow continua, which are linear in the local pressure and
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7, overlap the Alfvén continuum. The interaction of the slow and the Alfvén continua
breaks up the lowest Alfvén continuum and the separation between the slow and Alfvén
branches disappears. In addition, slow continua exist within the lowest Alfvén gap.
Due to the interaction of the slow and Alfvén branches a new gap opens up around
w/m.1 = 0.20. The ellipticity induced Alfvén gap is not affected by the slow modes.

This discharge is now, numerically, excited with the saddle coils as the external
antenna in the n = 1 configuration. The complete spectrum of the plasma response due
to the predominantly m/n = 9/1 magnetic field perturbation induced by the antenna
is shown in Fig. 3. The toroidal Alfvén eigenmodes (TAE) have the frequencies to =
0.35, 0.40 and 0.72. The TAE mode at w = 0.35 lies on the edge of the lower ‘Alfvén’
continuum and is heavily damped. In the case of an incompressible plasma, i.e. no
interaction of Alfvén and slow modes, the TAB gap‘is completely open and the TAE
mode at w = 0.40 experiences no continuum damping. In a compressible plasma, the
mode interacts with the slow/Alfvén continuum and does have singularities. However,
the continuum damping due to these singularities is small (< 2 x 10”). This is due
to the parallel polarization of slow continuum modes for which continuum damping is
much less efficient. From this, it is clear that almost undamped TAE modes can still
exist in relevant discharges at a pressure close to the Troyon limit.

Above to = 0.75 the second Alfvén continuum sets in. This causes the increased
background in the absorbed power up to w : 0.97. The large peaks between u.) = 1.0
and 1.35 are due to ellipticity induced eigenmodes (EAE). Above w = 1.35 the third
Alfvén continuum exists.

In the lowest, pressure induced, gap, we find a sharp resonance at w = 0.22.This
resonance is due to a global mode inside the gap of the m = 2 slow and m : 1 Alfve'n
gap, i.e., the global mode has a large m = 1 and m = 2 component. This resonance
disappears if the plasma is incompressible. A similar, pressure driven, mode has been
found in [2], where it is called a BAE mode for beta induced Alfvén eigenmode. The
mode at w = 0.22 is, however, not a clear Alfvén mode. The influence of the slow
continuum is clearly seen in the polarization of the mode. The ratio of the parallel to
perpendicular component of the displacement is a factor of 10 larger than that of the
pure Alfvén mode at w = 0.40. The continuum damping of this mode is small. However,
at these relatively low frequencies, the contribution of ion Landau damping is expected
to become dominant. Therefore, this global mode is not expected to be relevant with
respect to a-particle instabilities.

Conclusion
The plasma response induced by the JET saddle coils as the external antenna can

be calculated accurately for general JET discharges, providing a clear example of what
has been termed "MHD spectroscopy1 [6]. Peaks in the antenna impedance (the power
absorbed by the plasma) as a function of the driving frequency indicate global modes,
the width of these peaks yields the damping. This method allows finite pressure, i.e. the
influence of the slow continua, to be included consistently. In contrast, the method based
on the normal mode analysis has great difficulty finding the interesting eigenmodes in
the case of overlapping slow/Alfvén continua.
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l - Introduction
JET operation in the hot-ion (Ti>Te) H-mode regime produced plasmas with high energy
confinement and high neutron yields. Amongst a rich variety of MHD activity observed, the
most striking MHD feature was often seen at the termination of the high performance phase,
when in a complex event, core (m=n=1) instabilities appeared connected to edge localised
modes (ELMs) /l/. These global MHD events had previously only been observed in high [31
regimes close to the Troyon limit (BT = 2.8 l(MA)/a(m)B(T)) /2/.

Here we describe the MHD observations in hot—ion H-modes in low density, neutral beam
injection heated discharges with plasma currents of 3.1MA and toroidal fields of 2.6—2.9T.
These include the D-D discharges with the highest equivalent D-T fusion amplification
factor, Q, obtained at JET and the first D-T plasmas /3/. Emphasis will be given to the
observation of n=1 modes during the phase when the good confinement starts to decline.The
observations have been related to the toroidal B normalized to the Troyon limit (BN=Bt/BT)
and compared to observations from JET pm“ phmn m._
high beta operation with a low toroidal

neutmnmte “ .» "'
\lmagnetic field /2/.

ll - Discharge overview
Different types of MHD activity were found
associated to the three confinement phases
that characterize these discharges, viz. (I)
the good confinement phase when the total
neutron flux is rising, (II) the termination
phase in which the total neutron flux starts
to decline (either slowly or in a sudden
crash), and (III) a subsequent poorer

Fishbones
._ M9233- "” ”

confinement H-mode phase.
Fig.1 gives an overview of MHD

Fr
eq

.
(k

H
z)

observations in phases I and Il for discharge Time (s)
26087. It shows that the good confinement ' _ _

Figure I) MHD acnvzry in #26087.

. . The insert shows the log contour plot for
collapses. However this is not a phase of low a sequence ofpower spectra for the fast

MHD activity. Measurements from magnetic magnetic signal plotted above.

phase is a period free of ELMs and sawtooth
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pick»up coils show fishbone bursts increasing slowly in amplitude. As the plasma pressure

increases, another m=n=1 oscillation, with a lower frequency, comparable to the frequency of
the central plasma rotation, is observed. We will refer to the slower oscillation as the 'kink'
mode. During the whole of phase I the fishbone amplitude remains the largest one. During
phase II, fishbones continue to be dominant and the decline in the total neutron rate occurs
when fishbone amplitudes, on the outer midplane rise above 10 Gauss. At the end of phase 1]

the slower m=n=1 mode grows abruptly, 200us before a sawtooth crash. This is followed
within lOOus by a large increase in the DO! signal similar to an ELM. The MHD observations
in phase III are characterized by the appearance of large ELMs and in discharges tem'tinated
by a sawtooth, by n=3 activity which grows for a few hundred ms.
III - Fishbones 1-0 ' ' ' ' . _ ~ . . -
In many of the discharges considered, there 1‘ .neutron rate
is a clear correlation between enhanced 2:05 \ Ix
fishbone amplitudes, >10 Gauss, and the V .. 51

saturation of the total neutron emission. 0.0 I" ‘ . . . |
When fast data is not available, the magnetic 10 N i '

(10-20
U}
ll)

comb filters give an indication of the g
fishbone amplitude in phase 11. Large spikes, A. 2 fie(él=4§)i .

corresponding to fishbone bursts, are seen in 2 115-125 kHz)
all frequency bands, and specially in those

0 13.2 13.4 13.6 13.13.much larger than the fishbone frequency time (5)
(Fig.2). This is solely caused by a saturation
of the input signal at 10 G and shows clearly Figure 2) FIE/1170“ flCtiVi’)’ in #26095-

(Large spikes in the high frequencythat during neutron saturation fishbone ‘ .
combfilter indicate Be>IOG.)

amplitudes are above 10G.
In some discharges we found that in phase II the fishbone bursts turn into a continuous mode
with a lower amplitude. The loss of beam ions from the plasma core is related not only to the
amplitude but also to the repetition rate of the bursts. Applying a non—linear model /4/ to the
observed oscillations, we estimated that the continuous fishbone, although with a lower

amplitude, would affect the fast ion population more than a sequence of well separate bursts.
In addition, the fishbone may play a role in destabilizing the sawtooth. It is during the
enhanced fishbone activity that the sawtooth collapse occurs. The sawtooth normally occurs
during a non—linear phase of the fishbone evolution when the fishbone burst is already
beyond its maximum amplitude. The removal of resonant particles in phase space by a
fishbone (causing its saturation), gives a destabilizing contribution to the dispersion relation
of the resistive kink mode. (The causes of sawtooth stabilization in these discharges are under
continued study. )
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IV - Sawteeth
The characteristics of temperature collapses» just before or at the beginning of the good
confinement phase were compared to the temperature crashes in phase II. This gave a range
of BN from 0.2 to 0.8. Three categories of temperature collapses were found: fast sawtooth-
like crashes either on their own or closely followed by an ELM, and a gradual decline in the
temperature (~2-5ms). The gradual decline was observed in some discharges for BN>0.65. In
what follows we discuss the faster sawtooth-like crashes.
All fast crashes were found to have m=1 "kink" precursors. When BN exceeds 0.3 the m=n=1
precursor attains a large amplitude and a significant perturbation even outside the q=1 surface
is observed in soft X-ray emission and electron density fluctuations. This indicates large
MHD coupling between the m=1 harmonics and higher harmonics outside r(q=1). For
BN>0.4 the time of arrival at the edge for the heat pulse becomes less than 10ms. This is due
to a large mixing radius, caused by the MHD mode which extends significantly beyond q=1.
Only for BN>O.55 the sawteeth were observed to lead to ELMs
At BN~0-7 the overall sawtooth observations have all the characteristics of the limiting
phenomena observed for BN>1 in low Bl discharges, i.e. both the m=1 precursor and crash
have a radial extent to the edge, a heat pulse of finite duration is not observable, and an ELM
occurs almost immediately. (See figure 3a.)

(8)
Sawtooth

o?
E
2
«1 ta3 9 ‘7n 6’
b
S
m 5
01
fl
5
f, 1
E (centre)3 - H =-12cmWM) 4 Time 40us

Figure 3) SXR signals around the sawtooth collapsefor #26076, at BN~0.7.
0) Sequence of profiles measured with the vertical detectors. Notice instantaneous

connection between the core and edge at the crash.
[7) n=1 oscillations observed with the horizontal detectors 1.6ms before the collapse showing

phase reversals at two different radii.
The fast SXR signals just before the sawtooth at the termination (figure 3b), surprisingly,
show that the m:n=l precursor has phase reversals at two different radii indicating that q(R)
has to be near unity at two quite distinct radii. This compound m=n=1 structure was found in
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hot-ion H—mode discharges for BN>O.5 and in the highest performance low B1 discharges with
[5N >1. It is not, however, a general observation of high Bdischarges. thus it cannot be solely
related to total plasma pressure. Further data analysis is underway in order to determine
whether the MHD observations imply magnetic shear reversal and whether this could be
explained by bootstrap current asrin the pellet enhanced discharges /5/.

0.4V-Modelling ottheglobal mode """""""‘m'mlm'm;
An explanation for the large radial extent of "g o a ._ :S 3
MHD activity is provided by numerical 9: i “ I: .
computations of the free-boundary n=1 :02 K ‘5‘“ _
"internal” kink mode. They show that in g
high-[3 discharges, toroidal coupling, caused 530.1 H _
either by the large total pressure or by large ‘°
edge current densities due to bootstrap 0‘0 in”...,'...................1.L:
current, can cause the n=l instability to have M “‘8 1-0 ”[5 1-4 1-5 1 8 2'0 2 2

pa significant amplitude at the edge. Both . _ _
effects play a role in these discharges./3/ Figure 4) Internal kink at high fl
Figure 4 shows how the amplitudes of higher poloidal harmonics relative to the m=l increase
with Bp. The calculations were done with the linear stability code CASTOR /6/. The
calculation for Bp~l uses the equilibrium reconstruction from magnetic and Faraday rotation
data just before the termination sawtooth crash for discharge 26087. The other points were
calculated varying total pressure and keeping the q-profile fixed.
Vl-The ELM following the sawtooth
The fact that an ELM only appears correlated to a sawtooth when the mixing radius is close
to the edge and that the heat pulse is very fast, distinguishes these ELMs from other ELMs
which are not preceded by a central crash. The most likely explanation is that the sawtooth
affects the confinement right up to the last closed flux surface. However a separate edge
mode could also be triggered by the fast heat pulse by increasing the pressure gradient. The
analysis of resistive ballooning stability near the edge shows that prior to terminating events,
the edge plasma can be approaching the limiting value of the local pressure gradient rather
than the resistivity limit normally observed for other ELMs /7/
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EQUILIBRIUM RECONSTRUCTION AT JET

W. Zwingmann, U. Ellis, J. Lingertat, D.O'Brien
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1. Introduction
The physical processes at the plasma edge have been recognised to be essential for deter-

mining the performance of tokamak fusion devices, especially for the H-mode regime. Since
many of the edge diagnostics are sensitive to errors in the location of the plasma boundary, the
accurate determination of the magnetic field configuration close to the boundary has become
increasingly important. Plasma boundary reconstruction using only external magnetic data is an
inherently ill—conditioned problem[1]. In the past, scepticism has been expressed concerning
the use of function expansions in the determination of the plasma b0undary[2]. We report here
on two fast methods that have been developed at JET for boundary reconstruction which make
use of novel expansion techniques providing an accurate and stable reconstmction.

2. Numerical methods
The local expansion method XLOC was introduced at JET to give a fast and accurate de—

termination ofthe plasma boundary in the vicinity of an X-point, It has been extended to cover
the whole plasma boundary. The vessel is subdivided into 5 sections, the flux function is ex-
pressed by

6 . .@012) = ZaUtRZ —R§)'(z —ZO)’ (1)
i=0,j:0
i+j56

in each section, The coefficients ail are determined by imposing the vacuum equation for ‘I’
and fitting to the data by minimising

1 2XM = 5 2(Lni‘1’}—M,,) (2)
where M" denotes the measured data value, and L" {‘1’} the corresponding computed

value. In addition, the five expansions are constrained to match at chosen tie points around the
vessel, Thus, the procedure to evaluate ‘I’ is reduced to a matrix inversion. The plasma
boundary is found in the usual way by finding the minimum flux value at the limiter points as
well as at any separatrices ifthey exist inside the vessel Any X-points of the poloidal field are
obtained by a Newton procedure to solve V ‘1! =0. Details ofthe method are found in [3],

FBC(fast boundary code) has been developed to provide accurate smooth boundary values
for the finite domain IDENT code. It is based on a global expansion with Legendre and trigo-
nometric functions
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_ shE M
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The coefficients are fitted to measurements via a cost function, with a least squares term
given by (2) plus a smoothing term with weights wb and W].

2 2
X =XM +wb]!(aaT\f)2ds +wiJ(aa—S;Ii)2ds, (4)

r
where Tb is the vessel boundary, Pr an appropriately chosen inner surface. The ill-posedness

ofthe problem is therefore removed by the smoothing term.
Figure 1 presents a comparison between the numerically generated boundaries of the full

equilibrium code IDENTC and the boundary codes XLOC and PEG. There is good agreement,
with an error being typically less than 2 cm for the whole boundary except in the vicinity of the
X~points, where the boundary codes are more precise. This result is typical and was obtained
for a range of shots. XLOC is in routine use at JET since 1990 and works well for arbitrary
plasma configuration. Figure 2 shows a comparison between XLOC and IDENTC, using data
for the 1990—1992 JET experimental campaign.

3. Experimental results
The standard interpretation of the divertor diagnostics uses the magnetic configuration

found by XLOC. Some discharges allow for comparison with raw data from independent diag-
nostics, such as the Langmuir probes, CCD camera and Hot signal.

If the X-point of a discharge is swept across the target tiles so that the strike points of the
separatrix cross a Langmuir probe, changes in the probe characteristics will result. Although
the physics of the transition region between scrape-offlayer and private flux region is not yet
fully understood, it is reasonable to assume that the transition takes place where rapid changes
in the Langmuir characteristics occur. Figure 3 shows the floating potential of the probe. There
is a clear and distinct change of the floating potential within a narrow region, when the strike
point crosses the probe

For divertor discharges, the CCD camera recording of the light emitted from the target
plates shows well localised hot spots. They should coincide with the maximum of the parallel
heat flux. Recent analytical work on the magnetic flux geometry allows for determining the hot
spot position as a function ofthe X—point position[4]. They are not necessarily the strike points
of the separatrix. The position of the hot spots agrees with the position derived from XLOC
data within 1 cm.



The accuracy of the boundary code has given confidence in the execution and interpretation
of experiments where the position of the plasma boundary has been a parameter under investi-
gation. The results of XLOC showed that most of the H—mode discharges before 1990 were
obtained with the X-point outside the vessel, with the plasma limiting on the protection tiles.
Analysis ofJET data for 1991/1992 shows that the enhancement of confinement time over the
ITER89-P scaling law [5] is not directly dependent on the position of the X-point relative to
the Vessel wall. This enhancement factor is, however, strongly dependent on the distance at the
outer midplane between the separatn'x and the innermost flux surface touching the vessel
components (the plasma boundary ifthe X—point is outside the vessel).

4. Upgrade for the pumped divertor
During the pumped divertor phase of JET the new divertor coils will be situated close to the

plasma boundary Previous analysis has shown that this may lead to inaccuracies in the recon-
struction, so that additional magnetic pick-up coils and flux loops have been installed The
optimal number and location was determined by using the full equilibrium code EFITJ[6],
using equilibria generated by PROTEUS as an input. The optimum set is given by figure 4 and
is determined by using the distance between the plasma boundary and reconstructed plasma
boundary as a figure of merit.

The boundary codes have been adapted for this phase, figure 4 shows a comparison of the
EFIT boundary with XLOC and FBC, with a typical deviation of2 cm.

5. Conclusions
Two fast methods for the reconstmction of the plasma boundary have been developed at

JET, they use different methods and are therefore complimentary. Both codes are continuously
benchmarked against each other, full equilibrium codes and independent diagnostic data. The
boundary codes are shown to give an accuracy of the order of 1 cm. A typical reconstruction
of XLOC takes place in a millisecond on IBM 3090 or digital signal processors, and will pro-
vide accurate real time boundary data for feedback control ofthe plasma shape.

[l] B]. Braams, Plasma Phys. Contr, Fusion 33, 715 (1991)
[2] UK Lee, Y. Peng, KM. Peng, Plasma Phys. 25, 161 (1981)
[3] D. O‘Brien, 1.] Ellis, J.Lingertat, Nuclear Fusion 33, 467 (1993)
[4] A, Loarte, P.J. Harbour, Nuclear Fusion 32, 681 (1992)
[5] RN. Yushmanov, T. Takizuka, KS. Riedel, O.J,W.F. Kardaun, J.G, Cordey,

SM. Kaye, DE. Post, Nuclear Fusion 30, 1999 (1990)
[6] D. O'Brien, LL. Lao, ER. Solano, M. Garribba, T.S. Taylor, G. Cordey, 1.] Ellis

Nuclear Fusion 32, 1351 (1992)
2
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Fig. 1. Plasma boundary, determined by
flOC and FBC, compared with IDENTC
(dashed curve). Circles give the location of
flux probes, asterisks of magnetic field
probes. CRl-CR6 are distances to vessel
components.
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Introduction

ASDEX Upgrade and future tokamaks operate with' vertically elongated plasmas, which
are subject to axisymmetric vertical instability. When the control of the vertical position
is lost, because of failure of the feed-back system, as result of operation with plasma
configurations which cannot be stabilized by feed—back or during fast current decay [l],
the plasma column moves vertically, disrupts and quenches, while coming in contact with
the vessel components. The rapid changes of the magnetic field induce poloidal and
toroidal currents in the vessel components and associated large j X B forces, which have
to be estimated and taken into account in the design of tokamaks.
The need to understand the evolution of VDEs, in order to predict their effects, has
motivated an extensive experimental and theoretical investigation on Asdex Upgrade ['2].
In the following We report on the observed evolution and effects of induced VDEs and on
the simulation of these discharges carried on with the Tolcamak Simulation Code (TSC)
[3].

Evolution of Induced VDE in ASDEX Upgrade
An intended VDE is caused by turning off the vertical feed-back control system on an
elongated plasma and by applying a small vertical force (upwards or downwards) with the
control coils, while keeping the PF coil current constant. In ASDEX Upgrade, a passive
stabilizing saddle loop (PSL), located inside the vessel, retards an uncontrolled plasma
vertical motion to the growth rate of the order of ~ 100 ms. Typical time traces of a
single-null ohmic discharge, Shot 1500, are shown in Fig. 1. The vertical position of the
plasma current, :c, the plasma current, [9, the stabilizing force provided by the PSL, F“,
and the quadrupole destabilizing force, F45“, are reconstructed by the FP program [4] on
the basis of magnetic measurements. The toroidal currents in the PSL, IFSL, and in the
vessel, IV", are measured by means of Rogowski coils; the poloidal current flowing between
plasma and divertor plates, IMO, is provided by resistors located between carbon tiles and
their support; the vessel vertical movement is recorded by strain gauges located at each
of the eight upper rods which support vessel and PSL. The drift of the plasma column
(2:), initiated at t = 1.36 s, induces a current in the PSL and consequently a net vertical
force on the vessel. When 2: z —‘20 cm the x point intersects the divertor plate and the
plasma becomes limiter bounded. At the same time the plasma accelerates because A",
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has exceeded F“. Within a few ms’s the plasma disrupts and the plasma current starts
decaying, inducing a net toroidal current in the vessel. A poloidal current up to 100 kA
fiows between plasma and divertor plates, closing trough the bottom of the vessel. The
vessel moves ~ 0.35 mm. vertically downwards, which corresponds to a net force on the
vessel supports of 55 kN.

Simulation of VDE with TSC

The TSC program has been used to model selfvconsistently the interaction between plasma
and surrounding structures during VDES. The code solves time dependent resistive MHD
equations in axisymmetric toroidal geometry. The computational domain includes a
plasma, a scrape—off—layer or haio region, the vacuum region and solid conductors. The
poloidal and toroidal magnetic field are evolved all over the domain according to Fara—
days and Ohm’s law. In the plasma the temperature distributions are consistent with the
Tang's transport model [5]. The halo is a region of uniform low density, whose width and
temperature are free parameters assigned in input; in this region a force‘free current can
be induced by changing magnetic fields and can close through the solid conductors. The
vessel and PSL are modeled by toroidal wires forming a poloidally continuous structure,
in which currents can also flow poloidally.

The simulation of Shot 1500 ([p = 600 kA, B; : -l.5 T) started just before the onset
of VDE; the plasma configuration of the initial TSC equilibrium was in good agreement
with the FP reconstruction. The downward drift evolved very close to the experimental
observation and was also in relative good agreement with the time constant predicted by
the filamentary plasma model {6}: (_C — zo)/(d:C/dt) : —(F5,/d — l)/(7Z/L)p5;. The
trajectories of current center, X point and other main geometrical parameters followed the
correspondent FP quantities within 1 cm in a time interval just 10 % Shorter than in the
experiment.

The value of the safety factory at the moment of disruption was still above 2. In the
simulation, the disruption was caused by dropping the plasma temperature to a constant

value (25 eV) within 0.5 ms. The time behavior of the current center and the current decay
after thermal quench were reproduced by allowing for the presence of a plasma halo with
time dependent temperature ( 25 —* 3 eV) and normalized width ( (i/ihmeuoflwum —‘L[10)

2 0.2 —~ 0.6). The extension of the halo region and the poloidal current distribution, at
the beginning of the plasma current decay, is shown in Fig. 3. During the current quench,
the region of close flux surfaces shrinks and, according to the constancy of :c, is replaced
by a region of open flux surfaces. The simulation of the time evolution of currents in
vessel. PSL and of the poloidal current flowing between plasma and divertors are in good
agreement with the measurements. Fig. 4 shows the computed vertical forces associated
with poloidal and toroidal currents flowing in different conducting components. In this
simulation. the vertical force associated with halo currents is up to 40 % larger than the
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total computed vertical force; the interaction between the quadrupole field and the toroidal
currents in PSL and vacuum vessel can generate vertical forces having sign opposite to
FZUM)‘ The difference between the measured total vertical force, Fin), and the simulated
one could be explained by the elastic response of the structures, and a detailed evaluation
of the vessel dynamic is in progress.

Conclusions

The TSC simulation of an induced VDE is in good agreement with the FP reconstruction
of the drifting and disrupting plasma. The plasma. current decay and the trajectory of
the current center after thermal quench could be modeled by allowing for the presence of
a halo region with time depending temperature and width. The magnitude of poloidal
current flowing force free in this region, through the divertor plates and closing through
the bottom of the vessel is in agreement with the measurement. This poloidal current
generates a vertical force which was estimated to be 40 % larger than the total vertical
force on the vessel components and therefore largely determining the magnitude of stress
on the structures.
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Figure Captions:

Fig. 1 — Time traces of plasma parameters during VDE
Fig. 2 - Current decay and plasma current center during disruption (FF reconstruction:
continuous line ; simulation: circles)
Fig. 3 - (a) Poloidal flux surfaces and halo region; (b) Poloidal current distribution
Fig. 4 - Vertical forces on the conductive structures
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SAWTOOTH-LIKE ACTIVITY WITH DOUBLE RESONANT qal SURFACES
DURING CURRENT DIFFUSION 1N FTU

F. Alladio, P.Buratti, P.Micozzi, O.Tudisco

Associazione EURATOM- ENEA sulla Fusione, Centro Ricerche Energia Frascati,
CF. 65 - 00044 Frascati, Rome (Italy)

THE PHENOMENON
Bursts of sawtooth-like activity with remarkably constant period are often

detected on the electron temperature profile Te during the early phase of FTU
discharges. They are distinct from the sawtooth activity that is usually observed in
steady state discharges. These bursts are observed when the plasma internal
inductance is still rising after the current has reached its plateau value. Up to 15
sawteeth can be found in each burst; their period ranges from 3 to 12 msec. A single
discharge may exhibit several of these phenomena separated by quiescent phases (see
Fig.1). After this transient phase the discharge usually evolves into a q=1
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Fig.2 - Time evolution of the electron
temperature profile for the same FI'U
shot of Fig.1.

Fig.1 - FTU shot #4475 (B¢=6T). a) Plasma
current; b) Internal plasma inductance;
(2) Electron temperature at three radial
positions.
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Fig.3 - Time evolution of the current
density profile for the same FTU shot of
Fig.1.
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sawtooting plasma, but sometimes sawtooth-free discharges with episodic crashes are
observed. Similar reconnections are also induced by the pellet injection after the
disappearance of the q=l sawtooth activity.

This activity is associated with hollow temperature profiles (see Fig. 2.), and the
temperature variation resembles that of the usual sawtooth activity in the sense that
exhibits a sudden crash, a well defined inversion radius and a diffusive behaviour
outside a mixing radius, with the remarkable exception that, in bursts with many
sawteeth, it vanishes near the plasma magnetic axis.

An MHD equilibrium reconstruction code [1] has been widely applied to the FTU
database for deriving the current density profile L». It uses the magnetic
measurements as boundary conditions and the shape of the measured electron
pressure profile as the functional form of p(lp) in the Grad—Shafranov equation source.
During the usual sawtooth activity the reconstructive code gives a qo value very close
to one and the q=l surface coincides with the sawtooth inversion radius at low values
of q at the edge.

On the contrary during these sawtooth-like bursts the j profile is found to
remain hollow (see Fig. 3), with double resonant q values (2,3,4,.3 in the Centre of the
plasma column . At the end of the bursts the qo value starts dropping and the q
profile becomes monotonic.

The hollow Ta and jq, profiles are systematically associated with peaked
radiation loss profiles that in the centre exceed the local ohmic input. No peaking is
observed on the electron density profiles.

TEE MAGNETIC RECONNECTION
The smallness of the Te excursion on the plasma axis suggests that the

Kadomtsev reconnection mechanism [2] with two resonant q surfaces could explain
the observed Te crashes.

Figure 4 shows the Te profiles as observed by the ECE grating polychromator
just before and after a sawtooth crash together with the reconstructed q profile. The
correspondence between the external q=2 surface and the sawtooth inversion radius is
quite good.

Figure5shows the prediction of the Kadomtsev model that, by the incom—
pressible reconnection of the iytl helical flux function, prescribes the reconnection
of the electron density and temperature. The agreement between the experimental
data and the simulation is remarkable.

The sawtooth activity is associated with precursor and post-cursor oscillations
observed on the polychromator channels with a phase shift corresponding to the
expected mode number.

The reconstructed jq) profiles have been compared with the ones computed by
assuming Spitzer or Neoclassical resistivity with uniform Zen and an electric field
profile as obtained from the time derivative of the poloidal flux coming from the
equilibrium reconstructive code. When the q on the axis is less than 3 the agreement
is quite satisfactory (see Fig.6-a), while the reconstructed profiles are broader than
the computed ones for higher values of qo (Fig.6—b). The agreement obtained assuming
Spitzer resistivity is generally better than the one with Neoclassical resistivity.
However it should be remarked that, since the values of Zea‘ are rather high (22), a
peaked Zeg profile could give a good agreement also with Neoclassical resistivity.

Just after the sawtoothing phase the electrical field profile appears to be
strongly depressed in the central region, while a flatter profile is recovered during
the quiescent phase. We explain this effect as an expulsion of impurities from the
plasma central region by the crashes; this is enforced by the observation of
decreasing central radiation losses and increasing central temperature.
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A simple cilindrical diffusive calculation, assuming Spitzer resistivity, shows
that the evolution of the q profile can be explained as a consequence of the observedTe evolution.

A linear cylindrical MHD stability analysis, performed by using the
reconstructed jq, profiles, shows a qualitative agreement with the behaviour of the
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plasma discharge in the reconnection phase. The double resonance is found to be
unstable during the sawteeth bursts while the jq, profile turns to be stable when this
phenomenon is ended.

CONCLUSIONS
The agreement between kinetic and magnetic data during the current start-up

(at least for d/dt < 2. MA/s and for an elongation b/a21.04) and during the jq, profile
relaxation at the beginning of the plasma current flat-top is remarkable. This allows
to observe the details of the current diffusion and of the MHD istabilities in F'I‘U.

The plasma resistivity is found not to be anomalous but the choice whether
Spitzer or Neoclassical electrical conductivity provides the better fit to the j¢ profile
is hard to make.

The magnetic reconnections tend to stop or to make slower the process of
rising of the internal plasma inductance.
The reconnections are correctly simulated by the Kadomtsev model with two
resonant surfaces.

During a sawteeth burst the inner resonant surface seems to shrink; when it
disappears, the reconnection is no more possible and the phenomenon ends.

In the case of a single reconnection, the inner resonant surface seems to be
already very close to the magnetic axis.

The linear MHD stability of the modes with m>1 is in good qualitative
agreement with the reconstructed jq, profile.
The reconnections cause an impurity expulsion from the plasma core associated with
transiently hollow electric field profiles.
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Transport Effects of Low (m,n) MHD Modes
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I. Introduction
Supershots in TFTR often suffer a performance degradation after several hundred millisec-

onds of auxiliary heating, which is characterized by a gradual decrease of the global plasma
parameters such as the total D-D fusion neutron yield (5"), plasma stored energy (W) and
energy confinement time (TE). Detailed shot~to—shot comparisons and statistical data anal-
ysis have been carried out using the 1992 high performance TFTR supershot database to
study the correlation between the performance degradation and low m (the poloidal mode
number), n (the toroidal mode number) coherent MHD modes. A local transport model and
numerical simulations are used to study the island-induced transport effects.
11. Observation of the Low (m,n) MHD-Correlated Performance Degradation

A comparison of three neutral beam heated high-performance supershotsfl] is shown in
Fig. 1. They have nearly identical beam power, plasma current, wall conditioning (inferred
from Carbon II and Do, emission measurements), plasma major radius, Ohmic target den—
sity, etc. However, they developed very different MHD activity. The two discharges that
developed m/n = 3/2 and 4/3 modes suffered a performance degradation. The non-degraded
discharge did not have a coherent MHD mode, except for a bursting, fishbone-type ( = 1)
mode[2] which had little effect on global plasma performance. The 3/2 mode case correlates
with a larger degradation than the 4/3 mode case. A close correlation in time can be seen
between the appearance of the 3/2 or 4/3 mode and the decay of plasma parameters. A
simultaneous deterioration on other measured plasma parameters, such as (fly) and neg/(12¢),
and corresponding plasma profile flattening on 71,,(r), T,(r), T,(r), and the neutron emission
rate profile 5,,(r) have also been observed.

A statistical data analysis has been carried out using a subset of the 1992 TFTR supershot
database. Shown in Fig. 2 is a collection of 150 high performance neutral beam heated
supershots. The plasma parameters are: major radius R = 2.45 m, minor radius a = 0.80 m,
beam power P3 ~ 10— 25 MW, beam duration = 1 sec, plasma current I? : 1.60i0.03 MA.
Also, at the peak neutron time this database covers: maximum total neutron rate 5,, ~
(1.0 — 3.2) x 1016 5-1, rE/rg'md“(coldsion) ~ 1.7 — 2.7, (13,.) ~ 0.70 —1.25,B, 2 4.8 T.
q, 2 4.6 — 5.1, 71.0 ~ (4.2 — 7.7) x 1019 mi nw/(nc) ~ 1.7 — 2.9, T.O ~ 7 — 10 keV,
Tm ~ 303: 5 keV.

Relative changes in the neutron rate (SSH/5,, are plotted in Fig. 2, where éSn/S E
[5,,(tpk) — SHOWN/5,10%), lb] is the time near the beam turn off and iv), is the time of peak
neutrons. A similar expression is used for (SW/W. The following statistics are observed:

(1) Long duration, high performance was sustained for most of the supershots: Namely, 110
shots (73%) have 65n/5" < 10%. Only about 40 shots (27%) have (SSH/5,. > 10%. Of
these, 28 shots (5 20%) displayed significant neutron degradation with fiSn/S" > 15%.
The stored energy degradation satisfies a relation (SW/W 2‘ (1/2)65n/5,., which agrees
with the parabolic scaling 5,, xx W2 observed in TFTR supershots[3].

(2 V Among the 150 shots, 16 of them (~ 10%) developed a dominant m/n : 3/2 mode
during the NB! heated phase. A dominant m/n : 4/3 mode developed in 28 shots
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(5 20%). A distinct coherent m/n : 5/4 mode was detected in ~ 11 shots (~ 7%).
Most of the shots marked “no MHD" in Fig. 2 usually have fishbone»type (q = 1) and
edge kink-like (m/n = 5/1.4/1) MHD activities. No 2/1 modes Were detected in this
parameter regime.

Among the 40 shots that have (SSH/5,. > 10%, we found that 34 shots have either
3/2 or 4/3 modes. All the 28 large degradation shots (éSn/Sn > 15%), except one,
correlate with the presence of a rotating 3/2 or 4/3 MHD mode. The drop in neutrons
correlated with a 3/2 (4/3) mode can be up to ~ 30% (~ 25%), and the corresponding
TE drop is ~ 25% (20%).

r-
\ Ca.) V

(4 Like the fishbone mode and kink-like edge mode cases, the 5/4 mode shots did not
exhibit performance degradation (e.g.,65,,/S.1 <_ 10%).

V

Fig. 3 illustrates the correlation between the onset time of the 3/2 and 4/3 modes and the peak
neutron time. We found that the peak in 5,, never precedes the MHD, outside the error bars.
This is consistent with the conjecture that the MHD causes the performance degradation.
Of course, our emphasis on the MHD effect does not exclude other possible degradation
mechanisms. In fact, the one exceptional shot shown in Fig. 2 has a ($.‘5‘n/Sn z 25% without
a detectable rotating, coherent MHD mode. (There may be a locked-mode or impurity influx
event.) Nevertheless, our statistical analysis shows that this kind of event has a much smaller
probability than the MHD events in the supershot regime studied.

The appearance of these low (m,n) MHD modes also correlates with a significant en
hancement in the fusion product losses (3 MeV proton and 1 MeV Triton) measured by the
90° scintillator detectors[4]. Shown in Fig, 4 is a subset ofdata from Fig. 2 with P5 2 24 MW.
The enhancement factor is about 6 for the 3/2 mode, 4 for the 4/3 mode and 2 for the q : 1
fishbone mode, compared to a group of MHD quiet discharges (with R : 2.60 m).

Magnetic islandetype structures are observed in the TAB) in the supershots with large
3/2 or 4/3 modes using a 20 channel fast ECE polychromator diagnostic. The effect of the
internal island on the evolution of plasma profiles (nCY Te, T. and 5") produces a distinct
feature. Following the slow growth of the mode (few hundred milliseconds), the profile inside
the mode rational surface (r < r,) drops continuously in a time scale 1' > 77;, while the profile
outside 7, remains relatively unchanged. Fig. 5 shows the Te profile evolution of the 3/2
mode supershot shown in Fig. 1. A clear flat spot (at the 0 point phase of the island) is seen
with a width in ~ 10 cm, or m/a 2 0.13. Statistical data analysis supports this observation.
III. Modeling and Numerical Simulation

A local transport model[5] based on the short-circuit effect during the magnetic field line
reconnection has been used to estimate the energy degradation due to magnetic islands. 1t
predicts that the existence of a poor confinement region around the mode rational surface
alone will cause the core plasma temperature to decrease with (ST/T Ex w/a for r < r, — 111/2,
while in the outside region r > r, + Ill/2‘ the temperature profile does not change. Therefore,
the degradation of plasma stored energy will scale as (WV/W or w/a.[5] This is a much
stronger scaling than the usual perturbative tearing mode energy calculation[6], which implies6W/W (x (w/a)“ << w/n. Using parabolic profiles for nc(r) and T€(r) [o< (1 —— rE/azfl, this
model predicts:

(SW/W = (20/3)[(1— r3/a2) — (1 s rfi/a’ifl (r,/a)(w/a). (1)
A preliminary comparison between theory and experiment is given in Fig. 6. The island
Width used is estimated using w/rs = gi/firq/Bgrm’m, where 13,03) is calculated using



the measured edge Ba and a q-profile from a 1-D transport code (SNAP). The constant g
is introduced to match the calculated w/a and the ECE measured island width when the
measurement is reliable (e.g., Fig. 5). A numerical simulation using four coupled transport
equations for n, (fast ion), rte, TC and T;, has been carried out to study the dynamical features
of the supershot evolution and to compensate for some simplifications used in the analytical
model that yields Eq. (1). The simulation reproduces many of the basic supershot features.
When an enhanced transport region is introduced in the transport coefficients Xe. x; and De
around the island region, the simulation produces a similar performance degradation in both
the plasma profiles (as Fig. 5) and the global parameters (as Fig. 1).
IV.Conclusions

A strong correlation has been observed between low (in, n) coherent MHD, mainly m/n =
3/2 and 4/3 modes, and the plasma performance degradation in TFTR neutral beam heated,
high performance supershots. Shot—to-shot comparisons and statistical data analysis indicate
that the development of a 3/2 island correlates with up to a 30% degradation of total D-D
neutron rate and ~ 15% degradation of the stored energy. The 4/3 mode exhibits a similar
but less severe effect. Magnetic island structures are observed around the mode rational
surface [e.g.. ~ 10 cm flat-spot (or w/a ~ 0.13) is detected in supershots with strong 3/2
modes]. The main feature of the correlated plasma profile evolution is a decrease of the
plasma profiles inside the 1' < 7‘; region and little change in the outside (r > n) region.
This is seen on "C(Tl, Te(r) T,-(r) and 5,.(r) profiles. A significant enhancement (up to a
factor of ~ 6) of the fusion product loss has been observed in the discharges with coherent
MHD. The observed energy degradation scaling. 6W/W ~ w/a, and the profile evolution
features basically agree with both a local heat transport model[5] and a predictive numerical
simulation. These results imply that low (in. n) coherent MHD modes may have an important
impact on plasma performance and a-particle populations of D—T supershots. Other non-
MHD related performance degradation has also been observed, especially in the larger major
radius supershots (R 2 2.60 in). Investigation of these discharges is underway.
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Figures
Fig. l Comparison of Sn, l-Vdm and TE l'or three supershots with similar target and known setup

conditions. Also shown is the Mirnov coil measured coherent MHD modes.
Fig. 2 The neutron rate degradation (SSH/Sn versus the peak neutron rate for 150 supershot plasmas

from the 1992 TFTR database,
Fig. ii Correlation between the onset of MHD and the peak neutron time.
Fig. l Correlation between the D-D fusion product loss with the coherent MHD modes.
Fig. :3 ECE measured electron temperature evolution with the development of a 3/2 island.
Fig. 6 Comparison between the theoretically estimated energy degradation and the experimental

(measurement.
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BETA-LIMITING INSTABILITIES IN DIII—D DISCHARGES
WITH LARGE BOOTSTRAP CURRENT‘
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In reactor-relevant discharges with high beta and low collisionality, the beta limit may
be reduced by the presence of a large bootstrap current density near the edge of the plasma.
The combination of a large current density and a large pressure yadient may destabilize low-
n ideal kink modes localized near the plasma edge. This hypothesis is consistent with the
behavior of high-performance discharges in DHI—D, in which the ELM-free phase with good
energy confinement often ends with a rapidly growing low-n MED instability.

A large bootstrap current density can occur near the edge of H—mode discharges, even
at moderate values of volume-averaged beta, owing to the large pressure gradient associated
with the H—mode transport barrier. In discharges with finite aspect ratio and low to moderate
collisionaljty, the bootstrap current density is proportional to the pressure gradient rather
than the density gradient1 and thus becomes large near the edge of high beta and H—mode
discharges. A large bootstrap current density is found near the edge of low density H—mode
and VH—mode discharges in DIII—D, as predicted by transport simulations and confirmed by
equilibrium reconstructions.”

Ideal kink mode stability calculations show that the beta limit is sensitive to the presence
of a large current density near the edge. The stability limit decreases for discharges with
decreasing internal inductance, as predicted numerically“3 and confirmed experimentally.“ Thecalculated beta limit decreases further as the edge current density is increased at constant
internal inductance.ls These calculations and experimental results suggest that the bootstrap
current distribution may lead to rather low beta limits in a steady-state tokamak, unless other
forms of non-inductive current drive are used to control the current profile.

The ELM-free phase of VH—mode and low-density H—mode discharges in DIII—D often
ends with a sudden, global MED instability which is consistent with an ideal kink mode
destabilized by the large current density near the edge. This event most often occurs at
moderately large values of normalized beta, ,B/é ~26 to 3.5. In the example shown in
Fig. 1, the stored energy in a double-null divertor discharge increases steadily during ELM-
fi-ee Vii—mode, until a sudden MHD event causes the loss of about 20% of the plasma energy:
sofi: x—ray emission indicates a rapid loss of energy beginning at the edge and extending across
the mitire profile within 100 to 300 us. In contrast, subsequent ELMs primarily affect the edge
of the plasma.

The event is typically initiated by an MED mode with toroidal mode number n N 3 to
5. In the time-expanded plot of Fig. 1(b), about two cycles of an n = 5 oscillation can be seen
when: the signals from two magnetic probes separated by 36° in toroidal angle are about 180°
out of phase. (The mode number id-tification is supported by the phase shifts of several
other probes at difi‘m’ent toroidal angles.) The growth of the magnetic precursor within 20 to
5011.3 is consistent with ideal NEED time scales.

I. Th1! work Wu sponsored by the US. Department of Enery under Contract No. DE-ACOB—BBEREIIM.



An internal mode with m = 1, n = 1
is ofien observed before the rapid growth
of the n ~3—5 mode, as in Fig. 1, and
probably contributes to the rapid energy
loss from the discharge core. In a second
example (Fig. 2), an m/n = 3/2 mode is
present before the instability but without
a 1/1 mode. There is an immediate loss of
energy from the plasma edge, but only a
slower loss from the center. The instability
grows with almost no rotation, consistmit
with its being localized near the edge of
the plasma according to spectroscopic mea-
surements of plasma rotation. The signals
from two probes separated by 45° are about
180° out of phase, indicating a toroidal
mode number n ~4 to 5.

The instability with n. ~3 to 5 has
a ballooning character and is strongly lo-
calized in space, despite the relatively low
mode number. Figure 3 shows the spa-
tial variation of the mode amplitude at a
fixed time, measured by three toroidal ar-
rays of magnetic probes. The perturbation
consists of one wave cycle spanning about
90° in toroidal angle, and is also localized
in the bad curvature region, with an ampli-
tude about five times larger at the outboard
midplane than at the bottom of the cross-
section. The overall spatial structure is
shown in Fig. 4, where the locations ofpeak
amplitude as in Fig. 3 are plotted versustoroidal and poloidal angles. Although the
spatial coverage of the magnetic probes is
incomplete, the observed structure is con-
sistent with a perturbation localized along
a magnetic field line with q ~5 and con-
centrated on the outboard, low-field side of
the plasma.

These experimental observations are
consistait with ideal kink mode stability
calculations. Calculations were made with
the GATO code for another VH—mode dis-
charge at the time of a similar MED event.
The equilibrium uses measured tempera-
ture and density profiles, giving alarge pres-
sure gradient near the edge. The equilib-
rium reconstructiOn, including motional
Stark effect polarimetry measurements of
the field line pitch near the center of the
discharge, was most consistent with the pres-
ence of a large current density near the
edge, as predicted by transport calculations
of the bootstrap current. Edge-localizedkink modes with n = 2 to 4 were found
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to become unstable at the maximum beta so «
reached experimentally, while the 11:1 mode 9 _ 0°
was marginally unstable, in good agreement 40 _ (outer mldplanel
with experimental observations.

Both the pressure gradient and the (G)
current density at the edge appear to be im— 20 _
portant for destabilizing these modes. Sta-
bility calculations were carried out using 0 —
equilibria and profiles similar to the exper- 20 _ 9 = -36°imental VII—mode cases but systematically A89 (below midplane)
varying the edge pressure gradient. With (G)
similar edge current density profiles (fixed 0'
current density at r/a = 1 and at r/a = 0.95) i
and fixed volumeaveraged beta, increasing .20
the edge pressure gradient caused the char-
acter of an n = 3 instability to change from AB 20
an internal quasi-interchange mode to an (99
edge-localized “peeling” mode, as shown in 0‘
Fig. 5. The many poloidal harmonics of the 9 - -90°
peeling mode represent a mode localized on _20 _ (bottom)
the low—field side of the plasma and hav- fifi—l—I—Tflfi—iing a strong ball . character, ingood -90 ~46 o 45 so 135 130 226 270
agreement with experimental observations. toroidal angle 9’ (deg)

The ELM-free phase of high perfor- Fig. 3. ‘Torordal and polordaliiependence of the
mance dis 1 es in DIII—D is ofien termi- anagrgztilcézrgegrturbltuon at t .— 3135.0 ms, dis-
nated by a rapidly-growing MEI) instabil-
ity with toroidal mode number 11 ~ 3 to 6.
This mode grows on an ideal time scale and has a spatially localized, ballooning character.
The instability is most often observed at high beta (fl 2, 2.6 I/aB), and the associated energy
loss may be large, depending on the presence of other low-n MHD activity. Ideal kink mode
calculations show that edge-localized kink modes with n 2 2 are unstable in the presence
of a large pressure gradient and large current density near the edge. Transport calculations
indicate that in hot, collisionless high beta plasmas, the large pressure gradient at the edge
gives rise to a large bootstrap current density.

180

~90 o 90 180 270
toroidal angle 95 (deg)

Fig. 4. Toroidll and poloidal position: of points of peak amplitude at t = 3735 me. from toroidal arrays
of magnetic probe- st 0 = 0°. -36°, and —90° and poloidal array It ¢ = 67?. Solid Circles are measured,
open circles are inferred from up—dawn symmetry of the discharge. The vertical Width of the shaded ore-
is proportional to the mode amplitude at the peak locations.
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These observations suggest that the combination of the edge pressure gradient and itsassociated bootstrap current destabilizes an edge-localized ideal kink mode or low-n ballooningmode. Coupling of an internal m/n = 1/1 mode (if present) to an edge-localized n = 1 kinkthen contributes to a rapid, global energy loss.
Similar observations have been reported in other experiments. In high fl, discharges in

TFTR,e a sudden collapse of the central temperature is associated with a. spatially localizedmode having n ~ 3 to 6. In contrast to the DIH-D observations, this instability is attributedto "infernal”-type ballooning modes occurring in the central low-shear region. In high 3,,
discharges in JT~60U,7 rapid partial collapses are attributed to an n = 1 internal'kink—ballooning mode, destabilized by the non-monotonic central q profile created by an off-axis
bootstrap current. Similar to DIH—D observations, JET high fl discharges8 display a rapidcollapse of stored energy, beginning at the edge of the plasma. This is are attributed to idealballooning modes destabilized by a large pressure gradient, perhaps in the presence of a largebootstrap current. However, there are no direct observations of the mode which is responsible.

Values of normalized beta ((5/5) as large as 5 to 7 with optimized pressure and cur-rent density profiles have been predicted theoreticallyg'9 and confirmed experimentally.” In .reactor-relevant plasmas with low collisionality, high beta, and long pulse duration, the self-consistent pressure and current density profiles including bootstrap current may not be com-patible with these optimized profiles, leading to lower beta limits. However, preliminarycalculations indicate that stability can be improved by modifications of the central currentdensity profile, even in the presence of a large edge bootstrap current. II‘he use ofnon-inductivecurrent drive to control the current density profile may allow the promise of high normalizedbeta to be realized in reactor-relevant plasmas.
1 Kiknchi, M., Nucl. Fusion 30 (1990) 343.
2 Jackson, G.L., et al., Phys. Fluids B 4 (1992) 2181.
5 Howl, W., et al, Phys. Fluids B 4 (1992) 1724.
4 Strait, E.J., et al., Contr. Fhsion and Plasma Phys. (Proc. 18th Euro. Conf., Berlin,1991), Vol. 150, Part II, EPS (1991) 105.
5 Taylor, T.S., et 31., Plasma Phys. and Contr. Nud. Fusion Research (Proc. 13th Intnl.Conf., Washington, 1990) Vol. I, IAEA, Vienna (1991) 177.
6 Nagayama, Y., et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 69 (1992) 2376.
7 Ishida, 5., Phys. Rev. Lett. 68 (1992) 1531.
s Alper, B., Contr. Fusion and Plasma Phys. (Proc. 19th Euro. Conf., Innsbruck, 1992),Vol. 16C, Part I, EPS (1992) 331; T.C. Hender, et aI., ibid, 335; D. Stork, et 5.1., ibid,339.
9 Lao, L.L., et al, Phys. Fluids 4 (1992) 232.

1° Ferron, J.R., et 150., General Atomics Report GA-A21151 (1992).
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Fig. 5. Radial mode structure for mode number n = 3, calculated by GATO, for model equilibria resemblingdischarge 73203 with Dill—D wall. (a) low edge pressure gradient. (b) high edge pressure gradient.
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MHD Behavior in High [3p and [3N Discharges in JT-60U

Y. Neyatani, Y. Kamada, T. Ozeki and S. Ishida
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Naka Fusion Research Establishment

Naka—machi, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken, 311-01, Japan

INTRODUCTION
As a scenario of the steady state tokamak reactor, a large bootstrap current with non-

inductive current drive is proposed with high beta discharges. However, in high
performance plasmas, parameters, such as stored energy and beta, are restricted by MHD
phenomena in several operational regimes. Hence, it is important to understand the MHD
characteristics and to improve the study of mode suppression of these MHD instabilities. The
confinement characteristics in high poloidal beta (Hp) plasma in JT-60U were studied in
Ref.1. The present paper described the characteristics of fluctuations in high [31, and high
normalized beta (BN=BT(%)a(m)BT(T)/Ip(MA)) experiments in JT-60U. The operational
parameters of high [31, and BN discharges are characterized as shown in Table 1.

In high l3p discharge, the target plasma was produced with
a high elongated configuration shifted as possible as inward. to
ensure the central beam deposition for the perpendicular neutral Ip (MA) 1.1~2.2 0.4~0.9
beam that expects a peaked pressure profile. The internal ET (7) 4,4 1.5
inductance (1i) was kept low (li<1.2) to avoid of sawteeth, that eff 4_9 3~9
means a safety factor on the plasma center (qo) exceeds unity. q

In high BN discharge, the plasma position was moved ~20
cm outside compared with the high Bp discharges to obtain P(r) ~peaked ~broad
uniform beam deposition profile for the broad pressure profile. VP (“1% __50 50-60
The lijust before additional heating is 1.3 to 1.6.
MHD CHARACTERISTICS

Figure 1 shows the discharge
region on qeff—Bp diagram. The Closed
circles show the data ofjust before the
Bp collapse. The other symbols
correspond the data of onset of n=1
and n=2 modes. The mode numbers
are determined by 17 Mimov coils for
poloidal and 11 coils for toroidal mode
with a minimum sampling rate of 51.15.
In high [3p discharges, maximum [5p is
~2 and restricted by the tip collapse.
The poloidal beta just before the Bp
collapse decreases with decreasing qeff.
As the target 1i of plasma decreases
from 1.2 to 1.0 with decreasing qeff
from 9 to 5 (Fig.2), this reduction in Bp
may be caused by broadening of
current profile. The maximum [3p
increased in the high [3N discharges
with high ii. In this case, tip was
restricted by the MHD modes and no
Bp collapse was observed. it suggests
Lhe current profile is strongly correlated
with the [3p limit. The features of MHD
phenomena are described as follows;

high BP high BN

Ii 0.8~l.2 l.3—-l.6

Table 1 Typical parameters
of high [31) and high
BN discharges.

0 : n=1 at high up A : n=1 al high BN
X : n=2 al high [in +: n=2 al high DN 0 : 13p collapse

3.5
3.0 ;~
2.5 .—

Q 2.0:
a :

1.5:

1.0;

0.5 2

‘Itll‘lfrt‘Illlllltltullllllll

h'h / .,
'9 DN\ A A [3‘

high lip

0.0

Fig.1 Discharge regions characterized by MHD
activities on qcff-fip plane.
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1. High [3p discharges 1.8
(3) Features of MHD phenomena

. In the high lap discharges, pp is
restricted by a lip collapse. In the high q
reg-ion (7<qeff<9), a rapid [3p collapse
(~100ps) was observed. An n=2 mode
appeared at several tens milliseconds
before the Bp cellapse. At medium qcff
(6<qef{<7), no n=2 mode was
observed, but a rapid lip collapse still
occurred. With nf<6, the pp collapse
was preceded with n=1 modes.

In the high q region, two types of
modes are observed before the Bp
collapse (Fig.3). Typical plasma

ll
]!

ll
9‘“

parameters just before the lip collapse pi - ‘_ g2 qeff v.s. lr(target) diagram onset of the MHDare Tc(rla~0)~7KCV, “co/3416) “ modes in high [3p and high [3N discharges.1.3x1019 m‘3 and Tim—0.1) ~ 30 KeV.
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Fig.3 Waveform for a high Bp discharge
with lp=1.25MA, qeff—7.8. Three
types of modes are observed
round the [3p collapse. Table in
this figure shows the
characteristics of each modes.
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Art n=2 mode is seen before the 13p collapse and disappears after the collapse. The growth
time of this mode, obtained by an envelope of the mode amplitude, is typically of the order
of 10ms. This mode has an amplitude of 0.3 Gauss on the Mimov coil at the outer midplane
and a frequency of ~20 kHz. The oscillation with the same frequency is observed in the
electron temperature fluctuation at r/a=0.5~0.6 by the polychromator and has a strong in-out
asymmetry (Fig.4) /2/. Hence, the n=2 mode is consistent with a pressure driven
instabilities. Just before the tip collapse, a second type of mode grows with a short growing
time of the order of up to 10 us. The mode grows around r/a~0.5, and also has an in-out
asymmetry.

0.20 _- ~ I - I ' I I I ' ' ' ' ' ' Fig.4 Te fluctuation profiles forEdge precursor oscillations of aO 15 - . . rv Invasion Edge Bp collapse. The data plotted
every 5 ms for t=7.840-
7.860 s and every 1 ms for
t=7.860—7.865 5. Each
fluctuation level is estimated
in average for 200 us. The
closed circles indicate the
fluctuation level of the line
density at t=7.8648 5.

Just belare flp collapse

Inversion

Magnetic
axisTa

ilu
cl

ua
lio

n
le

ve
l

O 3 l

.0 0 U1

2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8
R(m)

In the range of 6<qeff<7, no mode was observed before the lip collapse. The Bp collapse
still occurred with a second type of fluctuation described above. It suggests that the mode
with a short growing time is directly associated with the [3p collapse and it is likely
functioned as a magnetic trigger.

For qeff<6, the m=4/n=l mode glows into a few hundred millisecond before the tip
collapse. Maximum ion temperature exceeds 35 KeV with PNB ~ 3 O M W ,
n_6(r/a~0.6)~1.4X1019m‘3 and Ten/34)) ~ 10 KeV in this region. The rate of increase the stored
energy decreases with the 4/1 mode appears. This mode also has strong in-out asymmetries,
so it may arise from a pressure driven type instability.

(b) Mode Identification 120 , t l t t t t
In order to identify the second type : 0

mode correlating the [3p collapse, we
estimate the relation between the
parameter a (a=BT21i/(qeff2Rp))
correlating the normalized ballooning .
limit and 1T6(r/a=0.6)xTi(t/a=0.5)/A as a
parameter to substitute a local pressure
gradient at r/a~0.5 just before the lip
collapse (Fig.5). Where A is the typical
scale length of the ion temperature
gradient at the r/a~0.5 defined by ,
A=Ti(r/a=0.5) /(dTl/dr(r/a:0.5)). The figure 0 “ '
shows the parameter of the pressure 0 0'05 0'1 9'15 0'22 0'25 0'3 0’35
gradient almost linearly increases with at. BT‘I i I ( qe H R)
Hence, the modes just before the [3p m 2
collapse has a good correlation with the Fig.5 figtr/u~0.b)xTi(r/a=0,5)/A v.8. BT“|1/(Qctt RP)
characteristics of the ballooning type just before the |3p collapse Where A IS the
instabilities. typical scale length of ion temperature

gradient on the Hat—0.5 defined by
AETi/(dTi/dr) .
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Stability analyses were performed just before the 13p collapse /3/. The BETA code/4/ andthe ERATO-J code/5f are utilized to analyze the ideal infinite~n ballooning, the n=1 kink and
the infernal modes. We choose the typical high Bp discharge in which qeff~7.5 and fip=1.8.
We employ the dP/droc(l-\J,!)5 as the pressure profile, which well expresses the measured
value, and assumed the flat q profile of <J/fB>°<[(1-\|l2~5)5'0} [ 1-0.05exp(-\|1/O.01)2} and
adjust to the estimated 1i and q/4/. The qo was scanned from 1.0 to 2.0. From the result,
the infernal mode become unstable in almost all region. The growing time of this mode (10‘
1~10‘3’tA, TA is Alfven time /6/) has also a same order of that of the mode associated with the
ftp collapse. The ideal infinite-n ballooning and the n=l kink modes are stable in this region.
Consequently, the infernal mode is the most likely candidate for explaining this activity.
2. High 5]»; discharges

In high l3N discharge, characterized by high H, magnetic fluctuations are also observed
near the maxima in stored energy. In the range of 4<qeff<6 region, a continuous m/n=2/1
mode glows and restricts the stored energy with the growth time of the order of 1 ms.
Typical plasma parameters are n—g(r/a~0.6)~1.4X1019m‘3 and Ti(r/a-0.1) ~13KeV. The location
of the resonance surface was determined to be r/a~0.6 by soft X-ray signals. The ion
temperature inside the mode resonant surface continuously decreases to one half of its
maximum during the 2/1 mode appears, while T, at r/a>0.6 does not change so much. In
high q region (qeff:7.8, Ip=0.6 MA, PNBI~18MW)) with maximum 5N: a m/n=4/l mode
glows to a maximum amplitude of 10 gauss at a frequency of 8 kHz. The stored energy
drops with this mode grows. The mode resonant surface exists at r/a~0.7. The ion
temperature inside the resonant surface decreases and the stored energy drops with this mode
grows.

The both 2/1 and 4/1 modes have 1.2W
in-out asymmetries, suggesting they + qeffz7.8 I
may be associated with a pressure 1 ‘.
driven modes. These growth times are E I
of the order of 1 ms and 300us, A o a |— j
respectively, which are larger than that D E _
of the ideal mode. The same stability 5, 0 5 ~
analyses of the high Bp discharge using >< l
the BETA code and the ERATO‘J code U3 0 4 i- lwere also performed in a high BN case ' g \
with qcff=4.8 and fip=1.7. In the high 0 7 L o W _
[3N discharge, a pressure profile was " f . :lgw: .
formed flatter than in high Bp cases “ ,
(Fig.6) [7/ andj(r) is peaked due to high
li. From the results. the ideal modes r/awere stabilized in this region. Hence, Fig.6 Comparison of SX(r) between a high (3Nthe mode plausible candidate of thet|3p discharge onset 01‘4“ mode (open circles) and
limitation is pressure driven I'ESISIIVC a high BP dischargejusl before Lhe [5p collapse
mOdeS- (closed circles) with the same qcff of 7.8.
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ICRF experimental and theoretical activities on Tore Supra are reviewed. A detailed
analysis of the hot ion behaviour, with respect to the plasma parameters. and the role of the
current profile control are presented, bringing new insights on the problem of sawteeth
stabilization by hot ion pressure.

I. §awteeth stabilization by hot long

A significant increase of the sawtooth-free period duration with the plasma density
has been observed on Tore Supral. This trend. well correlated with the increase of the
inversion radius observed on soft X—rays, clearly shows a better stabilization of the m:1,n=1
activity by hot ions at higher density. However. the span of the density scan is small enough
(line averaged density between 2.5 and 5 1019 m‘3) so that the inversion radius of the last
relaxation before the sawtooth-free period is almost constant. As confirmed later by the
modelling presented here, the hot ion pressure profile is not expected to change
dramatically. suggesting that the position of the q=1 surface along the hot ion pressure
profile is not the key for this density dependence.

A tentative explanation for this phenomenon concerns the significant changes in the
hot ion distribution function tail, due to this density scan. These changes essentially alter
the pitch-angle scattering of the hot tons. modifying the anisotropy of the distribution
function. The quantification of this anisotropy is performed using the Fokker-Planck (FF)
code VICHTOR2. coupled to a balance code. The FP code computes the minority ion
distribution function on a given flux surface of a toroidal plasma. it solves the FP equation
through a variational formulation and an Hamiltonian description of the wave-particle
interaction. leading to the quasilinear diffusion operator. The solution is given under the
form of a test function:

—P -n T/APe IAf(H.P) = K e'H’T° +AP e (1)
where H is the particle kinetic energy and P its parallel energy when it crosses the cyclotron
layer. A. AP and AT are the three parameters computed by the code. The balance code
determines, in the plasma centre, the power density PeO [resp. Pio). transferred from the hot
ions to the electrons [resp. ions), required for the simulation of the experimental data
(electron and ion temperatures). The thermal particle confinement times are determined
during the ohmic phase. and a degradation with respect to the total power is taken into
account. Using the experimental data for densities and temperatures, the value of the fast
wave electric field E on the cyclotron layer is then adjusted in the FP code so that the
minority ion distribution function reproduces the required PeO. A check of PiO is then
performed. giving an independent information on the validity of the distribution function. To
gain computing time. the FP code is interfaced with the balance code through a neural
network. The obtained values for the electric field have been confirmed. during a steady—
state phase. by a complete ALCYON3 full—wave simulation, including a realistic antenna
spectrum.

The simulation concerns similar plasmas. with different densities, in a first
harmonic 10% minority (D(H)) ICRF heating where the cyclotron layer lays exactly on the
magnetic axis (f=57.4MHz). The launched power is chosen just above the power threshold
for stabilization (3.5 MW dipole configuration). Figl displays the comparison between two
shots. namely #8853 (right column) with a line averaged density of 2.7 1019 m'3 and #8871
(left column] with a line averaged density of 4 1019 m'3. Experimental data and simulations
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of electron and ion temperatures are shown. as well as the wave electric field E. the
proportion oz of fast minority ions in the minority ion distribution function. and finally the
ratio AP/A’l‘. measuring the anisotropy of the minority fast ion tail.
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As mentioned before. the power deposition profiles are not significantly different for
the two shots. but the anisotropy factors AP/AT differ [.55 for #8853 and .8 for #8871). The
theoretical model1 of sawteeth stabilization, using these realistic distribution functions.
exhibits an increase of the stabilizing term by 30% when AP/AT evolves from .55 to .8.
favouring the explanation that. for the same total hot ion pressure. the stabilization
requires a certain amount of pressure from the barely passing [so-called sloshing4) fast
ions. When the density decreases. the anisotropy factor decreases (the number of trapped
ions increases) and the stabilization effect diminishes.

The confidence in this modelling. and in the distribution function it predicts.
requires some more independent information from the plasma. In particular this model is
linked to the determination of the so—called adiabatic barrierz. which reflects the fact that
the intrinsic stochasticity generated by the wave-particle interaction itself is upper—bounded
in phase space by regular integrable trajectories. The diiTusion operator thus takes its
quasilinear value below this ban'ier, and vanishes above. For sake of simplicity. the present
model considers a limit energy Hlim as the adiabatic barrier. The value of Hlim is taken as a
free parameter which influence can be analysed. There are two main possibilities for
checking the value of Hlim (theoretically expected in the MeV range), The first one is the
comparison between the experimental and the computed values of P10. Fig2 shows up this
comparison for the shot #8871. for two cases Hlim=1MeV. and HlimseV. It clearly
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favours the lowest value, for which the hot ion
tail parameters are in the range u=50%.
AT=200keV and AP=100keV. It is also
remarkable that above a certain power
threshold (=1MW in that case). the
characteristic temperatures AP and AT are
almost independent of the RF power. the
effect of increasing the RF power mainly
resulting in the increase of the proportion of
hot ions. The model even predicts that above
a certain input power (typically 4-5MW for
these shots] all the minority ions become
suprathermal.

A second independent check of the
validity of the predicted distribution functions
[thus of the value of Hlim and of the
possibility of driving such a "runaway" ion
population) is the re-computation of the
neutral particle fluxes measured by the

neutral particle analysers. An example of this check on shot #8853 is given on Fig3. for the
2 different values of the adiabatic barrier [l and 3 MeV]. The computed distribution
functions reasonably reproduce the fast neutral fluxes. when the adiabatic barrier is set to
lMeV.
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Figs: Experimental and recomputed neutral particle fluxes vs energy. The
line of sight crosses the plasma at .17m for the centre. A gaussian profile
is taken for the distribution function. with a characteristic width
computed from the deposition profile.

Finally. from the total input power and using a gaussian profile. a power deposition
radius can be estimated. It correctly fits the ALCYON predictions. The next step is now to
extend the modelling of the hot ion population through a 1—1/2D balance code. in order to
determine more precisely the hot ion pressure profile. This approach. including a
reasonable transport modelling for thermal particles. will also provide information
concerning the hot ion confinement.
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A significant lengthening of the sawtooth-free period duration during combined
ICRH—LHCD experiments on Tore Supra has already been reported]. The duration increases
from .455. with 4MW of ICRH alone. to is when adding 3.4MW of LHCD (plasma current 1.5
MA. major radius 2.28 m. minor radius .72 m. magnetic field 3.7 T. line averaged density
4 1019 m‘3. hydrogen minority (=10%) in deuterium. cyclotronic layer on the magnetic axis.
ICRH dipole configuration. Ll-ICD launcher phase 0°). After an initial decrease quite similarto the one observed with ICRH alone. the central safety factor qO freezes and barely evolves
anymore until the sawtooth crash. This freezing of qO has been observed only above a
threshold in LHCD power (of the order of SW). A detailed analysis of the electron
temperature and of the fast neutral particle fluxes confirms that this effect is not simply
due the increase of the central resistive time or to the coupling of LHCD power to fast ions.
The favoured explanation remains a partial freezing of the external current profile by LHCD
contradicting the usual q=1 surface expansion during the monster sawtooth phase

Due to the presence of this power threshold. the occurrence of arcing in the LHCD
launcher at the very end of the is sawtoothlree period is sufficient to explain the crash. By
avoiding arcing and/or increasing the LHCD power. the sawtooth-free period is expected to
maintain much longer.

The diamagnetic stored energy continuously increases during the is sawtooth»free
phase. but slower than with ICRH alone. The plasma density being high. the LH wave is
expected to couple power rather peripherally. The electron temperature profile is then
somewhat broader in the combined case than with ICRH alone. The resistive evolution of
the current profile is then expected to be slower in the outer part of the plasma. even if it isnot altered in the centre. In fact. a net dependence of the slope of the diamagnetic energy
with Te is found in the confinement region (.SSpSB]. even if this effect is difficult to
decorrelate from the degradation of the confinement with the increasing LHCD power. This
effect is however to be related to the strong dependence of Xe with respect to the shear in
the confinement region1‘5.

gggnglusigns

The study of the monster sawtoothing effect on Tore Supra has brought out two
major effects. The first one concerns the influence of the sloshing fast tons on the
stabilization mechanism of the m=1.n=l MHD activity. The second effect is the influence of
the current profile control on the sawtooth—free period duration. with the perspective ofachieving a steady-state regime based on the monster sawtooth enhanced performance.
These studies also reaffirm the close link between the current profile and the enhancement
of the confinement.
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Introduction

Fluctuations specially related to the sawtooth relaxations have been recorded in
TORE SUPRA ohmic plasmas with the C02 scattering experiment ALTAIR [1]. The
temperature and density evolutions are simultaneously analysed to observe the sawtooth
behaviour on a fast time scale. These observed fluctuations are perfectly connected with
two characteristic phases of the sawtooth crash, lasting about 60 and 100 #3 respectively,
as it can be seen on the soft X-ray signals or ECE temperature measurements. Fre-
quency, wave number spectra and level of these fluctuations are analyzed for the two
different sawtooth phases.

Some specific turbulence correlated with the sawtooth crash has been previously
reported [2,3,4]. Theoretical models [5,6] have suggested that enhanced turbulence
could account for the rapid crash time and fast heat propagation observed on most
tokamaks [7,8]. The aim of this study is to check the validity of these models with a
better knowledge of the characteristics of the observed turbulence.

Experimental setup

Experiments have been performed in typical TORE SUPRA ohmic discharges, with
the following plasma parameters: D2, R0 = 2.37 m, a = 0.77 m, Ip = 1.7 MA, BT =
3.8 T, < 715 >= 410‘19 111—3, q(a) = 3.3, T,3 = 1.5 keV, rq=1 m 30 cm, Shafranof shift z
7 cm.

Fluctuations were measured with a 002 laser scattering experiment. ‘Two spatial
Fourier components associated with two horizontal wave vectors Iii, and kg were mea—
sured simultaneously along a central vertical chord. Some spatial resolution is obtained
along this chord, taking into account the shear of the magnetic field lines in the tokamak
[1,9]. This localization improves with increasing wave vector modulus. The observation
zone has been selected to View across the center of the plasma including the q = 1
surface for these experiments.

Sawteeth were analysed using temperature, density, MHD activity, density fluctu-
ation measurements: ECE emission, interferometry, soft X-ray emission associated to
several vertical and horizontal plasma chords, magnetic loops and scattering signals are
recorded simultaneously with a fast acquisition rate (2, 16, 2, 32 and 0.2 [15 respectively).

These diagnostics are located at different ports of the torus: the scattering apparatus
is separated toroidally by 60" from soft X—ray cameras, by 120'1 from interferometry port,
by 140° from ECE measurement port.
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Sawteeth observed in such TORE SUPRA discharges have a typical period of 80
ms, and a typical crash time of ’100 #s. The amplitude of the temperature (density)
variation is about 15% (5%).

On figure 1, the temporal evolution of all these signals, on a 1 ms time scale around
the sawtooth, shows the synchronism of the observed phenomenon with all the diag—
nostics. Soft X-ray emissivity on several vertical chords, and the corresponding density
fluctuation signal, filtered between 0.4 MHz and 1,6 MHZ, are plotted on figure 2. A first
burst of specific density fluctuations appears synchronously with the fast displacement
of the hot core (referred as ’first phase’21), and a stronger burst appears when central
temperature collapses and heat flows outside the inversion surface (’second phase’: II).

The fast displacement of the hot core is consistent with a m = 1, n = 1 mode, as
can be seen on .the temperature and density measurements (X-ray, interferometry and
ECE), and as can be checked from the displacement in each different port.

Characteristics of density fluctuations

They essentially consist of high frequency components, which superimpose to the
quasi-stationary (QS) fluctuation spectrum.

Heterodyne detection allows to discriminate the direction of propagation of the den
sity fluctuations: shift towards the negative frequency side corresponds to fluctuations
propagating in the 1: direction.

Frequency spectra were performed on rather small time duration (typically 50 us,
thus 256 pts) to exhibit the behaviour during the sawtooth crash. The specific fluctu-
ation spectrum dSk(w) is obtained by making the difference between the spectra Sk(w)
performed during the first or second phase of the crash, and the average over the spectra
performed well before and after the crash (means over about 50 spectra), allowing to
get the specific fluctuations from the broadband quasi-stationary spectrum. On figure
3, four spectra for k] = 4 cm‘1 are plotted: (a) is performed during the first phase of
the crash, (b) is the average before and after the crash to evaluate QS contribution, (c)
is the ’specific’ one during the first phase, and (d) is the specific one during the second
phase, using the same process.

The specific spectrum exhibits a maximum at about 500 kHz for k1 = 4 cm' , and
1 MHz for k; = 8 cm”. This maximum is shifted either on the positive or negative
frequency sidE, depending on the sawtooth analysed.

The level during the first phase is always lower than during the second one: up to
18 ‘70 of the whole QS level for the first phase, up to 70 % for the second one. This is a
rather large enhancement of the fluctuation level, as the Q5 fluctuation level has been
shown to be small in the central zone of the plasma [9].

1

Fluctuations related with soft X—ray tomographic measurements

Two arrays, of 44 detectors viewing in the vertical direction, and 53 horizontals
viewing horizontally, allow to reconstruct the map of the emissivity in a poloidal plane,
using a tomographic method based on a Cormack solution. The number of poloidal
modes is limited to m : 2.

\Ve observe on the contour plot (figure 4) of the emissivity map, the fast displacement
at the end of the first phase (indicated by an arrow on 4 a), and the temperature collapse
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during the second phase (4 b), at the time of maximum turbulence level. Fast displace-
ments of the hot core have been observed in all poloidal directions for the sawteeth
analysed during these ohmic shots. This fast displacement is often complex: sometimes
with backward and forward motion, rotation.

During the second phase, the temperature collapse is always poloidally asymetric:
a fast collapse of the temperature seems to invade the q = 1 surface from a side, quite
opposite to the location of the hot core at the end of the first phase. We have located
this cold zone in the scattering experiment port, from its location in the soft X—ray
port according to tomographic reconstruction, and assuming a. m = 1, n = 1 structure.
The highest levels of density fluctuations have been recorded when the location of this
cold zone coincides with the density fluctuation measurement chord in the scattering
experiment port (plotted in dotted line on figure 4); on figure 5, fluctuation levels
AS}, = fw dSk(w) have been plotted versus 0, which is the angle between the cold zone
and the scattering chord. This observation is consistent with similar results obtained
on TFR [2].

Direction of propagation of turbulence is well determined during the second phase,
when the cold zone is located beside the chord: spectra are then shifted to a sens
consistent with a direction of propagation towards the cold side.
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ERROR FIELD STUDIES AND PLASMA VELOCITY
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1 Introduction
It is now acknowledged that Very small resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs) can
drive large stationary helical modes in large tokamaks, ultimately resulting in disrup-
tions. These problems occur in low density Ohmic regimes in particular, although the
eflects of plasma pressure can apparently be significant [1, 2]. The questions of the effect
of plasma shape. and whether there is strong damping of the poloidal plasma flow are
being studied in detail in the COMPASS—D tokamak (R = 0.56m, a = 0.21m, 1,, .S 350kA,
13.3, S 2.1T) — previously the effect of shape has not been studied directly on a single de-
vice. Like COMPASS—C, COMPASS—D is equipped with a highly adaptable set of external
coils enabling a wide variety of resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPS) to be generated,
notably those with 171,71 2 2,1;3, 1;3,‘2. Single-Null X»point (SNX) plasmas can be pro-
duced in COMPASS—D (Fig. 1), thus enabling the problem of error-field “penetration" to
be studied in a variety of shapes relevant to future large tokamaks. A model of mode
penetration [3, 4] matches the experimental results well, but assumes that poloidal rota~
tion (rig) is strongly damped. Measurements have now been made on COMPASS-D of the
change of up during mode penetration and mode-locking.

2 Error field effects in shaped plasmas
As has been observed on several tokamaks, external helical perturbations do not lead
to magnetic islands unless the tearing~mode frame is locked to the frame of the error
field. This occurs in a rotating plasma if the error field is high enough, or the inertia
and/or viscosity low enough to allow the torque from the RMP to arrest the tearing»
mode frame. For a fixed error field, this occurs if the plasma density is below a threshold.
Until recently theoretical models have only included a single helicity, but toroidicity and
shaping elTects are now being addressed [2]. It is also observed that strongly shaped
plasmas on COMPASS—D can exhibit slowly rotating or locked modes in the absence of
external perturbations - this was not seen in circular plasmas on COMPASS—C.
A series of discharges with different plasma shapes were subjected to helical error fields.
The density (fie) and helical field levels at which penetration occurs are shown in Fig. 2.
The discharges have a spread of plasma currents and q¢,(a): they are unified by using an
estimate of B,(m : 2,11. : 1)/B4. at the q : 2 surface as the coordinate. The circular
discharges at 100124 have qcyi : 3.1 ~ 4.5, and the elliptical plasmas have (1.1, = 3.1 ~ 6.3
(1,, : 100,1501;A, b/a : 1.25 ~ ].6). The toroidal field is varied between 0.8 and 1.1T

1Physics Department, University College Dublin, Stillorgan Rd, Dublin, Ireland
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in this scan. For the SNX plasmas (Ip : 150kA, Bag : 1.1T and elongation 1.5—1.6), two
different RMPs are used: one to simulate a tilted coil, with a broad m-spectrum, and onea correction coil such as might be attached to lTER. These are to be compared with the
simple m : 2,71 = 1 coil used for the circles and ellipses. The limited (lata available at this
stage does not yet allow the effect of shape and (hi-(a) to be unambiguously separated, but ‘it can be seen that penetration occurs in all plasma shapes, with approximately similar ;values for the density threshold. Note that the m-Spectrum ol~ the helical perturbation ‘is very different for the different configurations. The absence of any very strong effect is ;perhaps not surprising given the success of a cylindrical model in predicting the scaling
of the penetration threshold from COMPASSeC through DIIIeD to JET. There is some
dependence on the harmonic content. of the error field : for the same (2,1) component on
a circular surface (calculated over a uniform 0, (,6 mesh) a coil with a larger (1,1) component
apparently penetrates more easily (i.e. the density threshold is higher) — Fig. 2.
As on COMPASS«C-, it is found that the sawtooth is absent after penetration occurs, for
all plasma shapes, and remains absent until the driven mode has decayed away after
unlocking (Fig. 3(a)). The inversion radius returns to its initial value almost immediately
(by 135ms in this case). Fig. 3(a) also shows that a reduction in the 2,1 error field level(by a factor ~ 2 for B,.(2, 1) in this case) is adequate to allow unlocking and decay of the
driven mode ~ complete removal is not required.

3 Poloidal velocity measurements during mode-locking
The fast, high resolution OMEGA spectrometer [5] has been used to monitor the poloidal
velocity. The views used are vertical, at H : 0.68 — 0.70m, 12 = 0.7] ~ 0.73111 (see Fig. 1),and the boron"!7L line at 282nm is monitored. The BlV radiation is estimated to originateabout 4cm from the boundary, and this is consistent. with the measured profile near theplasma edge. Fig. 3(a) shows the time dependence of the poloidal rotation. It can be seenthat not even a transient change in Ug occurs at penetration, within the measurement.
accuracy (lkins‘l). Moreover the mean absolute value 01' the Hg is measured to be lessthan ~ 3kms‘l compared to 10 ~ ‘20kms‘1 for the toroidal ion velocity. This confirmsthat there is strong damping of the poloidal flow. For comparison the toroidal velocitytypically changes by ~ 20kms'] during mode-locking (Fig. 3(b)). Thus any change in 17ais certainly less than ~ 10% of the observed Aug, from a tangential View (Rm,1 = 0.557m).
4 Summary
Experiments with a variety ofn =odd resonant magnetic perturbations on the COMPASS—D tokamak have tested the effects of plasma shape 011 the threshold for generation ofmagnetic islands by error fields, including Single Null X-point plasmas similar to thoseproposed for lTER. The effect of plasma shape appears to be relatively modest for thisdata set. l\leasurements of the poloidal plasma velocity in Ohmic plasmas show there is
no change when mode-locking occurs, in contrast to the large change in the toroidal ionflow at the same time. This suggests that there is indeed strong poloidal flow damping inCOM PASS-D, as predicted by neoclassical theory. The sawtooth is removed at penetrationof the RMP, in all types of plasmas.
This work was funded in part by the UK Department of "rade and Industry.
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Figure 1: Free-boundary equilibrium
calculation of a typical single‘null X—
point plasma in COMPASS-D. The
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THE ABSENCE OF MAJOR DISRUPI'IONS IN START
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INTRODUCTION. No major disruptions, characterized by a rapid current decay and
discharge termination, have been observed in the START tokamak [l] in over 14,000
discharges, provided the aspect ratio of plasma R/a is below about 2. An experimental
and theoretical analysis is presented relating to this important result.

THE START EXPERIMENT. In a START discharge the plasma is formed at moderate
aspect ratio (R/a ~ 2) and then compressed in major radius to tight aspect ratio (R —
22 cm, a ~ 17 cm, A ~ 1.3, b/a ~ 1.4) [2]. The flux conservation during the major
compression raises the plasma current to typically 1 1 ~ 100 - 200 kA. Following
maximum plasma current, the current profile peaks by resistive diffusion and sawteeth
are often observed. These sawteeth persist for a few mseconds following plasma
compression and then often lead to a continuous n = 1 oscillation before ceasing
completely as the plasma current decays. A snake-type perturbation is sometimes
observed, which confirms the existence of the q = 1 surface. It should be noted that
START discharges attain a substantial beta ( ~ 50% of the Troyon limit) and that much
of the observed MHD may be related to this. In many discharges continuous MHD activity
is observed sometime after the sawteeth cease. Comparison with resistive instability
calculations indicates that this activity is probably dominanted by the m/n = 2/1
tearing mode [3].

Large kink like distortions to the plasma boundary are also sometimes observed on
visible light CCD images. These kink distortions are generally either associated with
operation at high initial fill pressure or occur following an IRE (see below).

INTERNAL RECONNECTION EVENT. Internal reconnection events (IRE), in which
large (up to 50 % of I 1) positive current spikes occur (Fig.1), can happen at any
time in the discharge sequence. These IRE have many characteristics of the events
preceding a current termination in a conventional aspect ratio tokamak. In these
reconnection events the plasma pressure is redistributed and the current density
profile is flattened but the plasma current is not terminated. In discharges with IRES
there are typically one or two per discharge. However after prolonged operation
without a vacuum break, which gives rise to improved plasma purity, IRES become
significantly less frequent.

When the IRE occurs during a phase when continuous SXR oscillations are present,
this activity generally grows giving an apparent precursor to the reconnection.
However in general the IRE has no precursors (5 500 kHz), but non-coherent activity is
observed during the reconnection suggesting a turbulent nature to this event. The SXR
emission always falls significantly in the central region of the plasma during the
IRE. There is also evidence from Langmuir probes for power loss during the IRE [4].
The inversion radius of the internal reconnection is somewhat larger than the q = I
radius, whose position is estimated before reconnection in discharges with snake-type
activity. The snake activity (if present) is always terminated by the IRE. During the
reconnection a complex motion of the plasma which includes a substantial vertical
component occurs on a timescale of ~ 20 usec.

POSSIBLE REASONS FOR THE ABSENCE OF I 1 TERMINATION. Anoutwards
plasma motion and resulting lack of material interactions during the IRE provide a
possible reason for the absence of current termination in START. In conventional
aspect ratio tokamaks the reduction in (39 (energy loss) and 1,- (current profile
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flattening) during the internal reconnection causes a reduction in the hoop force anda rapid inward motion of the plasma, that gives rise to strong materiallinteractionwith the inner wall and a large impurity release to the plasma. In the case of STARTthe main potential material interaction is with the central column after thecompression. Thus if the plasma were to move outwards at an internal reconnection theabsence of current termination could be possibly understood. The motion of the plasmamay be determined from the inductance and vertical field necessary for equilibrium,which may be approximated as

L=4nR [1n8§-2.08+%i] (1)
and

I] LB =J’_[¥+ +0. ] 2V R 4nR ’36 58 U
where in Eq.(1) the constant 2.08 is chosen to give the correct behavior as R/a a l.Eqs (1) and (2) are rather approximate for tight aspect ratio strongly shapedequilibria, but they serve to illustrate the key points relating to the direction ofplasma motion at a disruption. Proceeding from Eqs (1) and (2) it is assumed at aninternal reconnection that the external vertical field does not change (i.e. BV = 0)and that the flux (LI 1) is conserved. From Eq.(l) it can be seen that as the aspectratio decreases the internal inductance (11') becomes a larger fraction of the totalinductance (L). This means that a consequence of the assumed LI 1 conservation is thata given reduction in 11- (at an IRE or disruption) will cause an increasingly largeincrease in plasma current (A1 1) as R/a decreases. This accounts for the very largeAlpl/I l (s 50%) observed in S‘FART at IREs compared to the Mpg/1p] (5 10%) observedin cgnventional aspect ratio devices, such as JET [5], at disruptions. (From theassumption Bv = 0 it is easy to show from Eq. (2) that an outward motion (R > O) atthe IRE requires

1“ I > —J—‘” (3)1p] Bert-0.58

so for example if it is assumed that (39 is halved and AI [/11 = 30%, then outwardmotion occurs if (39 < 0.87 initially; a requirement which is satisfied in START. Morephysically the reason for the outward motion is that although 39 and 1,- decrease atthe IRE this is more than compensated by the increment in 1 l and thus the hoop forceactually increases (at larger aspect ratio Alp} is smal er and the hoop forcedecreases).

The conclusion on the direction of plasma motion is also confirmed by full free-boundary numerical equilibrium calculations. For A] 1/1] = 30% and assuming Ali/l; =34%, if R = 20 cm and R > 0 is required then the change in ABS must be less than1339"“ where

(39 0.2 0.4 0.6
Afiecm(%) 70 56 50

Table 1. Required percentage decrease in 13(3c for R = 0
Thus the conclusion that the plasma is likely to move outwards at a reconnectionis validated by full numerical solutions.

The movement of the plasma at an IRE can be deduced from the Mimov coils. Fig.2
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shows Be signals from coils on the central column at various heights (Z) above and
below the mid-plane, during an IRE. It can be seen that signals show a strong up-down
asymmetry. From equivalent toroidally opposite coils in the central column it is found
that the signals are predominantly even-n and may be presumed to result from an
axisymmetric motion. To study the motion of the plasma at the IRE, it is assumed to be
composed of a radial shift (AR), a vertical shift (AZ), 3 change in plasma current
(AI 1) and change in elongation (Ali), so that the observed change in field (ABBQ at a
codJ i may be written

ABei = [1%] ,A2 + [21%] _AR + EEQJAIPI + [Z—BQ]_AE (4)Z i R 1 11711 E 1

The derivative coefficients (n/dR etc.) at each coil are calculated from free
boundary cquilibria with the poloidal field coil currents fixed at the experimental
values; thus the plasma position and shape are varied solely by altering the current
and pressure profiles (as occurs in the IRE). From the Fig.2 it can be seen that the
fits to the experimental data are reasonably good and the inferred plasma radial
motion is indeed slightly outwards, as predicted. The vertical motion (AZ) evident in
the raw data can be seen from Fig.2 to phase lead the up»down symmetric changes (AR,
All). This suggests the vertical motion is connected with the initiation of the
in emal reconnection. Since START has a strongly stable vertical field index it is
not thought that this vertical motion is the result of a natural instability, but its
cause is not clear at present.

CONCLUSIONS. Unlike conventional aspect ratio tokamaks, current terminating
disruptions are not observed in START when the aspect ratio R/a = 2. A possible
explanation for the current termination not occurring is that despite of a fall in [i
and .39 at the IRE, the plasma moves outwards, due to the large transient increase in
plasma current (at the IRE). A full understanding of the IRE has not yet been achieved
and other explanations for the lack of current termination, such as improved tearing
mode stability at tight R/a, can not be ruled out at this stage.

The absence of disruptions is a most desirable feature in a reactor, since a
disruption would cause severe structural forces on the vessel and surrounding
conductors. Tight aspect ratio reactor designs which are consistent with high
bootstrap operation (lb/l [~ 90%) have a poloidal 89 ~ 0.7 [6] and so the plasma
should still move outwards if an internal reconnection event were to occur. Since the
only material surface which is necessary close to the plasma is the central column in
a tight aspect ratio reactor, it should (like START) benefit from the absence of
current terminating disruptions.
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Introduction

Tomographic diagnosis of the soft x-ray emissivity profile is a powerful method for
studying several plasma parameters. The x-ray emissivity is a complicated function of plasma
quantities like the electron density and temperature. and the impurity content in the plasma.
These quantities can be studied separately provided that information is available on the
remaining parameters. Soft x-ray emissivity profiles have already been used successfully in
other machines to determine local values of impurity densities and the effective charge Zeff [1].
In the RTP tokamak the electron density profile has been inferred from a modelling of the x—
ray emissivity in situations where information is available on the electron temperature profile,
the value of Zeff, and the relative proportion of the impurities. The method can be useful for the
study of hollow density profiles that cannot be properly reconstructed by Abel inversion of
interferometer or reflectometer data.

Experimental Set-Up

The soft x-ray emission from RTP plasmas is measured with a five-camera 80-
channel tomography system [2]. The cameras are distributed around the plasma column at the
same poloidal cross section. The distribution has been optimized to obtain a homogeneous
coverage of the chords in the (p,¢)-space. Each of the cameras used on RTP is composed of an
array of 16 pin-diodes that view the plasma through a pin-hole sealed with a 25 pm thick Be-
foil. The system is most efficient for detection of photons with energies between 1 and 10
keV. One of the main aims of the x-ray tomography diagnostic is to study oscillations with
relatively high m-numbers (m=4; without assuming any plasma rotation). A description of the
tomographic inversion method [2] and the first results from the study of MHD activity obtained
with this diagnostic are presented elsewhere [3].
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Modelling of the Emissivity Profile

Several processes are responsible for the emission of x-rays by the plasma:
Bremsstrahlung, recombination. and line radiation. In the modelling of the local emissivity

only the contribution from continuum radiation has been considered. Line radiation from

low-Z impurities like carbon and oxygen, emitted far from the plasma centre is almost
completely filtered out by the Be—foil that seals the pin-hole. Line radiation from metals could

still be detected, but from measurements with an x—ray pulse height analysis system [4] it was
concluded that its contribution to the total signal is only a few per cent. For this reason, the
process of line radiation has not been included.

The general dependence of the local emissivity on the various plasma parameters for a
maxwellian plasma, can be written as:

(X)

g = K nez J (it? Deff(€) C(Teltnie) d8 , (1)
e

with g the local emissivity, K a multiplicative constant, Dcff the detection efficiency, C the
x»ray enhancement factor as described in detail in Ref. [5], Zj the charge and ni the density of

impurities respectively, and E the photon energy. The integral at the right-hand side of Eq. (1)

has been numerically evaluated. In the calculation of the enhancement factor, 3; the
contribution of each ionization state of each impurity species has been calculated considering

coronal equilibrium. This is a reasonable assumption as has been shown by comparisons of

ionization equilibrium calculations with and without transport effects. It has been found that

the largest effect is for line radiation due to light impurities close to the plasma edge [6].
Up to now no spectroscopic diagnostic is available on RTP to provide information on

the value of Zeff and its profile. The same applies for the measurement of the relative

proportion of the impurities. Therefore, an average value of Zeff has been deduced from the

plasma resistivity by the 1—D transport code SNAP [7], and a flat Zeff-profile has been
assumed. Typical impurity species present in tokamaks, like carbon, oxygen and iron have

been introduced in the simulations. In first approximation, the relative proportion of the

impurities has been chosen in agreement with values measured in other tokamaks [6]. The total
concentration of the various impurity species has been chosen to match the value of Zeff.

The validity of the modelling and its assumptions has been verified during an ohmic

RTP plasma discharge, for which both the density and temperature profiles were determined

by l9—channel interferometry and 20—channel super-heterodyne ECE, and an estimate of Zeff

was available using Spitzer resistivity. Given the experimental temperature profile, the profile
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of the integral in Eq. (1) is calculated and multiplied by the experimental density profile
squared. The calculated emissivity profile and the profile obtained with soft x-ray tomography
are represented in Fig. l for this particular shot. Since the cameras were not absolutely
calibrated, a scaling factor has been introduced to match the peak value of the two profiles. The
thus obtained calibration factor has been used for all further studies to be presented here. Both
curves have approximately the same radial dependence. This observation justifies the use of
the modelling and the assumptions described so far, at least for plasma regimes not very far
from the conditions for this very plasma shot.
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Fig. 1 - Example of measured (solid line) and calculated (dotted line) emissivity profiles. The calculated
emissivity profile has been obtained by using Eq. (1) and the experimental electron density and temperature
profiles. (new) — 1.8 x 1019 m'3, Te(0) = 0.8 keV, and Zeff= 1.8 from plasma resistivity.)

Electron Density Profile

The electron density profile can be calculated by writing Eq. (1) as follows:
nSXR(R,z=O) =mwhere gexp(R,z=O) is the measured emissivity
profile, and KR) the integral as a function of R calculated from Te(R). This procedure has been
applied to a plasma shot with the following parameters: a = 0.164 m, R = 0.72 m, nc(0)
= 2.0 X 1019 m‘3, II) = 120 RA, B¢ = 2.14 T, qa = 3.3, and H as filling gas. During the
same plasma shot ECRH was applied with a total power of PECRH = 180 kW with the
resonance layer chosen at the centre of the vessel. A density profile obtained with soft x-ray
tomography, along with the density profile determined with the interferometer, is shown in
Fig. 221 for the ohmic phase of this plasma shot. The profile from tomography has been limited
to a small radius, in comparison to the interferometer profile, because at larger radius the
emissivity is very low. From Fig. 2a it can be concluded that the result from tomography is in
good agreement with the profile measured with the interferometer. The deviations between the
profiles can be explained by the strong relative gradients of the emissivity and the integral,
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1(R). Moreover, a small erroneous radial shift in the measured value of RR) compared to the

emissivity gcxp(R) would lead to large artifacts in the nSXR-profile.
For the same plasma shot, the density profiles have also been determined during the

ECRl-I pulse. It has been assumed that the impurity concentrations in the plasma as well as the
shape of the Zeff-profile remained the same after the onset of ECRH, at least during the first

few milliseconds. In Fig. 2b an x-ray density profile is shown obtained at 0.4 ms after onset
of the ECRH pulse. From this figure we can see a good agreement between the density
profiles measured with soft x-ray and interferometry, even when the electron temperature rises
from 0.8 to 1.2 keV. It seems that close to the plasma centre a small dip in the density is
present, following the x—ray density profile. This is about equal to the tomographic
reconstruction error but a similar dip, or even deeper, is also observed with the
Thomson—scattering diagnostic on RTP for similar plasma conditions.

2.0

“'1‘ 1.5—
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e 1.0—

SXR
E” 0'5_ ----------- inter. _ _ _

(a) (b)
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Fig. 2 - Example of the central electron density profiles determined with soft x-ray tomography (SXR) and
interferometry (Inter) (a) for the ohmic phase (Te(0) = 0.8 keV) and (b) at 0.4 ms after onset of ECRH (Te(0) =
1.2 keV), both with Zcff = 1.8.
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[1] Inmduction
Excitation oi last and large denSIty oscillations has been observed” In the core region of

pellet-injected TEXTOR plasmas. The phenomena are prominent in density since the oscillations
have been detected clearly by the FIR interferometer and the solt X-ray systems. they have.
however. only marginally by the ECE measuring system. The phenomena seem to be similar to
those observed by soft X-ray measurements in the Alcator«CZI and JET3I. and to recent results in
JT-504). although there exist several differences.

The oscillation seems more likely to occur when a pellet is injected more deeply into the
plasma. The mode of the oscillation has been analyzed to be almost m=1/n=1 and the direction of
rotation to be electron diamagnetic one.

The Irequency is typically around 0.7 - 2 kHz and the oscillation usually terminates after about
ten msec. In some cases. however. it appears not only immediately after the injection (which we call
the lirst oscillation). but also some tens ol milliseconds alter the termination oi the lirst oscillation.
Here. we call it the second oscillation. Sometimes. the first and the second ones seem to interact
with each other, These second oscillations are the unique teatures in the TEXTOR plasma. which
have not been observed on other experiments.

In addition. measurements ol plasma current profile by the FIR Faraday rotation system have
been carried out in order to have an intormation on q-proille change belore and alter the pellet
injection. since the current prolile change has been suggested through investigation on locations
of sawtooth and snake-like oscillations.

[2] " l1 ilin Fniaell
The "snake-like“ densrty oscrllations have been studied by varying penetration depth 01 the

pellet iniection. Figures 1(a)~(e) show the characteristics change cl the density oscillations alter
pellet injection as a lunction ot temperature in target plasmas: (a) Teo z 1.1 keV. (b) 1.0 Rev. (C) 0.95
keV. (d) 0.88 keV and (e) 0.8 keV. respectively. Here. the pellet velocny is about 680 m/s and the
plasma current is 340 kA. Although each denstty changes slightly Irom (a) We = 2.5 x 1013 cm”3 to

(e) 3.8 x 101:3 cm'3. the overall penetration varys Irom shallow [Fig.1ia)} to deep [Fig.1ie)], and it is
clearly seen that duration oi the density oscillation becomes longer as in Figs.1(a) ~ (C). gradually the
second oscillation starts to appear [Fig.1(d)]. and finally the second one separates clearly trom the
lirst one which mostly seems to diminish quickly [Fig.1(e)].

In order to verily this tendency. more clear-cut experiments have been carried out. where the
target plasma parameters have been kept constant but only the pellet velocuy has been varied by
changing the driver gas pressure. Typical results are shown in Fig.2. where the temperature and
density are 0.95 keV and 3.2 x 1013 cm‘3 being same condition as in Fig.1(c). however. the veloc1ty
is about 600 m/s [Fig.2(a)] and 750 m/s [Fig.2lb)]. respectively. Thus. it seems to be obvious Irom
the comparison of Figs.1 and 2 that the deeper penetration oi pellets into plasmas makes the
snake-like density oscillation more active. and eventually. its second osctllation more likely to occur.
The phenomena might suggest that the deposrled particles are trapped in a certain region of core
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plasma. for example in a magnetic island near the sawtooth inversion radius of the plasma.
Locations of the snake-like oscillations will be discussed in the next section

The effect of pellet injection on sawtooth activities have also been studied. Figures 3(a) and
3(b) show the dependence oi penetration depth on suppression effect of the sawtooth activity. in
the case of medium penetration as in Fig.3(a) which is almost the same plasma condition as in
Fig.1(c). the sawtooth activity has been slightly stabilized for about a 100 ms On the other hand. in
the case of deeper penetration as in Fig.3(b) which is the same condition as in Fig.1(e). it has been
stabilized for more than 400 ms. and in addition. clear and strong density peaking has been
observed for several tens of ms alter pellet injection These tendencies seem to be similar to those
observed in other several devices.

[3]WWWmfiWM
Faraday rotation measurements of pellet-injected plasmas have been carried out by using 9-ch

FIR system for the first time. Motive force of the measurement is to investigate possible current-
protile modification after the pellet injection, which has been suggested from the results of soft X-rayanalysis of the density oscillations as mentioned later.

This is the first attempt of the measurement with respect to pellet-injected plasmas, So far thesignal-to-noise ratio is not adequate. which makes us to have time resolusion of about 50 ms byaveraging the signal. Whthin the limitation of this time resolution. no detectable change of the
poloidal magnetic field and of the current density profile during pellet injection has been observed.
An example of the temporal behavior ol the interferometer phase shift ( S nedz) and of the rotation
angle ( SneBzdz) is shown in Fig.4. Here. Fig.4(a) is the whole time history oi the discharge and
Fig, 4(b) is the time expansion of it with different beam position, [A slight difference of two traces
just after pellet injection it = 1,54~1.6 sec) may be mainly due to the relaxation of density profile]Eventually. the global current distribution may remain unchanged during pellet injection, although
the possibility ol small localized modification of it still exrsts.

Locations of 1st and 2nd snake-like density oscillations have been analyzed from the multi-
channel soft X-ray measurements, As can be seen from the examples in Fig.5. the 151 oscillation istypically observed on ch. 23 [the 3rd trace in Fig.5(a)]. ch29 [the 4th trace in Fig.5(b)] and within
the two. which corresponds to the outer edge of about 8 cm. On the other hand. the 2nd
oscillation is typically on ch22 [the 4th trace in Fig.5(a)]. ch30 [the 5th trace in Fig.5(b)] and withinthe two. which corresponds to the outer edge of about 10 cm. If these densrty osCillations have
strong relation with q =1 surface, the movement of the location of 1st and 2nd ones may suggest aslight movement of q = 1 sunace. and thus. may suggest local modification of current densityprofile.

In addition. change in sawtooth inversron radius has been observed during pellet injection. In
the similar manner With that mentioned above. the inversion radius before the injection is about 10
cm. whereas the one after the injection is about 8 cm, which are seen both in a deeper penetration
case [Fig.5(a)(b). corresponding to the case in Fig.1(d)] and in a shallower penetration case[Figt5(c)(d). corresponding to the case between Fig.1(b) and Fig.1(c)].

The properties of the density oscrllation phenomena seem to be qualitatively similar in some
machines [Alcator-C. JET. JT-SO and TEXTOR. also in W7-ASSlj. however there exrst several
differences in quantitative features, The phenomena might be explained by the persistent trapping
of particles ablated lrom a pellet inside a magnetic island by some reasonsBl. however lunher
detailed studies will be necessary to identify the mechanism.

1) K.N.Sato et al. : 19th EPS Conference (lnnsbruck. 29 June — 3 July 1992)
2) J.Parker et al. :Nuclear Fusion 27 (1987) 853.
3) A.Weller et al : Phys. Flev. Letters 59 (1987) 2303.
4) Y.Kamada et al. :JAEFil-M 90-123.
5) A.Weller : private communication.
6) S.I.ltoh et al. :Comm‘ts Plasma Phys. Cont'ld Fuston 13 (1990) 141.
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Lhmm
In a tokamak finite resistivity 11 at rational q surfaces allows the growth of helical

magnetofluid perturbations which reconnect the magnetic lines of force and modify the
topology of the nested axisymmetric confinement magnetic surfaces into a topology with
rotating magnetic islands. In the helical coordinates (r,x,z) x=(6-l<z ), in a circular cylinder
model, the evolution of a general helical magnetic perturbation 6§=8fi(r)exp(imx—¢(t))
is governed by Faraday and Ohm's law coupled with the quasineutrality condition divl = 0
which produces a torque driving fluid vortices near the q rational surfaceln the nonlinear
phase the perturbation develops magnetic "islands" of width related to the equilibrium
shear q'/q and poloidal field B90:

w: 4 (Lg—53:09
mq B60

The island growth is determined by integrating the diffusion equation for 5B,Iover
the island width obtaining dW/dt=(n/2tlo)A'(W), where A‘=dln[5B,(r+W/2)]/dr-dln[5B,
(r—W/2)]/dr. In presence of external multipolar fields (and passive conductors) _B_cthe
plasma frozen in the islands is subject to a torque which determines the evolution of the
phase <I>(t), according to momentum balance in the toroidal (here 2) direction [1-3]:

(12(1) _1
“RR? = lio 1-21 '(VX5_B) X(5_B+§c)dV

Another physical effect which can be considered phenomenologically is a (very
small) perpendicular viscosity drag term .

II. Phasor representation of rotating modes.

To control the growth of the most dangerous modes , with helical mode numbers
m=2, n=l, it is necessary to apply an externally controlling field rotating within the same
frequency of the mode and locked in phase with it [2]."I’he model used in the design of a
control system can be somewhat approximated because the changes in the parameters are
damped by the control scheme.However the control model must embody all the dynamic
effects occurring during the evolution of the transient phase.It should also be valid for
any arbitrary time variation of the current generated by the amplifiers feeding the
coils.'I'he main assumptions used in the model are:

i)the magnetic islands appearing at the q=m/n surface are frozen in the plasma and
rotate with it .

ii) island rotation is modelled assuming a rigid rotor configuration with perturbation
currents lumped in the islands.

iii)four conductors n/Z rad apart inside the resistive vessel simulate the effects of the
controlling saddle coils.
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iv)the island rotation is damped by eddy currents effects in the wall and a
phenomenological viscosity [3].

A suitable schematization can be obtained by means of the two-axis theory of
electrical rotating machines,which gives simple and compact equations with a significant
physical picture.The helical coordinate x, 21: periodic, is replaced by the electrical angle
aw=mx.The external control field in the coils reference frame (D,Q) is transformed
onto the (d,q) rotating mode frame by the transformation :

Bd _ cos(0.w) sin(aw) BD
Bq _ —sin(0tw) cosmw) BQ

I SADDLE COLS l5
- smote ms 57
. NWARn umEm
O WTWARDCLWEN

Fig1.- D-Q axis modelzaw angular position of island;
etc angular position of rotating external field

In this frame the mode amplitude and rotation rate equations modeled after Refs.
(2,3) are :

dBB SE B' =K 1— ‘ J63 K —°“dt RSI: By“ :I r + Re R

d0) rm:—=K 533 —K BBZ—V—K m—mdt TC r cq TE rmz+w21r$ TV( 0)

where:
, m ’B 2m 81tmR

Kas = n A (0) _q en ; Kac = —, K35 i K'rc = O
Zmuo qrs rsA (0) q0

2
KTE =16—“rSR°{r—]

p. o rv

where Bed is the control field restraining the island growth and BCq controls the mode
phase; q'/q is the safety factor shear,p the plasma mass density,Bmis the natural
saturation level of the mode, which depends on the equilibrium current profile and plasma
parameters.
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Wm
The proposed control system (Fig.2) is designed assuming that suitable amplitude ,and frequency signals are available from the sensing coils.The controller schemeimplements an integral proportional feedback loop for the phase and the amplitude,which is capable of locking in phase the controlling field onto the mode even in presenceof finite levels (10%) of white noise.

Stab Feedback Vector Control Syltem

Fig.2 - Control system

With JET type parameters (53,415 mT, Ic~2kA,m~10 had/5,) Fig.3 shows an
successful control of the radial field perturbation at 0.5 mT, achieved even with 10%noiseon the amplitude and the frequency and a discreet control with sampling frequencyof lOOkHz.

Icsl-l 21-: "3M l.'l

.W
5.:4

ave-a

a
Ws 1 Lu ta- .

Fig.3 - Magnetic island control with discreet controller and 10% noise
A) Control field ;B)Output Amplifier current ;
C)Island Perturbation ficld;D) Rotation speed of island.
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IV. Effect of Error Fields
Mode locking due to a compass effect in the error fields of the multipolar shaping

fields of a tokamak was discussed and demonstrated in Refs.(2,3). It has since been
argued that for reactor relevant applications fiel errors should be minimized to very
sringent requirementsln Fig.4 we show the effect of the competition between a static
helical error field of mode numbers m=2, n=1, and a rotating control field of comparable

amplitude on the phase space to vs aw.

Fig.4- Phase space a): da/dt vs (1 when there is competition between a static error field and
the rotating control field . Stochastic behaviour sets in.

A task of control theory is to determine the basin of attraction for the state variables of
the controlled system. The figure shows that in this case the representative trajectory
wanders stochastically between two attractors, which try to lock the mode on either the
static or the rotating external field.This demonstrates that an error field can drive the
system out of phase control . However even in this situation amplitude control could be
achieved with a controlling field two order of magnitude higher.ln conclusion to avoid
mode locking in an external error field the suggested strategy is to lock the mode onto a
controlled rotating field of suitable amplitude, rather titan requiring an exceedingly high
level of accuracy in the static fields.
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LOW FREQUENCY ALFVEN MODES IN THE TORTUS TOKAMAK

R.C. Cross, D.G. Miljak and C-Y. Teo

Plasma Physics Department, University of Sydney, Sydney. NSW 2006, Australia.

1. Introduction

Experimental results are presented on global modes of the shear Alfvén wave observed
in the TORTUS tokamak The modes are excited by two shielded antenna loops at the
plasma edge, separated toroidally by 135°, and driven at 1.0 or 3.2 MHZ. The antennas
can be rotated to generate either a transverse or longitudinal magnetic field. We refer
below to these orientations as by or 172 antennas respective Discrete Alfvén Wave
(DAW) modes are observed when the dispersion relation in : kw), = (n + m/q)1)A/R0
is satisfied over a significant fraction of the plasma cross section, where n is the toroidal
mode number and m is the poloidal mode number. DAW modes are observed (with an
array of magnetic probes) with both [:9 and bz antennas, but the antenna loading depends
on the antenna orientation. The by antennas also excite a magnetically guided shear wave
beam which propagates only in the plasma edge and which can interfere constructively
or destructively with DAW mode fields in the plasma edge.

A search is currently underway in TORTUS for n = 0 DAW and n = l Toroidal Alfvén
Eigenmodes (TAE or "gap” modes) that are expected at frequencies to = vA/qRo and
w = 12A /2qRo respectively TAE modes are of interest in relation to the confinement of 01
particles, and have been observed [1,2] in neutral beam injection experiments, but have
not yet been observed directly as a result of antenna excitation. DAW modes have been
studied extensively in the TCA tokamak [3], but have not received as much theoretical
attention as TAE modes in connection with a particle confinement.

Our present interest in n = 0 modes is stimulated by the fact that they have a similar
frequency to TAB modes and are more global in extent than n 96 0 modes, since the shear
wave dispersion relation is satisfied over a wider cross section of the plasma when n = O.
The n : 0, m = 1 DAW mode has a parallel wavelength equal to the length of the closed
magnetic field lines on integer q surfaces. The n : 1, m = —1 and m : —2 toroidally
coupled TAE mode exists as a standing wave with An equal to the length of a closed field
line on the q = 1.5 surface. Evidence is presented below for the excitation of both 71 = 0
and n = 1 DAW modes, but n = 1 TAE modes have not yet been observed.

2. Experimental arrangement

The experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 1. Two small rectangular loop antennas
were used to deliberately excite a broad spectrum of modes, but could be phased to
preferentially excite either n : 0 or n : 1 modes. The edge wave fields were measured
with several magnetic probes at different toroidal locations and with a poloidal array of
8 magnetic probes enclosed in a quartz tube surrounding the plasma at 7‘ : 11cm, just
outside the limiter radius (10.5cm). The antennas were driven at low power, about ZOkW,
with antenna currents up to 560A. The probes were fed to hybrid combiners to eliminate
electric field pickup and then to balanced mixers to monitor the wave field amplitude
and phase. All results below were obtained in hydrogen plasmas with typical discharge
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Antenna 1

Poloidal
Array

Figure 1: Experimental arrangement

conditions 13¢ z 1.2T, Ip z 32kA, < 116 >z 2 X 1019rn‘3 and Tc z ISOeV, as shown in

Figure 2. The density is ramped by gas puffing during the discharge.
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Figure 2: Typical discharge conditions

3. Results at f = 3.2MHz

Results obtained at 3.2MHz are shown in Figure 3. At this frequency, we observe an

n : l, m = 1 DAW mode which appears during the density rise and again as the density

falls. The mode can be identified clearly as a DAW mode since it appears simultaneously

at all probe locations and since it appears at a density close to the expected density. The

toroidal mode number (n : l) is assigned clearly from antenna phasing results, since the

mode is extinguished when the antennas are phased 45° apart, and the mode amplitude

is a maximum when the phase difference is 225°. The poloidal mode number, m = l, is

identified clearly from the poloidal array phase variation. As shown in Figure 3, the by

antenna couples more efficiently to this mode than the b: antenna since the wave fields

are essentially transverse magnetic. It can also be noted from Figure 3 that the series

antenna resistance increases only slightly when the DAW mode appears. Most of the

antenna loading is in fact due to (a) excitation of a magnetically guided beam in the
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Figure 3(a): b9 wavefield for a by antenna and 3 [2l antenna at 3.2 MHz
Figure 3(b): corresponding loading for the b9 and b1 antennas

plasma edge [4] and (b) continuum loading. The beam loading was minimised in this
experiment by shielding the antennas either with a quartz sheath or with an electrostatic
shield.

4. Results at 1.0MHz

Results obtained at a wave frequency of 1.0MH2 are shown in Figure 4. A surprising
result, not observed at 3.2M1-[z or in the absence of plasma, is that a strong 1.0MHz signal
is observed on the loop voltage waveform. The amplitude of this RF component is shown
in Figure 4. It is a maximum when the two antennas are excited in phase, and much
reduced when the antennas are excited 180° out of phase, implying that an n = 0 RF
current exists in the plasma. No net flux through the loop is expected when n 76 0. The
wave fields are a maximum with n = O phasing and at the density expected for an n = 0,
m : 1 DAW mode. Consequently, we can identify the mode as an n : 0, m = 1 DAW
mode, although the structure is strongly modified by interference with other modes. We
are currently attempting to identify the source of this interference.
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EVOLUTION OF ENERGY SPECTRA OF ION AND ELECTRON
PLASMA COMPONENTS DURING A CURRENT

DISRUPTION IN THE TVD TOKAMAK

A.V.BORTNIKOV, N.N.BREVNOV, Yu.V.GDTT, V.A.SHURYGIN
Russian Research Center "Kurohatov Institute",

Institute of Nuclear Fusion,Moscow, Russia

The results of experimental study‘ in the evolution of
energy spectra for ion ( perpendicular and parallel, respective
magnetic field direction) and electron plasma components during
the disruption related with the development of MHD-prccesses in
plasma are given in this paper. The experiments were done on TVD
tokamak with an elongated cross-section [1]. The Kain plasma
parameters are: major plasma radius is 36 cm, minor radius is
7.5 cm, vertical elongation is 1.7—2, toroidal field is m 1 T,
plasma current is 20—45 kA, electron density is w 1.5 1013 cm'3,
electron temperature is N 300 eV, ion temperature is N 110 eV.

The plasma ion energy distribution was measured by an
analyzer of charge exchange atomic particles with a solid
target, CXA [3] and the electron, plasma temperature by an
integral photoelectron spectrometer, PES—I [2]. They operated in
the current mode and provided the spatial resolution equal 1 cm
and the temporal resolution about 10 us. A modification of the
idea suggested in [4—6] to measure the distribution of ions with
velocities parallel to the toroidal magnetic field was used.

It has been found out that the MED—disruption occurs for a
few stages: after the first disruption which is accompanied by a
slight increase in discharge current (spike), a few smaller
spikes follow and then the main current decay takes place. The
first disruption is accompanied by the emergence of a high (up
to 100 V) negative spike in the loop voltage. Negative spike in
the loop voltage are also observed during the subsequent current
spikes, but their magnitudes are usually lower than that during
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the first spike. During the first disruption no plasma column

displacement is observed. and later the plasma column starts to
move first in a radial and then in a vertical direction.

Together with the observation of spikes, the MIDI) plasma activity

is enhanced as well as the line radiation intensity in the

optical range, 0 III — line in particular. An increase in the

plasma column elongation, from 1.7 to 2.0 [7], is observed
during the first disruption. This process lasts about 20 us.

It has been shown that
1. Suprathermal ions with the energies greater than 1 keV, with
the velocity vectors directed in both directions —- parallel and

perpendicular to the toroidal magnetic field, are generated

during the first disruption. All these ions emerge
simultaneously, for about 20 us after the start up of the change

in the current and than they escape from the plasma for a time

close to the time of charge—exchange. During subsequent
disruptions such ions do not emerge.
2. An average energy of a plasma ion distribution component

perpendicular to the toroidal magnetic field is 1.5—2 times

enhanced at the time of disruption. This probably confirms the

emergency of electromagnetic fields at the instant of current
disruption, with the frequencies close to the ion cyclotron one,

and the acceleration of ions occurs perpendicular to the
mystic field direction. The energy of the main part of the

ions with velocities directed along the toroidal magnetic field
is not practically changed, and only a small amount of ions with
suprathermal energies is generated. In this case. the amount of
fast ions moving along the plasma current direction is greater
than that moving counter the current ( see Figure). One should
note that the results of a given study are in contradiction with
the existing model of ion acceleration during the disruption
[8], according to which ions should be accelerated along the
toroidal magnetic field only.

However, it is known that the disruptions are accompanied
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by the generation of an electric field Eu directed along the

helical magnetic field and electrons drifting under the

influence of En drive an ion—cyclotron instability [9,10], and a

part of the pcloidal magnetic energy, released during the

disruption, transits into the energy of cyclotron oscillations

and than, into the transversal energy of ion plasma component.

3. Electron temperature during the disruption, for about 20 us,

is reduced by 25—30 %. The signals related to a suprathermal (E

> 2 keV) part of the X—ray flux are not changed. The intensity

of a hard X-ray radiation (E > 100 keV) is much reduced before

the first disruption. The flux of the X—rays with the energies E

> 200 eV is rapidly (for about 20 us) reduced about five time

that cannot be explained by a reduction in the electron plasma

temperature only. Therefore the observed reduction of the X—ray

flux of these energies should be related.tc peculiarities in the

behavior of plasma impurities during the disruption.
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RECENT RESULTS ON IMPURITY AND HYDROGEN PELLET INJECTIONS INTO

THE T-lO PLASMA

S.M. Egorov, B.V. Kuteev, I.V. Miroshnikov, D.V. Polyakov,

V.Yu. Sergeev

St.-Petersburg Technical University, 195251 St.Petersburg, Russia

1. Introduction.

In recent years the pellet injection group of St.-Petersburg

TU was engaged in a diagnostics development of both plasma current

density profile measurements using a carbon pellet toroidal

acceleration [1,2] and pitch angle profile measurements using a

tilt angle of impurity [3] and hydrogen [4] pellet clouds.

The results of comparison of q profile measurements in one OH

tokamak shot using two techniques are reported in this paper. A

dependence of measured current density profiles on plasma current

is discussed as well.

2. Experimental setup.

The sketch of pellet injection experiments on T—lo is shown

in Fig.1. Spherical carbon pellets with size 200—400 mm and

velocities 100—150 m/s were vertically injected using the

gasdynamic accelerator (1) into the chamber center direction.

Cylindrical hydrogen pellets with size 1.35x1.5 mm and velocities

300-600 m/s were injected using light—gas gun (2) at the 300

degree angle relative to the equatorial plane. '

Pellet ablation rates were measured using the wide-view

photodiode (3). The camera (4) with the light filter (5) allowed

to obtain carbon pellet trajectories. The highest quality of the

pellet trajectory measurements were received with filter on 510+5

nm spectral range where the bright lines with wave length A = 514

‘nm of C+ ions exist. The method of current density profile

measurements using a toroidal acceleration of carbon pellets was

reported in ref. [2]. We have taken here into account the

influence of non—unifonn ablation of the pellet surface on the

calculation of electron heat flux shielding factor 5 because in

ref. [2] factor 6 was taken from the neutral shielding model [5]

where uniform ablation of the pellet surface was assumed. It

resulted to some increasing electron temperature values (up to
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20-30%) measured using carbon pellet ablation rates [6] and
Current density values (up to 40-60%) measured using toroidal

acceleration of carbon pellets [2] in the final part of ablation
process.

The method of tilt angle measurements of hydrogen clouds was

developed as well. According to the Old method of the impurity

pellet cloud image determination used in [3,4], the all measured

points of the cloud with intensity values exceeded a low noise

level were taken into account. We observed that a usage of that

method in the case of hydrogen pellet clouds are not suitable

owing to the fast (with up to 7 ms time period) and great enough

changes in outer regions of hydrogen clouds (see [4]). On the

other hand, the interior regions of these clouds shown more

regular structure stretched in the toroidal direction. Therefore,

we assumed that the magnetic field direction corresponds to the

direction of a line obtained using the least squares procedure

from the maximum intensity points of poloidal distributions of the

hydrogen cloud.

3. Results.

The results of comparison of q profile measurements in one OH

shot 49666 with the following plasma parameters Ip = 205 kA, Ht:

2.0 T, ab: 28 cm, q(aL) = 3.8, he = 2.3-1013 cm'3 using both
carbon pellet toroidal acceleration (curve 1) and hydrogen clouds

tilt angles (curve 2) are shown in Fig.2. The carbon pellet was

injected 60 ms later than the hydrogen one. In shot 49971 with the

same plasma parameters the profile (curve 3 in Fig.2) was measured

using a carbon pellet which was injected alone. We can conclude

that the hydrogen, pellet injection does not disturb a plasma

current density profile significantly. The data values obtained

using carbon pellets are larger than ones deduced from the

hydrogen pellet clouds. A reason of such discrepancy is not clear

now. The q profile (curve 4) which was evaluated using Spitzer low

for plasma conductivity under assumption of the unifonn radial

distribution of the plasma effective charge is placed between

experimental profiles.
In Fig.3a,b the j(r) and q(r) profiles measured using

toroidal acceleration. of the carbon pellets are shown f0; two

shots with Er: 2.5 T, aL= 30 cm, fie = (2-3)-1013 cm and
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different plasma currents Ip = 300 kA for shot 54763 (curve 1) and
Ip = 180 kA for shot 54888 (curve 2). As the carbon pellet
evaporation usually started at the 3~6 cm distance from the
limiter radius of T—1O a linear approximation of j(r) profile was
assumed for this region (dashed parts of the curves in Fig.3) It
is seen that plasma current density values grow with increasing of
the total current. Peculiarities of j(r) profiles which are
situated in the regions 20-23 cm on the curve 1 and 16—18 cm on
the curve 2 were observed. Their positions correspond to q 2 3/2
values on q profiles. The peculiarity in the vicinity of q a 3/2
values on q profile measured using hydrogen pellet (curve 1 in

Fig.2) was observed as well. We connect such peculiarities with a
possible influence of the magnetic island near this rational

magnetic flux surface.

4. Conclusions.

1. The q profiles were measured using a toroidal acceleration of

carbon pellet and tilt angles of hydrogen pellet clouds in one OH

tokamak shot. It was shown that a plasma current density profile

is not disturbed significantly by hydrogen pellet injection. The q

values measured using a toroidal acceleration of carbon pellets

slightly exceed ones determined from tilt angles of hydrogen

pellet clouds.

2.Both methods point out peculiarities of measured j(r) profiles

near the q 2 3/2 magnetic flux surface.
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ACTIVE CONTROL OF INTERNAL PLASMA PERTURBATIONS

AT DENSITY LIMIT DISRUPTIONS IN T-lO TOKAMAK.

P.5avrukhin, V.Alil(aev. A.Bagdasarov. A.Borshegovskij, N.Vasin, V.Vershkov, V.Chistyakov,

M.Dremin, Yu.Esipchuk. Yu.Gorelov. D.Evdokimov, N.lvanov, D.Kislov, E.Lyadina,

D.Martynov. G.Notkin, A.Nikitin, Yu.Pavlov, V.Poznjak, K.Razumova, I.Roi, A.Sushkov.

Russian Scientific Center "Kurchatov Institute", 123182 Moscow, Russia

ABSTRACT. Internal structure of magnetohydrodynamic (Ml-ID) perturbations at density limit

disruptions in T-lO plasma (a=0.32m,R=1.5m,Ip=O.ZMA) is studied with the use of three

arrays x-ray imaging system, x-ray monochromator and set of Mirnov coils. Electron

cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) with low field launch of HF power both normal (8161—12

and 157.4GHz) and oblique (14061-12) to the toroidal field was applied for control of the

modes. Stable operation of the T-10 plasma is characterized by reduced amplitudes of

m=1,n=l and m=2,n=l perturbations or by separation of the modes localizations.

1. INTRODUCTION.
Experiments on many tokamaks show that attempts to rise plasma density over some

limit value lead to destabilization of variety of internal perturbations resulted in one

or series of disruptions (See for example [1]). In discharges with high shear in the bulk

plasma disruptions are typically associated with strong interaction of coupled m=l and

m=2 modes overlapping during energy quench phase (2,3). The main task of the T—10

experiments was to produce stabilization of disruptions either by complete suppression of

m=2 and/or m=l modes or by separation of the m=l and m=2 modes due to narrowing of the

magnetic islands or by removing the modes localizations.

Poloidal and toroidal structure of the internal plasma perturbations were analyzed

with the use of T—lO soft x-ray imaging system [4,5) consists of three arrays of silicon

surface-barrier diodes arranged at one toroidal location and x—ray monochromator

separated by 900 toroidally from the imaging system [6) (Fig.1). Set of 24 magnetic coils

equidistantly spaced around poloidal cross section was used to measure perturbations of

the external poloidal magnetic field in frequency range (0-20)kl-lz [7].

Electron cyclotron resonance heating with low—field launch of high frequency (HF)

power was used for modes control and illumination of the plasma perturbations i8].

Gyrotrons with frequencies 157.4 GHz and 81 GHz launched HF power normally to the

direction of toroidal magnetic field while gyrotrons with frequency I4OGHz were applied

to oblique launch of HF power (21 to the major radius). Maximum input HF power is up to

t=1.2MW.
2.EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.

a) Density limit was attained in the experiments by density rising in preprogrammed way

and by additional gas (deuterium) puffing in deuterium discharges, while plasma current

(1p), toroidal magnetic field (Bt) and major radius of the plasma (R0) were maintained

constant until the termination of the discharge. Different rates of gas puffing (gas flow

uplto 0.3 Pa/sec) resulted in slow and fast density rising.

Typically density limit phenomena in experiments on T—lO is associated with evolution

of the plasma through several stages: operation prior the disruption (t<tl), series of

internal perturbations named "density limit disruption" (tl<t<t2) and post disruptive

plasma (01:2) (Fig.2). Density limit disruption is normally starts with bursts of m=2 and

m=3 perturbations of external poloidal magnetic field (t=tl) succeeded by abrupt fall of

electron temperature in the bulk plasma (r<rsZ). Duration of the electron temperature

redistribution (energy quench) is typically 0.1el.0msec. One or series of such minor

disruptions are succeeded by the major disruption (t=t2) leading to discharge

termination. Minor disruptions are superimposed by “giant" m=l mode and internal

disruPtions with inversion radius (r51) up to two time larger than that of normal

sawteeth (rsaw) typically preceded the density limit disruption. Post—disruption plasma

(t>t2) is characterized by irregular internal relaxations observed in the central region

(r<rsl). Duration of the density limit disruption (time interval between the first minor

disruption (t=tl) and final major disruption (t=t2) can be as large as 50msec in

ohmically heated plasma. This time tends to increase for disruptions initiated by fast

density rising however, in some cases discharge termination starts just after the first

minor disruptioni Discharges terminate typically when electron temperature (soft x—ray

intensity ) falls bellow 107'. of the predisruptive values.
Application of powerful auxiliary heating switched on before first minor disruption

at density limit in ohmically heated plasma (t<tl) prevents growth of the m=2 mode and
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allows considerably increase value of the critical density. Enhancement of the critical
density depends linearly on HF—power (See also (9—12)). Amplitude of the m=Z mode
decreases initially during ECRl—i leading to weakening of the modes interaction. However,
m=2 mode grows again with approaching of enhanced density limit and couples with m=l mode
during the disruption. Structure and localization of the m=l and m=2 perturbations during
the disruptions are the same as these in ohmically heated plasma. while time between the
first minor disruption and final major disruption is normally increased. Delay of the
density limit disruptions and stable operation to enhanced density limit were observed
for both central and off—axis position of the EC—resonance zone. In contrast with central
ECRH, off-axis ECRH produces stabilization of the sawteeth and accompanying precursor m=l
mode. However, in spite of the fact that m=l mode is stabilized well before the density
limit being achieved. disruptions observed at the enhanced density are nevertheless
accompanied by the m=l mode burst just prior the disruption. This m=l mode is coupled
with m=2 perturbations and is localized at the same place as during central ECRl—l.

Separation of internal m=l and m=2 modes and prevention of discharges termination
after the first disruption at density limit were produced with oblique ECRi—l (l4OGi-lz)
switched on with different delays after the first minor disruption (t1<t<t2). Four
different levels of HF power (t=0.3; 0.6; 0.9; 1.2 MW) and different position of the
EC—resonance zone in respect to the modes localization [(Rrez—Ro)=O—20cmi were used to
reveal optimal parameters of ECRl—l for modes control. Typically, region of localization of
the m=l mode considerably broadens at the first minor disruption in comparison with
normal sawteeth observed at quasi—stationary stage of discharge. This is illustrated in
Fig.3a represented radial profiles of m=l perturbations of the soft x—ray intensity at
sawtooth crash, just prior and after first minor disruptions marked in Fig.4f by (l).
(2), (3) accordingly. Perturbations m=2 are revealed with the use of the soft x-ray
monochromator (dashed line) and EC—emission radiometer (horizontal bar) and are localized
in vicinity of the inversion radius of minor disruption (vertical double arrows). Changes
of toroidal magnetic field (Et:2.S3-2.95T) in subsequent shots modify only slightly
localization of the modes while provide displacement of the EC resonance zone along the
major radius (vertical bars [b-g) in Fig.3).

Central ECRH (t=0.6MW) do not change considerably modes evolution, while revealed
more clearly perturbations in post~disruption plasma (Fig.4b). Displacement of the EC
resonance zone at r=7cm (near maximum of the m=l mode) delays appearance of the major
disruption (Fig.4c). Minor disruptions are observed repetitively while do not lead to the
discharge breakdown. Inversion radius of the disruptions and localization of the
accompanying m=l mode remains the same as without ECRH.

Further displacement of the EC resonance zone at r=lO—12cm leads to elimination of
minor and major disruptions (Fig.4d). Modes m=l and m=Z continue to rotate in the
direction of the electron diamagnetic drift during ECRH While m=3 mode starts to rotate
in the opposite direction after lS—ZSmsec of switching-on of ECRH (Fig.5). (Negative
signs of frequencies of the m=l, m=2. m=3 modes (quantities fl,f2,f3) in Fig.5 indicate
rotation in the direction of electron diamagnetic drift.) Such counter rotation of the

'modes is typical for "stable" operation of the discharge. Central part of the plasma is
characterized by appearance of continuous m=l mode localized at the same place as m=l
mode observed prior the first minor disruption. (Radial profile of perturbations of the
Soft x-ray intensity during continuous m=l mode is shown in Fig.3b by triangles.) This
can indicate existence of the same current density profile in the central zone as during
stable operation prior the disruption. Continuation of gas puff during ECRl—i leads to the
rise of line average central electron density. This results in the second growth of the
internal MHD perturbations at the end of ECRl-l.

Complete suppression of the m=2 and m=3 modes and restoration of stable operation of
the discharge are observed with position of EC resonance zone at r=lScm (Fig.4f). Modes
m=2 and m=3 continue to rotate with the same frequency during ECRH, while their
amplitudes decreases gradually till the stabilization. Electron density grows during ECRH
up to thirty percentages higher value due to continues gas puffing (Fig.2). Complete
restoration of configuration typical for stable operation of the discharge are
characterized by appearance of sawteeth observed in the plasma core. Sawtooth inversion
radius and localization of the m=l precursor mode are the same as that of the normal
sawtooth observed before density limit disruption. Radial profile of m=l perturbations of
the soft x—ray intensity accompanying sawtooth crash during ECRl-i (marked by (5) in
Fig.4f) is shown in Fig.3b by crosses.

ECRH with the EC resonance zone at r=20~25 cm did not produce strong modification of
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the internal perturbations and do not prevent termination of the discharge [Fig.4g).

Input HF-power of the ECRH in the experiments (Fig.2—Fig.5) was maintained constant

(t=0.6MW]. Increase of the ECRH power allows to produce continuation of stable

operation of the discharge in wider range of Et. This is shown in Fig.6 represented plot

of ECRH power necessary to suppress or stabilize m=l, m=2 and m=3 modes [open

rectangular) and ECRl-l power in discharges without prevention of the modes growth (stars)

versus toroidal field. Curve marks the discharges with only partial suppression of the

internal modes and delay of major disruption. HF—power necessary to suppress modes is

minimal with the EC—resonance zone placed near the inversion radius of the minor

disruptions (localization of m=2 mode). 5

ECRH analyzed above was switched on at 5—10 msec after first minor disruption. The

same modes behavior is observed with any delay of ECRH start after the first minor

disruption (t>tl) until major disruption (at t=t2). Stabilization of the internal modes

can be produced also after the major disruption (t>t2) if HF power is switched on not

later than 30735 msec [t=0.6MW) i
Experiments with active control of internal modes by oblique ECRH described above

were made with injection of HF power in co—direction to ohmic plasma current and toroidal

magnetic field. Inversion of the direction of plasma current or toroidal magnetic field

does not produce strong modification of the modes behavior in plasma with high density.

Active control of the internal modes by ECRH with oblique input of HF waves needs

more HF power in comparison with normal input of the waves [10] to produce similar

modifications of the plasma perturbations. This may be connected with broadening of

profiles of absorbed ECRH power in experiments with oblique input of HF waves.

5.CONCLUSIONS.
Stabilization of internal Ml—iD modes and restoration of stable operation of the T—10

plasma (qL=3.5-4,5) after density limit disruptions were observed during ECRl—i (BIGHZ;

I4OGHZ and 156.4GH2) with both normal and oblique input of the HF—waves. Details of the

modes modifications depends on position of the EC—resonance zone and injected HF—power.

Minimal HF—power required for modes stabilization (t:0.3MW] is observed with position

of the EC-resonance near the m=2 mode localization.

Stable operation of the discharge is characterized by reduced amplitudes of the m=l

and m=2 modes or by separation of the modes localization. in spite of variety of the

modes modifications during ECRH disruptions observed at the density limit are always

associated with coupling and overlapping of the m=l and m=2 modes.
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EMISSION RADIATION FROM MARFES IN JET
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Introduction
The edge plasma has an influential part to play in determining the confinement and

stability of tokamak plasma. The marfe [1] is a region of relatively cold (T: < 70eV) and

dense edge plasma which radiates strongly and can account for a significant fraction of

the total radiation. In JET, as in other tokamaks7 marfes are toroidally symmetric but

exhibit marked poloidal asymmetry on the high field side of the tokamak. eg. In #20307

the poloidal location is 135° 3 9 5 170° as seen in fig.1. The radial extent of the marfe

is Arm/2 2 25cm. This paper addresses the content of intrinsic plasma impurities in this

isolated region.

Phenonemology
Two marfe events are reported here (#20017 and #20307). The vacuum vessel had

carbon limiters with beryllium evaporation which lowers the oxygen impurity concentra—

tion from to ~ 0.1% of 116 [2]. Thus it is unlikely that there is any substantial contribution

from oxygen to the marfe radiation. Both shots were limiter discharges. Although the

duration of the marfes is different (5.15 and 2.15) both discharges terminate in a density

limit disruption when radiation — primarily from the marfe —— exceeds the input power.

The formation phase of the marfe is preceeded by a buildup of radiation at both

limiters. Then the D0, CHI, Bell and Ed radiation from the upper belt limiter fall

sharply within 1‘50ms and do not recover for the remainder of the discharge (fig.2) which

suggests an inward movement of the plasma away from the limiters. Following this event

a sharp spike of 20ms duration is seen in all bolometer and poloidal bremsstrahlung

channels. At the end of the formation phase the bolometers show a region of enhanced

radiation at the upper inner wall. For #20017 the radiated power flux, in the channel

directly viewing the marfe, increases by a factor of 20 over the pre-marfe level. The marfe

remains in this stationary position for ~ 0.95. The position and size of the marfe is best

unfolded from the 2~D bolometer data. For both discharges the marfe volume is estimated

at 7.4m“ with a elliptical cross-section of radii 0.12m and length of 0.6m. The total excess

radiated power density (Pm) is 2.83 x 105e3. The MHD data indicate no change in

the poloidal or toroidal magnetic fields during the formation and stationary phase of the

marfe.
The subsequent evolution of the marfe’s position in time is illustrated in fig.3 which

shows the radiation profile along the inner wall of JET. The bulk of the marfe remains
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in the upper half of the tokamak but there is periodic smearing along the entire inner
wall. The frequency of these excursions, from the bremsstrahlung monitors, increases
from 20Hz to 50Hz as the marfe attains a final elongated structure.

The spectral observations of the marfe come from the VUV survey spectrometer on
JET. The line of sight is inclined at an angle of ~6° below the midplane so the marfe is not
observed directly except when the marfe structure passes through the midplane. There
are two distinct aspects to the observed radiation; firstly an increase of line brightness
of carbon and chlorine (CH and ClVI) which is characteristic of enhanced edge radiation
and secondly a broad spectral feature between 110A and 160A (fig.4) which arises during
the oscillation of the marfe material along the inner wall. There is‘a steady rise in
intensity during this period. The short wavelength feature accounts for up to 30% of the
total radiated power for #20017. Calculations of the wavelengths and intensities with
the ab initio Cowan code [3] for nickel ions, NiVII to NiIX with configurations 3p63d’"7
3p53d"""', (3p63dm“)4p,4f,5p,5f with m : 3-1 are shown in fig.4 convolved with the
SPRED instrument function. There is a correlation between this feature of the disturbed
plasma and these lowly ionised stages of nickel.

Before the marfe formation 71,. : 1.9 x 10‘9m‘3 with TE : 400eV. Typical values of
T,. in the marfe are of the order of ~ 5—30eV [1] which is consistent with the enhanced
radiation from lowly ionised carbon. From pressure balance the corresponding marfe
electron density is ~ 2.6 x 10min"3.

Radiation Modelling
Ions giving rise to marfe radiation can come from two sources: neutral and lowly

ionised ions enter the plasma or ions already in the plasma stream through the marfe.
The power density radiated by an impurity of density n; as a function of time is

mos) : W Eng—9mm) + Rama.) + new.»
dn;
W = n,[—nzS; +n;_..5';_, — nza; + 71.3.5244]

where L,R,B represent line, recombination and bremsstrahlung radiation. All atomic data
is taken from the ADAS [3] system. Charge exchange is included in the calculation and
is significant for neutral deuterium densities exceeding 10'3111“ at marfe temperatures,
altering the ionisation balance within the marfe.

For an ion influx entering the plasma there are only neutral and singly ionised stages
which have sputtering energies of few eV. The radial balance of populations for ions
already in the plasma is given by a diffusive-convective transport model SANCO[5].

The transient energy, E'“ : fulm Pmdt, is the energy radiated during the ions move
ment through the marfe. The results for carbon and nickel are given in fig.5 and fig.6
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for the two different initial conditions which distinguish the models. Ions diffusing into

the plasma reach ionisation equilibrium in 0.07ms at 30eV for carbon, although at lower

temperatures this process will take longer (59. 2.4ms at lOeV). The radiation emitted

by neutrals ionising towards equilibrium can exceed by up to a factor of 100 that at

equilibrium.
The power radiated depends on the transit time of the impurities in the marfe. With

qr”, 2 4.4 the ion travels ~ 12m through the marfe. The impurity ion suffers many collisions

in a transit through the marfe and is thermalised within a few microseconds. For ions. at

the marfe thermal velocity, the transit times are tg‘ : 0.54ms and t'fii : 1.2ms. For ions

streaming through the marfe the time taken to reach an ionisation—recombination balance

is longer than their transit time (~ 25ms for carbon at BUeV). The emission radiation from

streaming ions will be non~equilibrium in nature. The cross-field diffusion times are up to

a factor of 100 times longer than the ‘strearning-through’ time. The poloidal asymmetry

is maintained by the rapid rethermalisation of electrons exiting the marfe.

The distribution of the marfe radiated power is estimated to be 30% nickel, from

the VUV spectral feature, with the remaining 70% carbon. In these discharges Ze/f is

measured to be ~ 1.7 which gives a carbon concentration 0.025115. In these discharges the

typical nickel concentration is expected to be 10“"ne to 10—5712- The observed radiated

power density is related to the transient energy by
m E"‘ANnJ,~

P =T

where i refers to the impurity and A : 3.6m2 is the marfe surface area seen by the

streaming ions.
With a diffusive influx of neutrals and ions the observed radiation requires ~ 3 x 102'

particles/second of carbon at 20eV and 1.5 x 1019 particles/second of nickel. Although

this is a reasonable carbon influx it appears to be unexpectedly high for nickel given that

there are no known impurity sources neighbouring the marfe region.

The observed radiation can more appropriately be explained by impurity ions stream-

ing through the marfe. A carbon concentration of 5.7 x lO‘ln, and 8.0 x 104371,. of nickel

is required. There is no need to appeal to an influx of neutral particles which is consistent

with the unchanging ZEH' Furthermore the spectral feature in the VUV is not charac-

teristic of ionisation radiation but has been correlated with recombination from high-n

states of nickel. Carbon and nickel impurity ions streaming through the marte7 possibly

with a diffusive influx of carbon, appears to be the most likely radiating mechanism of

these marfe discharges.
[1] Lipschults B at al Nucl. Fusion. 24 p977 1984
[2] Lawson KD ct n1 Proc. 17'”I EPS Amsterdam, 1990 part 3, p1413
[3] Cowan RD Theory of Atomic Structure and Spectra University of California Press 1981
[4] Summers HP and von Hellermann M in Atomic and Plasma-Material Interaction Processes in Controlled
Thermonuclear Fusion Editor JK Janev, Elsevier, Amsterdam (1993)

[5] Lauro-Taroni L. In preparation (1993)
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Experimental Investigation and Interpretation of Marfes and Density Limit
in ASDEX Upgrade

V. Mertens, K. Biichl, W. Junker, F. Mast, M. Schittenhelm, M. Bessenrodt—Weberpals,
A. Field, Ch. Fuchs, O. Gehre, O. Gruber, A. Herrmann, G. Haas, A. Kallenbach,
H. Kastelewicz, M. Kaufmann, W. Koppendorfer, M. Laux, G. Lieder, J. Neuhau—
ser, F. Ryter, H. Salzmann, W. Sandmann, K.-H. Steuer, A. Stabler, H. Zohm,

ASDEX Upgrade Team

Max—Planck-Institut fiir Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association,
D—8046 Garching, Fed. Rep. of Germany

M0114
To explore the operational space of stable high density discharges density limit (DL)
studies have been undertaken. In this paper we present the results of DL investigations
of Ohmically heated elongated (b/a = k z 1.6) lower single null discharges in deuterium.
The limit is a disruptve limit. Discharges approaching it always develop a marfe (i.e. a
toroidally symmetric radiating cold plasma ring) close to the active X—point. The phase
of stable marfe operation as well as the attached unstable phase is considered.
Additionally, we studied the consequences of different directions of the ion VB drift for
the plasma performance close to the DL. The standard direction of the toroidal magnetic
field BTF is chosen (negative) so that the ion VB drift points to the lower target leading
to lower H-mode power thresholds. However, it has been found also on other machines
that this direction results in a strong asymmetry in conducted power to the two divertor
branches loading more the outer divertor. Since the control of the power exhaust and
target load has become one of the major problems to be solved more symmetric target
load is desired. Switching BT17, the ion VB drift directs away from the target and leads
to nearly symmetric divertor load [1]. A limited number of discharges are performed
with positive BTF-
Experiments :
Typical plasma parameters are I,J = 0.6 / 0.8 MA and BTF = — 1.35 / d: 2.0 T, cor;
responding to safety factors qg5 close to the boundary between 2.8 and 5. The plasma
facing components are protected by carbon tiles and their surfaces are boronized. The
Ohmic input power at the high line averaged electron densities fie varied between 1
and 1.6 MW. The development of mar‘fes is mainly monitored by three bremsstrahlungs
cameras (total 82 channels), two bolometer arrays (total 64 channels), six CCD cameras
and a 16 channel optical divertor spectrometer [2].
1. Discharges with ion VB drift towards the target :
The discharges testing the density limit are characterized by a preprogrammed slow fie—
ramp lasting up to the disruption of the plasma current. The electron density profile
broadens markedly with increasing fit. It is clearly flatter than in the circular ASDEX
plasmas under comparable (e.g. fie, (195) conditions. The volume averaged Zeff is about
2 and does not change noticeably with rising density. During the ramp—up the tempera-
ture lowers monotonically leading to an increase of the loop volt age up to 2 V. In parallel,
the current density profile shrinks due to TB profile changes, the internal inductance l,-
increases by about 10 % and the plasma elongation k decreases correspondingly by a
few per cent (see Fig. 1a). The distance between the separatrix and the (1:2 surface
shrinks.
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Independently on (195, a marfe like structure develops near the lower active Xepoint
(probably in the private flux region) at densities approximately 30% - 20% below the
DL. After the formation of the marfe the clear maxima in the power deposition profiles on
the target (measured by thermography) diminishes on both target plates and the profiles
become broad. The integrated power load, however, does not drop. This indicates that
even at high densities the divertor does not detach completely [2]. Raising the density
further the marfe grows, moves upward and can pass the separatrix into the main plasma
[2]. When the marfe stays inside the separatrix, it cools the boundary what can be seen
on a flat region in the T6 profile at r/a 2, 0.8 (see Fig. 2). Simultaneously, the electron
density in the boundary decreases leading to a steepening of the outer part of the density
profile. Typical temperatures close to the DL are : electron temperature TE (r/a=0.95)
m 30 eV measured by Thomson scattering and ion temperature at the inner midplane
separatrix appr. 15 eV measured by doppler broadening of a carbon line. The ratio of
the total radiated power in the main plasma to the input power ranges between 60% to
70%. The divertor radiation amounts only about 10%. The power balance is discussed
in more detail in Ref. [2].
At the highest (195 of m 5 the stable marfe structure can enlarge up to spatial extensions
(FWHM) of approximately 0.25 In (see Fig. 3). In this case the density increase in the
marfe centre is estimated by means of bremsstrahlung to be Ana 2 4 - 10mm”. With
decreasing safety factor the development of Inarfes becomes much less pronounced. They
remain closer to the X—point but their radiation loss (typically 0.1—0.2 MW) is comparable
to the cases with higher q95.
If fie is held constant at any level below the DL the developed intermediate plasma state
can be maintained. At high fie steady state operation is demonstrated up to z 1.5 s.
About 10 milliseconds before the marfe becomes unstable defining the DL (e.g. in Fig.
1a at 2.52 s) MHD modes grow and lock. Concomitantly, the marfe grows quickly to the
high field side (appr. typical dimensions 0.1 in radially and 0.4 m poloidally) and moves
up and down (for high (195) along the inner plasma boundary causing a further peaking
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of the current density profile. The q=2 surface shifts further out and the plasma stored
energy starts quenching Whereas I1, still survives. The quench is much less pronounced at
high 1195. In discharges which show a weaker I,- increase when the mate becomes unstable
the energy quenching phase usually lasting a few tens of milliseconds continues clearly
longer. This turbulent phase usually exhibiting several minor disruptions is difficult to
stabilize. Experiments on ASDEX have shown that the injection of high NBI power may
prevent the final major Ip disruption.

1 # 2543
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/
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Fig. 2: Normalized Te profiles before the onset of a marfe (dashed line) and after its
penetration into the bulk plasma (solid line) at (195 a; 5. The boundary TC is measured
by means of Thomson scattering close to the marfe region {see also Fig. 3).
Fig. .9: Polaidal sketch of the lower diuertor region indicating the stable position and
the extent of the marfc at (195 w 5. The thick vertical line indicates the positions of
the Thomson measurements

2. Discharges with ion VB drift away from the target :
These type of discharges are characterized by a slightly higher Zeff, similar carbon con-
centration but larger oxygen concentration in the main plasma and a lower neutral gas
pressure below the target plates. The total radiated power and the loop voltage at a
given density is also higher. The main behaviour of marfes is roughly the same but their
onset happens at lower fie, their spatial extension is smaller and the time history may be
accelerated. Consequently the attainable line averaged densities are significantly lower
(by about 30 %; see Fig. 1b) than those obtained with the standard negative BTF. Such
drastic degradation was not found on ASDEX.
Discussion :
High density operation with stable marfes near the active X—point region has been es-
tablished. Contrary to expectations that symmetric power load of the divertor branches
leads to a marfe onset at higher fie and a correlated higher DL the experimental results
show a. markedly reduced DL. The different impurity behaviour at the two BTF direc-
tions may contribute to this degradation. Moreover, the data indicate that the marfe
steepens the current density profile until it becomes MHD unstable and then the major
disruption occures.
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Numerical simulations with the B2/EIRENE code package show similar qualitative pic-
ture of the marfe behaviour [3]. For example, electron density enhancements as well as
radiative power losses agree. The model also predicts a more rapid marfe onset with
increased impurity content due to enhanced radiation losses as indicated in the experi-
ment. The model is, however, not sensitive to the direction of the VB drift.
In contrast to JET where the plasma can be completely detached from the target and
marfes are observed in each of both strike zones [4] our situation is quite different. The
power flux to the target seems not completely blocked since the single marfe close to the
voint obviously permits still a significant power flow to the plates.
Finally, we discuss the attained maximum densities in the Hugill picture plotting the
averaged plasma current density < j > versus '71,; in the normalized form 1/q95 versus
fieR/BTF (see Fig. 4). Lu these preliminary considerations we omit the aspects of the
boundary density limit. The open symbols correspond to the ion VB drift towards the
target and the full ones to the opposite.
Fig. A: Hugill diagram of Ohmi- 0-5 I I I I I
Gully heated .D+ discharges. The Hugill-Diagmm for-AUG
different symbols are defined in
the tezt. The corresponding AS» 0-4 ‘ I, ‘
DEX limit (circular plasma) is ‘ one”,
indicated by the dashed dotted
line. 3 0-3 ' '

cw
\
"“ of) _ _

0.1 - r

0 l 1 I I l

0 2 4 6 8 IO
fie - R/BTF [10197724714]

Maximum densities and Murakami parameters reached are its 2 8.5- 1019m—3 and
flcR/BTF = 9.6- 1019m_2T_1, respectively. The dashed dotted line indicates the op-
erational limits of the ASDEX tokamak. The dotted line borders the ASDEX Upgrade
densities. The comparison of the two lines exhibits clearly the benefit of the elongation
in the standard configuration. Furthermore, the densities approach the Greenwald sca—
ling fie = k < j > [5] established on other machines predicting linear gain in the density
operation space with elongation k.
The presented maximum densities might be further improved by about 10 % since some
experiments indicate the potential of a further enhancement of fie by an optimized gas
puff scenario.
References :
1 A. Herrrnann et 211., this Conference
2 M. Laux et al., this Conference
3 H. Kastelewicz et al., this Conference
4 G. Janeschitz et al., Contr. Fusion and Plasma Physics (Proc. 19th Europ. Conf.
Innsbruck, 1992), Vol. 16C, Part II, 727
[5] M. Greenwald et al., Nucl. Fusion 28 (1988) 2199
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DENSITY LIMIT [N F'I‘U TOKAMAK DURING OIIMIC OPERATION

D. Fri ione, L. Pieroni and FTU TEAM

Associazione EURATOM- ENEA sulla Fusione, Centro Ricerche Energia Frascati,
C.P. 65 - 00044 Frascati, Rome (Italy)

L INTRODUCTION
The understanding of the physical mechanisms that regulate the density limit in

a Tokamak is very important in view of a future fusion reactor. On one hand density
enters as a factor in the figure of merit needed to achieve a burning plasma, and on
the other hand a high edge density is a prerequisite for avoiding excessive erosion of
the first walls and to limit the impurity influx into the hot plasma core. Furthermore
a reactor should work in a safe zone of the operation parameters in order to avoid
disruptive instabilities.

The density limit problem has been tackled since the 70's, but so far a unique
physics picture has not still emerged.

In the last few years, due to the availability of better diagnostics, especially for
the plasma edge, the use of pellet injectors to fuel the plasma and the experience
gained on many different Tokamak, a consensus has been reached on the edge density
as the real parameter responsible for the density limit [1,2]. There are still two main
mechanisms invoked to explain this limit: one refers to the power balance between
the heat conducted and/or convected across the plasma radius and the power lost by
impurity line radiation at the edge. When the latter overcomes the former, shrinking
of the current channel occurs, which leads to instabilities due to tearing modes
(usually the m/n=Z/1) and then to disruption. The other explanation, for now valid for
divertor machines, is based on the particle and energy balance in the scrape off layer
(SOL). The limit in the edge density is then associated with the thermal collapse of
the divertor plasma [3].

In this work we describe the experiments on the density limit in FTU with
Ohmic heating, the reason why we also believe that the limit is on the edge density,
and discuss its relation to a simple model based on the SOL power balance valid for a
limiter Tokamak.

II. THEEXPERIMEN'I‘S
FTU is a medium size high field Tokamak (R=.93 m, a=.3 111, BT SST, Ip $1.6

MA) having a stainless steel vacuum chamber and an inconel poloidal limiter. The
limiter does not cover the full poloidal angle, but consists of two halves, symmetrical
with respect to the equatorial plane, and encompassing a total poloidal angle of 220°.

During the first ohmic heating campaign, the wall conditioning was still to be
optimised. Moreover due to the failure of internal ring supports, containing magnetic
field pick-up coils, the vacuum chamber was found coated with carbon, due to
evaporation of insulating material exposed to the plasma. In this period we found an
operating space much more restricted with respect to that expected for instance by
previous results in FT. Fig. la shows the experimental results in the usual Hugill
diagram (l/qcyl vs. the Murakami parameter nR/B). While the limited range accessible
to operation could be explained by a substantial content of light impurities, (oxygen
and carbon), it is more surprising an apparent lack of dependence of the density limit
on the plasma current (or current density, according to the Greenwald criterion [4]).
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Fig. 1 - Hugill Plot for FTU. la) Operation range in presence of a substantial
concentration of light impurities; lb) Density at the magnetic surface labelled by lug/4
versus the average current density.

But looking in more detail to the data of two discharges at high and low q (at
the same magnetic field), having the same density limit, we found that the density
profiles, reconstructed by inversion of the 5-channels DCN interferometer, were
quite different. The profile at high q was substantially more peaked than that at low
q. Indeed by plotting the density at [pa/4 (‘1’!) being the magnetic flux function at the
centre), as representative of an edge density, a linear relation with the current
density was recovered (Fig. 1b).

After this experimental campaign was concluded, a glow discharge cleaning
system was implemented on FTU [5]. The conditioning procedure was optimised by
backing the vacuum chamber at 130° and operating with the glow discharge during a
few days. The carbon deposited on the walls was thus completely removed. FTU was
then cooled at liquid nitrogen temperature and a new experimental campaign begun.
No further conditioning was done during operation. In this phase also a high velocity
pellet injector was installed on FTU [6].

With Ohmic heating and gas puffing the range of operation was substantially
expanded. Fig. 2 shows the resulting Hugill plot in this new condition. Plasma was
fuelled with deuterium in this phase. The usual behaviour of the density limit was
recovered with the reduction of light impurity content. Only some oxygen (~0.5%)
was still found in the UV spectra. It has to be noted that with gas puffing only, the
Greenwald limit was exceeded by a factor ~1.7 in very recent discharges at q~6.

11]. DISCUSSION
Also in these new conditions, in which the radiation losses are not peripheral as

expected for light impurities dominated plasmas, the edge density appears to play a
major role in determining the maximum density achievable. Indeed the highest
density discharges are characterised by peaked density profiles (no/«16> > 2). These
facts have lead us to look for a new criterion for the density limit [7]. When the
density in the SOL increases and the thermal conduction is the dominant term, it is
assumed that there is a limit on the temperature gradient that can be sustained along
the magnetic field lines there. Assuming that the pressure along the field line is a
constant and that at the sheath the Bohm condition is satisfied (i.e. flow velocity at
the sheath equal to the local sound velocity) this translates in the condition that the
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SOL density at the limiter cannot be larger than the SOL density at the midplane.
The expression for this density limit results proportional approximately to the square
root of the net power entering into the SOL (total input power minus the power
radiated by the bulk plasma), to the content of impurities in the SOL, and inversely
to the connection length.

Due to the limiter geometry of FTU, the connection length is not poloidally
uniform, and should vary with the value of q. In order to test this hypothesis, we
studied the density limit in two discharges, having the same current (.45 MA) at
different magnetic fields (4 and 6 T). According to the Greenwald criterion, since the
current density is the same, the density limit should be the same in these two cases.
The main parameters of these discharges are shown in Fig. 3. The line average
density for the shot at 4 T (# 4898) reaches a value smaller than that at 6 T (#4911)
before disrupting. The edge density (at a/r=0.9) as derived by uncalibrated Thomson
scattering (comparing the normalised values since the system was not absolutely
calibrated) appears to be the same.

This would apparently contradict our assumptions, since the average connection
length at 4 T should be smaller than that at 6 T. On the other hand, while the total
Ohmic input power is the same as expected, the radiated power behaves in a quite
different way. In the shot at 4 T radiated power losses reaches 100% of the total
power at the disruption. Even more striking is the difference in the line emission
radial profile. In shot # 4898, the radiated power at the plasma centre is 1.5 MW/mfl,
exceeding the local input power. Indeed temperature profiles, as measured both by
ECE emission and Thomson scattering, become hollow and sawteeth oscillations
disappear. This usually indicates impurity accumulation at the centre. Disruption
could then be not connected with the achievement of the density limit.

We are studying at present the reason for the different behaviour of the
impurities in the two cases, and we plan to repeat this experiment trying to
reproduce the same conditions in the two shots.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
Experiments in FTU indicate:

The importance of reducing, in a metal Tokamak, the content of light impurities,especially oxygen adsorbed on the vacuum chamber walls, by proper conditioningprocedure in order to extend the range of operations;
in Ohmic heating and with gas puff fuelling is possible to exceed by a large factorthe maximum density foreseen by the Greenwald limit;
experimental evidence points to the edge density, more than the average one, asthe critical parameter for the existence of a density limit in Tokamak;
the physical mechanism responsible for the density limit is still unclear. In FTU thepicture based on the power balance between the injected power and the power 105tby radiation at the edge seems not applicable. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 4, with highZ materials as first walls, the radiation losses are not localized at the edge, atleast at temperatures typical of Ohmic heated shots (~ 1 Kev). The evidence onthe role played by the particle and power balance in the SOL is not conclusive andwe plan to pursue this line of experiments.

Finally, even if experiments with pellet injection were not aimed specifically atthe study of the density limit, in this case high average densities were obtained,together with very peaked density profiles, as shown in Fig. 2 by the full dots, inagreement with results from other Tokamak.
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TEMPERATURE AND DENSITY EVOLUTION
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INTRODUCTION
The chain of events during the energy quench phase of a tokamak plasma disruption is still

not completely clear. It does not matter whether such a disruption is caused by too high an
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Fig. 1. Development of the plasma current, the loop voltage at
the LFS and at the HFS (dashed line), the line density at
R = 6968 cm, and the electron temperature at
R = 73.5 cm.

edge radiation, too low a q;1
or too high a current ramp
rate, the quench phase is
rather similar: a strong
(m,n)=(2.l) island couples to
a strong (1.1) island in the
centre, a turbulent phase sets
in and the plasma energy
content drops dramatically in
a time period varying
between 100 us in a small
device to a couple of ms in a
large device. The dispute is
about what causes the
dramatic energy decrease. Is
it caused by heat conduction
enhanced with two orders of
magnitude due to the strong
turbulence of the quench
phase“) or by enhanced
impurity radiationm?

To clarify this question
disruption studies were
undertaken at the RTP
tokamak (R = 72 cm, a =
16.4 cm), which is very well
equipped with the high
resolution diagnostics needed
for studying disruptionsm.
In the following, data from
the 5-camera 80—channcl soft
X-ray diagnostic 4 are
combined with those from
the 19-cord heterodyne
interferometerIS] and the
20—channel double
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heterodyne ECE radiometerlfi]. The toroidal angles of the tomography system and the
radiometer with respect to the interferometer are 45" and 120”, respectively.

PHENOMENOLOGY
In the discharge presently under study (I = 140 kA, BT= 2.14 T, : 2.85, Fig. l) a pellet

is ablated at 85.5 ms. This leads to a central density of 5.2><10l9 m' and a central electron

1: 56.942 ms 1: 86.990 ms
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Fig. 2. Development oft/26 soft X-ray emissivity profile (luring the initial quench,
reconstructed with seven Fourier components (m:3). The straight line in the upper
right plot indicates the line of sight of the ECE measurements ifone takes into
account the 750 toroidal angle difi‘erence.

temperature of 350 eV directly before the disruption takes place. Prior to the pellet injection
there was already a clear m=2 mode present in the discharge.

A space—time method has been used to reconstruct a tomographic image of the soft X-ray
emissivity of the plasma directly before the disruptionm (Fig. 2). This reconstruction indicates
an initial bubble-shaped decrease of emissivity at the LFS. This bubble starts to develop at
86.94 ms. An overall decrease of emissivity starts approximately 50 its later, and leads to a
reduction with a factor 2 in another 50 its.



Density evolution during the quench could only be reconstructed well for a limited number
of channels, due to a large amount of fringe jumps. These traces show a huge density increase
starting at approximately 87.08 ms, i.e. clearly later than the temperature drop. The density
evolution before and during the beginning of the quench could be studied with 14 cords,
showing a slight widening of the line—integrated density profile from 86.97 ms onwards (Fig.
3). However, this effect appears to be far too small to explain the change in soft X-ray
emissivity. Moreover, accounting for the 45° difference in toroidal location and assuming an
n=1 character of the disturbances. one would have expected a still clearly observable m=l
change in the density distribution which is not there.

Along with the changes in the soft X-ray emissivity, the electron temperature flattens in the
plasma interior (Fig. 3, 4). At 86.978 ms a slightly hollow temperature profile is observed.
Furthermore, the LFS edge channels clearly display a temperature rise. If one assumes that the
change in the SXR emissivity distribution is caused mainly by changes in the electron
temperature, and taking into account the 75° difference in toroidal location then it is clear that

the SXR and ECE results are in very
1-5 """'""""""""""“'F. goodagreement(seetherotatedECE

line of sight in Fig. 2). From Fig. 4 it
becomes clear that a second drop in the
electron temperature occurs at 87.12
ms, just after a dramatic increase of
density has started to take place.

CONCLUSION
The results presented here indicate

that the energy quench of the
_ . disruption is caused by a purely

()_o ---'---'--"---'---'--"---'--- conductivelocalcoolingoftheplasma.
56 64 72 80 88 Convection is unimportant since the

R (cm) density appears to be almost
unchanged in this stage. The central
structure that develops has a Clear

400:"'l"'1"'I"'|"'l"'l"'l"'. (m,n)=(l,l) character, as has also
: been observed on other tokamaksm.

The increase of the temperature in
the edge channels indicate that the
heat, lost in the centre, is dumped on
the carbon limiter. As has been
suggested before[2'9], this may lead to
a temperature rise of the limiter and
eventually to a rapid influx of impurity
ions. The simultaneous secondary
decrease of electron temperature and

_ _ increase of electron density strongly
0:...l...lx..|...l.--I...l...l.n-: supportthisassumption.
55 64 72 80 33 Although it was not possible to

R (cm) reconstruct accurate line density
profiles during the disruption, it was

Fig. 3. Evolution of the line—integrated density profile possible to FCCOUSIYUCI profiles Jill“
and the temperature profile during the temperature after the disruption by removmg
quench phase of the disruption. fringes from the end of the discharge
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backwards. The line density
profile at 88.00 ms displays a
large increase in density as well as
a strong asymmetry. The average
electron density in the plasma has
increased from 3.4><lO19 m'3 at
87.00 ms to 1.1x102° n3 at
88.00 ms, from where on the
plasma density is already
decreasing. Therefore it is
believed that density increases
during the disruption by at least a
factor of 3.

The controversy on the cause
of the energy quench mentioned in
the introduction appears to be
solved: The first temperature drop
is due to turbulent heat
conduction, whereas the second
one is due to impurity radiation.
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TEXTOR Operation with Silicon Covered Walls
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l.lntroduction

Silicon and its compounds with carbon (e.g. SiC) are of interest for the use in present andfuture fusion devices. Silicon has good oxygen getter properties which is important inobtaining high performance discharges and it has a rapidly decaying radioactivity after 14MeV neutron irradiation. Silicon atoms may also be effective in establishing a radiativeplasma boundary. The viability of using Si as a medium-Z wall material in fusion deviceswill, among other factors, depend on the quantity and location of radiated power fraction,plasma impurity production, and plasma dilution during quasi stationary discharges.
In order to investigate the response of tokamak plasmas to a silicon environment,initial experiments have been performed in TEXTOR with silicon covered inner wallsurfaces and SiH4 gas puffing. The main emphasis was on the questions of impuritycontrol, radiated power fraction and radial location of the plasma radiation, operationalregime of TEXTOR, and operational range and properties of high confinement discharges.
Based on laboratory experiments, a new plasma assisted coating procedure wasdeveloped (siliconization). The process is similar to carbonization and boronization /1/ anduses a radiofrequency assisted dc glow discharge in a throughflowing SiH4 - CH4- He gasmixture. Sticking coefficients of O—ions close to unity have been measured in laboratorysimulations. They decrease to about 0.5 at O fluences of 3x1016 cm’z. Codeposition ofC- atoms leg from added CH4 in the working gas) leads to the formation of carbidic Si-Cbonds. The Si/C films exhibit chemical erosion rates by hydrogen ions which are a factor30 less than those of pure carbon. The deposition method is described elsewhere in detailas are the qualification of the films with respect to their chemical and physical properties/2/. Pure Si films were used in TEXTOR so far. The gas composition was sequentiallymodulated between SiH4 + He (8 min) and pure He (3 min) in order to achieve hydrogendepleted coatings. Depth profiles of the film composition on specimens exposed inTEXTOR during siliconization show that they consist of hydrogen containing siliconwithout any other contaminating elements.

ll. Plasma Impurities

Ohmic and neutral beam heated tokamak discharges (1.5 MW hydrogen co-injection, if not otherwise stated) with hydrogen and deuterium gas fueling were analyzed.The values of plasma current I and toroidal field Bt were 360 kA and 2.25 T,respectively. Although the siliconization layer contains hydrogen due to its preparationfrom Si, tokamak discharges with D/H+D >O.8 have been readily obtained by simplegas puffing of 02- Density control was easily achieved because of a pronounced wallpumping.
Tokamak discharges made after the siliconization are characterized by significantlyreduced boron, oxygen and carbon impurity levels as compared to the already low valuestypical for boronization. This is true for both ohmically heated and beam heated dischargesin hydrogen and in deuterium. As an example, the flux ratio l'O/l',_l of oxygen and hydrogen
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atoms at the ALT || limiter blade is shown for siliconized and boronized wall conditions in
figure 1 as a function of the line averaged central density n3 for neutral beam heated
plasmas. At na > 5x101g m'3 the value of FOIFH = 0.75 % well below that of
boronization and only weakly dependent on density. This low yield is due to the high bond
strength of O to Si and due to the low plasma edge temperatures at the high densities.
The steep increase in oxygen at low n8 is induced by an increased sputtering of SiO from
the surfaces which leads to increasing plasma dilution further decreasing FH. A similar
trend is observed for the carbon fluxes at the limiter. The line intensities of QVI and CV

T 0.5i + D siliconization
— + boronlzation
’3 0.4
<(

a ‘+_
0.3 D

L} 0. TI}
0 C!L 0.2 .9,

D.

D
0.1 ‘
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0
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KB [10‘9m '3]

Fig.1 Flux of oxygen atoms I'O normalized to that of hydrogen l'H as a function of
line averaged central electron density for discharges with 1.5 MW neutral beam heating
in hydrogen filling gas under siliconized and boronized wall conditions.

measured in hotter plasma zones show reduction factors between siliconization and
boronization of 8 and 20, respectively. The reduction of the carbon impurity level is, on
the one hand, due to the coverage of the surface by silicon and, on the other hand, due
to the absence of oxygen. The dominant plasma impurity is silicon. The density
dependence of the Si Xll line intensity suggests that Si is released from the limiter via
sputtering processes.
Gas puffs of SiH4 and SizH6 into ohmic D discharges show a very rapid decrease of the
Si Xll radiation upon termination of the injection, consistent with effective particle
confinement times for Si of the order of 25-35 ms. This underlines the high sticking and
very low recycling of Si atoms. Discharges fully fueled by SiH4 with density feed back
control were successfully made for studying wall conditioning and in situ repair and for
the purpose of enhanced plasma edge cooling. Strong screening of Si in the SOL is
observed, leaving 23” < 2 for na > 3 x 1019m'3. Ohmic discharges of this type exhibit
unusual trapezoidal density profiles with flat central part.

III. Radiated Power

The above picture on impurity release is consistent with the radiation from the
plasma. Figure 2 shows the fraction V: Fwd/Pm of total radiated power related to the
input power Pm as function of the line averaged density for beam heated hydrogen
discharges. At low densities around 2x1019 m‘3 the value of y is of the order of 60%,
decreasing to 30% at densities > 5x 1019 m‘a. The same trend is observed for ohmic
discharges. It has also been observed that the convected power flux to the limiters as
measured by infrared thermography increases as the radiated fraction decreases. The
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"natural" increase of Fred with n.9 is overcompensated in the case of siliconization by the
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Fig.2 Fraction of total radiated power Pm, (in %) to the total input power Ptot as
a function of the line averaged central electron density for 1.5 MW neutral beam heated
discharges.

strong decrease of silicon impurity release. Radial profiles of Prad show that the radiation
is located at the plasma periphery and has its maximum (in ohmic discharges) at r=0.35
cm (r/a == .75). In discharges with additional heating the maximum is shifted further
outward because of the steeper temperature gradients. No trend towards centrally peaked
radiation was observed even during long (2 5) neutral beam heated plasma phases, nor in
discharges with enhanced confinement (see chapter IV). Assuming fully stripped Si atoms
as the only central plasma impurities the measured enhancement of the soft x-ray
continuum indicates central silicon concentrations of 0.1 % . This is consistent with values
of the central Zeff (from conductivity) below 1.2 for na > 5X101s m'3 for neutral beam
heated discharges. These features of significant edge radiation, the absence of radiation
from the plasma core and very low central silicon concentrations render silicon an
interesting candidate for the establishment of stationary radiative plasma edges.

IV. Density Limits and Edge Properties at very high Density

After siliconization new increased density limits were observed. Line averaged densities
of 8x1019 rn‘3 were reached for discharges with 1.5 MW neutral beam heating. This
corresponds to a value of the Murakami parameter nBR/Bt = 6.2 at q=3.9, which is an
increase of almost 30% with respect to a boronized machine /1/. The low oxygen impurity
level is probably responsible for this improvement. The attainable density appears to be
rather limited by the available heating power than by MHD like events. In almost all cases,
also in ohmic discharges, the occurrence of a poloidally asymmetric intense radiation zone
on the high field side (MAFlFE) is observed at the highest densities while y is still well
below unity. This shows clearly that the density limit is not due to global plasma radiation
exceeding the global input power but rather due to localized strong radiation (MARFE).
Density profiles in L-mode at these high densities are flat in the center. The edge densities
are very high and the gradients inside of the last closed flux surface are steep. Values of“a of 1.6 x 1019 m'3 were measured at the last closed flux surface at r=0.46 m at the
highest central densities. The electron temperatures measured by the thermal He beam
diagnostic /3/ under these conditions are less than 10 eV, approaching the conditions of
a high recycling edge plasma.

V. Improved Confinement Regimes at high Densities

Discharges with improved confinement (1.7 x ITER L 89—P scaling) have been previously



observed in TEXTOR /4/. The confinement deteriorated with increasing densities however.
Siliconization has significantly extended the density range at which high confinement
discharges can be obtained towards higher values (na = 5x1019 m'a). Peak densities,
n°(0), of 1.4 x 1020 m‘3 have been obtained. Slow ramping of no by external gas puffing
in the presence of neutral beam injection has proven to be important. Figure 3 shows the
time traces of the stored plasma energy Wdia (from diamagnetic loop), of the line averaged
na and of the injected neutral beam power for a discharge with superimposed co- and
counter neutral beam injection (1.5 MW each). At 1.14 s a change in slope of We“a is
observed giving rise to a stored energy which is about 30% larger than previously
observed for the same conditions (ID, 8‘, n6, heating power Wm) in a boronized
environment. At 1.75 5 this high confinement regime relaxes to a regime in which r,: is

. u

0 at. 0.3 12 16 2.0 2.1.
time [s]

160 #53035
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: Ex a:H og 80 _ 2
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Fig.3 Time traces of stored energy Wdia, line averaged central electron density n8,
total radiated power P”ad and total injected neutral beam power PNBI' The radiated power
fraction Pmd / l"m = 0.6 at t = 1.75 s. A transition to a mode of increased confinement
is seen around 1.14 s. The confinement relaxes again at 1.75 3.

still well above L-Mode scaling. This loss of confinement is related to the onset of MHD
activity and is under investigation. A more detailed discussion is presented in the paper by
J. Ongena et al at this conference.
Discharges with energy confinement at least as good as described above have been
observed recently employing strong edge cooling by controlled Ne injection. These
observations are contradictory to the notion that low recycling and low radiated power is
a prerequisite for obtaining high confinement discharges. So far only speculations can be
offered on the possible mechanisms: 8 strong modification of the edge temperature profile
by Si or Ne and thus of the current density distribution and/or the enhancement of poloidal
plasma rotation since strong impurity injection could lead to the formation of positive
space charges and to the formation of radial electric fields.
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MARFEs and Plasma Turbulence Studies on TEXTOR
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Abstract

The impact of MARFE instabilities on neutral beam heated TEXTOR plasmas is presented.
MARFEs are precursors to a coming disruption and indicate the end of the actual operating
range in TEXTOR. Density turbulence was discovered over a sizeable part of the plasma
cross section during MARFE activity. Ouasistationary and oscillating modes were
observed. The evolution towards a tokamak disruption via MARFE properties is briefly
discussed.

1. Introduction
In a systematic study on tokamak disruptions MHD-modes and MARFEs were found as
typical precursors to a forthcoming sudden current termination. The role of resistive
tearing modes accompanied by a growing density turbulence was treated earlier for Ohmic
discharges /1/. ln beam heated plasmas MARFEs are oberved typically at higher plasma
densities close to the density limit. They are sometimes already seen in Ohmic plasmas but
more often a poloidal detachment of the plasma was found prior to the disruption. MARFE
formation can be stimulated by boundary cooling via injection of light impurities as 6.9.
carbon, boron or neon. The highest densities obtained in TEXTOR by gasfeeding and
neutral beam heating were accompanied by MARFE—formation on the high field side of the
machine. The MARFE acts then like a particle sink and requires enforced gas supply to
achieve the desired density in a feedback controlled plasma. Macroscopic MARFE
instabilities can exist under certain conditions for hundreds of millisecs but suddenly the
discharge crashes. Which hidden physical process can destroy so abruptly the plasma
confinement?

2. Experimental Results
The first detectable features of the MARFE are a sudden increase in total radiation from
the edge of the plasma /2/, a change in the average density evolution and sometimes a
visible decrease in plasma energy. The ECE-radiation, if received from the HFS, shows
generally a cut-off signature caused by a dense plasma layer near the inner wall (i.e.
graphite tiles in TEXTOFl). The electron density profile development changes and begins to
saturate or even to fall. Wall material as carbon, boron or silicon shows up suddenly now.
After a shorter or larger time a disruption is to be expected. Sometimes relaxation
oscillations, predicted by a theory /3/, are observed in the density and temperature signals.
During these radial oscillations the wall contact at the limiters leads to an enhanced gas
and impurity influx which moves the plasma closer to the disruption limit.
A new aspect of this MAFlFE phenomenon was found by a radial inspection of the density
fluctuation behaviour under onset conditions. A collective mm-wave scattering diagnostic
Mo = 2mm) was used for this purpose. Longer wave length increase the scattering angle
and reduce the active scattering volume. This leads to an improved spatial resolution. The
scattering volume can be set to any position in the plasma gradient or boundary region.
Fig. 1 shows the begin of a MARFE, observed during CO-injection on the LFS of the
density profile shown by a scattered wave signal from a position RSCAT = R0 + 20 cm
and the total radiation power emitted. The MARFE fluctuation level <nf> exceeds by
approximately a factor 6 the already increased fluctuation level in the beam heating phase.
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which is enhanced with regard to the Ohmic level. The corresponding density fluctuation
spectrum is shown in Fig. 2. The spectral width broadens in steps from Ohmic over beam
heating to the MARFE state. The higher fluctuation frequencies, shown up to 2 MHz, are
excited and demonstrate a turbulent evolution. This explains the stagnation respectively
drop in electron density rise and a beginning plasma energy decay.
A MARFE situation with relaxation oscillations observed by the scattering diagnostics at
a radial position RSCAT = Ho ~ 400m is shown in Fig. 3. The density fluctuation signal
<n6 >, measured now on the HFS, shows qualitively the same behaviour as the one
shown in Fig. I for the LFS. Also the fluctuation spectrum is very similar. During the
MARFE the density drops whereas the fluctuation level goes up.

In the oscillatory phase the density increases and oscillates. The beat for this radial
oscillation is the central sawtooth crash. In the edge of the plasma giant inverted sawteeth
i.e. heatpulses are measured. A radial Te—profile modulation and a periodic smal radial
displacement of the plasma centre can be observed. The sawtooth instability now violently
shakes the whole plasma. This is in contrast to heat pulse propagation observations in
additionally heated plasmas with strong sawteeth. Fig. 4 illustrates this new heat pulse
release during the oscillatory MARFE. The scattered signals show a typical low frequency
oscillation (f = 40 Hz) too. During a second, oscillatory phase a density limit disruption
occurs. The impurity radiation e.g. the CV-line is very enhanced during the oscillations,
also the Da-line. The edge CIl-line behaves complementary to the CV-Iine and is high during
the normal MARFE~phase. Impurities as Si XII reach their maximum at the time when the
oscillating edge temperature Ta (R = 30 cm) is at its peak. In the late phase of the MARFE
a profile contraction is observed. MHD-modes as m/n = 2/1 are detected sometimes in the
ECE-edge channels and a final enhancement of turbulence is registered then.

TEXTOR some 4: 50155
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Fig. 1 The appearance of a MARFE is shown during CO—injection (NBI) by the sudden rise
of total radiation (PRAD) and a large step in the collective wave scattering (SCATI
recorded from the gradient region of the plasma.
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3. Conclusion
The sudden appearance of turbulence in the density gradient region during the MARFE
offers a physical explanation for the loss of plasma energy besides strong radiation. lts
deep penetration till the q = 1-surface opens a new transport channel for the centrally
stored plasma energy. During sawtooth crash events periodic phases of turbulence in the
q = 1 region were already observed before /4/. The periodic contractions of the plasma
coincide with the sawtooth crash cycle and transfer bursts of energy to the walls. Such
a process alone could account for a fraction of plasma energy loss. In the late phase of the
MARFE MHD-effects can even enhance the turbulence of the edge and accelerate the
anomalous transport which then leads to the final disruption of the plasma.
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Accountability of the Divertor Power in JET

HiJ. Jackel, A.Chankin, l-l. Falter, G. Janeschitz, J. Lingertat' i

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, 0x0n 0X14 3EA, U.K. i
'Max Planck Institut fiir Plasmap/zysik, Garching, Germany

Introduction: In an ideal divertor discharge with the magnetic stagnation point(s)
inside the vacuum vessel and no intersection of the scrape-off—layer (SOL) by material
components, the target load, Fifi, is given by

[arg div div div ‘
Peond:PcondiaPmdifiPCX (“311531)

div [1q bulk bulk ‘ (l)

where Pill, is the power conducted into the divertor, P523} the total heating power of
the bulk plasma, PS} and PE?" the bulk plasma radiation and charge exchange 1055
(CX), respectively, Pig; the radiation power dissipated in the divertor region and P3}
the CX-power loss in the divertor. The factors a and [3 account for the the fact, that
a certain proportion of the respective losses may be dumped onto the target,
according to the divertor geometry and the energy reflection coefficients for particles
and photons. We have attempted to reconstruct the target temperature in JET from
the conductive target power.

l
l
l
l
l

Peondzphem—Prad _ CX “ll/p ‘
l

Experimental: The toroidal profile of the JET target has flat and sloped (”ski slopes”)
regions. The ski slopes cover about 20 % of the total length. The load on the upper V
(graphite) target can be deduced from three temperature monitoring diagnostics.
Absolute temperatures are obtained from a CCD-camera/2,3/ and an lR-Camera/4/.
The background radiation of a visible spectrometer allows to assess the time history
of the temperature qualitatively. The CCD-camera views mainly an inner and outer
ski-slope, whereas the lR—camera collect data over flat and sloped parts of the target.
The visible spectrometer looks at an outer ski-slope. lR—measurements are not
available for the lower (beryllium) target. All three diagnostics have limited dynamic
range (CCD: ATzoOO C, IR: AT21300 C). With the CCD and lR-camera only a
limited number of discharges were monitored.

Data evaluation: Two different methods have been applied, to evaluate the target
largload: The target temperature rise, ATM, is calculated from Pm“, using a simplified

one-dimensional model, which disregards lateral heat diffusion.

[urg
: l {a 1 Pcondu)

ji‘arg rxp «(TC/(p6 t/[afil‘

The temperature dependent quantities k, p and c are the thermal conductivity, the
density and the heat capacity, respectively, of the target material,fm,g is the effective
power deposition area. The bounds of the integral are the time of the onset of the

M (to)Iarg dr (2)

-lr:stil'ci iur Piaemaphymk
Max-Planck

- Bibliothek-
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X-point configuration, t,,,, and the current time, to. AT,“ is matched to the
temperature rise, absolutely measured by the CCD-camera and qualitatively by the
visible spectrometer, by adjusting the wetted area,f,a,g. When IR-measurements were
available, the target load has been deduced from the measured temperature, using the
one-dimensional approximation of equation (2). For the calculation of P2125; in the
presented examples, CX-losses have been neglected and a = 1 has been assumed.
In equation 2, only the triple product kp c is required, not the individual thermal
quantities. This product has been deduced from N3] test-bed measurements up to
about [200 C and extrapolated above that temperature.

Results: . l
Simulation of the target temperature: The measured target temperature can be
reconstructed throughout the X-point phase of the discharge from the conductive
power, derived with equation 1.
However, when high power spikes
occur, e.g. at the transition from
H— to L-mode or in an X—event,
the measured power spikes have to
be exaggerated (and can reach
:100 MW), to match the
measured temperature. Figure I
shows for a high performance
single-null (SN) discharge with the
X-point at the upper (graphite)
target the derived target power,

targP322, and its simulation, Pm,
with enhanced power spikes (a). g 0-
The temperature, 7135.3, is in good N9 '5
agreement with the' one, deduced g5, IO
from the background radiation of "If 0.5
a visible spectrometer (b) and o.
from the CCD-camera (c). Before
about 13.4 s the signal of both
diagnostics is within the noise Fig. 1: ilrleasured, Pig, and simulated target

. “"2 . , ' ‘level. The CCD-eamera is power PM, (a),fiom which the evolution of the
, target temperature, T,,-,,f, (5 calculated and

saturated at [800 C- The heating compared to experimental data (b,c}. Stored
power and the stored energy is energy, WP , and/rearing power, Fifi}; , shows the
shown in the bottom box (d). bottom box ((2'). Solidcmves refer to left scales.
There are several possible reasons for the artificial enhancement of P34“. The most
obvious is the relatively poor time resolution of the diamagnetie signal of about 30
ms, which at high WP can cause a significant under-estimate of P2151. A local
thermo-ionic break-down of the sheath at high temperature and accordingly an
increase of the conductive power density might be another reason.
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Power profiles: Figure 2a shows target temperature profiles, measured by the
CCD-camera, of a SN-discharge with the X-point at the lower (beryllium) target at
the H— to L-mode transition. The lower detection limit of the camera lies at a
temperature of about 850 C. Skewed Gaussians have been fitted to the temperature
distribution and from the difference between two subsequent time slices (At 2 20 ms)
the power deposition profiles have been deduced. The power peaks a few centimeter
off the strike points of the seperatrix (dotted vertical lines). The outboard target
power is about 40 D/o higher than the inboard one. The X-point to target distance for
this discharge is 8 cm, the direction of the AB-drift is towards the target. The half
width is ARfiffipsicm, which would imply a toroidal power deposition area of
about 2.5 1712. For the simulation of the target temperature (fig.1), a wetted area of
f“,rg = 0.5 r712 has been assumed, which is 20 % of the above estimated area.
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Fig. 2: Temperature profiles, measured ivith the CCD»camera, to which skewed
Gaussians are fitted (a). The lower detection limit of the CCD-camera is at
T 2 850 C. The deduced power profiles (b) have a radial halfwidtlz ofARfiWFM 2 8 cm
and peak close to the strike points of the separatrix (dotted vertical lines).

Total target power: The total target power, Pig, has been deduced from the
lR-measurements. A geometrical calibration factor, which relates the viewing area
to the total toroidal area has been worked out, which gives reasonable good
agreement between the calculated (eq.1), and the experimental target power. Over the

arg bulkrange up to P20“: 12 MW, corresponding to a total heating power PM, 2 22 MW, a
good proportionality between Pfigffl and P21? is found. Figure 3 shows for 20
discharges with 3 and 4 MA plasma current the measured target load versus the
calculated one. About 10 data points are taken at different levels of P351 and
different confinement regimes of every discharge. At high target power, the
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proportionality starts to 1.2 /
deteriorate. This is probably due //’
to a beginning of power sharing of 1.0 — /’00°
the opposite (lower) target. The q/{fgcporesult is in contrast to findings on 0.8, m 05$

. mDIlI-D/S/ ASDEX/G/ and earlier 0 0 21g 0
' /JET/7/ results, where strong 2 06_ v @vsf’iigv O

nonll‘inearities were found, 3 Z ‘7 07’;. . . s a v 9?particular at high heating power. 3:3 0 4 v £340
There is at present a yet ' g0” °v€

. Ounresolved discrepancy between 0 90 v00
the CCD- and the lR—measure- 0-2' ,g’ev v
merits. They both give about the 7?},

.
'V V p A Isame half Widths of the poWer 0 0.2 0-4 0.5 0.8 L0 12

profiles, but the power maxrma, larg 7Pcond x 10 (W)deduced from the IR-measure- _
ments are well separated from the Fig. 3: Good proportionality is obtained

between the calculated (P5315, ) and thestrike points, in contrast to the
findings from the CCD diagnostic.
Unfortunately the same shots have
not been monitored with the twu
diagnostics.

Conclusions:

argmeasured (Plxp ) target load. The data cover
the H-Inode as well as the L-mode phase of
discharges with 3 ilIA (triangles) and 4 11l
(circles) plasma current.

0 The measured target temperature can qualitatiVely be simulated with the power
conducted to the target. However, at fast changes in the confinement, the
resulting power spikes have to be enhanced to match the measured temperature
rise. These power spikes can reach about 100 MW.
A half width of the target power profiles of ARlflfimzéficm is derived from
experimental data.
IR-measurements infer a linear relation between measured and calculated target
power, in contrast to probe measurements in the target.
There seems to be no significant difference in the power accountability between
the L-mode and the H-mode phase.
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1. Introduction

One of the critical issues facing the development of tokamaks into fusion reactors is the suc-
cessful operation of the divertor. The divertor must perform a number of essential tasks which
include, (1) the development of strong parallel field gradients in the edge plasma temperature
so to reduce sputtering at the divertor plate, (2) the producion of high neutral densities in
the vicinity of pump ducts to facilitate the removal of helium ash, and (3) the retention of
impurities which are ultimately produced in the region.

The above properties are strongly dependent on the plasma conditions in the divertor and thus
measurements of the plasma density and temperature in the region are essential in assessing
the performance of present—day experiments. Unforunately, the choice of plasma diagnostics
for the divertor is limited, partly because of the range of densities and temperatures and partly
because of poor physical access.

We have recently developed a moving Langmuir probe system which overcomes the problem
of physical access by incorporating the entire diagnostic (probe and drive mechanism) within
the vacuum vessel. In this paper we briefly describe the ’In-Vessel Probe’ (TVP) and give some
first experimental results.

2 . Experiment

Asdex-Upgrade is operated primarily with a single null divertor located at the bottom of the
vessel. Experiments discussed here were performed in deuterium discharges at a number of
plasma densities with a constant magnetic geometry corresponding to a plasma current of 800
kA and a toroidal field of i2 T. The plasma-facing components are carbon, although the walls
of the vessel are routinely boronized.

The location of the RIP with respect to the divertor is given in Fig. 1. The drive mechanism
of the IV? is bolted to the support structure of the lower/outer divertor plate and consists
essentially of a. solenoidal coil of approximately 1000 turns fastened to an axle orientated in
the vertical direction. A carbon-fibre reinforced graphite probe arm is connected to the axle.
Incorporated into the end of the graphite arm are two Langmuir probe tips which face in
Opposite toroidal directions. thus providing information on plasma flows in the divertor. The
coil of the WP utilizes the toroidal magnetic field during plasma operation to provide torque
to the arm. The low inertia of the system allows fast rotations, for example, the arm rotates
from being aligned with the magnetic field to being at right-angles and then returning in a.
period of 150 ms. This motion carries the Langmuir probe tips from outside the scrape-off
layer (SOL), across the separatrix, into the private flux region and then back again. The probe
tips are operated as single Langmuir probes with a ramp voltage applied at a frequency of 200
Hz.
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3. The Effect of Toroidal Field Direction

Figure '2 gives the ion saturation current density js and electron temperature Te radial profiles
derived from the tip facing upstream (i.e. facing the global SOL) for two discharges with
moderate density ( N n: = 3 X 1019171‘3). which were essentially identical except for reversed
magnetic field (negative field produces a VB drift towards the Xepoint). The separatrix location
determined by magnetic calculations is also shown in the figure. The T, profiles in the two
discharges are similar. rising to ~ 30 eV some 3 cm outside of the separatrix and falling to ~ 10
eV in the private flux region as well as in the outer SOL. The js profiles, on the otherhand,
are significantly different for the two field directions, with the -‘2 T case showing more current
and being peaked ~3 cm inside of the +2 T case, which peaks at the same location as the
corresponding Tc profile. _

An estimate of the power flowing to the outer divertor can be obtained using:

P = ’rjsTe (1)
where p is the parallel field power density and 7 is a constant of order ~ 10. Although the
peak values of parallel power flow are similar for the two discharges, i.e. ~ 4 kW cm”, the
spatially integrated power is ~50% higher in the -2 T case, despite the fact that the Ohmic
input and radiated powers are similar. i.e. TOO kW and ‘230 kW, respectively. The apparent
shift of power from the outer divertor fan to the inner for the +2 T case (VB away from the
X-pointl is in qualitative agreement with infrared thermography measurements on the divertor
plates in the same discharges [1].

Although not shown in Fig. 2, the floating potential profile under most plasma conditions
exhibits an abrupt change in the vicinity of the separatrix as determined by magnetic calcula~
tions. The polarity of this change is such that a radial electric field in the SOL points outward
in the -2 T case and inward in the +2 T case. In general. the separatrix location determined
by the change in the floating potential agrees with magnetic calculations to within 1 cm.

4. The Effect of Plasma Density

Figure 3 gives the js and Te profiles for two discharges with identical magnetic geometry
(-2 T) but with diflerent plasma densities, one with moderate density, W = 3.2 X 1019771‘3.
and one at high density. 71: = 5.9 X 1019m—3 . As expected. the high density discharge has a
significantly lower electron temperature with a peak value of ~ ‘20 eV. falling to as low as N 6
eV in the private flux region. Also, the TE profile is significantly broader in the high density
case, remaining approximately constant at ~ 13 eV in the outer SOL. This contrasts with the
moderate density case where the Te profile is very peaked.

In the case of the js profiles. besides the large difference in the peak values associated with
the different densities. the profile at high density appears to have two distinct regions. one
exhibiting a sharp fall-off from the peak,- with an e-foldiug distance of ~ 4 cm, and another
in the outer SOL with a longer e-lolding distance of ~ 10 cm. Further. the peak in the high
density discharge is located several cm’s outside of the separatrix in contrast to the moderate
density case which peaks close to the separatrix.

5. Evidence for Plasma Flow

Also shown in Figures ‘2 and 3 are the ratios of j, for the sides facing the upstream and
downstream directions. In general, throughout most of the SOL. the upstream js is much



larger than the downstream value. However. under certain conditions and in certain regions
of the divertor fan, the ratio approaches unity and lower. Typically, this occurs close to the
separatrix or in the private flux region, as indicated in Fig. ‘2 for the +2 T field case and in
Fig. 3 for the high density case.

The ratio of upstream current to downstream current is indicative of plasma flow in the
divertor, with values greater than unity implying flow towards the divertor plate and values less
than unity implying flow away. Although, theories are available in the literature for quantifying
the Mach number for the flow based on the ratio of ion saturation currents (see in [2,3]), such
theories are based on idealized models which do not include particle recycling, i.e. intense
local ionization, or are dependent on assumptions regarding the nature of cross-field particle
transport. Other experiments in simulation devices [2.3] have found similar current ratios
under close to sonic conditions in rough agreement with existing models. Based on these
earlier experiments and models it appears that strong flow towards the divertor plate occurs
throughout most of the SOL with regions of flow stagnation and even reversal tending to occur
near the separatrix and in the private firm region. Unfortunately, a quantitative description is
difiicult at the present time owing to the uncertainties in the models.

6. Discussion

Simulations with the B2-EIRENE code [4] have shown that the density distribution within the
divertor (and thus the j5 profile) is mainly sensitive to the transport ofions, while the Te profile
is mainly controlled by the transport of electron energy. In the case of the experimental TE
profiles, all of which tend to peak at the same location , the source of electron energy is located
near the separatrix due to cross-field heat transport from the confined plasma. Although some
power is lost in the SOL by radiation, the primary sink for energy is the divertor plate. It is
thus not surprising that the experimental Te profiles tend to remain fixed.

The j, profiles, on the other hand, are mainly determined by the transport of ions between
their source region immediately above the plate and their sink on the plate. Such a recycling
(ionization) source of particles is sensitive to geometry and plasma density. In addition, the
transport of particles is influenced by cross-field drifts associated with gradients in temperature,
density and magnetic field. Thus. the j, profile is not constrained to peak in a. fixed location
as expected for the Tg profile and tends to move depending on the conditions.

Regions of flow stagnation and reversal, as inferred from the upstream and downstream
currents, are a direct result of local ionization close to the divertor plate. If it occurs, reversal
is expected near the separatrix since this region tends to be denser and hotter, thus enhancing
ionization and trapping recycled neutrals. The region is therefore supplied with a greater
number of particles than is lost by transport along the field lines to the plate. Such a situation
results in plasma flow away from the plate and is clearly an undesirable feature of a divertor
since it may carry impurities generated at the plate into the main plasma.
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NPROVED DIVERTOR RETENTION AND PUMPING WITH NEUTRALIZING
PLATE BIASING ON TdeV'

R. Décoste D. Whytc, B. Gregory, B. Terreault, G. Abel, J.-L. Gauvreau,
A. ceté, T. Fall, E. Haddad, C. Janicki, J.-L. Lacharnbre, F. Martin,

H. Mai, B. Stansfleld, N. Richard, A. Sarkissian, W. Zuzak
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INTRODUCTION
Improved control of the divertor plasma parameters provided by biasing could

ameliorate certain aspects of divertor operation such as heat removal, He ash exhaust,
impurity retention. and pumping efficiency. Divertor plate biasing is used on TdeV to
increase the EXB flux in the scrape-off layer [1]. This augments significantly the flow to and
the pressure in one of the divertor chambers and improves impurity retention [2], as
demonstrated with injected impurities (Al, Ne and He). Taking advantage of the higher pump
throughput provided by biasing, efficient Ne and He exhaust from the main plasma through
the divertor is also demonstrated.

The experiments are done with boronized wall conditions and a low level of intrinsic
impurities. Biasing is applied to the outer divertor plates connected to the separatrix in either
a double null configuration, as shown schematically in Fig.1, or a single null . The inner
plates are electrically floated. Therefore, biasing the separauix sets up a radial electric field
in the SOL (scrape off layer) and an ExB flow to either the upper or the lower divertor
depending on the field polarities. Other biasing
configurations are also available on TdeV and are
presented elsewhere [3]. Most of the results presented /__I
below were obtained in a single null geometry, unless
specified otherwise, and with negative plasma biasing,
which is most efficient at reducing wall sputtering and
setting up large flows usually towards the upper outboard
divertor equipped with commercial cryosorption pumps
behind gate valves.

HIGHER He EXHAUST WITH BIASING

Previous biasing results [2] on TdeV demonstrated
the increased retention capabilities of a biased divertor for
the fuel (H2), injected impurities (He and Ne) and intrinsic Fig.1 Schematic of divertor
impurities (CO). Retention was defined for a given species and biasing geometries for
as the ratio of the number of particles in the divertors to TdeV. R/a: 0.86/O.26 m.

Supported by Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Hydro—Quebec and the Institut national de la
recherche scientifique.
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Fig. 2 He exhaust with and without biasing. Divertor quantities are for the outboard upper
divertor, presently favoured by the ExB flow. BT: 1.5 T, 1?: 210 kA.

that in the central plasma [4]. Figure 2 is a composite of 4 discharges to illustrate the
increased retention and various other effects of biasing on the divertor performance. The
discharges are very reproducible with line average densities controlled through H2 gas feed.
Negative biasing is applied between 310 and 800 ms, as indicated at the bottom of the figure.
As soon as biasing is applied, one can see a sudden increase of the pressure (limited by
response time), recycling (Ha signal) and radiated power in the upper outboard divertor
favoured by the ExB flow in the present case (so called "active" divertor). Preliminary
measurements with an infrared camera indicate that the power flow is similarly enhanced
towards the active divertor.

Helium is injected in a short and very reproducible puff early in the discharge (200
ms). To assess the divertor retention or throughput, it is measured with mass analyzers in the
divertors and He 1] line emissions in the divertor and central edge plasma . Without divertor
pumping, He 11 line emissions shown in Fig. 2 indicate that a larger fraction of the helium
is retained in the biased divertor. This result is consistent with previous quantitative
measurements which indicated that the divertor retention for He had increased by a factor 2
under similar biasing conditions. Figure 2 also indicates that He is brought rapidly to the
divertor when biasing is applied and released back as rapidly to the main plasma when
biasing is deactivated (at 800 ms).
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Higher divertor retention
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ME, a figure of merit for He
exhaust, is now reduced to
about 20 with biasing. With more pumping, higher plasma densities and higher biasing
voltages, the goal of T;H[IE~10 could most likely be easily achieved.
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DIVERTOR EXHAUST vs PLASMA DENSITY

Experiments were also conducted to determine the divertor exhaust efficiency for
various plasma and biasing conditions. Figure 3 shows the global confinement time of Ne,
1;“ as a function of the central plasma density. Higher densities lead to higher partial
divertor pressures and throughput, and shorter the, again accentuated by biasing. A simple
2 reservoir model with pumping on the divertor leads to the following relationship for the
global particle confinement time of a given species: ’t*=(1+’C}J‘CD)‘C=x, where 1., is the plasma
particle confinement time, ID the divertor retention and I“ the divertor exhaust time constant.
As shown elsewhere [2], tD/tp>l can easily be achieved with biasing for Ne even for low
densities on TdeV. The time constant 1;,“ is therefore close to “cu with biasing, as
observed in Fig. 3, and ”c: Ne could be significantly reduced only with more divertor pumping.
The ratio ‘CD/Tp is significantly less than one without biasing and ”c; Necould be reduced close
to "c“ only at very high densities not presently achievable on TdeV. Achieving a ratio
19/131 for He is much more difficult than with Ne and, therefore, the results of Fig. 2, even
with biasing, are not yet limited by the pumping speed available.

HIGHER METALLIC HVIPURITY DIVERTOR RETENTION WITH BIASING

With higher divertor retention provided by biasing, divertor target materials other than
graphite could be reconsidered. Metallic impurity retention results are presented in this
section. The Al retention experiments are carried out using 2 laser ablation injection systems,
one directly into the central plasma and another into the lower divertor box. The properties
(velocity distribution and number of atoms) of the ablated clouds of A1 were previously
measured on a test stand [5]. Diagnostics are mainly spectroscopic and include visible
spectrometry and 2 VUV spectrometers for observing higher ionization states deep in the
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central plasma. Central chords of a
soft X-ray camera are also used to 0'15_ fraction of' aluminum ' ' a ‘ f
correct for microchannel-plate gain - injected into lower divertor a
drift in the VUV detector. Figure 4 “ which back-flows to main plasma D
illustrates some results of these 0.10: _
studies [6]. The ordinate is the
fraction of Al injected into the lower
divertor plasma which flows into the _
main plasma as a function of bias [1.05
voltage. The toroidal field is -
inverted so that the ExB flow is
into the lower divertor for negative .
bias. The scatter of the-experimental 0.9205- -1D‘U [1] 1th] 200
pomts (open squares) is mostly due bdasin tential (V)
to shot to shot reproducibility of the g p0
injection. The solid line in Fig. 4 iS Fig. 4 Bias-aided retention of metallic impurities
the prediction Of a simple model injected into the divertor. Double null with IP: 210
based mainly on the momentum kA, Br: 13 T, "c1 2x10” m4.
transfer of the ionized A1 with
protons streaming into the divertor
plasma. The influence of the ExB drift is accounted for in the model, which gives acceptable
agreement with the measurements. Details are given in ref. [6], where further verification of
the model is provided in terms of measurements and predictions of toroidal flow. Important
results of this study are that the level of injected A1 metallic impurities reaching the plasma
is reduced by a factor of about 4 for modest negative bias voltages.

CONCLUSIONS
Divertor retention and throughput have been shown to be significantly improved by

an ExB flow externally applied to the SOL. Divertor retention of metallic impurities
improved by a factor of 4 with modest negative biasing voltages in agreement with a simple
model based on momentum transfer with the background ions flowing into the divertor.
Similar retention improvements with biasing were demonstrated previously for various
gaseous impurities. Using cryosorption pumping on the biased divertor, high divertor exhaust
efficiencies have been demonstrated. As an example, divertor exhaust of Ne has been shown
to be pump limited with biasing even at low densities while very high densities are required
for similar results without biasing. For He, the ratio chum] has been reduced to about 20
for the moderate densities and biasing conditions achieved so far on TdeV and further gains
appear to be possible.
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PROPOSAL FOR A HELICAL DIVERTOR FOR T—lS TOKAMAK
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S.V.Tsaun.
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INTRODUCTION

At present time the problem of heat and particles flow handling become the
main in design of the tokamak-reactor. The overheating of the divertor plates
already limits the duration of the discharge in the full power regimes in
existing tokamaks. It will become much sever in future tokamaks, like ITER. For
the case of poloidal divertor the natural solution of the problem is the increase
of the connection length up to the value, where significant amount of energy flux
is lost by charge exchange and radiation before the plates, as it was proposed
for JET [1]. At the same moment there are " detached" regimes, were all power is
radiated by the cold peripheral plasma and the problem of local heat deposition
is not exist [2]. Unfortunately such regimes are hardly compatible with improved
confinement and very difficult to control.

The goal of this paper is to show, that the helical divertor m=3, n=1,
proposed for the first time in [3], may combine the advantages of both
approaches. It has intrinsically an order of magnitude longer connection length
and the area of islands may be used as the cold radiative layer, which is
separated from the main plasma and screened it from the limiter neutrals, thus
ensures obtaining the regimes with enhanced confinement.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES AND REQUIREMENTS TO THE HELICAL DIVERTOR
Since 1977, when it was proposed in [3], it had been carried out a number of

experiments with the excitation of the helical structures [4H5], but it was not
used in the concept of the big tokamaks. It happens due to the following main
disadvantages of the helical divertor:
— it has an order of magnitude longer connection length L and, consequently.lower
efficiency;
— there exist some stochastic layer in vicinity of separatrix, which increase the
thickness of the scrape off, which also decreased efficiency;
— the fixation of q value narrows the possible range of the tokamak regimes;
- the big islands of m=3, n=l may decreased the MOD stability of the
plasma or destroys inner magnetic surfaces and decrease the confinement;

If we now consider those items from the point of view of energy flux
handling in reactor type tokamaks, we will found that the first two may be
regarded now as advantages of helical divertor. The third is not so important,
because reactor don’t need to change the regime. The fourth is mainly referred to
the quality of the excitation winding. Other harmonics must be low, especially
for m=2, as the most dangerous. The scheme of the helical divertor for TelS is
presented on Fig. 1. It consist of the helical m=3, n=l limiter, mounted on the
wessel walls together with the helical winding. By choosing the q value in
discharge it is possible to put the head of the limiter inside the island or just
at it’s boundary.

The width A of the island must be enough to screen the neutrals from the
limiter and to have enough area to radiate significant part of the input power.
It depends on plasma density in island. Edge density may be estimated using the
data from [6], through the critical density and it’s ratio to the edge from one
hand and from scaling for edge critical density found on ASDEX. Those estimations
for T-lS regime I=l MA, 823.5 T, 10 Mw input power, gives the edge density in the
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range 18f _§ - 4x1019m_3, with Greenwald limit of 6.5x1019m—3and Hugill limit9.5x10 m . Numerical calculations of the plasma flows. which discussed latershowes,that the islands of 10 cm are effectively screens the main plasma.Estimations also show,that in the arsa _3f such islands 5% of carbon impurity attemperature 10ev and at density 2x10 m may radiate 6 MW, which is more than thehalf of the total power at the separatrix for T—lS (with extraction of bulk los~ses).So it is needed more precise treatment of the impurities in numerical codes.The needed value of the current in the helical windings may be lower, due to theperiphery plasma currentAs the limiter cools the plasma locally, it isequivalent to the negative current, which is needed to sustain the island, whichis really occurs in "locked" modes.
It is possible to increase the efficiency of the divertor by applyingelectrical potential to the limiter and injecting working gas and impurities inislands.Particles control may be provided with the pump limiters.NUMERICAL CALCULATION OF THE MAGNETIC HELICAL CONFIGURATION.The total magnetic field can be represented as sum poloidal, toroidal andhelical magnetic fields. The distribution of poloidal magnetic field is obtainedfrom numerical solution of the problem of equilibrium in the tokamak with ironcore with the initial parameters (total plasma current I , major and minor radii

R0, at, value 8p] [7]. The toroidal magnetic field is calculated by the
expression: B = BO'RO/r. The distribution of magnetic field from helical windings
is calculated analytically [8]. In Fig.2 is shown distribution of the magneticforce lines projected on the poloiclal plan. The equilibrium which was examinedhad the parameters: Ip=i.ll MA. Bp=0.3, a=0.65 m, RO=2.43 m, 80:2.35 T. The
current in the helical winding was Ihel=—0.03 MA-turns. in Fig.3 the
distributions of longitudinal current density and q of theequatorial plane are presented.

EXPECTED PERFORMANCE OF THE EDGE PLASMA IN THE HELICAL DIVERTOR.In order to estimate the plasma performance in the proposed divertor,theDDC83 code was used. This code solves a system of 2D fluid equations forelectrons and ions, and it employs a full Monte—Carlo treatment of neutralhydrogen [9]. As the code was originally designed for the traditionaland use simple rectangular geometry, we have replaced the island and surroundingplasma layer between the island and the wall with three adjacent slabs of plasma,Fig.4. The two upper slabs represent one half of the island (we assume it to besymmetric); the boundary between them corresponds to its center. The magneticfield is directed horizontally, thus the cross-field transport through the islandis described here in quite a natural way, while the disconnection of the parallelflow is eliminated with use of the proper boundary condition at the leftboundary, which binds flows across that boundary with each other. The rest of theboundary conditions are typical for the edge plasma models: the Sheath transportcondition at the limiter surface with Debye potential drop taken into account[9]; the symmetry conditions at the right boundary above the limiter and at theleft boundary beneath the island; zero pedestal condition forcham r wall (the lower boundary); and a power flow from the main plasma of 16\V/cm , uniformly distributed over the separatrix (the upper boundary), the ratioof qe/qi being 3:1. The input flow of plasma particles is assumed to be equal to

plasma in the

divertor

n and T at the

the flow of neutrals entering the main plasma column, and it has proved to be
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insignificant in the course of the calculations.
The cross—field transport is assumed to be diffusive, with Bohm—like

particle and heat diffusivities, and no modification like the flux—limit factor
is introduced in the parallel heat transport. In the model of the neutral gas
transport, the protruding limiter is treated as recycling particle source, and
the processes involving molecules are also taken into account. The flow of
hydrogen molecules from the side wall is chosen as the parameter adjustable in
order to perform a density scan.

The radial distribution of plasma density and electron temperature across
the middle of the island (that is, along the radial line close to the limiter
position) is shown in Fig.5 and Fig.6 for three different levels of the edge
density (the plasma parameters in the bulk of the island correspond more or less
to the flat part of the curves). From the steep drop of temperature from
separatrix, one can see, that parallel heat transfer is more effective then
transverse even at the connection length of 180 In. Good density screening is also
obvious. Although the stochastic layer in the reality will broaden temperature
profile near separatrix, nevertheless it seems possible even to decrease the
island width and increase connection length (note L~1/A). It is also seen, that
the desired regime of log jgmperatures at the plates occurs at rather high
separatrix density of 8x10 . It means that in pure plasma 16 MW total power
and correspondingly 1 GW/m parallel heat flux is two high. So at the input power
of 10 MW such regime will take place at reasonable density, because the needed
separatrix density is very sensitive to the parallel heat flux. The other
opportunity are the increasing connection length by decreasing the island width
and impurity radiation. As it needs parametric scan and incorporation of
impurities in the code, it is the question of the future work.

CONCLUSIONS
It is shown, that in reactor type tokamaks helical divertor may have some

advantages with respect to poloidal one. Numerical calculations in toroidal
geometry gives islands width about 10 cm with helical currents only 3 RA. The
influence on inner magnetic surfaces is not very pronounced. Numerical
calculations of plasma flow show that even with the islands width less than 10 cm
it is possible to screen the main plasma from limiter neutrals.1t is the also
shown the possibility of the realization of high recycling and low temperature
regime in pure plasma in such geometry. It seems 16 MW heating power is require
too high edge density, while 10 MW is reasonable. Optimization of islands width
and impurity radiation may increase the maximum possible heating power.
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MOLECULAR BEAM INJECTION IN THE HL—l ’IOKAMAK
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Abstract
A new method of gas fuelling is presented. The molecular beam, formed by

the high pressure deuterium gas through the Laval nozzle and skimmer slit, injects
into the HL—l vacuum vessel. The beam velocity is about IOOm/s at the line
average electron density 5.2X10” m'a, and the influxes of deuterium particles
attenuate quickly as increasing of the electron density. During the phases of the
plasma current ramp up and plateau, the electron density rise rate increases by 2 to
3 times than that of normal gas puffing, and any unstable phenomenon has not
been found. While Du emission decreases sharply just after molecular beam
injection (MBI) returned to normal gas puffing (NGP), the particles move toward
the center of plasma, penetrating into the plasma at a distance of 8cm, the electron
density profile peaking and the line average electron density increaing last 45ms,
as well as the particle and energy confinement time.

The MBI is a direct and efficient gas fueling mode, a part of particles of the
beam has injected into the confinement region (Amp ~1/2a), its fuelling efficiency
is about 50%. After the MBI, the particle recycling coefficient R=O.6 is a factor of
10% less than that of NGP.

1. Introduction
The effect of the particle control (or injection) on the plasma confinement of

tokamaks attracts much attention, such as the supershot in TFTR“’,Which is
characterized by peaked density profiles ne(o)/n¢ up to 3, high ion temperature up
to 30KeV, and enhanced confinement relative to the predictions of L—mode scaling
up to 3. Frozen deuterium pellet injection was found that ion thermal conduction
decreased to the neoclassical level, which accompanied by an increase in particle
confinement time‘z‘. ASDEX groupm and later JIPP T—IIU group"), reported the
successes of the improvement of the confinement of the ohmic plasma with or
without divertor only by the control of the deuterium gas puffing and named IOC
mode.
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There are two trouble problems in the normal gas puffing (NGP) due to the
spread velocity profile and angular distribution of the incoming particles. Firstly, a
part Of Slow velocity gas particles, which can not penetrate into the plasma center,
will cool the edge plasma, and lead to the plasma current disruption as a result of
the plasma column structing and resultant MHD instabilities. Secondary, a
considerable number rundown particles are adsorbed on the wall surfaces and
limiters, these particles, released from the surfaces during discharge, become an
uncontrollable factor in density control. It is necessary to improve the normal gas
fuelling technique, to deepen the gas particle injection and increase fuelling efficiency
for the benefit of increasing the particle and energy confinement time.

2. Experimental Results
HL—l is a small tokamak, R=1.02m, a= 0.16—0.20m, B t =2.0—3.0T. As

normal gas fuelling mode, the injection of low energy(room temperature) gas
molecules is widly used to increase the plasma density,the gas molecules dissociate
and ionize in the plasma as a result of inelastic collisions. A measure of the
attenuation is given by the ionization mean free path,

Lamb: Vg/ne<ov>1
which is largely determined by the plasma density‘“, Vg is the speed of the
incoming neutrals. In this experiment we are in an effort to improve the quality of
Vg. To make an attempt at enhancing the direction velocity of injection gas
particles and shrinking the angular distribution of the incoming flux. Molecular
beam is a low pressure collimated molecular pencil of lines, in which all particles
move along the same direction and do not collide with each other. In this paper,the
high pressure ( 1—2 atm) deuterium gas passes through the Laval nozzle and
skimmer slit, forming a molecular beam‘s’as shown in Fig.1. The advantages of the
molecular beam injection (MBI) on the HL—l experiment in contrast to the NGP,
which has been used for more than 20 years, are as following.

(1) During the phase of the plasma current ramp up, the incoming molecular
beam is in action on the plasma deep in a distance of 8 cm, about one half of the
plasm radius. Its fuelling efficiency is about 50%. Due to the high fuelling efficiency,
particle recycling coefficient just after the MRI is not more than 0.6, it is less
than that of NGP by 10%. As contrasted with the MBI, the ionization length of
incoming hydrogen atom is 3.6cm for NGP, corresponding fuelling efficiency is about
20—30%.

(2) MBI is a real time fuelling mode, the electron density rise rate incrwses by
a factor of 2 to 3 in comparision to that of the NGP, (d1p/dt)/(dn/dt) = 7.2X10m
kA- m": for the phase of current ramp up as shown in Fig.2. As contrasted with the
MBI, density control with NGP can not easily carry out,because the recycling
particles, emitted from the wall surfaces and limiters,is an uncontrollable factor and
the 1,m of the incoming particles is too short to deepen into the plasma center.
Fig.3 shows the dependence of density feed back control upon the particle
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recycling coefficient on the wall surfaces with NGP.
(3) While the intension of D a emixion rapidly drops just after MBI returned

to NGP, the particles move toward the center of the plasma column and their
velocity gradually increases, the electron density profile is peaking as shown in
Fig.4, and the energy confinement time continuously incraises for 45 ms (Fig.5).
It is interest to note that, during the phase of MBI, the plasma density ramp up is
followed by the hard X—ray power <HX—ENV) gradually increasing (Fig.6). The
mechanism of the anomalous hard X—ray emission is unclear, but it may be a
trace of improved confinement for run away electrons.

l

ll

l
l

3. Conclusion
The MBI is a direct and efficient gas fuelling mode, it is an optimization of cold

gas fuelling for the benefit of both the narrow velocity profile and small incoming
angular divergence. A series of advanced performances in the plasma have been
obtained as a result of the deeper gas particles injection, and the trouble problems
resulted from NGP have been also overcomed.
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Modelling of Pellet Ablation in Ohmically Heated
TEXTOR - Plasmas

A. Nicolai
Forschungszentrum Julich GmbH, Association EURATOM—KFA

1. Introduction

Refuelling by pellet injection provides large penetration depths so that the neutral
particles may be deposited in the vicinity of the plasma center quite in contrast to
gas puffing. The ablated neutral gas builds up a highly collisional neutral cloud, the
hydrodynamics of which is mainly determined by the energy loss ofthe incoming plasma
electrons and ions due to the molecular reactions in this cloud /1/. This attenuation
acts as an energy source of the cloud and after penetrating through the neutral gas
the remaining power flux hitting the pellet surface provides the neutral particle source
by sublimation of solid deuterium.

2. Pellet Model

The pellet ablation process is controlled by the power flux reaching the pellet surface.
The relatively cold and dense hydrogen gas formed at the pellet surface expands into
the background plasma, which provides near vacuum conditions on the one side and
strong local heating on the other. This heating is due to electrons undergoing inelastic
collisions in the cloud.

The model accounts for the hydrodynamics of the radial flow by means of the
conservation equations for mass, momentum, and energy:

dirfiwrz) = 0 (2.1)

dir(pv2r2) + rgj—‘Z = 0 (2.2)

rildir [(pvr2)(h + $13)] =q (2-3)

where p, v, p, h, and q represent the mass density, velocity, fluid pressure, specific
enthalpy, and the heat source density, respectively. The heat source is given by

e P— = J — E 2.460 em“ ‘7( e) ( )

m,” is the molecular mass of the ablatant, co the elementary charge, J. = nave with
v6 = (Qm'ly/QkTE/me the electron flux and (7.: is the stopping cross section in

molecular hydrogen /3/. We introduce the local sound speed 11, : ”371% (7 is the
ratio of specific heats)7 the Mach — number m 2 vi, the pellet radius 7'“, the mass
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density at the pellet surface p0, the mass density of the solid ablatant p, and the
heating parameter

=7__.l M 350(15e ,d_rp_,,'3 (25)
2771A! A O a 6 "1 (it i

We get two equations connecting the dimensionless quantities r‘ = i,- and p’ : {—D
with the heating parameter 5

dm 3 5 2m 7 — 1
(1— "Ll = 5/1, 7" m3t7m2 +1)— 70 + T 2) (2-6)

d [(2—1 Tfld 211471(1770” l + 737,0” Pr l =0 (2-7)

A simple solution of of equations (2.6) and (2.7) is possible only if one assumes
that the heating parameter is radially independent, i. e. approximately equal to its
mean value. The choice /2/ < (7(Ee) )2 atEem /2) seems to be reasonable because one
can assume that the electron temperature is degraded to very low values at the pellet
surface. Solutions /2/ of equations (2.6) and (2.7) for 10 g E g 1000 show that the
pellet is surrounded by a subsonic flow region which increases with increasing heating
parameter. Beyond the subsonic flow region the flow is transsonic and m approaches
the asymtotic value m00 : «5/7. For E, 2 0 the flow is transsonic everywhere.
The normalized cloud density f(§) = LOO p’dr’ decreases with increasing 5 because of
increasing dilution. As an important result, the calculations show that the quantity

[f(£)l"§‘% :1.25 (2-8)
is almost independent of E. Averaging eq. (2.4)y'ields

. 1 fl 1 ”Ed(0(b°)>eoJcm—fl; (E) = (EGO-la?)

ethic-Alia Fa __ (C20 — (2p)27'—r§ _ O

fiAl' i MHz/1pm,, fr: nod! —

(2.9)

Here 7'0 is the neutral cloud radius and Fa = 27w: is the area the neutral cloud

exposes to the incoming electrons which are bound to the field lines. The volume of
the cloud was approximated by AV : 47rr3.\r0 Ara is the extension of the cloud.
51,, is the atomic mass number of the ablated species and 711,. the proton mass. Q77
and QO are the effective energy fluxes at the pellet surface and at the neutral cloud
surface, respectively. From the definition (2.5) of the (mean) heating parameter and
the function 1(5) we get as hydrodynamical constraint for the regression rate of the
pellet surface:

(in, 1:" m1 ., 7 -1 7
—- = —1.‘2r——F—— —- 2.10
dt O2rp;(0)n;" q T” 2 ( )
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The power balance at the pellet surface entails a second constraint:

dry; _ Q”
7 - 3.3”? (2-11)

11;" and AL" are the molecular density and and the heat of sublimation, respectively.
In eqs. (2.9) and (2.10) the neutral cloud densities are iterated until the ablation rates
agree. The time evolution of the ablation on the pellet’s path through the plasma is
tracked on the basis of the ablation rate A, = 211;" dig/d1. VP, = 47rrgf/3 is the pellet
volume.

Since the model presupposes monoenergetic particles in the heating term, the
maxwellian distribution of the incoming electrons and ions is described by a decompo-
sition into e. g. 10 monoenergetic groups. The neutral cloud radius 7“, is determined
by matching the incident energy flux to the power required to ionize the ablatant. The
aforementioned line integrated neutral density and 1-,, yield the mean cloud density so.

3. Results

The calculations are based on the data for ohmically heated TEXTOR — plasmas
/4/: minor radius a=45 cm, major radius R0: 175 cm, maximum plasma density
no = (4 — 7) 1013cm‘3, maximum electron temperature Te0 2(800 - 1200) eV and
maximum ion temperature T,- = 600 eV. The initial pellet radius is rp1(t = 0) =
0.78 mm and the pellet speed up = 700%. The pellet is injected in the equatorial
plane perpendicularly to the flux surfaces. Fig. 1 shows the ablation rate A, versus
the distance d between plasma edge and pellet centre for shot # 45993 (with TED =
1200 eV and no = 410'3cm‘3). The calculated penetration depth is AIM = 25.2 cm
which agrees rather well with the experimental one of Alex = 24.7 cm. With increasing
density and decreasing temperature (at constant plasma current) the penetration depth
increases somewhat: The analogous Fig. 2 shows the ablation rate for shot # 46002
with Ten = 800 eV and no = 610136771—3. The penetration depths are now Al”.

: 28.7 cm and Alex = 30.0 cm. Fig. 3 displays the time evolution of the pellet
radius rpl (full line), the neutral cloud radius 7'0 (broken line) and of the ionization
radius r; /1/ (dotted line). The neutral cloud radius is around 15 times larger than
the pellet radius. Fig. 4 shows the time dependence of the mean cloud density 11,,
(T60 = 1200 eV, no = 410130711—3). and of the maximum cloud density "am” at the
pellet surface. It was assumed that the radial flow speed at the pellet surface is 400
:"TC /2/. no increases by two orders of magnitude because of the increasing heating
parameter. now” is much larger than no (by around two orders of magnitude) due
to the almost exponential decrease of the cloud density with increasing radius in the
range 1.5 rm 3 r g 5 rpl.

The inclusion of the cold ion cloud /1/ entails penetration depths which are not
compatible with the experimental data, because the shielding due to this cloud prevents
sufficient ablation to reproduce the penetration depth.

In conclusion, the model provides the possibility to understand the main charac—
teristics of the pellet ablation quantitatively although the structure of the cloud is not
computed in detail.
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Measurement of Electrostatic Turbulence
in the Scrape Off Layer of JET-2M by Langmuir Probes

B. M. Annaratone*, T. Yamauchi, H. Maeda, Y. Miura, S.
Ohdachi**, T. Shoji, H. Tamai and JET-2M Group

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Naka Fusion Research
Estab., Naka—Machi, Naka—Gun, Ibaraki-Ken, 319—11 Japan.
* Department of Engineering Science, University of Oxford,
Parks Road, Oxford, OX1 3PJ, UK.
** Department of Physics, Faculty of Science, University of
Tokyo, 7—3—1 Hongo, Bunkyo—Ku, Tokyo, Japan.

The study of the electrostatic turbulence in the scrape off
layer is crucial to understand the anomalies of the power
load deposition in the divertor of tokamaks so having a
strong impact on the design of future reactors. A
correlation between the electrostatic potential in the
scrape off layer, SOL, and the global energy confinement
behaviour of the main bulk plasma is presently foreseen.
Although Langmuir probes have been extensively used to
measure the steady state parameters of the scape off plasma,
the statistical analysis of the fluctuations is still at a
very preliminary state. This contribution describes the
first stage of a work aimed to identify correspondence
between typical fluctuation features, enlightened by
different statistical methods, and physical processes which
control the origin and the temporal evolution of the system.

Electrostatic fluctuations in the SOL of JFT—ZM were
monitored by an array of graphite probes biased in the
triple probe configuration where a voltage difference is
applied to two tips exposed to plasma and a third tip
provide the floating potential. Following standard DC
analysis in the hypothesis of a Maxwellian plasma and ion
current independent on the applied voltage plasma parameters
as electron temperature, plasma density and space potential
can be derived without the need of a ramping bias. The
exposed tips were also biased at a fixed positive potential
to record the fluctuations of the electron saturation
current. Spaced arrays provided information on the electric
field. Vectors representing the temporal evolution of the
probe signals in different operation modes, as L mode, H
mode, with and without divertor biasing /1,2/, etc, were
provided by fast (lMHz) acquisition and analysed in order to
obtain the fluctuations of the plasma up to this frequency.
The DC analysis for the triple probe, like the one of the
double probe is applicable even in presence of fluctuation
at higher frequencies which can not be detected by this
acquisition /3/. Each data array contained 8192 elements.

In this paper we report the analysis of the fluctuation
of the floating potential which depends on ion and electron
collected currents. Two different statistical methods have
been applied: correlation dimension analysis and calculation
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of the frequency distribution. The correlation dimensionanalysis consists in the determination of the dimensionalityof the attractor in which the system evolves non linearly.The method has been explained clearly in /4/ to whichreference is made for the symbols. In fig. 1 the quantity:
2

C(p ) Em21<jH(p_lxi_X_-il)

is plotted against p on logarithmic axis for the first 10dimensions. The best results for higher dimensions wereobtained shifting the temporal arrays of 200 us. when theslope among following lines saturate this slope representsthe dimensionality of the system. It is evident that log c(p) VS log p shows a ’knee' (for the higher dimensions) sothat it has slope a for high value of log(p) and anotherslope y for small abscissa. A third slope B of very lowdimensionality forms a link between the other two. This canbe interpreted as a dynamical system product of two noninteracting subsystems. The number of degree of freedom isdifferent for the physical mechanism responsible of largeand small amplitude of the fluctuations. From the knowledgeof the physics we have been able to identify thesemechanisms which are due to the independent evolution of theion and electron currents collected by the probe. In fig. 1we overlap to the floating potential curves the 10thdimension of electron and ion saturation analysis.Clearly high amplitude fluctuations depend on anincrease of density of ions originated by an attractorcontained in a space of dimensionality 5 (slope a) while lowamplitude fluctuations depend on the electron density ofhigher dimensionality (the determination of which is limitedby the high number of data needed to identify highdimensionalities). In a simple model in which the temporalevolutions of the ion and electron current compensate (orare neglected altogether), the floating potential can bedescribed by an equation of only 2 or 3 independentVariables (slope fl). The present analysis refers to the shot70465 during H mode, in other operation mode similarcharacteristics, although less pronounced, have beenrecorded. It is worth to note that a 'knee’ similar to thatof fig.1 has been observed by Gee and Taylor /4/ in thepoloidal magnetic field of HBTxlA. Actually magnetic fieldmeasurements provide information much more integrated inspace respect to current measurements.
The results from the frequency distribution confirmthis interpretation. Fig. 2 shows the logarithm of thefrequency of recurrence of a certain amplitude rangenormalised by the variance; the plotted variables are thefloating potential and saturation currents for ions andelectrons. Here the shot is 70874 in the ohmic phase. Theion saturation current shows a core distribution which canbe well approximated by an exponential distribution; there
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is also a tail on the positive current side. The electron
saturation current shows a Maxwellian behaviour in the bulk
and a tail in the negative current side. Clearly these tail
can be attributed to a local fluctuation of the plasma
density and in fact cancel out in the floating potential
distribution. The frequency distribution of the core carry
information on the damping mechanism of these fluctuations.

In absence of a magnetohydrodynamic model reference can
be done to the work of Gollub and al. /5/ for the analysis
of the fluctuations in hydrodynamic fluids. In that case the
exponential behaviour of the frequency distribution
corresponded to high Reynolds numbers, where viscous effect
can be ignored and which present a long decay time, while a
Maxwellian behaviour characterised a low Reynolds number
fluid with strongly damped fluctuations and short decay
time. In our case from the exponential behaviour of the ions
saturation current frequency distribution we deduce long
decay times for the ions fluctuations which still carry
information on the far, originating mechanism. Vice versa
the Maxwellian behaviour of the electron saturation current
corresponds to short decay times. Hence the fluctuations in
electron density are quickly damped and when reach the probe
have already lost information.
More work is required to identify the magnetohydrodynamics
adimensional number which can play a role correspondent to
the Reynolds number. The authors would like to acknowledge
the useful discussion with Dr K. Itoh.
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1. Introduction
A pulsed tokamak reactor driven only by inductive current drive has

recently revived, because the non-inductive current drive efficiency seems to
be too low to realize a steady—state tokamak reactor with sufficiently high
energy gain Q. Essential problems in pulsed operation mode is considered to
be material fatigue due to cyclic operation and expensive energy storage
system to keep continuous electric output during a dwell time”. To overcome
these problems, we have proposed an ultra-long pulsed tokamak reactor called
IDLT (abbr. Inductively operated Day—Long Tokamakfl), which has the
major and minor radii of 10m and 1.87m, respectively, sufficiently to ensure
the burning period of about ten hours. Here we discuss physical features of
inductively operated tokamak plasmas, employing the similar constraints with
ITER CDA design for engineering issues3).

2. MHD features
A current profile plays an essential role on MHD problems such as beta

limit, disruption criterion, sawtooth condition and so on. In inductively-
operated tokamak plasmas, the current profile is uniquely set up by the
combination of the inductively-driven Ohmic current profile and the self-
generated bootstrap current profile. The former is governed by the
temperature profile and the latter is mainly by the density profile.

The beta limit has been examined with ERATO code for A~5 plasmas,
where the current profile is self-consistently calculated with reasonable plasma
profiles, and the safety factor at the plasma center (1(0) is assumed to be nearly
unity. We have found that the plasma with g=2.7 is available4) for density and
temperature profiles of n(r)~(l—(r/a)2)0-5 and T(r)~(l-(r/a)2)0-75.

Sawtooth activity is harmful in a fusion reactor plasma, because of the
fluctuation of fusion power, confinement degradation and the perturbations on
plasma position control, although there is a proposal to utilize the sawtooth
activity for helium ash removal from the plasma core5). We consider the
sawtooth-free plasmas, because the theory on helium transport and exhaust
seems to be premature, and the sawtooth activity might impose more severe
constraints on engineering design of a fusion reactor, compared with the
sawtooth-free case.

The procedure to determine parameters of sawtooth—free plasma is
schematically drawn in Fig. 1. Given the plasma and machine parameters, the
current density at the plasma center j(0) is at first calculated, assuming the
safety factor at the plasma center q(0) to be unity. The total Ohmic current
10h can be evaluated for the specified temperature profile. The fraction of the
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bootstrap current is a function of a poloidal beta fipa, which is associated with
a toroidal beta fit and the total plasma current Imy (=10;1+Ibs). Under the
constraint of the toroidal beta limit the bootstrap current can be determined
self-consistently, as depicted in Fig. 1. In the final step, using the total plasma
current and the safety factor at the plasma surface, the ignition condition and a
disruption criterion (i.e., qw(a) 2 3) are checked. If these conditions are not
satisfied, the major radius given as the input parameter is changed.

Plasma parameters are listed in Table I for various aspect-ratio plasmas,
where physical and engineering criteria of ITER CDA design6) are employed
to determine the plasma size for ignition, assuming the improvement factor of
two compared with the ITER89P L—mode scaling. In the case of small aspect—
ratio plasmas (A=3), the q(0) value decreases deeply below unity (typically
q(0)~0.5), when the device is designed with moderate major radius (RP ~
6.5m) and the qwm) value is as low as 3~4. This is because the inductively
driven current, which is dominant in small aspect-ratio plasmas, has a strongly
peaked current profile. The sawtooth—free plasma (q(0)21) is realizable in A ~
3 plasmas, only when the qw(a) value is raised to 5 ~ 6. It naturally follows
that the increase of the major radius up to RI) ~ 8.5m is indispensable to
maintain a plasma current sufficient for the ignition. In A=5 plasmas, about
half part of the total plasma current is sustained by the bootstrap current,
which has a relatively broad current profile. Reactor with Rp~9.5m can,
therefore, be designed in satisfying both conditions of q(0)21 and qw(a)23.
The A=5 plasma has a smaller plasma volume than the A23 plasma, although
the major radius is slightly large. If q(0)=l condition is hold in A=7 plasmas,
the qw(a) value decreases below three, because of the enormous increase of the
bootstrap current. To guarantee the condition qw(a)23, q(0) should be raised
up to 1.8.

3. Transport features
Transport simulation has been done to evaluate the dwell time of IDLT

plasmas, because the short dwell time is beneficial for pulsed reactors. At the
start—up phase, it takes about one minutes to reach a nominal fusion power with
the auxiliary heating power Paux of 40 MW, including the ramp-up time of the
plasma current. During the ramp-down of the plasma current the auxiliary
heating power of ~40MW is also indispensable to avoid the disruption due to
density limit predicted by Borrass model, and it is found that plasma should be
terminated gradually taking a time longer than 100 seconds. The dwell time of
about 5 minutes is sufficient from the physics point of View, and this length of
dwell time does not affect the duty factor of a fusion plant with a pulse length
of about 10 hours.

In order to realize a long duration period inductively, the operation
temperature is relatively high in IDLT reactor, i.e., average temperature <T>
and density <n> are lSkeV and 1.24xlO20 1113, respectively. Therefore,
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careful attention should be paid to the SOL plasma and divertor plate design.
Borrass model6»7) predicts the upper limit of the separatrix density rig to be
(0.45~0.59)x1020 m'3. Since higher separatrix density is preferable for the
divertor plate design, it is necessary to realize a plasma with a broad density
profile with ns/<n>=l/(2.l~2.7). If this separatrix density is sustained, the
plasma temperature at the divertor plate is expected to be Tdiv = (16~39)eV,
using the scaling of SOL plasmas developed by M.F.A. Harrison and ES.
Hotston8).

4. Sensitivity on the uncertainty of plasma physics
Since some uncertainty remains in plasma physics especially for ignition

plasmas, P-H Rebut et al. have recently proposed drastic modification” of
plasma parameters for ITER EDA design: the plasma elongation K is reduced
from 2 to 1.6, and the fraction of alpha particle density fa is increased from
10% to 24%. Based on the assumptions employed in EDA design, we have
redesigned IDLT reactors with various plasma major radius. Figure 2 shows
the pulse length as a function of the plasma major radius. To achieve an
ignition, the minimum size of plasma increases remarkably; i.e., from
Rp~6.5m to Rp~8m. For Rp,~10m IDLT pulsed reactor, however, the
shortening of the pulse length in EDA case is only a few hours, and, if
necessary, small increase of the major radius (AR ~ 0.3m) is sufficient to
compensate it. Available flux reduces in the EDA case due to the increase of
the plasma minor radius, but the decrease of the loop voltage due to the
increase of the plasma cross section compensates a part of the pulse length
decrease. Consequently, the IDLT concept is robust for the uncertainty of
plasma physics.
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Table 1. Plasma parameters determined under the conditions q(0)2] and
LIV/((1)23. Column data depicted with italic letters do not satisfy these
conditions. The maximum toroidal field strength Bmax at the inboard side
of the torus is fixed to be Bmax=12T, keeping the blanket/shielding thickness
d of 1.4 m. Given parameters as input data are indicated with * marks.

A = 3 A = 5 A =

*major radius :Rp(m) 8.7 6.5 9.5 11 5 11.0
*central safety factor :q(0) 1.0 0+5 1.0 1.8 1.0
surface safety factor :qwm) 5.35 3.52 3.44 3.0 2.75
*elongation ratio :rc 2.0 2.0 1.8 1.7 1.7

plasma volume :V(m3) 2,889 1,205 1,219 1,042 912
total current :It0t(MA) 19.8 20.0 12.3 8.9 9.2

bootstrap current : lbs/[mt 0.42 0.27 0.49 0.72 0.53

R, A, K, 6. Bmax

5

pulse length [hrs]

20
(1(0) 2 | <_

__

j(0)

TU) —’ l

10

major radius Rp[m]

Fig. 2 Pulse length as a function of the
b5 major radius for two cases; ITER CDA

design(K‘=2,fa=lO%) and EDA design
(K21.6,fa=24%). The maximum

ignition condition :I = I +1
tol oh

disruption criterion: qw(a) Z 3

Fig. 1 Flow chart to determine
plasma parameters for sawtooth
—free plasma.

field strength of center solenoid coil is
assumed to be 10~13T, shown as lower
and upper limits of pulse length.
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The Mission and Physics Design of TPX"
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The Mission of TPX
The mission of the Tokamak Physics Experiment (TPX) is to develop the scientific
basis for an economic, compact, and steady-state tokamak fusion reactor. This will
require the development and demonstration of stable, steady-state tokamak
operating regimes, with high [3, high confinement, and high bootstrap fraction.

The size and field required for an ignited tokamak reactor scale roughly as:
a(1+i<2)B 0c [3

(1' EH
where q" is the cylindrical q at the plasma edge, [3* is the RMS volume-average [3, and
H is an enhancement factor over standard L-mode confinement scaling. Thus higher
H" (5 HBVB) at moderate q* permits a more compact and/or lower-field reactor.
However at a iven economically and technically acceptable neutron wall loading
(e.g., ~3MW/m ), the size and field are also constrained by:

(1+K2)K1l4a1/232 DC 1
CI (Fl/a) [3N

where BN" 5 B*/(I/aB). Thus size and/or field can only be decreased at fixed wall
loading if BN" is increased. As the size of a reactor is reduced at fixed neutron wall-
loading, the parallel heat flux to the divertor, as measured by P/R, decreases.
Furthermore, if the field or size is reduced, the impact of disruptions, as measured by
(Wkin+ Wma )/(RaK1/2) or (wkin+ Wma )/R, is also strongly ameliorated.

The requirement for current-drive power in steady state, at fixed T, scales as:

pic, 0: (1-f;5)n|pFi/ncd x (1 - Fm) [5N
xi 2 t 2Pfus (BNlp/aB) B4Fia21< “ed (M) aicB

where fb * cc q*(R/a)1/2[SN corresponds to an effective bootstrap current fraction.
Thus high values of H" and BN" can allow a steady-state fusion reactor with reduced
recirculating power, smaller unit size, and lower field, current, stored energy, and
heat flux, implying lower cost and higher reliability. Our systems-code studies
indicate that if [3N can be increased from 2.5 to 6 and H from 2 to 3 (at on = 0.5, (11- =
1.0, B’VB = 1.25), then the Cost of Electricity (COE) from a demonstration tokamak
reactor, at fixed unit size, drops by about a factor of two. The minimum unit size of a i
reactor at a given COE drops by about a factor of four (e.g., from 2000 We to 500
We). The combination of reduced COE, reduced unit size, and fully continuous
operation would make the tokamak much more attractive in the world energy

I
l
l

l

market. For these reasons, the experimental goal of TPX is to use current—profile
control, particle recycling control, and strong plasma shaping to demonstrate stable,
steady-state modes of tokamak reactor operation with high H* and high BN", high
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bootstrap fraction, and effective power
and particle handling. .1

The TPX Tokamak . -. [ETPX (Fig. 1) employs superconducting TF . 3:---“
and PF magnets, making use of cable-in- '
conduit Nb Sn conductor in the TF and , "- --->-~-—-—_-;most of e PF Circuit, and a . ' t § § {2",
conductor in the outer PF coils. The major ' _.
parameters of TPX are R=2.25m, a=0.5m, '“
B=4T, Kx=0.8, 8x=0.8, I =2MA. The
tokamak is capable of p steady-state ' ,_ _.-__n_.,_
operation, but some external systems are ' . ‘
designed for initial 1000 sec operation, J
with upgradability to steady state. . - a ______
Heating and current drive equipment ‘ ‘ “
includes 8MW of 120 keV neutral beam . . ' W
power, achieved by upgrading one of the - ' _______________
present TFI‘R neutral beam lines, BMW of ;
40—80MHZ fast-wave power, based on est—J /4
TFTR FMIT transmitters, and 1.5 MW of , ~.
new 3.7 GHZ lower—hybrid power, with “-
n. I variable between 2 and 3. These '
systems are chosen to provide both ion Fig. 1. Cross-section of TPX
(NB) and electron (FW, LH) heating, and
bulk (NB), centrally peaked (FW), and variable off-axis (LH) current drive. The
systems can be upgraded to 24, 18, and 3 MW respectively, for a maximum
simultaneous heating power of 45 MW, corresponding to 0.75MW/m2 of heat flux
across the separatrix, as would be present in a tokamak reactor operating with
3MW/m2 of neutron flux. The basic tokamak performance (I R/a = 9MA) is chosen
to permit an acceptable operational windowl“, as shown in figure 2, between low
densities, where fast-electron diffusion limits control of the driven current profile
(resulting in the requirement 1 /1:E < 0.125), and high densities, where collisional
effects significantly modify the gbotstrap current profile (giving the requirement that
the fractional collisional correction to lbs be less than 0.15). The heating and current
drive system is sized such that the baseline equipment provides access to regimes
with BN~3.3 at full field, assuming H=3, while not overly challenging the divertorm.
At lower fields, higher values of BN are accessible with the baseline systems (BN Dc
HP1 /2/B), while heating power upgrades could permit increased flexibility, higher
[5N at full field, and/or divertor tests at more reactor-like parameters.

The PF system is designed to allow a wide operating range in [3N and 11-: 0 < [3N <
5, 0.5 < 1,-(3) < 1.2, at q~3.3; 0 < [5N < 7, 0.5 < l,(3) < 1.6, at q=5. Ideal vertical stability is
provided over this full range by internal passive stabilizers, which are connected in a
saddle configuration, but grounded to the vacuum vessel through resistive titaniurn
struts. Internal single-turn coils are used for rapid feedback control. While external
coils located near the PF ring coils could provide position control, it was found that
eddy-current heating of the 4K intercoil cold structure, due to the anticipated AC
feedback fields, would be unacceptable. Slow external field-error correction coils are
provided to reduce the occurrence of locked-mode disruptions. The strong plasma
shaping (KX = 2.0, 5,, = 0.8) was chosen on the basis of results on DIII—D, where the
highest combined (3 and IE is found in high triangularity, double-null plasmas, and
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the theoretical prediction that high edge shear is important for high—[3 stability. The
TPX divertor configurationizl allows flexibility to accommodate the full range of Ii,
Which would be very difficult, if not impossible, in a divertor with both inner and
outer slots. As 1,- increases to its limits, xx must be decreased to ~16 to maintain
vertical stability and acceptable PF current levels, and to provide room for strongly
increased flux expansion near the X- oint. The high aspect ratio of TPX is chosen to
allow high fbs at moderate q and N, as in a number of recent reactor studiesm
(including long-pulse inductive designsi‘“). TPX will help provide the database
required so that reactor optimization as a function of R/ a can be possible in the
future.

0.25

+
0.20 Isa/IE

Coilisional correction
0.15 - to bootstrap current

ne/1020m'3
Figure 2: TPX density operating window at 1p = 1.5MA, [3N = 3.3, H = 3.

The TPX double—walled titanium vacuum vessel incorporates neutron and
gamma shielding to limit heating of the superconducting coils, and to facilitate
hands-on maintenance by reducing activation levels outside of the vacuum vessel.
Full remote maintenance will only be necessary within the vessel, and will be
provided by manipulators mounted on permanently installed interior tracks.
Provision is made, for example, for full remote change-out of the divertor system. In
case of failure of a major component (e.g., a TF coil), or the desire for hands-on
reconfiguration of the vessel interior, activated components can be removed
remotely and all radiation levels become acceptable for hands-on work within one
year, even after 10 years at a neutron production rate of 6 x 1021 neutrons/year,
corresponding to ~200,000 secs/year of full-power-equivalent tokamak operation.

Operational Modes of TPX
Results from a wide range of tokamak ex erimentsm indicate that the current profile
is a key element controlling both IE and N. Thus the TPX mission includes a highly
synergistic combination of enhanced plasma performance and steady-state current
drive (and consequently strong current-profile control). Steady-state operational ‘
regimes have been developed for TPX based on 1) standard high—13 tokamak 1
conditions, 2) the ARIES-I high bootstrap regime, 3) TFTR supershots, 4) Non-
monotonic q profiles, as in JET PEP modes and recent Tore-Supra LHEP modeswl

0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00
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5) VH modes in DIII-D and 6) the ARIES-II high
f 5, high q, second—stability operating point. a)

erhaps most interesting is an extensron of the
non-monotonic-q case, which gives a very high
bootstrap current fraction (93%) at BN" = 6.3 ([3 =
4.8%), at the full ZMA plasma current in TPX
(Fig. 3). This regime is stable (up to BN" = 7.5) to
modes with n = 1, 2, 3 and co, with either a
conducting wall at b/ a = 1.3, or a conducting
structure which could be provided by vertical
straps connecting the present passive stabilizers.
Experimental evidence from DIII, DHI—D, PBX,
and PBX-M suggests that such a structure may
provide full stability. Resistive calculations b)
show no sign of double-tearing modes, while
quasi-linear drift-wave calculations indicate a
strong stabilizing influence of reverse shear, an
effect also predicted by the Rebut—Lallia-
Watkins model. Current-drive simulations
indicate that the necessary ”target” q(r) profile
can be established at low [3, using the baseline
heating and current drive system.
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TPX and ITER Fig. 3- a) (1(9) and b) jbs(P) and
TPX will make substantial contributions to the 1101(9) for “OH-monownic'q €359“
ultimate success of ITER. TPX is the only steady-
state tokamak planned in the world program that can develop and test operating
regimes that address the issues of fully non-inductive, high-bootstrap current drive,
combined with reactor—relevant divertor conditions. The ITER Technical Objectives
and Approaches specify that ITER must be capable of accommodating current—drive
upgrades for steady-state operation. The ability to accommodate major modifications
to the divertor system is also being incorporated into the ITER designm. The
capability of TPX for flexible experimentation will provide very valuable guidance in
optimizing the operations of ITER, and in the choice of future upgrades. By the same
token, studies performed in the later phases of ITER will provide stepping-stones for
advanced regimes developed in TPX to be tested, at least in part, for application in an
economic, compact, steady-state demonstration power reactor.

"This work supported under USDOE contract number DE-AC02-76-CHO-3073, and others. The
authors would like to acknowledge the encouragement and support of the TPX National Council and
the TPX Program Advisory Committee.
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INTRODUCTION

The reference design for the Tokamak Physics Experiment (TPX) includes a
double null divertor magnetic configuration. The main motivations for choosing the
double null (DN) are the desire to operate with high triangularity (5), DIII-D
experimental results suggesting that high 6 is favorable for advanced performance,
theoretical indications that high 5 is needed for access to the highest B regimes.
The DN geometry also provides the flexibility to study the range of a, required for
advanced tokamaks. TPX is being designed to have high plasma heating power (18—
45 MW) and long pulse lengths (1000 s to steady state). The configuration of the
TPX divertor components is shown in Figure 1. The divertor configuration is
capable of handling SN operation and a wide range of different plasma conditions
(e.g., a, up to 1.6 and [3N up to 7). We will discuss the pumping speed required to
maintain density control and the methods we have used to predict the particle
throughput. Possibilities for improving divertor performance, such as a radiative
divertor, are also discussed. The
distance from the x-point to the . . , _ .
divertor plate has been kept as long :lnner Lm't" Palnidal ”1&7
as practical (0.57 m in the poloidal P . -7
plane and 16.3 in along a field line) 32"“?_ abillzer
in order to allow room for a
radiative divertor. Inner

Diverlor
EDGE PLASMA MODELING Plate Passive

Baffle ‘~ Divertnr Stablluer
We have modeled the Plate Plate

boundary layer plasma in TPX Auxiliary Baffle
using the B2 code. A range of
plasma transport and particle
recycling coefficients have been
considered. Approximately 50
different cases have been studied

Fun in G: s
P g P Pump Duct

Figure 1 A cross section of the lower divertor
of TPX showing the plasma facing
components, gas baffles, and pumping duct.

tThis work supported by USDoE contract no. DE-ACO2-76-CHO-3073.
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using the B2 runs. We have chosen
x9 = 2 mZ/s and xi = D = x/B for the 20 140
modeling. The results for low- g 15 QdiV(MWIm“2) 12°
density plasmas (n58 = (n 3 = E . 11 W 100 s
0.17 X lOZO/ma) shovi/J peakeyheat § 1“ 33173“) / ( ) 80 g
loads of 4 to 6 MW/m2 with 18 MW 3 10 60 g
of plasma heating (40% of the input Q E
power is assumed to be radiated). E 5 , /T‘(“V) 4° '—
The peak heat flux is increased to D 20
10 to 15 MW/rn2 by applying a 0 ' _, .7.. 0
factor of 2.5 that includes physics -0.005 0.005 0.015 0.025
uncertainties (1.25) and peaking Radial Distance(m)
due to mechanical misalignments
(2.0). A typical example of a _ . _
plasma profile at the divertor plate Figure 2. RadIal profiles across the SOL at
is shown in Figure 2' A longer the divertor plate from B2 (run 14a). The
divertor length produces lower T radial distance is the midplane distance, and
but higher peak heat fluxes due to qdiv ls normal to a field line.
flux surface compression. Tilting
the divertor plate toward the x-point, as in the present configuration, resulted in
higher recycling, lower Ta, and greater particle pumping.

The divertor group at JT-GOU has recently published scaling relations for the
peak divertor heat flux in single—null configurations."2 B2 results for single-null
plasmas are in good agreement with that scaling relation. The results of similar
simulations of DIII-D show that the predicted heat fluxes are ~25% higher than the
measured heat fluxes.3 Both JET and DIII-D have varied the x-point height and
measured the effect on divertor performance.“5 As expected, the divertor heat flux
increased with x-point height, while the peak T3 at the outer strike point decreased.
Our modeling agrees qualitatively with these results.

RADIATIVE DIVERTOR MODELING

Because of the high heat flux and the large erosion rates (see below), we plan to
explore alternate divertor operating modes such as radiative divertors (where
impurities are added to lower the electron temperature) and/or gaseous divertors
(where hydrogen gas is added to reduce the ion energy by charge exchange) that will
eventually be used at high power (>18 MW). Initial modeling results indicate
significant heat load reductions can be achieved by using such techniques. Three
separate calculations of the effect of increasing impurity radiation have been
completed. The B2 code was used with iron seeding in an enhanced coronal
equilibrium radiation model. The T9 at the outer divertor plate was reduced by up
to a factor of three with 0.3% Fe. The LEDGE code was used to study the impact
of Ar injection on the divertor plasma. An Ar concentration of 7% reduced the peak
divertor heat flux by a factor of three. The NEWT-lD code6 was used to model the
effect of Ar and D2. This code self-consistently calculates the impurity
concentration, charge state density, impurity transport, and plasma parameters.
The peak divertor heat flux was reduced by a factor of ten and T0 was reduced to
<5 eV. However, the Zeff at the mid-plane rose from 1.6 to 3.5. Further studies
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using the new 2-D code UEDGE will be required to determine the parameters
achievable under radiative divertor conditions. We believe that a combination of
impurity (either natural or injected) and hydrogenic gas may be needed to achieve
the full benefits of radiative divertor operation. Initial experiments in the open
divertors ofJET and DIII-D have demonstrated that divertor gas puffing can reduce
the heat flux by about a factor of five.“

The outer divertor channel has been designed as a tapered slot to increase
the confinement of gas or impurities added to control the divertor heat loads. The
inner divertor is designed in an open configuration because of the lower expected
heat loads (even at high power), the flux expansion at high triangularity, and the
need for motion of the inner leg for different plasma current and pressure profiles.
If the heat flux and Ta can be reduced, the range of materials that can be considered
for the divertor increases to include high-Z and reduced activation (Ti, V) materials.

DIVERTOR EROSION

The erosion of the divertor plate and first wall has been calculated using the
REDEP codea using the plasma conditions from the B2 simulations. The results
show net erosion rates of up to 110 Ms (2 min/yr for 2 X 105s/yr) for graphite
divertor plates and up to 80 NS for beryllium divertor plates under normal
operating conditions. Studies of erosion rates in TPX will yield very valuable data
for future devices. The erosion rates are lower for high Z materials such as
molybdenum (40 Ne) and tungsten (<O.3 NS). The erosion rates for C and Be are
relatively insensitive to T6 but the rates for Mo and W rise rapidly with increasing
Te. Under radiative divertor conditions the heat flux, particle flux, and the plasma
temperature and density are reduced at the divertor plates. REDEP has been used
to calculate the erosion under radiative divertor conditions. The erosion rate for

aphite was found to be 100 to 360 NS while the rate for beryllium was 60 to 120
is. We conclude that the combination of high charge exchange sputtering together
with a lack of high redeposition due to the tenuous nature of the near-surface
plasma results in high erosion rates for low Z materials. Thus, the radiative
divertor option may be more valuable for reducing heat fluxes than for reducing
erosion. To reduce erosion, it may be necessary to significantly reduce the charge
exchange flux and energy, use high Z materials (high sputtering threshold energy),
or develop in situ redeposition techniques. Erosion of the first wall components far
from the divertor has been found to be about 3 NS for low Z materials.

PARTICLE CONTROL

For 24 MW of beam heating the particle fueling rate is 2.8 X 1021/s (43.5 Torr l/s).
As a minimum the pumping system must be able to remove the beam fueling in
steady state. We have also estimated the particle throughput requirements by
examining the global particle loss rate. For 1021 particles in a TPX plasma and an
effective particle containment time of 0.4 s, we estimate the global loss rate to be
2.5 X 1021/3. To be able to accommodate the full beam power and to allow an
envelope for additional fueling for density profile control, we have assumed the
maximum particle throughput to be 5.3 X 10273 (85 Torr l/s). Based on DIII-D
results,7 we have assumed a minimum neutral pressure in the divertor region of 1
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mTorr. This implies a required pumping speed of 85 kl/s. The pumping system has
been designed for a maximum throughput of 250 Torr l/s (at 3 mTorr) to allow for
the gas injection required for radiative divertor operation.

A tight gas baffle has been included in the divertor private space to reduce
back-flow of gas to the main plasma (the allowed leakage is 8.5 Torr Vs). The
vacuum vessel has been designed to accommodate a wide variety of divertor
configurations and the divertor will be able to be remotely replaced.

Neutral transport and particle pumping have been modeled using the DEGAS
code and the B2-EIRENE code. We have found that orienting the outer divertor
plate so it faces the 11-point, as shown in Figure 1, results in significantly higher
particle pumping rates than a configuration with the divertor plate facing out away
from the x-point. The particle throughput is a strong function of the size of the
gaps between the inner and outer divertor and the baffle plate (see Fig. 1). The
best pumping rates were achieved with the inner gap closed completely and the
outer gap 6.5 cm. The neutral pressure at the entrance of the pumping duct is
about 1.2 mTorr in the preferred configuration. The particle pumping rate is 92
Torr l/s as required.

CONCLUSIONS

The predicted plasma conditions in the TPX divertor region are Ta = 40 eV,
Ti = 120 eV, n = 1.4 X 1020/1113, and qdiv = 15 MW/m2 (including a peaking factor of
2.5). Radiative divertor calculations indicate that low temperatures and heat fluxes
can be achieved but there are still concerns about shielding of impurities added to
reduce the temperature and heat flux from the main plasma. The predicted erosion
rates are such that two to three replacements of the TPX divertor will be required
during the life of the machine, unless in situ redeposition techniques are developed.
A radiative divertor does not appear to reduce erosion of the divertor plates
significantly because redeposition is reduced as well. Both the recycling and
particle pumping are very sensitive to the shape of the divertor plates relative to
the flux surfaces and the design of the gas baffle. We have found a design of the
baffle that gives adequate particle pumping with reasonable divertor pressures (1
mTorr) and pumping speeds. The design can accommodate three times higher
throughput to allow for radiative divertor operation. The TPX divertor can meet the
requirements of the advanced tokamak program, as well as providing a test-bed for
new high-heat-flux divertor concepts.
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W
This paper presents the spectroscopic studies in TRIAM-IM, which were made on

the long discharge of tokamak plasma.
Measurements are carried out for 105 lower hybrid current drive discharges under

the experimental condition of torfldal magnetic field BT:7T, plasma current lp = 40kA,
a line average electron density He = 2.0 X 1019 m‘3 and radio frequency power PRF =
l40kW. Impurities of molybdenum, iron. chromium and oxygen are observed. From
the intensities of VUV spectral lines, we determine the spatial and temporal evolution
of the ion densities. From the measured ion densities, we calculate transport equations.
and determine the evolution of the effective ionic charge (Zeff).

VUV SPECTOSCOPIC SYSTEM
In order to study impurity behaviors in TRIAM~1M plasmas, the multi-channel

vacuum ultraviolet monochromator system has been installed. which is capable to
measure spatial and temporal evolution of impurities. The guidelines for making this
system are the next three items;
(1) Capability to measure the wide wavelength region.
(2) Capability to measure the spatial profile of spectral line intensities during one
discharge.
(3) Compactness of a monochromator to install and remove from the experimental
device, and to do its adjustment and calibration easily.

The system is shown schematically in Fig.1, which equips three vacuum
ultraviolet monochromators. These monochromators measure the spectral line intensities
at Zp =0mm, 40mm and 80mm, which are line integrated values. Abel—inversion with
the three monochromators are canied out to obtain the spectral line intensities.

The TRIAM—IM VUV monochromator is Jobin-Yvon Model LHT—ElO grazing
incidence one covering wavelength range of about 100A up to 3000A by means of
three interchangeable gratings. A SSOg/mm grating covering the 150—1500A range with
5.7A spectral resolution was used in this experiment. This VUV monochromators were
calibrated by branching-ratio method[1].

* Present adress: Komatsu Ltd.. 236 Akasaka Minatoku, Tokyo 107, Japan
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RESULTS
The spectoscopic impurity measurements in TRIAM—lM were carried out by this

monochromator system. Impurity line spectra in the 150- 500A range were measured in

a radial line of sight in the plasma midplane. The line spectra of the 150- 500A
region measured during lower hybrid current drive discharge are shown in Fig.2, where

the shot numbers are also shown under horizontal axis. where these line spectra consist

of a number of discharges. As seen in Fig.2, the lSO—SOOA region contains many

lines from low- Z element of up to Li —like ion and metallic impurity elements[2j.

Small amount of iron and chromium were also observed, which elements are coming

from the stainless steel vacuum vessel and from the tip of the launcher. The

molybdenum was observed, which element comes from the limiter. The low — Z

impurity in plasma is oxygen desorbed from both the vacuum vessel wall and

limiter[3].
The ion density is related to the volume emission rate E(X,r) by eq.(l)

E X,rnimptxn =—()——
ne(r) - Exc(r) , (1)

where nimp(X,r) is the ion density, ne(r) is the local electron density, Exc(r) is the

excitation rate coefficient. The electron density profiles have been obtained from

Thomson scattering. From the volume emission profiles, we can obtain the ion density

profiles[4]. The spatial and temporal evolution of the MoXlV and FeXVl ion densities

obtained from eq.(l) are shown in Figs.3 and 4 respectively. As seen in Fig.3, the

MoXIV ion density at the plasma center is close to 6 X 10‘4In'3 in the initial part of
the discharge (t: is), increases slowly, and finally its value becomes 8 X 1014 m'3 at
the end of the discharge (tz 95). On the other hand, the FeXVI ion density at the

plasma center is close to 3 X 1014 m'3 at the start of the discharge (t = Is). It starts to
increase strongly at about 75, and reaches 8 X 101‘1m'3 at the end of the discharge (t=

9s). The line averaged electron density is constant during the discharge. The ion

density of chromium varies similar to the iron case. In the case of oxygen, it stays

mainly constant during the discharge. The difference in the accumulation is open. The

effective ionic charge (Zeff) is estimated by counting almost all important impurity

species present in the plasma.

Zerr= 2 “ZZZ/n6
ions , (2)

where nZ is the ion densities and Z is the charge. These nz—value are reliably obtained

by the spectroscopic measurements which are shown in Figs.3 and 4, and the impurity

transport calculation. The rate equations including the transport model below is

incorporated,
83% = ‘%%(rrk)+ne(r)(ak-lnk—1‘(0lk+l3k)nk+l3k+lnk+l) (3)
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where the subscriptk indicates the ionization state of the impurity. Pk is the radial
particle flux, nk is the ion density with constant diffusion coefficient Dk : D, nc is the

electron density, otk is the ionization rate, and [SR is the recombination rate[5]. The

processes of dielectronic and charge exchange recombinations are neglected. Fig.5
shews the calculated radial distribution of molybdenum ions. The measured radial

profiles of MoXIII, MoXIV are recovered in the calculation. Large amount of
molybdenum ions of higher ionization state are present in the plasma.

The spatial and temporal evolution of left. from spectroscopic measurements and

the rate equations including the transport, is thus estimated. This estimate gives the

lower bound of Zeff’ since we counted the measured impurities. The result is shown
in Fig.6. The Zeff rises from 4 to 6 at the plasma. In the radial profile, there are two
peaks in the plasma center, its contribution comes from higher state heavy impurities in
the plasma center. and it comes from ones of lower ionization states in outside of the
core plasma. The contributions from impurity elements at the start of the discharge are

50% from molybdenum, 20% from iron, 20% from chromium and 10% from oxygen,
respectively. At the end of the discharge, they become 45%, 25%, 25%, 5%,
respectively. The densities of iron as well as chromium strongly increase toward the
end of the discharge.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig.1 The schematical view diagram of the multi-channel vacuum ultraviolet

monochromator system.
Fig.2 The line spectra in the ISO—SOOA region during lower hybrid current drive

discharges with Br: 7T, IP = 40kA, fie = 2.0 X 1019 m'3 with PRF = 140kW.
Fig.3 The spatial and temporal evolution of the MoXlV ion density. Other parameter

are the same as in Fig.2
Fig.4 The spatial and temporal evolution of the FeXVI ion density.
Fig.5 The calculated radial distribution of molybdenum ions, using T6 (0)=850eV,

III: 2.0 x 1019m-3 and D=0.8m2/s.(Dk=D)
Fig.6 The spatial and temporal evolution of the effective ionic charge (Zeff)‘
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THE EFFECTIVE PLASMA CHARGE AND DENSITY LIMIT
IN BORONIZED AND UNBORONIZED T<IO VESSEL

S,A.Grashin, V.F.Bogdanov, N.L.Vasin, A.V.Gorshkov, D.B.Evdokimov, S.L.Efremov,
A.A.Kondratev, V.A.Krupin. Yu,S.Maksimov, A.A.Medvedev, T.B.Myalton, V.I.Poznyak,
V,V.Sannikov, K.B.Titishov, VIM.Trukhin, E.A.Chaklin, V.V.Chistyakov, S.N.Ivanov

Russian Scientific Center "Kurchatovskiy Institute“ Moscow,Russia
A‘P.Zakharov, A.I.Kanaev, S.Yu.Rybakov, V.M.Sharapov -

Institute of Physical Chemistry, Moscow,Russia

I. INTRODUCTION.
The use of boron containing materials and coatings is generally accepted

method in modern tokamaks to decrease the impurity contamination of plasma. First
experiments with tokamak boronization were fulfilled at TEXTOR [l] and further
this technique has successfully been used in numerous machines [2—5]. Main
disadvantage of the all present boronization techniques was the use of the highly
toxic and explosive substances (like as diborane) which made the special
precautions necessary during the application.

The results of these experiments have demonstrated [2], that boronization
leads to significant reduction of the plasma impurity contamination. Plasma
performance was improved: Zeff decreased to a value close to l and the density
limit Ncrit increased by a factor of LES—2,0. The lower recycling coefficient
improved the density control strongly in comparison with the carbon surrounding.

II. BORONIZATION OF THE T—lO.
New modification of the boronization technique using fully nontoxic and

nonexplosive substance carbonate (CZBIOHIZ) have been developed for application
on T-IO. It was also successfully tested on T—IIM and T—3M tokamaks [6]. The
application of that technology not require any precautions for the safety
(special vacuum equipment, filters and e.t.c.). It's a Cheapest one through all
boronization technologies presently been used.

The procedure include the glow discharge (GD) in a mixture of the helium and
carborane vapour (507. to SozliCarborane vapor was introduced from the two special
containers placed on a different toEoidal positions. The pressure of carborane
vapBr reached the value of [3‘8)*IO Pa with a heating of containers up to 60—
100 C and that was enough to operate with agglow. The parameters of the CD during
the boronization:l=4A. U=350V, j=10—lSukA/cm , p:0.4-10 10 Pa, t:l—2houri

The imBortant feature of the T—10 boronization was the baking of a vessel up
to 150—200 C during the procedure to reduce the hydrogen saturation of the
boron/carbon films covered the chamber. From the same reason the boronization
followed by the conditioning procedure: the 1—hour CD in a lie and the 4—6—hour
baking of a chamber up to 300 C.

The analysis of B/C cove-ring showed [7] that it consists of the amorphous
a-C/l-l films with a good adhesion to the surface. The films thickness was 150-
200 nm, there density— 1.5—1.6 g/cm , and the B/C ratio varied from 2.3—3ili The
uniformity of the chamber covering controlled qualitatively by the wall colors.
The intensity of the colors changing decreased far from the carborane containers.

III. INFLUENCE OF BORONIZATION ON PLASMA PERFORMANCE.
The primary effect of boronization was the significant reduction of impurity

influx and plasma impurity contamination. The parameters characterized impurity
reduction due to boronization are demonstrates in Tabl Zeff Value was
determinated from the continuum emission measurements in visible region and also
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fr+ m conductivity. The impurity influxes reduction was estimated from 0+2 and

0 ions line radiation near the chamber wall and near the limiters. The reducing

of the carbon and oxygen influx explained by suppressing of the carbon chemical

sputtering and by chemical binding of oxygen in a presence of boron.

For high current OHvdischarge (3103’OKA_ Zeff decreased from 1.7 down to 1.1vl.3

and Ncrit increased up to S.S*1O cm after boronization. The boronization

influence on Zeff was even more sharp for ECRH— discharge were Zeff decreased

from 3.8 down to 15—16, '
Increase of the density limit value is the important effect of boronization

especially in a low current (14OKA113disEEargc, Were the achieved density limit

value was close to Hugill limit (5.0‘10 cm ],

Even in the first shots after boronization, hydrogen fluxes from the T—10

wall and limiter didn't exceed more then 10-20% the value for unboronized vessel.

This result is abruptly differ from that for the T—10 carbonization when the

hydrogen flux increased by a factor of 10715, as well as from the boronization at

the other tokainaks where the characteristic rise was about 1.572 times.Thus,the

good- d551t£3 control conserved and this allowed the low density operation

(Neil‘io cm 1 just after horonization. Fast isotopic exchange during the

following T-lO operation confirm the low hydrogen saturation Relative hydrogen

concentration drops from 307357.- in the first shots after boronization to 107: at

the end of the first day [30-40 shots).
Essential density profile broadening was observed after boronization (Fig.1)

as well as some decay of the electron temperature (10-157; lower Te(0l). Due to

the Neir)-broadening and due to the higher ions Contribution to the stored energy

the energy confinement time (without radiation lossc—s) doesn't decreased in

boronized plasma, in spite of the electron temperature reduction. The particle

confinement time also didn't changed.
1'7n show the time evolution of parameters characterized plasma purity:

Zeff, Pr, Te,the intensity of SpuCtl‘al lines. The time scale (Oct.05.92—

Nov.30.92) includes 3 boronization runs (arrows upstairs). Three characteristic

levels are marked on the figures which correspond to different vessel conditions.

The lst level corresponds to the high impurity pollution of the ve 4'2] and

typical for the beginning of the T710 operation. The rise of the impurity content

a few_ days after the 2nd boronization correlates with the start of the ECRlle

operation.Sharp increase in the end of November is the result of the air leakage.

The 2nd level correspond to the clean "well trained" vessel without the B/(f

covering. The transition time for this level usual varied from 1 to 3 weeks of

T—lO operation (cleaning and shots training) and depend on the initial chamber

pollution. Zeff determinate mainly by the carbon flux from the limiters and wall.

The 3d level is the level of boronized vessel. impurity contamination for

this state is twice lower than for the level 2. The typical plasma features for

boronized conditions are: low values of C and O fluxes both from the limiters and

from the wall, low Zeff and radiation looses, essential broadening of the Nvirl-

profile and some decrease of Te. The most remarkable feature of the boronization

is the; fast and sharp transition of the vessel from the imconditioned state

(level ll to the state with a low impurity level 3. Thus the long time cleaning

and training procedure can be avoided.

l\".DlSIZUSSlUN
Effects observed Lil'll :r horonization are similar to effects of transition from

”D" m "S" [egimgg of T—[Q [Eli "B" regime is realized in a low current (1"QOOKAJ
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and high Bj discharges with enhanced impurity fluxesit characterizes by enhanced
impurity confinement times, high Zeff, sharp Ne(r)eprofiles and low Ncrit.

"S" regime with: low impurity fluxes, low Zeff and impurity confinement
times, high Ncrit, more wide density profiles and 10—157. lower central electron
temperature can bee realized in a pure wall conditions.

Fig.3 shows ézeff dependence on Ne and Jp measured a few days after 3d
boronization wfgh [either good wall conditions. One can see. that under Jp=l4OKA
and Ne=3.5*10 cm "S"->"B"etransition observed (dotted line), connected with
abrupt impurity accumulation in the center with following disruption Namely
appearance of "B" regime restricts density ling. under low currents. in a poor
wall conditions yyzith_ Jp=140 KA Ncrit:2.5"10 cm . Boronization extends this
limit up to 4.2‘10 cm

As the parameters changes due to boronization are exactiy the same as for the
"B"—>"S"~transition. the reduction of Zeff been observed can be explained not
only by decreasing of the impurities influxes but also by decreasing of there
confinement time. To avoid effects connecting with ”B“e>"S" transition, which
intensified the boronization effects, the regime with considerably high current
(3OOKA) excepts transition to "B" regime was investigated. However, all
boronization effects (except the decrease of Uloop) were repeated with less
contrast in this regime.

V. RESUME.
1. New and cheap modification of the boronization technique using fully

nontoxic and nonexplosive substance carborane have been successfully applied to
T-iOThe opportunity of the fast vessel transition to a high purity state without
a long—time Cleaning and training procedures,have been successfully demonstrated.

2.Boronization sharply decreased impurity content of the plasma especially
carbon and oxygen content, reduce Zeff down to 1.1-1.3, and decreased radiation
losses to a very low level. Density limit rise strongly, and the opportunity for
the low density operation retained.
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Tablel INFLUENCE OF THE B/C COVERING
ON PLASMA PERFORMANCE IN T-lO (OH-stage)

13 —3(Ip=l40 KA, Ht=2.0 T, Ne:l.8—2.0 ‘10 cm , (1:4.2)
PARAMETER Before boronization After
Loop voltage V 1.5-1.6 1.1—1.2
Radiation losses KW 150-200 60—80
Effective charge 30 16
Oxygen influx a.u. 7—8 1
Carbon influx a.u. 4—5 1
Metal influx (Fe,Cr,Ni) disappeared
Boron influx a.u 1 6—7
Hydrogen influx a.u.3 1 1.1—1.2
Density limit E19 m‘ 2.5 4.2
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Stability of Neutral Beam driven Alfvén Eigenmodes in the
WENDELSTEIN W7-AS Stellarator

A. Weller, D.A. Spong“, H.J. HartfuB, R. Jaenicke, A. Lazaros, F.P. Penningsfeld,
S. Sattler, W7-AS Team, NBI Group

Max-Planck-Institutfiir Plasmaphysik, IPP-EURATOM—Association, D—8046 Garching,
Germany

*) Oak Ridge National laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, USA

Introduction - During neutral beam injection (NBI) pronounced coherent MHD activity
occurs at low and medium [3 , which is driven by energetic beam ions. These modes are
discussed in terms of marginal stable global Alfvén eigenmodes (GAE)1, which are
destabilized by beam wave resonances of the fast circulating particles. Global Alfvén waves
have been identified experimentally in large tokamak devices as toroidal Alfvén eigenmodes
(TAE)2'6, which are excited inside toroidicity induced gaps of the shear Alfvén continua. In
the partially optimized stellarator WENDELSTEIN W7~AS 7 (R = 2 m, as 0.17 m, 5 field
periodes, modular stellarator coil system) low order rational values of the rotational
transform 1' = 1/q can be avoided because of the weak magnetic shear. Toroidicity induced
gaps involving coupling between adjacent poloidal mode numbers In and m+1 (with same

> toroidal mode number n), therefore, can not occurr.
m E «11191 However, gaps below the edge of the low order shear

i ' Alfvén continua with m = 2,3,4,5 and n = 1,2,3 are
= typically formed. Discrete global Alfvén eigenmodes
; (GAE) with frequencies (DGAE S gall/3. 5 EM a(re predig/tfid
g in the Alfvén spectrum - ( II = m: — n ,

W1 . vA=BNI—1cn,mi).

D

War
n

0")

y Characteristics of NBI driven mode activity - In
W7—AS two almost tangential beam lines (co- and
counter-direction, PNBI < 1.6 MW, 45 keV hydrogen
beam) are used to heat an ECRH target plasma and to
achieve densities above the 70 GHz cutoff and higher
plasma ressure. At intermediate densities

r ((nc)s l-lO 0m'3) coherent mode activity with typical
‘xmywm freqencics in the range of 20...40 kHz is detected by the

soft X-ray diode arrays, Mirnov corls and electron
_ cyclotron emission (ECE) diagnostic. In fig. 1 the time
evolution of global plasma parameters for a typical case
is shown. There is an abrupt onset of the modes after the

0,2? 0,3 0.4 transition to degraded confinement connected with
rm: (5) . . . .

. , changes of the plasma equilibrium causing eventually
figflggflflfifigflgxfggfi peaked plasma profiles. The fast particle drive of the
density, Mimv-oscjllafion ampliMeanesofi observed modes has been inferred from their fast decay
X-rayprofile WW7 (to/1 {0170mm}. (< 300 us) compared with the slowing down time (z 5

ms) of the fast injected ions and the energy replacement
time (= 10 ms) after switch-off 0f NBI (Fig. 2). The effect must be due to circulating
particles, since the fraction of trapped particles is small because of tangential injection. In
most cases single sharp lines are observed in the frequency spectra, but frequently 2 or 3 lines
are present, which can have a relative shift of up to 30%. The rotation of the modes, as
deduced from the X-ray and the Mirnov signals, is in the ion diamagnetic drift direction. This
is opposite to the rotation of the usually observed pressure and current driven MHD modes.
The rotation therefore changes its direction , if the magnetic field is reversed. The change
from co— to counter—injection does not influence the direction of mode rotation. The
perturbation propagates with its own real freqency, since the fluid drift velocities are typically
slower as deduced from measured pressure profiles and from low frequency MHD activity.
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Fig.2: Coherent modes with shar
frequency lines are driven by NBlfJ

M “(W The decay rapidly alter NBI switch
“" all signals lrorn Mimov coil and soft

X-ray diodes).
The mode spectrum is

22 44 dominated by single small
(m,n) numbers, higher
poloidal harmonics are

“rm” suppressed as expected from
" weak poloidal coupling.
5. m, Depending on the the r-

profile and the proximity to
u 5-0 prominent rational values,

modes with (m,n) = (3,1),
'”“'"°’("”43 (5,2), (2,1) and (5,3) have

been observed.
Relation to global Alfvén modes - The frequencies depend on the magnetic field and the

density and scale roughly with the mean Alfvén velocity. The full energy hydrogen injection
velocity vb marginally reaches the Alfvén velocity vA at low field (1.25 T), typically one
finds Vb/VA = O.35...l.0. The modes have a global radial structure as derived from X-ray and
ECE measurements centered at r/a =O.4...0.7 and extending over about 1/2 of the plasma
cross-section.The modulation is even seen in the H, signals from the plasma edge. The radial
displacement vectors corresponding to the smaller frequency peaks sometimes show a radial
node, indicating higher radial mode numbersg.

.
Vr/Vbeam

/1

(2,1), (41) sidebandfiresonapce0..
m

0 2010
Rudlu: (cml

Fig.3: Resonance velocities (normalized to lull
particle energy, top) and shear Alhrén omt'nwm
lormode numbers (m,n) = (3,1) (middle) obtained
with densit - and f-profrles derived from
experiment below}. For the m: 3 GAE made an
eigenlrequency around 25 kHz is predicted below
the continuum as indicated by the horizontal bars,
(middle), which also mark the radial range of the
wave particle resonance .

For a number of different cases the cylindrical
shear Alfven continua mA=kHvA have been
calculated in order to relate the observed frequencies
to the upper gap frequencies. An example for the case
of 3 (m,n) = (3,1) mode at 36 kHz is shown in fig. 3.
Experimentally deduced profiles of plasma density
and rotational transform have been used to calculate
vA(r) and 1(“(r). The wave particle resonance
condition is approximately given by
Vb = V" =0)GAE'k",m where vb is the fast particle
parallel velocity and the subscript m denotes the
poloidal mode number used in kit. Due to the poloidal
variation of the magnetic drift velocity in a toroidal
system also sideband drive occurs for
Vb = flmAE‘k” mil . This leads to resonance velocities
well below the full energy value (fig. 3 top). The
condition can be also given in terms of a resonant
rotational transform {res = n/(m+l) + A? (where
At = R/vmAE/(mH) and 1:0,i1). The effect of Ar
is not relevant in a high shear system, but in W7-AS
it crucially determines, which part of the fast particle
velocity distribution is resonant with the GAE. There
is also a different effect for co— and counter-injected
ions, since their drift orbits are displaced in opposite
radial direction, and hence 1' is changed accordingly.
The horizontal bars in fig. 3 at the expected GAE
frequencies indicate the estimated radial range, where
beam wave resonances can take place with velocities

down to 1/3 of the full energy injection speed (vb = 1,,_3. 10 cm/s ) via sideband resonances.
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W7—AS it 19702 Uppar USX—Camaru
' Diode R(cm)

31 11.1 A _
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30 9.9 5/
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‘ 10—1013Winn _ o a 1'0 1'5

16 —5.4

‘0')

11 —10.0

0.5

0.395 0.400 0.402 Radius (cm
W" (' Fig. 5: Shear Alfve'ncontinua for 0th mode numbers

(top) calculated with f-proii/e below. For the m=2 mode
Fig. 4: X-ra modulation showing a 30 kHz m=5 (n=3) NBI no gap e)a'sts below the continuum, but a pressure driven
dnvenm inside 90m (NB/swich oifat0.401 s) anda mode can exist because at t = 1/2. In the case of the
5.6 kHz m=2 ;n=1) pressure driven made outside 9 cm m=3 mode a GAE eigenirequency of 23 kHz and beam
indicating the ocation of 1' = 1/2.. wave resonances are predicted.

In fig.4 a case is shown, where a GAE (30 kHz m=5, n=3) and a low frequency (6 kHz
m=2, n=1) pressure driven mode are excited at the same time. The latter does not decay
immediately after NBI switch-off, and rotates in opposite direction (electron diamagnetic
drift). The pressure driven mode indicates the rational surface 1' = 1/2 inside the plasma.
There, the (mm) = (2,1) GAE cannot exist, because no gap is formed for this particular shear
Alfvén continuum (kll = O).Therefore, the most likely GAE mode appears to be the (5,3)
mode, which is observed in the interior region consistent with the calculated continua shown
in fig. 5.

The destabilization of the global Alfvén waves has been explained by inverse Landau
damping effects due to the magnetic drift and the presence of spatial pessure gradients of
passing energetic particles, whereas velocity space gradients lead to damping (for
Maxwellian and slowing down distributions). Estimates of stability were obtained by using
the analytic expression for the linear growth rate of GAE‘s (Fu and Van Datum):

L_iBatu LA 2&n
mam—2mm (”GAE 2 Vb Vb 21(“112 V9

([31,, Be fast ion and electron beta, F proportional to the fraction of resonating ions). The
effect of the fast ion pressure gradient is expressed in terms of the diamagnetic drift velocity
on”). In accordance with the observations, therefore, only waves propagating in the direction
of a),b can be excited. The electron Landau damping term is also associated with the
curvature drift motion. For typical cases in W7-AS, where (Deb/(MAE = 3...20, vb/VA =
0.3...l.0, mm: = 0.05...0.15 is found, positive growth rates are obtained from this relation.
However, the damping is likely to be underestimated because of neglecting collisional effects
(trapped electron damping). since Ve/ (oGAE E 1 and resistive dissipation has to be taken into
account.

Numerical calculations - We have analyzed the GAE modes for a few cases with a
gyrofluid model with Landau closure for the energetic particles“. This approach includes
Landau damping/growth effects as well as continuum clamping within a fluid description
(with reduced MHD) for the background plasma. In the calculations a Maxwellian
distribution instead of a beam slowing down distribution for the energetic ions and circular
toroidal equilibria were used. The damping effects fromthe finite ion Larmor radius effects of
the bulk plasma are retained in this model; however. finite orbit width effects of the fast ions
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are neglected. The results of first linear and
nonlinear GAE calculations are in good
agreement with the experimental data. In the
well documented case discussed in fig. 3 with
an t profile ranging from 0.36 (center) to 0.34
(edge) a dominant (3,1) mode with global
behaviour similar to the observed structure
was found to be dri en unstable at a low
threshold ([31, 2 2-10‘ ) due to weak damping.
The resonance velocity peaks well below
Vb/VA = 1 (fig. 6) as a consequence of low
GAE frequency and sideband excitation. The
calculated mode power spectrum and the
nonlinear saturation level of B9/B = (1-2)-10'4
fits quite well to the experimental data. The
poloidal mode spectrum is very peaked. In
agreement with the observations higher

toroidal (and poloidal) mode numbers are progressively more stable due to nonlinear (fig. 7)
and resistive effects (fig.8).
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Fig. 7: Poloidal mode spectra (nonlinear calculation) .
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Fig. 8: Effect 0! resistivity on the GAE mode spectrum.

Conclusions - Energetic particle driven GAE modes are favoured global modes in the
shear Alfvén spectrum of low shear devices. They are weakly damped and have been found
the first time in the W7—AS stellarator. The GAE activity can possibly induce enhanced fast
particle losses. However, this effect has not yet been observed in W7-AS. In particular,
GAE’s are absent in the high [3 regime, presumably due to more significant background
Landau and continuum damping and effects of broad profiles.

The helpful discussions with K.L. Wong, A. Boozer, B. Carreras, D. Sigmar and K. Lackner are
gratefully acknowledged.
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WENDELSTEIN 7-AS CONFIGURATIONS
AT VARIOUS MIRROR RATIOS AND t-VALUES

C.D. Beidler, U. Gasparino, J. Geiger, E. Harmeyer, J. KiBlinger, G. Kiihner,
F. Ran , H. Ringler, H. Wobig, WY-AS Team, ECRH—Group

Mar—Planck-Institut fiir Plasmaphysik
IPP~EURATOM Association, VV-8046 Garching bei Miinchen, Germany

The coil systems of V’Vendelstein 7-AS provide various means to modify the vacuum-field
topology for this experiment, to change -t via the fields of the planar outer coils and to
shift the magnetic surfaces via the vertical field. An additional variation of the magnetic
field strength along the field lines (toroidal direction (,0) is obtained by different currents
in the. rum-planar modular coils. The ‘mirror ratio’ is defined in this paper as MR =
(133— B1)/(B2+ B1), where the fields B1 and B2 are the values on axis in the ‘triangular’
plane, 99. : 0, and the ‘elliptical’ plane, (pg : 36°, respectively. An increased (positive or
negative) mirror ratio influences the fraction and behaviour of trapped particles and thus
the neoclassical properties of the plasma, e.g. neoclassical losses in the hnfp-regime, the
electric conductivity and the bootstrap current. The main effects of a changed mirror
ratio are expected near the magnetic axis.

The present paper continues the vacuum field calculations of Ref. /1/ and presents
experimental results of ECRH—produced plasmas at an edge value of {a z 0.34 with MR
: i10%. The ECRH power is applied in the ‘elliptical’ plane, for ‘oneaxis’ heating at
1.25 T (resonance field for ECRH). More recent experiments (two values of the ECRH
input power and densities, also with changed mirror ratio) are under analysis. These
experiments aim to establish the range of attainable plasma parameters. The paper thus
contributes to develop a data base for a future discussion of more general aspects of
toroidal confinement. A rather small ohmic current is applied to balance the residual
plasma. currents. Issues concerning these currents, especially the bootstrap current, are
addressed in Ref. /‘2/ .

Fig. 1 shows the nested magnetic surfaces for a configuration with MR 2 10% at a value
of ,Uo : 0.7% on axis, obtained by the VMEC code. The corresponding fi-profile is shown
in the top part of Fig". 2. This profile is fitted from Thomson scattering data of the shot
series ASlQQSO with 3 gyrotrons at a total power of about 570 kW. T,‘ is not measured;
its contribution to the ,‘j-profilc is expected to be small for this type of discharges. The
resulting radial profile of the rotational transform is shown in the lower part of the figure:
the central 1*. —values are reduced compared to those of the vacuum field (dashed curve
with positive shear of about 1 %). The change in the 1: —profile is due to the internal
currents, i.e. ohmic, bootstrap and Pfirsch—Schliiter currents and yields a net value of
—1()O A in the results of the VMEC code.

In fig._3_, the. experimental profiles of ne, T8 and Xe of this series are compared with
those of a series with ‘1'eversed mirror", A521299 with MR : —-10%, where slightly higher
axis temperatures are seen at 520 kW heating power, as well as with a recent discharge
series at standard low +,, = 0.34, A522628, heated by 2 gyrotrons at 350 kW. The three
experiments are performed at ne’n N 1.5 . 1019 m‘3 on axis. Peak electron temperatures
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Tm are between 1.3 and 1.5 keV. The values of Zeff are unknown. Experimental values
of the electron heat. conduction coefficient range between 5 mz/s near the axis and 3
1112/3 at about 12 cm minor radius in the two cases of enhanced mirror ratio. Differences
for r < 7 cm are marginal. For the series 91522628 the profile of X5 is fiat at about 3
rug/s. For the. three profiles values of 1/: below 10’2 apply near the axis, and the plasma
is within the hnfpa'eginie in this region.

Fi 1'. 4 shows effective ripple values for various configurations at low 1» and the associated
fractions of trapped particles. The largest. neoclassical losses in the lmfp-regime would
apply for the configuration with reversed mirror, MR = —10%. The t dependence of
the effective ripple is depicted in Fig. 5. These ripple values depend on 1: only for the
cases with ‘reversed‘ mirror; values are near that of the inverse aspect ratio at low it, and
decrease towards 1‘ : 0.53. Results for the standard case might be underestimated.

The experimental profiles of Fig. 3 are analyzed with the DKES code, using Fourier
eoetlicients of the respective vacuum fields. Radial electric fields are not included;
discrepancies exist in the resulting power and current balances. For the experiment
with MR = 10 % wie find an error of about 2 kA in the balance of the OH and bootstrap
currents. The latter amounts to about 7 RA, when assuming a uniform Zen = '2. Near
the axis the analysis is uncertain. It is performed at 7‘ : 5 cm. The calculated values
of \L,nmcl are 7, ll). and 2 1112/3 for the two cases with enhanced mirror ratio and
the standard case, respectively. The largest value applies for MR 2 —10 ‘70. Both
experiments with enhanced mirror ratio yield experimental values of about 5 1112/s at
this radius, about 2 1112/5 are seen for the standard case. So far, no answer is possible
on the relative amount of neoclassical to anomalous energy losses for the inner region of
these discharges.

The Sluafranov shift is analyzed for the three cases of Fig. 3. The quantity (UH/Jill
is slightly larger at modified mirror ratio than under standard operation. Consequently
the Shafranov shifts are nearly identical, see Fig. 6: for flu = 1% with a profile factor
{flu/(fl) m ‘2 they are about 3 cm in the ‘elliptical’ plane and about 4 cm in the ‘triangularl
one. The experimental data of Fig. 3 have profile factors % 3 and smaller fl-values; their
smaller Shafranov shifts are shown in the center part of the figure.

Sunuimy and Cornfiiiion:
1) Configurations with modified mirror ratio of the magnetic field are useful to investigate
the relative amount of anomalous and neoclassical losses, to analyze details of the electric
corulin-tivity, of bootstrap and of ECCD-induced currents in the lmfp—regime.

2) Experiments at about 1.25 T Were initiated for MR 2 i10% and compared to dis-
charges at standard low-+ operation; more recently constant minor radii were approached
at different mirror ratio values by adjusting the limiter positions. The analysis of the
results is in progress.

3) Further experiments with modified mirror ratio are to be performed, varying the
density, healing power, iota, limiter and axis positions.

1) The relative amount of neoclassical to anomalous losses cannot be specified so far for
the three experiments discussed in this paper.

/1/ F. Ran et. al., 19‘“ Int. Conf. on Pl. Phys, Innsbruck 1992, Vol. 16C Pt. I, 581
/2/ F. Ran et. al.. 9llL lnt. \Vorltshop on Stell., Garching 1093, (to be published)
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Fig. 1: Finite-fl fields obtained by the free
boundary code VMEC for the experimental
profile of ASIQQSO, (565 kW ECRH heating
power) for [30 : 0.67 %, (B) = 0.18%; two
toroidal planes of reference, cp = 0 and 36°.
The Slmfranov Shift can be seen at Lp = 0 as
an offset of the axis position from R = 200 cm.
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iFig. 2: Characteristic radial profiles
for the fields of Fig. 1.
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Fig. 3: Experimental profiles studied in the present paper.
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RECENT RESULTS WITH 140 GHz ECRH
AT THE W7-AS STELLARATOR

V. Erckmann, R. Burhenn, HJ. Hartfuss, M. Kick, H. Maassberg,
W7-AS Team, NBI Team

Max-Planck—Institut fiir Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Ass, D-85748 Garching, Germany

W. Kasparek, G.A. Miiller, PG. Schiiller
Institut fiir Plasmaforschung, Universitiit Stuttgart, Germany

v.1.11'in*, v.1. Kurbatov, s. Maly in”, V.I.Malygin*
* Kurchatov lnst., Moscow, Russia, J” SALUT, * * LAP, Nizlmy Novgorod, Russia

**

INTRODUCTION

Net current free plasma build-up and heating is achieved at W7-AS with up to 0.8 MW
ECRH at 70 GHz (< 3 s) with Bres = 2.5 T and ne’er“ = 6.2 X 1019 m‘3 (lSt harmonic
O—mode). A 140 GHz prototype gyrotron with 0.5 MW power (<l.l s) was set into operation
recently. First experiments with 2nd hamionic X-mode launch focused on high density
operation up to 1.1 X 1020 m'3 , which could be achieved up to now with NBI only.

H—mode transitions, which are well known from tokamaks [l] were observed in W7-AS.
The operational window for the Hemode is discussed. The basic features of the Stellarator
H—mode were reported in previous papers [2,3]. Here we concentrate on the influence of gas
puffing on the H-transitions and heat wave experiments.

Combined heating experiments with NBI were performed, which is inherently related to
high density operation. Typical high—power NBI-heated plasmas in W7—AS are non~stationaiy,
because beam particle fuelling and recycling causes a steady density rise [4]. Under combined
heating conditions, however, the density can be controlled despite the beam fuelling and a
strong impact on the impurity confmeinent was found.

H—MODE TRANSlTIONS

The plasma is generated and heated by a 70 Gl-lz ECRH prepulse, which is followed by
140 GHz ECRH. The density is ramped up to a line integrated density of 4 x 1019 m"2 ( 11,30 2
0.9 x 1020 m‘3) as seen from Fig. l. The H-mode transition to a moderately improved global
confinement occurs in the flat top phase. The density starts to increase further after the transition
with no external gas feed, which indicates an improved particle confinement. The H-mode
transition phenomena are similar for hydrogen and deuterium operation. The most pronounced
signatures of the H—mode is as a drop of the Ha line emission signals from both limiters (only
one signal is displayed) indicating a reduced particle recycling.

The edge value of the rotational transform, the density and the edge condition (limiter
position) are leading parameters to achieve the H—mode. Below a line integrated density of 2 x
1019 m'2 (n60 = 4-5 X 1019 m‘3) no transitions were observed at 2.5 T operation. In all cases
investigated so far (limited available heating power), the I-Lmode transitions occur only in a
narrow parameter window around it = 0.52. The choice of the rotational transform is closely
interlinked with the magnetic topology at the plasma boundary. Magnetic islands have
significant influence on the edge structure due to the low shear in W7—AS. The transition was
suppressed, if the limiter was inserted about two centimetres from the last closed flux surface.
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Fig. 1. Time evolution of the stored Fig. 2. Time delay (top) and amplitude
lasma energy W, the line integrated density decay (bottom) from strimulated heat wave

lpndl, the Hot emission (top limiter) and the propagation as a function of the effective
ECRH input power P. The dotted line marks radius in the pre-transition phase (squares)
the transition.for a hydrogen discharge. and after the transition (dots).

An unperturbed and separatrix dominated plasma boundary seems to play a significant role
to establish the H—mode with the available heating power.

The smoothness of the transition is dependent on the strength of the gas puffing.
Experiments with a slow (1 X 1020 m'3 5‘1) and fast (2 X 1020 m'3 5‘1) density ramp showed,
that the transition occurs in both cases at approximately the same density of neg = 5 X 1019 m‘3
as a lower limit for the transitions. With a slower density ramp, however, the transition is

smoothed out by a series of ELM's.
Heat waves were exited by a modulation (typically 15%, 92 Hz ) of the microwave power

and measured by ECE diagnostics [5]. The phase delay of the propagating heat wave is shown
in Fig. 2 as a function of the effective radius for a 200 ms quasi steady state time interval before
and after the transition, respectively. The heat wave is travelling slower in the H—mode phase of
the discharge as compared to the pre—transition phase. The interpretation in terms of heat
diffusivity is difficult, because of the strong electron-ion collisional coupling at the high
densities of 0.9 X 1020 m'3. Furthermore, the slight density increase after the transition would
already lead to a small reduction of the heat diffusivity and has to be taken into account. A
simple analysis in cylindrical geometry and assuming constant )5 in the analyzed radial interval
gives a reduction from 1.0 m2/s in the pre-ttansition phase to 0.7 m2/s in the H-rnode phase. A
thorough analysis of the experimental results taking into account the density effects and the
electron~i0n coupling is under way. The change of the heat diffusivity from the steady state
power balance analysis is within the experimental error bars.
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COMBINATION OF ECRH AND NBI

Experiments with combined heating were performed at densities around n50 = 5 X 1019 m'3 and
“co = l x 1020 m'3, respectively, with both, on- and off-axis power deposition of ECRH. An
example is given in Fig. 3 with on axis ECRH at “co = 5 X 1019 m'3. The time sequence of the
heating pulses is seen from the bottom trace in Fig. 3, the discharge is sustained in the final
phase by NBI only. During the ECR-heated prephase and the combined heating phase density
control is maintained by feedback controlled gas puffing, whereas after switch off of ECRH the

density increases with the external gas feed
turned off.rThe density increase with pure
NBI heating is a well known feature at W7-
AS [4], where beam fuelling (typically 1 X
1020 3'1 for 0.35 MW) and recycling fluxes
have a comparable contn'bution to the overall
density rise.

The density could be controlled also
with off-axis ECRH power deposition at r/a
= 0.5 , at high plasma densities and with
combination of 0.75 MW ECRH and 0.7
MW NBI heating. As a rule, the density
control could be maintained only, if the
ECRH power was approximately equal or
larger than the NBI power.

Evidence for degraded particle confine-
ment in the bulk plasma comes from the
profile development in the different heating
cases as seen from Fig.4. The density profile

0‘0 0.2 0.4 0.6 oie 1.0 1 2 for combined heating is flat and the Te-pro-
”me ' 5 file is strongly peaked for on-axis ECRH.

On the other hand, the density profile
Fig. 3. Time evolution of the stored becomes peaked and the "Fe-profile is flat in

lasma energy W, the line integrated density the plasma centre for off-axis ECRH. These
Fad], the central electron temperature (SX) and results suggest, that the particle confinement
the input power P for combined heating with is affected mainly by the temperature profile
on-axis ECRH and NBI. changes inferred by the additional ECRH.

This would also explain the empirical find-i
ing, that a certain ECRH-power is needed to

provide the density control. For the given high plasma densities sufficient ECRH power has to
be added to shape the temperature profile. The impurity confinement was investigated by Al
laser-blow off experiments, where the central impurity line emission from Al )fll shows a decay
time of typically 200 ms for the on axis combined heating case, whereas the decay time is much
larger (and could not be quantified within the available discharge time) in the off—axis case. For
both cases, the decay of the Al XII line emission is very similar in the ECRH prephase and in
the combined heating phase. The degradation of the impurity confinement time with combined
heating confirm the results from W7-A [6].

The understanding of the measured behaviour is of crucial importance, because combined
heating may provide tools for impurity control in steady state plasma operation.
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

A new 140 GHz ECRH system (0.5 MW, >1.1 s) was set into operation at W7-AS. The
parameter range for ECR-heated discharges was extended to densities up to 1.1 x 1020 m‘3-

H-mode transitions were observed at W7-AS, which behave similar for hydrogen and
deuterium operation. The H—mode transitions where observed at densities above 4-5 x 1019 m‘3
(2.5 T) and under optimum confinement conditions in the vicinity of T = 0.5, where the plasma
is separatrix dominated. The transition occurs independent of the density ramp rate at about the
same threshold density. With lower gas puffing, the transition is smoothed out by a series of
ELMs. Heat wave experiments showed a reduction of the heat diffusivity in the H—mode phase.

A strong density clamping effect was measured in experiments with combined heating of
ECRH and NBI. Whereas the density increases steadily in purely NBI heated discharges due to
the beam fuelling and recycling, the density can be controlled in combined heating scenarios.
There is experimentai evidence, that the particle and impurity confinement is affected by the
profile changes inferred by ECRH.
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On the Diffusive Nature of W7-AS Transport
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Introduction

Particle and energy transport in W7—AS have many aspects which are in qualitative
agreement with difiusive transport mechanisms. Unlike in tokamaks, the density profiles
are flat in the source-free region and for the electron temperature no profile resilience is
observed (see Fig. 1). A strong dependence of transport on the temperature gradient could
be ruled out since agreement between the transport coefficients from steady state and
perturbative studies has been observed both, in absolute value and parameter dependences
[1]. Furthermore, W7—AS transport was found to be compatible with a gyro-Bohm—like
and, hence, local transport model [2]. Similar to tokamaks, however, there are problems
in relating the local transport coefficients to local plasma parameters. Especially the
degradation of confinement with heating power cannot easily be connected to a local
quantity. This difficulty is the subject of this paper.

Experiment

To enlighten the possible dependencies of the transport coefficient on heating power (P)
or electron temperature (Te), steady state power scans are compared with the transient
behaviour during energy increase and decay after switch-on or -03 of a large amount of
heating power. The experiments were performed on purely ECR heated (ECH) plasmas
at low densities (715(0) : 1.5 x 10‘9m‘3). Since the electrons are well de—coupled from the
ions, this allows a clear separation of the electron heat diffusivity (Xe). The heating power
ranges from 0.2 to 0.6 MW. Detailed analysis of the power balance in transient phases is
much easier in ECH plasmas than in beam heated plasmas, where the fast ions continue
to heat the plasma for a slowing down time when the beams are already shut off. The
slowing down time of the non-thermal electron population is shorter than 0.1 ms. Hence,
we can begin with the analysis of the transient phases already 1 ms after the switch—on or
-ofi of gyrotrons. The power balance analysis rely on density profiles from the single pulse
Thomson scattering system and the electron temperature profiles from a ECE radiometer
with a time resolution of 0.1 ms. The comparison of Thomson and ECE measurements
for T. are satisfactory and the density profiles, which have also been measured at some
time points during the transient phases do not change in the time interval used for the
analysis.

The power balance is done with 2 independent methods: (i) we use a time slice analysis
transport code to calculate an experimental Xe and include the dynamics in taln'ng the
time derivatives of the Tc profile into account and (ii) we use a time dependent simulation
code to predict the temperature profile evolution using diflerent model assumptions for
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Figure 1: Electron density and temperature profiles together with the sources of particles
and energy, respectively. As one would expect from a diffusive transport model, the
gradients appear outside and in the source regions whereas the source-free regions show
flat profiles.

the transport coefficient. In Fig. 2 electron temperatures and transport ooeflicients from
the time slice code of stationary and transient phases (from 1 to 3 and back to 1 gyrotron)
of a discharges are depicted. The result is surprising: already 1 ms after the change in
heating power the transport coefficient switches to the level expected for steady state
on the modified power level. It then stays unaltered while the temperature profile still
evolves. The conclusion would be that heat transport is not related to TB. It must be
stressed, however, that this result would be altered if much less than 100% of the heating
power was absorped in the plasma.

For more time points, the result is shown again in Fig. 3. Temperatures and transport
coefficients are now radially averaged in the range 0.35 S r/a S 0.85. The transport
coefficient changes with the applied heating power while the evolution of X6 is clearly
decoupled from the evolution in T6.

We have used the time dependent code to investigate 3 model assumptions for thetransport coefficient in more detail: (i) we simulate the transient phase with steady state
values for Xe obtained from the phase prior to the change in heating power, (ii) we use
the values which will be achieved when steady state will he recovered in the phase with
altered heating power and (iii) we start with x5 from the phase prior to the change in P
and modify it with a linear T.3 dependence. (i) is relevant for comparisons in the early
phase, where Tc has not yet much evolved, (ii) is for verifying our conclusions from the
time slice code analyses and (iii) is relevant for comparison to theoretical models with T5
dependences. Although there is bench-marking of the codes still to be done, the results for
2 radii (r/a = 0.4 and 0.6) are consistent with our previous conclusions: only model (ii)
with Xe adjusted to the modified power level describes all phases satisfactorily. Model (i)
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Figure 2: ECE electron temperature and transport coefficient profiles from the time slice
code before and after (1 and 4 ms) switch-on (left) and switch—off (right) of 2 gyrotrons.
At gives the time difference to the change in heating power (0.2 and 0.6 MW)
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Figure 3: Rndially averaged electron temperature A and transport coefficient 0 as a
function of time relative to the switch—on and off of the 2 additional gyrotrons. The
heating power is indicated by a box diagram. It was 0.2 and 0.6 MW in the 1 and 3
gyrotron phases, respectively.
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Figure 4: Results from a simulation code compared to the time evolution of TE after switch—
on and -ofi of 2 additional gyrotrons. For x. used in the code, 3 diEerent assumptions
have been made: dashed curve: x6 remains unchanged, dotted curve: starting from the
steady state value Xe is modified as ~ T6,: solid curve the steady state value of Xe at the
new power is used. The steady state xc profiles are taken from the time slice code. The
ECH power decreased during the 3 gyrotron phase by 10%.

predicts in both early phases a faster evolution of Te than is measured. The T. dependent
model (iii) seems to be appropriate for the decay phase but it fails in the simulation of
the phase from 1 to 3 gyrotrons.

Conclusions

The detailed investigation of the continues evolution of the electron temperature in
transient phases after the change of heating power is a new method to sensibly study the
dependence of the transport coefficient on temperature. An important assumption, which
is supported by ray-tracing calculations, is that most of the ECH power is absorbed in the
plasma. The results would be drastically altered if the absorption was of the order of 50%.
The result is that the transport coefficient reacts in times as short as 1 ms to a change in
heating power. The change is much faster than the modification in TE or the temperature
gradient. The conclusion would be that the anomalous transport does not depend on the
elctron temperature. Before drawing this conclusion firmly, however, further experiments
at different plasma parameters and with difierent steps in the heating power have to be
performed and a bench—marking of the 2 different codes applied must be done.

[1] L. Giannoue et al., Nucl. Fusion 32, 1985 (1992).

[2] U. Stroth et al.1 Phys. Rev. Lett. 70, 936 (1993).
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INTRODUCTION

A precise knowledge of the rather complex magnetic configuration of the W7—AS stel—
larator is an essential prerequisite for the evaluation and interpretation of experimental data.
The transformation from real space to magnetic coordinates is based on equilibrium calcu‘
lations (KW, VMEC). The KW code has been used up to now using pressure profiles as
derived from Thomson scattering data. The VMEC code in the free boundary version is
used to include the effect of the neoclassical bootstrap current, the ohmic and EC driven
currents which are calculated on the basis of the measured temperature and density profiles.

MULTIPOINT THOMSON SCATTERING SYSTEM

The new single shot multipoint Thomson scattering system has gone into operation
at the beginning of the current experimental period. With respect to the WT-AS magnetic
configuration the laser chord has twofold symmetry, the equatorial plane and the ”triangular"
poloidal plane. Twenty radial positions along the laser beam are observed with a spatial
resolution of 25mm. With open limiter aperture typically 12 channels are viewing the
high field side of a peaked temperature profile and 8 channels the low field side so that
the position of the plasma can be determined very precisely by means of the gradients.
The scattered spectrum is analyzed by four spectral channels. Three different systems are
employed accounting for the plasma centre, gradient and edge by appropriate positioning of
the wavelenght channels. This way the system is quite sensitive to changes in temperature
as well as nonthermal contributions. A high precision is also achieved for small electron
densities as the ruby laser has a pulse energy of 15J and the overall transmission of the
detection system is about 40%. At the toroidal position of the laser beam the Shavranov
shift has a maximum which results in an increased asymmetry of the pressure profile in real
space. Thus one can sensitively test the transformation to the magnetic coordinate 1,!) which
must result in symmetric profiles for the pressure PW) as well as the temperature T012).

For the present experimental period the old single point scattering system which resides
in the "elliptical" poloidal plane is still in operation. So we have the possibility to check the
toroidal symmetry of the magnetic configuration, too.

EQUILIBRIUM CODES FOR COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION

Up to now the transformations from real space to magnetic coordinates for the inter-
pretation of experimental data on W7-AS have been taken from a database of equilibrium
calculations by the KW-codel. Using a low-fl expansion of the MHD equilibrium equations
the KW-code can calculate iteratively free boundary finite-[3 equilibria. Nevertheless, it
does not have the possibility to consider equilibria with a non vanishing toroidal net current
density on magnetic flux surfaces like the bootstrap current, ohmic and EC driven currents.
In contrast, the VMEC-codel. which solves the MHD equilibrium equations by an energy
principle assuming nested magnetic flux surfaces, is able to take arbitrary toroidal current
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profiles into account. Together with the NESTOR-code3 for the vacuum magnetic field itis possible to calculate free boundary equilibria with non vanishing toroidal current densitieswhich may also result in a toroidal net current.
The input for a free boundary VM EC run consists of the WT-AS coil system with all coilcurrents and of the pressure and toroidal current density profiles. The pressure profiles takenare derived from the Thomson scattering data with ion contributions taken into account.The Thomson data also enter the neoclassical DKES-code which is used to calculate thetoroidal current density consisting of the electron bootstrap and the ohmic current densities.

CONFIGURATIONAL STUDIES

The reliability of the coordinate transformation will be demonstrated by applying it tomeasured T5 and n5 profiles. Since the calibration of the new Thomson scattering system isstill under progress the presented results are somewhat preliminary. The systematic errors ofTe. m; are still of the order of 5% and 15% respectively. Hence at the moment this analysishas also the character of a consistency check.
Fig.1 shows a typical example of electron temperature and density profiles as measuredby means of the multipoint scattering system in a nearly net current free discharge withcentral ECR heating. The beam coordinate has been transformed into magnetic coordinateson the basis of the KW code and the profiles appear fairly symmetric.

0.3 lllll W7—ASprofiledotobose
0.7» I151 [1020 m‘J] A

0-5: i t : shots:
3:: § § ’ 23500—23500 —%—
0.3: § i a ' date: 18—MAR—93 time: 0.549 s
0-2: _ ECRH: P." = 413 kW
8:3): °. 09" = 16.0 cm for z.irn = 31.0 cm
1.6-

1.4» -
1.2» —

1,0— _

0.8- e

0.6‘ _

0,4a —
0.2 . shot: 3.,[1] 2., w, [no] Ph[kw]
0‘01 23500 2.54 0.529 7.43 4H -

' in " ' bio ' 0‘1
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Fig.1: Electron temperature and density measured by the multipoint Thomson scatter—ing system. The discharge is ECR heated with central power deposition. Transformationto magnetic coordinate on the base of KW code equilibrium calculation.

Fig.2 shows the effect of beta. Discharge no. 23691 represents a neutral beam heatedplasma using two beam sources (750kW) where a central beata of MO) % 1.5% could be
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Fig.:2 Two neutral beam heated discharges with a heating power of 0.75MWand 1.5NIWfor no. 23691 and 17916 and central ,5 values of% 1.5% and z 2% respectively. The firstone has been measured by the multipoint system, the second one by the single pointsystem. Coordinate transformation based on VMEC code. For no. 17916 the plasmahad to shifted about 12mm towards increasing major radius.
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Fig.:3 Thomson scattering profiles measured in a ECR heated discharge by means of themultipoint system (open symbols) and the single point system (full symbols). Trans—formation based on KW code plus an additional radial shift in the second case.
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reached. The transformation in this case is obtained from the VMEC code. Both profiles
and thus the pressure profile, too, show a remarkable symmetry which means that the beta
dependence, i.e. the Shavranov shift, is well reproduced by the transformation. Discharge
no. 17916 shows a neutral beam heated discharge using four beam sources (1.5MW) with
[3(0) 2 2.0% as measured by means of the single point Thomson scattering system. In
this case symmetry can only be achieved by introducing an additional shift of the plasma of
z 12mm towards larger major radius.

Fig.3 shows a direct comparison between a well centered profile of an ECR heated
discharge as measured by the multipoint scattering system a second one measured by the
single point system in the same discharge. Again the latter one had to be shifted by ”412711771
towards larger R to make the two profiles coincide.

In the gradient region of the density profiles a small discrepancy is remaining between
the two cases. Two reasons can be made responsible for that. On the one hand the gradients
in real space are much steeper for the multipoint system than for the single point one so
that a radial error occurs due to the averaging across the observation volume. On the other
hand more data are necessary to determine the precise value ofthe outward shift in the case
of the single point system.

DISCUSSION

In the position of the multipoint Thomson scattering system (triangular poloidal plane)
the coordinate transformation from real space to magnetic coordinates based on the KW
and VMEC code results generally in symmetric profiles for [3(0) values up to 2.5%. In the
elliptical poloidal plane where the single point scattering system is installed an additional shift
of about 12mm towards increasing major radius seems to be necessary to obtain consistent
profiles in both toroidal positions. Possible reasons might in principle be perturbations of the
magnetic configuration or the equilibrium codes are not appropriate in some detail. Further
investigations are needed to clarify this situation.

CONCLUSIONS

The transformation to magnetic coordinates based on equilibrium codes has in principle
been shown to be the proper tool to map diagnostics in different toroidal positions on
each other. For a more detailed analysis the systematic errors of the multipoint Thomson
scattering system have to be reduced and on this basis a more refined comparison of the
two codes has to be done. Equilibrium calculations including strong toroidal net currents
are still under investigation.
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Introduction

The neoclassical ion energy confinement in the long mean free path (LMFP) collisionality regime
in stellarators depends sensitively on the radial electric field. For E, = 0, the radial drift of ions
being trapped in local field ripples leads to the well known T‘s/{scaling of the ion heat flux, q,,
in this so called %-regime. A sufficiently large E X B drift of the ripple trapped ions reduces the
ion transport to the axisymmetric (“tokamak-like") u-regime level. For this case, the neoclassical
ion heat flux scales with n? Til/2, and is sufficiently low to permit high ion temperatures. Within
neoclassicial theory, the E, is determined by the condition of ambipolarity of all particle fluxes, the
impurity contribution is ignored in this context. Within the plateau collisionality regime, where
q,- scales with ngTis/2, the ion flux, I}, is by a factor of «mi/me typically larger than the electron
flux, PC. In the LMFP regime at moderate Er, the electron transport coefficients increase with %
This increase can lead to ambipolar I‘e = l“.- fluxes and q, values well above the “tokamak-like”
u-regime level. In the LMFP regime at lower collisionalities, multiple roots of the ambipolarity
condition are expected [1]: the “ion root" at rather small Er values, and the “electron root” at
large positive E, with significantly improved neoclassical confinement properties.
In low density ECRH discharges, the electrons have access to the deep LMFP regime (TE(0) S 4
keV obtained in W7~AS). However, ICRH fails to achieve analogous conditions for ions. So far,
efficient ion heating is only obtained by NBI and electron collisions. At low densities, however,
this ion heating is not efficient which is consistent with the low T,- values measured in ECRH
discharges. At higher densities with efficient ion heating, the electron temperature drops to the
T,- level well below 1 keV [2]. This observation is a common feature of all stellarator devices.
Only in the WT-A stellarator, the nearly perpendicular NBI was connected with significant fast
ion orbit losses leading to strong radial electric fields which improved essentially the thermal ion
confinement [3]: T, > 1 keV at na '2 1020 111—3 were measured. In W7-AS, ion collisionalities
well below the plateau regime Were obtained in ECRH discharges (in combination with NBI)
at moderate densities (na 2 5 to 8 - 1019 m—s). For these discharges the neoclassical ion heat
transport with the ambipolar radial electric field is calculated based on measured profiles of 725,
T6 (by Thomson scattering) and T, (by active CX analysis). For the complex magnetic field
topology of W7—AS, the full neoclassical transport matrix is calculated by the DKES code [4].
The resultant transport predictions are compared with the experimental ion power balance. As
the neoclassical ion heat flux is driven by the density gradient, the radial electric field as well
as the ion temperature gradient, only the full flux Q‘M" is estimated and compared with the
ion power balance. An experimental estimate of only the diagonal transport coefficient, xi”), is
rather meaningless.
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Table 1: The neoclassical predictions for the integrated ion heat and particle fluxes, (Qt-“e"
and F, with and without aznbipolar Er, respectively, and the upper limit, Qf, obtained from
the experimental ion power balance. The neoclassical prediction for the central ion temperature,
Tianeo, is given as reference.

Discharges at Low Ion Collisionality

Dillerent heating scenarios have been explored in VV7-AS: ECRH with one or off-axis power
deposition and in combination with NBI. In the case of central ECRH deposition, no matter ifpure
ECRH or combined heating, the Te profiles are peaked, whereas the n.z profiles are flat or slightly
hollow [5] The collisional power transfer, Pei, turns out to be only moderate (or n2 (Tc—1})/T:/2).
For off-axis ECRH deposition, however, the TE profiles are hollow with flat or slightly peaked nc( 7')
[5}, i.e. there is no indication of “profile consistency”. The T; > 0 found experimentally in the
innermost region is consistent with the purely diffusive ansatz for the electron heat transport
since PeNBI + Pei + Fwd < 0.

The discharges listed in Table 1 have been started by 70 GHz ECR. (o-mode at B : 2.5 T) with
the 140 Gllz ERCH (2nd harmonic x—mode) added or taken over. In a later phase N31 has been
added. For these scenarios the line-averaged density has been feed-back controlled. The purely
NBI heated phase after switch off of the ECRH is characterized by increasing density without gas
feed. In this phase, strongly peaked nE profiles have been found starting from the slightly peaked
profiles in the off-axis ECRH cases, whereas the flat profile for on‘axis ECRH remains flat. With
increasing density, the temperatures decrease. The results shown in Table 1 have been obtained
under separatrix conditions at c = 0.53 except the t = 0.35 discharge (limiter case, last line) at
lower density.

Ion Power Balance

011 the basis of the measured 725, TC and T; profiles, the ion power balance is performed. The
collisional power transfer, Pei, depends on Te — T; which at moderate ne is reliable within 30% in
the main part (7' g 11 cm, no T,- data are available from active CX analysis at outer radii). For
higher densities (about 1020 m‘3), the temperature difference is typically small, and the separated
ion power balance analysis becomes unreliable. DEGAS code simulations of the distribution of
neutrals clearly indicate that the thermal CX losses are of minor importance in the bulk part of
the plasma, the radial decay length of the neutral density is typically of the order of 1 up to 2 (:m
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Fig. 1: 125 (on the top), Te and T,- profiies Fig. 2: 116, Te and Tg profiles and ion
(in the center, solid and dashed lines, respec- power balance (see Fig. l) [or a combined
tively) and the ion power balance (bottom heating discharge: off-axis ECRH (4001(VV at
plot, see text) for an off-axis ECRH discharge 140 GHZ, 320 kW at 70 Ghz) and NBI (about
at 400 kW heating power. 510 kW absorbed power).

[6]. In case of NBI, however, fast ion CX losses become more important with increasing slowing
down time. Monte Carlo simulations of the NBI power deposition leads to an uncertainty of up
to 30% in the ion heating, Pl-NBI, at averaged densities of about 5 - 1019 111—3. At lower 71‘s, the
absorbed NBI power decreases substantially depending on the density of neutrals. Consequently,
the estimation of the power transfered to the ions in the bulk part of the plasma should be
accurate within 40% for the discharges listed in Table l.

The local ion power balance is shown in Figs. 1 and 2. In both discharges, the ECRH power is
deposed at about 7 to 8 cm (highly localized). The collisonal ion heating in the pure ECRH case
(140 Ghz at about 400 kW absorbed power, 2nd line in Table 1) in Figure 1 is rather low (about
150 kW within 11 cm minor radius), the integrated heating power (solid line in the bottom plot)
is about a. factor of 3 larger than the neoclassical prediction with the ainbipolar E,- taken into
account (dashed line). With E, = 0, however, the neoclassical prediction (dotted line) exceeds
the available power by a factor of more than 2. For the discharge shown in Fig. 2 (see 6th line in
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Table 1) with the highest input power, the ion heating is rather eilicient (about 410 kW within

11 cm). For these higher T;, the ions are well within the LMFP regime. Here, the neoclassical ion

heat flux with the ambipolar Er is also by a factor of 2 to 3 less than the available power which

itself is by nearly one order of magnitude exceeded by the neoclassical prediction with E, : 0.

This trend is a common feature of all discharges listed in Table 1. At a minor radius of about

11 cm, the neoclassical ion heat flux is by the factor of 2 to 3 smaller than the value obtained

from the ion power balance, the prediction with Er = 0 even exceeds the total input power. This

radius indicates roughly the boundary between the central confinement region with small thermal
CX losses and the edge region with strong particle sources.

Furthermore, the ion temperature profile was estimated by integration of the ion power balance.

Due to the strong non-linearity of the neoclassical ion heat flux with respect to Ti, errors induced

by the boundary condition as well as by the omitted thermal CX losses at outer radii are strongly

screened (e.g., the central T,- is nearly independent on the boundary value). In case of neoclassical

transport with the E, from the roots of the ambipolarity condition included, the neoclassical T.’

values exceed the experimental ones (see Table 1). Assuming E1. = 0 leads to central Ti values

of only 400 to 500 eV for all cases of Table 1. This result is fully consistent with the comparison

of the experimental ion heat losses and the neoclassical predictions. The integrated ambipolar

particle fluxes (also given in Table 1 for r z 11 cm) agree rather well with previous findings at

lower c [(5] where DEGAS simulations are available. The NBI heating leads to a particle source
strength of about ‘2 - 1020 5'1 per 1 MW input power. The l‘,‘ values for E, = 0 in Table 1,

however, are much too large.

Conclusions
The neoclassical ion heat transport with the ambipolar radial electric field included is calculated

based on measured profiles. These (23160 values turn out to be a factor of 2 to 3 smaller than

those derived from the experimental ion power balance. This result being clearly outside of

the experimental uncertainties is independent of the heating method, pure ECRH, pure NBl or

combined, and holds for both on and off-axis ECRII power deposition.

For the discharges with low ion collisionality, the calculated ambipolar ET corresponds to the “ion

root”. So far, no indication for signicantly improved ion confinement properties as predicted for

the “electron root” in the LMFP regime is found. Ion temperatures up to 800 eV were obtained

in these experiments at. W7»AS with ion heating powers of up to 500 kW. So far, the high ion heat

losses prevent the access to an improved LMFP confinement regime with higher ion temperatures.

The optimization of the magnetic field configuration of the proposed W7-X stellarator leads to

an improvement of the neoclassical confinement properties [7]. Within the plateau regime, a

reduction of the transport coefficients by a factor of about 6 is obtained, and the effective helical

ripple in the LMFP is rather small. From this point of view, the access to an improved LMFP

confinement regime should be easier for W7-X than for WT-AS.
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Introduction - The global energy confinement time ”CE in Wendelstein 7-AS scales with
electron density, heating power, magnetic field and minor radius /l/. The scaling deviates from
that found in tokamaks, where a scaling of TE with plasma current is observed /2/. If one
expresses the current scaling in terms of toroidal magnetic field, the tokamak and stellarator
scaling laws become similar. In order to explore the intrinsic mechanism, giving rise to current
scaling, the l (=l/q) scaling of 135 is studied in more detail in the currentless stellarator W7-AS.
Indications for the existence of a favourable l-dependence on transport were already observed
/1/. From the multiple linear regression analysis of ’65, a scaling

Ta~ al.84150.12 1300721006 nc0.53:0.03 pECF-o.56:o.o3 l(a)o.29xo.08
was derived, but with a poor statistical significance for [(21), because of configurational effects.

There is another interesting reason for such a study, because a scaling of the form 11340-4 is
expected from plateau-scaling /3/. In W7-AS, also the scaling of TE with other global parameters
is found to be close to plateau-scaling. It is of great importance, to elucidate the t—dependence as
a sensitive element of plateau-scaling, related to the radial step—size of the transport.
Furthermore, W7-X, an envisaged next step stellarator will operate at l=l and will profit from
such a TE-scaling.

The modular stellarator W7-AS ( R=200cm, a=18cm, B=1.25/2.5T ) can be operated
continuously within a quite large range of rotational transform (0.25<1.<O.60) at extremely low
vacuum magnetic shear and without externally driven currents. Just because of the low shear, it
turns out to be a proper tool to investigate the dependence on rotational transform. Only the
bootstrap current has to be compensated by small induced ohmic currents to stabilize the edge
value of the rotational transform. Various transport mechanisms are studied: the energy (15), the
electron (X3), the particle (Dp) and the impurity (D1) confinement were compared at different I in
ECF-heated plasmas (Bo=1.25 T, 70 GHz 2nd harmonic x—mode).

Configurational effects - Transport was studied in ECF-plasmas under optimum
confinement conditions, at l-values in the neighbourhood but distinctly off resonance values
1:1/2 and 1/3. In these small zones the confinement region is still free from natural resonances,
originating from the five-fold symmetry of the torus. Here, the confinement should not be
affected by configurational pertubations, as can be introduced in W7-AS owing to its nearly
shear-free magnetic topology.

With the two radially movable main limiters at the outermost position (large aperture
qim=18cm), increasing 1 leads to a steady shrinking of the plasma cross-section from a limiter
dominated (l<0.4) to a separatrix dominated plasma (1>0.4), caused by a change of the magnetic
topology at the plasma boundary. The reduced plasma-limiter interaction can actually be
demonstrated by a decrease of the limiter load. In the case of fixed programmed line density
during an 1-scan, variation of the plasma size will cause changes of the central electron density
and has to be taken into account for the comparison of transport parameters at different values of
1. Due to the inverse scaling of many transport coefficients with density, differences in
confinement might be masked. Even for the case of a limiter dominated plasma, the plasma
shape at the toroidal position, where the interferometer - controlling the density feedback - is
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localized, changes slightly with t. This leads to corrections in the order of 10% for the line
averaged density and, consequently, the central electron density.

To avoid these sources of error, measurements in purely limiter dominated plasmas with
equal central electron density (measured by Thomson scattering) and plasma aperture for both I-
values were additionally compared. Taking equal limiter load for both l-cases as a signature for
clear limiter domination, this condition was only achieved at relatively small plasma aperture
(rlim=12.5cm).

Methods — The total plasma energy Wdiav measured by the diamagnetic loop, is used for
studies of the energy confinement time.

For local information the electron heat conductivity XePb was calculated from a stationary
power balance analysis, using Ne- and Tc-profiles from the Thomson scattering and ECE-
system. An additional independent approach to derive Xe is the investigation of heat wave
propagation in the plasma. For this purpose, the ECF—heating power, which is absorbed inside a
small magnetic resonance zone in the center of the plasma (representing a local heat source) was
modulated in amplitude with a fixed frequency (92 Hz). From the spatial phase shift of the
wave, observed by a radially resolving ECE—system, the electron heat conductivity Xehw could
be derived.

The particle diffusion coefficient Dp at i=0.8a (10cm) was calculated from 3D-DEGAS code
simulations and calabrated Hon-emissions, measured at both limiters, which, at the smallest
aperture of a=12.5cm were the dominant sources of neutral gas. In addition to the Thomson
profiles, the Langmuir probe provided the profile information for the plasma edge. By proper
adjusting the input heating power and the external gas feed, two density scans were performed
for the lower and higher t-case, respectively, keeping the local temperature constant in all cases.
This offers the possibility to compare particle diffusion coefficients under identical local plasma
parameters and to extract the contribution of rotational transform. Finally, the impurity transport
coefficient D1 was obtained from a simulation of the time traces of spectroscopic line emission
from aluminum laser blowroff experiments by the one—dimensional transport code STRAHIJ4/.

Results — As a first approach, the total plasma energy Wdia was measured as a function of
the edge value of the rotational transform 1(a). In the case of large plasma aperture, the total
energy drops dramatically in extended regions of 1(a) (fig.1), indicating a strongly affected con-
finement by resonant island structures entering the confinement region. Even at the positions of
optimum confinement the plasma has different size due to changes in the vacuum magnetic con-
figuration with 1. Consequently, it seems to be difficult to discover relatively weak effects, as
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predicted by the l-scaling. The lower curve represents an l-scan with small limiter appenure(mm=12.5cm), where the plasma cross section is well defined by the limiters up to 1:1/2. Onlyunder this conditions, an improved energy confinement in the surrounding of 1:1/2 compared tothe region around t=1/3 could actually be observed. The arrow should elucidate the difference inthe total energy at the positions of optimum confinement, assorted now with an additionalrelative density correction (assuming a scaling ~N60-53). An expected degradation of
confinement is observable at l(a)=0.33, whereas around t(a)=0.50 (see also fig.3), however, amaximum of total energy was found. This might be due to the fact, that for the case of smalllimiter apperture and small existing shear, the edge value of 1 is not identical with l at the limiterposition. This, and possible deviations from the vacuum magnetic topology can lead to a shift of
the resonances on the 1(a)—scale.

An attempt to simulate the lascan for small plasma apperture is shown in fig.2. Here,originally undisturbed Ne- and Te<profiles were flattened in radial regions where magneticislands are calculated, as a result of a heuristic magnetic pertubation spectrum. For that, locallyhigh diffusion coefficients had to be applied across the extension of the islands. In spite ofexisting discrepancies in comparison with the experimental data, the simulation illustrates someinstructive features which are already mentioned before: in the direct vicinity of the mainresonances 1/2 and 1/3 distortions by other stronger resonances are not expected and optimumconfinement should be achieved.
Fig.3 shows a reproduction of the scan in the vicinity of l=1/3 and 1/2 to confirm thepositions of optimum confinement with small limiter appenure (l(a)=0.35,0.50). Under thesetwo conditions, but now with the same central electron density (Ne=l.9 1019 m‘3) and an ECF-heating power PECF=360kW, the different types of transport coefficients were investigated. Asresult, the particle diffusion coefficient Dp at i=0.8a (10cm) as well as the impurity diffusioncoefficient D1 and the electron heat conductivity XePb, actually, show a common decrease forincreasing rotational transform (fig.4). The heat wave analysis show the same tendency forXeh‘”, too, indicating an overall improvement of confinement at at higher rotational transform.
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Fig.3 : Small l-SCan for the total energy (filled sym- Fig.4 : Particle diffusion coefficient, impurity
bols) and the al~confmement time (open symbols) in diffusion coefficient and electron heat conduction
the vicinity of the optimum confinement regions. at the t-positions of optimum confinement.

At lower central electron densities between 0.4»0.9 1019 m‘3 Dp was found to decrease withhigher 1 by a factor of 2 to 3. In the case of high 1, Dp may be underestimated due to theneglection of the wall source contribution, which should be strongly reduced with small limiteraperture, but is difficult to predict in this configuration.
Simply taking the maximum values for T}; at the positions of optimum confinement in the [-scans would lead to a rough dependence of TE~t(a)0-8, which appeares. indeed, unexpectedly

high. The corresponding electron and density profiles for the two t-cases are plotted in fig.5,
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together with the calculated XePb profile, illustrating the smaller XePb(r) in the high-l-case. Also,
the statistical regression analysiS, taking into account all W7-AS discharges (fig.6), prevides the
same global trends (cb=t(a)'0~31, TE=l(a)0~29) for the electron heat transport.
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9° 2 ‘0' rd a °' [ ]°'z Fig.5 :(left) Electron density, temperature and XePb-profiles for
ell m the investigated discharges at L(a)=0.35,0.50

Concerning the impurity transport, there exist only a relatively small database up to now.
Evaluation of a global expression for the impurity diffusion coefficient by multiple regression
analysis, leads therefore to results with extremely low significance for the dependence on
rotational transform. But there might exist also another reason for the scattering. Below the I-
scan in fig.3, the corresponding measured al-conftnement time is plotted, showing a strong
variation around 1:1/2, uncorrelated to the behaviour of the total energy. However, impurity
transport measurements at slightly different tevalues in this region can possibly differ rather
strongly.

Discussion - Under the assumption, that the configuration is still not distorted at the two
compared t-positions with maximum energy, there is, actually, evidence for a general
improvement of confinement at higher rotational transform. This is additionally supported by
global scalings, obtained from statistical analysis.
Nevertheless, it is of great importance to investigate the vicinity of the two main resonances in
more detail, to exclude remaining distortions of the configuration. The comparison with the
simulation show, that the confinement in large regions oft are notjct quite understood and have
to be explored. Also, a difference in the electron density and temperature profiles compared to
earlier measurement under similar conditions have to be clearified These problems are subject of
the ongoing investigations.
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TEMPERATURE RELAXATIONS DURING CURRENT DRIVE
EXPERIMENTS IN THE W7-AS STELLARATOR

R. Biichse, U. Gasparino, H. J. HartfuB, R. Jaenicke, A. Weller,
ECRH Group, W7-AS Team

Max-Planck—Institut fi‘ir Plasmaphysik, IPP-EURATOM—Association
D-85 748 Garching, Germany

Introduction The W7-AS stellarator has a low-shear vacuum magnetic field
configuration. However, internal currents such as the bootstrap current
change the rotational transform and shear. In order to keep the boundary
value of the rotational transform at its vacuum value the internal currents are
usually feedback cancelled by externally driven currents.
Contrasting this standard mode of operation we have used the current drive
capabilities at W7-AS, inductive (1CD) and electron cyclotron (ECCD)
current drive, for the extreme opposite purpose: The rotational transform
profile t(r) (t=l/q) has been changed such that low order rational surfaces
are introduced into the plasma and instabilities can occur. While previous
work along this line concentrated on tearing modes saturating at finite
amplitudes /1/, this paper deals with non-linearly unstable MHD modes. In
particular, small sawtooth oscillations and large m=2 temperature relaxations
are discussed. Sawteeth appear in plasmas with strong central ECCD and
correspondingly high values of the central iota and shear. The m=2
relaxations are mainly destabilised in discharges with 1CD.

Inductive and elegtrgn gyglgtmn guflgm drive Two methods of
current drive are available at W7-AS. The inductively driven current (1CD)
follows the resistivity profile of the plasma. Thus the current distribution is
rather broad. The 70 GHz ECRH system allows to drive a current in a
narrow region (typically FWHM=20m) close to the resonance position with
an efficiency depending on the launch angle of the waves (ECCD) /2/. The
radial coordinate of wave absorption can be varied to yield on— or off-axis
current drive. A current can be driven in the direction of the bootstrap
current (Co-CD) or in the opposite direction (Counter-CD). Due to their
strongly differing current density profiles the separate and the combined
application of both CD schemes allows to create a large variety of iota and
shear profiles and to investigate the impact on MHD stability.

Results on sawteeth Starting from vacuum values of the almost shearless
rotational transform around tzl/3, sawteeth were not destabilised with ICD
alone. This is due to the fact that the necessary condition for the generation of
sawteeth, t(0)>1 is not fulfilled even in the discharges with the largest plasma
currents (IpmaX=IBS+IOH=l9kA). The central current density jICD(0) is too
small. Destabilisation of sawteeth can, however, be achieved in experiments
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repetition time is ISTz3ms.
The central line—averaged soft X-ray intensity drops by about 10%. The
collapse is preceded by m=l precursor oscillations with a frequency of
lSkHz. The inversion radius rinvz3-4 cm is consistent with estimates of the
iota profile, which yield r1=3cm for the radius of the t=l~surface and a large
local shear at r1. The ECE signals show a collapse in the relativistically
down-shifted emission from central suprathemial electrons in the 30-50keV
energy range. It is in phase with the soft-X collapse.
The above scenario with a near-central, high-shear t=l-surface due to on-axis
ECCD has been taken as a starting point for systematic parameter variations
to investigate the impact on sawteeth. The main observations are:

- Co-ICD was added to the Co-ECCD (fig. lb). The transformer action
was feedback controlled to limit the total plasma current to the value
obtained in the discharges with 1CD only. However, only those
discharges which reached a constant transformer current and therefore
zero inductive current were sawtoothing. This somewhat surprising
result shows that the stability against sawteeth depends very sensitive on
details of the rotational transfomi. Since jICD(O)<<jECCD(O) and r1/a<<1
is true in all cases, the inductive current in the non-sawtoothing
discharges cannot change t(O) and the shear inside r1 significantly.

— If the inductive current is increased while the ECCD power is kept
constant, so that the total plasma current is Ip=l9.5 kA, the sawtooth
repetition time and the collapse amplitude decrease (fig 2b). This means
that the additional free energy of the added inductive current drives the
instability more unstable. For the reasons discussed above, this increase
in instability is unlikely to be explained by changes in the shear at r1.
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Due to the very high local shear at r1 in all cases with ECCD, the
inversion radius increases only very slightly by adding 1CD.

— If the ECCD-current is decreased by one third, which is probably not
sufficient to prevent the generation of a i=1-surface, sawteeth vanish.

- If the density is increased, the frequency of the precursors decreases.
- If the vacuum iota is increased from 0.28 to 0.37 while the total plasma

current is kept constant, the discharge with the higher iota value is
sawtoothing, while the other one is not. However, a t-=l-surface exists
probably in both cases. This is another hint that t=1 might not be a
sufficient condition for sawtoothing.

- If the radius of ECCD power absorption is increased by Argff(0)=1cm,
sawteeth vanish. It is not clear, if a i=1-surface exists in this case.

The results show that the destabilisation of small sawteeth in W7-AS is very
sensitive to minor changes of the current and the rotational transform profile.
Due to uncertainties in the evaluation of the ECCD driven current density
profile the existence of a +=1-surface in non-sawtoothing discharges cannot be
proved. However, there are some indications that the generation of a t=1-
surface might not be a sufficient condition for sawtoothing.

m=2 temperature relaxations In the above ECCD experiments, a rises
from t(a)z0.45 at the plasma boundary to t(a)>1 in the centre. Accordingly,
a tzl/Z-surface exists close to the boundary. In these plasmas m=2 modes are
generally found to be stable or to saturate at finite amplitude.
However, in 1CD experiments large m=2 temperature relaxations have been
destabilised. Fig 3 shows such an event in a discharge, in which the plasma
current has been ramped up to a flat top value of 16.5kA by co-ICD. Analysisof the soft X-ray data shows that the plasma undergoes successive collapses
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Fig. 3 Temporal evolution of the line integrated soft X-ray profile during a discharge with
co—ICD. A growing m=2 mode causes the temperature relaxation at t=0.5463 s. The phase
inversion of the mode can be clearly seen.

caused by a growing m=2 mode. The mode rotates in the electron
diamagnetic drift direction, the frequency is 1.6kHz. ECE-measurements
show the temperature drop to affect almost the whole plasma cross section.
The event is likely to be interpreted in terms of a tearing mode, where the
bootstrap current plays an important role for destabilisation.

gzgngluding remarks Ln standard net current-free operation the internal
currents in the W7-AS stellarator are generally too small to drive MHD
instabilities. The current drive experiments reported here are aimed at
investigating the physics of current driven instabilities by controlled changes
of the current and iota profile. For future experiments it is planned to go to
inductive currents large enough to introduce a tzl-surface without ECCD.
This will allow the investigation of sawteeth in plasmas with a smaller local
shear at the resonant surface. Interesting questions to answer will be, if the
local shear has a similar strong effect on sawtooth stability as in tokamaks /3/
and if stellarator sawteeth can play a role in impurity control.
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Abstract
A broadband heterodyne reflectometer, operating in the frequency range 75-110 GHz, is

used at W7-AS for the study of density fluctuations. The system allows for broadband
operation and permits unambiguous phase determination.

The result obtained with the WKB approximation is being compared with the one obtained
by solving the l—dim. full wave equation under the presence of density fluctuations. Both
results show a good agreement.

First experimental results reproduced the earlier findings of the former homodyne system
(1). Additional results on the radial distribution of density fluctuations have been obtained for
different plasma conditions and heating methods (ECRH and NBI). A phase drift due to
asymmetries in the spectrum has been observed, this effect is strongly dependent on the plasma
conditions and might be caused by plasma rotation. New experimental results have been
obtained during the H-mode transition observed in W7—AS plasmas. The density fluctuation
level decreases at the transition. This effect is more pronounced for the low frequency
components and in the region localised just inside the assumed separauix.

Introduction
Heterodyne systems permit unambiguous phase determination but are in general

narrowband. This heterodyne reflectometer (2) uses two free running backward wave
oscillators as signal and local sources, which can be swept over the whole frequency range. A
balanced detection with several downeonversion steps is used to have a large first intermediate
frequency (IF) bandwidth. The stability of the last IF (60 MHz) is provided by a quartz
oscillator and its low frequency allows for a narrow bandwidth (1 MHz), leading to a higher
S/N ratio. Due to the high dynamic range of the system the measurement is not affected by the
large amplitude oscillations, permitting a continuous tracking of the phase signal with a
minimum amount of lost fringes.

Results and discussion
A phase drift due to asymmetries in the spectrum around the last [F has been observed, its

magnitude and also its sign depend strongly on plasma parameters and radial position. This
makes fluctuation measurements below 5 kHz and profile reconstruction very difficult. The
radial dependence of the asymmetry is shown in Fig. 1, in which the deviation from the
symmetric case (mean frequency equals zero) is presented. The asymmetries in the spectra can
be caused by a Doppler shift due to plasma rotation, thus, the velocity shear layer location
(where the asymmetry Sign changes) can be observed.

In order to interpret properly the measured phase fluctuations as density fluctuations near
the cutoff layer location, the WKB approximation must be valid along the propagation path (3).
The result obtained with this approximation has been compared with the one obtained solving
the l-dim. full wave equation when density fluctuations are present. The estimated mean
wavelength of the fluctuations (considering kpp5<1) for W7-AS plasma conditions is greater
than 1.5 cm at the plasma edge and even longer in the plasma bulk. For such fluctuations both
results show good agreement. Fig. 2 shows the phase variations obtained with the WKB
approximation (broken line) and with the l-dim. full wave analytical solution (solid line) for a
fixed cutoff position (rc = 15.2 cm), when the perturbation location changes from 14 cm to 20
cm.

The radial distribution of the density fluctuations has been measured under different
plasma conditions. The relative density fluctuation level (Fig. 3) shows a continuous increase
from the plasma bulk (=2% in r/a=0.6) to the edge (215% in r/asl), while the mean frequency
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and the spectral width show a small change along the plasma radius (<u)> = 25 kHz and cm 2
50 kHz), for both ECRH and NBI-heated discharges.

As a consequence of the asymmetry in the spectra we can observe the velocity shear layer
location (where the asymmetry sign changes) and its influence on density fluctuations. In Fig. 4
the radial dependence of on is represented together with the asymmetry. 5n shows a maximum
where the asymmetry is larger and decreases toward the shear layer location.

H-mode results
New experimental results have been obtained during H~mode discharges (4). The

reflectometer was operated at different fixed frequencies during a series of reproducible
discharges. The corresponding radial positions have been obtained from Thomson profiles.

Fig. 5 shows the phase fluctuations, 5d), for a radial location of about 15 cm, and the Ha-
signal during the L- to H—mode transition. The phase fluctuations decrease by almost a factor of
three at the beginning of the Ha drop. The fluctuation spectra for the L and H phases are shown
in Fig. 6. Both, the amplitude and the shape of the fluctuation spectrum change at the H-
transition.

The density fluctuation level for different radial locations is shown in Fig. 7. The most
expressed drop in the fluctuation level, 5n/n, is observed around 15.5 cm, where 5n/n z 8% for
the L phase and 6n/n z 3% for the H phase. On the other hand, only a slight reduction is
observed for the outer radii. The change in the fluctuation level is more pronounced for the low
frequency components (see Fig. 6), thus the frequency spectrum broadens at the transition.
Fig. 8 displays the mean frequency of the spectra for the L and H phases. During the H phase
the mean frequency shows a maximum around 16 cm, probably due to a localised increase in
the rotation speed. In W7-AS the separatrix is located between 15 and 17 cm. This result is
consistent with the observations during H-mode discharges in DUI-D: a local increase in the
rotation speed appears just inside the separatrix (5).

During each ELM the fluctuations return to L—mode like conditions. The time evolution of
the phase fluctuation level and the mean frequency of the spectra, for the discharge considered in
Figs. 5 and 6, are shown in Fig. 9. The amplitude and shape of the spectra for the L-phase are
recovered during the ELM burst.

The changes in the Hut-signal and in the fluctuation level during the ELMs have been
analysed by crosscorrelation in order to obtain the time delay between them (Fig. 10). The
change in the fluctuation level appears before the change in the Ha-signal. It appears first at 16
cm and then it seems to propagate in both directions: inwards and outwards. When the
phenomenon reaches the external radial positions. the variation in the Ha appears approximately
0.2 ms after the initial change in the fluctuations. This result does not change when different
frequency ranges of the fluctuations are considered, indicating that the fluctuation level changes
simultaneously for all the frequencies (5-500 kHz). No coherent precursor has been clearly
observed.

Summary
— The reflectometer used at W7-AS is able to decouple phase and amplitude oscillations

allowing for the estimation of the density fluctuation levels.
Full wave l—dim. simulations show good agreement with the WKB approximation,

leading to a good spatial resolution of the measurement.
- A phase drift appears possibly due to rotating structures: shear layer is observed close to

the plasma edge.
- 5n/n increases from the plasma bulk (2% at r/a20.6) to the edge (15%) for both ECRH

and NET—heated discharges.
- Observations during the H-transition on W7-AS show a reduction in the fluctuation level

and a broadening of the spectrum which are consistent with a local increase of the plasma
rotation. The results have similar features to the H-mode behaviour observed in tokamaks.

The fluctuation variations precede the Ha variations. This result supports the hypothesis
that the drop in the transport associated with the H-mode is caused by a change in the fluctuation
characteristics.
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EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENT OF THREE-WAVE COUPLING IN
PLASMA EDGE FLUCTUATIONS IN ATF

T. Estrada, E. Sénchez. C. Hidalgo, B. Brafias, Ch. P. Ritz*
Asociacién EURATOM-CIEMAT, 28040 Madrid, Spain

T. Uckan, J. Harris
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tenessee 37931, USA

A. J. Wootton
Fusion Research Center. University of Texas, Austin, Texas 78712, USA

I. Introduction
Understanding the origin of the broad-band edge fluctuations remains as one of the key

issues confronting fusion research. Many theoretical models explain the broadband fluctuation
spectra on the basis of quadratically non-linear mechanisms (i.e. three-wave interactions) which
redistribute the energy supplied to the fluctuation spectrum by multiple instabilities present in
the edge plasma region [1]. However, no experimental evidence of considerable wave-wave
coupling of the broadband turbulence has been reported so far.

Whereas the standard linear spectral analysis (power spectrum) provides experimental
information on the amplitude and phase behaviour of the individual Fourier components and
about the transport induced by fluctuations [2,3], it does not give any information about the
coupling among different spectral components. The use of the bispectral analysis allows to
discriminate between waves spontaneously excited by the plasma and those generated by the
former by nonlinear coupling [3—6]. Non-linear mode coupling of low m modes has been
recently reported in the MST reversed field pinch [7] and TEXT tokamak [8].

11. Experimental

The bicoherency spectrum has been computed to study the strength of the three wave
coupling contributing to the characteristics of edge fluctuations in the Advanced Toroidal
Facility (ATF) (1:2, M=12 field period torsatron with R=2.1 m and a = 0.27 m). Edge
turbulence was studied using Langmuir probes and the experimental techniques described
elsewhere [9]. Edge fluctuations have been characterized by the Langmuir probe ion saturation
current, IS = nc (Te)m.

The experiments were performed in ECRH plasmas with heating power PECRH = 200
kW, average electron density 5.; = (4—6) X 1012 cm'3, stored energy SE= 1 kl, and magnetic
field B = 1 T. The signals were digitized at 1 MHZ, using a 10 bit, 16 kbyte/channel digitizer.
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Nonlinear analysis was done using several similar discharges to obtain more than 500
independent realizations.

The bicoherency is defined as
b2(f1,f2) = B(f1,f2)2/ <|Xf1Xf2I2> P(f)

where B(f1,f2) is the bispectrum defined as B(f1,f2)=<Xf1Xa*>, P(f) the auto-power

spectrum P(f)=<Xf*>, Xf is the Fourier transform of the time trace x(t) and < > means

ensemble averaging over many statistically similar realizations. The bicoherency measures the

fraction of the fluctuation power at frequency f which is phase correlated with the Spectral
components at frequency f1 and f2 obeying the summation rule f=fl+f2.

III. Results and discussion
Fig. la shows the integrated bicoherency b2(f) = X“ ‘f2b2(f1 ,fz). b2(f) for

measurements taken in the scrape-off layer region of the velocity shear layer (ashem-r = - 1 cm,

ashear being the location of the velocity shear layer [9]) and on the plasma bulk side of the shear

location (a -r = 4 cm). The corresponding frequency spectra are shown in fig. 1.b. Whereasshear
little quadratic interaction is found in the scrape-off layer region, three wave coupling is
enhanced in the plasma edge region (K a ). This coupling is very substantial in theshear
frequency range (50-200) kHz. Note, this is also the frequency range relevant for the

fluctuation induced transport [9]. As shown in Fig. 1b the shape of the frequency spectrum is

clearly modified in the range of frequencies where nonlinear mechanisms are relevant. This

suggests that either the neutral source and/or the externally imposed magnetic topology play a

key role in the turbulence process.
To further investigate the influence of the neutral source term on the nonlinear nature of

the turbulence a Neon puffing experiment has been done [10]. In this experiment the probe is
located at a fixed radial location (as-r = 2 cm, a being the location of the magnetic separatrix)

and the local electron temperature is changed by means of the gas puff. The influence of the

electron temperature on the strength of the nonlinear coupling is shown in fig. 2. With strong

injection of Neon impurities the edge temperature stays below 15 eV. The non-linear nature of

the fluctuations disappears (i.e. b2 tends to zero) when the electron temperature is in the range

where the rate coefficients for ionization become smaller (Te < 15 eV). The importance of three

wave coupling thus strongly decreases with increasing neutral source term.

The influence of the strength of the velocity shear layer in the nonlinear nature of the

fluctuations has also been studied. As shown in fig. 3, the strength of the velocity shear (due

to the presence of gradients in the radial electric field) can be changed in the range (0.5-

1.0)x105 5'1
observed in the level of nonlinear coupling with increasing dv/dr (i.e. changing the edge electric

, by changing the plasma conditions. No significant modifications have been

field in the range 5-15 V cm-l). Gradients in the electric field are not thus the key controlling

parameter in the three-wave non-linear coupling process.
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The present results Show that in the plasma region where the neutral source tertn is
important, the characteristics of the fluctuations are dominated by quasi-linear tenns. Under
these conditions, fluctuations can be described in terms of many independent oscillations with
frequencies in the range f< 100 kHz. On the contrary, in the region where the neutral
concentration becomes smaller, the characteristics of the fluctuations are dominated be nonlinear
contributions. The influence of neutrals on the nonlinear nature of the fluctuations could be
formally explained considering that the neutral source term directly and linearly modifies the
ionization term (7,- ne) in the electron continuity equation.

IV. Conclusions
The nonlinear nature of the broadband edge fluctuations has been established in edge

turbulence in the ATF torsatron. The degree of three wave coupling strongly depends on the
plasma conditions, decreasing when the neutral source term increases. It is insensitive to

electric field effects. These results provide a missing link between experimental observations of
plasma turbulence and most theoretical turbulence models describing the plasma edge.
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THE ELECTRON DRIFT DIAGNOSTIC IN THE CURVELINEAR
LOCKING ELEMENT OF DRAKON SYSTEM BY DRIFT SHIFT METHOD

S.F. Perelygin. V.M. Smirnov , I.V.Tsvetkov

Moscow Engineering Physics Institute, 115409, Moscow, Russia

V.A.Khrabrov

RSC "Kurchatov Institute", 123182, Moscow,Russia

The experimental investigation of equilibrium quality of
KREL (curvelinear locking element consisting of 1.5 periods

of 5—periods helical torus) has proved the vacuum electron
drift locking in the KREL magnetic configuration. The vali—
dity of the drift shift method used for measurement of the
electron drift in the KREL device was proved by calculations
results, which are shown in this paper. These results show
the validity of the drift shift method in sufficiently wide
range of variation of characteristic electron Larmour radius
and of start angle between the electron velocity and the
magnetic line.

The magnetic trap DRAKON consists of two stright parts
locked by two curvelinear elements (KREL) [1]. Plasma equilib—
rium in DRAKON is defined by the degree of Pfirsh—Shluter's

currents compensation within KREL. The locking of vacuum elec—
tron drift in KREL also is a measure of the equilibrium quali—
ty of KREL magnetic configuration. The equilibrium part of
geodesic KREL consists of 1.5 periods of the 5—period heliac
torus with the geometry axis — geodesic on the basic torus.
The experimental KREL unit [2, 3] consists of the 2 periods —
1.5 period plus two additional sections of 0.25 period at both
ends of helical solenoid in order to protect the magnetic
field configuration of equilibrium part from the edge distor—
tion. The solenoid consists of 40 coils. In the mathematical
computing model these coils are modelled by 40 thin current
coils. The magnetic field is calculated using the Bio~Savar's
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formula. The length of the KREL geodesis axis in the model is
177 cm (2 periods) and the thin coils (radius of 7.5 cm) are
regulary distributed along it; the major and minor radii of
the basic torus are 40 and 12 cm, that corresponds to the pa—
rameters of the experimental unit.

In the drift approximation, the electron vacuum drift ve~
locity vdr is directed against of binormal b to the magnetic
field B line with the curvature radius R:

2(Vdr = — bmcv oos28 + sin26/2)/(eBR) (1)
where —e, m, v - electron charge, mass and velocity, c —
light velocity and a e the angle between vectors v and B.
The drift D dependence on the magnetic line length I may be
found as:

F0

1
D(l) = f0(vdr/(vcos8))dl = — (mcv/e)f(f(e)b/(BH))dl ( )

where the function f(e):(cos(e) + cos—1(9))/2 is close to 1 at
O < B < w/é (f(O)=1, f(W/6)=1.01, f(t/4):1.06. f(%/3): 1.25).
It may be shown, that for e : w/é and re: mvc/(eB) « R :

D(1) = g<1>Jt’/I (3)

where re is a characteristic electron Larmour radius, I is a
solenoid current, E is an electron energy and g(l) — a cha—
racteristic drift function for the electron, starting approxi~
mately along the magnetic line:

1
3(1) = ~ (cIJEEVe)jO(b/(RB))d1 (4)

The integral in expression (4) taken from I = 0 (start of
electron) to l is being calculated along the start magnetic
line (the line the guiding larmour center start). The function
g(l) does not depend on I (because of the proportionality
B N I ) and on E . The expression (3) is equivalent to

D(1) = aD(1)JI7/(I((JI?/I)2—(Ji’/I)1)) (5)
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where 0D(l) — is a difference in the electron trace drift in

the cross—section of KREL at the length l for two combina—

tions of E and I : E : E1 , I = I1 and E = E2 , I = I2 .
The model calculations (performed using Runge—Kutt's method)

show, that the drift is proportional to the JEV/I that is,
to the typical value of the longetudinal larmour radius re
(Fig.1a, 1b). The maximum of D(l) is placed at the center of
KREL and has the value of Dm“ fire (as for theoretical model of
KREL, consisting of 3 half torus [4]). At the end of the equi—
librium part of KREL the drift is rather small,so, the quiding
larmour centre nearly returns to the start magnetic line. The
dependence on the start angle 60 in range 0 < eO< w/g is weak
(Fig.2), as predicted by expression (2). That is, the results
of the model calculations prove the analytic formula (5), ap—
plied to the calculations of the drift D(l) when the drift
shift aD(l) is measured in experiments [2,3] at 60 < w/g ,
re 5 0.1R conditions. Experimental dependences show good ag—
reement with calculated dependences within the experimental
error (Fig.3). .

Measurement of 8D(l) instead of D(l) simplifies signi—
ficantly the experimental detection of electron drift, because
of the drift shift method does not need any detection of the
the start magnetic line trace in l—cross—section.
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Fus. and Plasma Physics, Berlin, 1991, part II, 09, p.249

3. Perelygin S.F., Smirnov V.M. // Sov.J.Plasma Phis, 17,
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HOLLOW DENSITY PROFILE AND PARTICLE TRANSPORT OF ECH PLASMAS
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National Institute for Fusion Science, Nagoya 464—01, Japan

#Plasma Research Center, Nagoya University, Nagoya 464-01, Japan

3Department of Energy Conversion, Kyushu University, Kasuga Fukuoka 816, Japan

1. Introduction Transport enhancement due to helical ripples is the main problem for a

low-aspect—ratio helical system to survive as a magnetic fusion device. Optimization of the

magnetic configuration has been experimentally studied for neutral beam heated plasmas in the

Compact Helical System (CH8). A confinement regime compatible with the LHD scaling has

been obtained by shifting the magnetic axis inward with respect to the minor axis of the helical

windingsl). However a power balance analysis suggests that the improvement of plasma

parameters has mainly been achieved by the improvement of power deposition”). On the

other hand, electron density profiles become peaked with the inward shifted magnetic axis in

contrast to flattened profiles with the outward shifted one4). A question arises: Does the

magnetic structure really affect transport processes?

In order to answer this question, it is most suitable to examine ECH plasmas in a low

collisionality regime. In this paper we report some characteristics of the ECH plasmas in the

low—aspect-ratio device CH5 and discuss the effect of magnetic field ripples on transport

processes.

2. Hollow Density Profiles Hollow density profiles have usually been observed in ECH

ll
l
l
l

plasmas in helical devices. The hollowness, which is the ratio of the central density to the l

average density, depends on the magnetic configuration or the heating configuration as well as 1

on the devices. These variations of the density profiles seem to reflect the particle transport, l

which depends on the magnetic field ripples. CHS is the lowest aspectratio helical device i

(l/m : 2/8) in operation, which has a major radius R = I m and an average plasma radius of i

a = 02 m . Figure 1 shows Fourier components of the magnetic field ripples for two different ‘

positions of the magnetic axis R“. The position Rag = 0.95 m is the standard one for ECH,

where the magnetic field ripple on axis vanishes. The position Ra; = 1.01 m is the outward
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shifted one, where a magnetic well is formed

but the helical ripple is localized outside of the
torus as shown by the increased 1 : -1
(eps H—) component in Fig. 1, which
enhances transport. The loss cone for
helically trapped particles is also larger for the
latter case. Figure 2 shows the electron

density and temperature profiles for ECH
plasmas corresponding to those two magentic
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are superposed to 28 GHz fundamental
heating. Hollow density profiles are
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magneticaxis. The pressure profile is almost
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flat for the latter case. A similar experiment has been reported for the case of 28 GHz

fundamental ECH, where density hollowness is weaker and less dependent on the position of

the magnetic axisS). The difference seems to come from the number of energetic electrons, for

which second harmonic ECH has higher coupling. Dependence of the hollowness on the

position of the magnetic axis is examined by the single frequency 53 GHz second harmonic

ECH, and is plotted in Fig. 3 for various electron densities. In this figure the data points are

taken from single shot data with a central electron density by Thomson scattering and an

average density by an HCN laser interferometer. It clearly shows again that density hollowness

is stronger for the outward shifted magnetic axis.

3. Off-Axis Heating The role of energetic electrons in the tranport processes is also found

in case of the fundamental ECH. Figure 4 shows the electron density, temperature and kinetic

pressure profiles for 53 GHz fundamental off~axis heating. The magnetic field strength is

reduced so that the electron cyclotron resonance zone is located in the inside off—axis position

(high field side). Since the axis of drift surfaces for trapped particles is shifted inward, those

electrons heated at inside off—axis resonance zone can drift into the central region through small

angle scattering. In this case the density profile is not hollow and the pressure profile is slightly

peaked although there is no heating zone inside the half~p1asma radius. It indicates that there is

an energy transport associated with energetic electrons created at the off—axis resonance zone.

The reverse process seems to cause energy loss in the central region, which may be an obstacle

in getting a high temperature plasma. A similar result has also been observed for the case of 28

GHz off—axis ECH. These experimental results indicate that the drift motion of the electrons

whose energy is higher than the thermal electrons plays an important role in energy transport.
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4. Discussions Several models to explain the hollow density profiles have been proposed
for different devices. In the Wendelstein VH-AS stellarator density hollowness is very weak.
It is explained by the neoclassical thermodiffusive forcefi). In the Heliotron E it is observed that
the hollow density profile becomes deeper when the ECH power increases”. A model has
been proposed, in which deviation of drift orbits for perpendicularly heated electrons from the
magnetic surfaces is considered to cause pumping out of electrons from the heating zone8).
A two demensional potential profile in a low density, low temperature ECH plasmas has been
observed in the small torsatron device [MS. The potential profiles were compared to the hollow
density profiles observed in [MS and it was concluded that the hollow profiles were due to
convection9). It is also reported that a small amount of poloidal electric field asymmetry (~15
%) can cause severe convective loss in the bumpy torus EBTIO), which should have a strong
influence on the density profile.

The model based on the thermodiffusive force cannot be applied to the CH8 plasma,
because the temperature gradient is less for the stronger hollow density profile and the pressure
profile is almost flat. A loss process due to drift motion across the magnetic surfaces proposed
for the Heliotron E result seems more realistic for a low-aspect-ratio device like CHS.
However this process is not sufficient to explain the loss flux which is needed to make such
strong hollowness. In addition, the microwave power density is less for the outward shifted
magnetic axis due to broadened power deposition. Additional radial flux must be included to
sustain hollow density profiles. There is no clear model for this. Convective flow is one of the
candidates. Studies on the electric field effect and its control are necessary especially in
low-aspect—ratio devices.
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INTRODUCTION

CHS is a low-aspect-ratio heliotron/torsatron with a toroidal period number 8 (R=1.0 m,

21:02 m, B: S 2 T). In low-aspect—ratio torsatrons, because the loss cone region of the ripple-
trapped particles is considerably large, the confinement of high energy particles which have
nearly perpendicular pitch angles to the magnetic field is one of very important research issues,
both in neutral beam heating experiments and ICRF heating experiments. On the other hand,
loss of high energy ions contribute in the formation process of the electric field which is an
important part in confinement scenario for stellarators and tokamaks.

Two neutral beams are installed (E0 S 40 keV, Pinj S 1 MW, for each beam) in CHS.

One is in tangential direction to the torus (NBI-Z) while another is movable (NBI—l). It is
possible to make co— and counter— balanced injection or tangential and perpendicular combina-
tion injection experiments. In addition to the drift orbit losses of trapped particles, high energy
beams have other loss processes produced by the shift of beam orbits from the magnetic sur-
faces due to the toroidal drift which degrades the passing particle confinement. Because the
magnetic configuration of CHS which gives optimum confinement is inward shifted one (in
major radius direction), there is no room between the inboard side vacuum chamber wall and
the plasma boundary. As the beam ions injected in counter—direction (tangential to the torus)
have inward shifted orbits, the significant direct losses on the wall are expected. On the other
hand, co-injected ions are subject to the charge exchange energy loss outside of plasma bound—

ary (at outboard side of a torus). The experiments using three kinds of injection angle (co-,
counter- and perpendicular) give information to understand these processes.

TANGENTIAL BEAM HEATING

Because the shift of passing beam orbits is the order of pi/{, the tangential beam loss
should depends on the magnetic field strength. But more important effects of magnetic field
variation is the bulk plasma confinement. Figure 1 shows the global energy confinement time
of CHS plasma heated with single co-injection beam (NBI—Z) for the inward shifted configura-
tion with the vacuum magnetic axis position Rax = 92 cm. Such continuous scanning of the
magnetic field is possible with the ion Bernstein wave target plasma production using Nagoya
Type—III antenna [1]. The beam energy is 36 keV and the port—through injectin power is 490 ~
650 kW. The net input power varies 150 ~ 440 kW which mostly depends on the density.
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The dependence of the confine-
ment on the magnetic field is 8 2 El: 1%;
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tion power nearly at the same Fig. 1 Global confinement time for different
level. magnetic field stength

In the case of the inward
shifted configuration, the co—injection gives 5 to 15 % larger plasma energy than the counter-
injection, while, for the outward shifted configuration (Rax 2 98 cm), the counter~injection
gives better heating. Monte Carlo simulation using HELIOS gives the similar results of heating
efficiency for the co- and counter—injection in CHS. Larger charge exchange loss of co~injec-
tion beam than counter—injection in the outward shifted configuration is also confirmed by the
observation ofcharge exchange energy spectra of beam ions. The dependence of such differ—
ence between 00— and counter-injection on the magnetic field strength is unclear from the analy-
sis of present database.

Two tangential beam heating gives simple additive scaling of energy confinement. Fig. 2
shows time variation ofenergy confinement time and the ratio of measured confinement time to
the LHD scaling. At the time of double beam heating, the confinement time dropsjust as much
as the LHD scaling predicts for the power degradation. No special effect of balancing beams in
terms of the confinement is not found so far (either positively or negatively), while balancing
effect is clear both in the beam driven toroidal current and toroidal rotation measurement.

PERPEN DICULAR BEAM HEATING

The confinement of ripple trapped fast ions is studied using NBl-l as the additional
heating source with variable injection angle together with NBI~2 giving a high density target
plasma. The magnetic configuration used in this experiments is Rax = 92 cm which has the
loss cone region for perpendicular particles in r/a > 0.4 of the outboard side plasma. As the
injection angle is increased to nearly perpendicular, the incremental energy decreases and
finally no additional heating effect is observed in diamagnetic measurement for perpendicular
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injection. These results are consistent with the
HELIOS calculations [3].

It is shown by the orbit analysis that the
confinement of trapped ions can be improved by
controlling the magnetic field configuration espe—
cially by shifting the magnetic axis position. With
the inward shift of the magnetic axis, the deviation
of the orbits of trapped particles from the magnetic
surfaces becomes smaller. The improvement of
the confinement is observed experimentally both
in the energy spectrum of fast ions and the bulk
plasma energy.

For the perpendicular injection with Rax =
92 cm, the temperature profiles change little.
Nevertheless, the density profile changed with an
additional perpendicular beam injection while the
line density was kept constant as shown in Fig. 3
(b). In co- and counter— balanced injection case
(Fig. 3 (a)), the energy increase with an additional
injection was almost the same as the LHD scaling
prediction and the temperature increase is about
40 % keeping the similar profile. But the counter
beam injection to a co»injection target plasma
showed a change in density profile from a flat one
to a peaked one which is very similar to the per-
pendicular injection case.

The density profiles of CBS NBI discharges
are different depending on the position of magne-
tic axis. Inward shifted configuratin gives more
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Fig.2 Time variations of (a) density. (b)
diamagnetic energy and heating
power, (c) global confinement time,
(d) ratio of measured confinement
time to calculated one with the
LED scaling

peaked density profile than outward shifted case. The profile shape also depends on the densi-
ty itself and the rate of gas puffing. It becomes more peaked for low density and less gas puff-
ing case [4]. The density profiles in Fig. 3 were taken during the discharge with nearly cons—
tant gas puffing rate and line integrated density. The time difference between two measure-
ments are 30 msec (target profile is taken before NBl-l is injected) after 50 msec density rise
phase with NBI—Z. The possibility of gradually change of density profile (becoming more
peaked) after density n’se phase cannot be completely neglected.

ELECTRIC FIELD MEASUREMENTS

The electric field measured by TVCXS in CHS is negative for NBI heated plasma [5].
For inward shifted configurations, it is more negative for counter-injection than co-injection.
The passing beam ion loss due to the toroidal drift effect is possible explanation for this obser-
vation. If the amount of loss ions are only important for the formation of the elecuic field, the
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Fig. 3 Electron temperature and density profiles for combination beam heatings. In
the left case, countcr~ NBI-l is added to co- NBI-Z target plasma. In the right
case, perpendicular NBl-l is added to co- NBI-2.

radial electric field for the perpendicular injection should be more negative than that for counter

injection, since it is confirmed by both the model calculation and the observation of combina-
tion heating experiments that the loss of high energy beam ions is much larger for the perpendi—
cular injection than counter—injection. The comparison of electric field measurement was made
in the outer region of the plasma for the combination beam heating experiments (i) co- and
counter—injection and (ii) co— and perpendicular injection. The results Show only small change
in the electric field at outer region of the plasma.
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1. In r i n
The H-mode [1] is studied in many tokamaks because of the favourable

confinement properties. However, even fundamental phenomena of the H-mode such
as L-H transition and edge localized modes ( ELM ) are not yet fully understood. It is
significant to investigate whether or not the H-mode like transition can be achieved in
other toroidal magnetic configurations as well as tokamaks with both magnetic shear
and well. Fiecently, the H-mode like transition is observed in two different types of
toroidal configurations, that is, in the WVll-AS modular stellarator[2] and the CH8
heliotron/torsatron[3]. The former is a low-magnetic shear configuration with magnetic
well. On the other hand, the latter is a medium-shearconfiguration where magnetic hill
always exists near the plasma edge region. Note that in the former configuration
plasma stored energy and Her-light intensity are changed dramatically like a transition
around particular rotational transform near the edge such as at x(a)=1/2 or 1/3 [4]. The
latter configuration is advantageous to test the effect of rotational transform profile on
the H-mode transition, because of no above mentioned peculiar configuraticnal effect.
In CHS, the H-mode like transition is triggered by the control of rotational transform
profile with a small ohmic heating (OH- ) current. This experiment is motivated by
limiter H-mode study in the JIPP T-IIU tokamak [5].

2. Experimental Results
In hydrogen plasmas heated by co-injected NBI, an OH-current is generated by

a swing of poloidal-field-coil currents to increase the external rotational transform. In
this experiment NBI power through a port is 600-900 kW with beam energy of 32-36
keV, and ohmic heating power is less than ~ 40 kW. Particle recycling is monitored by
f1-channel poloidal Hon—fan array and by single~channel Ha—detector at 8 toroidal
locations.
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Figure 1 shows time evolution of H-mode like discharge, where a net plasma
current rises up to lp~16 kA by the OH—field and toroidal magnetic field is Bt=0.94 T.
The rotational transform at the last closed flux surface ( LCFS ) is ~0.9 in the vacuum
field , and is increased by the OH-current by ~O.11. in this discharge sum of beam-
driven and bootstrap currents is estimated to be less than 3 kA. where NBI power and
beam energy are ~800 kW and 32 keV, respectively. The so-called L-H transition
occurs at t~96 ms and the back transition ( H-L transition ) at t~166 ms. Just after the
transition, electron density fie rises continuously, reducing Hon-light on the condition of
constant gas puff rate. Total radiation power slightly decreases just after the transition
and then increases continuously. Third-harmonic electron-cyclotron emission ( ECE )
from the plasma center gradually increases after the transition. In the discharge
similar to Fig.1 ( but lp~27 kA ), radial profiles of electron temperature ( Te ) and
electron density ( ne ) before ( t=80 ms) and after the transition (t=120 ms ) are
shown in Fig.2, where the plasma center is R~93~94 cm. After the transition ne-profile
is dramatically changed from a parabolic profile to a flat or even hollow profile, and
electron temperature is raised preferentially near the plasma edge. These profiles
clearly indicate the formation of edge transport barrier having steep gradients, which is
very similar to tokamak H-modes. Edge pedestal appears also in Ti-profile (83-100
ms) across the transition ( Fig.3(a) ). As shown in Fig.3(b), just after the transition,
poloidal rotation is increased in electron-diamagneticdrift direction only near the edge,
which is similar to that in tokamak H-modes. However, the rotation evolves from
sheared rotation to "solid rotation" in the course of the density-rise phase. The
increase in ve-Bq, is comparable to that observed in other discharge conditions of OHS,
i.e., tangential NBI [6], perpendicular NBI[7] and "reheat"-mode triggered with forcedly
reduced gas puffing[8]. The ELM-like spike is sometimes observed in Her—lights and Li-
beam-probe signals during the density rise phase. The ELM-like spike ceases the
continuous density-rise, exhibiting a small dip in fie. ELM activities observed in this
experiment are thought to be related to {=1 surface located near the plasma edge in
contrast with tokamaks. Afterthe transition, incoherent part of poloidal magnetic
fluctuations ( f > 20 kHz ) detected by magnetic probes is suppressed by more than a
factor of 5, compared with that just before the transition.

We have studied the relationship between this H-mode like transition and a
required plasma current at different toroidal magnetic fields, changing the OH-current.
The transition defined by a large change in the density rise rate is triggered at lp = 13 —
23 kA for Bi = 0.94 T, and 25 - 29 kA for Bt = 1.56 T. For both toroidal magnetic fields,
the transition occurs at the almost same increment of edge rotational transform by Ip (
i.e., Az(a) ~ 0.1 ). Existence of the threshold in lp suggests that the control of
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magnetic field structure near the edge is most essential fortriggering the H~mode like
transition in the CH8 heliotron/torsatron.

In the H-mode like discharge, the magnetic axis is slightly shifted outward from
R~ 91 cm to ~94 cm during the discharge. In CHS, density profile tends to become flat
or hollow even in NBI heating when a magnetic axis is outward shifted more than R ~
95 cm. However, no H-mode like transition is observed in a discharge shifted outward
by controlling vertical field without induction of OH-current.

We
The H-mode like transition is discovered in the CH8 heliotron/torsatron by the

control of rotational transform profile with OH-current. Observed phenomena are very
similar to tokamak H-modes except that the depression of Ha is not significant and the
increase in poloidal rotation is comparable to those in other discharge conditions in
CHS. In a future helical device, the H-mode like discharge may be obtained also with
non inductively driven currents such as bootstrap current or NBI/RF driven current.
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Introduction
There are generally two stable states in the stellarator plasmas which are called the

ion and the electron roots[1]. In a stellarator reactor, it is an important scenario to attain
the electron root with higher energy confinement time through heating electrons in the
startup phase[2]. In Heliotron—E device, the radial electric field at r:0.7—0.9a is found to
be positive (the electron root) for the low density pla.sma(ne <1 X 1013cm‘3), and negative
(the ion root) for the high density plasma(ne >2 X 1013cm"3)[3]. In Wendelstein VII—A
stellarator, the observed electric field in the plasma with electron cyclotron heating(ECH)
(ne~5 X 1013 cm‘a) is consistent with a theoretical prediction[4]. In CHS, the observed
radial electric field is negative in the typical neutral beam(NB) heated plasmas[5]. The
electric field becomes more negative near the plasma edge for the higher electron density.

It is generally observed that ECH has an effect of density pump—out both in toka—
maks[6] and stellarators[7,8]. In CHS, it is observed that the particle confinement be—
comes worse in the plasma with second harmonic ECH at low field side resonance than at
high field side one[9]. One of the candidates for the mechanism of the density pump-out
is the outward flux due to the poor confinement of perpendicularly accelerated electrons
by ECH[10]. In this paper, we present the bifurcation of the radial electric field from
negative to positive value triggered by enhancing the electron particle flux with ECH.

Experimental setup and results
The second harmonic ECH is carried out with the 53.2GHz gyrotron of the maximum

pulse width of 100ms. Here, the more than 60 % of the injection power is focused into a.
beam with a 2.5cm 1/e spot size on the mid-plane of OHS vacuum vessel with a desired
extraordinary mode[9]. The neutral beam is tangentially injected to sustain the plasmas
and to utilize a charge exchange spectroscopy(CXS). Poloidal rotation and ion tempera—
ture are measured with CXS with a time resolution Atc = 16.7ms. The radial electric
field is evaluated from the observed poloidal rotation and the ion pressure gradient us-
ing a radial momentum balance equation for a fully ionized carbon. In the momentum
balance equation, a. toroidal rotation has a little contribution to the radial electric field,
because the toroidal rotation damps due to a viscous damping force caused by the helical
ripple[11]. The second harmonic ECH is superposed to an NB heated target plasma in
Order to enhance the electron particle flux. The density in the NB heated target plasma
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is controlled to stay below the cut-off density. The focus point of ECH is located at p=0.5
in the low field side region, where p is a normalized radius. A line-averaged electron
density decreases with the superposition of ECH. The enhanced electron flux is controlled
by changing the ECH injection power(PECH=85,105 and 140kW). Figure 1 shows radial
profiles of electron density nc(p) measured with Thomson scattering(TS) and poloidal
rotation velocity Ug(p) measured with CXS at 15ms after the ECH is turned on for the
plasmas with Peon = 85 and 140kW. The experiments for the plasmas with 1313;03:85,
105 and 140kW are carried out for the target plasma with a fixed density. As a reference
plasma, we choose the plasma such that the line—averaged density is adjusted to be as low
as those for the plasma with PECH=14OkW to eliminate the density dependence of the
radial electric field. Radial profiles nc(p) and 09(p) for the reference plasma, and n,(p)
for the target plasma are also shown in Fig.1. The plasma with PECH=105 and 140kW

rotates in the ion-diamagnetic direction, while the small rotation velocity is observed for
the target plasma, the reference plasma and that with PECH=85kW.

a (b)
2.0 I I 1 I ( ) 10 , I . .

A 1 6 O referenceD PECH=85kW 8 -
6') . '—IE target L}. PECH=14OK p 6

1 .2 — é .. 'm 4
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C _ >m 0
:0 0.4 — _ 2

0.0 - 4 1 ' ' '
00020.4 060810 0.00204 0.60810

Fig.1 : Radial profiles of (a) electron density and (b)poloida.l rotation velocity.

Figure 2 (a) shows time evolutions of the line—averaged densities for the target plasma ;
fie‘“(t), the reference plasma n’e‘flt) and the plasma superposed by BOB ficftl- The L
profile of the enhanced particle flux Fgcgm) is deduced from the continuous equation L
using the density decay 6ne(p,to)/6t after the ECH is turned on(t = to), t

I 1map) = ; frWam (1)
anelputol : Afic<°°> ne(pitl)_n:fl(Pit1) (2)

8t Tn] fieal) _ fic‘aral) .

Here, né“(p,tl) and ne(p,t1) are the electron density profiles measured with TS(t = t1)

Particle flux enhanced with ECH

for the target plasma and the plasma superposed by BOB, respectively. Armed/73.1 is
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given by the fitting of Afle(t)[E flab!) — fi¢‘3'(t)] as Afle(oo)[ 1—exp[—(t —to)/-r,,1]]. Since
the gas puffing rates are adjusted as same both for the target plasma and the plasma
superposed by ECH, the difference of the source term AS(p,t)[E S(p,t) — Sm(p,t)] is
neglected. The evaluated profiles Facet/7) are shown in Fig.2(b) for the plasmas with
PECH=85 and 140kW. The error bars in Fig.2(b) come from the fitted Afic(00) and 7—,,1.
Figure 2(b) shows also the profile of the neoclassical flux I‘Nc(p) for the target plasma,
which is estimated from the connection formula for neoclassical transport that covers the
whole collisionality regime [ Eqs.(6)~(11) in Ref.12 ].

(a) b)15 . . 4 . . . . (s? .c‘ 3 _ FECH(85kW)
E «in r3501040l _5? E 2 _ 4-1 _
'O' 3 1 _ /l/’ 'V o NC1:.» 1- 0 ----- 1/. 1" (target)

E
. I I l I

70 80 90 100 00 02 0.4 05 08 10t (ms)

Fig.2 : Time evolutions of (a) line—averaged electron densities of the target plasma fie'“(t),
the reference plasma fle'°f(t) and the plasma superposed by ECH moi), (b) Radial profiles
of enhanced fluxes FECH for the plasmas with PECH=85 and 140kW, and a neoclassical
flux FNC for the target plasma.

Radial electric field
Figure 3 shows the observed radial electric field profiles for the reference plasma and

that with PECH=140kW. The large positive electric field is observed near the plasma.
edge for the plasma with PECH=140kW(~44V cm‘1 at p=0.82). Theoretically, the radial
electric field is evaluated from an ambipolarity equation, Filo + TECH = FiNC. Here,
we assume that ECH enhances only electron particle flux, not ion particle flux. The
profile of the calculated electric field shown in Fig.3 is not in agreement with that of the
observed electric field for the plasma with PECH=140kWI The calculated electric field is
more positive at the plasma edge(p >03), and is more negative at the core region than
the observed electric field. The ambipolarity equation may contain multiple solutions
and causes the discontinuities in the electric field profile, because it is given on the each
magnetic surface. If the transition of the radial electric field occurs in outer region,
the electric field diifuses into the inner region under the influence of the perpendicular
Viscosity. Therefore, the theoretically evaluated electric field should become more smooth
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radial profile such as that of the observed electric field by taldng the diffusion process of
the electric field into consideration. To explain the bifurcation phenomena qualitatively,
we restrict our results to the electric field at ,0 =0.82. It is theoretically predicted that the
electric field at p=0.82 for the plasma with PECH=85kW is still negative. If the additional
electron loss flux Peon is small, the ambipolarity constraint does not aflect much the radial

electric field. However, if Peon is increased and becomes large enough to have multiple
solutions, the bifurcation occurs. The observed bifurcation is qualitatively explained by
the theoretical model based on the ambipolarity equation.

120 , , ,

Fig.3: Radial electric field profiles.
Open and closed circles show observed

- 4 0
reference radial electric fields. Broken and solid

_ 8 0 l I I I .0-0 0'2 0‘4 0.6 0.8 1.0 curves show calculatedones
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1. Introduction
A currentless plasma has been produced and heated by lOGGHz second harmonic

X-mode electron cyclotron heating(ECH). The focussed Gaussian beam was launched

from the top of the HeliotroniE device. We have two features for our 106GHZ ECH.

One is that we can extend the plasma density toward the higher cut—off density 7.0

x1019m‘3, which is twice as much as that by 53GHZ fundamental heating. The other
is that the power deposition can be localized in the plasma central region because of

the effective absorption of the X—mode in the first pass and the well—focusing. In this

paper, the breakdown phenomena will be discussed, and the unique state obtained

by 106GHz ECH will be shown.

2. Breakdown
The output mode TE”; from a gyrotron is converted into the Gaussian beam,

transmitted in the HE” mode, then focussed and launched from the top of the torus

[1], which corresponds to the low field side injection in heliotron configurations. For

experiment reported here, the RF power was 200kW at the injection port. From

measurement results of the radiation pattern, it is confirmed that the 1/e beam

(power) radii are 2cm(poloidal) X 3cm(toroidal) at the magnetic axis in the free

space, which are small comprared to the average minor radius of the last closed

magnetic surface (a ~ 20cm).
The breakdown by the second harmonic frequency is quite different from that by

the fundamental one. Figure 1 shows the time evolution of the electron line density

profile which was measured with far infrared interferometer. At the 106GHZ second
harmonic frequency, the breakdown occurred near the magnetic axis, then expanded
to the peripheral region On the other hand, at the 53GHz fundamental frequency,

the edge density rose up as soon as the breakdown started. The time delay of the
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edge density rise was also observed at the 5.3GHz second harmonic O- and/or TEO2
modes. Therefore, this type of density build—up seems to be a common phenomenon
in the second harmonic breakdown. The time evolution was most delayed in the
IOGGHZ case. It took llmsec to reach the stationary state, which was about three
times as much as the 53GHz fundamental heating case. Furthermore, the electron
density profile was a little peaked, and the density was reached twice at the same gas
puffing conditions.
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Fig.1 Time evolution of the line electron density profile at the
breakdown (a) by 106GH; 2nd harmornic X—made ECH and {la}
by 53GHz fundamental O-mode ECH.

Tire nonlinear interaction of a cold electron with the wave plays a key role in
the second harmonic EC breakdown [2]. The nonlinear interaction is very large if
the electron is trapped near resonance in a saddle point of the magnetic field. The
resonance layer must be tuned in the central region so that the accelated electron
can be well confined. This may be the reason why the breakdown firstly occurs in
the central region.

At 3,, : 1.90T, the resonance layer for the 106GHz ECH has an X-type cofigura—
tion and crosses the magnetic axis, but the breakdown did not occur at 8;, g 180T.
The best condition for the breakdown was B], = 1.96T. This upshift may be due
to the relativistic effect on resonance frequency (w = [0/7, w is the wave frequency,
(2 : eB/meo, and 'y = 1/\/1 — ’Uz/Cz). The upshift to 1.96T corresponds to the elec—
tron energy ~ 26keV. Unfortunately, the maximum magnetic field in Heliotron—E is
1.96T, so that it is not clear whether this field strength is actually optimal or not.
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3. Improvement of particle confinement
After the production of the plasma by 53GHz ECH, the 106GHz power was in—

jected. Figure 2 shows the time history of the ECH discharge. The limiter is slightly

inserted (TL/f1 = 0.96). In the after—glow phase of 53GHZ ECH, the limiter current

and the floating potential went down to zero, and the ion saturation current and

Ha emission leveled down by half, where the floating potential and the ion satura-

tion current were measured at the diverter region. These signals were kept low even
when the 106GHz power was injected in the after-glow phase. Figure 3 shows the

increase of the central line density during the 106GHz ECH. The central density was

increased by up to 20%. These results suggest that the outflux is drastically reduced
and the particle confinement is improved. This state was maintained until the density
clamping (pumping out) occurred.

”57557 Fig.2 Time history of ECH discharge,
0'5 : l I l ' i 1 l l ' 3 The 200kW106GHz power was injected

E i 3 after plasma production by 53GHZ
: ne[(10‘§cm‘7) : ECH

0 7 - .
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0 53cm 106cm: 50 Fig.3 Dependence of density increase

Time (mace) during 106GH2 ECH phase on average
density.

The electron temperature profile was measured with Thomson scattering sys—

tern. During the improve state, the Te profile was very peaked (Te(r/a : 0] ~
1.3keV,Tc(1‘/a = 0.7) ~ lUOeV). The Langmuir probe measurement also showed

that the edge temperature was quite low ~ 106V even inside the limiter. When the
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density clamping occurred, the T‘,3 profile became parabolic which was similar to that
by the 53GHZ fundamental heating, and the edge T5 was about 50eV near the limiter.
The mechnism of the transition from the peaked profile to the parabolic one is not
clear. This is left for the future.

Once the clamping occurred in the target plasma, it was impossible to get the
improved state. Therefore, there are some critical conditions for entering into this
state; the target plasma density must be higher than a critic] value n"a ~ 0.7 x
1013cm‘3 as shown in Fig.3, and the 53GHz power must be below ZOOkW. Though
the limiter was slightly inserted, we could also obtain this state without the limiter,

The pellet injection was effective for keeping up this state. The central density
went up twice , and the density clamping did not occur during the 106GHZ ECH (N
QOmsec). The limiter biasing was also effective. The limiter was inserted into the
plasma (TL/a ~ 0.96), and biased all through the discharge. The density clamping
was suppressed by the negative biasing (-300V) and the improved state was main-
tained more 5msec.

4. Summary
The RF breakdown phenomena were investigated at the 106GHz sencond har—

monic eode. The breakdown by the second harmonic frequency was quite different
from that by the fundamental one. The time delay of the density rise was observed,
which may be related to the nonlinear interaction of the cold electron with the wave.
The improvement of the particle confinement was also observed. The outflux to
the divertor region was drastically reduced and the electron temperature profile was
peaked. This phenomena is transient and terminates once the density clamping oc-
curs. The reason lor obtaining the improved state may be that the launched power
is well focussed and absorped in the first pass.
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1. Introduction:
Collisionless fast ion behaviour plays an important role in understanding the heating efficiency
1],, of neutral beam injection (NBI) into stellarators. Both, the magnetic field configuration as
well as the beam injection geometry, which mainly determine the fast ion confinement, are
quite different in W7—X, W7-AS, and its predecessor W7—A (Table 1).
The influence of an assumed radial electric field E,ad on Tlh was previously studied for W7-A
/1,2/ and W7-AS /3/. Simulations for the nearly perpendicular injection into W7-A (lfilinj<0.l
with pitch C=v”/v) yielded a significant enhancement of the heating efficiency, if a radial electric
field effect is taken into account reducing the orbit losses. On the other hand, for W7—AS with
its parallel injection (Mm->07) a good heating efficiency is obtained even without an Emd and
therefore with a much smaller effect of Emd on nh. For technical reasons the injection angle for
the proposed W7—X /4/ is located in an intermediate region (Iclinj=0.4-O.8). W7-X was also
optimised with respect to good (rt-particle confinement at finite B. Collisionless a-panicle
confinement was studied in /5/. Thus the investigation of Emd and finite— B effects on the NBI
heating efficiency are of interest.
The 3—dimensional computer code FAFNER simulates the injection of fast neutral particles into
a toroidal plasma and the paths of the resulting ions. The global efficiency, the losses (i.e.
shine through, charge exchange, and orbit losses), the birth profile and the heating profile can
be calculated for actual discharges. The field configuration, calculated with a MHD code, the
measured density and temperature profiles, as well as the beam parameters are taken as input
parameters. The applied version of this Monte Carlo code treats the guiding centre part in
magnetic coordinates (toroidal magnetic flux ‘1’, toroidal and poloidal angle t1) and 9,
respectively /6/). The use of these coordinates has several advantages, mainly the separation of
the slow motion across the field lines from the fast motion along the field lines and the natural
representation of quantities which are constant on magnetic surfaces (e.g., the electric
potential, densities, and temperatures).

2. Collisionless fast ion confinement
Loss cone in v-spacesThe following convention for the terms ‘co‘ and ‘counter’ is chosen here:
‘co’ is associated with an increasing rotational transform due to the circulating ion current. Thus
for the left-handed W7—A, W7-A, and W7—AS the codirection coincides with v,,;=;r§/B<o .
For simplicity the electric potential was assumed to be V0?) 2 V0 (1 — (‘W‘Pbml where vb
specifies the outermost flux surface.
A useful method to study the influence of V0 on collisionless orbits is to determine the loss
cone in (a vi) velocity space. It shows the velocity space position where orbit losses occur.
For W7-A and W7—AS trapped particles are lost at the counter-side of the v“=0 axis for V0=O,
whereas for W7—X the loss cone is nearly symmetric with respect to this axis. A negative V0
shifts the the loss region towards the positive VII-direction for W7-A and W7-AS (Fig 1). But
for W7—X no such shifting occurs - the loss region remains symmetric. Additionally with finite
B the loss cone becomes smaller and ions are better confined.
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Fig 1: Loss cone of collisionlcss ions with an electric potential V0 at starting position
a) W7-A: R=R0+0.5f/a (from /l/)

b-d) W7—AS and W7»A: R=R0+0.4?/a in the triangular plane.

Constant—J I contours: In the optimised W7—X the minimum B—value Bmin(0) in the 12:0 plane
(corresponding to the indented cross section) is larger than Bmax(360) in the tb=360 plane

(corresponding to the trian ular cross section). Therefore particles starting in (9:360 at a point
with B=BS and ICI< V l~B s/Bmin(0) are reflected within one field period (moderately-deeply
trapped). Particles starting with a sufficient small lcl near a true minimum of B are called deeply
trapped. The good collisionless confinement of trapped particles can be understood by
studying constant—J“ contours (JH=lv”dt is the second adiabatic invariant). Contours ending at
the plasma boundary characterises the corresponding particle as lost. Both deeply trapped
particles (Figs 2a-c) as well as moderately—deeply trapped particles (Figs 2d-f) form maximum
poloidally closed Jn contours at <B>=5%. Poloidally closed J H contours do not occur in W7—AS
due to a different B-field configuration.
Fig 2: Constant-J“
contours in the
(V‘l‘l‘i‘ . 8) plane for

W7-X with <fl>=0%,
2.5%, and 5% (from left
to right). The reflection
value BI is a constant

a-C) B,:Bmax(ct>=36°),
which defines particles
starting near the true
minimum of B as
deeply lrapped and

d-e) B,=Bmm(<1>=0°)
defining the parLicles as
moderately—deeply
Imped-
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Passing pagficles; Passing particles can be lost due to the shift of the drift orbit with respect to
flux surface. For W7-X this shift is much smaller than for W7-AS as shown in Fig 3. Also the
influence of an Eran on the drift orbit is negligible in W7-X.
Fig 3: Collisionless fast
ion orbits of particles
for W7-AS and W7-X
with energy E0 and the

following initial values:
a) and c) W7-AS:
(130:00, 80:1800, and
pitch Cinj=i0~7
b) and d) W7-X:
(30:360. 80:1800. and
i=:0.05 what is the
most pessimistic case
for a passing particle
(barely passing particle).
‘x‘ marks the staning
position and ‘+‘ (‘-’)
corresponds to the
counter- (co-) direction.
a and b) Projection onto
the (‘J‘l’l‘l’ , 8) plane

(Boozer coordinates).
c) and d) Poincare plots

at ¢=00, 18°, and 36° in
real space coordinates for
particles starting at
\i‘l’l‘l‘b =O.75.
Bold lines indicate the
corresponding flux
surfaces.

3. Heating efficiency
As known from measurements in W7—A and W7-AS, a positive potential can generally be
excluded in the confinement region - nevertheless these results are presented for completeness .
Charge exchange losses and shine through losses (W7-A: 40%, W7—AS: 1%, and W7—X: 13%
for the chosen examples as described in Table 1) which are nearly independent of an electric
field are not discussed here.
W7-A: Simulations with the ODIN code yielded a significant enhancement of the heating
efficiency for co- and counter-injection due to an electrical field/l ,2/ (see Fig 4a). The loss
cone of the injected particles with their small pitch (Kim-<01) is shifted into an uncritical region
if an Em is taken into account (see also Fig 1a).
W7-AS: Although the loss cone behaviour is similar to that in W7—A (compare Fig 1a and 1b)
Tlh behaves quite different (compare Fig 421 and 4b). All injected particles are passing particles.
The loss cone can be reached only by slowing down and pitch angle scattering. This explains
why the heating efficiency is nearly independent of V0 for co-injection (orbit losses: 6%) and
decreases for counter‘injection with V0 (orbit losses: 36% —> 25%). At half field operation the
same electric field has of course a much stronger influence on ”It (see /3/).
W Z-X; Because of an intermediate pitch not all ions are passing particles. But the confinement
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of trapped particles is very good even at <B>:0% due to the optimised B-field configuration
(see Figs 1-3). Thus independent of an assumed electric field and independent of the chosen
field configuration characterised by [3 orbit losses are very small (<2%) and 71h is high (Fig 4c).
The independence of the heating efficiency of [l is not inconsistent with the calculated
significant improvement of collisionless (It—particle confinement with increasing [3 /5/. This
difference arises from the different chosen samples of particles. In /5/ of course particles start
with random values in 8, d), and C, whereas injected neutrals are ionised in a small d> - Cregion
near the high—field cross section for the considered W7-X beam geometry.
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Fig 4: Heating efficiency as function of the elecu-ic potential for the three stellarators

Table 1: List of parameters used for NBI simulations into stellarators W7-A, W7-AS, and
W7-X

W7—A W7-AS W7-X

Major radius R0 [m] 2 2 5.5
Minor radius a [m] 0.1 0.2 0.52
Magnetic field strength B0 [T] 3.2 2.5 2.5
Rotational transform L(O) 0.5 0.39 0.82

Injection energy E0 [keV] 27 45 55
Pitch Iclinj <0.1 >0.7 0.4 - 0.8
Power ratio 701 :70) : 7(3) 0.52:0.23:0.25 0.42:0.34;0.24 0.72:0.20:0.08

e’ density n6 (0) [1020m-3] 0.76 2.44 1.5
e' temperature Tc (0) [keV] 0.34 0.31 2.5
Ion temperature Ti (0) [keV] 0.46 0.31 2.5
Effective charge Zefi l 1 1
Exponents of V(‘¥) (k,l) (1,1) (2,2) (2.2)
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1. Introduction
The boundary of W7-AS for a 2' 1/3 is defined by the contact with two up-down
limiters. Smooth flux surfaces extend deep into the SOL, and the limiters map into
large-size flux bundles of homogeneous connection lengths. For this topology, a radial
1D transport model has been developed and used to derive radial profiles and density
scaling of the diffusion coefficient in the limiter dominated SOL [1,2 ]. At «a 2 0.5, the
boundary topology is totally different and exibits open, divertor-like field structures
which are responsible for highly non-homogeneous recycling and wall load distributions
[3 ]. A comprehensive understanding of the plasma transport and recycling in this
region is needed, for example, to optimize passive and active methods of particle and
impurity control, to clarify the efi'ects of the boundary conditions on the main plasma
performance and to explore the divertor potential of W7—AS. Evaluation and correlation
of local experimental data are more difficult in this open topology, as it cannot be
parametrized by standard magnetic coordinates.

2. Modelling open magnetic surfaces outside the LCMS

The Poincare plots without and with a very small cross field diffusion(D = 4- 102cm2/s,
v” = 3- 107cm/s) are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 for a typical separatrix-dominated W VII-
AS configuration at {(a) = 0.52 . A radial sequence of three topologically different
zones can be distinguished in Fig. 1:
a) central region with closed flux surfaces bounded by the LMCS,
b) an intermediate region including the ,e = 10/19 island chain,
0) strongly diverted open field structures (”island region” and ”private region”) beyond
the separatrix of the main a = 5/9 ”natural” resonance.
Plasma confinement beyond the LCMS is not likely to be affected by the 10/19 island
chain, as the associated radial component of the parallel transport is generally much
smaller than the cross field transport. In the open zone outside the X—point the
diffusion plots (Fig. 2) show regular patterns which suggest a laminar parallel motion
of the outfiowing plasma.
This indicates that a radial ordering of the field structures, as needed both for
correlating local measurements and for modelling plasma transport, should be feasible.
By using the intersection points of a field line with a symmetry plane, smooth, field
line spannedsurfaces are obtained outside the LCMS by using the following procedure.

The distance between two subsequent intersection points is a measure of the poloidal
progression A of a field line after a poloidal turn, i.e. after m toroidal field periods
(a = 5/m). By mapping along the torus a poloidal line element (PLE) connecting the
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two points a field line ribbon is obtained, which intersects the symmetry planes at
m distinct poloidal positions. In the case of a closed magnetic surface, these ribbon
branches overlap each other after a number of poloidal turns depending on A. The
overlapping constrain makes the PLE Luiique. In the case of open field structures,
however, the'branches do not overlap and the PLE has a certain degree of arbitrariness.
The ordering quantity we adopted to obtain unique surfaces from the given intersection
points is the poloidal connection length, L , which is the characteristic field line length
associated with A. The variation of L is smooth along both the radial coordinate and
the PLE. Stellarator symmetry and flux conservation imply that L1) is a symmetric
function of 1/) — 1/2, Lp(z/)) = Lp(1 — 21;), where 1/) is the normalized flux enclosed by
two adjacent PLE and is used as poloidal coordinate (Fig. 3). Furthermore, at dz = 0
both LP and BLp/Bz are known. Within these constrains, LP is chosen as smooth
interpolation between the LCMS and the separatrix of the 5/m resonance. In the
open regions, the L are smoothly extrapolated from the limiting values along the
separatrix. This procedure can be seen as a coordinate transformation R,z H Refill,
where R0 is 'the label of the surfaces. The resulting surfaces are not dependent on
material structures or transport coefficients.

A sequence of open magnetic surfaces obtained in the ”private region” with the
described method is shown in Fig. 4. The surfaces are smooth and dense (within
numerical resolution) over the whole radial range up to the wall. In this radial position
the field line diversion is very strong, increasing by about an order of magnitude over a
poloidal turn. The cross sections of three such surfaces in the two planes of symmetry
are shown in Fig. 6. They well reproduce the patterns shown by the diffusion plot,
Fig. 2. First results covering the open island region also show smooth nested patterns.
within the range of relevant field line lengths. The maps are in good agreement with
the isolines of the i011 saturation current of 2D Langmuir probe array measurements
at the same at and fully retracted limiter (Fig. 5). (A reduced limiter action is still
detectable in a slight up-down asymmetry of the I5 contours.) Furthermore, the strong
poloidal variation of the radial distance between the surfaces within the open island
region is confirmed by density decay length measurements from two fast reciprocating
Langmuir probes placed at different poloidal positions [4 ].

3. Resonant topology for modelling plasma transport
Solving parallel transport along the field lines in the described open structures is
difficult for lack of symmetry. However, a regularization of the structures can be
achieved without grid interpolation by splitting the parallel motion into a resonant
component at {res = 5/m and a poloidal component on ‘1) = const along the given
surfaces. This corresponds to splitting the magnetic field into a resonant component
and a poloidal perturbation, both lying on the surfaces:

B=B +3res p01 i

where ‘i’ is the _flux enclosed by the ends of all the PLE from the X-point to the given
open surface. B o! is additive or subtractive depending on the position of the surface
with respect to the X—point of the main edge resonance.

spa, = tresve x vi:

The resonant flux tubes enclosed by two adjacent surfaces are obtained at n equidistant
toroidal positions by poloidally shifting the original flux tubes back towards resonance
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at a constant rate of AQ/n. The last shift then leads to a poloidal closure of the flux
tube.
Fig. 6 shows the intersections of the trivially resonant X—point and of three other
resonant field lines with the two planes of symmetry. In the special case of a closed
island, the shifts correspond to a compensation of the ”island 1:”.
In a magnetic flux system rotating with a resonant c, the resonant field lines are fixed
points at any poloidal cross section. Gradients of the plasma parameters along this lines
are expected to be smaller than along the original field lines, the net radial excursion
associated with the diverted structures being eliminated by the shifting procedure.
(In a tokamak divertor such gradients are trivially zero everywhere by axisymmetry).
This property makes resonant flux tubes particularly well suited for correlation of
experimental data. obtained at difl'erent toroidal and poloidal positions.
The described resonant topology can be used to define a. comfortable radial coordinate
for plasma transport modelling. In fact, any surface enclosing any ensemble of resonant
flux tubes is a ”resonant flux surface”. This property can be used to smoothly extend
the flux surfaces beyond the LCMS, shaping them according to the position and form
of the target plates. The result is a X-point free set of nested surfaces ranging from the
core up to the outermost zones of the boundary [5 ]. Such a system would, of course,
be common to both the plasma and neutral gas transport models.
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Fig. 1: Poincare’ plots of the vacuum W7-AS configuration at e: 0.52, showing the
closed flue surfaces, the -z=10/19 island chain and the open field structures at the bound-
ary.



Fig. 2: Poincare’ plots of the vacuum
configuration as in Fig.
small cross field diffusion.
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Fig. 4: Sequence of
modelled open magnetic
surfaces outside the X-
point (cross section in
the ”triangular”plane
of symmetry).

Figs 3: Schematic drawing of two poloidal line elements connecting the respective inter-
section paints (1b = 0 and 1/) = 1) of two field lines covering a full poloidal turn. The
polmdal connection length function LPG/1) is symmetric about 2/1: 1/2.
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Fig. 6': Cross sections of 5 open magnetic surfaces cover-
ing difierent regions beyond the LCMS. The labels on the
patterns represent resonant field lines.
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INTRODUCTION

In the neoclassical theory based on the first order expansion of the distribution function,
the radial electric field, Er, is calculated by the roots of the ambipolarity condition of the
local particle fluxes:

. n' ar T’r.=z,-r.- With r“: —n,, - {Dfi(—°’— )+D,‘;—°} (1)
no, Ta Ta

with a = e, i (impurity ion fluxes are disregarded), (1., being the particle charge. In
the particle flux densities, Fa, the Ware pinch term (0: E”) is omitted. In this context,
additional “anomalous” contributions are assumed to be intrinsically ambipolar. For given
density and temperature profiles, E, is estimated separately for each flux surface. As
the neoclassical particle transport coefficients depend on E, (and quite differently for ion
and electrons in the different regimes of collisionality), multiple roots of the ambipolarity
condition can exist. Especially when both the electrons and the ions are in the LMFP
regime three roots can appear [1]: the “ion root”, E), at small Er values, and and the
strongly positive “electron root”, Ere. An unstable root of the ambipolarity condition
exists in between, while both the “ion” and the “electron root” are stable. At outer radii
with higher collisionality, typically only the “ion root” with typically E,‘ < 0 can exist.

For the low density ECRH discharges (an example is shown in Figure 1), the ions with
Tio << Ten are in the plateau or in the beginning of the fi-regime. For these conditions,
the ion transport coefficients are only weakly dependent on E, if E, < E555 = cvthBr/R.
Above this resonance value Efies, where the poloidal component of 17 + 17n vanishes,
the “tokamak-like” banana orbits disappear and the particle transport coefficients are
strongly decreased. This reduction of the neoclassical ion heat transport Within the plateau
collisionality regime was experimentally confirmed for NBI heated discharges in W7~A [2].
The fast ion orbit losses due to the nearly perpendicular NBI generated rather large, but
negative Er (up to —500 V/cm). In the low density ECRH discharges, the existence of the
“electron root” is based on this reduction of the D13! for E, > E35.

THE POLOIDAL ROTATION SHEAR LAYER

In the analysis of low density ECRH discharges with highly peaked Te profiles (see Fig. 1),
only the “electron root” is typically found in the innermost part while only the “ion root”
in the outermost part. A rather broad region with both roots exists in between. No
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o-mode launch at B 2 2.5 T) based charge of Fig. 1. The limits E: and E,"’ are
on Thomson scattering, ECE and ac- given by the dotted line in Fig. 3 (on the left,
tive CX measurements. also in Fig. 4).

selection criterion with respect to both stable roots is defined so far. In principle, higher
order expansions of the distribution function can resolve the problem within neoclassical
theory [3, 4]. By these corrections, “non-local” fluxes being related to the shear of the
poloidal rotation (i.e. differential terms in E,) add to the purely local fluxes (depending
only on E,) leading to a. diffusion equation in radius for Er. In this picture, finite orbit
effects (mainly of ions) lead to the coupling of neighbouring flux surfaces with different
roots of the first order ambipolarity condition (1)

A more general approach is based on thermodynamic arguments. The poloidal rotation
shear layer, defined as the zone of the transition between the two stable roots, will develop
satisfying the constraint of minimizing the dissipation of the poloidal plasma rotation
energy. The generalized heat production of both the poloidal sheared rotation and the
neoclassical particle transport has to be minimized [5]:

Er
QZ/O“{fi.(EL—%E,)2 + 8/0. (ZiFi—Fe)dEr}7~d7-_ (2)

The lst term of the integrand is the generalized heat production rate due to the dissipation
of the rotation energy, 31$”, and the 2nd term due to the neoclassical particle fluxes,
(I‘m. The detailed form of the factor f] (327”) corresponding to a viscosity coefficient) has
to be determined, e.g. by neoclassical theory (1) depends on r, the plasma parameters
and on E, itself). This ansatz fulfils the requirement that (Tim vanishes for coArotation
(Er o< r). Omitting the (Tim—term, the local ambipolarity condition (1) is obtained by
variation of Q. The Euler-Lagrange differential form of this variational problem leads
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directly to the diffusion equation for E,.:

2 d (3712—2d— {rn (E— i—Ea} 8,, (E:— E) flan-4,) =0. (31
In this form, the differential operator itself introduces a viscous particle flux, I‘m, driven by
the poloidal viscous force which adds to the neoclassical particle fluxes. F _—,Z P, + I‘V15

Following further neoclassical arguments, the broadness of this shear layer” is determined
by the deviation of mainly the ion orbits from the flux surfaces. For the radii on the “ion
root” side, this size is of the order of a “tokamak-like” banana orbit. On the “electron
root” side, however, the ion orbits remain much closer to the flux surfaces due to the very
large Er. Consequently, the broadness of the shear layer can be much smaller than the
radial region where both stable roots exist.

The radial position, rSL, of the‘‘shear layer” defined by the minimum of Q in eq. (2)
can be estimated without solving the nonlinear diffusion equation for Er. Assume that
("1'11” vanishes outside of the narrow “shear layer” and that q“‘55 depends only weakly
on the value of TSL. Then, the minimization of Q with respect to TSL leads directly
M§“E°(E ) ~ (”1““°(E,."). Consequently, the “shear layer” position is determined if the
condition 15 satisfied: E”

f (211‘, — 1“,) (IE, = 0. (4)

For the discharge of Fig. 1, both contributions to this integral are shown in Figure 2.

The diffusion equation (3) for ET is solved numerically with some simplifications. For the
transport coefficients in the LMFP regime, an analytical LMFP regime model [1] with the
effective ripple (eh) fitted to DKES code [6] results is used [7]. The axisymmetric banana-
plateau contributions of electrons are approximated by the Hinton— Hazeltine model [8],
and of mm by the Kovrizhnykh model [9], respectively. The later one is generalized with
respect to E. DH — consi. for E < Eres and Dk'l o< E 0‘ for E > EIE5 (with a = 2
in Figs. 3 and 4) being used. With this simplified ansatz for the transport coefficients
the roots of the ambipolarity condition (1) show a similar feature as the solution based on
DKES code results [7]. In order to simulate the effect of the deviation of the ion orbits from
[lux surfaces on the viscous particle flux, the E dependence of the viscosity coefficient” 7‘]
was modeled analogous to the axisymmetric contribution to Dk’l for simplicity. 71—— const.
for E < Eres and 17 or E,— B for E > Ems. The solution of eq. (3) shown 1n Fig. 3 (with
fl—— 2)) shows a broader “shear layer” than the one of Fig. 4 (fl—— 4) for which 7] was
decreased by a factor of 10. The broadness of the “shear layer” scales with 171/2. The
transition from the “electron” to the “ion root” is in very good agreement to condition (4),
TSL is indicated by the vertical line. Only within the shear layer region, a viscous flux is
obtained which adds to the neoclassical fluxes of eq. (1).

SUMMARY

For low density ECRH discharges with highly peaked T.z profiles, a radial region with
multiple roots of the ambipolarity condition with only the neoclassical fluxes included is
found. In this region the formation of a. rather narrow shear layer in the poloidal plasma
rotation is modeled leading to a unique solution for the radial electric field. The shear in
the poloidal plasma rotation results in an additional viscous particle flux only within this
reg1on.
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Fig. 3: The radial electric field (on the left; solid line: solution of eq. (3), dotted line:
solution of the ambipolarity condition with multiple roots) and the particle fluxes (on the
right; solid line: viscous flux, dashed line: F5 and dotted line: P.) in the shear layer region
(for ,3 = 2). rSL obtained from condition (4) is indicated (see Fig. 2).
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Fig. 4: Analogous to Fig. 3, but with 7‘7 decreased by a factor of10 and fl = 4.
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I. Introduction

Besides quasi-helically symmetric configurations [1], which have particle drift properties
analogous to tokamaks, a second interesting route for stellarator investigations is the
choice of the optimized stellarator configuration [2], which has been adopted for the
W7-X stellarator project [3]. Of the many remarkably good properties of the optimized
stellarator, two are mensioned here: One is the low geodesic curvature, which leads to
a small Pfirsch-Schliiter current and fosters the MHD stability together with a vacuum
field magnetic well; the other is that trapped energetic particles are well confined being
reflected around the triangular cross section with maximum J — the second invariant
[4].

Maximum J configuration could be favorable for the stabilization of the low-frequency
thermal—trapped-particle modes. On the other hand, for the energetic particles this means
drift-reversal prevailing, and therefore the kinetic energy [5, 6, 7] of the trapped ener-
getic particles is destabilizing. Furthermore, when trapped energetic particles are drift-
reversed, two ,8 limits emerge: One is due to the ballooning modes [8], which relates to
the Van Dam — Lee - Nelson limit for EBT [9, 10]; the other is due to the interchange
modes, discovered in Ref. [11, 12]. Nevertheless, these two theories predict that — when
the core plasma [3 is high enough — stability may resume.

The purpose of this work is to determine whether one of these two limits — the Van
Dam — Lee - Nelson limit for ballooning modes 7 harms the optimized stellarator or not.
Interestingly, we find that the optimized stellarator works at higher core ,3 values than
that imposed by the limit, where the stability might resume. Note that the presently
existing theories [5, 11] only provide a necessary (not a sufficient) stability criterion
because Schwarz’s inequality is used to simplify the evaluation of the kinetic energy.
To prove stability, an improved theory is necessary. In the present status, however,
our analysis, based on the framework in Ref. [5], shows that the trapped a-particles —
although being destabilizing — do not harm the optimized stellarator.

II. fl Limit for Ballooning Instabilities

The ballooning mode equation was obtained from varying the generalized kinetic energy
integral [6, 7], and employing Schwarz’s inequality to reduce the kinetic energy integral
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to a fluid model [5]

UIVSIZ
32

= (e-n)(e-V~7filh+g—e-6PM) A, (1)

B-V B'V¢+(e-n)(e-6P"+ge‘vpi)<25

where

f(ds/B)(e - n) [e - w“. + (cr/T)e - WM] a
f(ds/B)(e - n) {[e - <73... + (U/T)e . WM] — (1 /¢Bz)e - 6PM . my (2)

and Pi, II are the perpendicular and parallel pressure components with subscript c and
h denoting the core plasma and the hot a-particle contributions respectively, B is the
magnetic field with b = B/B, .5 represents arc length of the magnetic field line, the
integrals cover the trapped-particle regions, {7 = V— (VB)6/(9B, a = 1+ (PL — P”)/B2,
‘r = 1+(8Pl/BaB), H. = (b-V)b, Sis the usual ballooning mode eikonal with b-VS = 0,
e = B x VS/B2 and bold face denotes vectors. The stability criterion is as follows: If :15
changes sign for Isl < 00, the equilibrium is unstable.

Because Schwarz’s inequality is employed, the ballooning mode equation (1) gives
only a necessary (sufficient) stability criterion when the drift-reversal condition:

e~VFh

fldS/aue A VB+vfie - n) 0’ (3)
is (not) satisfied, where F], denotes the hot a-particle distribution function, )1 is the
magnetic moment and v“ is the parallel velocity.

The standard W7-X equilibrium [3] is taken for our calculations. In this equilibrium,
the volume—averaged beta, (3), limit against the ballooning mode instabilities is around
0.05. The a-particles are assumed to have an isotropic distribution function.

We first evaluate the drift reversal condition (3). It is found that, at moderately high
([3) (about 0.03), almost all of the trapped o—particles are confined in the drift-reversed
status except for a small fraction, whose contribution to the kinetic energy is negligible.
Note that the a-particles are well confined in the configuration nearly at the same ,6
value [4]. Therefore, for the problem of interest here, the a—particles can be considered as
being overall confined in the drift-reversed status. Hence, the ballooning mode equation
(1) can tell us the necessary condition for stability.

For fixed profile of total plasma pressure we take the ratio of beta gradient of the
a-particle component to that of total plasma, flL/fl’, as a parameter to solve Eq. (1).
In the optimized stellarator, there are two types of trapped particles: the toroidally
and locally trapped particles. It is found that the toroidally trapped particles give a
destabilizing but negligible contribution due to the deep average magnetic well in the
optimized stellarator. Therefore, we only consider the locally trapped energetic-a-particle
contribution. Usually, the stability criterion is different from surface to surface. For the
optimized pressure profile, which leads to highest total (B) limit (0.05), it is found that the
ballooning instability is most likely to be excited on the surface with rotational transform
being 7/8 among other magnetic surfaces with medium—order rotational transform. The
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stability boundary for this surface is plotted in Fig. 1. In this figure, (fl) is the total
fl value averaged over the whole plasma volume, but fiL/fl’ is a local parameter, which
indicates the fraction of the energetic—a—particle contributed pressure gradient. Above
the curve is the unstable region (absolutely), below the stable one (not sufficient due to
Schwarz’s inequality being employed).

Fig. 1. Stability boundary in
the (I?) ~ flL/fl’ space. The
curve is obtained for a magnetic
surface with rotational transform
7/8, which turns out to be the

unstable

g 05
s most dangerous surface among

the magnetic surfaces with rota-
tional transform of medium order.

Oiublfl

nn .
0, 40 0.045 0. 50

<3)

To see how severe the reduction of total (fl) limit is, the value of flA/fl’ should be
estimated. We assume that, under ignited status with D-T reactions, the central ion
temperature of the core plasma is around 16 keV, and the plasma density around 3 x
102°m“3. Taking into consideration the slowing—down process of the a-particles (~ 0.1.9),
the ratio of the energetic-particle contribution to the pressure gradient to that of the
total plasma, flL/fl’, can be estimated to be around 0.1. Therefore, Fig. 1 indicates
that serious destabilization by the a—particles only occurs when the a-particle [3 value is
several times higher than the estimated one.

III. Conclusions and discussion

The energetic a-particles are found to be confined in the drift-reversed status in the
optimized stellarator except for a very small fraction, whose contribution to the energy
integral can be neglected.

Because of their drift-reversed status, energetic (1 particles have a destabilizing effect
on the ballooning modes. Nevertheless, it is found that, in the ignited state, the averaged
critical stability [3 limit is only reduced by about 0.1%. Therefore, at least within the
present theoretical framework, the energetic particles can be thought to be harmless in
the optimized stellarator configuration.

It should be pointed out that vanishing of the denominator of A in Eq. (2), which
is considered as the onset point of strong ballooning instabilities for tokamaks, akin to
the Van Dam-LeeNelson limit, appears at lower (fl) value (around 0.025), at which the
energetic 0: particle content is still very low. At higher fl, when the a-particle content
becomes appreciable, the trapped a—particles are deeply drift-reversed. In the tokamak
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studies, it is predicted that there exists a third stability regime at very high fl [8]. Sta-
bility of the optimized stellarator against the ballooning modes in the presence of the
destabilizing energetic particles can be attributed to this third stability regime.

Note that the Mercier index equation given in Ref. [11] indicates that there is another
fl limit, which appears at higher fl value as compared to the vanishing point of the
denominator of A. Therefore, this limit is more dangerous for the optimized stellarator.
The investigation of the interchange modes in the presence of the destabilizing energetic
particles is under consideration.

Finally, we should note that the present theory only gives a. necessary but not a
sufficient stability criterion. Therefore, to prove stability, an improved theory without
invoking the Schwarz inequality should be developed. It is interesting to point out that
there always exist some trapped 0: particles which are drift nonreversed. If some trapped
a particles, although only a few, are drift-nonreversed, but the majority is drift reversed,
there may be some a-particles whose contribution to the energy integral is singular.
Hence, a refined theory seems to be necessary.
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Investigating the ideal MHD ballooning mode structures in optimized stellarators is im-
peded by their small shear which restricts occurrence of resonant 3D mode coupling to very high
node-number modes. To facilitate the comparison of tokamak and stellarator ballooning mode
structure a Helias configuration with significantly increased (positive. i.e. rotational transform
increasing to the outside) shear is used for high-node—number computational mode analysis
with the CASBD ideal MHD stability code [1] (see Fig. 1). A formulation of the ideal MHD
energy functional which turned out optimal for the analysis of such modes in tokamaks, since

it avoids near-annihilation of stabilizing and
(316502 CASSDZMN destabilizmg energy contributions [2], WI” be
, , o , a used to clarify similarities and differences in

E . 77 X , X . Y i Y . . .
the drivmg terms in tokamaks and stellara-

w tors. In the following all the quantities have
their usual meaning [2], if not indicated oth-

CAssm CAssowu erwise. The stabilizing terms in the MHD
5. X' . xo energy functional may be given as

51: 3—2.0 x BIZdlog. Inlaracllon

CAssmini CAS3D1MNint and
$3 X. , X5

82=B'2IQ-B—E-Vp|2 ,
FIG. 1. Code map for CA$3D showing
the various code versions and the perturbation with 5'2 the field compression term. The
functions that are computed (boxes). The sub— remaining terms may be combined to yield
stantial relations between the code versions are the following, potentially destabilizing, en-
also indicated (lozenges). ergy contributions

FI2~ I'B Flzl,’

Sari—gm” and 54=17(2ESB-Vn——5§€52) ,
the latter term being connected to the parallel current density (1' - B)/Bz. The quantity 5
mainly describes the normal curvature influence as given by the ballooning formalism [3]:

15 = p' waif/132 — v5” —B‘2(1F’T’+ JFié) + via - WEB-2)] /F’T2
Note that, since fiBz = —(IFfi~+JF"p) and fiB-Vffi = p’(\/§—V') are valid in magnetic
coordinates, 13 only depends on the Jacobian fl. The energy functional then reads

WP: 24: // d3r5‘
i=1
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In addition to the representation of Wp standardly used in CAS3D [1], this formulation is
being used here in the code version CAS3D2MN (see Fig. 1). This code version is characterized
by a phase factor transform — this is 53 = Xe cos 27r(M9 + N76) + X" sin 21r(Ml9 + N3) for
the scalar perturbation component perpendicular to flux-surfaces -—, so that the potentially
rapidly varying phase factors do not enter the transformed energy functional, whereas the
perturbation Fourier numbers M and N do so explicitly; The new unknown functions, which
are solved for by minimization, — these are X8 and X" for E" — vary on the equilibrium's
scale only, so that also high node—number modes can be investigated without refining grid
sizes and therefore without increasing memory and CPU time requests. This code version was
used for all stability calculations presented here.

Flux—surface cross-sections and rotational transform profiles for the Helias and the A = 4.6
circular tokamak finite fl equilibria, which are investigated here. are given in Fig. 2. In both
cases the shear is IALl/L z 0.7, so that, in principle, resonant sideband coupling is possible in
these tokamak and stellarator cases even for low- and medium-node-number modes. For the
N = 18 mode Figs. 3a and 3b shows that in the tokamak case a perturbation structure of the
ballooning type indeed occurs, the unstable mode being radially extended and composed of
many poloidal harmonics with competing amplitudes. These Fourier harmonics are positioned
according to the rotational transform profile (compare Figs. 2e and 3b), 50 that the mode
fulfills the resonance condition N+ ML = 0 radially across the plasma. These global stability
results are in keeping with the n —t 00 local ballooning analysis [3], which indicates the
tokamak case to be locally ballooning unstable (see Fig. 36).

Though the n —r 00 ballooning formalism proves the Helias equilibrium of Figs. 2a-2c
to be also locally unstable (again Fig. Be), the medium-node—number mode — evaluated on
a finite grid — behaves quite different. Figues 3c and 3d show that the perturbation Fourier
coefficients which are poloidally coupled do not exhibit the tokamak partial mode structure and
do not overlap significantly. Thus, in contrast to the tokamak mode, the Helias perturbation
may be characterized to be of the Mercier type, a result that has been found before for the
low-node—number modes in low-shear stellarator configurations [4]. The extrapolation to zero
grid size is in progress and may even show these modes to be stable.

Preliminary results from the code version CASSDlMNint indicate that in the Helias case
ballooning type global modes can only be obtained when investigating very high node-number
modes. The corresponding results will be shown at the conference.
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FIG. 2. Planar meridiosnal cuts for the two
equilibria considered here: The optimized He-
lias configuration may be characterized by the
cross—sections at the beginning (frame (a))
a quarter (b), and half (c) of a field pe-
riod; the tokamak cross-section is given in
frame (d). In the Helias case essential equi-
librium parameters are Np = 5 field peri-
ods, aspect ratio A = 10, (fl) = 0.058, and
0.48,$L,S,0.95; in the tokamak case they are
A = 4.6, (fl) = 0.0334, and 0.962,L2,0.26.
The rotational transform profiles are given in
frame (e), the positiveshear profile belonging
to the Helias case. For both cases L = 0.72
is located at a N 0.7 in flux label, i.e. at
p m 0.836 in normalized radius.
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FIG. 3. Results from CA53D (version CA53D2MN) for the equilibria of Fig. 2: Frames (3)
and (c) show the surface averaged energy contributions versus flux labels (51 to S4, labels 1
to 4, Wp, label 5). The Fourier coefficients off” are given in frames (6) and (d), the curves
being labeled by their poloidal Fourier numbers. The left column shows the results for the
N = 18 made in the tokamak case (pressure profile p(s) = po(1 — 32)2, radial resolution
N5 = 288, 15 poloidal harmonics), the right column gives the corresponding results for the
Helias case (here N = 18, radial resolution N5 = 288, 63 perturbation Fourier harmonics).
For comparison the local ballooning solutions for L = 3/4 are also given, see frame (e). Since
both curves change sign for} < 0.1 (a z 0.07 in the tokamak case), both equilibria are locally
unstable. Here, ()5 = qS/(4Ma) increases by unity until the rational field line closes upon itself.
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Power Balance in a Helias Reactor

C.D. Beidler, BHarmcyer, J. Kifllinger, N.Karulin*, F. Rau, H. Wobig
Max-Planck Institut fiir Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association ,

8056 Garching bei Miinchen, FRG
* Kurchatov Institute, Moscow, Russia

Stellarator reactor studies have been undertaken since the beginning of stellarator
research. The [irst studies of modular stellarator reactors mainly concentrated on technical
issues neglecting the limitations set by confinement and stability. In contrast to these
early studies, the Ilelias configuration (Niihrenberg and Zille7 1986) offers the chance to
develop a self-consistent reactor concept where the plasma losses, MHD stability limits
and (r-pnrticle losses are not prohibitive to ignition.

The dimensions of the llelias reactor are mainly determined by the technical limits of
the coil system and the. necessary space for blanket and shield. The main parameters are:
Major radius ‘20 in, average plasma. radius 1.6 m, magnetic field on axis 5 T, rotational
transform on axis 0.811, transform 011 the boundary a 1.0. Details of the Helias reactor
concept are described in (lieidler et al. 1992). The MHD—stability limit in a 5~period
Helins configuration is expected to be 5 = 4-5 % and the neoclassical transport losses
can be characterised by an cllective helical ripple of 1-2%. This immediately poses the
question of whether ignition is possible and, if so, if the fusion power is in the desired
regime of 1’ = 2.5 — 3.0 (1W.

Since a local power balance needs too many assumptions about transport coefficients
and boundary conditions we follow the standard approach with fixed plasma profiles
and empirical scaling laws for the confinement time. The plasma profiles are modelled
analytically and the power balance is evaluated numerically.

Various scaling laws ol‘ anomalous confinement (LHD scaling, Gyro-Bohm scaling,
Lacimcr~Gottardi scaling (Lackner and Gottardi, 1990) have been tested in present-day
stellarator experiments, showing no clear distinction among the various scaling laws. In
Wendclsteiu 7»/\S all three scaling laws lit the experimental data. Therefore, the prag—
matic approach is to exlrapolate the empirical scaling laws to a reactor plasma and to
test the ignition conditions under various assumptions on anomalous confinement.

A llelias reactor is a steadystate reactor with a low amount of recirculating power.
To maintain the auxiliary systems roughly 10% of the electric power is needed. A rough
power balance starting from an electric power of 1000 MW shows that on the plasma
side a neutron power of 2000 - 2400 MW has to be delivered; this corresponds to an
alpha~particle heating power of 500 — 600 MW. This figure sets a lower limit on the
reactor perlprmance and therefore determines strongly the dimensions and the plasma
parameters of a llelias reactor.
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Power balance. The power balance of a Helias reactor depends on the confinement
properties of the plasma which means the confinement of highly energetic alpha particles,
the neoclassical transport. of the thermal plasma and the anomalous transport caused by
plasma turbulence. Alpha—particles in non—symmetric magnetic fields are not absolutely
confined, in general. Especially locally trapped particles tend to drift to the wall Very
rapidly which not only reduces the available heating power to the plasma but also causes
damage to the first wall. In the Helias reactor some effort has been made to overcome these
difficulties. Firstly, due to the high density and low temperature of the burning plasma the
slowing down time is on the order of 0.1 s, and therefore the confinement time of energetic
alpliasparticles need not be larger than 0.1 s. Although there is no absolute confinement
of trapped particles in a. configuration without symmetry, improved confinement of these
particles in a. Ilelias reactor can be achieved by localizing the trapped particles in each field
period and by utilizing the poloidal magnetic drift to avoid the formation of superbanana
orbits. 'I‘hat this method is indeed effective has been demonstrated numerically by (Lotz
et al. llllll). The result is that nearly all highly energetic alpha-particles are confined
for one slowing down time if the plasma ,6 is sufficiently large. The poloidal magnetic
drift already becomes effective at B = 2%; at. B = 5% only a few percent of the alpha
particles are lost within one slowingdown time. In view of this result, prompt losses of
alpha. particles have been neglected in the power balance.

Neoclassical losses in a. llelias configuration are strongly reduced by the drift opti-
mization of particles orbits. Numerically these neoclassical losses in IIelias configurations
have been studied by various techniques: Monte Carlo calculations (Lotz and Nfihrenberg
1988), the UKES code (Maullberg et al. 1993) as well as other techniques for solv—
ing the kinetic equation (lieidler, 1991). In the P.S.~regime and the plateau regime the
transport is mainly determined by the Cal-term in the Fourier spectrum of B, where
13/30!“ = l + ('0. cost) + ('11 cos 0 cos Jlfnp + 511 sinOsin Mtg + C10 cos [Ugo -|- (p is the
toroidal angular variable and 6 a poloidal angular variable. AI is the number of field
periods. Since the term ('01 is reduced by a factor of two compared with q, the averaged
deviation of the drift surfaces of passing particles from magnetic surfaces is also reduced
by a factor of two. rI‘his means that at fixed rotational transform the reduction factor
of P.H.-dilfusion and plateau diffusion is four. In the longrmean—free path regime it is
mainly the synergetic effect of the leading Fourier harmonics 001,011, 5'11, Cm, which leads
to the reduction of radial transport. The ’helical' ripple in Helias configuration can be
characteri‘ded by c,A z 0.1 [lieidler 1991) whereas the effective ripple is Gen : 0.01 — 00?;
therefore the optimization yields a. reduction factor of 10 ~ 20 in in the I/II-regime. For

the ions in the lmfp-regime the radial electric field is more effective in reducing the radial
diffusion than the optimized magnetic drift.

The ignition condition of a. Helias reactor requires that the effective thermal con-
ductivity must. be not higher the 1 mz/s, therefore neoclassical transport coefficients
must. stay well below this limit. The plasma parameters in the reactor regime are:
n(0) = 2 — .1 - 102” m‘I'l' S leV. The numerical calculations show that the neo-
classical trunsport coefficients in the parameter regime described above are in the range
0.2 - 0.3 lll‘Z/S. This result holds for electrons and ions, however the ion thermal conductiv»
ity is strongly reduced by the radial electric field. This radial electric field is determined
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by the condition of ambipolarity and lies in the ion root regime. Since a Helias reac~
tor operates at relatively high density (3 - 3.5~1O20 m‘3) the colhsionality is in the range
V" = If/AI = 1 ~ ‘2 ~ 104’. These results show that neoclassical transport is small enough
and the confinement is good enough to sustain ignition.

Anonmlons transport is a. phenomenon found in all present-day stellarator experi-
ments. Several empirical scaling laws of the energy confinement. time exist which fit to
the experimental results. The LacknereGottardi scaling, which is favoured in the W 7-AS
stellarator, is TE : 0.l7:3Ra:BD'S'fiD‘GP’O'6L0‘4(A/1.5)0'5. Besides the Lackner—Gottardi
scaling, the LllD scaling and the Gyro-Bohm scaling are employed to predict plasma
parameters in 11311.. The HID-scaling is TE = 0.1730‘75a230'84fio'figP'0'58(A/l.5)D'5 and
the Clyro-llohm scaling T1,; = 0.25R0'5a2’230'8 fi0‘6P_0'68(A/1.5)0‘5. These two scaling
laiVs do not show a dependence on the rotational transform, however a positive scaling
with 1 (TL; oc (“8 was found in Wendelstein 7-AS supporting the Lackner‘Gottardi type
scaling. The. units are: time in s, heating power P in MW, magnetic field B in T, line
average density n in 10"” 111—3, lengths in m. The isotope effect, described by the atomic
number zl, has not yet been verified in stellarator experiments, however, since this effect
has been found in many tokamak experiments, it will be included tentatively to test its
relevance for reactor conditions. Columns 1-3 in Table I are calculated with an effective
atomic mass of A=2.5, columns 4-7 with A:1.5.

Results. Since the anomalous transport is larger than the neoclassical one, the power
balance is calculated on the basis of the empirical scaling laws of energy confinement.
Below the ignition threshold the plasma is maintained by the external heating power P8,.
With fixed plasma. profiles the power balance E/TE : Po, — Pbremg + Per can be brought
into the form f(Pw,n.(O),T(0)) : 0. The curves Pfizzcontant are plotted in the form
of l’Ol’CON-plots. Parameter variation were made in the following regime: 1) Two
different. plasma profiles (type I and type II, where type 11 is optimized with respect to
MHD—stability); 2) Variation of impurity content: abundance of cold alpha particles S
10%, abundance of Oxygen S 1%, abundance of Carbon 3 0.5%; 3) Dependence on
the isotope factor in TE, /l = 1.5 — 2.5; 4) Major radius 20 - 22m; 5) Magnetic field 5
- 5.5 T; (i) Confinement time: LHD scaling, Gyro-Bohm scaling and Lackner-Gottardi
scaling.

The aim is to find an operating window where the ignited state (PM. = 0) stays below
the stability limit which is expected between 5 =4% and 5%. Such an operating window
does not exist for confinement times following the Gyro-Bohm or the LHD- scaling; an
improvenu-nt factor of '2 or less is needed. This is similar to tolcamak reactors where
L—mode confinement is also insufficient to reach ignition. However, the LacknenGottardi
scaling predicts a higher confinement time and ignition can be reached without the need
for further improvements. The plasma parameters of various ignited states close to the
MUD-stability limit are listed in Table 1.

Conclusions. In the envisaged parameter regime of a Helias reactor (B : 5T, n(0) :
2 — .1 - 101°111"3,T S 17keV) the neoclassical tranport is smaller than the anomalous
transport. A zero-dimensional power balance based on empirical scaling laws of energy
confincnwnt shows that a confinement time following the Lackner—Gottardi scaling satis»
lies the ignition condition. Any reference to H—mode confinement or other improvement
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Table 1: Plasma Parameters in the Helias Reactor

Major radius [111] 20 20 20 20 2O 22 22
Average plasma radius [in] 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.76 1.76
h‘léignetic livid on axis [T] 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.5 5.5 5.0 5.0
'I‘ypv (:1 profiles I 1 l 11 ll 11 11
Cold (xi-particles f0, 0.1 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
Dilution [actor 0.51 0.66 0.66 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73
Z.” 1.79 1.69 1.69 1.41 1.41 1.41 1.41
l’cak temperature [keV] 16.0 16.0 17.0 14.0 15.0 13.0 14.0
l’vak density [10'20 111'31 3.5 3.0 3.0 4.0 4.0 3.75 3.75
Average line density [1020 111—3] 2.17 1.68 1.68 3.03 3.03 2.84 2.84
Average. beta [%] 4.8 4.22 4.48 4.36 4.67 4.59 4.94
(r-livating power [MW] 545 520 584 650 765 633 760
llrvlnsstrzthlnng [MW] 123 85 88 163 169 185 192
Neutron power [MW] 2179 2081 2336 2601 3061 2534 3042
Fusion power [MW] 2724 2601 2920 3251 3872 3168 3803
l'lnvrgy confinement Linn: [s] 1.71 1.46 1.36 1.63 1.43 2.05 1.74
T1155 [S] 1.74 1.56 1.44 1.63 1.45 2.03 1.76
m,” [s] 1.05 0.93 0.86 1.02 0.91 1.23 1.07
T(,v.,,‘.a—i}..li..i [S] 0.90 0.80 0.74 0.84 0.75 1.03 0.89

mechanisms is not necessary. The reason for this favourable behaviour of the LG. scaling
is the dependence on rotational transform. Accumulation of cold alpha particles is tolera-
ble up to a. fraction of 10%. Under these conditions the reactor runs close to the stability
limit ()I' 71:7)“0 and delivers a I'nsion output of 2.5 - 3.8 GW (see Table 1). Critical issues
01 the power balance are a further increase of the impurity content and anomalous loss
of last alpha. particles which diminishes the heating power. In this context any improve—

ment ()1 energy confinement, which might arise from the optimized features of the Helias

conhgnratimu, would he very uselul.
Ack1unvlvdgclnr‘nts. We should like to thank Mrs. 1. Ott for programming the power

balance equations.
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Introduction

The influence of the toroidal current profile on the stability has been shown by
previous theoretical and experimental works. A question that arises is the non uniform
behavior when different magnetic configurations are compared. In the Wendelstein VII-AS,
the bootstrap current always increases the rotational transform and the stability properties are
worse, the confinement time is shorter than in a current free regime [1]. Theoretical
calculations of external global modes in the ATP device, show that if the current reduces the
externally applied rotational transform, the stability properties are deteriorated, and vice
versa [2]. Mercier stability calculations for the Ll-ID [3] show a contrary effect of the current;
the decreasing of the rotational transform improves the stability while increasing it,
deteriorates the stability properties. Previous work [4] on the TJ-Il heliac has shown that a
shearless configuration is stabilized by locally introducing a shear, and this effect is stronger
when the rotational transform decreases.

We are trying to elucidate these discrepancies by taking advantage of the flexibility of
the TJ—II. We consider a sequence of equilibria with a given net toroidal current and then we
study its stability properties. Bootstrap currents are very low in the TJ-II (preliminary
calculations showed it is of some kA [5]). So, this current could be attainable by EC Current
Drive for instance [6].

Euilibria calculation

The 3D equilibria have been generated using the free boundary version of the VMEC
code [7-9] that assumes nested magnetic flux surfaces. In the present paper, we concentrate
on the stability properties of heliacs, namely TJ-II. The pressure profile p(s) and the net
toroidal current enclosed in a flux surface are prescribed and given by:

p(s)=p(0) (1-5) J(s)=J(1) (25—52)
we have obtained three cases to compare:

i) With J(1)=0, that is zero net toroidal current.
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ii) Total toroidal current enclosed, 2nJ(1)=0.4; the normalization chosen in
VMEC is the usual one, the toroidal magnetic flux 21tFT(1) is rt. This
represents a case with aproximately 9 kA that increases the rotational transform
in the magnetic axis by 12.8% compared to the first case.

iii) Total toroidal current enclosed, 21tJ(1)=-0.4, that decreases the rotational
transform by 17% (actually increases because in'TJ-II device, iota is negative.
However, we will refer to its absolute value).

The magnetic configuration under study is the standard [10], with a vacuum magnetic
well of 2.3% and L(O)=1.46. The need for using the free boundary option in the code is to
allow the possible changes of form of the outermost surface and describe the Shafranov shift
in a realistic way.

Mercier Stability

We consider local ideal MHD modes as in [10], but this time allowing the last closed
surface to move while the equilibrium is computed. The stability criterion for these modes
can be written [11]:

DM = Ds+ Dw +DG+ Dc > 0 stable

2nJ(t)-O
u Iota many-0.4

awn-0.4
Dm mum-o

a BM 2xJ(l)-VD.4
Dm mum-0.4

.01.6 0 2

0.01
1.5 '3

s a o
1.4 5

~0.01

"3 D a 43.02D uu
1.2 ° n -o.oa

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0,5 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
Normalized Imoidal flux Average Radius

Fig. 1: Iota profiles at <B>=1.7% for the Fig. 2: Mercier criterion as a function of the
different cases: without current (crosses), average radius for the three Cases mentioned at

negative current (squares) and with a current <B>=1.7% obtained with a number of flux

flowing in the same direction as q: angle surfaces 2 25 by VMEC code with the free
(diamonds). boundary option.

The terms D5 and D1 are negligible due to the low shear of the configuration (see the
iota profiles in fig.1 ), though this scenario can be changed choosing a different
configuration. The important terms are DG (the geodesic curvature term) which is always
destabilizing, and Dw (the magnetic well term) that due to the presence of a magnetic well
throughout the plasma in heliacs, is stabilizing. When beta increases, the diamagnetic effects
augment this term.
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We have observed (see fig. 2) a destabilization produced by the current with the termresponsible for this effect being Be, that changes substantially from currentless equilibriumto the case with a current; meanwhile the term Dw remains approximately the same. We cansee (fig.4) that the destabilizing effect is progressive, less current means less destabilization.The most favorable case is the currentless one. This effect is not observed when theequilibrium is obtained with the fixed boundary restriction (fig. 3), when the flux surfaces donot shift outwards freely. 0n the other hand, the term that gives stability to a heliacconfiguration (Dw) is not very affected by this circumstance.

Dg fixed b,
Dw fixed b.

Dg free b.
Dw free b.C

o
a

x

0

Dw
.

Dg
(a

.u
)

-0.01

-0.02
x

-0 . 03
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

Average Radius
Fig. 3: Dw and DG terms at <B>=l.7% for the case with positive current of about
9 kAmps. evaluated in two different runs; with free boundary and the other one
supposing a perfectly conducting wall besides the plasma boundary.

0.03 Drn 21tJ(1)=0.2
Dm 2nJ(1)=0.4

0.02

0.01

O

Dm
(a

,u.
)

-0.01

-0.02

-0.03
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

Average Radius
Fig. 4: Mercier criterion as a function of the average radius for two cases with
the same average beta (1.7%) and a toroidal current flowing in the plasma. One
current is about 9 kA. (squares) and the other is half this quantity (crosses).
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Conclusions

Some preliminary calculations has shown that destabilization occur when toroidal
currents are present in the plasma, no matter the way they flow. According to these results,
the optimization or compensation of the bootstrap currents in a device can be critical for the
plasma stability. This effect has not yet been proved to be universal, this work has to be
extended to different configurations, pressure and current profiles. It might be that in a
particular configuration, the existence of a toroidal current can benefit the confinement, but
at present, this does not seem to be the situation.

We want to emphasize the importance of using equilibria that better describe the real
situation, so the assumption of fixed boundary conditions could not be realistic enough in
most of the cases when a high beta or currents are present. Nevertheless, other kinds of MHD
modes can play a different role as in [2], so that they have to be checked.
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SUFFICIENT STABILITY CRITERION FOR A PLASMA IN STELLARATORS

M.V.Ma1yshev, V.D.Pustovitov
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It is known [1] that for currentless plasma in

stellarators it is possible to obtain non-trivial sufficient

stability criterion. It is of certain interest because when it

is satisfied, plasma must be stable for any (ideal) MHD

perturbation. In [1] l = 2 stellarator without shear was

considered and critical value of B (BC) was found. This BC,

which limits the range of 8 values fitting this criterion,

turned out to be not large enough. But the fact itself that

such stability criterion exists is encouraging. The criterion

obtained in [11 showed that the deeper the magnetic well and

the greater the rotational transform, the greater BC.
Most of the present-day stellarators are moderate— or

high-shear systems. Theory developed in [1] must be improved
to be applicable to them. Besides, due to growing interest to
stellarators with noncircular "in average“ plasma
cross-sections the problem of plasma elongation effect on its
stability becomes actual. It this presentation we obtain
sufficient stability criterion, similar to that in [1], for
stellarators with a shear and, second, for stellarators with
elongated plasma.

As a basis we use Solov'ev sufficient stability criterion
[2], which can be written for currentless plasma as [3]

F2
I I 2

w — p 1 - |VC | > O, (l)
W <32> H

where w = 2p + (B2>. CH is the toroidal angle in Hamada

coordinate system. If CH is represented as
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CH=C+h, (2)

where C is the usual toroidal angle, then periodic function h

must satisfy the equation

B-Vh = <B-VC> — B-VC . (3)

In the frame of standard stellarator approximation one can

easily find from here the function h = h — h, where h is the

C-independent (average) part of h. After this Eq. (3) is

reduced to the two-dimensional equation

2nBO [vw vc ]-Vh = n — <n>, (4)

where R is the major radius of a stellarator, B0 is the

toroidal field strength, w is the poloidal flux (as a function

of ”averaged" magnetic surface coordinates), Q is the value
characterizing the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field:

2 ~2 ~2R <B > <3 >
nzi——+—Cs—C—2kpcosu. (5)

r2 8% BE

We consider, first, stellarators in which cross-sections

of averaged magnetic surfaces w = const are shifted circles: r

= R + A — acose, z = asine. We get from Eq.(4)

— 2a 2 I, Ah=-—[1+BOV0(<I>)—]sin6. (6)
“R 2

Here n is the rotational transform, a is the minor radius, A

is the shift of magnetic surface centers. It follows from

Eq.(3) that, by the order of magnitude, h is 8/80 times

smaller than h. Due to this the function h can be disregarded

in calculating lVCHI . In this case criterion (1) is reduced
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to
I

I Iw + p 4—z[cos29+[1- i]2511r129]> o. (7)
H H

To satisfy this criterion at any 9, the expression in brackets
[...] should be replaced by unity. At u = const we obtain from
here the well-known estimate for critical 6: BC = 0.5u26w/w
[1]. For stellarators with a shear the sufficient stability
criterion also turns out to be informative. But BC becomes
smaller because at u’ > O the condition (7) can be satisfied
by p(a) profiles with smaller gradients in the plasma column
center.

Let us consider now shearless stellarators with elliptical
averaged magnetic surfaces: r = R + A - acose, z = Kasine. We
assume that elongation K is constant over minor radius. When u
— const, this approximation is reasonable [4]. As in the

previous case, the solution of Eq.(4) for function h has the
form (6). But in this case it is necessary to keep in mind
that u depends on K [5]:

2K
= _Z____ , (8)

H K + l “0

Here “0 is the vacuum rotational transform for configuration
with K = 1 (when magnetic surfaces are circular). With account
of (6), (8) criterion (1) is reduced to

, ,4 K2+12 0 9)
w + p > . (EEO 2K2

Multiplier at p’ in (9), which depends on K, rapidly decreases
when K is increased (from unity at K = 1 to 1/4 at K a m).
Correspondingly, the contribution of p’-proportiona1
destabilizing term in (9) becomes smaller. If it could be
possible to preserve the depth of magnetic well with the K
rise, it would result in increase of critical pressure by a
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factor of Luci/(K2 + 1)2 in comparison with that value for
initial configuration with K = 1. Even for a rather moderate
value K = 2 the gain could be a factor 2.5.

This optimistic conclusion about considerable stabilizing
effect of plasma elongation is true if w’ does not change to
the worth with K rise. The last condition seems to be quite
realistic: calculations [6] for ATP torsatrons show that
elongating plasma cross-section one can preserve or even
increase the magnetic well depth.

The criterion (9) is valid also for near-axis region for
stellarators with a shear (in this case “0 is the rotational
transform at the axis for K = 1 configuration). This criterion
turns out to be less restrictive than analogous criterion (7)
for the case K = 1. It indicates that in stellarators with a
shear BC can be increased by elongation of plasma
cross-section with the help of a quadrupole field. In addition
there is another favorable factor: in stellarators with n’ > O
elongation of near-axis surfaces is increased very fast at
rather moderate elongation of the plasma boundary [4]. Due to
this, multiplier at destabilizinn; term in stability criterion
decreases at the axis from 4/u0 t0 l/uO. That is why more
steep pressure profiles than that at K = 1 can satisfy
sufficient stability criterion.
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Introduction

The analysis of the radial electric field, the plasma rotation and transport phe—
nomena have become a very important issue in modeling the L—H transition. The

achievement of this transition by a biasing voltage at the tokamak edge [1] has raised

new questions on the radial electric conductivity and the processes leading to the
plasma spin up [1.2]. Principal momentum damping mechanisms at the plasma edge
are the interactions with neutral atoms and the viscosity due to the magnetic ripple.

It has been shown [2] that in general the poloidal and the toroidal velocity are coupled
through the parallel viscosity and that the radial conductivity contains the momen-

tum damping rates in the poloidal as well as in the toroidal direction; thus finite

toroidal field ripple in a tokaniak can have significant effect on the radial conductiv—

ity. The evolution of the radial electric field and the plasma rotation-in time for a
biasing experiment in non-axisymmetric systems at low rotation speeds and plasmas
in the Pfirsch—Schliiter or the plateau regime has been described in Ref. [21.111 this
work we extend these calculations to treat prescribed stochastic fluctuations in the
electromagnetic field, plasma density and particle flows, and to include momentum
and particle sources, since they are mechanisms that can drive plasma rotation.
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The Model

We take the two lowest-order moment equations together with the Maxwell equa~

tions and consider the electric and magnetic field written as E 2 {E} + (SE, and

B = {B} + (SE where {E} and {B} indicate ensemble average, and 5E, 6B have a

vanishing ensemble average; Also, we assume 6E/E << 1 and (SB/B << 1. Accord-

ing with this description we write the plasma density of species a. as Na = {Nul-l—(SNM

and the particle flux as 1",, = {I'd} + 61‘“. We define the macroscopic plasma velocity

Ua = Ila/Nfl and the stress tensor 1:3“ = muNuUflUfl + flu + Tpa. We can therefore

derive time dependent equations for the average values of the quantities and equa-

tions for the fluctuations. By using the ordering in Ref. [2] and assuming the source

and the fluctuation terms are small in the equations for the average quantities we

can expand these quantities in powers of (Ry/L). The lowest-order continuity and

momentum balance equation are

V - N§°)U;°) = 0 (1)
1vpg") — emf” [aim + —Ug0> x 13(0)] = 0, (2)
c

whose solution in Hamada coordinates {V, 6,6} can be written as U = U9(V,t)eg +

UE(V, t)e5 with

P, 1 aU” = <I>’ ‘1 — ARE 3
C( + eaNu BE + ( a)

U5 : AaBE (3b)

where (DU/J) and 1),;(V) are the electric potential and pressure at lowest-order and

/\,.(V,t) is an unknown surface constant related to the parallel velocity. The prime

denotes a derivative with respect V.

The first-order continuity equation is given by

0N5”
TW-PL" =S~.m (4)

where 1‘21) = Néo)Uf.l) + NinUfio) + 6Nll (SU“ and SN“ is the )article source.. l

The first-order momentum balance equation results

aU‘u") : =111mg")? + V - PM + vpg‘) + V . 11;”) — eu(N§°)E“> + N§‘)E<“>)
— a? [P5P x 13“” + 1‘5)” x B“) — eu{(6N,,)(6E)} - effing) x (6B)} =
{a} — nlnN;°)z/;,1r§°)+ Sn, (5)
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where 123m1 is the Reynolds stress tensor due to fluctuations,

1%,. = m.[ug°){(m.)(w.)} + {(6Na)(6Uu)}U£.°) + N§°){(6U.)(6Uu)}
+ {(6N.)(6Uu)(6U.)}1,

and 11;" = 1/“, + (l/Na)(S'Na) being Van the collision frequency between the plasma

species a and the neutrals. We assume the particle source SN“ is constant in time.

Ffl and Ska are the Coulomb friction and the momentum source respectively.

By adding Eq. (5) for ions to that for electrons, neglecting small terms, multi»
plying by B and taking the surface average it yields

9 E
miNi < B9 > O—g‘+ < 35 > 03% + [#9 + T‘Ill'Nfl/Sl < Bo >]U9+

[#5 + "liNiVE. < BE >] U5 :< B - T >, (6)

where < B - V - ISL >= ”HUG + [QUE was introduced and the torque T defined as

= : ‘ 1
T = —V - (PF‘i + P536) + {(6p)(bE)} + ;{(6J) X (6B)} + S)“.- + SI“.

Here (6p) and (6J) are fluctuations of the electric charge and the current density
respectively.

Following the same procedure the product of Eq. (5) by the poloidal field,
B» E B989, yields

m-N- OUQ QUE i) "11391 L B; > ‘at‘ J” < B» ' BT > 77?] + [My +miNiVin < B12) > ”30 U9+
BEBE

+ [”2” +771iNiV:n < Bp ' BT > /BE] UE : c < Je“ - VV >
B935 0 < Em) - VV__—_>+ < Bl) . ’I‘ >

(7)41rc at

where L = 39/135 and < 13,, -V - 7:r,' >= #5,],e + ”(El’lUE were introduced together

With 1 0 < E“) -VV ><J,-VV>:—4—7F—at———<Jext-VV>. (8)

Equations (6) and (7) are the same equations as those treated in Ref. [2] except by
the presence of the torque, T, due to the fluctuations and the momentum sources.
In steady-state Eqs. (6) and (7), after substitution of Eqs. (3), yield the Ohms law
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Equations (6) and (7) are the same equations as those treated in Ref. [2] except by

the presence of the torque, T, due to the fluctuations and the momentum sources.

In steady-state Eqs. (6) and (7), after substitution of Eqs. (3), yield the Ohms law

I

<J1-VV>=—a,[VV|2(®’+%)+<JF~VV> (9)
with

() (P) a (B -B >
<Jp-VV>= c <B,,-T>_<B-T> ”op +9": +Vin[1+—P—<B;>Tl

13935 < Bf, > < B2 > L119+u5+ufn

where the neoclassical conductivity, 0,, and the damping frequencies, V’s, are those

given in Ref. [2].
The term < Jp - VV > is the current produced by stochastic fluctuations and

momentum sources flowing radially in the plasma. In steady-state < J“), - VV >=<

J1 -VV > + < Jen - VV >: O to keep the plasma quasineutral; thus Eq. (9) yields

the radial electric field in terms of the biasing current, the pressure gradient, the

fluctuations and the sources. By substituting (IV in Eqs. (3) it follows

c <Jp-VV>+<Jm-VV>-= — ————— AiB.U: B5 lvvlz 0r 35 ‘l‘ (10)

Thus if we change the biasing current, by adjusting the bias voltage, to get < Jen -

VV >= — < Jp - VV > we obtain that the plasma flow is only along the magnetic

lines.
It can be seen that with zero biasing voltage the plasma rotation is not zero, as

in the case without fluctuation or sources as shown in Ref. [2] (recall that we had

assumed VT : 0). By analyzing the time behavior of the rotation it can also be seen

that the relaxation times are the same as those presented in Ref. [2] except by the

subtitution of 11,-" by 11"", which adds the effect of a constant particle source.
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